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Mr H C S Berry, FIE
President

“97 years of Relentless Journey towards Engineering Advancement for Nation-Building”

Message
It is my proud privilege to learn that 31st Indian Engineering Congress of The Institution of Engineers (India) on the
theme “SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development” is scheduled to
be organized by the West Bengal State Centre of the Institution during December 15–18, 2016 at Kolkata.
Nowadays, everyone is aware of his own impact on the environment, thus definition of conservation has expanded to
address the effects of human consumption. We have now started encouraging the philosophy, “reduce, reuse, recycle,
buy local and reduce carbon footprint”. The ultimate aim of these measures is to conserve the natural resources, such as,
water and energy required for the human race to survive. To promote more resource efficient, greener and to make more
competitive economy, it is clear that significant innovation is required with respect to sustainable growth that needs to
go hand in hand with smart growth in order to reap the full benefits of green economy. India needs to reinforce synergies
between development and sustainable growth to deal with the climate change, environment and energy demands as well
as growing scarcity of natural resources. We need to change our policy currently based on overuse of natural resources
into innovation-driven green policies.
I am quite confident that this Congress will provide a common platform to the engineers and other stakeholders for
interactions and deliberations on SMART technologies to check the depletion of natural resources in a sustainable
manner. I am grateful to all the engineers, technocrats and policy makers of the country and to the foreign delegates for
participating in this event to make it a grand success.
I am sure that the papers presented during the Congress and published in this Technical Volume will create great impact
towards advancement of engineering and technology in the country.

Jai Hind

(H.C.S. Berry)
Telephone: +91-33-2223-8311/14/15/16/34/40106299*, Fax: +91-33-2223-8345, Web: http://www.ieindia.org

Mr N B Vasoya, FIE
President-Elect

“97 years of Relentless Journey towards Engineering Advancement for Nation-Building”

Message
I am very glad to know that The Institution of Engineers (India) is organizing the 31st Indian Engineering Congress on
the theme “SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development” hosted by the
West Bengal State Centre during December 15–18, 2016 at Kolkata.
Over the last few decades, the world has witnessed phenomenal economic growth with the dissemination of new
innovative technologies, accelerated globalization of the economy and implementation of various Government policies.
Recent economic liberalization policies have seen new strides in technology up-gradation, cleaner fuels, efficiencies in
production and environmentally sound practices. The planning process also seeks to diversify the economy further into
industrial and service sectors, while accelerating the growth rate. Development has to be long-standing and inclusive,
involving both the private and public sectors as partners. The national planning process emphasizes promotion of
people’s participatory institutions and social mobilization, particularly through empowerment of women and other
disadvantaged sections of the society, for ensuring environmental sustainability of the development process. Socioeconomic development consists of increase in the production, distribution, sale and consumption of food, goods and
services. The planning process in India seeks to increase wealth and thereby human welfare and provides a safety net
to the environment.
I believe that deliberations during the 31st Indian Engineering Congress will certainly enlighten us about SMART
technologies in the current scenario of economic condition with respect to sustainable development.
I wish the Congress a grand success.
Wishing you all Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2017 well in advance.
Jai Hind

(N.B. Vasoya)

Telephone: +91-33-2223-8311/14/15/16/34/40106299*, Fax: +91-33-2223-8345, Web: http://www.ieindia.org

23rd November, 2016

Message
I am glad to know that The Institution of Engineers (India) is organising, the 31st Indian Engineering Congress at
Kolkata during 15–18 December 2016 with the theme as “SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation
and Sustainable Development”.
Debates on conservation of natural resources and promotion of sustainable and inclusive development are incomplete
without a comprehensive understanding of issues of Science, Technology and Innovation (STI). Access to smart and
appropriate technologies will leverage steady improvements in living conditions, which will be a blessing for the most
vulnerable populations, and drive productivity gains which ensure economic stability.
In this context, I welcome and appreciate the efforts made by The Institution of Engineers (India) for choosing such
an apt theme for the Congress, which shares so much in common with the vision of policy-makers across the globe in
conserving as well as replenishing natural resources of the planet while dignifying the lives of the future generations.
I am sanguine that all the emerging issues will be discussed during the Congress in its right perspective. I am happy to
note that the edited Technical Volume of the Congress with ISBN No. will also be brought out on the occasion which
will benefit the scientists, engineers, technologists, policy makers, academicians and others.

I wish the Congress a grand success.

(Ashutosh Sharma)

Technology Bhavan, New Mehrauli Road, New Delhi - 110016
Tel: 00 91 11 26511439 / 26510068 • Fax: 00 91 11 26863847 • E-mail: dstsec@nic.in • website: www.dst.gov.in

Dr N R Bandyopadhyay, FIE, FAScT
Chairman, Technical Committee
31st Indian Engineering Congress
The Institution of Engineers (India)
and
Professor
School of Materials Science and Engineering
Indian Institute of Engineering Science & Technology
(IIEST), Shibpur, Howrah 711103, India

Prologue
We are currently at the early but secure and irreversible stage of a remarkable and far reaching technological revolution.
The mastery and control of advanced technologies are dominating several high technology field and major segments of
manufacturing which emerged as a science based knowledge intensive high technology area with serious implications
for technical change, competitiveness, growth in employment, trade patterns, location of manufacturing activities
and global division of labour. Innovation driven growth is no longer the prerogative of the prosperous nations; some
developing countries have achieved significant economic growth through the creation and deployment of smart and
sustainable technologies. Issues of Science, Technology and Innovation need to be more participatory and inclusive, so
that, there is public interface in the scientific endeavour from the entire gamut of social actors. Aligning our interest in
synchronization with nature through adoption of smart technologies is a challenge which will keep motivating the entire
scientific community.
India has emerged as an economic and industrial power. As a member of the Group of Twenty (G20) and BRICS, it
has now a rapidly growing economy facing challenges in social and environmental issues. The accelerated growth in all
sectors and urban development in particular has thrown a challenge towards its natural resources. Modern protocols and
treaties on environmental protection and natural resource management are highly technology dependent. Adoption and
application of Sustainable, Manageable, Appropriate, Rational and Transferable (SMART) Technologies in all sectors
of development will be the most befitting action for effective Natural Resource Management in a sustainable manner.
Pursuant with this mission, the 31st Indian Engineering Congress of The Institution of Engineers (India) is being
organized on the theme “SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development”
at Kolkata during December 15–18, 2016.
The Congress assumes huge response from the engineering fraternity across the country and abroad and is all set
to discuss all the relevant issues pertaining to the theme of the Congress in its right perspective. There are also be
concurrent Technical Sessions where peer-reviewed papers, encompassing various engineering disciplines from
academic and industrial sector across the country, will be presented. On this momentous occasion, this Technical
Volume of the Congress with ISBN no. is published containing the above mentioned presented papers. I am confident
that this Technical Volume of the 31st Indian Engineering Congress will benefit all practicing engineers, technocrats,
policy makers, researchers and academicians in all respect.
Let the Congress have its take-off! Meanwhile I extend my sincere thanks and gratitude to all the members of the
Technical Committee as well as the team of Technical Department of The Institution of Engineers (India) whose untiring
effort and relentless contributions have made this Technical Volume a reality. My sincere thanks are also due to the
persons behind the scene, but for whose silent contributions this publication would not have been a success.
(Prof. N.R. Bandyopadhyay)
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Estima
ation off Deep Drainage
D
e under Subsurfface
Driip Irrigaation byy using RETC
R
S
Software
e
A
Ashish
Patill*1 and K.N.. Tiwari1

Abstract: Interest in su
ubsurface drip irrigation hass dramaticallyy increased in recent years because of grrowing
concern abbout the qualiity and quantiity of soil andd water are beeing adverselyy affected due to flood irriggation.
Relatively very little or no
n information is available on
o the distributtion of soil watter under subsurface drip em
mitters.
A better understanding of the water movement
m
in unsaturated
u
zone of soil throough subsurfacce drip will provide
w
managem
ment practice. RETC (RETeension Curve) is a computeer program ussed which desscribes
efficient water
hydraulic properties
p
of unsaturated
u
soiils and involvess soil water rettention curve, the hydraulic conductivity
c
function
and the sooil water diffussivity function. For quantifyinng deep drainage under subbsurface drip irrigation, soil water
retention function
f
is useed which depennds upon sevenn independent parameters, i.e.
i the residuaal water contennt, the
saturated water
w
content, the pore connnectivity param
meter, saturatedd hydraulic connductivity andd the shape facttors α,
n and m. A field experiment was conducted in a coarsse textured lateeritic sandy loaam soil (Hapluustalf) of Kharaagpur,
India. Okrra crop was grown
g
in this soil and irriggated with subbsurface drip irrigation sysstem. The Maxximum
Allowable Depletion (MA
AD) of 20% was
w maintainedd under subsurf
rface drip irriggation to investigate the amoount of
m Root length of
o the okra croop for 0 to 45 days after sow
wing was considered as 30 cm
m. and
deep drainnage. Maximum
60 cm. afteer 46 to 93 day
ays after sowingg. Water drainned beyond 300 cm. and 60 cm
m. soil depths during 0 to 455 days
and 46 to 93 days after sowing
s
of cropp was considerred as deep drrainage. The tootal seasonal water
w
requirem
ment of
d and found as 642 mm. Averrage water disttribution duringg okra crop grrowing season in the
okra crop was estimated
soil profilee was 42.9 mm. at 0 to 20 cm
m. soil depth, 44.36 mm. at 200 to 40 cm. soiil depth, 42.78 mm. at 40 to 60
6 cm.
soil depth and 40.28 mm
m. beyond 60 cm.
c soil depth. Cumulative deep
d
drainage throughout thee okra crop grrowing
season wass 0.44 mm, which proved effeective storage of
o irrigation water with in thee crop root zonne due to appliication
of water thhrough drip em
mitters.
Keywordss: Subsurface Drip
D Irrigation;; Hydraulic Conductivity; Latteritic Soil; Maaximum Allow
wable Depletionn.

I
Introduction

I

nterest in subsurface
s
driip irrigation has dramaticaally
increased inn recent yearss because of growing conccern
a
about
the quality and quantiity of soil andd water are beeing
a
adversely
affeccted by surfacee irrigation metthods. Subsurfface
d
drip
irrigationn (SSD) imp
proves uniformity of waater
a
application
andd water use effficiency for nuumber of cropss by
a
applying
a low
w volume of water
w
to the crrop root zone. By
a
applying
waterr below the so
oil surface, water is conservved
d to water application
due
a
direectly to the crrop root zone and
a
r
reduced
evaporrative water lo
oss. In subsurfaace drip irrigattion
s
systems,
emitteers are placed below the soill surface so waater
s
seeps
from thee emitters into the soil and spreads
s
out in the
r
root
zone due to capillary forcces. A subsurfa
face drip irrigattion
m
method
has high
h
water use
u
efficiencyy [1]. Howevver,
a
application
effficiency is affe
fected due to water
w
applicattion
1

volume and by system
m design param
meters such as the depth,
a
emitter discharge ratte and duratioon of water application,
d
water loss. Very
which innfluence the exxtent of deep drainage
little orr no information is availablle on the distrribution of
water annd deep drainaage loss under subsurface driip emitters.
It can be
b determined theoretically using
u
number of models,
such as HYDRUS, SW
WMS-2D and APRI [2]. Theese models
mplex in naturee. This study aims in estim
mating deep
are com
drainagee under subsuurface drip irrrigation by using RETC
softwaree. RETC (RET
Tension Curve)) is a computeer program,
which describes
d
the hyydraulic propeerties of unsatuurated soils
uses soiil water retenttion curve, thee hydraulic coonductivity
functionn and the soil water diffusivvity function. The
T RETC
code iss a descendennt of the SO
OHYP code previously
documeented by van Genuchten
G
(19778). As before,, soil water
retentionn data are desccribed with the equations of Brooks
B
and
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Corey (1964) and
C
a van Genucchten (1980), whereas
w
the poores
size
distributioon models of Burdine (19553) and Muallem
(1976) are used to prediict the unsatturated hydrauulic
c
conductivity
fuunction [3]. In this study, deeep drainage unnder
s
subsurface
dripp was estimateed by using thee Van Genuchhten
e
equation
(19800), RETension
n Curve invoolves, unsaturaated
h
hydraulic
condductivity functiion which deppends upon sevven
inndependent paarameters i.e. the residual water
w
content, the
s
saturated
wateer content, thee pore connecctivity parameeter,
s
saturated
hydraaulic conductiv
vity and the shape factors α,
α n
a m.
and

M
Materials
and
d Methods
The field experriment was con
T
nducted duringg February to Juune
2
2016
at the Experimental Farm of Prrecision Farm
ming
D
Development
F
Engineerring
Centre, Agriccultural and Food
D
Department,
Indian Institutte of Technoology Kharagppur,
loocated at 22° 19′ N latitudee and 87° 19′ E longitude att an
a
altitude
of 48 m above meean sea level. The soil at the
e
experimental
f
field
is coarsee textured lateeritic sandy looam
(Haplustalf). A field plot off 28 m long × 4 m wide was
w
d
divided
into foour equal stripss. Each strip was
w named as R1,
R R3 and R44 of size 1 × 13 m2 with a buuffer strip of 2 m
R2,
left in the midddle. The Miss Okra-18 (F1 hybrid)
h
varietyy of
o
okra
was seleccted and the seeeds were sow
wn at a spacingg of
0 m × 0.3 m in the lastt week of Feebruary. Standdard
0.6
a
agronomic
pracctices such as fertigation andd plant protecttion
m
measures
were applied during
g the crop periiod. The fertiliizer
d
dose
of 100 kgg N, 50 kg each of P and K were appliedd to
m
meet
nutritionaal requirement of crop. Okraa crop was groown
inn this soil annd irrigated with
w
subsurfacce drip irrigattion
s
system.
The laateral lines weere buried at 0.08
0
m depth and
laaid parallel too the crop row
ws and each laateral served two
t
r
rows
of crop. The laterals had
h ‘in line' em
mitters of 4 Lh
L –1
d
discharge
capaccity at 0.3 m in
nterval. Each emitter
e
served the
irrrigation wateer requirement of two plants, assuming each
e
emitter
wets a strip of 0.6 m × 0.6 m. In this arrangem
ment
thhere may is a possibility
p
of overlapping
o
off moisture fronnt in
thhe longitudinnal direction. Prior to innitiate irrigattion
trreatment, the soil
s profile waas saturated and then allowedd to
b
bring
at field caapacity. The maximum
m
root length
l
of the okra
o
c
crop
up to 45 days
d
after sowin
ng was assumeed as 0.3 m. After
A
4 days, the sooil profile was watered up too field capacityy to
45
r
refill
a depth of
o 0.6 m consid
dering maximuum root lengthh of
thhe okra crop is
i 0.6 m. The maximum alllowable deplettion
(MAD) of 20%
% was maintain
ned throughoutt the crop seasson.
T
The
amount of
o water estim
mated to refiill the plant-rroot
z
zone
to field capacity was computed ussing the equattion
S
SWR
= CWU – P; where, SWR
S
= Soil water
w
requirem
ment
(mm) and P = Precipitation
P
(m
mm). Design depth
d
of irrigattion
C × RZ × Pw
w × f.; where,, WHC = Waater
(DD) = WHC
h
holding
capaciity (mm m–1),
) RZ = Roooting depth (m),
(
P = Percentaage of wetted soil surface (%
Pw
%) and f = waater
4

depletioon factor (%). The Soil Waater Requiremeent (SWR)
was callculated based on the Crop Water Use (C
CWU) and
Precipittation (P). Thhe CWU wass determined from the
moisturee loss due to crop ET. Daily P data were reecorded for
fall cropp season. The Okra ET values were calcullated based
on Penm
man Monteithh equation. Thhe Design Deepth (DD)
indicateed the water deepletion level between
b
irrigattion events
and waas determined from soil Water
W
Holdingg Capacity
(WHC),, crop Rooting Depth (RZ), water
w
depletionn factor (f),
and perrcentage of wetted soil surfface (Pw) maiintained at
100% according
a
to a FAO guidelinees for drip irriigation [4].
Each irrrigation event was
w scheduledd at DD values calculated
with 200% water deepletion of field capacity (f value).
Irrigatioon water was applied
a
when cumulative vaalue of the
daily SWR
S
equaled DD. The DD
D with loweer f value
correspoonded to a hiigher irrigationn frequency events
e
and
smaller quantity of waater input durinng each applicaation.
During the experimenntal period, thhe deep percolation loss
was com
mputed from the
t unsaturatedd hydraulic coonductivity
as a funnction of the prevailing mooisture contentt and time
period. The unsatuurated hydrauulic conductiivity was
G
(1980) equation,
estimateed using Van Genuchten,
K (Se) = K sSe l [1 − (1 − Se1/ m)m]2

where, Se is the relativve saturation giiven by,
Se =

θ − θr
θ s − θr

where, Ks = Saturatedd hydraulic connductivity (mm
m/day), θ =
Volumeetric soil waterr content (mm
m3 mm–3), θs = Saturated
volumettric water coontent (mm3 mm–3), θr = Residual
volumettric water content
c
(mm
m3 mm–3), l = Pore
connecttivity/tortuosityy parameter annd m = van Genuchten
parametter. These weere obtained from the soill moisture
characteeristic curve, field measuurements and hydraulic
parametter optimizationn using softwaare RETC. For estimating
the deepp drainage losss, K (Se) of soil
s layer below the root
zone (300–60 cm) duriing 0 to 45 dayys was consideered. From
46 to 933 days K (Se) of
o soil layer below the root zoone (60–90
cm) wass considered. Assuming
A
a unnit hydraulic grradient, the
deep percolation
p
beecomes equivaalent to the hydraulic
conducttivity value averaged
a
for the
t
time interrval under
considerration [5]. Thuus, the equatioon for estimatioon of deep
percolattion loss (DP) becomes,
b

DP = qΔt = K (Se))Δt
where, q = Mean voolumetric flux density, mm//day, Δt =
Time period, days, K (Se) as deffined above foor the two
b
the root zone (30–60 cm)
c for 0 to 455 days and
layers below
(60–90 cm) for 46 to
t 93 days. The
T total seasoonal water
ment of okra crrop was estimaated from the depletion
d
of
requirem
soil waater storage inn the root zoone taking intto account
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rrainfall, irrigatiion and deep percolation,
p
annd computing the
w
water
balance given
g
by Equattion,

WR =

t2

∫t

dsdt + (R + I ) − DP

1

where, WR = Crop
w
C
water use, mm, ds = Change in soil waater
s
storage
in the rooot zone, mm, R = Rainfall, mm,
m I = irrigattion
a
applied,
mm, DP
D = Deep perrcolation loss, mm and (t1–t2) =
S
Start
and end of the time interrval under conssideration, dayys.

R
Results
and Discussion
D
Analyses of sooil samples, collected from experimental
A
e
pllots
a given Tablee 1. The soils in
are
n the root zonee depth (0–60 cm)
c
is acidic in natture (pH = 5.2
2) and with saand content varries
b
between
45.6 to 59.4%. The soil profile
p
depth is
c
characterized
a sandy loam
as
m with medium
m bulk densityy of
1
1.63
g cm–3 and
a
saturated hydraulic connductivity of soil
v
varies
betweenn 0.34 to 9.84
4 cm day–1. Fiield capacity and
w
wilting
point off soil profile vaaries from 0.244 to 0.28 cm3 cm–3
a 0.10 to 0..13 cm3 cm–3. Top 15 cm soil
and
s
contains low
l
a
available
N (214
(
kg ha–11). The total seasonal waater
r
requirement
off okra crop waas estimated and
a found as 642
6
m
mm.
In order to assess soill moisture varriation with tiime
u
under
different treatments, so
oil moisture waas measured inn 0–
2 20–40, 40––60, and 60–90
20,
0 cm soil layeers by using FDR
p
probe
(Figure 1).
1 The temporral variations of
o soil moisturee in
thhe root zone and
a below thee root zone of the experimenntal
c
crop
were affeccted by irrigattion treatment. In all soil layyers
thhe temporal vaariations in soil moisture followed cyclic trend
w larger variiations in the shallow layers of
with
o 0–20 cm layyers
thhan in 20–40 cm, 40–60 cm,
c and 60–900 cm soil layers.
In 60–90 cm soil layer, thee change in soil moisture was
w
m
minimum
undeer the entire irrigation
i
evennts. Figure 1 also
a
r
reveals
that thhe depletion in
n soil moisturre was relativvely
r
rapid
in 0–20 cm layer wheereas it was grradual 20–40 cm,
c
4
40–60
cm andd 60–90 cm soil layers. The
T
soil moistture
v
variation
withinn root zone of the crop was greatly
g
influennced

Fig. 1: Tempporal Variation of
o Soil Moisture
in Okra
O
Crop at 20%
% MAD

by the crop
c
water exxtraction duringg various stagges of crop
growth. The data on soil moisturee also indicateed that the
v
was more
m
prominennt in 0–20
amplitudde of cyclic variation
cm soil profile becauuse major part of the appliedd irrigation
w lost throuugh evaporatioon from the sooil surface
water was
beside the
t transpiratioon. In additionn to this, a porrtion of the
applied irrigation watter percolated to the lower layers also.
Major shift of soil mooisture was obsserved after 455 days after
sowing because desiggn depth (DD)) of irrigation water was
m for 0 to 45 days
d
and 17.855 mm for 46 to
t 93 days.
8.9 mm
Averagee soil water coontent during okra
o
crop grow
wing season
in the soil
s profile of 0–20 cm, wass 42.9 mm, 444.36 mm at
20–40 cm
c soil depth, 42.78 mm at 40–60
4
cm soil depth and
40.28 mm
m beyond 60
6 cm soil deepth. The valuues of Ks
(saturateed hydraulic conductivity),
c
θ (volumetric soil water
content)), θs (saturated volumetric waater content), θr (residual
volumettric water conntent), l (poree connectivityy/tortuosity
parametter) and m weere obtained by
b soil moistuure characteristic curve, field measurements
m
a hydraulic parameter
and
R
softwaree (Table 2) which
w
were
optimizaation using RETC
requiredd for determinning deep draainage. Cumulative deep
drainagee throughout thhe okra crop growing
g
seasonn was only
0.44 mm
m, which proved effective sttorage of irrigaation water
with inn the crop rooot zone due to applicationn of water
through subsurface driip.

Table 1: Phyysical Propertiess of Soil
Soil Depth

Particle Size Distribution, %

Bulk Densiity, g cm–3

Saturated Hydraaulic
Conductivity, cm
m d–1

Fieldd Capacity,
cm
m3 cm–3

Wilting
Point, cm3
P
cm–3

Clay

Silt

Sandd

0–15 cm

14.3

26.2
2

59.55

1.669

9.84

0.26

0.10

15–30 cm

21.0

19.3
1

59.77

1.556

6.72

0.24

0.10

30–45 cm

27.3

20.2
2

52.55

1.559

0.89

0.25

0.10

45–60 cm

28.6

19.2
1

52.22

1.663

0.74

0.26

0.12

60–90 cm

29.7

24.7
2

45.66

1.669

0.34

0.28

0.13
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Table 2: Estimation of Parameters by Ussing RETC Softw
ware
Days aftter Sowing

Depth, cm

Θ r, cm3 cm–3

Θ s, cm3 cm–3

Ks, cm d–1

1

0 to 45
4 days

30–60

0.0418

0.3699

0.815

0.5

46 to 91
9 days

60–90

0.0447

0.3581

0.34

0.5

C
Conclusion
RETC (RETennsion Curve) software
R
s
is sim
mple and reliaable
s
source
for determining
d
the
t
hydraulicc properties of
u
unsaturated
sooils such as θs (saturated volumetric
v
waater
c
content),
θr (rresidual volum
metric water content),
c
l (ppore
c
connectivity/tor
rtuosity param
meter) and m (Van Genuchhten
p
parameter)
byy using hydrraulic parameeter optimizattion
technique. It reequires only ph
hysical properties of the soill as
innput parameters for determin
ning the hydraaulic propertiess. It
is having the flexibility to change the appropriate
a
innput
p
parameters
aftter validation by using fiield experimennts.
R
RETC
(RETennsion Curve) computer progrram is a potenntial
a
and
reliable source to deteermine the deeep drainage and
d
distribution
off soil water under
u
subsurfaace drip emitters.
S
Subsurface
driip irrigation is found to be effective for
irrrigation waterr application to okra crop att 20% MAD as
a it
r
retains
maximuum irrigation water
w
within thee crop root zonne.
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Drrip Irrig
gation Benefits
B
S
Small
an
nd Marginal Faarmers:
A
APMIP
P Experiences
1
K. Yella Redd
dy*1, L. Naraayan Reddyy1, G. Paavaan Kumar Reddy
R
and Ch.
C Sneha1

Abstract: Micro irrigatiion ranks nearr the top of meeasures and achieve efficienncies as high as
a 95%. The Andhra
A
M
Irrigatio
on project (AP
PMIP) has designed various micro irrigatiion systems foor different croops by
Pradesh Micro
consideringg the field requ
uirements, adap
aptability by thee farmers and also hydrauliccs and economiic parameters. These
measures have
h
helped in
n confidence building and leead to greater demand for micro
m
irrigationn in the state. In the
present stuudy an attemp
pt has been maade to conducct detail field investigations and evaluate the implemenntation
performance of 10% of MI
M system instaalled in Ananthhapuram distriict in 2014–15.. The study inddicates that 67..1% of
MI installaations were ow
wned by small farmers,
fa
19.7%
% by big farmerrs and remaininng 13.2% by marginal
m
farmers and
in terms of category 56..8% of the MII systems weree owned by BC farmers, 333.1% by OC faarmers, 6.3% by SC
farmers annd 3.7% of them
m by ST farmerrs.
Keywordss: APMIP, Miccro Irrigation, Drip
D Irrigation,, Impact Assesssment.

I
Introduction

A

griculture’s principal ch
hallenge has been
b
raising land
productiviity—getting more
m
crops out of
o each hectaree of
laand. In Microo Irrigation water
w
is carrieed through sm
mall
tuubing and deliivered to the plant
p
near its stem
s
to graduaally
s
seep
towards the
t root zone. Micro-irrigation technologgies
a
adopted
at sixx different lo
ocations in Kullu
K
district of
H
Himachal
Praddesh under thee Farmer’s Parrticipatory Acttion
R
Research
Progrramme (Singh and Sharma, 2013),
2
resultedd in
a yield increasse of 20–90%
% and water saaving of 30–880%
o
over
surface methods
m
of irrigation and heelped improve the
e
economy
of thee farmers.
Cost-effectivenness analysis of
C
o four water--saving irrigattion
techniques thatt are widely im
mplemented inn China (Xiaooxia
Z et al., 20113) finds that water-saving irrigation is coostZou
e
effective
in croopping with cllimate change,, and has beneefits
f
for
climate chhange mitigattion and adaaptation, and for
s
sustainable
ecoonomic develop
pment. Micro irrigation has the
h
highest
marginnal cost for ad
daptation, folloowed by sprinkkler
irrrigation and low-pressuree pipe irrigaation, but whhen
c
considering
thee revenues fro
om improved adaptation, alll of
thhe measures assessed are eco
onomically feaasible. The resuults
s
suggest
that forr mitigation an
nd adaptation objectives,
o
miccroirrrigation perfoorms best.
Drip irrigation has long been
D
n promoted as a promising way
w
too meet today’ss world water, food and poveerty challengess. In
m
most
scientificc and policy documents, drip
d
irrigationn is
1

framed as a technologgical innovationn with definitivve intrinsic
characteeristics—that of efficienncy, productiivity and
moderniity. Based on evidence from
m North and West
W Africa
as well as South Asia, Venot et al. (2014)
(
showedd that there
magery, the
are mulltiple actors innvolved in shhaping this im
legitimaacy of which largely stem
ms from an engineering
e
perspecttive that treatss technology and
a potential as ‘truths’
that exisst independentlly of the contexxt of use.
A Natiional Task Force
F
Committtee, appointeed by the
Governm
ment of India (GOI) in 20033, has recomm
mended that
69 milliion ha area is suitable for micro
m
irrigationn in India.
Realizinng the importtance for ecoonomic use of precious
ground water for irriggation, Governnment of Andhhra Pradesh
k
in the
(GoAP)) has launchedd the APMIP, first of its kind
world on
o 3rd Novem
mber 2003. Thhe project wass aimed at
bringingg 0.25 millionn hectares (M
Mha) area unnder micro
irrigatioon in 22 distrricts of undiviided AP, withh financial
outlay of
o ` 11763 milllion for 5 yearss. Implementinng agencies
have been setup at statte level and district level for discussing
policy issues and for implementation
i
n of the projecct. Govt. of
mber of measuures for promooting micro
AP has taken up num
irrigatioon, like:
• Pro
oviding subsidyy of the system
m cost,
• Creeation of separaate project cellls in the districtts,
• Possitioning of quaalified technicaal persons,
• Org
ganizing expoosure visits and capacityy building
traiining programss,

Water and Land Management
M
Train
ning and Researchh Institute (WALAM
MTARI), Hyderabaad, India.
*yellark@gmaail.com
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•
•
•
•

Guarantee of the MI eq
quipment againnst manufacturring
defects,
Quality check of equipment through CIIPET,
Monitoringg and Evaluatio
on through thirrd party agenccies,
and
Providing agronomic and
d extension servvices.

The project prrepares annuall plans for cooverage of Miicro
T
Irrigation in the
t
state bassed on the requirements
r
a
and
d
demands.
The annual
a
state wiise coverage off drip irrigationn in
thhe year 2014–15 is 31386 haa.

M
Methodology
y
In the present study, Ananth
hapuram districct was taken as
a a
c
case
study. Thee total geograp
phical area is 19.13 lakh ha. and
thhe predominant soil is red
d soil. It is thhe second low
west
r
rainfall
receiviing district in India and thee annual averrage
r
rainfall
is 553 mm.
m The coverrage of drip irrrigation system
m in
thhe year 2014–15 is 8514 ha.
T scope of thhe study was,
The
• Present staatus of MI sy
ystem installedd in the farm
mers
fields,
• Correctnesss in deliverries of Mi equipment with
w
reference to
t Bill of Quan
ntities (BOQ),
• Training an
nd Capacity bu
uilding to farm
mers,
• Impact asssessment on crop
c
productivvity, reductionn in
labor cost for weedin
ng, fertilizer application and
irrigation,
• Reduction in fertilizer use, and
• Increase in
n area of cultivaation.

(
of fiinal year B. Tech.
T
Agri.
system. The Interns (students
E
B
Bapatla
and
Eng) froom college of Agricultural Engineering,
Madakaasira conductedd detailed fieldd survey and verification.
The invvestigators weere grouped into
i
two team
ms of four
memberrs each under execution of one
o program cooordinator.
A tentaative weekly schedule
s
was prepared
p
for conducting
c
detailedd field investigaation. The farm
mer’s details were studied
and based on that farm
mers were conttacted before visiting
v
the
m visited each field. The cooordinates at
field. Thhe survey team
the Heaad Control Uniit (HCU) weree checked andd compared
with the Bench markk survey repoort to know iff the field
belongeed to that farmeer. Every day each team hass covered 8
MI instaalled fields. Thhe survey team
m interviewed the farmer
and obttained requiredd feedback and entered in the
t desired
format Plate 1. The area
a
of the fieeld was measuured using
a
Plaate 2. The ordeer of HCU,
Field arrea measure application
control valves, flush valves
v
were insspected and thhe lateral to
a emitter to emitter spacinng were checkked if they
lateral and
confirm
med to the National Miission for Sustainable
S
Agricultture (NMSA) guidelines Plaate 3. The colllected data
was annalyzed usingg Statistical Package foor Social
Sciencees (SPSS). Thee coordinates taken
t
at HCU are placed
in Anannthapuram disstrict map by using Quantum Geographiccal Informatioon System (QG
GIS).

Plate 1: Farmeer Describing aboout his MI Systeem

Fig. 1: Map Showing Study area District in Andhra
A
Pradesh

Data questionnnaire was prepared to cover all aspects of MI
D
s
system
installaation process like
l
general innformation of the
f
farmer,
landhollding, status of
o MI system and
a Impact of MI
8

Plate 2: MI Fielld Polygon Geneerated through GPS
G
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Social Status
S
of the Farmer
F
The anaalysis was carrried out to finnd out the farm
mer distribution according
a
to the social status from the list provided by
the PD Office.
O

Fig. 3: Social Status of the Farmerrs having MI Systems

P
Plate
3: Measuriing Lateral Spaccing

The studdy indicates thaat, 56.8% of thee MI systems were
w owned
by BC farmers,
f
33.1%
% by OC farmeers, 6.3% by SC
S farmers
and 3.7%
% of them by ST
S farmers as shown
s
in Figurre 3.

Fig. 2(Plate 1–3): Field Studyy

R
Results
and Discussions
D
The collected data in the prescribed
T
p
form
mat, was enteered
inn excel formaat required forr analysis usinng SPSS packaage.
T different coomponents anaalyzed were:
The
• Particularss of farmer
• Water sourrce
• MI system
m details
• Bill of quaantities (BOQ) of MI system
• Status of MI
M system
• Impact assessment of MII system.

Type off the Farmers
The typpe of the farm
mers is classifiied in to threee divisions
based on
o the Land ownership as Marginal farrmer (MF)
(<1 ha) Small farmerr (SF) (1–2 ha) and Big faarmer (BF)
(>2 ha).. This classificcation is basedd on the referennce quoted
vide Ref. 4.

However, amoong different components studied, certtain
H
p
parameters
releevant to the th
heme of the paaper are presennted
h
here:

Particulars off Farmers
P
T farmers’ deetails pertainin
The
ng to gender, caategory and social
s
status
were anaalyzed in this head.
Gender Distribbution of the Farmer
G
F
T
The
analysis was carried out to find out the gennder
d
distribution
from the list prov
vided by the PD
D Office.
Table 1: Gendeer Distribution of
o the Farmers Having
H
MI System
ms
S. No.

Sex

Farm
mers
Number

Percentage

1

M
Male

517

74.2

2

Feemale

180

25.8

697

100.0

Total

The study indicates that 74.2
T
2% of MI systtems were ownned
b male farmerrs and 25.8% by female farm
by
mers as shownn in
T
Table
1.

Fig. 4:: Category of thee Farmers

The studdy indicates thhat, 67.1% of the
t MI installaations were
owned by small faarmers, 19.7%
% by big farrmers and
m
farmerrs as shown in Figure 4.
remaininng 13.2% by marginal

Verificaation of Statu
us of MI System
ms
Presence of HCU, water carryiing system and other
equipmeent were physiically verified in the fields annd farmers
were alsso interviewed and obtained their response.. Wherever
the MI system was not present inn the field, thhe farmers
responsee was obtainedd in writing annd based on feeedback of
farmers the reasons off non-existencee were recordedd.
9
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betweenn 0–25% follow
wed by 36.8% farmers in 26––50%, 21%
in the raange between 51–75%
5
and reemaining 3.8% farmers in
betweenn 76–100%. Am
mong big farm
mers 43.2% reallized water
saving in
i the range of 26–50% follow
wed by 34.4% farmers in
0–25%, 16.8% in 51––75% and rem
maining 5.6% farmers in
betweenn 76–100%.

Crop Prroductivity
Drip irrrigation increeases crop prroductivity byy efficient
utilizatioon of water and
a
fertilizers. Farmer’s feedback on
increasee in crop prodductivity on usse of drip irriggation was
obtainedd as shown in the
t Table 3.

Fig. 5:: Status of MI Sy
ystem based on Existence
E

Out of the totaal 697MI instaallations verifi
O
fied, it was fouund
thhat systems weere existing in 653 (93.7%) cases
c
in the fieelds
a in the rem
and
maining 44 (6..3%) cases noo MI system was
w
f
found.
Based on
o the feedback
k of the farmerrs various reasons
w
were
listed for non-existencee of MI system
ms in the field and
s
summarized
in the Figure 5.

IImpact Assesssment of MI System
Sy
A
Among
653 Exxisting cases, im
mpact assessm
ment of MI systtem
w carried outt only for 628 farmers. As, 25
was
2 farmers are not
a
available
at thee time of survey. The details about the waater
s
saving,
increasee in crop produ
uctivity, reduction in labor cost,
f
fertilizer
usage, pesticide usage and saaving on pow
wer
c
consumption
w
were
assessed
d and presentted in follow
wing
taables.
Water Saving
W
B use of drip irrigation systeem water savinng can be realiized
By
a irrigation is given near thee plants rather than the soil. The
as
T
f
farmers
were innterviewed to assess
a
whether water saving was
w
r
realized
by usee of drip of MI
M system. Thee data collectedd is
s
shown
in the Taable 2.
Table 2: Water Saving
g with Use of MII Systems
S.
No.

Categoory of the
Faarmer

1.
2.
3.

MF
M
SF
BF

Water Savving
0–
–
25%
%

26–
50%

511–
755%

43.0
38.4
34.4

41.7
36.8
43.2

122.7
211.0
166.8

76– Tootal
100%
2.6
3.8
5.6

100
100
100

The table show
T
ws that the Miccro Irrigation has
h contributedd to
s
saving
of watter. Among marginal
m
farmeers 43% realiized
w
water
saving inn the range off 0–25 %, 41.77% farmers in the
r
range
26–50%,, 12.7% farmeers in the range of 51–75% and
r
remaining
2.6%
% saved waterr in between 76–100%.
7
Amoong
s
small
farmers 38.4% farm
mers realized water saving in
1
10

Tablee 3: Crop Produuctivity Increase with Use of MI Systems
S.
No.

Category of thhe
Farmer

1.
2.
3.

MF
SF
BF

Increase inn Crop Productiivity
0–
25%

266–
500%

51–
75%

73.4
71.2
71.2

21.5
20.1
21.6

3.8
8.5
5.6

Total
7
76–
1000%
11.3
0
0.2
1
1.6

100
100
100

The table indicates thhat the Micro Irrigation
I
has contributed
c
p
A
Among
marginnal farmers
to increease in crop productivity.
73.4% farmers
f
observved increase in productivity inn the range
of 0–255 %, 21.5% farmers in thhe range 26–550%, 3.8%
farmers in the range of
o 51–75% andd remaining 1.3% farmer
7
Am
mong small
increaseed productivityy in between 76–100%.
farmers 71.2% farmerrs observed inncrease in prodductivity in
betweenn 0–25% folloowed by 20.11% farmers inn 26–50%,
8.5% faarmers in the range
r
betweenn 51–75% and remaining
0.2% faarmer in the raange of 76–100%. Among big
b farmers
71.2% farmers
f
observved increase in productivity inn the range
of 0–255% followed by 21.6% farrmers in 26–550%, 5.6%
farmers in 51–75% annd remaining 1.6%
1
farmers in
i between
% increase in MI
M installationns.
76–100%

Reductiion of Labor Cost
C
Generallly reduction inn labor cost iss noticed by use
u of drip
irrigatioon in terms of labor reqquirement for weeding,
fertilizer application and
a irrigation. Information
I
waas obtained
from farrmers regardinng in labor cosst with use of MI system
and the data is presentted Table 4.
Tab
ble 4: Reduction in Labor Cost with
w Use of MI Systems
S
S.
No.

Category of thee
Farmer

1.
2.
3.

MF
SF
BF

Reductioon in Labor Cosst
0–
25%

26––
50%
%

51–
75%

62
54.9
56

24.1
32.7
33.6

10.1
11.2
8

Total
7
76–
1000%
33.8
1
1.2
2
2.4

100
100
100
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The table indiccates that the Micro
T
M
Irrigatioon has contribuuted
too reduction inn labor cost. Among
A
margiinal farmers 62%
6
f
farmers
observved reduction in labor costt in the rangee of
0
0–25%,
24.1% farmers in thee range 26–50%
%, 10.1% farm
mers
inn the range of 51–75% and remaining
r
3.8%
% farmers reduuced
laabor cost in between 76–
–100%. Amonng small farm
mers
5
54.9%
farmers observed redu
uced labor cosst in the rangee of
0
0–25%
follow
wed by 32.7%
% farmers in 26–50%, 11..2%
f
farmers
in 51–75% and remaaining 1.2% faarmers in betw
ween
7
76–100%.
Am
mong big farrmers 56% farmers
f
observved
r
reduction
in labbor cost in betw
ween 0–25% foollowed by 33..6%
f
farmers
in 26–550%, 8% farmeers in the rangee between 51–775%
a remaining 2.4%
and
2
farmers in
i the range off 76–100%.

Reduction in Fertilizer
R
F
Use
F
Fertilizer
use efficiency
e
increeases with usee of MI system
m as
f
fertilizer
in sm
mall quantities is applied alonng with irrigattion
w
water.
Farmer’s feedback waas obtained reggarding reducttion
inn fertilizer usse with use of
o MI system and the dataa is
p
presented
in Taable 5.

farmers observed reduuction in fertillizer use in thhe range of
0–25%, 15.2% farmerrs in the rangee 26–50%, 6.33% farmers
% and remaininng 1.3% farmeers reduced
in the raange of 51–75%
fertilizer use in betw
ween 76–100%
%. Among smaall farmers
f
observed reduced ferrtilizer use in thhe range of
73.6% farmers
0–25% followed by 188.9% farmers in
i 26–50%, 6.88% farmers
mer in between 76–100%.
in 51–755% and remainning 0.7% farm
Among big farmers 72% farmerss observed redduction in
fertilizer use in betweeen 0–25% folllowed by 23.22% farmers
in 26–50%, 4% farmeers in the rangge between 511–75% and
remaininng 0.8% farmeer in the range of 76–100%.

Increassed Area of Cu
ultivation
With usse of micro irriigation more arrea can be brouught under
cultivatiion as more arrea can be irrigated with lim
mited water
availablle. The feedbacck obtained froom the farmerrs has been
analyzedd and presenteed in pie chart to show the innfluence of
MI systeems on area off cultivation.

Table 5: Reduction
R
in Fertilizer with Use of
o MI Systems
S.
No

Categoory of the
Faarmer

1.
2.
3.

MF
M
SF
B
BF

Reduction
R
in Ferrtilizer Use
0–
–
25%
%

26–
50%

511–
755%

77.2
73.6
72

15.2
18.9
23.2

6.3
6.8
4

76– Tootal
100%
1.3
0.7
0.8

100
100
100

The table indiccates that the Micro
T
M
Irrigatioon has contribuuted
too reduction inn fertilizer usee. Among smaall farmers 77..2%

Fiig. 6: Influence of MI System onn Area of Cultivvation

The Piee chart shows that in 63.6%
% of Installationns farmers
did nott cultivate addditional area after installatiion of MI
systemss and in 322.6% installaations farmerss brought
additionnal area to cultiivation.

Fig.. 7: Map showinng Distribution of MI Systems Sttudied in Ananthhpuram District
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Farm Size andd Area under MI
F
T
Table
6 shows that majority of the farmerrs adopting MII in
A
Ananthapuram
s
farmers. Even though the
(67.9%) are small
r
return
is high under
u
micro-irrrigation, farmeers are reluctannt to
e
expand
the areea due to oth
her constraints like high iniitial
c
capital
cost, lacck of technical knowledge in the operation and
m
maintenance
off the systems an
nd type of cropps grown.
Table 6: Farm
F
Size and Area
A Irrigated byy MI Systems
Sl. Type of Percentage
P
No. Farmer of
o Farmers

Aveerage
Farm
F
Sizze, ha

Averagge
Sanctiooned
Area unnder
MI, ha
h

% of
Sanctioneed
Area undder
MI

1.

MF

12.4

0.76
0

0.72

95.266

2.

SF

67.9

1.52
1

1.14

75.000

3.

BF

19.7

3.5
3

1.24

35.433

Cost and Retu
C
urns MI
T cost of thhe micro-irrigaation system and
The
a farmers shhare
a
after
subsidy vaaried across the farm sizes. Itt is comparativvely
loower in the bigg farmers as compared to the other farms due
too economics of scale (Table 7).
Table 7: MI Cost
C and Returnss
Average Total
T
Net Proofit BC
System Cost
C
Value
Ratio
Invested by Farmer
F

Sl.
No.

Type off
Farmerr

IR
RR,
%

1.

MF

90000

903888.69 1.93

2
22

2.

SF

160000

1530007.1 1.91

2
21

3.

BF

280000

1906334.4 1.65

15

Even though micro-irrigation
E
m
n could pay foor micro-irrigattion
innvestment– faarmers still expect
e
the subbsidy for miccroirrrigation becauuse of the follo
owing reasons:
1. Micro-irriggation capital investment as
a it varies frrom
70,000 to 1.3
1 lakh/ha dep
pending upon the
t crops and tyype
of micro-irrrigation systeem and farmerrs are reluctantt to
make this investment
i
quiickly,
2. Farmers knnowledge in th
he operation annd maintenancee of
the micro-iirrigation systeems is much lim
mited as often the
systems are facing a lot of
o problems in terms of cloggging
a
the requirred pressure frrom
of the filteers, drippers; also
the pumps is not alw
ways maintained due to poor
p
p sets resultinng in low puump
conditions of the pump
discharge;
3. Except forr wide spaced and commerccial crops, miccroirrigation is not suitablle for all croops and spaciing.
1
12

water overexplloited regions, farmers in
Exccept in groundw
other regions do
d not see micro-irrigatioon as an
mediate need. Hence,
H
providiing incentives in
i terms of
imm
subbsidy helps thhe farmers too introduce the
t
microirriggation system in their farm
ms and save water.
w
The
tablle indicates thaat the benefit cost ratio and innternal rate
of return
r
are compparatively highher in marginal (1.93 and
22%
%) and small farmers
f
(1.91 and
a 21%) as coompared to
big farmers (1.65 and 15%).

Conclu
usion
Spread of micro-irrigaation India hass been widely noticed in
the last 10 years. Anndhra Pradeshh has expanded the area
m
n. The study revealed
r
that reeached the
under micro-irrigation
maximuum expectationn particular duue to policy of
o government. Further,
F
helpedd in saving of water, increased in area,
reductioon in fertilizer use
u and labor cost.
c
• Thee majority of th
he farmers adoopting micro-irrrigation in
Anaanthapuram (67.9%) are smaall farmers.
• Thee study indicaates 56.8% off the MI systtems were
ownned by BC farm
mers.
• Thee study revealss farmers lack
k of technical knowledge
k
in operation
o
and maintenance
m
off MI system.
• Thee 32.6% installlations farmerss brought addiitional area
to cultivation.
c
• Thee benefit cost ratio
r
and internnal rate of returrn are high
in small and marginal
m
farmers as comparred to big
mers.
farm
The recoommendationss are as followss:
• Farrmers need prractical trainin
ng on effectivve use of
ferttigation system
m.
• Fileed staff should have basic kno
owledge on MI system.
• Thee effective im
mplementation of MI system
ms can be
achhieved to increaase in area by creating crediit facilities,
afteer sales servicees, marketabilitty, and capacitty building
traiinings to farmeers.
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Impacct of Flooods on Sustain
nable Deevelopm
ment
and its
i Managemen
nt in Bih
har
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P
Ku
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Abstract: Flood causes enormous dam
mage to life, property
p
and innfrastructure which
w
affects thhe social, econnomic,
f
prone coountries in the world.
w
and enviroonmental aspeccts of sustainabble developmennt. India is onee of the highly flood
Bihar is one of the impo
ortant states of the India whhich falls undeer Ganga river basin and iss subject to freequent
T entire No
orth Bihar is crisscrossed by some of the
t major riveers like Kosi, Gandak, Baggmati,
flooding. The
Mahanandda, etc. meeting
g the river Gannga on its left bank. All thesee rivers originate in Nepal and
a Tibet whichh meet
the river Ganges
G
in the lower reach. In this reachh, the velocity of flow reducces, whereas, the spread off water
increases causing floodiing in large plains
p
of Biharr. Additionallyy, as the veloccity of flow reduces, it causses the
problem of siltation. Silltation in varioous rivers hass increased thee bed of riverrs, thereby, reducing the caarrying
capacity which
w
in turn has
h again incrreased the sprread of flood waters
w
coverinng a larger arrea under floodd. The
flooding inn Bihar has afffected the all sppheres of life and
a thereby thee sustainable development
d
in the state. Thiss study
highlights the severity and
a characterisstics of flood in
i Bihar and its
i socio-econoomic impacts during
d
recent times.
Further, itt discusses thee required actions to manaage floods throough structuraal (embankmeent constructioon and
channel im
mprovement, etc.) and non-structural measures
m
like land-use plaanning, flood plain zoningg, silt
managemeent, flood foreccasting and warrning, etc.
Keywordss: Floods in Bih
har, Sustainablle Developmennt, Flood Manaagement, Structtural and Non--structural Meaasures.

I
Introduction

W

ater is needed for various
v
humann activities, and
thereforee, most of the civilisations have developedd on
thhe banks of rivers. Howev
ver, as the density
d
of peoople
inncreases, the flood plainss are encroacched for variious
a
anthropogenic
activities. As a result, floodiing in such rivvers
h affected thee people in its flood plain too a great extentt. It
has
h affected alll spheres of liffe in such areaas and has cauused
has
a
adverse
impactt on sustainab
ble developmennt. Here, sustaaina
able
developmeent means thatt developmentt which meets the
n
needs
of the present
p
withou
ut compromisiing the abilityy of
f
future
generattions to meeet their ownn needs (Woorld
C
Commission
onn Environment and Development, Our Comm
mon
F
Future,
1987). The flooding in rivers has not only affeccted
thhe needs of the
t present geeneration but also affected the
a
ability
of the future generaation to meet their needs. The
T
c
conception
of sustainable deevelopment hass been developped
b
beyond
initial intergeneration
i
nal framework to much focuss on
thhe goal of “soocially inclusiv
ve and environnmentally sustaaina
able
economic growth” sincce the Brundtlland Commisssion
R
Report
(1987). According to the princiiples of the UN
U
C
Charter,
the Miillennium Decllaration identiffied the principples
1

and treaaties on sustaiinable developpment encomppassing the
econom
mic and sociaal developmeent with envvironmental
protec-ttion as show inn Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Scoppe of Sustainablee Development

The terrm sustainablee developmentt as stated byy the UN
incorporrates the issuues of land development
d
a
along
with
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hhuman developpment in terms of education, public
p
health, and
a
thhe general stanndard of living.

river to drain extremee flows leadinng to flooding within the
plains.

Floods are freequent phenom
F
menon causingg huge lossess to
liives, livelihoood, infrastructu
ure and public properties affe
fectinng the sustainnable developm
ment of the reegion. The rivvers
c
carries
significcant sediment load from thhe upper partt of
c
catchments.
T
These
sedimen
nts in additioon to inadequuate
c
carrying
capabiility of the riveers cause floodds. Flood is a sttate
o hydrologicaal extreme of high water level in a streeam
of
c
channel
that ressults in inundaation of land thhat isn’t ordinaarily
s
submerged.
Floood is an attribu
ute of physicall environment and
a
thhus is an impportant compo
onent of hydroological cyclee of
d
drainage
basin.. The Nationall Flood Comm
mission (1976) has
r
reported
that abbout 40 MHa out
o of total areea of 329 MHaa in
thhe country is flood affected
d. This report,, thus, revealeed a
r
rapid
increase in
i flood pronen
ness in just over a decade. Most
M
o these area faalls under Gang
of
ga and Brahmaaputra basins. The
T
m
most
flood prone basins are those off the Gang and
B
Brahmaputra
i Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, West
in
W
Bengal and
a
A
Assam.
These five states are
a the most flood
f
prone. The
T
c
commission
annalyzed the shaare of damage went up from
m 25
too 50 percent of
o the total and
d chronically flood
f
prone Biihar
a has been inncreasing.
area

The Gannga River, whiich serves as thhe main drainaage system
for the state, flows frrom west to eaast and stretches 432 km
B
dividing the state into two.
t
across Bihar,
The plaain of North Bihar
B
is mainlly drained by two River
Gandakk & Kosi (Figgure 2) along with Ghaghaara, BurhiGandakk and Mahanannda. Major paart of the cattchment of
these rivvers falls in Himalayan
H
glaccial region of Nepal and
Tibet heence these are snow-fed and perennial riveers. During
the monnsoon period thhe flow in theese rivers increeases 50 to
90 timees, leading to flooding in thhe plains of Bihar.
B
The
southernn rivers compprising the Karrmanasa, Sonee, Punpun,
Kiul, Baadua and Channdranare mainlly rain-fed andd are either
dry or carry little fllow during thhe non-monsooon months
A, 2008).
(NDMA

G
General
Consequences off a Flood
Flash flood caauses immediaate and huge impacts, wherreas
F
g
gradually
occurrring floods alllows much tim
me for evacuattion
a
and
protection of propertiess. Impacts of flood depend on
m
maximum
duraation and dep
pth of floodinng, the extentt of
innundation in thhe floodplains, flow velocity and rate of risee of
f
flood
levels (G
Gautam, et all.). Flood imppacts have soccial,
e
economical
andd environmentaal consequencee which affect the
s
sustainable
devvelopment of an
ny region.

F
Flood
Status in Bihar
Three fourths of Bihar’s arrea and popuulation lie in the
T
n
natural
floodpplains of thee Ganga andd its Himalayyan
trributaries. Aboout 6.880 million hectares ouut of 9.416 milllion
h
hectare
comprrising 73.06 percent
p
of thhe state is floood
a
affected
whichh accounts for approximatelyy one-sixth of the
f
flood
prone arrea in India. Major rivers flowing throuugh
N
North
Bihar oriiginates from Nepal
N
and the Tibetan regionn of
C
China.
About 65%
6
of the caatchment area of Bihar’s rivvers
f
falls
in Nepal and
a Tibet and only
o
35% of the catchment arreas
liie in Bihar (S
Sinha et al.). The
T upper partt of catchmennt is
liiable for the morphological
m
activities
a
withinn the downstreeam
r
reaches.
It carrries huge sediiment load with its flow evvery
y
year
which iss responsible for change in
i morphological
b
behaviour
of the stream. The matter of the floodding
is implicitly guided by sedimentation in river. This
T
s
sedimentation
has gradually reduced the capability of the

Fig. 2: River
R
Basin System in Bihar

The plaains of Bihar, adjoining
a
Neppal, are drainedd by rivers
that carrry high dischharge and verry high sedim
ment loads.
Gradiennts of these rivvers vary from 22 cm per km
m to 7.5 cm
per km. at Indo Nepaal boundary annd at point of confluence
c
with thee Ganga respeectively (Sinhha et al., 20122). So, the
rivers reach
r
the plainns and lose momentum
m
andd begin to
meander. Rivers like the Kosi are notorious forr changing
course. As per the reccords it is eviddent that durinng 1736 to
c
through a distance
1953 the river Kosi haas shifted its course
Kumar D.,
of approximately 1122 Km. towardds westward (K
2015). Further Kosi embankment was constructted with a
o spurs on botth banks confi
fining the courrse of river
series of
Kosi (Fiigure 3).

Floods and Growth
h in Bihar
Agricultture is the bacckbone of Bihaar’s economy, employing
78% of the workforce and generatingg nearly 30% of
o the State
SO, 2015). Acccording to goveernment of
Domesttic Product (CS
Bihar 73% of the farrmers are smalll and marginaal farmers,
15
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who not only cultivate
w
c
their land but servves as agricultuural
laabour. So, suustainable development of Bihar principaally
d
depends
upon agriculture
a
secttor.

Fig. 4b: Liiteracy Rate in Inndia and Bihar
(Source: CSO, 20015)

Fig. 3: Kosi River Course
(Source: Ku
umar D., 2015)

One of the maajor problems of agriculturee developmentt in
O
p
particular
and economic
e
back
kwardness in general
g
of Bihaar is
o
occurrence
of frequent flood
d every year. Flood
F
is a sevvere
issue along thee river Ganga and
a its tributariies. In additionn to
thhis flood also affect life, liveestock, livelihoood, productivvity,
u
utilisation
and security of inv
vestments, educcation as well as
a a
d
disincentive
forr additional in
nvestments in Bihar.
B
As a result
thhe developmennt of state is continuously
c
laagging behind the
n
national
averagge (Figure 4a & 4b).

Fig. 4a:
4 Per Capita GNP
G
and GSDP of
o Bihar
(Source: CSO, 2015)

1
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G
Centre (IGC)
(
held
In Auguust 2010, the Innternational Growth
a nationnal level meeting in Patna,, Bihar on thhe topic of
‘Floods and Growth in
i Bihar’ to exxplore the multtiple causal
a
Bihar’s floods and thee multiple impacts floods
issues around
have onn the economiic growth of the
t state. The workshop
report clearly
c
states that
t
there is a connection beetween the
incidencce of floodss in Bihar and
a
economicc growth,
particulaarly with resppect to two factors: agricuulture and
embankkments (IGC, 2010).
2
Agricullture is a majoor factor as
more thhan 80 percentt of Bihar’s population
p
is engaged
e
in
agricultuure as their main
m
source of livelihood; however,
floods tend
t
to devasstate agriculturre lands, partiicularly in
river baasins where sillt deposits from
m floods leavees the land
uncultivvable and thereefore forces faarmers and theeir families
to relocate or seek altternative liveliihoods. The seecond issue
e
—building,
is that of costs assoociated with embankments—
maintainning, and reppairing—once breaches andd damages
occur too the infrastruccture. Accordinng to the IGC report,
r
it is
estimateed that the coost of managiing embankmeents is far
higher thhan building thhem (IGC, 2010).
A recennt example off this adverse economic imppact is the
2008 Kosi
K
floods where
w
more than
t
500 villaages were
inundateed in the disttricts of Supaaul, Madhepurra, Purnea,
Saharsaa, and Araria. According too Governmentt of Bihar
figures, 236,632 hom
mes were eitheer completely or partly.
Accordiing to the Goveernment of Bihhar and the Woorld Bank’s
Kosi Poost Disaster Needs
N
Assessm
ment report off 2010, the
estimateed damage is ` 5,935 millionn (GoB 2010)). Approximately 1800 kilometrres road includding paved annd unpaved
and 11000 nos. bridgees and culvertss were destroyyed during
this floood. Intensive damage to floood protection structures
and irriigation networrk was reporteed including damage
d
of
Kosi Baarrage. Main Eastern
E
Kosi canal
c
was dam
maged in a
length of more thann 6 km. Brannch canal wass also got
damaged in a length of 4 km while distributaries and subk
Around 151 canal
distributtaries in morre than 150 km.
bridges,, and 138 reguulators were fuully or partiallyy damaged.
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Around 154,0000 Ha of paddy
A
y, 6,300 Ha of maize and 28,0000
H of other crops
Ha
c
were baadly affected. This impact on
a
agriculture
affeected nearly fiive lacks farmers of the regiion.
A
Approximately
y 15000 liveestock includiing 10000 milk
m
a
animals
were loost their lives in this flood (G
GoB 2010).
In addition to those
t
sectors, major damagees were causedd to
ds, education and environm
ment
thhe social, heaalth, livelihood
s
sectors.
Amonng the flood affected
a
popullation about 90%
9
w
were
dependent on agricu
ultural livelihoood. Educatioonal
innfrastructure was
w severely afffected in all 5 districts. Reguular
c
curative
and prreventative heaalth services also
a
got disruppted
inn these areas. Further
F
50,000
0 Ha of cultivaable land has been
r
rendered
fallow
w due to silt deposition
d
cauusing a long teerm
im
mpact on agricculture, and liv
velihoods. So, the floods cauused
a makeable deecline in the agricultural production duee to
s
sediment
deposition and loss of livestock, working cappital
a other farm assets.
and

F
Flood
Impactts on Sustain
nable Develop
pment in Bih
har
Thus frequentt flood have been responnsible for maany
T
p
problems
in Bihhar. Major onee is the soil eroosion and floodding
r
rendering
the fertile cultivaable land unssuitable for crop
c
p
production
due to deposition of silt on the surface
s
of variaable
d
depth.
This is the most sev
vere environmental degradattion
c
caused
by floodds, which in tu
urn is threateninng the sustainaable
a
agriculture
prodductivity (Figu
ure 5).
Second is low and
S
a very fluctu
uating nature of
o growth over the
s
successive
periiods. Next, div
version of fundds to flood conntrol
m
measures
leadiing to restricted investmennt in agricultuural
s
sector.
So floodd plays a vital role in miserabble growth ratee of
s
state.
Observattion on growth
h rate in varioous sectors in last
d
decade
shows the
t highly unsu
ustainable pattern (Figure 6).. Its
f
further
study prevails
p
that no
orth Bihar whiich is major floood
a
affected
part of
o the state is significant coontributor of poor
p
d
development
(F
Figure 7a &7b
b). However inn some districtss of

North Bihar
B
prevailss the comparaatively high per capita
GSDP like in Beguusarai district due to refinneries and
Bhagalppur due to Silk industries therre.

Fiig. 5: Productiviity of Some Impoortant Crops in Bihar
B
over Last 15 Yeears
(Source: Directorrate of Statistics annd Economics, Bihhar)

Flood Management
M
t in Bihar
In the abbove context, to
t minimize neegative consequuences and
ill effeccts of flooding to maintain thhe sustainable growth of
the statee, there is a neeed of planningg for flood maanagement.
Planningg for flood management
m
d
doesn’t
involve absolute
control over flood butt management of floods in such
s
a way
to achieeve the most beneficial result within thhe circumstances. Flood management measurees may be classsified into
two categories, (i) strructural involvving like consttruction of
embankkments, flood retention walls, flood leevees and
channel improvementts, detention basins, etc., andd (ii) nonf
prone
structuraal including laand-use planninng, zoning of flood
lands, reedevelopment of flood-pronee areas, compeensation of
incentivves, insurance, silt manageement policy and flood
forecastting & warningg. Both the measures are noot mutually
exclusivve rather complementary to each other.

Fig. 6:
6 Percentage Grrowth in Variouss Sectors in Bihaar
(Souurce: Directorate of
o Statistics and Ecconomics, Bihar)
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Fig
g. 7a: Per Capitaa Gross State Doomestic Productioon Different Disstricts of Bihar
(Souurce: Directorate of
o Statistics and Ecconomics, Bihar)

Fig. 7b:
7 Literacy Ratte in Different Districts
D
of Biharr
(Souurce: Directorate of
o Statistics and Ecconomics, Bihar)

S
Structural
M
Measures
Flood managem
F
ment works to
o this point enforced
e
in Biihar
c
comprise
of coonstruction and
d maintenance of embankmennts.
It falls under short-term sttructural meassures. These are
g
generally
in praactice not due to its effectiveeness rather duee to
loow-cost and faster to co
onstruct. In Bihar 3732 km
e
embankment
h been consstructed till March,
has
M
2013 and
a
a
another
1555 kilometre
k
is und
der constructioon and likely too be
c
completed
by next year. (WRD,
(
Govt of Bihar 20114).
A
Aggradations
of river in Bihar
B
necessittates raising and
s
strengthening
of the emban
nkments. How
wever this raissing
s
stream
bed levvels, decreasess their carryinng capability and
a
leading to drainnage congestion in countrysidde.
1
18

To overrcome such prooblems, the strrategy of deveeloping the
channel by de-silting and dredging is a better sollution. But
due to involvement of high cosst and other associated
problem
ms this method is in very limitted practice.

Non-structural Measures
Losses in recent yearrs contemplatee that structuraal measure
p
So it is felt necessarry to adopt
alone caan’t solve the problem.
non-struuctural measurre along with structural
s
meassures as an
integrateed approach to efficiently mitigate floood impacts
(Kansal et al., 2016). These
T
non-struuctural measurees includes
the folloowing.
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Land-Use Plan
L
nning
L
Land-use
comiing up with at the local or municipal
m
leveel is
o
often
a useful tool
t
in reducin
ng future floodd damages. Usee of
laand in flood prone
p
area sho
ould be givenn considerationn to
m
master
plan or governing
g
laws.
Zoning of Floood-Prone Lan
Z
nds
Z
Zoning
can be used
u
to scale back
b
damages from
f
flooding and
m
must
be so fleexible to ackno
owledge that different
d
typess of
laand use are compatible.
c
As in flood proone areas havving
w
water
velocitiees are low and not causingg serious erosiion,
a
agricultural
usee of lands is accceptable. Partiicularly in casee of
B
Bihar,
where agricultural
a
lan
nd is limited so
s in view of self
s
sufficiency
in food
f
supply, flood prone landds can judiciouusly
b used as agriccultural lands.
be
Redevelopmen
R
nt of Flood-Prrone Areas
A major flood disaster can bee taken as oppoortunity to corrrect
p
past
planning errors.
e
Remov
val of flood-prrone developm
ment
a well as convversion of the land to a definned and restriccted
as
u
use
is an opption to be considered. Post
P
2008 floood
d
development
off Kosi catchmeent is good exaample.
Compensation
C
n and Incentivves
C
Compensation
aims at elimin
nating the negaative consequeence
o flood as eaarliest. The funds
of
fu
must too be centered on
r
relocation
andd public educcation on the risks and thheir
c
consequences
of living on flood-affectedd area insteadd of
m
merely
paying for damages.
IInsurance
F
Flood
insurance can be used to reduce the flood impact and
a
itts losses. In caase of flood in
nsurance the loosses will be paid
p
b insuring aggency from the
by
t
accumulatted premiums of
p
policy
holders instead of reelief funds. Hence
H
it basicaally
w
works
on the principle
p
of distributing
d
imppact over a laarge
s
segment
of sociiety.
Silt Managem
S
ment
T Lower reacch of river Kossi and its contributing tributarries
The
a severely aff
are
ffected floods every
e
year. As the Kosi withh its
trributaries like Adhawara gro
oup, Bagmati and Kamla Baalan
o
originates
from
m the hills and reaches
r
to plaiins of Nepal Teerai
a Bihar, theirr flow velocity
and
y drops significcantly. It results in
inncrease of deppth of flow an
nd hence silt carrying capaccity
r
reduces.
Due too this, silts gett deposited at river
r
bed resultting
r
rise
of river bed
b and consequently erosioon of banks. The
T
m
mouth
of the channels often
nly gets obstrructed and hence
s
shifting
of riveer course takees place takingg new area unnder
thhreat of floodd. Therefore itt needs watersshed managem
ment

with ann effective siltt managementt policy to ressolve such
issue.

Flood Forecasting
F
and Warning
Flood foorecasting and early warningg system is a prredominant
non-struuctural flood protection meeasure. On thee basis of
mathem
matical modeliing, experts can convert the past
informaation like dischharge, stage annd inundation area from
data basse to present on the basis of
o rainfall, mooisture and
snow coover. Accuratee forecasting iss necessary as well as its
formulaation into relliable warningg and effecttively disseminatted to the comm
munities at riskk to take necessary steps
and reduuce losses.

Conclu
usion
Floodinng is a perenniial problem inn the state of Bihar
B
with
negativee impacts on the
t lives and liivelihood of people. The
impact of flood on life
l
and propeerty is devasttating. The
a
the ecoonomy and
damage to infrastructture severely affects
d
off state. Flood event also show
ws negative
hence development
impacts on environm
mental sector. Thus flood affects all
e
spheres of sustainablee development i.e. social, economical
A
secctor is worst affected
a
in
and envvironmental. Agricultural
the evennt of flood. Hoowever it contiinues to play thhe primary
role in the
t state’s deveelopment and the mainstay too our large
growingg population. However,
H
due to
t recurrent flooods in the
state, aggriculture and allied sector has
h accountedd miserable
growth rate but still plays
p
a vital role in the devellopment of
Bihar.
It is nott possible to guarantee absollute safety from
m flood so
there is a chance of paradigm
p
is neeeded. It is requuired to be
a live with floods.
fl
So, it iss very importaant to build
aware and
flood risk awareness among public.. Even if a saffest design
have beeen adopted buut any how thhere is always a risk for
greater flood
f
than desiigned, inducingg losses.
Despite the critiques of
o structural fllood protectionn measures
mbankments aree absolutely reequired to saffeguard the
like em
existingg developmentss, in particularr in urban areaas. There is
a need to efficiently adopt the nonn-structural meeasure with
structuraal measure as an integrated approach to coonform the
spirit off sustainable deevelopment (K
Kansal, et al., 20016).
Non-struuctural measurres for flood management
m
suuch as land
use plannning, flood plain
p
zoning, re-developmen
r
nt of flood
prone areas,
a
compenssation and inceentives, flood insurance,
silt mannagement, floood forecasting and warning, etc.
e should
be adoppted. The awarreness among the
t communityy at risk of
floodingg should be raise and maaintained, witth a clear
understaanding of theeir role in responding to emergency
e
situationns appropriatelly. They need to be developeed so as to
adaptatiion to the floood risk and livving with them
m in flood
19
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pplains and sim
multaneously peermitting vacatting the same for
u
use
by the river
r
wheneveer the situatiion demands as
inntegrated appproach along with structuural measures to
m
minimize
the adverse imp
pacts of floood. Among the
c
communities
living in flood plains
p
under thhe recurrent thrreat
o flood awaareness shoulld be develooped with cllear
of
u
understanding
o their role if an emergency situation arises.
of

R
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Enhancing Facade Durability
through Organosilane Nanotechnology
Anupam Shil1

Abstract: Every building commands its value in market by virtue of the appearance of its exterior face, whether
well or ill maintained. No matter how good the interiors could be, without maintaining the exteriors neither the
construction of a single structure nor of an entire town commands its appreciative value from its assessors. Here in
this paper, we refer typically to Façade systems that are designed with conventional affordable building materials,
like, bricks, silica mortar, fare-faced concrete, natural stones, etc. and how affordable organosilane nanotechnology
can be used to maintain them effectively. These days many architects restrict use of these natural siliceous materials
on the outer faces of a structure for the only reason being its questionable maintainability. Organosilane
nanotechnology works by creating a hydrophobic zone over any façade substrate by penetrating and reacting with
the inherent Silanol groups at a nano level. This makes the surface water resistant (tested by RILEM method to
sustain Category 1 Hurricane) without compromising the breathability of natural cementitious/siliceous building
materials. Apart from protecting the façade it makes the exterior walls damp resistant preventing seepage of water
inside the building and creating aesthetic and habitability concerns for its occupants.
Keywords: Nano; Silane; RILEM; Siliceous.

Introduction

I

n context to habitable structures, it would at the outset
become essential to understand what causes ageing of
cementitious/siliceous structures. What results in aesthetic
and structural disintegration of that strong envelope which
we build to protect ourselves from forces of nature? Because
it is understood that all the source of cement, sand, stones,
aggregates or iron shall not last forever, life extension of
these materials is important not only from the perspective of
façade maintenance but also for creating a culture that
perceives sustainability as a way of life.

How/Why Concrete Ages/Cracks?
It is evident for a causal onlooker that more cracks surfacing
over any concrete structure endorsers its degeneration. It
displays its ageing. Factors that influence the life of a
concrete structure and causes that attribute to appearance of a
crack can be divided into two time zones, Pre-construction
and Post-construction as shown in Figure 1. Till the time a
structure gets completely erected, can be termed as the Preconstruction time zone. During this period, conceptualizing,
meticulous engineering, procurement of quality raw
materials and synchronized construction process gets
implemented. These can be termed as the basic deciding
1

Fig. 1: Concrete Crack

factors and a deviation from scientifically established norms
shall have its effect in the integrity of a structure and its
consequential fate. But, even structures that are well
designed and systematically constructed with best quality
materials does age and crack. This is attributed to changes
taking place within the concrete which can be either, physical
(dimensional) and/or chemical by nature, at the same time
they are co-operational, i.e. chemical changes resulting in
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generation of physical forces to bring about a permanent
change in the constitution of the cementitious mass.


Physical (Dimensional) Changes
During the initial years, the following physical (dimensional)
changes take place that results in occurrence of surface
cracks:
1. Shrinkage Cracks: The process of hydration (chemical
reaction between cement and water) completes 90–95%
in first 28 days (typical setting time of concrete). Some
part of it however continues in subsequent years
causing volumetric shrinkage of the structure due to
consumption of trapped moisture within it. This
phenomenon results in appearance of plastic shrinkage
cracks on the surface within first few years of
construction, till the structure stabilizes.
2. Thermal Cracks: Such cracks develop due to differential
expansion and contraction of several elements that are
incorporated within a concrete super structure. The
cement paste, coarse and fine aggregates, steel rebar,
etc. each one has a different coefficient of thermal
expansion when subjected to fluctuation in atmospheric
temperature, induces internal stresses causing surface
cracks in a limited surface area.
Both the above stated phenomenon can be mitigated
considerably, if not completely eliminated, by appropriate
designing, selection of proper raw materials and following a
methodical system of construction. However, since such
effects cannot be eliminated completely they must be
attended periodically as a part of routine maintenance plan,
as these cracks are the potential entry points for external
environmental elements, like, water, moist air, contaminant
salts, etc. to penetrate inside a structure.

Chemical Changes
Water, while on one hand sustains life and nurtures the
nature; on the other it also acts as the most destructive
element that has the power to disintegrate matter back to its
elemental form. Construction materials, by nature, are waterloving. Whether it is soil or cement plaster or bricks or RCC
it has a tendency to absorb water. Such ingress of water
inside concrete results in various chemical changes within a
structure that eventually results in its degeneration and
ageing. Some of these chemical reactions are:
 ASR (Alkali Silica Reaction): One of the most
detrimental chemical reactions that take place in an
alkaline environment within the concrete with its fine or
coarse aggregates is ASR. This results in conversion of
the amorphous silica to a gel form which not only
creates internal stresses within the structure due to
volumetric expansion but also acts as moisture
22







reservoirs due to its inherent tendency of absorbing
moisture.
Carbonation: Sometimes also referred as the corrosion
of concrete, is a chemical reaction occurring between
calcium hydroxide present inside the cement with
Carbonic acid (formed by reaction of atmospheric
carbon dioxide with moisture/water). This results in
formation of Calcium Carbonate (Chalk) and free water.
Even though this transformation forms a compound that
has significant compressive strength, it reduces the pH
environment (state of passivity) within concrete, making
the rebar more prone to corrosion.
Acid Attack: Due to fast pace urban development and
increasing industrial emissions the atmosphere contains
a large reserve of SOx and NOx pollutants. These
combine with moisture in the atmosphere (clouds) to
form various acids, like, Sulphuric/Sulfurous acids,
Nitric/Nitrous acids, etc. Upon coming in contact with
concrete during rains, it initiates an acid-alkali reaction,
resulting in breaking down of the crystalline lime within
concrete.
Freeze-Thaw: In colder regions, due to atmospheric
temperature dropping to subzero levels, water trapped
inside concrete expands while it freezes. This causes
internal stresses and such repeated cycles cause cracking
and eventually spalling of concrete chunks, thus,
disintegrating the structure.
Rebar Corrosion: Water ingress into concrete acts as an
electrolyte resulting in ionic exchange between iron
rebar and oxygen. This results in corrosion of the rebar,
reducing its flexibility and strength, while at the same
time causing volumetric stress due to physical swelling
of the rebar.

A closer look will reveal to us that ALL the above five
concerns are mainly due to entry of water through the
labyrinth of micro and nano-size pores inside a concrete
structure. Water absorption by a concrete surface starts with
primary deterioration of its aesthetic value by formation of
fungus; inducing efflorescence; attracting dirt on the surface
and causing paint peel off due to repeated dry & wet cycles.
The maintenance of a façade starts with protection of its
aesthetic value, at the same time; long term structural
deterioration caused due to water induced damage must be
dealt with equal importance.

How Water Enters Inside Concrete?
Although concrete is porous in nature (Figure 2), yet the pore
sizes are much larger than size of a smallest water droplet
(size of a water drop when in a cloud is 1,00,000 nm or
0.1 mm). What then results in further break down of this
water droplet so as to allow its penetration? Concrete,
Bricks, Soil, Sand, Fly Ash, etc., most of all building
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materials are siliceous, having high content of silicates.
Silica being one of the most stable materials is ideal for
construction due to retention of its molecular integrity when
subjected to long term weathering conditions of fluctuating
temperatures, UV rays, humidity and physical forces. It
won’t be wrong if we say, “Earth is nothing but a ball of
Silica”. Though internally silica is strongly bound together
by polar covalent bonding of Si-O-Si, each particle of silica
at its outer periphery contains a hydroxyl ion (Silanol group).
This hydroxyl ion when comes in contact with water, forms a
hydrogen bond with the water molecule, resulting in energy
release and breaking the water droplet further into much
smaller parts. Spread of these surface hydroxyl ions at the
surface, breaks down the natural water droplet into extremely
tiny parts and it gets sucked into micro and nano pores of the
siliceous substrate. This phenomenon, with naked eyes, we
witness as the absorption of water over siliceous substrates.

Organosilane of this Millennium
The new generation Organosilane has addressed all the
issues which prevented widespread use of the solvent-based
Silane technology for mass consumption. Salient features of
this new formulation are:
 Silane became Water dilutable (instead of Solvent), at
20 times its volume (reducing transportation cost).
 UV stable (UV stability upto 20 years).
 Became easy to apply (high dilution ability allows
flooding, eliminating misapplication).
 Eco-friendly (meets the toughest Californian VOC
norms).
 Affordable for masses (high water dilution, spreadability
and ease of application reduced material and labour
costs significantly, placing it for low-cost mass housing
consumption).

How Organosilane Nanotechnology Works?

Fig. 2: Rain Water through Nano Crack

History of Silane
In second half of last century, as Silicon was discovered and
found its wide acceptance in the consumer market, its Silane
derivatives were used in developing composite materials.
This was due to its inherent capability to bond well with both
organic as well as inorganic materials. It helped in imparting
strength to organic formulations by reinforcing them with
inorganic fillers, where Silane would act as a coupling agent.
During this period, introduction of organosilane chemicals
for treatment of siliceous building materials in order to attain
water resistivity became popular with the mass production of
silicon and its augmentative byproducts. Even though they
did address the purpose, it lacked focused research in terms
of providing a solution that is, easy to use, affordable and
eco-friendly. Most formulations that were marketed required
skilled manpower and protective surveillance due to its
inflammability and high VOC content, which resulted in
high end user costs. Nevertheless, from the 1970s till
beginning years of 21 st century Silane proved its mettle as an
effective technology which can be used to protect siliceous
building materials.

Silane, in itself is a synonym for Nanotechnology (meaning
that the molecule size of this material is always smaller than
100 nm). Silicon in its smallest molecular form, that is, as a
monomer, would contain one atom of Silicon bonded with
other elements to form a molecule (usually < 10 nm). In this
state it is referred as Silane. When a few similar Silane
molecules polymerize together to form a slightly bigger
molecule (usually between 50 to 100 nm), it forms an
oligomer, referred as Siloxane. As the degree of
polymerization increases they join together to form much
larger size molecules that popularly are known as Silicon.
Here it is important to understand that when sizes of these
molecules change through polymerization, their combined
physiochemical property also completely changes. When the
surface area to volume ratio crosses beyond a certain limit, a
material does not any more follow the principals of classical
physics, rather it falls within the purview of quantum
physics. Which is why, an elementally similar but constituted
differently, material shall display different characteristics. In
these lines, Silane, Siloxane and Silicon should not be
misconstrued as one, even though they all are made up of
similar fashioned silicon atoms. A Silicon atom (Atomic no.
14; Electronic configuration – 2, 8, 4) due to the presence of
four valence electrons shall make four bonds. Based on the
functionality of these bonds, they are termed as, monofunctional, bi-functional, tri-functional or tetra-functional.
The new generation organosilane molecule comprises of an
alkylalkoxy structure where one is an alkyl group long chain
organic molecule (referred as R in Figure 3).
The rest of the three belong to alkoxy groups which when in
contact with siliceous materials, like, concrete, bricks, soil,
plaster, etc. replaces the Silanol (OH⁻) ion at the surface and
bonds the Silane molecule to the substrate. As these three
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This formulation is tested against UV (as per ASTM G-154)
and is estimated to have a stability of 20 years.

Fig. 3: Alkylalkoxy Structure

groups bond with the substrate, the non-functional R group
acts as an umbrella providing a hydrophobic nano layer over
the surface. The structure of this long chain organic hydrophobic R group is well researched (4/8/12/16/18 Carbon) in
order to make it long lasting against UV rays and wind
driven torrential rains. The reaction with the substrate is
shown below in a simplified manner; however, it usually
takes place in two steps. First, the alkoxy group hydrolyses
to form a Silanol (Si-OH) group separating away the alkoxy
(X-OH) element, and then the hydrolyzed Silane reacts with
the substrate to permanently bond with it forming a Si-O-Si
bond. Reaction with a Siliceous Substrate,
–Si-OH + OH-Si–

–Si-O-Si– + H2O

Silanol + Substrate

Siloxane Bond + Water

The treatment results in a permanent polarity change of the
surface turning its nature from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.

Life Expectation
Apart from the reactive chemistry, Silane also has a major
size advantage. Since the molecular size of this organosilane
ranges from 4–6 nm, it actually can penetrate into the
smallest pores, micro cracks and nano capillaries. Since the
pore size of building materials (Figure 4) range from 5–2000
nm, a molecule size as small as 4–6 nm ensures penetration
into the substrate resulting in forming successive layers of
nano molecules, that prevents ingress on water into the
structure.

Logic also tells us that the most detrimental UV ray (around
the wavelength of 300 nm) photons only travel in a straight
line. They cannot take a curvaceous path that is taken by
liquids. This tells us that only the surface molecules of the
reacted organosilane shall get affected by the UV exposure.
Molecules that has penetrated and bonded 1 mm deep inside
the surface shall remain unaffected. By this logic, a treatment
with nanotechnology organosilane has a potential to protect a
concrete structure for 100 years (considering an expected
1 mm deep reactive hydrophobic transformation of the
substrate against a globally accepted erosive loss rate of
0.1 mm per decade).

How to Reduce Façade Maintenance?
In today’s context the popularly prevailing simplistic
approach is – ‘COVER-IT-UP’ (Figure 4). We cover up the
siliceous facades with various available material coatings
striking a balance between availability and affordability;
while always ending up with this coatings deteriorating
(cracking, debonding or peeling-off) resulting in water
ingress into the structure. Reason for this is due to gradual
increase in permeability of these coatings. UV rays from the
sun being most detrimental, breaks down the polymeric
structure of any coating. This with the passing time allows
more rain water across its film thickness to get absorbed by
the siliceous substrate on which they are applied.
While it is advised to continue this approach, less has been
done to extend the useful service life of these coatings.
Through penetrative nanotechnology the basic nature of the
structure can be changed from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.
In fact, all areas of a concrete structure that shall see direct
water should be pre-treated with penetrative nanotechnology
before covering them up. This will ensure that whenever due
to UV rays, atmospheric forces and/or physical abrasion the
film breaks-up; there will be a strong water resistance
original surface, which will prevent lateral travel of water
across the line of contact of the film and the substrate thus,
preventing its premature debonding. This shall result in
optimum resource preservation through significant extension
in lifespan of these ‘cover-ups’, like, silicon coatings, paints
and waterproofing membranes.

Application and Tests

Fig. 4: Particle Sizes in Several Kind of H2O

Life of any rain water ingress prevention technology has a
major concern with respect to its stability against UV rays.
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The organosilane chemical is applied by diluting with
potable water (TDS < 1000) at 20 times its volume and spray
flooding on the surface upto saturation i.e., till the surface
stops absorbing any more. This normally is achieved by
spraying 3–4 rounds within a gap of 30–60 seconds, till we
see the water dripping down. Application is followed by
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Waterproofing Products

Fig. 5: Waterproofing Strategy

allowing complete drying of the substrate, till all the
moisture gets fully evaporated out. Water penetration tests
are conducted under laboratory conditions according to
ASTM E-514. This test uses a sheet of water cascading down
the face of a brick assembly. Additionally, tests to check
water absorption on architectural stone, masonry mortar and
structural clay tiles are conducted through ASTM 1195,
ASTM 1403 and ASTM C67 tests respectively. RILEM tests
can be carried out on the treated surfaces in order to test
achievement of complete water insulation on the treated
areas. Treated building materials with this technology shall
meet the above ASTM tests and RILEM 11.4 test to resist
Category 1 Hurricane. A tropical storm becomes a Category
1 hurricane when its winds near the center reach 120 km/hr.
The RILEM test requires attaching a graduated tube on the
treated outer surface on the structure which is filled with a
water column. Also, a Scratch test to check the depth of
penetration can be done on a treated surface.

Conclusion
With this water soluble 21st century Organosilane, we can
redefine sustainability of façade structures, construction
materials, paints, waterproofing membranes and also reduce

C&D wastes (1.3 billion ton of solid C&D waste per year,
globally). It can restrict usage of expensive glass and
aluminium on building facades through encouraged use of
natural siliceous building materials. Most importantly, the
technology extends useful service life of valuable resources
extracted from mother earth, thus, preserving a more likable
planet for our future generations.
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Identification of Stiffness and Damping Parameters
at Element Level for Structural Health Monitoring
Utilizing Time Domain Dynamic Response Data
A. Debnath1 and S. Chakraborty2

Abstract: The Structural Health Monitoring has attracted significant attentions worldwide utilizing dynamic
response data. The application of time domain data based System Identification (SI) algorithms to identify stiffness
properties at element levels are well known. The present study attempted to identify the stiffness as well as damping
parameters at element level of existing structures utilizing time domain data. For this, the equation error based SI
algorithm, found to be efficient for identifying element properties directly is readily developed in the framework of
Finite Element Method to determine the element level damage stiffness and damping properties. The algorithm is
demonstrated for a number of simulated damage scenarios utilizing artificially generated dynamic response data.
The consistency and robustness of the algorithm is further studied by the Monte Carlo simulation based error
sensitivity analysis.
Keywords: Structural Health Monitoring, Stiffness and Damping, Element Level Identification, Time Domain Data.

Introduction

T

he conventional Non-Destructive Test (NDT) can assess
the damage but they are ‘local’ inspection approaches
and cannot quantify the damage scenarios. The need for
quantitative global damage detection methods has led to the
continued research. Extensive research has been made to
develop methods for identifying damage in structures. These
methods can generally be categorized as either dynamic or static
responses based techniques. Dynamic-based techniques are
developed using both the free-vibration and the forcedvibration response in frequency domain and time domain as
well. An excellent review article by Doebling et al. [1]
summarized the various VBDD methods published up to
1996. Chang et al. [2] reviewed the literature related to SHM
of civil infrastructures mainly buildings and bridges. Sohn et
al. [3] reviewed the SHM literature in a wider range for
papers published between 1996 and 2001. The literature on
damage detection based on the modal data have been
scattered over various areas i.e. instrumentation for sensing
and recording data, system identification and damage
localization algorithm, effect of error in measured response
etc. The basic approaches are frequency shift, changes in the
mode shapes i.e. comparison of changes in the MAC values
and also COMAC values. FRF data usually involve data
reduction and feature extraction during the transformation of
recorded data in time domain to features in frequency domain.
1
2

The process may cause loss of information related to damage
dynamics. This disadvantage could be avoided by directly
using time response data. Another advantage of using time
domain features is that non-linearity of responses raised by
damage in a structure could be preserved further facilitating
diagnostics. Numerous researchers demonstrated the
potential of using time responses for identification of
structural changes [4–10]. In this regard, the equation error
approach is found to be efficient for identifying the element
properties directly without iterations [11,12]. The application
of the method is restricted to free vibration data to identify
the damage stiffness only [11–14]. It has been seen that the
element properties can be directly attained without iterations
and the solution has unique and global minimal. The present
study explored the equation error approach to identify the
stiffness as well as damping parameters at element level of
existing structures utilizing time domain data. For this, the
equation error based SI algorithm, is readily developed in the
framework of FEM to determine the element level damage
stiffness and damping properties. The algorithm is
demonstrated for a number of simulated damage scenarios.
The consistency and robustness of the algorithm is further
studied by the MCS based error sensitivity analysis.
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The Identification Algorithm
The general equation of motion for a multi-degree of
freedom system is:
[M]{ü }+[C]{𝑢̇ }+[K]{u} = {F}

... (1)

Where, [M], [C] and [K] are mass, damping and stiffness
matrix respectively. {u}, {𝑢̇ } and {𝑢̈ } are displacement,
velocity and acceleration vector respectively. {F} is force
vector. For a damped MDOF system described by Eq. (1),
the identification problem can be stated as the minimization
of a nonnegative error norm ‘’ defined as, Minimize,
ε = ∑𝑇𝑡= 0{([𝑀]{𝑢̈ } + [𝐶]{𝑢̇ } + [𝐾]{𝑢}) − {𝐹}}2
... (2)
Assuming Rayleigh-type damping, the damping matrix [ci]
for ith element is expressed as,
[ci] = αi[mi]+βi[ki]

... (3)

Where, [mi] and [ki] are the mass and stiffness matrix of i th
finite element, αi and βi are the real scalars. If the damping
ratios ξ1 and ξ2 corresponding to the first two modal
frequencies are known, the value of αi and βi are obtained by
solving the following equation:
1 1/1

2 1/2

... (4)

n

C =  Li  (i  mi  +i  k i ) Li T

... (5)

i=1

In Eq. (5), n is the total number of elements. [Li] is an N × ndel
matrix that connects the local dofs to global dofs of ith element, where ndel is the dofs of a local element, N is the total
dofs of the whole structure. Substituting [C] in equation (2),
ε = ∑𝑇𝑡 = 0([𝑀]{𝑢̈ } + 𝛼[𝑀]{𝑢̇ } + 𝛽[𝐾]{𝑢̇ }̇ + [𝐾]{𝑢} − {𝐹})2
... (6)
Assuming conventional linear element, the stiffness of ith
damaged element can be expressed as,
[Kd ]i  ( gi )[K u ]i  1   i [K u ]i

... (7)
Where, [K d ]i and [K u ]i are the damaged and undamaged
stiffness of the ith element and gi is the parameter quantifying
the damage of the ith element. Then the damaged stiffness
matrix can be expressed,
n

 K     Li [kd ]i [Li ]T   (gi )  Li [ku ]i [Li ]T
i 1

 i 1

... (9)



Where,
[Pt] = [L1][ku]1[L1]T{u} [L2][ku]2[L2]T{u}
........ [Ln][ku]n[Ln]T{u}]

 Pt   P1 P2 ...Pn 

and

g  [ g1 g2 ...gn ]T

Again,

using the results of equation (9), the following can be
obtained,
β[K]{𝑢̇ } = [∑𝑛𝑖= 1(𝛽𝑖 g 𝑖 ) [𝐿𝑖 ][ku]i[Li]T]{𝑢̇ } = [Qt]{βg}
= [Qt]{h}

... (10)

Where,

Qt   Q1  Q2 ...Qn  and h  [1 g1 2 g2 ...n gn ]T
α[M]{𝑢̇ } = [∑𝑛𝑖= 1(𝛼𝑖 ) [𝐿𝑖 ][m]i[Li]T]{𝑢̇ } = [St]{α} ... (11)
Where,
[St] = [[L1][m1][L1]T{𝑢̇ }.....[Ln][mn][Ln]T{𝑢̇ }]
= [{S1} {S2}....{Sn}], {α} = [α1 α2..... αn]T

1    1 
 =  
2     2 

Where, 1 and 2 is the first and second modal frequency.
The global damping matrix for the entire structure is thus
obtained as,

n



n

 K u    gi   Li [ku ]i [Li ]T  u   Pt g

... (8)

i 1

Obviously [Li], [ku]i are independent of the unknown stiffness
parameter gi. Using equation (8), the following can be easily
derived,

The multiplication of mass matrix and acceleration are
considered as a vector {Rt} and subtracted from force vector
to define {Wt} i.e.  M u  Rt  and Ft   Rt   Wt  .
Substituting the results of equation (9) to (11) and {Wt} the
error function becomes,
... (12)
ε = ∑𝑇𝑡= 0([𝑃𝑡 ]{g} + [𝑄𝑡 ] {h}+[𝑆𝑡 ]{α}–{𝑊𝑡 })2
The unknowns are {g}, {h} and {α}. The minimum value of
 can be obtained by




0,
 0 leads to following
 0 and
{g}
{ }
{h}
equations:

Setting

∑𝑇𝑡 = 0([𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ]{g} + [𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] {h}+ [𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇[𝑆𝑡 ]{α}–[𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 {𝑊𝑡 }) = 0

... (13)
∑𝑇𝑡 = 0([𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ]{g} + [𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] {h}+ [𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇[𝑆𝑡 ]{α}–[𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 {𝑊𝑡 }) = 0

... (14)
∑𝑇𝑡 = 0([𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ]{g} + [𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] {h}+ [𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑆𝑡 ]{α}–[𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 {𝑊𝑡 }) = 0

... (15)
Those can be expressed in matrix form as,
[𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ] [𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] [𝑃𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑆𝑡 ] {g}

[Pt] T

∑𝑇𝑡 = 0 [ 𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ] [𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] [𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑆𝑡 ] {h} = ∑𝑇𝑡 = 0 [𝑄𝑡 ]𝑇 {W}
[𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑃𝑡 ] [𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑄𝑡 ] [𝑆𝑡 ]𝑇 [𝑆𝑡 ]

i.e. [A]{X} = {b}

{𝛼}

[St] T

... (16)

Above equation can be solved to obtain {g},{h} and {α} for
each element using time domain response data.
27
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Numerical Study
The proposed SI algorithm is demonstrated through numerical
example of a one story one bay plane aluminium frame as
shown in Figure 1.

three elements are shown in Table 1 for different damage
cases. The damping identification results are shown in
Tables 2 and 3. The results clearly indicate that the algorithm
can identify the stiffness and damping parameters very well
for various damage scenarios.
To study the performance of the proposed algorithm under
noisy responses, the noise free response data are further
polluted by adding numerically generated noise following
equation below:

X ij  X ij0 1   ij 

... (17)

In the above, γ is the relative magnitude of the error and ζij is
uniform random variate in range [–1, 1], 𝑋𝑖𝑗0 is the response
in the ith degree of freedom at the jth time step with no error.

Fig. 1: Simple Plane Frame

The theoretical responses of the numerical model are first
calculated using the Numark’β method from known mass,
stiffness and damping matrix. The cross sectional area of
both beam and column are 1.32 cm2. The mass per unit
length of all the beams and columns is 3.564 gm/cm. To
generate response data artificially, the damping ratio has
been taken corresponds to the first two modes is 1% and .5%
i.e. ξ1 = 1% and ξ1 = 0.5%. Using Eq. (4) the (α) and (β) are
obtained. The first and second modal frequencies of
undamaged structure are 179.1 rad/s and 615.75 rad/s
respectively. Now from Eq.(4) the calculated α and β are
8.7952 and 2.8011 × 10–6 respectively. The defect free frame
is excited by a harmonic force f (t) = 4.44 Sin (40t) N.
The theoretical responses of the frame are calculated using
MATLAB. The theoretical and identified stiffness of the

The standard MCS is performed to extract the statistical
properties of the identified damage parameters to study the
effect of errors in response data on the parameter
identification process. The MCS is now performed with 1000
simulation to obtain the mean value and percentage of error
of various identified parameters. Table 4 shows the values of
the identified damage parameters.
It can be readily noted from the results that though the
response data is noisy, the algorithm can detect the defect
member and damage intensity. It can be also observed that
percentage of error in identified parameters is small for the
level of noise considered which establishes the robustness of
the algorithm. The algorithm also identifies the mass and
stiffness proportional damping coefficient from noisy time
domain dynamic data. The results are shown in Tables 5
and 6.

Table 1: g Identification under Sinusoidal Load
Identified Damage Parameters in Each Member
g1
g2
g3
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.95
0.9
1.00
0.95
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.85
0.85

Damage Case
Damage free
5% damage in member 1
5% damage in member 1 & 10% in 2
5% damage in member 1 & 10% damae in 2 & 3
10% damage in member 1 & 15% damage in 2 & 3

Table 2: α Identification under Sinusoidal Load
Damage Case
Damage free
5% damage in member 1
5% damage in member 1 & 10% in 2
5% damage in member 1 & 10% damage in 2 & 3
10% damage in member 1 & 15% damage in 2 & 3
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Input Mass Proportional
Damping Coefficient (α)
8.7952
8.7097
8.5353
8.4305
8.1978

Identified Mass Proportional Damping
Coefficients in Each Member
α1
α2
α3
8.7952
8.7952
8.7952
8.7097
8.7097
8.7097
8.5353
8.5353
8.5353
8.4305
8.4305
8.4305
8.1978
8.1978
8.1978
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Table 3: β Identification under Sinusoidal Load
Damage Case
Damage free
5% damage in member 1
5% damage in member 1 & 10% in 2
5% damage in member 1 & 10% damage in 2 & 3
10% damage in member 1 & 15% damage in 2 & 3

Input Stiffness
Proportional Damping
Coefficient (β)
2.8011 × 10–6
2.8280 × 10–6
2.8845 × 10–6
2.9228 × 10–6
3.0058 × 10–6

Identified Stiffness Proportional Damping
Coefficients in Each Member
β1
β2
β3
2.8011 × 10–6
2.8011 × 10–6
2.8011 × 10–6
2.8280 × 10–6
2.8280 × 10–6
2.8280 × 10–6
2.8845 × 10–6
2.8845 × 10–6
2.8845 × 10–6
–6
–6
2.9228 × 10
2.9228 × 10
2.9228 × 10–6
–6
–6
3.0058 × 10
3.0058 × 10
3.0058 × 10–6

Table 4: Identification of g using Noisy Response Data
Damage Case
No noise
2% noise
Percentage of error
5% noise
Percentage of error
No noise
2% noise
Percentage of error
5% noise
Percentage of error
No noise
Noise 2%
Percentage of error
5% noise
Percentage of error

Damage free

5% damage in member 1 & 10% damage in 2

5% damage in member 1& 10% damage in 2&3

Identified Damage Parameters in Each Member
g1
g2
g3
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.009
1.0004
1.0014
0.09%
0.04%
0.14%
1.0031
1.0030
1.0020
0.31%
0.30%
0.2%
0.95
0.9
1.00
0.9508
0.9007
1.000
0.084%
0.078%
0.0%
0.952
0.901
1.001
0.21%
0.11%
0.11%
0.95
0.9
0.9
0.9495
0.8996
0.8994
0.053%
0.044%
0.067%
0.9533
0.9037
0.9024
0.35%
0.41%
0.27%

Table 5: Identification of α using Noisy Response Data
Damage Case

Identified Mass Proportional Damping
Coefficients in Each Member
α1

No noise

α2

α3

8.7952

8.7952

8.7952

2% noise

9.255

9.0967

8.6351

Percentage of error

5.23%

3.42%

1.82%

5% noise

9.5914

9.5695

8.4175

Percentage of error

9.05%

8.8%

4.3%

No noise

Damage free

8.5353

8.5353

8.5353

2% noise

8.7229

8.6853

8.4638

Percentage of error

2.2%

1.76%

0.84%

5% noise

9.3447

9.1885

8.1823

Percentage of error

9.5%

7.65%

4.13%

8.4305

8.4305

8.4305

8.544

8.5476

8.3636

Percentage of error

1.35%

1.39%

0.8%

5% noise

9.2175

9.1816

8.0927

Percentage of error

9.33%

8.9%

4.0%

No noise
Noise 2%

5% damage in member 1 & 10% damage in 2

5% damage in member 1 & 10% damage in
2&3
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Table 6:: Identificationn of β using Noisy Response Data
D
Identif
ified Stiffness Prroportional Dam
mping
Coefficients in Each Member

D
Damage
Case

β1
No noise

Damage free

2.8011 × 10
1

2% noise
5% noise
5% daamage in membeer 1 & 10% damage in 2

5.86%
%

1.366%

0
0.3%

2.753 × 10–6

2.8221 × 10–6

2.92%
%

1.722%

0
0.71%

2.8845 × 10
1

2% noise

2.863 × 10

e
Percentage of error
5% noise
5% daamage in membeer 1 & 10% damage in 2 & 3

5% noise

2.8845 × 10
2.874 × 10

2.899 × 10–6

0.364%

0
0.2%
2.8774 × 10–6

3.31%
%

2.4%

0
0.36%

–6

2.9228 × 10

–6

2.92228 × 10–6

2.941 × 10–6

2.912 × 10–6

2.9118 × 10–6

0.62%
%

0.366%

0
0.16%

e
Percentage of error

–6

2.902 × 10

6.74%
%

255

2.88445 × 10–6

–6

2.816 × 10–6

3.120 × 10

–6

2.9669 × 10–6

0.711%

1.58%

3

% of variation

It may be seeen that the errror in the iddentified dampping
p
parameters
is larger than that of stifffness parameeter
iddentification. Figure 2 sho
ows the channge of COV of
iddentified stifffness parameteers with the change of innput
p
percentage
of noise.
n
It can bee observed thaat the COV of the
iddentified dam
mage parameterr is almost eqqual to the innput
p
percentage
of noise which shows the roobustness of the
iddentification algorithm.
a
Fig
gure 3 showss the change of
p
percentage
of variation of identified stiiffness parameeter
(((percentage off variation = actual
a
value – mean
m
value)/acttual
v
value)
× 100) with
w the changee of input perceentage of noisee.

–6

0.74%
%

e
Percentage of error

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

% of noisse

Figg. 3: Change of Percentage
P
of Vaariation of (g) with
w the
C
Change
of Percenntage of Noise during
d
Damage Case
C

Conclu
usion

200
COV(% )

–6

2.9228 × 10
1

Noise 2%

–6

2.763 × 10

2.789 × 10–6

e
Percentage of error
No noise

2.80111 × 10–6

2.883 × 10–6

Percentage of error
e
No noise

2.8011 × 10

2.7993 × 10–6

2.637 × 10

–6

β3
–6

–6

Percentage of error
e

The equuation error baased SI approacch is proposedd in present
study to
t identify the
t
damage stiffness and damping
propertiies of MDOF dynamic
d
system
m at element level
l
using
time doomain data. Thhe consistencyy and robustnness of the
algorithm is studied byy MCS based error
e
sensitivityy analysis.

155
100
5
0
0

5

1
10

15

200

25

%of noise

Fig. 2: Change
C
of COV (%) of (g) with the
t Change
of Peercentage of Noise during Damage Case

It is observed from
f
the graph
h that the channge of percenttage
o variation is very low with
of
h respect to thee change of innput
p
percentage
of noise.
n
3
30

β2
–6

The ideentified damaages and dam
mping parameeters show
excellennt agreement with
w actual parrameters. It is found that
in most cases the perrcentage of errror is below 100% for the
considerred level of errror percent in input data eveen for large
damage intensity, whhich establishees the robustnness of the
algorithm. Results aree shown only for few seleccted cases,
however the observatiion for other daamage cases arre same. In
present work, the casee studies are lim
mited to two diimensional
o
The methhod can be exttended to incluude various
frames only.

SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development

forms such as beam, plate, etc. It needs to study further when
a structural behavior becomes non-linear due to inception of
damage. More general type of viscous damping model needs
to be investigated further for identification of parameters by
the proposed approach. The method should also be verified
with real measurements.
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An Efficient Ressponse Surface
A
S
Method
d Based Finite
E
Elemen
t Modell Updatiing of Composit
C
te Strucctures
T. Islam1, S. Chakraborty2 and C. Rayy2

Abstract: The compositte material prooperties are usually
u
availabble from manuufacturers as a whole ratherr than
specific prroperties of va
arious componnents. Thus, prroper identificcation of compposite parameeter is importaant for
overall asssessment of beehaviour and health
h
monitoriing. The preseent study dealss with the appllication of the Finite
Element Model
M
Updating
g (FEMU) tecchnique to idenntify the param
meters of compposite structurres. In doing so,
s the
Moving Leeast Square Meethod (MLSM) based Responnse Surface Meethod (RSM) foor FEMU technnique using dyynamic
responses are attempted here for identtifying the struuctural parameeters. A compaarative study between
b
least square
s
LSM) and MLS
SM based RSSM is perform
med to study thhe effectivenesss of the MLSSM based RSM
SM for
method (L
identifyingg the parameters of the compposite structurees. In doing soo, an error sennsitivity study is also perform
med to
realise thee robustness off the RSM baseed approaches.. A Fibre Reinf
nforced Plastic (FRP) bridgee deck panel made of
E-Glass/Eppoxy symmetriic cross-ply lam
minate is consiidered to eluciidate the propoosed FEMU allgorithm. In geeneral,
it is notedd that the ML
LSM based RSSM identify thee model param
meters much better than thhe LSM basedd RSM
approach. The error senssitivity study also
a indicates the
t more robusstness of the MLSM
M
based allgorithm comppare to
the LSM baased FEMU allgorithm.
Keywordss: Health Moniitoring; Compoosite Structuress; Finite Elemeent Model Upddating; RSM.

omposite materials
m
like fibre
f
reinforcedd polymers, Gllass
Fibre Reiinforced Poly
ymers (GFRP)), Carbon Fiibre
R
Reinforced
Polymer (CFRP)), etc. are widely used in the
a
aeronautical,
a
automotive,
marine
m
and winnd turbine bllade
inndustries mainnly due to theeir high strenggth to weight and
s
stiffness
to weight
w
ratios. A major problem
p
of suuch
c
composite
struuctures is on Non-Destructiv
N
ve Testing (ND
DT)
o in-situ idenntification of developed nonn-visible dam
or
mage
u
under
real loadding conditionss. Thus, properr identificationn of
c
composite
paraameter is impo
ortant for overrall assessmentt of
b
behaviour
and health monittoring of com
mposite structures.
T FEMU, baasically an inveerse problem ussed to identify the
The
p
parameters
of a Finite Elem
ment (FE) moodel found to be
u
useful
in this regard. The technique
t
actuually updates the
u
uncertainty
parrameters in th
he initially asssumed FE moodel
b
based
on the measured
m
respo
onses so that a more realisticc or
r
refined
model can
c be achieveed. The presentt study deals with
w
thhe applicatioon of FEMU
U technique to identify the
p
parameters
of composite
c
strucctures.

Howeveer, the sensitivvity based iterrative methodss involving
determinning local graadients are noot only compputationally
intensivve, but also has convergencee difficulty. Foor large FE
model of structures, the large nuumber of com
mputations
e
of
involvedd can rule outt many approaaches due to expense
carryingg out many runns. This probllem can be ovvercome by
using ann approximatee surrogate meeta model in pllace of FE
model. Response
R
Surfface (RS) is onne of the comm
monly used
meta model.
m
In case of structural FEMU, once the RS of
structuree is constructed, updating thee model is reduuced to the
task of finding
f
the sm
mallest value onn the RS. Overr the years,
the LSM based RS
SM for modeel updating has
h
gained
momenttum [5]. Seveeral successfuul applicationss of LSM
based RSM
R
in FEMU
U using dynam
mic or static daata or both
combineed can be fouund in [6–10]. RS model obbtained by
using thhe LSM are baased on global approximationn, seems to
be a maajor sources off error in prediction of RS model.
m
The
MLSM,, basically a loocal approximation approachh, is found
to be more
m
efficient inn this regard. However,
H
the application
a
of MLSM based RSM
M in FEMU is scarce [11–12].

The developmennt of non-iterattive and iterativve FEMU methhods
T
b
based
on dynaamic and stattic data is weell known [1––4].

The ML
LSM based RSM for FEMU technique usinng dynamic
responsees are attemptted here for iddentifying the parameters
p

I
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oof composite sttructures. A co
omparative stuudy between LSM
a
and
MLSM based RSM is performedd to study the
e
effectiveness
o the MLSM based RSM foor identifying the
of
p
parameters
of the
t composite structures. In doing
d
so, an errror
s
sensitivity
studdy is also perfo
formed to realiise the robustnness
o the RSM based
of
b
approach
hes. A FRP bridge
b
deck paanel
m
made
of E-Gllass/Epoxy sym
mmetric crosss-ply laminatee is
c
considered
to elucidate the proposed FEM
MU algorithm.. In
g
general,
it is nooted that the MLSM
M
based RSM
R
identify the
m
model
parametters much bettter than the LSM
L
based RSM
a
approach.
The error sensitivitty study also inndicates the more
m
r
robustness
of the
t MLSM baased algorithm
m compare to the
L
LSM
based FEM
MU algorithm.

MLSM
M based RSM
The ML
LSM based RS
SM is a weighted LSM that has
h varying
weight functions with
w
respect to the poosition of
mation. The weight associated with a particular
approxim
samplinng point xi deccays as the prrediction poinnt x moves
away frrom xi. The weight
w
functionn is defined around
a
the
predictioon point x annd its magnituude changes with
w
x. The
least-squuares functionn Ly (x) can be
b defined as the
t sum of

R
RSM
Based FEMU
F

Where, is the diagonaal matrix of the weight functtion. It can
be obtaained by utilizzing the weigghting function such as
constantt, linear, quuadratic, highher order poolynomials,
exponenntial functionss, etc. [13]. In the preseent study,
followinng form [14] off weight functiion is considereed,

The RSM is a set of mathem
T
matical and stattistical techniqques
d
designed
to gaain a better un
nderstanding about
a
the oveerall
r
response
by deesign of experim
ments (DOE). The RS equattion
is simply a poolynomial regreession to a daata set. The baasic
p
process
consissts of calculaating predictedd values of the
r
response
featurres at various sample points in the parameeter
s
space
by perforrming an experriment at each of those pointss.

the weigghted errors as following,
n

Ly ( x ) = ∑ wiε i2 = ε T W( x )ε = ( y − xβ )T W( x )( y − xβ )
i =1

… (5)

−(

w( x − xI ) = w(d ) =

e

d 2k
)
cD

1
− ( )2 k
c

−e

… (1)

… (6)
, if d < D; else 0
1
− ( )2 k
1− e c
Where, c and k are frree parameters to be selectedd for better
v
suggesteed in the literaatures are c
efficienccy. Common values
= 0.4, k = 1. The paraameter d repreesents the distaance of the
point whhere approxim
mate response iss required to thhe origin of
the apprroximating dom
main. It shouldd be selected att any point
of intereest such that it
i contains suffficient numberrs of DOE
points to avoid singullarity. By miniimizing the leaast-squares
estimatoors Ly (x) , the coefficients β( x) can be obtaained as,

In the above multiple
m
non-liinear regressioon model X, y,
y β
a εy are the design matrix containing thee input data frrom
and
thhe DOE, the response vecctor, the unknnown co-efficiient
v
vector
and thee error vector, respectivelyy. Typically, the
q
quadratic
polynnomial form ussed in the RSM
M is as followinng:

β( x) = ⎡⎢ xT W ( x) x ⎤⎥ xT W ( x) y
… (7)
⎣
⎦
It is impportant to notee here that the coefficients β(x)
β are the
functionn of location x, where the appproximation is sought.

LSM based RS
L
SM
If there are n reesponse valuess yi correspondding to n numbbers
o observed daata, xij (denotess the ith observvation of the innput
of
v
variable
xj in a DOE), the rellationship betw
ween the respoonse
a the input vaariables can bee expressed by the following,
and

y = Xβ + εy

k
k
2
y = β0 + ∑ βi xi + ∑ βii
i xi
i =1
i =1

… (2)

The LSM of estimation techn
T
nique is usuallyy applied to obttain
thhe unknown polynomial coefficient by minnimizing the errror
n
norm
defined as:
a
2

n
k
k
⎞
⎛
T
L = ∑⎜ yi −β
β0 − ∑βi xi − ∑βii xi ⎟ = ( y − X β) ( y − X β) … (3)
i =1 ⎝
i =1
i =1
⎠
2

A the least sqquares estimatee of β is obtainned as,
And
β = ⎡⎣ X T X ⎤⎦

−1

{ X y}
T

… (4)

Once the polynnomial coefficcients β are obtained
O
o
from the
a
above
equationn, the responsee y can be readdily evaluated for
a set of inputt parameters.
any

−1

Model Updating Proocedure
The upddating of paraameters consisstent with thee structural
responsee is basically minimization of a nonnegaative error
functionn i.e. the residduals betweenn the responses obtained
from the solution of the
t FE model of the structuure and the
t present
measureed responses frrom the actuall structure. In the
study, the updating procedure sttart with repllacing the
evaluatiion of FE ressponse quantitty fk (natural frequency
herein) by RSM. Thee optimizationn problem for parameter
updatingg is posed as foollowing,
Minimizze,
r

ε = ∑ (1 −
k =1

ω fk ( x) 2
)
ωtk

… (8)
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ω fk ( x ) and
w
where

ωtk aree the RS mettamodel data and
a

e
experimental
daata of natural frequencies
f
resspectively.
The implementtation of the prroposed FEMU
T
U procedure ussing
d
dynamic
responnse is a three-sstage interlinkeed procedure, viz.:
v
i)) Analysis of the
t FE model at the DOE pooints to obtain the
r
response
necessary to constru
uct the RS, ii) Evaluation of the
R function, f((X) following the MLSM baased RSM durring
RS
thhe iteration of the optim
mization proceess utilizing the
c
computed
respponses as per the DOE in step (i) and (ii).
(
F
Finally
checkiing the conv
vergence of the optimizattion
s
solution
and obtaining the
t
desired updated moodel
p
parameters.
It is
i important to note that for each
e
update off the
p
parameters
durring the iteratiion process, the
t MLSM baased
R
RSM
is re-calleed and new ap
pproximation function
fu
is form
med
w
which
is not thhe case for LS
SM based RSM
M where a sinngle
a
approximation
function f(X)) gets operated throughout the
itteration processs.

N
Numerical
Sttudy
A simply suppported FRP briidge deck panel (4 m × 1 m ×
0
0.25
m) madde of E-Glasss/Epoxy sym
mmetric cross--ply
[0°/90°/90°/0°] laminate off thickness 0.025m has been
c
considered.
Thhe baseline vaalues of the material
m
properrties
u
used
for numeerical study arre: E1 = 41 GPa,
G
E2 = E33 =
1 GPa, υ12 = υ13 = 0.28, υ2
12
23 = 0.5, G12 = 5.5GPa, G13 =
3
5 GPa, G23 = 3.5 GPa an
5.5
nd ρ = 2100 kg/m
k
. This deck
d
p
panel
was moddelled in ANSY
YS Parametric Design Languuage
(APDL) usingg eight noded
d layered SHE
ELL281 elem
ment
h
having
8 nodess with 6 degreees of freedom at
a each node. The
T
F
FEMU
algorithhm needs meaasured responsee from the acttual
s
structure
as innput (i.e. ωtkk). However, no experimenntal
innvestigation was
w done in thee present studyy. The FE analyysis
is performed in
i ANSYS software to obtaain the structuural
r
response
with these reduced parameters vaalues and usedd as
thhe necessary innput response of
o the FEMU algorithm.
a
With the baseline values of the material properties
W
p
the first
f
thhree natural frequencies
f
arre 24.656 Hz,, 27.708 Hz and
6
67.910
Hz. Forr developing th
he second degreee polynomial RS
m
models,
E1, E22, G12, G13, (ρ) and υ12 are
a the six moodel
p
parameters
reppresented as X1,
X X2, X3, X4,
X X5 and X6,
X
r
respectively.
T
Twenty
DOE points have been generaated
w
within
30% (+ and –) of baseeline values byy Latin hypercuube
s
sampling
designn method. Oncce the DOE poiints are generatted,
thhe frequenciess are obtained with the aid of
o FE model. The
T
f
first
three nattural frequencies are used to find out the
c
coefficient
β using
u
eqn. (4) and (7) for LSM
L
and MLSM
b
based
RS modeel, respectively
y.
3
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Fig. 1: FRP Bridge Deck Panel (Dimensions in m)

Model Parameter
P
Ideentification
For diffferent cases thee identified moodel parameterrs by LSM
and ML
LSM are repressented in Tablee 1. It can be noticed
n
that
though both the appproaches can identify the predefined
parametters well; the MLSM based method ideentifies the
parametters better evenn beyond the raange of data pooints.
Error Sensitivity
S
Stu
udy
The errror sensitivity of LSM and MLSM basedd RSMs in
FEMU are further perrformed. The six model parrameters of
P bridge deckk panel are iddentified by introducing
the FRP
certain amount of predefined
p
errror in the reesponse as
followinng,
yerrorr = y + (r × p × y )

… (9)

Where, yerror and y are the erroneeous and the frequency
p
of error,
e
r is a
without error, respectiively, p is the percentage
mly distributed random numbbers between +1
+ to –1. A
uniform
set of 50000 erroneous y are generatedd. With these values
v
of y,
the moddel parameterss are identifiedd by optimizinng equation
(8) andd the mean and
a
standard deviation (SD
D) of the
identifieed parameters are obtained accordingly. The
T model
parametters shown in Table 1 for Case
C
2 are ideentified by
considerring varying percentage
p
of errors
e
(i.e. 5 to
t 20%) in
frequenccy data. For 20% error, thhe SD of the identified
parametter X1 with reespect to the number
n
of sim
mulation is
shown in
i Figure 2. It can
c be seen froom the figure that
t the SD
of MLS
SM based RS
SM is lesser than LSM baased RSM
approachh. Other identiffied parameters also show simiilar pattern.
The meean values of the identified parameters foor different
percentaage of errors in frequencyy data are stuudied. The
results for
f 5% and 15%
% are shown inn the Table 2. Again
A
both
the LS
SM and MLSM based algorithms
a
ideentify the
parametters with goodd accuracies. But MLSM bassed method
is moree robust. Furthher, the valuees of the coeefficient of
variationn (COV) of thhe model param
meters are also calculated
and show
wn in Table 3.
It can be
b observed thaat the COV inccreases with thhe increase
in error in frequency and LSM bassed method yieelds higher

S
SMART
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COV comparedd to MLSM baased method inndicating that the
C
M
MLSM
based RSM
R
updates th
he model param
meters better with
w
m
more
confidennce. Based on the 5000 ideentified parameeter
s
sets,
5000 seets of first three
t
natural frequencies are
c
calculated
for both
b
LSM and
d MLSM basedd on FEMU ussing

eqn. (2)) and comparaative graphs off its mean aree shown in
Figures,, 3, 4 and 5. It can be readily
r
noted that with
increasing errors in response,
r
errorr in the updatted natural
frequenccies increases.

Tab
ble 1: Parameter Identification Results
R
by LSM and
a MLSM baseed RSMs withouut Error in Respoonse Input Data
Parameterr

Predeterminned Parameter Values
V

Param
meter Obtained byy LSM

Param
meter Obtained by
b MLSM

X1

3
3.690E+10

3.631E+10

3.659E+10

X2

1.080E+10

1.074E+10

1.077E+10

X3

4
4.950E+09

5.073E+09

4.998E+09

X4

4
4.950E+09

4.952E+09

4.951E+09

X5

1890

1878.689

1887.391

Case 1 10% lesss

Case 2 20% lesss

Case 3 30% lesss

X6

0.252

0.2514

0.2516

X1

3
3.280E+10

3.214E+10

3.25E+10

X2

9
9.600E+09

9.524E+09

9.574E+09

X3

4
4.400E+09

4.451E+09

4.382E+09

X4

4
4.400E+09

4.395E+09

4.398E+09

X5

1680

1714.229

1710.975

X6

0.224

0.2237

0.2242

X1

2
2.870E+10

2.861E+10

2.863E+10

X2

8
8.400E+09

8.189E+09

8.239E+09

X3

3
3.850E+09

3.816E+09

3.792E+09

X4

3
3.850E+09

3.788E+09

3.801E+09

X5

1470

1584.653

1580.461

X6

0.196

0.1962

0.1964

Tablee 2: Parameter Iddentification Ressults with Varyinng Error in Frequency for Case 2
% of Error

Parameter

Predetermined
P
P
Parameter
Valuees

Parametter Obtained by LSM
L

Param
meter Obtained by
b MLSM

5

X1

3.2800E+10

3.272E+10

3.275E+10

X2

9.6000E+09

9.373E+09

9.568E+09

X3

4.4000E+09

4.487E+09

4.342E+09

X4

4.4000E+09

4.342E+09

4.386E+09

X5

16880.00

1730.407

1719.989

X6

0.224

0.22295

0.22420

X1

3.2800E+10

3.261E+10

3.279E+10

X2

9.6000E+09

9.367E+09

9.406E+09

X3

4.4000E+09

4.491E+09

4.332E+09

X4

4.4000E+09

4.344E+09

4.320E+09

X5

16880.00

1747.482

1721.076

X6

0.224

0.22291

0.22303

15
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Table 3: COV of the Updated Parameters for Erroneous
E
Respoonse Input
% of
Error

5
15

COV of
X1
(%)

Method
Applied

COV of X2
C
(%)

COV of X3
(%)

C.O.V of X44
(%)

C.O.V off X5
(%)

C.O.V of X6
(
(%)

L
LSM

1.922

1.7788

1
1.940

0.576

4.983

0.481

M
MLSM

1.797

0.4465

2
2.577

0.411

4.434

0.465

L
LSM

3.506

3.4476

6
6.240

1.574

14.368

1.349

M
MLSM

3.065

1.9985

8
8.626

1.681

12.595

1.256
AC
CTUAL
LS
SM
MLSM

Mean of Second Natural Frequency

227.80

227.76

227.72

227.68

227.64

227.60
5

10

1
15

20

Perccentage of error in
n response

Fig. 4: Identified Second Naatural Frequencyy
Fiig. 2: SD of the Model
M
Parameteer X1

M e a n o f F irs t N a tu ra l F re q u e n c y

24.66

24.64

668.24

668.16

668.08

668.00

24.62

5

10

1
15

20

Perccentage of error in
n response

Fig. 5: Idenntified Third Nattural Frequency

24.60
5

10

15

20

Percentage of
o error in responsse

Figg. 3: Identified Fiirst Natural Freqquency

336

Mean of Third Natural Frequency

ACTUAL
LSM
MLSM

24.68

ACTUAL
A
L
LSM
M
MLSM

Summaary and Con
nclusion
An effiicient RSM based
b
FEMU of a FRP brridge deck
structuree is presentedd here. The paarameter identiification is
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bbeing made byy LSM and ML
LSM based RSM using natuural
f
frequency
data. In general, th
he LSM based RSM can upddate
thhe model paraameters successfully. But, the
t MLSM baased
R
RSM
updates with
w improve accuracy. Thee error sensitivvity
s
study
shows thhat with increease in percenntage of errorr in
r
responses,
thee efficiency of parameter identificattion
d
decreases.
The COV of updaated model parameters generaally
inncreases withh the increase in percentaage of error in
f
frequency
data. Based on thee comparison of
o COV valuess of
u
updated
model parameters, it can be observved that for all the
p
parameters
ML
LSM based RSM
R
has bettter efficiency of
p
parameter
idenntification than
n the LSM based
b
RSM. The
T
u
updated
naturaal frequency as
a obtained by
b the LSM and
a
M
MLSM
based FEMU meth
hod, it is noteed that both the
a
approaches
aree capable to up
pdate parameteer with reasonaable
a
accuracy;
but thhe MLSM baseed approach iss better. In pressent
s
study
FEMU using LSM and
a
MLSM based
b
RSMs are
s
studied
for sim
mulated dynam
mic frequencyy data. Howevver,
e
experimental
s
study
with acttual measured response dataa is
n
needed
to provve the superioriity of the MLS
SM over the LSM
technique for real situation. This
T study cann also be extended
f combined static (like sttrain) and othher dynamic (llike
for
m
mode
shape, frequency ressponse functioon) responses of
s
structures.
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Com
mposite Concreete Filled
d Squarre Steel Hollow Section
ns
Pathik
k Debmallik
k1 and Pram
mit Debmallik2

Abstract: A significant amount
a
of reseearch has beenn conducted woorldwide on thee behaviour off concrete filledd steel
mposite column
ns especially of steel hollow sections filledd with concretee, offer great advantages
a
in major
tubes. Com
architecturral and structu
ural applicationns and offers economic
e
advanntages. Possible variations of sections to looading
without exxternal dimensiion changes caan be achievedd by use of Squuare or Rectanngular Hollow
w Section (SHSS/RHS)
the use off concrete filleed SHS in muulti-storied buiildings allowss variation in thickness in relation
r
to thee load
reduction as
a the level risses without anny alteration too outside colum
mn dimension. Concrete filleed composite section
s
retards daamage due to fire,
f
leading safe
s
evacuationn of the occuppants contraryy to bare RHSS/SHS. Thoughh some
applicationn of this conceept has been used
u
in a few places
p
in Indiaa, the understaanding of the concept
c
is stilll in its
nascent staage because off non-availabiliity of larger sizze hollow sectiions and also due
d to non-avaailability of a code
c
of
practice foor such compossite hollow secctions. Insignifficant work haas been done inn India, particcularly with cooncrete
in-filled Sqquare or Rectangular Hollow
w Sections (SHSS/RHS). Concrrete in filled SH
HS/RHS can cuut down constrruction
time as fraames can be made
m
ready andd concrete can be poured latter, thus eliminnating the needd for formworkk. This
study focusses on the und
derstanding off the behaviourr by experimenntal investigatiion of concretee filled Steel Hollow
H
Sections. Tests
T
performed
d to determinee the effect of different
d
structuural parameterrs on the load carrying capacity of
same sizedd SHS filled witth different graades of concrette, indicates siggnificant capaccity increase when
w
the Hollow
w core
of Square sections
s
(SHS)) were filled with
w various graades of concreete. However, the
t use of highher strength cooncrete
infill does not significan
ntly contributee in terms of increased
i
strucctural parameeters. The beneefits of the cooncrete
as fully exploitted due to connfinement effecct provided byy the steel Squuare Hollow Section
S
compressivve strength wa
resulting inn increased loa
ad carrying cap
apacity and impproved structural parameterss. It was also noted
n
that the rate
r of
loading haas an effect on the load-deforrmation behaviour. It is intereesting to note that
t
the in filleed concrete is able
a to
provide addequate enhanccement of strenngth without much
m
sacrificinng the ductilityy and toughnesss properties of steel
section. Thhus these in-fillled SHS seem to
t be a feasiblee option for seiismic resistant structural elem
ment.
Keywordss: SHS; Hollow
w; Infill; Seism
mic.

I
Introduction

C

omposite columns especcially of steell hollow sections
filled withh concrete, offeers a great deall of advantagess in
m
major
architecttural and structtural applicatioons and also off
ffers
a great deal of
o economic advantages.
a
Thhe concrete fillled
h
hollow
sectionss are being increasingly usedd now in structuural
b
buildings.
The applications off composite cooncrete filled stteel
tuubular sectionns have increassed phenomenally in the reccent
tiimes due to avvailability of laarge and jumbo sized Structuural
H
Hollow
Sectioons (SHS). Concrete
C
or grout filling of
s
structural
holloow sections req
quires no speciial equipment and
a
thhe filling operration may be integrated intoo other concretting
o
operations.
Thhe enhancemeent in the overall
o
efficienncy
o
obtained
by fiilling a steel structural holllow section with
w
c
concrete
allows the designerr a wider choicce of applicatiion.
F
Filled
hollow section colum
mns combine thhe advantagess of
1
2

my in the usee of materialss with the coonstruction
econom
advantaages of the usee of steelworkk. The steel tuube acts as
both ereection steel andd form work for
fo the composite column
during construction,
c
t
thus
a consideerable amount of labour,
materialls and construuction time annd cost can be avoided.
Concrette filled tubulaar columns i popularity
p
in supporting
heavy loads
l
in high rise buildinggs, bridges andd offshore
structurees.
Columnns, whether externally
e
fire-protected or not, will
usually arrive to site as fully finishhed elements with
w makeups onlyy at column spplice joints, iff any. Concretee filling of
the holllow section columns can takke place on or off site. If
filling takes
t
place onn site, then thhe steel colum
mn and its
connecttions are desiggned to carry all
a construction loads so
that the operation of filling
f
the columns can be takken off the
planningg critical path.. In larger builldings, the besst economy
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is obtained byy planning forr the simultanneous workingg of
d
different
tradess at different leevels or plan poositions. The stteel
s
structure
is visible and allo
ows a pretentiious architectuural
d
design
with vaarious colourin
ngs. The costs for paintingg as
w as the cost of corrosion protection are low due to sm
well
mall
e
external
surface area of the columns.
c
SHS acts as casingg as
w as reinforrcement for th
well
he concrete (N
No confining links
liike stirrups annd there is no requirement
r
foor cover). Liftss or
d
dowels
as in reinforced
r
con
ncrete are avoided. One of the
m significannt advantage iss that core of the
most
t concrete fillled
h
hollow
steel sections increasees the fire resisstance time of the
s
steel
sections which
w
would otherwise exhhibit rapid losss of
s
strength
after a temperaturee rise of arouund 350o Celsius.
R
Reinforcement
concrete filled
d SHS can reaach 90 minutess of
f resistance time
fire
t
was reporrted. No externnal fire protecttion
is therefore necessary.
n
Th
he enhancemeent of structuural
p
properties
of concrete
c
filled SHS is due to the composite
a
action
betweenn the constituen
nt elements. Thhe steel shell acts
a
a longitudinal and transversse reinforcemennt. The shell also
as
a
p
provides
confinning pressure to the concrete, which puts the
c
concrete
under a tri-axial staate of stress. On
O the other haand,
thhe steel tube is stiffened by
b the concrette core. This can
p
prevent
the inw
ward buckling of the steel tuube, and increease
thhe stability annd strength off the column as
a a system. It is
k
known
that the ultimate strrengths of conncrete filled SHS
S
c
columns
are influenced by
b their connstituent mateerial
p
properties
suchh as the comprressive strengtth of the concrrete
a the yield strength
and
s
of thee steel. In addiition, the ultim
mate
s
strengths
of conncrete filled SH
HS columns arre also influennced
b the concreete confining pressure andd the geomeetric
by
p
properties
of thhe tubes such as
a the shape off the cross sectiion,
thhe width-to-thhickness ratio
o, and the spacing
s
and the
d
diameter
of thee reinforcing ties.
t
Today thhe producers have
h
b
been
able to see
s the potential of these sections and have
h
s
started
produciing right kind
d of sections confirming
c
to IS:
4
4923:1997.
Hennce it seems th
hat the optimaal confining eff
ffect
o the in-filledd concrete by th
on
hese superior types
t
of SHS was
w
n fully exploiited.
not

Criticaal Remarks
Concrette-filled tube columns
c
can provide
p
excelleent seismic
resistantt structural prroperties suchh as high strenngth, high
ductilityy, and large energy absorptiion capacity. The extraordinaryy earthquake reesistance propeerty of the conncrete filled
hollow section columnns were demonnstrated duringg the South
e
on January 11, 19995 in Japan.
Hyogo earthquake

Experiimental Setup
p
A framee with a devicee to hold the sppecimens (concrete filled
SHS) tiightly was fabricated by welding heavy stteel plates.
The fraames also hadd protruding fiins to accomm
modate the
strain gauge
g
as show
wn in Figure 1.
1 The sensor for strain
measureement is a linnear variable displacement transducer
commonnly known ass LVDT, a tyype of electriical transformer used
u
for measuuring linear dissplacement. Thhe Gauging
sensor (Figure
(
2) has a plunger guidded in plain beearings and
fitted with
w return spriing. Measurem
ment probes aree primarily
used foor the measurrement and innspection of work-piece
w
geometrry.

Fig.. 1: Strain Gaugee Setup

O
Objective
The objective of this work is to report the experimenntal
T
f
findings
of cooncrete in-filleed cold rolledd Square Holllow
s
section
(SHS) under
u
compresssive loading. The experimenntal
s
study
of linear and non-linearr behaviour, faailure mechanism,
d
ductility
and toughness
t
of these compossite materials has
b
been
narrated. Thinner steell tubes may be
b used since the
c
concrete
core forces all loccal buckling modes
m
outwarrdly
d
delaying
the onnset of local buckling
b
and the
t tube preveents
c
concrete
spalliing which inccrease the mem
mber ductilityy in
p
precast
members. Most im
mportantly, thee concrete fillled
c
columns
displaay a greater ducctility and strenngth than the sum
s
o the individdual ductility'ss and strengtth of constituuent
of
m
materials
due too interaction beetween steel annd concrete.

Fiig. 2: Gauging Sensor
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Discusssions
The expperimental resuults and theoretical calculatioons of SHS
in-filledd with different grades of conccrete are discusssed below.
IS: 4566: 2000 Clausse 39.3 states that for Shoort Axially
Loaded member thhe member shall
s
be dessigned by
mptions given in
i clause 39.1 and when
considerring the assum
the miniimum eccentriicity as per clauuse 25.4 does not exceed
0.05 tim
mes the lateraal dimension, the memberrs may be
designedd by the follow
wing equation:
Pu = 0.4f
0 ck .Ac + 0.667fy.Asc
Fig. 3: Loading Output

The strain coontrolled comp
T
pression testinng machine was
w
c
capable
of testting any structu
ural element for
f a compresssive
looad up to 30000 kN with a least count of 1 KN. SHS fillled
w
with
various grades
g
of conccrete was placed exactly at the
m
middle
of thhe compressio
on testing machine
m
and the
v
verticality
was checked. Thee compressive load was slow
wly
a
applied
and thee load increase vs. deformatioon was noted frrom
thhe console connecting the
t
strain gaauge for strrain
m
measurement.
T least countt for the strain gauge mentionned
The
a
above
is 0.001 mm. Loading
g was applied and the deform
matiion recorded for
fo every 10 KN
N. All sampless were tested until
u
s
specimen
fraccture notificattion prompt from the strrain
c
controlled
com
mpression tessting machinee was obtainned.
F
Failure
of the specimen waas considered to have occurrred
w
when
the speccimen column,, shed off anyy additional looad
inncrement. Thee axial load was
w permitted to increase until
u
u
ultimate
load was
w reached. Readings
R
weree tabulated up to,
d
dropping
of thhe load after the attainmeent of peak looad
(Figure 3). Tessts were repeaated with otherr samples and the
test results for the repeated teests were closee to their first test
v
values.
The sm
mall differencces between the
t
repeated test
v
values
and theirr first test valu
ue demonstratedd the reliabilityy of
thhe test resultss. It is shown
n that the failuure modes at the
u
ultimate
load of
o the columnss were all buckkling. The faillure
m
modes
were deetermined by the
t deformed test specimenss at
u
ultimate
load. The concretee filled holloow steel sections
s
specimens
weree considered to
o experience tw
wo stages of load
s
sustenance
undder axial loadin
ng until failure.. In the first staage:
thhe concrete and
a
steel tubess work togethher initially; until
u
loocal buckling occurs. In th
he second staage namely poostb
buckling
stage,, the specimen continues to resist
r
the load.. At
thhe end of the second stage (after attainmeent of peak loaad),
thhe load couldd not increase and large defformations of the
s
steel
tubes weere observed. Strain gaugees were used to
m
measure
the sttrain of specim
mens during tests.
t
Though the
looad-strain curvves were used to determine the
t local bucklling
looad, it was how
wever difficultt to determine the
t local bucklling
looad based on the
t load-strain curves since the
t local bucklling
m not occurr always in the location whhere strain gauuges
may
w attached.
were
4
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Where, Pu = ultimate axial load on thhe member
fck = characterristic compresssive strength off concrete,
Ac = area of cooncrete,
fy = characterristic strengthh of the coompression
reinforceement, and
Asc = area of loongitudinal reinnforcement forr columns.
It is asssumed that thiss short columnn is a reinforceed concrete
column having longituudinal reinforcement in form of the box
b stirrups
SHS wiith clear coverr missing. The confinement by
in norm
mal RCC has been
b
replaced here with thee box SHS
skin.
Hence with
w the abovee logical assum
mption we cann calculate
the desiign ultimate axxial load Pu foor an axially looaded SHS
filled with concrete. (A
As per IS: 456::2000)
With M 15 concrete innfill: Pu15 = 177 KN
With M 20 concrete innfill: Pu20 =1811 KN
With M 25 concrete innfill: Pu25 = 186 KN

Predictted Strength of Composite Section
S

Fig. 4: Preedicted Load Cappacity against
Expeerimental Load Capacity
C

The preedicted ultimatte load vs. thee ultimate loadd obtained
from exxperiment has been shown inn the Figure 4 above. In
all the cases
c
it was obbserved that thee Predicted loaad carrying
capacityy based on thhe ultimate vaalue of each individual
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material of thee composite when
m
w
added up,
u was exceedded
d
during
experim
mental investigaation. Moreoveer from the above
g
graph
it can also
a
be conclu
uded that therre will be higgher
u
ultimate
loadd carrying capacity of the composite
(around 3%) thhan that predictted by adding up
u each individdual
c
components
ulttimate load cap
pacities.
Based on the annalysis of all the
B
t graphs from
m the experimeents
itt appears thaat the nature of infilled SH
HS are of saame
c
caracter.
The comparison
c
of structural paraameters are givven
inn Table A.
Table A: Comparison
n of Structural Paarameters
Emptyy Core
withoutt Fill. E2

CF2-15

160
0.00

229.000

235.00

241.00

U
Ultimate
load (Pu),, kN

252
2.40

314.000

321.00

3288.45

L
Load
at Failure (Pf), kN

195
5.65

224.000

235.95

2522.00

Deformation at Yieeld (Δy),
D
m
mm

2.07
2

4.300

4.12

4
4.36

Ultimate Deformattion
U
(
(Δu),
mm

8.33
8

11.022

10.21

100.05

Deformation at faillure
D
(
(Δf),
mm

16
6.67

33.877

33.33

288.84

P (KN/mm)
P/Δ

77
7.42

53.266

57.04

555.28

8.09

6
6.61

L
Load
at Yield (Py),, kN

D
Ductility
Ratio = (Δ
Δf/Δy)
Toughness (Area under
T
u
the
G
Graph)

8.06
8

7.888

3089
9.60

8642.577

CF3-20 CF22-25

8856.91 87677.50

The purpose of
T
o axial load-d
deflection meassurements wass to
iddentify the poiint of yielding, maximum (Peeak) load and post
p
b
buckling
behavviour of the sttub columns (SHS)
(
empty and
a
c
concrete
filled (composite). From the axiaal load-deflecttion
d
diagrams,
it is seen that the columns behavves fairly lineaarly
b
before
the ultim
mate load is reaached. By com
mparing the holllow
c
columns
and cooncrete filled steel columns, the
t latter colum
mns
a much stiffeer than the forrmer columns. However, whhen
are
thhey approach the ultimate strength, the stiffness of the
c
concrete
filled steel columns decreases mucch more graduaally
thhan the hollow
w steel colum
mns. The failuure modes of the
c
columns
mainnly illustrate overall buckkling or gloobal
innstability. How
wever, this haas also been followed
f
by loocal
innstability of the
t slender crross-sections, which
w
have very
v
h
high
plate slennderness. It seems
s
that duue to the graddual
d
development
o internal micro cracks in the
of
t concrete coore,
thhe rate of lateeral expansion
n of the concrete increases and
e
exceeds
its innitial Poisson’s ratio. Oncee the dilation of
c
concrete
exceeeds Poisson’s ratio of the stteel, confinem
ment
p
pressure
is devveloped at the interface betw
ween the tube and
a
thhe concrete. As
A the colum
mn was reachinng the maxim
mum
looad, the steel tube yielded and the concrete core failedd in
s
shear.
The fricction within th
he diagonally fractured
f
concrrete
c
core,
which is confined by th
he steel tube, became
b
the maajor
looad resistance mechanism.

V
Loads
Fig. 5: Faailure Mode at Various

It is bellieved that com
mpressive pressure induces tension in
the tubee (SHS), channging the stresss state from uniaxial
u
to
biaxial in the steel and
a
from uniaxial to tri-axxial in the
concretee. None of thhe experimentt with concrette in-filled
composite sections revvealed sudden failure withouut any local
bucklingg. Such occuurrences otherrwise would have
h
been
undesiraable for seismic loading.
A compposite sample was
w deliberatelly subjected to low strain
rate in contrary
c
to thee strain rate appplied on otheer samples.
The parrameters were measured andd a comparisonn has been
drawn between
b
the saame grades of concrete in fillled sample
subjecteed to higher sttrain rate. Wheen the strain rate
r
is low,
the P/Δ,, Py, Pu and Pf values
v
are highher (comparisonn table and
graph for
fo two kinds of strain rate provided) (Taable B). In
additionn there is a zonne of load resisting, fluctuatiion. Which
may bee due to post buckling behaaviour of the steel tube
(SHS).
T
Table
B:

CF1-15 Strainn Rate
0.2 mm /m
min

C2–15 Strain Rate
0.4 mm/min
m

Low Strain Rate
R

High Strain
S
Rate

Load at Yield
Y
(Py), KN

245

229

Ultimatee Load (Pu), KN

326

314

Load at Failure
F
(Pf), KN

274

224

Deformaation at Yield
(Δy), mm
m

4.62

Ultimatee Deformation
(mm) Δu

12.95

11.0

Deformaation in mm at
failure Δf

35.31

33.87

P/Δ (KN
N/mm)

77.42

53.26

8.06

7.88

Ductilityy Ratio = Δf /Δy

4.30

The faiilure mechanism is characterized by paartial steel
yieldingg, crushing of the concrete on
o the compression face,
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aand concrete crracking on thee tensile face, which are cauused
b the induced bending mom
by
ment in the coluumn as it deforrms
laaterally.
•

C
Conclusion
Based on the above
B
a
study th
he following coonclusion mayy be
d
drawn:
• Compositee columns of steel
s
hollow seections filled with
w
concrete, offers
o
a greatt deal of advaantages in maajor
architecturral and structtural applicatiions along with
w
economic advantages. Lighter,
L
airierr design can be
w the excelleent buckling annd lateral stabiility
achieved with
with smalleer number of jo
oints.
• Concrete in-filled
i
SHS can
c cut down construction tiime
as frames can
c be made reeady and concrrete can be pouured
later, thus eliminating shuttering.
s
Thee use of concrrete
S in multi-storried buildings allows variattion
filled SHS
in thickneess without alteration to outside coluumn
dimension.
• Due to concrete fill, the
t
compositee section retaards
e
of the
damage duue to fire, leaading to safe evacuation
occupants contrary to barre SHS as repoorted.
• The SHS in-filled with
h concrete exxhibits significcant
improvemeent of differentt structural prooperties. Howevver,
the grade of in-filled concrete doees not have any
o the enhanceement of strenngth
significant contribution on
p
and other properties.
• The gain in
i strength by the in-filled concrete is maiinly
due to thee confining efffect as proviided by the SHS
S

4
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arouund it. The ratte of loading has
h an effect onn the loaddefformation behaaviour, which is quite norm
mal for any
matterial.
Thee in-filled cooncrete is ablle to providee adequate
enhhancement of strength withouut sacrificing thhe ductility
andd toughness prooperties of steeel section. Thuus these infilleed SHS seem
m to be a feaasible option of
o seismic
resiistant structuraal element.
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Spatia
al Techn
nology and
a Mod
deling foor Plann
ning
of Tran
nsportaation Inffrastructure
A. Narayana
N
Raao*1, M. Maadhavi1 and K.M. Laksh
hmana Raoo2

Abstract: Planning of supportive inf
nfrastructure with
w
third dim
mension mappiing through the
t
leads of spatial
s
f
o bridges, cuulverts, retainiing walls, appproach
of
technologies is essential. Most of thee failures in functionality
ains are creatiing transportaation mobility and
a economic losses in the catchment areea and
conduits and natural dra
a
of the culvvert or
neighborhoood places. A study is frameed with GIS as supportive toool to develop thhe catchment area
water flow
w leads for evvery 2 km2 aloong the highw
way. Third dim
mension data base
b
will be created
c
with spatial
s
technologies and create a data base of elevations ovver a space. Modeling
M
throuugh p-Median will be attemppted to
ations of the cuulverts by takinng water flow patterns into account. Moddeling will worrk with
identify thee optimal loca
minimizingg the impedancces and enhanccing the demannd potential foor optimal utiliity of the suppoortive infrastruucture.
Outcome of
o this research
h will evaluatee for any highw
way in referencce to supportivve infrastructurre on their loccations
and reasonns for failure in functionaliity. Culvert faiilures can be subdued with proper treatm
ments on water flow
diversions.. Control of floods
f
and itss impact on culverts
c
can be
b handled by locational modeling
m
and profile
p
correctionss at longitudin
nal and transvverse leads onn the study arrea. Deliverablle will be the analytics of spread
s
distributionn water and itss integration with
w culvert locaation.
Keywordss: Locational Modeling,
M
Spatiial Spread, p-M
Median, Culverrt Analytics.

P
Problem
Con
ntesting

T

he major problem witn
nessing on NH
H67 is a lackk of
proper hiighway drain
nage system mainly durring
m
monsoon
seasoon. The travel demand
d
is increeasing day by day
inn this particulaar route as it runs
r
from Naggapattinam, Taamil
N
Nadu
to Gunluupet in Karnataaka. This resullted in congesttion
a
and
formation of potholes due
d to stagnattion of water on
thhe road. Due to a long-standing demannd of the peoople
o Tiruvarur annd Nagapattinaam, the vehicullar are endurinng a
of
b
bumpy,
slow ride
r
on the daamaged stretchh, with accidents,
p
particularly,
at night causing another conceern for people. As
thhe number off vehicles increeases manifoldd every year, the
r
road
became tooo congested. The problems are mounting for
r
road
users due to traffic cong
gestion too. Ass the traffic on the
d
damaged
stretch became a bittter experiencee to the road users.
J
Journey
time iss also increasin
ng as four raillway crossingss on
thhe narrow rouute from Needamangalam too Tiruvarur claamp
d
down
on speedd, as many veh
hicles have to wait at the gaates.
H
However,
Natioonal Highwayss Authority of India (NHAI) has
p
proposed
for laaying a two-laane road on thhe existing streetch
h been preparred.
has
Highway drainnage is one of the parameterrs that have too be
H
k
kept
in mind while
w
designin
ng national hiighway. Highw
way
1

m
effective by disposing rain water
drainagee system is made
quickly by storm waater drains aloong the road length
l
and
locatingg of culverts att regular intervvals. The wateer disposed
of is traansferred to thee nearby waterr tanks and lakkes through
culvertss, feasible loocations for culverts on National
Highwaays are identified and plaaced by folloowing the
standardd recommenddations. Thus there is a need to
understaand the presennt problems and
a feasible loocation for
locatingg a culvert has to
t be identifiedd.

Fig. 1: Study Area
A
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O
Objective
By analyzing the
B
t problem witnessing
w
at study
s
area NH
H67,
thhe objective chosen
c
for th
his study is optimally locatting
s
supportive
inffrastructure fo
or NH67 by using p-meddian
m
methodology
u
using
GIS as an
n interface. Thiis study is focuused
m
mainly
on highhway drainagee system. Hennce from highw
way
d
drainage
system
m only supportive infrastruccture like culvvert
a taken as thee main parametter.
are

M
Methodology
y
The methodollogy opted for
T
f
this studdy is P-Meddian
m
methodology
from location
n modeling. Using p-meddian
m
methodology,
o
optimal
locatio
on of the provvision of a culvvert
inn the study areea is identified
d. The necessaary data neededd to
r
run
the p-meddian program
m is extractedd from Arc GIS
G
s
software
and GPS visualizzer webpage. Available Road
n
network
drawinng a plan of th
he NH67 has beeen taken for data
d
e
extraction.
Thee process invollved in data proocessing and data
d
e
extraction
is exxplained below in a step-wise manner.

Step 1: Exportting the Data
S
T road planns data availab
The
ble in CAD dwg.
d
The filee is
e
exported
to the ArcMap 10.1 for carrying ouut the further data
d
e
extraction
process. Once the data
d gets exporrted the layers are
s
saved
as shapeffiles for data manipulation.
m
Step 2: Creatin
S
ng Fishnet
G
Generate
a FIS
SHNET grid with
w cell widthh of 50 m for the
c
complete
road length
l
of 80 km
ms.
Step 3: Digitizzing a Polylinee
S
• Create a shape file of
o the polylinne and namee it
accordinglyy.
• Measure th
he length of 2 kms
k vertically on fishnet.
• Digitize veertical lines wiith construction
n points spacedd at
an intervall of 50 m on fishnet
fi
of lengtth 2 kms continnue
this processs for 80 kms of
o road length.
• Convert th
he shape file to kml. Format.

d
of
lead pooint for every 1 km of roaad stretch a distance
separation Dij matrix is
i generated. The
T distance off separation
d
betweeen the assumeed node pointt ‘i’ to the
is the distance
standardd node point ‘j’. Here the nodde points are nothing
n
but
the consstruction pointss generated whhile digitizing.
Consideering the elevaations generated from digitizeed lines an
elevatioon matrix E of size (m × n) annd distance off separation
matrix Dij of size (m × m) is generated. Now caalculate the
p-value using the form
mula,
p-vaalue =

n

∑ j E dij

P-mediaan matrix is obbtained by muultiplying the distance
d
of
separation matrix with
w
elevationn matrix. Thhe p-value
l
value is considered
c
as an optimal
correspoonding to the least
locationn.

Data Processing
P
The acttual data proccessing and calculation
c
forr the road
length of
o 80 km is very
v
huge. Foor the purposee of better
understaanding, the proocessing of daata and the meethodology
implemeentation is expplained in a caase example provided
p
in
this worrk.

Case Sttudy
Applicaation
A studyy area of 1 km2 i.e., from 3 km
k to 4 km roaad length is
selectedd using ARC GIS
G 10.1 as a tool. The areaa is further
divided into grids of 50
5 m × 50 m siize. The centerr points are
a the node
marked inside the gridd cells which arre considered as
points. From
F
the digitized data of thhe study area, numbers
n
of
nodes are
a obtained. Each
E
grid conttains one nodee at center.
Using GPS
G
Visualizeer elevation values
v
and laatitude and
longitudde values for the
t nodes are identified.
i
Outt of all the
nodes, a sample of 8 nodes is ideentified. The distance
d
of
separation between eaach node is idenntified for all thhe selected
eight noodes and recorded in the foorm of a matrrix. The pmedian methodologyy is applied to obtain thhe optimal
locationn to the grids.

Step 4: GPS Visualizer
S
V
• Add the co
onverted kml fiile.
• Export the kml to text forrmat.
• Download the output text file contain
ning Latitude and
v
along with
w elevation values
v
generateed.
longitude values
P-Median Metthodology
P
T data geneerated from th
The
he GPS visuallize web pagee is
e
exported
to exccel sheet. From
m the data, an elevation
e
matrix E
f every 1 km
for
m of road stretcch is generatedd. By assuminng a
4
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F 2: Marking of Points in the Middle of the Grid
Fig.
G

S
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M
Matrix
A (Distance of Sepa
aration)
Nodes

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

A

0

0.47

0.12

0.17

0.28

0.22

0.45

0.28

B

0.47

0

0.35

0.61

0.2

0.51

0.33

0.32

C

0.12

0.35

0

0.29

0.15

0.26

0.36

0.22

D

0.17

0.61

0.29

0

0.44

0.18

0.63

0.35

E

0.28

0.2

0.15

0.44

0

0.39

0.25

0.25

F

0.22

0.51

0.26

0.18

0.39

0

0.62

0.2

G

0.45

0.33

0.36

0.63

0.25

0.62

0

0.5

H

0.28

0.32

0.22

0.35

0.25

0.2

0.5

0

Matrix B (Elevationss)
A

3.6

B

4.6

C

2.9

D

3.1

E

2.8

F

3

G

2.9

H

4.1

p-value or minimum value
v
=A×B

Fig. 3a: Selected Nod
des Points for Caalculation

Calculation
C
T feasible loocation for loccating a culverrt is identifiedd by
The
u
using
the formuula elevation values
v
of the noodes E1, E2, E3….
m
multiplied
by thhe distance of separation dij between the node
too node. Wheree, ‘i’ is the no
ode point whicch is connectedd to
‘jj’ (i.e., for eg. 1 to 2, 1 to 3, here
h i = 1, j = 2).
2
p-value =

A

4.481

B

8.957

C

4.141

D

9.293

E

6.647

F

5.542

G

10.745

H

6.953

From thhe result values, obtained values are sortedd from low
to high.
Table 1: Resuult

n

∑ j = 0 E dij

In the p-mediaan method, the minimum vallue obtained frrom
he optimal valuue or the p-vaalue
thhe result will be taken as th
f the locatioon the facility
for
y. The facilityy chosen heree is
c
culvert
that hass to be located
d in the study area. The maatrix
m
method
is adoppted for calculaating the result..
Two matrices are developed
T
d from the dataa gathered outt of
w
which
one matrrix A of 8 × 8 size is generaated for a distaance
o separation dij while the other
of
o
matrix B of size 8 × 1 is
g
generated
for ellevation valuess of the 8 nodee points.

Rankking from Least to High
C

4
4.141

A

4
4.481

F

5
5.542

E

6
6.647

H

6
6.953

B

8
8.957

D

9
9.293

G

100.745
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Matrices are developeed for each diggitized line. Arround 1450
matricess are generateed as a total of
o 1450 lines have been
digitizedd covering the total road lenggth of 80 km.

Graph 1: Diifference betweeen Actual Elevation and P-value

According to the rule of p-median,
A
p
the minimum vaalue
o
obtained
will be
b considered as
a the optimall value or p-vaalue
f locating a cuulvert.
for

The twoo matrices are multiplied in excel,
e
the resullt will be a
42 × 1 matrix
m
which iss considered ass the desired p--values. Of
the 42 p-values,
p
the leeast value willl be taken as the
t optimal
value foor that kilometeer length of thee road. A similar method
is follow
wed for the resst of 1449 mattrices, of all thhe p-values
least vaalues are listedd out along witth latitude andd longitude
values denoting
d
them as the optimal locations for thhe study.
Tab
ble 2: Optimal p--Values
Title

Longitude

Latitudde

1

79.81604834

10.76474886

56840.9446

R
Result

2

79.81650381

10.765202246

586611.3178

From the resultt obtained the node
F
n
point c is carrying the leeast
v
value
of 4.141 out of all thee 8 node pointts taken. Hencce it
w be taken ass the p-value where
will
w
the faciliity can be locatted.
C
Comparing
witth the graphical real-time dataa the node poinnt 3
s
stands
in thirdd place, hencee can be takenn as the feasiible
loocation for loccating a culvertt.

3

79.81559111

10.764746686

586651.2902

4

79.81695928

10.765656631

624497.0372

5

79.81513387

10.764745511

627797.0908

6

79.82520005

10.762974492

64582.135

7

79.78815717

10.764640089

1000038.286

8

79.80827892

10.763814462

1007799.1499

9

79.80644999

10.763807759

1022244.3538

10

79.78861621

10.764190057

102598.7703

11

79.78769994

10.764639911

104339.0563

12

79.79364394

10.764662228

104549.3184

13

79.8224391

10.767485564

1050005.4718

14

79.80599276

10.763805583

105304.9168

15

79.79089875

10.76510337

1057749.4364

16

79.79044332

10.764649982

1059924.4541

17

79.79501563

10.764667761

106544.7476

18

79.78724091

10.765089942

1080059.7233

19

79.80553553

10.763804407

109155.6226

20

79.77671916

10.766404444

1109999.8373

21

79.80279035

10.76424556

1114420.9565

22

79.77397761

10.7659415

1117724.8638

23

79.77443484

10.765943331

1120094.9375

24

79.77169146

10.765932246

1124404.8723

25

79.75889094

10.765429939

1374493.6876

26

79.75843371

10.765427756

1376648.6948

27

79.75751926

10.76542339

1377768.6243

28

79.75797648

10.765425573

138103.711

29

79.77031794

10.766379912

1397759.6263

30

79.76986071

10.766377731

143860.3401

31

79.76940348

10.76637555

1440055.3546

32

79.76894442

10.766825579

1444425.3965

Similarly, the p-median
S
p
meth
hodology is used for the dataa of
thhe total study area covering a length of 800 kms. Matrices A
a B are gennerated for eveery 1km of rooad length. thee pand
m
median
program
m has been run
n for the matrrices developedd in
thhe excel. From
m the result, miinimum p-valuue will be takenn as
thhe optimal p-vvalue or feasiblle location for locating
l
a culvvert.

Generation off Matrices in Ms
G
M Excel
C
Consider
the ellevation lines digitized
d
alongg with the fishnnet,
e
each
line consiists of 42 interrmediate/constrruction points for
w
which
lat and long values alo
ong with elevattion are generaated
u
using
GPS Visuualizer. Using the lat and lonng data distancee of
s
separation
mattrix Dij with size
s
42 × 42 (i.e., m × n)) is
g
generated
for every
e
digitized elevation line.. Elevations aloong
w lat and lonng values are also
with
a arranged ass elevation maatrix
E of size 42 × 1.
1 The followin
ng Figure 3b shhows the arranngem of matricees in excel.
ment

Fig. 3b: Arrangementt of Elevation Matrix
M
and
Diistance of Separaation Matrix in Excel
E

4
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Title

Longgitude

Latitude

Lowest p-Valuee

Title

Longitude

Latitudde

Lowestt p-Value

33

79.722779976

10
0.76530343

145083.33577

76

79.70448743

10.763850064

1736681.3499

34

79.722825888

10
0.76485321

145653.4308

77

79.66459658

10.789450071

175843.9613

35

79.72287142

10
0.76530718

148078.86044

78

79.66505183

10.789904477

1766629.0735

36

79.73648696

10
0.76533894

148169.27066

79

79.67202348

10.764165545

1766659.5868

37

79.73145942

10
0.76486631

149504.21744

80

79.67202348

10.764165545

1766659.5868

38

79.755020366

10
0.76539451

150100.36244

81

79.66836383

10.76460186

177109.3922

39

79.73694418

10
0.7653408

150574.69766

82

79.66836383

10.76460186

177109.3922

40

79.744974457

10
0.76584477

151555.57877

83

79.66882104

10.764603382

1772265.4607

41

79.73602974

10
0.76533707

152549.9711

84

79.66509171

10.780863311

177384.2044

42

79.744928548

10
0.76629502

153875.91477

85

79.66459858

10.788998863

1774429.1782

43

79.755066088

10
0.76539635

154246.09044

86

79.66927825

10.764605578

1777789.5288

44

79.7374014

10
0.76534266

157495.87244

87

79.68710749

10.765133385

1777795.7523

45

79.699259795

10
0.76425285

163308.9998

88

79.66462251

10.783573364

1787769.3683

46

79.699259795

10
0.76425285

163308.9998

89

79.66458261

10.792615529

178804.3632

47

79.71728563

10
0.76480802

163760.6275

90

79.70540379

10.763402236

1789977.2113

48

79.699305516

10
0.76425478

164134.14277

91

79.66973546

10.764607774

1790049.7419

49

79.699305516

10
0.76425478

164134.14277

92

79.66458062

10.793067738

179539.4891

50

79.688848109

10
0.76468757

165134.01422

93

79.66464843

10.777696655

1807799.6288

51

79.688848109

10
0.76468757

165134.01422

94

79.66464644

10.778148864

1809999.6593

52

79.71774285

10
0.76480991

166246.0861

95

79.66465042

10.777244447

1816669.7512

53

79.699351237

10
0.7642567

166664.52244

96

79.66790662

10.764599989

1822205.0518

54

79.699351237

10
0.7642567

166664.52244

97

79.68665028

10.76513192

1827701.4805

55

79.700860043

10
0.76431988

166735.57366

98

79.68665028

10.76513192

1827701.4805

56

79.700814322

10
0.76431798

167100.587

99

79.66513153

10.77182144

1836660.072

57

79.688802387

10
0.76468563

167154.2791

100

79.66457862

10.793519946

184310.1136

58

79.71682841

10
0.76480613

167691.25444

101

79.70585907

10.763856636

1852278.2117

59

79.71180095

10
0.76433319

169211.1375

102

79.6646763

10.771367739

187325.4538

60

79.677110708

10
0.76461362

169513.52622

103

79.66744942

10.764597793

187881.0125

61

79.677110708

10
0.76461362

169513.52622

104

79.68619307

10.765129998

1890057.3553

62

79.722460112

10
0.76483819

169652.06944

105

79.66699221

10.764595596

1917711.2872

63

79.71225816

10
0.76433509

170341.3263

106

79.6852806

10.764674402

1917777.6687

64

79.677064988

10
0.76461166

170523.66722

107

79.68482339

10.764672208

1919987.6723

65

79.677064988

10
0.76461166

170523.66722

108

79.66457662

10.79397154

195566.6471

66

79.677156429

10
0.76461558

171498.85277

109

79.65085303

10.795268827

2000056.2311

67

79.677156429

10
0.76461558

171498.85277

110

79.65131028

10.795270026

201886.4062

68

79.700402828

10
0.76430082

172186.083

111

79.65039578

10.795266627

207552.109

69

79.700402828

10
0.76430082

172186.083

112

79.64582124

10.795698837

213102.4949

70

79.700357107

10
0.76429891

172206.07722

113

79.62661883

10.79516163

223802.0455

71

79.700357107

10
0.76429891

172206.07722

114

79.64216324

10.795682233

223898.4873

72

79.688756471

10
0.76513579

172254.99322

115

79.63165059

10.79473184

2239997.581

73

79.700494657

10
0.76340045

173496.3538

116

79.62707608

10.795163365

2244422.211

74

79.700494657

10
0.76340045

173496.3538

117

79.63485132

10.794745598

2250077.9999

75

79.700448743

10
0.76385064

173681.34999

118

79.62616158

10.795159959

2254447.2586
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Longgitude

Latitude

Title

Longitude

Latitudde

Lowestt p-Value

119

79.644170802

10
0.79522825

225453.71

162

79.51322455

10.794637742

3394459.7868

120

79.63439204

10
0.79519604

226143.10366

163

79.50910955

10.794617761

3409979.3039

121

79.622250361

10
0.79514333

231317.599

164

79.50865233

10.794615541

3419969.2931

122

79.600924353

10
0.795084

233266.56744

165

79.50453733

10.794595554

3694420.5715

123

79.622387535

10
0.79514943

233677.99677

166

79.50408011

10.794593333

370350.5485

124

79.61198699

10
0.79509632

234151.91399

167

79.50362289

10.79459112

3729960.6807

125

79.6124463

10
0.7946463

234652.0321

168

79.59370572

10.793205544

3786680.6777

126

79.622296086

10
0.79514536

234693.09

169

79.59324849

10.793203336

3787715.6625

127

79.61152974

10
0.79509427

235252.0281

170

79.59416086

10.793659958

380335.969

128

79.622341811

10
0.7951474

236998.33722

171

79.46338783

10.794393388

3817719.4106

129

79.577952504

10
0.79449689

277473.119

172

79.45881571

10.79437114

3822288.6366

130

79.577906781

10
0.79449479

277548.1263

173

79.46475947

10.794400069

3826684.6976

131

79.57799844

10
0.79404692

279463.42777

174

79.4583585

10.794368886

3827718.5482

132

79.577861057

10
0.79449269

281748.50099

175

79.46521668

10.794402296

3834454.7551

133

79.577724099

10
0.79403431

293184.46177

176

79.45790129

10.794366658

3836603.4694

134

79.577678375

10
0.79403221

296389.75777

177

79.60468361

10.792350098

3847788.0901

135

79.577632652

10
0.79403011

297134.78799

178

79.60194019

10.792338859

3850027.7163

136

79.577586928

10
0.794028

297874.7803

179

79.60148504

10.791884446

385192.6262

137

79.555940243

10
0.79530798

300047.90577

180

79.45744408

10.79436443

385838.5237

138

79.588226422

10
0.7954136

300065.8335

181

79.59553467

10.793213374

3869946.7554

139

79.555985966

10
0.79531011

300127.9783

182

79.45698687

10.794362202

387823.5605

140

79.566031689

10
0.79531224

300728.1053

183

79.59599191

10.793215582

3887777.2053

141

79.555894519

10
0.79530585

301117.93066

184

79.47253209

10.794439917

3919986.5855

142

79.566077413

10
0.79531436

301268.2175

185

79.47207488

10.794436691

3952241.6217

143

79.555848796

10
0.79530372

304638.20377

186

79.47481817

10.794450045

3964422.2359

144

79.53334246

10
0.79473345

305735.02844

187

79.47298931

10.79444142

3970076.8824

145

79.53562641

10
0.79519634

306335.3751

188

79.44829989

10.794318857

4037792.7412

146

79.53516918

10
0.79519417

308390.45266

189

79.44555663

10.794304479

4050087.2673

147

79.555803073

10
0.79530159

309238.57966

190

79.44509943

10.79430225

405127.1506

148

79.53379969

10
0.79473562

309460.4003

191

79.44875709

10.794320086

406508.0409

149

79.555757134

10
0.79575152

312378.81499

192

79.43778411

10.794265564

412551.1465

150

79.53151355

10
0.79472477

317075.6988

193

79.4373269

10.794263333

413396.0439

151

79.53105633

10
0.7947226

319090.7598

194

79.43824132

10.794267795

4140006.242

152

79.53014187

10
0.79471826

320240.7678

195

79.43138323

10.794233325

4162219.9821

153

79.5305991

10
0.79472043

320435.83166

196

79.43092603

10.794230093

4177799.959

154

79.544842668

10
0.79570874

327473.84699

197

79.42498237

10.794200073

4184448.8273

155

79.51733735

10
0.79510922

328234.5715

198

79.42543958

10.794203306

420308.9664

156

79.51688012

10
0.79510703

328294.5108

199

79.43046882

10.794228861

4206614.9783

157

79.5164229

10
0.79510484

329399.5225

200

79.41949594

10.794172275

4372238.3242

158

79.544796945

10
0.79570659

331349.35466

201

79.41995314

10.794175508

4379933.4311

159

79.544888174

10
0.79616295

331709.4233

202

79.41903874

10.794170041

438813.3309

160

79.544979621

10
0.79616724

331809.56899

203

79.41675273

10.794158872

439857.8183

161

79.51367955

10
0.79509167

335079.55322

204

79.41080674

10.794580027

466347.3706
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Longgitude

Latitude

Lowest p-Valuee

Title

Longitude

Latitudde

Lowestt p-Value

205

79.41035192

10
0.79412589

468757.28499

248

79.33450297

10.785590034

7417777.2353

206

79.400989472

10
0.79412354

470607.21399

249

79.33084561

10.785570064

7592260.6944

207

79.400943752

10
0.79412119

471092.17577

250

79.33038844

10.785568818

7656615.3764

208

79.41126632

10
0.79413059

473212.6008

251

79.32993127

10.785565571

7730055.0398

209

79.400898032

10
0.79411884

474612.14999

252

79.3294741

10.785563324

774164.9494

210

79.399252119

10
0.79403375

475833.4363

253

79.31758273

10.78640229

8020059.8136

211

79.400760872

10
0.79411178

476221.9215

254

79.31072523

10.786365555

8036687.1755

212

79.399389278

10
0.79404088

477893.8305

255

79.3111824

10.786368804

803852.2615

213

79.399297839

10
0.79403613

477923.6013

256

79.31163957

10.786370054

8047707.5285

214

79.3992064

10
0.79403138

478778.39222

257

79.30661075

10.786343307

806835.4547

215

79.399434998

10
0.79404325

480528.9631

258

79.31712556

10.786400041

8087749.489

216

79.399755275

10
0.79360782

480844.6798

259

79.29975583

10.785853347

8122287.6024

217

79.399480957

10
0.7935936

485999.15699

260

79.30021046

10.786307799

8126677.8191

218

79.399709555

10
0.79360545

487854.7398

261

79.31301106

10.786378802

8134472.7074

219

79.399526677

10
0.79359597

489594.3613

262

79.29564138

10.785830085

8152245.9615

220

79.500180296

10
0.79277406

503569.31599

263

79.3180399

10.786405538

815514.8395

221

79.499311584

10
0.79273188

509597.6968

264

79.29929867

10.785850096

8156632.3753

222

79.499357306

10
0.7927341

510067.7993

265

79.29244125

10.785813321

8352213.9552

223

79.499265863

10
0.79272965

511762.73622

266

79.28329807

10.785762265

836130.1628

224

79.499403028

10
0.79273633

513773.2223

267

79.28375523

10.785765518

8372240.3051

225

79.488031384

10
0.79266926

543466.7148

268

79.28421495

10.785315571

837315.4531

226

79.477985662

10
0.79266702

544151.6678

269

79.29426735

10.78627553

837554.5891

227

79.488077105

10
0.79267151

544856.8928

270

79.28284091

10.785760011

838839.8522

228

79.477939941

10
0.79266477

552077.01799

271

79.29106977

10.785805565

8392293.3307

229

79.377838936

10
0.78627537

596866.5801

272

79.29061261

10.785803312

839393.0585

230

79.377793218

10
0.78627298

600996.5131

273

79.27095743

10.78524195

868843.2498

231

79.3777475

10
0.78627058

605536.3891

274

79.27050027

10.78523994

869598.1138

232

79.377701782

10
0.78626818

609041.3235

275

79.27141458

10.78524445

8702223.3767

233

79.377427473

10
0.78625379

614540.53822

276

79.27004312

10.785236684

8726667.6578

234

79.377381755

10
0.78625139

614650.38922

277

79.26501443

10.78520887

8842234.9024

235

79.377336037

10
0.78624899

615035.27222

278

79.26547159

10.78521126

887370.0639

236

79.377198884

10
0.78624178

615484.89899

279

79.26684304

10.785218894

888890.6606

237

79.355415892

10
0.78614749

660779.5125

280

79.26638589

10.785216638

8909945.276

238

79.35537042

10
0.78569305

664844.35999

281

79.2577

10.785167762

9096690.4224

239

79.355233022

10
0.78613777

665208.9248

282

79.25724285

10.785165505

912145.0847

240

79.355187304

10
0.78613533

665453.7878

283

79.24489982

10.785095532

9180044.0174

241

79.344912999

10
0.78612072

697532.7928

284

79.24535697

10.785097791

918529.1642

242

79.344867282

10
0.78611828

700722.6158

285

79.24352838

10.785087754

9187798.2672

243

79.344684412

10
0.78610852

704926.99266

286

79.2567857

10.785162248

9190034.5305

244

79.344821565

10
0.78611584

705017.4063

287

79.24444267

10.785092273

919118.6446

245

79.3340458

10
0.78558788

735132.102

288

79.2549571

10.785152217

921373.5369

246

79.33999149

10
0.78516779

735734.348

289

79.23941406

10.785064417

945594.6732

247

79.33358863

10
0.78558542

738956.91644

290

79.23895691

10.78506157

9457764.4372
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291

79.23667118

10
0.78504856

952532.88399

292

79.23712833

10
0.78505116

953983.05799

293

79.222341401

10
0.78497277

970770.09477

294

79.23027116

10
0.78501204

971068.6225

295

79.222295687

10
0.78497014

974139.5581

296

79.222021402

10
0.78495439

1001241.36

297

79.21518547

10
0.78492544

1001683.621

298

79.21198282

10
0.78535896

1002111.977

299

79.222570237

10
0.78453389

1003824.043

300

79.21335424

10
0.78536687

1004082.436

301

79.21564261

10
0.78492807

1005903.688

302

79.21152568

10
0.78535632

1006896.227

303

79.21107121

10
0.78490169

1009256.112

304

79.21061407

10
0.78489905

1012185.586

305

79.200146863

10
0.78529805

1017215.311

306

79.200192577

10
0.78530071

1017570.454

307

79.200009722

10
0.78529008

1018164.433

308

79.199415715

10
0.78480349

1019705.961

309

79.199964278

10
0.78483544

1019773.977

310

79.199370002

10
0.78480082

1024180.332

311

79.199324019

10
0.78525013

1029079.929

312

79.188684301

10
0.78476074

1031345.95

313

79.188501448

10
0.78475002

1050368.259

314

79.188455735

10
0.78474734

1059072.247

315

79.188364309

10
0.78474198

1064741.235

316

79.188318596

10
0.7847393

1064891.12

317

79.177587187

10
0.78469629

1091424.389

318

79.177541474

10
0.78469359

1094738.793

319

79.177404335

10
0.78468551

1097632.722

320

79.177450048

10
0.78468821

1097673.034

From the abovee table, the optimal p-valuess listed along with
F
w
laat and long values are raanked from loowest p-value in
a
ascending
ordeer. A total of 320
3 optimal vaalues is generaated
w
which
represennts that on an
n average of 4 culverts can be
loocated for 1km
m length of the road. The bettter analysis cann be
d
done
by displaaying of the lo
ocations in mapp from which the
r
result
can be annalyzed in a better way.

Fig. 4: Points
P
Located on
o the Map

Fig. 5: Points
P
Located on
o the Map

Fig. 6: Points
P
Located on
o the Map

Mapping the Result
M
R
T result geneerated is display
The
yed in the Arc Map for checkking
o the locationns and to speciffy necessary reecommendationns.
out
Once all the opptions are set automatically all the points are
O
loocated accordiingly with resp
pect to the longgitude and latituude
v
values
spread along
a
the study
y area. The p-values locatedd on
thhe map after addding the data are shown in the
t figures beloow.
5
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Fig. 7: Points
P
Located on
o the Map
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Fig. 8: Points Located
L
on the Map
M
Fig. 12: Points Located on the Map

Conclu
usion

Fig. 9: Points Located
L
on the Map
M

F 10: Points Located
Fig.
L
on the Map
M

Reducinng stagnation of
o rain water, quick
q
disposal of the rain
water iss achieved by providing
p
the cross
c
drainage or culverts
is the obbjective that haas been accom
mplished in the study. For
the com
mplete road of length 80 km
ms elevation vaalues along
with disstance and latt and long reaadings are estimated for
calculatting the p-vallue or optimaal value for locating a
culvert. The p-values needed
n
is calcuulated by multtiplying the
distancee of separation matrix and eleevation matrix.
For the study area, NH
H67 on an aveerage of 320 p--values are
generateed that meanns 4 culverts are located for every
kilometeer of road daata. From thee figures show
wn in the
previous chapter the p-values
p
when located on thee map, they
m the road sincce the road
appeared at some distaance away from
t
have to bee a bit far awaay from the
is a treaated structure they
road. While
W
at the tim
me of designiing and constrruction the
treatmennt of water floow should be placed with lower level
gradientt and is longittudinally interssected to the road
r
storm
water drrains. Cross drrainage system
m is an important feature
that hass to be given importance whhile designingg a road to
immediaately dispose thhe water flow from the road surface, as
water shhows adverse effects
e
on the materials
m
and design
d
like
wearingg, rupture, reduucing of skid resistance,
r
etc. stagnation
of waterr on highwayss is showing addverse effects like traffic
congestiion, reductioon of trafficc density, road
r
user
characteeristics and veehicular charaacteristics. By providing
the effeective cross drainage
d
systeem these affeect can be
reducedd on the highwaays.
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Torsiional Beehaviour of Reiinforced
d Concreete
Beam Streengthened with FRP Materials
M
s
S.B. Kan
ndekar1, R.S
S. Talikoti2 and S.B. Kolhe3

Abstract: During its wh
hole life spann, nearly all engineering strructures ranging from residdential buildinggs, an
industrial building to po
ower stations and
a bridges faaces degradatioon or deteriorrations. The maain causes forr those
onmental effectts including corrosion of steeel, gradual losss of strength with
w ageing, varriation
deterioratiions are enviro
in temperaature, freeze-th
haw cycles, reppeated high inntensity loadingg, contact withh chemicals annd saline wateer and
exposure to
t ultra-violet radiations. Thhis problem needs developmeent of successfful structural retrofit
r
technollogies.
Carbon fibber and Aram
mid fiber as an
a external reinforcement
r
is used extennsively to deaal with the strrength
requiremennts related to flexure in strructural system
ms. But the strrengthening off members subbjected to torssion is
explored reecently. Torsio
onal failure is an
a undesirablee brittle form off failure whichh should be avooided speciallyy in the
earthquakee prone areas. In the presennt work, the beehaviour and performance
p
o rectangular reinforced concrete
of
beams streengthened with externally bonnded Carbon and
a Aramid fibeer subjected too torsion is studdied.

Keyword
ds: Retrofit, Caarbon Fiber, Arramid Fiber, Toorsional Failurre, Externally Bonded.
B
I
Introduction

T

he mainteenance, rehab
bilitation andd upgrading of
structural members,
m
is perhaps
p
one off the most crucial
p
problems
in Civvil Engineering
g application. Moreover,
M
a laarge
n
number
of struuctures constru
ucted in the past using the ollder
d
design
code inn different parrt of the worldd are structuraally
u
unsafe
accordinng to new desiign codes. Sincce replacementt of
s
such
deficient elements
e
of strructures incurs a huge amounnt of
p
public
money and time, strengthening
s
has become the
a
acceptable
wayy of improving their load carrrying capacity and
a
e
extending
theirr service lives. Infrastructuree decay causedd by
p
premature
deteerioration of bu
uilding and strructure has ledd to
thhe investigatiion of severaal processes for repairing or
s
strengthening
purpose. One
O
of the challenges in
s
strengthening
of concrete structure is selection off a
s
strengthening
m
method
that will
w enhance the strength and
s
serviceability
o the structu
of
ure while addrressing limitattion
s
such
as construuctability, build
ding operation and budget.

T
Torsional
Strrengthening of Beams
Early efforts foor understandin
E
ng the responsee of plain concrrete
s
subjected
to puure torsion rev
vealed that thee material failss in
tension rather than
t
shear. Stru
uctural membeers curved in pllan,
m
members
of a space framee, eccentricallyy loaded beam
ms,
c
curved
box girrders in bridgees, spandrel beeams in buildinngs,
1

and spirral stair-cases are typical exxamples of thee structural
elementts subjected to torsional mom
ments and torssion cannot
be negllected while designing succh members. Structural
memberrs subjected to torsion are off different shappes such as
T-shapee, inverted L–shhape, double T-shapes and boox sections.
These different
d
confiigurations makke the understanding of
torsion in
i RC memberrs a complex taask.
In addiition, torsion is usually associated
a
withh bending
momentts and shearinng forces, andd the interactiion among
these foorces is imporrtant. Thus, thhe behaviour of
o concrete
elementts in torsion is primarily governed
g
by the
t
tensile
responsee of the mateerial, particulaarly its tensilee cracking
characteeristics. Spanddrel beams, loccated at the peerimeter of
buildinggs, carry loads from slabs, joiists, and beams from one
side of the
t member onnly. This loadiing mechanism
m generates
torsionaal forces that are transferred from the spanddrel beams
to the columns. Reinfforced Concrete (RC) beams have been
i need of
found too be deficientt in torsional capacity and in
strengthhening. These deficiencies occcur for several reasons,
such ass insufficient stirrups resuulting from coonstruction
errors or
o inadequate design,
d
reductiion in the effeective steel
area duee to corrosion,, or increased demand due too a change
in occuppancy.
Similar to the flexurre and shear strengthening, the FRP
C members
fabric iss bonded to thhe tension surfface of the RC
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ffor torsion streengthening. In the case of torsion, all sidess of
thhe member are subjected to diagonal tenssion and thereffore
thhe FRP sheetts should be applied
a
to all the faces of the
m
member
cross section. Howeever, it is not always
a
possiblee to
p
provide
externnal reinforcemeent for all thee surfaces of the
m
member
cross section. In cases of inaccessible sides of the
c
cross
section, additional meaans of strengtthening has to be
p
provided
to esstablish the ad
dequate mechaanism requiredd to
r
resist
the torsiion. The effecctiveness of various
v
wrappping
c
configurations
indicated that the fully wrapped beaams
p
performed
betteer than using FRP
F in strips.

A
Aramid
Fiber
Aramid fiber is a strong, heat-resistant fiber formed of
A
p
polymers
with repeating arom
matic groups branching
b
from
ma
c
carbon
backbonne. In the polyaamide fibers, at
a least 85% off the
a
amide
linkagess are attached directly to tw
wo aromatic rinngs.
T
Two
types of aramid materrials are used in Meta aram
mid
p
paper
which iss used for mak
king honeycom
mb core materrials
r
required
for sandwich con
nstruction. Thhe oriented Para
P
s
substituted
aromatic units prrovide a rod liike polymer. The
T
r
rod
like struucture results in a high glass transittion
temperature annd poor solubillity. They are not spinnable by
c
conventional
prrocess and hen
nce they are maade by the dryy-jet
w spinning off liquid crystallline polymer soolutions.
wet

Method
dology
Total Eighteen
E
numbers of reinforcced concrete rectangular
r
beams were
w
cast of M30
M grade of concrete.
c
Threee are taken
as contrrolled beam, thhree beams arre design for torsion
t
and
other tw
welve beams are strengtheened using Arramid and
Carbon fiber. In this, three beams were fully wrrapped and
a Carbon
three beeams were wraapped with 1000mm Aramid and
fiber strrips.

Beam Specimen
S
forr Testing
All beam
ms were of thee same geomettry 150 mm × 300 mm ×
1000 mm
m size, 3 Noos-8 mm diam
meter bars were used for
tension reinforcementt at the bottom
m of each beam
m, 2 Nos-8
a 6 mm
mm at the top of eacch beam as ann anchor bar and
forcement spacced 150 mm center to
diameteer shear reinfo
center. The reinforccement detaills of beam used for
ment are shownn in Figure 1.
experim

Preparration of Testt Specimen
The dettail of test speccimen is givenn in Table 1. The
T surface
of the beam
b
was cleanned using poliish paper to reemove dust
on surfaace of beam. Each
E
of these beams
b
was wraapped with
Aramid and Carbon fibers
f
by usingg epoxy resin at
a all faces
of the beeam as per the procedure givven by the manuufacturer.

C
Carbon
Fiberr
Due to outstannding mechaniccal properties, Carbon fiber can
D
b used to rehaabilitate and sttrengthen thosee zones where the
be
s
structure
is expposed to high mechanical
m
or cyclic
c
loading and
s
severe
environm
mental conditiions. Only the outer part of the
o
older
structure get wrapped which
w
will impprove the strenngth
o concrete; innstead of distu
of
urbing other paarts of structures.
T
Therefore,
thiss conceptual idea
i
will greaatly improves the
s
serviceability
a life-cycle costs
and
c
reductionn of the structuures
c
contributes
signnificantly towaards increasingg the stiffness and
a
s
strength
of the structure underr flexure and toorsion.
A Unidirectionnal Carbon Fib
ber is one in which
w
the majority
o carbon fiberss run in one direction only. A small amounnt of
of
c
carbon
fiber ruuns in other dirrections with thhe main intenttion
b
being
to hold thhe primary carb
bon fibers in poosition.
To manufacturre the carbon fibers, Carboonizing polyaccryT
loonitrile yarn att high temperaatures process is
i used. Long thin
t
s
strand
of carboon atoms are bonded
b
togethher in a Graphhene
w
which
is a honeeycomb crystaal lattice. Somee of the Graphhene
laayers are folded around eacch other in ranndom orientations
b most are alligned parallell to the long axis
but
a
of the straand.
T
This
makes thee fiber incredib
bly strong alonng the axis of the
s
strand.
The straands are usually
y wound into a yarn then wovven
innto a fabric.Thhe fabric is theen wrapped aroound the beam
m or
thhe structure stiick with epoxy
y.
5
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F 1: Reinforceement Detailing of Controlled Beam
Fig.
and Beeam Designed foor Torsion
Table 1: Specimen Deesignation
Beam
Deesignation

No. of
Specimen
Sp

Controolled Beam

C

3

Designn for Torsion

T

3

Fully wrapped
w
with Caarbon fiber

FC

3

Fully wrapped
w
with Arramid fiber

FA

3

Wrappped with Carbon strip

SC

3

Wrappped with Aramidd strip

SA

3

Type of Beam
m

Test Seetup
All beam
ms were testedd under lever arrm loading. Thhe load was
applied by using Unniversal Testinng Machine of
o capacity

S
SMART
Technoloogies for Natura
al Resource Consservation and Suustainable Devellopment

1100 kN. Durinng testing twiisting momentt is measured by
u
using
dial gaugge having a leaast count of 0.002 mm with evvery
looad incrementt. Cracks formeed on the surfaace of beam were
w
o
observed
and marked.
m

Result and Discussiions

Fig. 5:: Relation between Angle of Twist and Torsionaal Moment
Figg. 2: Test Set-up
p for Testing of Beam
B

Failure Patterrn
F
T torsional cracks
The
c
develop
p in spiral direection at torsioonal
looading in conttrolled beam. Vertical
V
crackss develop in beeam
w
which
is desiggned for torsion and wrapped with strip. The
T
w
wrap
pattern of
o FRP aroun
nd beam and twisted shapee of
w
wrapped
beam is shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Before yielding
y
of reinnforcement, alll strengthened specimens
exhibiteed limited defoormation and cracks.
c
The iniitial cracks
were iniitiated and progressed towardds upward direection from
bottom of beam. The results
r
of retroofitted beam with
w Carbon
w Aramid fiber
fi
retrofittedd beam and
fiber weere compared with
controlled beam for itss torsional behavior.
Table 2: Ultimate Load and Naturee of Failure for Beams
B
Set
No.
I

II

Fig. 3: Testt Set-up for Aram
mid Fiber Full Wrapped
W
Beam

III

IV

V

VI

Fig. 4: Test Seet-up for Carbon
n Fiber Beam Wrrapped with Strip

Type of Beam

Controlled
Beam

Design for
Torsion

Fully wrapped
(Carbon)

Wrapped
Carbon strip

Fully wrapped
(Aramid)

Wrapped
Aramid strip

Beam
Designation

Torsionall Moment
(kN
Nm)
At Initial
Crack

Ultimate

C1

2.61

3.3

C2

2.34

2.88

C3

2.61

3.16

T1

6.32

7.70

T2

6.87

8.52

T3

7.15

8.25

FC1

5.78

7.15

FC2

6.33

7.7

FC3

6.32

7.7

SC1

4.68

6.05

SC2

4.4

5.78

SC3

4.95

6.05

FA1

6.32

7.97

FA2

7.15

8.52

FA3

7.42

8.25

SA1

5.22

6.60

SA2

4.67

6.05

SA3

5.22

6.32
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C
Conclusions
Based on experimental resu
B
ults followingg conclusions are
d
drawn:
• The torsioonal capacity of strengtheened beams was
w
enhanced as
a compared to
o the controlledd beam.
• Reinforcedd concrete beaams strengthenned with Aram
mid
fiber sheetts exhibited sig
gnificant increaase in its ultim
mate
strength.
• Initial craacks appear for
f
higher looads in case of
strengtheneed beams. Thee load carryinng capacity of the
strengtheneed beam fully wrapped with Aramid fiber was
w
found to bee maximum co
ompare to all thhe beams.
• The load carrying capaacity of the sttrengthened beeam
w
Carbon fiber strip was
w found to be
wrapped with
equivalent to beams desig
gned for torsioon.
• The load carrying capaacity of the sttrengthened beeam
mid fiber was found to be 11%
fully wrapped with Aram
w
with Carbon
C
fiber.
greater thaan beam fully wrapped
• The load carrying capaacity of the sttrengthened beeam
w Carbon fiiber strip was found to be 7%
wrapped with
lesser thann the beam wrap
pped with Aram
mid fiber strip.
• Carbon fibber increases sttrength of retroofitted beam 45%
4
to 140% more
m
than no
ormal beam; but
b Aramid fiiber
material iss approximately 6% to 15%
% more effecttive
than Carbbon fiber; alth
hough econom
mically both are
nearly sam
me.
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S
on
n Sugarccane Baagasse Ash
A
as an Adm
mixture in
i M30 Grade
G
C
Concrete
e
2
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A
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marao3

Abstract: This investigation is focusedd on the partiall replacements of Portland ceement by sugarrcane bagasse ash in
concrete. The
T utilization of industrial and
a agriculturral waste produuced by industtrial process has
h been the foocus of
waste reduuction research for economiical, environm
mental and techhnical reasonss. Sugarcane bagasse
b
is a fibrous
f
waste prodduct of sugar refining industry. This wastee product is already causingg serious envirronmental pollution,
which callls for urgent ways
w
of handliing the waste. Bagasse ash mainly contains aluminum ion, silica, iroon and
calcium oxxides. The ash therefore becomes an indusstrial waste annd poses disposal problems. So few studiess have
been reporrted that sugarrcane bagassee ash as good pozzolanic maaterial in partial replacemennt of cement. In
I this
project objjective is to sttudy the influeence of partial cement replaccement with suugarcane bagaasse ash in cooncrete
subjected to
t different cu
uring environm
ments. Experim
mental investigaation is based on acid resistance of concrrete in
HCL, H2SO
O4 and sulphatte resistance off concrete in Na
N 2SO4, MgSO4 solution. The variable factoors considered in this
study weree concrete grad
de of M30 andd curing periodds of 28 days, 60 days and 90
9 days of the concrete speciimens.
The param
meter investigated was the tim
me in days to cause strengthh deteriorationn factor of fullyy immersed cooncrete
specimens in 1%, 3%, 5%
5 on acid ressistance of conncrete in HCL
L, H2SO4 and sulphate resisttance of concrrete in
M
n. Bagasse ash has been chem
mically and phhysically charaacterized and partially
p
replaaced in
Na2SO4, MgSO
4 solution
the ratio of
o 0%, 5%, 10
0%, 15%, 20%
%. Hardened cooncrete tests liike compressivve strength at the age of 288 days,
60 days, 900 days was obttained.
Keywordss: Durability, M30 Concrete, Sugarcane
S
Baggasse Ash.

I
Introduction

F

or a longg time concrete was subjjected to higghly
aggressive environments,, Building of concrete structuures
inn highly polluuted urban an
nd industrial areas, aggresssive
m
marine
environnments, harmfu
ul sub-soil watter in coastal area
a
a many otheer hostile conditions, and other
and
o
materialss of
c
construction
arre found to be non-durable [1,
[ 2]. In the past
p
o
only
strength of
o concrete wass considered inn the concrete mix
m
d
design
proceduure assuming strength of concrete is an all
p
pervading
factoor for all other desirable propperties of concrrete
inncluding durabbility. On otherr hand, cementt both in mortarr or
c
concrete
is the most importaant element of the infrastructture
a
and
can be a durable material
m
[3–5]]. However, the
e
environmental
aspects of ceement has beecome a grow
wing
c
concern,
as cem
ment manufaccturing is responsible for abbout
2
2.5%
of total worldwide waste
w
emissions from industtrial
s
sources.
Sugarccane bagasse is a fibrous waste product of the
s
sugar
refiningg industry. Th
his waste prooduct is already
c
causing
seriouss environmentaal pollution. Baagasse ash maiinly
1

containss aluminum ion, silica, iron and calcium oxides.
o
The
ash therrefore becomess an industrial waste and posees disposal
problem
ms. So few sttudies have been
b
reported sugarcane
bagasse ash as goood pozzolanic material in partial
ment of cement [6–9].
replacem
In the present
p
experim
mental investiggation sugarcanne bagasse
Ash haas been used as partial repplacement of cement in
concretee mixes. On reeplacing cemeent with different weight
percentaages of SCBA
A the compresssive strengths are
a studied
at differrent ages of cooncrete cured in
i different envvironments
like 0%
%, 1%, 3%, 5% HCL and H2SO
S 4, Na2SO4 and
a MgSO4
added too water [11–144].

Materiials
Cementt Ordinary Porrtland cement of
o 53 Grade froom a single
batch was
w used for thhe entire work and care has been
b
taken
such thaat it has been stored in airtighht containers too prevent it
from being
b
affected by the atm
mospheric and monsoon
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moisture and humidity.
m
h
The cement procurred was tested for
p
physical
requirrements in acccordance withh IS: 12269–19987
a for chemiccal requirementts in accordancce with IS: 40332–
and
1
1985.
The detaails are given in
i Table 1, thee cement confirrms
too 53 Grade.
Table 1: Phyysical Properties of Portland Cem
ment (53 Grade)
S. No.

Prop
perty

1.

Norm
mal consistency

2.

Settinng times

Water
Fresh pootable water frree from organnic matter and oil is used
in mixinng the concreete. Water in required
r
quanttities were
measureed by graduateed jar and addded to the conncrete. The
rest of the
t materials foor preparation of the concretee mix were
taken byy weight batchhing. The pH value should not
n be less
than 6.

Test Result
31%

Initiaal (Minutes)

174

Finall (Minutes)

286

3.

Speciific Gravity

3.10

4.

Sounndness (Le-Chatllier Exp.)

1.30 mm
m

5.

Comppressive strength
h of cement (28 days) 53 Mpa

6.

Speciific surface area

320 m2/K
Kg

Fine Aggregatte
F
T river sand,, passing throu
The
ugh 4.75 mm sieve
s
and retainned
o 600 μ sievee, confirming to
on
t Zone II as per
p IS: 383–19970
w used as finne aggregate in
was
n the present study.
s
The sandd is
f
free
from clayy, silt and org
ganic impuritiees. The aggreggate
w tested for its physical requirements
was
r
suuch as gradatiion,
f
fineness
modullus, and speciffic gravity andd bulk moduluss in
a
accordance
with IS: 2386–196
63.
Coarse Aggreggate
C
T
Throughout
thee investigationss, a crushed cooarse aggregatee of
2 mm procurred from the local crushing plants was ussed.
20
T aggregate was tested forr its physical requirements
The
r
suuch
a gradation, fineness mo
as
odulus, specific gravity and
a
b
bulk
density, ettc. In accordan
nce with IS: 23386–1963 and IS:
3
383–1970
.

Sugarcane Bagasse Ash
A
Sugarcaane bagasse consists of approximatelyy 50% of
cellulose, 25% of heemi-cellulose of lignin. Eaach ton of
sugarcanne generates approximatelyy 26% of baggasse (at a
moisturee content of 50%)
5
and 0.622% of residuaal ash. The
residue after combusttion presents a chemical coomposition
O2). In spite of
o being a
dominattes by siliconn-dioxide (SiO
materiall of hard degraadation and thaat presents few
w nutrients;
the ash is used on thee farms as a feertilizer in the sugarcane
harvestss. The sugarcanne bagasse ashh was collected during the
cleaningg operation off a boiler in thhe Andhra suggar factory,
located near Tanuku, Andhra
A
Pradessh.
Durabiility Studies on
n Cement Con
nventional
Concreete and SCBA Concrete
Concrette is the most versatile
v
materrial of construcction in the
world over.
o
It is achiieved that the distinction off being the
“largestt man-made material”
m
withh the average per capita
consump
mption exceedinng 2 kg. Conncrete is the material
m
of
choice for
f a variety off applications such
s
as housinng, bridges,
highwayy pavements, inndustrial structures, water caarrying and
retainingg structures, etc. The creddit for this acchievement
goes to well-known advantages off concrete succh as easy
availabiility of ingredients, adequate engineering properties
for a vaariety of structtural applicatioons, adaptabilitty, versatility, relaative low-cost etc.
e Moreover, concrete has an
a excellent
ecologiccal profile compared
c
witth other maaterials of
construcction. With thee continuing exxpansion of inffrastructure
and hoousing construuction, especiaally in the developing
d
countriees of Asia, Affrica, and Souuth America, the
t rate of
consump
mption of cemennt and concretee is rising and is
i bound to
go furthher. In India, concrete
c
constrruction scenarioo has been
witnessiing considerable growth in reecent years.

Table 2: Physical and Chemical Propperties of SCBA
A
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5
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Physicall Properties
Property
Testt Result
3
Denssity
575 Kg/m
K
Speccific Gravity
2.2
Meann particle size
0.1–00.2 µm
Min specific surface area
250 m2/Kg
Partiicle shape
Spheerical

Chemical Composition
Characteristic
(SiO2) + A12O3 Fe2O3 % by mass
SiO2 % by mass
MgO
O % by mass
Total sulphur as SO3 % by mass
Avaiilable alkali as soodium oxide (Naa2O) % by mass
Loss of ignition % byy mass

Test Results
R
%
85.14
60.20
2.48
0.10
4.32
5.10
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Tab
ble 3: Properties of Na2SO4, MgS
SO4 and H2SO4
Na2SO4

S.
No.

Cheemical

MgSo4
Volume
V
(%)

Chemical

H2SO4
Volume
(%)

Moolecular Formulaa

H2SO4

1.

Loss on drying (at
130°C)

1.0

pH (55% water)

6.3

Moolar mass

98.079 g/mool

2.

Chloridees

0.001

Free Alkali
A
sol. (as
NaOH
H)

0.008

Apppearance

Clear, colorrless, odorless liqquid

3.

Nitrates

0.02

Free Acid
A (as
H2SO
O4)

0.01

Density

1.84 g/cm3, liquid

4.

Iron

0.01

Chlorrides

0.02

Meelting point

10°C; 50°F;; 283 K

5.

Potassiuum

0.1

Heavvy metals (Pb)

0.0005

Boiling point

337°C; 639° F; 610 K (Wheen
Sulphuricaccid is above 300°°C, it will
decompose slowly.

6.

Arsennic

0.0002

Sollubility in water

Miscible

7.

Iron (Fe)
(

0.01

Acidity (pKa)

–3, 1.99

P
Problem
of Durability
D
While the spectacular growth
W
h has been occuurring in concrrete
p
production,
thee problem of eaarly deterioration of some off the
r
reinforced
and pre-stressed co
oncrete structuures has also coome
too the forefronnt in recent yeears. It has beeen observed that
t
s
some
recently constructed strructures—evenn those built conc
f
firming
to the latest
l
specifications—has shoown early signss of
d
distress
and damage,
d
someetimes within a few years of
c
commissioning
g, while quite a few structurees built more thhan
h a century ago are still in
half
n a good serviiceable conditiion.
T phenomenoon of early detterioration of concrete
The
c
structuures
is tending to asssume alarming
g proportions in
i some countrries,
e
especially
thosse spacing ho
ostile weather conditions. The
T
s
seriousness
of the problem iss reflected withh the high costt of
r
repairs
in thesee countries. It has been estimated that in the
U
USA
alone, thhe overall costt of repairing and replacing all
d
deteriorated
cooncrete structu
ures would a staggering $2200
b
billion!
In the most
m of the adv
vanced countriies, nearly 40%
% of
thhe constructioon industries budget is spent
s
on reppair,
r
restoration
andd strengthenin
ng of the daamaged concrrete
s
structures.
All this has tarnisshed the imagee of concrete as
a a
“
“durable,
mainntenance-free” material. Thhus, durability of
c
concrete
has beecome an impo
ortant issue today.
The durability tests have beeen conducted too check the duuraT
b
bility
parameteers to withstand
d for the envirronmental attaccks.
S in the present thesis wo
So,
ork the test was
w conducted on
S
Sodium
Sulphaate (Na2SO4), Magnesium Sulfate
S
(MgSO
O4),
S
Sulfuric
Acid (H
H2SO4) and Hy
ydrochloric aciid (HCL) attacck.

R
Results
and Discussion
D
The properties of materials determined
T
d
bassed on the variious
laaboratory testss are presented
d in this work. The strength and
d
durability
charaacteristics of SCBA
S
have alsso been presennted

in this work on thee replaced cooncrete are sttudied and
discussiions on the resuults obtained frrom the tests arre done.

Compreessive Strengtth and Durabiility Charecteristics of
SCBA Replaced
R
Con
ncrete
In accoordance with IS-516 the coompressive strrengths of
SCBA replaced
r
concrete in differeent percentages cured in
water annd different peercentages of Na
N 2SO4, MgSo4 and HCL,
H2So4 foor 28, 60, 90 days
d
are determ
mined by testinng the cube
specimeens in compression testing maachine.
Compreessive Strengtth of SCBA Cubes
C
Cured in
n Water
The SC
CBA replaced concrete cubbes are preparred in the
moulds for estimatingg the compresssive strength values.
v
The
mens were
tests weere conducted as per IS-5166. Cube specim
preparedd using cemennt, replaced witth varying perccentages of
SCBA. The tests weree conducted aft
fter 28, 60 and 90 days of
curing.
The coompressive strrengths of SC
CBA replacedd concrete
increaseed with increaase in curing period for alll the percentages of replacements. Graph 1 infers that coompressive
strengthhs of SCBA reeplaced concreete cubes cured in water
for all curing periods’ increases up too 10% replacem
ment and a
i observed att 15% and
decreasee in compresssive strength is
20% repplacement.

Sodium
m Sulphate Eff
ffect on SCBA
A Replaced Cooncrete
Cubes
Graphs shows the resuults for SCBA
A concrete cubees exposed
% Na2SO4, MgSO4, H2SO4 and HCl
to 1%, 3% and 5%
s
that the coompressive
solutionn. From the graaphs it can be seen
strengthh of SCBA reeplaced concreete cubes increases with
59
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Challen
nges duee to Chaange in Land
L
Usse and Rain
R
Falll Patterrn for
Storm Water
W
C
Collectio
on, Treaatment and
a Disp
posal
1
Rajendraakumar V. Saraf
S

Abstract: There is urgen
nt need to conssider Storm waater managemeent as a part off Town planninng and developpment.
c parks and all
a open spacess like gardens, parks
Urban storrm water is surrface run off frrom roofs, roadds, footpaths, car
etc. Storm water has been traditionallyy collected by storm
s
water draains and transpported throughh pipes and chaannels
r
the harb
bor and ocean.. In the earlier days there useed to be a combbined seweragge system that carries
c
to creeks, rivers,
sanitary wastewater and storm water toogether. For Municipal
M
Authorities provisioon of storm waater sewers is always
a
m water flows on
o the road, thrrough the openn gutter or the storm
the last priiority. In most of the urbanizzed area Storm
water seweer if provided. Due to Urbannization Land use pattern chhanges and nattural drainagee system is vannished,
altered, enncroached and
d being used as
a dumping sitte during non-rainy days. Raain water gushhes directly beecause
natural obbstructions and
d percolation are
a drasticallyy reduced in urrbanized area. Despite of thhe best efforts by the
municipal authority, cha
aos takes placee during rainy season e.g. floood like situattion in Mumbaai, Chennai, ettc. The
statistic shhows that the rain
r
fall patterrn is not channged much. Hoowever it is deefinite that durration of rain fall
f is
becoming shorter.
s
The exxcess rain fall always becomees excuse for failure
fa
of storm
m water drainagge system. Theerefore
there is neeed of understa
anding differennt aspects of Sttorm water maanagement andd its integration with Water supply
s
and Sewerrage system. Geological
G
and topographicall conditions, Land
L
use patterrn, Hydrogeoloogy and the raain fall
are not saame all over therefore appproach and guidelines
g
are to be develooped for site specific condditions.
Urbanizatiion changes the original landdscape and inccreases the surf
rface run off raate. Excess watter if it does noot find
way, it creeates the problems of manm
made flood likee situation. Theerefore storm water needs a proper desiggn and
planning. Carefully eng
gineered and dedicated stoorm water sysstem is requiired. The storrm water is highly
g
along with
w it,
contaminated because it carries all thee discharges off liquid and sollid waste on annd above the ground
b
Attentioon is to be givven to the imppact and mitigaation measuress. Runoff into storm
to the receeiving water bodies.
sewers cann be minimized
d by including sustainable
s
or low impact deevelopment or green infrastruucture practicees into
municipal plans. Direct use of rain water
w
will incrrease Green water
w
Foot Prrint of Urbanizzed populationn. The
wetland caan be developed to reduce the peak flow of Strom watter and to havve green coverr over the lannd and
enhance grround water recharge.
r
Rain water harvestting in urbanizzed area needss critical evaluuation. SOP iss to be
prepared for
f storm wa
ater managemeent system duuring rainy annd dry days. Finally peopple involvemennt and
participation needs to bee built up to takke care and maintain naturaal and manmadde drainage sysstem for their safety.
s
Hence Smaart Technologiies and engineeering solutionss are required to take up the challenges due to Change inn Land
use and Raain Fall Pattern
n for Storm waater Collection Treatment andd Disposal.
Keywordss: Urbanization
n, Land Use Paattern, Rain Falll, Storm Waterr Managementt.

I
Introduction

A

fter indepeendence there is shift of popuulation from ruural
to urban area. Accord
ding to 1901, 2001 and 20011
c
census
populatiion residing in
n urban area in India was 11.44%,
2
28.53%
and 31.16%
3
respecctively. Growtth rate of urbban
p
population
wass 2.76% per annum
a
during 2001–2011. It
I is
a
anticipated
thatt more than 50
0% population will be urbann by
2
2050
[1, 2]. Unnder the urban
n sprawl changge is from Village
→ Out Grow
wth → Urban Agglomeraation → Cen
nsus
1

Chairman, Viraj Envirozing
E
India Pvt.
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Towns → Statutory Towns
T
→ Mu
unicipal Corpooration. In
Annual report 2015––16 Ministry of Urban Deevelopment
acknowledged that thhis transition too urban societty, has not
been accompanied by a appropriate increase in thee supply of
basic urban
u
servicess like water supply, sewerage and
drainagee network, garbbage disposal facilities,
f
cityw
wide roads,
public trransport, and public
p
safety syystems like streeet lighting
and peddestrian pathwaays. The supplyy of land and housing
h
has
not kept pace with thhe increase in urban population. Water
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m
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ssupply and saanitation is a State subjecct and the Sttate
G
Governments/U
Union Territoriies and Urban Local Bodies are
r
responsible
foor providing water supplyy and sanitattion
s
services
througgh planning, deesign, implemeentation, operattion
a maintenancce [3]. Howeveer more thrust is given on Waater
and
S
Supply.
Seweraage system is not yet providded in most of the
u
urban
areas. Stoorm water man
nagement is yeet waiting to geet in
thhe list of prioorities. It is commonly
c
obsserved that, thhese
e
expanding
urbban areas recceive increaseed water suppply
thhrough networrk of pipelines, but do not haave a well definned
s
sewerage
systeems or storm water
w
drainagee systems. Prooper
s
storm
water draainage system is always put on
o the last priority
w
while
planningg new develop
pments. Urbann storm waterr is
s
surface
run offf from roofs, ro
oads, footpaths, car parks andd all
o
open
spaces likke gardens, paarks, etc. Storm
m water has been
trraditionally coollected by storrm water drainns and transporrted
thhrough pipes and
a channels to
t creeks, riverrs, the harbor and
o
ocean.
In the earlier days there used too be a combinned
s
sewerage
systeem that carries sanitary wasttewater and stoorm
w
water
together. For Municipaal Authorities provision
p
of stoorm
w
water
sewers is always thee last priority.. In most of the
u
urbanized
area Storm water flows on the road,
r
through the
o
open
gutter or the
t storm water sewer if provvided.

Change in Laand Use Patttern Due to Urbanization
C
U
n
a its Impacct on Storm Water
and
W
Surface runoff is the flow off water that occurs when exccess
S
s
storm
water, melt
m water, orr other sources flows over the
E
Earth's
surface.. This might occcur because soil
s is saturatedd to
f capacity, raain arrives morre quickly thann soil can absorrb it
full
o impervious areas (roofs an
or
nd pavement) send their runnoff
too surrounding soil that canno
ot absorb all off it. Surface runnoff
is a major compponent of the water
w
cycle. Sooil characteristtics,
p
plants
and anim
mals, and slop
pe angle are among
a
the natuural
f
factors
controllling the prop
portion of preecipitation thatt is
c
converted
to ruunoff in a giv
ven landscape, and the timee it
taakes for runofff to enter a sttream. Human changes to thhese
laandscape featuures has greatlly influence ruunoff. Before the
u
urbanization
thhe land is agriicultural where surface run off
r
rarely
exceed 25%.
2
Due to urbanization,
u
laarge magnitudee of
v
virgin
land is
i being con
nverted into residential and
a
c
commercial
cennters. It chang
ges the surfacee and topograpphic
c
characteristics
of the area by
y ‘grading andd re-grading. The
T
r
roads
and builldings increasee the impervioous surfaces that
t
s
subsequently
i
increase
the storm water runoff rate and
v
volume.
Naturaal l drainage patterns
p
are enncroached, alteered
o redirected. This leads to Localizedd flash floodiing,
or
inncreased frequuency of flooding on the dow
wnstream, scourring
o banks of naatural streams, silting, loss of ground waater
of
r
recharge,
loweer dry weatherr flows in thee streams, habbitat
d
destruction
andd pollution of natural
n
stream
ms. When land--use
c
changes
Routinng factor incrreases i.e. tim
me taken for the
r
runoff
to reachh the water in
nlet decreases thus resultingg in
6
64

higher peak
p
flows. Thhe increase in runoff coefficiient causes
larger volume
v
of floow in the draains and lower volume
percolatte into the grouund.

Change in Rain Fall Pattern an
nd its Impactt on
Storm Water
The Indian summer monsoon (Juune–Septembeer) rainfall
is veryy crucial for the economicc developmennt, disaster
management and hydrrological plannning of the coountry. The
wn decreasing trends
t
over moost parts of
July rainnfall has show
central India.
I
Howeveer, June and August
A
rainfall has shown
increasing trend over the central annd south western parts of
the couuntry. Contribuution of July rainfall is deccreasing in
central and
a west peninnsular India. Buut contributionn of August
rainfall is increasing inn all these areaas. Significant increasing
trend iss also observeed in the annuual rainfall foor the subdivisionns Konkan annd Goa, Madhhya Maharashhtra, North
Interior Karnataka, Rayalseema,
R
c
coastal
Andhraa Pradesh,
a Jammu
Gangetiic West Bengaal, Assam andd Meghalaya and
and Kaashmir [4]. Neearly 75 to 900% of the tottal average
annual rainfall
r
in Indiia occurs durinng the four moonths from
June to September. Ass such storms of
o heavy to mooderate rain
mmon phenomeena during thiss period in moost parts of
are com
India. The
T extreme raiinfall event of 994 mm on 266 July 2005
has beenn a lesson for Mumbai and it
i has indicatedd the perils
of rapidd developmentt in highly cooncentrated urrban areas.
Hyderabbad in August 2008 receivedd over 150 mm
m of rainfall
in less than
t
14 hours within
w
a span of two days. It is second
highest in four decadees. On 15 to 166th of Nov. 2015, Chennai
2
mm off rain precity andd neighboringg areas got 246.5
cipitatioon. These exam
mples indicatee that change in
i rain fall
pattern is making thhe scenario worst.
w
Urban floods are
becominng common siince 2005. Inteergovernmentaal Panel on
climate Change (IPCC
C) in its report released in Jannuary 2001
m
of the warrming observeed over the
has conncluded that most
last 50 years is attribbutable to hum
man activities (especially
emissionns of heat trappping gases frrom fossil fuells which is
likely to double the risks). Further, defforestation,
urbanizaation, industriaalization, increease in automoobiles, etc.
add to the
t fury. Thesee changes are having
h
a lot off influence
on metteorological parameters.
p
Raao, Jaswal annd Kumar
(2004) studied
s
the efffects of urbanizzation on meteeorological
parametters over fifteenn cities (with a population off more than
one milllion) and conccluded that in general brighht sunshine
hours, wind
w
speed, tootal cloud amoount and radiattion values
were showing a decreaasing trend whhile relative huumidity and
rainfall had an increasing trend [77,8]. It is obsserved that
me. However thhe duration
average rain fall remaains almost sam
of rain fall is decreaasing. Probability of havingg +50 mm
rain falll in one houur duration iss more. It haappened in
Pune, Mumbai
M
and Nagpur,
N
etc. Conditions
C
becoome worst
due to increase surface runoff rate due
d to change in
i land use
pattern. Alone in Cheennai due to urrban flood the losses are
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Fig. 1: Caause of Urban Flloods

aaccumulating from
f
Rupees 50,000 crores to
t 100,000 crores.
T automobilee sector’s lossees alone were estimated
The
e
betw
ween
8
8,000
crore [5]. Thus floodss in urbanizedd area caused the
d
damages
to thee tune of thoussands of millioon rupees in Inndia
a will continnue to happen till storm wateer managemennt is
and
c
considered
seriiously. Thus an
a integral appproach is requiired
f storm wateer design for reeduction in peeak flow and tootal
for
f
flow
of storm water runoff. Direct and Inndirect causess of
u
urban
floods arre summarized in Figure 1.

N
Need
of Storm
m Water Ma
anagement
Increased urbaan population obliviously
o
creeates pressure on
a
available
urbann infrastructuree for land, wateer, shelter and put
f
forth
higher deemands for ho
ousing, transpoortation, industtrial
a
and
commerciial developmeents. Unplanneed urban grow
wth
c
causes
illegal encroachmentts on natural drainages. Waater
m
management
inn urban area always play vital
v
role in city
c
d
development.
o water supply and sewerrage
In addition to
d
distribution
nettwork, manageement of storm water is gettinng a
p
prime
importannce. By defau
ult we assume that storm waater
w find its way.
will
w
It was tru
ue prior to the change in land
u by urbaniization. Impro
use
oper storm waater managem
ment
inncreases floodd and water lo
ogging potentiial of city, creeate
s
serious
threats to undergroun
nd and surfacee water resourrces
a
available.
Therrefore storm water
w
needs a proper carefuully
e
engineered
design appropriatte planning andd dedicated stoorm
w
water
management. Sustain
nable urban drainage
d
systeems

work with
ensure planning of storm water drainage netw
mental consideerations and use
u of green technologies
environm
for storm
m water manaagement. It has potential forr economic
use of costly
c
water reesources and also
a
to reduce the
t cost of
water poollution controol and abatemennt. It will also reduce the
associatted health hazaards, increase green
g
cover annd improve
air quaality and incrreases aesthettic values off the city.
Essentiaal planning coonsiderations, technology opptions and
innovatiions in storm water
w
managem
ment to be considered for
“Smart City” concept.

Strom Water Qualiity, its Impacct and
Mitigation Measures
The storrm water carriees all the dischharges of liquidd and solid
waste onn and above thhe ground alonng with it to thee receiving
water boodies. It is higghly contaminaated. Yet attenntion is not
given too the impact and
a mitigationn measures. Urrban storm
water contains pollutaants that deterriorate water quality
q
and
adverselly impact aquatic habitat. Pollutants found in storm
water innclude suspendded solids, heeavy metals annd a broad
spectrum
m of organiic compoundss including pesticides,
nutrientts, petroleum compounds, pathogen
p
indiccators and
other byy-products of urban
u
activitiess. Urban storm
m water has
also beeen shown to alter
a
water quaality parameteers such as
pH, oxyygen demand, specific conduuctance, tempeerature and
turbidityy. Urbanizationn modifies the hydrologic prroperties of
a land that generallyy leads to incrrease volumes of runoff
65
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ffrom a given amount
a
of preecipitation, andd a more rapiidly
d
developing
runnoff peak. Theese pollutants and hydro-moodif
fications
can diirectly result in
n negative imppacts to biota and
a
d
degrade
ecosysstems. The saamples of Storrm water joinning
M
Mutha
River were
w
collected during heavyy rains in Auggust
2
2016.
The ressults are given
n in Table 1.. Similar are the
f
findings
by Nivvedita and Raw
wal [6] for thee sample colleccted
f
from
Kothrud Basin in Punee. It can be cooncluded from the
T
Table
1 that Storm
S
water qu
uality in naturral drains is very
v
p
poor
and is com
mparable to th
hat of dilute to medium strenngth
s
sewage.
It meaans the Storm water
w
shall be treated before the
d
disposal
in to water
w
bodies.

e
due too vehicular
Organicc and inorganiic chemicals emitted
traffic and
a other dom
mestic and induustrial activities can get
depositeed on rooftop and
a leach out with
w rooftop waater. These
chemicaals may presennt in micro leevel can contam
minate the
undergrround water ovver period of tiime. Thereforee rainwater
harvestiing is to bee critically evaluated
e
and carefully
implemeented to avoid any adverse im
mpact due to collision
c
of
human activities with the nature to have more waater [9,10].
No douubt at present Rainwater haarvesting offerrs a smallscale beest managemennt practice to reeduce storm water
w
runoff
and the problems associated with it.

Table 1: Storm
m Water Qualityy
Parameeters

1

2

3

4

5

Suspended Sollids, Mg/l

240
2

320

2335

198

2100

COD Mg/l

315
3

192

1445

295

1888

BOD, Mg/l

122
1

90

788

145

1022

R
Rain
Water Harvesting
H
Fate of rain waater is given in
F
n Figure 2. Fouur products of rain
r
w
water
are hum
midity, naturall storage (ponnds, Lake, ettc.),
s
surface
runoff, ground waterr recharge and bound water. As
d
discussed
earliier after consttruction the duue to increasee in
im
mpervious areaas surface runss of increases from
f
25% to 855%.
T increase groound water reccharge Pune, Chennai
To
C
and maany
o
other
cities havve made Rain
n water harvessting compulsoory.
H
However
practiically it is diffficult to put enntire rain waterr or
w
water
equivalennt to differencce of surface ruun off before and
a
after
the constrruction. At preesent storm waater gushes outt on
r
roads
or throuugh the storm water drainagge system. Stoorm
w
water
drainagee system can be integrated with Rain waater
h
harvesting
byy providing the rechargee pits and the
o
obstructions
too the flow. As per the studies carried out by
R
R.V.
Saraf [9] rainwater before
b
touchinng the groundd is
d
devoid
of soluuble solids an
nd has tendenncy to leach out
c
calcium
and soolids from all the rocks com
mmonly foundd in
a
aquifers.
It indicates that Maagnesium and other
o
solids baased
o and heavy metal
on
m
present in
i rock can bee leached out with
w
r
rainwater.
Enhhance rate of percolation and
a
recharge can
c
cause
drastic change in groun
nd water qualiity. It is observved
thhat excessive pumping of ground water has
h lowered doown
thhe ground waater table. Thiss is due to im
mbalance betw
ween
n
natural
rechargge and draw off ground water.. Vice versa if the
r
recharge
of groound water is enhance
e
by rainnwater harvestting
thhen it may inncrease the gro
ound water tabble and cause the
s
serious
problem
m of increase in
i salinity of soil
s and changee in
s flora and fauna.
soil
f
Similarly
y if rainwater directly comess in
c
contact
with low
wer strata of so
oil and rock it can change waater
q
quality
and weeather the rock
k at faster ratee. Over periodd of
tiime it may chaange the geochemistry [9].
6
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Fig.. 2: Fate of Rainn Water

Retention Basins
Retentioon basins offeer a viable sollution to the problem
p
of
urban storm water ruunoff in develooping countriees. In rural
r
basinns have been used for cennturies for
India, retention
holding rainfall to auugment drinkiing water andd irrigation
t
are among the mostt common
supply. Percolation tanks
h
struuctures in Inddia. It is an artificially
runoff harvesting
created surface water body submergging a highly permeable
s
runoff is made to perrcolate and
land areea so that the surface
rechargee the ground water
w
storage.
Retentioon basins filteer pollutants suuch as metals,, nutrients,
sedimennts, or organicss by sedimentaation. Further removal
r
of
pollutannts is achieved through algal and wetland pllant uptake
as well as bacterial decomposition
d
Case studies have been
H
reportedd from variouss parts of Inddia including Hyderabad,
Surat annd Karnataka [11]. Due to financial
f
consttraints and
lack of infrastructure,, wastewater management
m
syystems are
t
sudden inncrease in hyddraulic load
not welll equipped to treat
due to rain
r
or floods. Retention bassins offer an innexpensive
and susttainable drainaage solution too this problem. Instead of
Retentioon basins ponnds can be useed for storagee of storm
water foor longer timee. This allows natural processses, using
bacteriaa and sunlight,, to break dow
wn pollutants before the
water evventually flowss into downstreeam watercourrses. Ponds
can alsoo be a welcom
me addition to urban
u
areas, enncouraging
plants and wildlife. Sttudies show thaat incorporatinng retention
basins to conventionnal drainage networks caan prevent
floodingg in receiving bodies and trransport of oil, organics
and toxiic metals throuugh storm wateer runoff (CID
DCO 2013).
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Retention basinns or holding ponds
R
p
have beeen constructedd in
c
coastal
Navi Mumbai
M
to avo
oid water loggging of low lyying
a
areas
and prevvent pollutantts to flow innto the creek. In
M
Mumbai,
retenntion basin was
w
effective in storm waater
f
flooding
and reducing
r
the total
t
suspendedd solids [10–112].
S
Silting
of Pondd and mangrov
ves growth is the
t main probllem
o
observed
with Retention
R
Basiin constructed in Navi Mumbbai.
P
Ponds
act as reetention basin in
i normal conddition and storrage
taank during higgh tide. It helpss in avoiding water
w
logging.

S
Sustainable
U
Urban
Drain
nage Systems
Sustainable Urrban Drainage Systems (SUD
S
DS) mimic natture
a
and
typically manage rainfa
fall close to where
w
it falls. It
innvolves sequennce of followin
ngs management practices.
• Transport of
o surface watter with reductiion in surface run
off beforee it joins the natural waterr body to enssure
reduction in
i urban floodss and protectioon of natural flow
fl
regimes in watercourses.
• Encouragee natural ground
dwater/aquiferr recharge.
• Provide opportunities
o
for natural evaporation
e
frrom
surface waater and evapo--transpiration from
f
vegetationn.
• Reduction of pollution frrom storm wateer to protect waater
quality.
• Ensures minimal or no lo
ong-term detrim
mental damagee on
s
and natural environnment.
manmade structures
• Provide sto
orage for storm
m water for naatural treatmennt to
enhance percolation
p
forr ground watter recharge and
usage of water
w
in non rainy days. Itt will be also an
attractive habitat
h
for wild
dlife in urban watercourses.
w
• Create safee and better pla
aces to live, woork and play.
A SUDS is doone in three sttages as show
wn in Figure 3.
3 It
b
begins
with Source
S
control at Individual Buildings, Site
S
c
control
for larrger area of residential
r
com
mplex, roads and
p
parks
and finaally Regional Control
C
at dow
wnstream of Site
S
c
control
and beefore it joins the natural water
w
conveyaance
(Streams, Nalaa and river) Rainwater
R
thaat passes throuugh
s
small
SUDS caan feed into larrger SUDS whhich deal with the
g
gathered
run-offf from a widee area. It is beest to connect the
f
flows
between SUDS compo
onents with sw
wales, filter draains
o ditches and avoid
or
a
the use of
o pipes.

Fig.. 3: Three Stages of Sustainable Urban
Drainag
ge Systems

Integraation of Storm Water forr Wetland
Develoopment
Storm water
w
can be stored
s
on the open
o
land befoore it joins
the natuural drainage. The
T wetland caan be developedd to reduce
the peakk flow Strom water and devveloped the grreen cover
over thee land. It will also add to thee ground waterr recharge.
It also satisfy urban design objecttives, such as providing
passive recreational and
a
landscapee value, wildliife habitat,
i a stream
flood coontrol and conttrol of the physical changes in
due to urban developpment. Existinng ponds or wetlands
w
to
ways create new
w ponds to
treat runn-off shall neveer be used. Alw
avoid damaging or diisturbing the wildlife
w
that is already in
c
practiice, vegetationn should be
the areaa. Contrary to common
establishhed perpendicuular to the direection of flow to
t optimize
interactiion between wetland
w
vegetaation and polluuted water.
Most poollutants from urban
u
area are transported duuring storm
events. Therefore phyysical processees are more im
mportant in
a these timees. Biological processes
trappingg pollutants at
become important unnder low flow
w conditions, when previously trapped mateerials are trannsformed andd recycled.
Small suuspended partiicles adhere to plant surfaces,, which act
as filterrs. Plants alsoo provide a suurface on which photosynthetiic organisms suuch as algae caan grow. Thesee epiphytic
algae reemove both fine
fi particles and
a
dissolved pollutants
from thhe water colum
mn. The propeer design of constructed
c
wetlandds for treatmennt of urban storm
s
water is a multidisciplinnary task. Early planning, ideentification and prioritizing of the various beeneficial uses are vital in ensuring
e
a
m water managgement and urrban design
sustainaable urban storm
system. The creation of constructeed wetlands reequires the
coordinaation of civvil works annd wetland vegetation
establishhment [14]. The functionss of vegetation during
storm-evvent flow andd base flow coonditions in weetlands are
summarrized in Table 2.
2
Table 2: Functtion of Wetland during Base Floow
annd Storm Event Flow
F
During Base Flow
Providees surface areaa for epiphytess
Eepiphyytes take up maaterials from thee
water annd introduce theem to sediments,
as cellss dislodge from
m plant surfacess
and setttle. This is a shoort-term processs
occurrinng over hours to weeks.
Takes up
u nutrients from
m the sedimentss
Nutriennts in the sedim
ment are trans-formed into plant biom
mass. This is a
m-term process occurring overr
medium
weeks to
t years
Controll of surface sediment
s
redoxx
Plant root-zones generally
g
helpp
s
surfacee
maintainn an oxidized sediment
layer preventing chhemical trans-formatioon of settled polllutant

During Storm
Event Flow
F
• Increases hydraulic
h
roughness
• Promotes uniform
u
flow
• Enhances
sedimentattion of
particles
• Provides suurface area
for small-pparticle
adhesion
• Protects seediments
from erosioon
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Operation andd Maintenancce of Storm Water
O
W
Drainagee
T storm wateer system is to
The
o be operated only during raainy
s
season
and restt of the year it remain idle. As
A such there iss no
S
SOP
available for storm waater managemeent system durring
r
rainy
and dry days. There is
i need of Stoorm water quaality
m
monitoring
to ensure
e
the treaatment and prootect the receivving
w
water
body.
Guidelines or Standards forr Storm Waterr Managemen
G
nt
D
Detail
Guidelinnes standards are not yet avvailable in Inddia.
T
There
is one standard callled as Guideelines on Urbban
D
Drainage
Publiished by Indian
n Roads Congrress [15]. Therre is
n
need
to preparre Guidelines and
a standards for Storm Waater
M
Management
geeneral and speccific to site conndition.
Public Involveement and Participation
P
N
Natural
drainagge system is encroached byy or changed for
h
human
habitatiion. It is obserrved that storm
m water manhooles
a used for dum
are
mping the solid
d waste. Sewagge is connectedd to
thhe storm water line. This ressults into the unsafe
u
conditioons.
P
People
involvement and partiicipation needss to be built upp to
taake care andd maintain naatural and maanmade drainnage
s
system
for theirr safety.

C
Conclusion
Sustainable Strrom Water Man
S
nagement is too be consideredd on
toop priority to avoid urban flloods and loss of money duee to
d
damages.
Theree is definite im
mpact of changge in land use and
a
r
rainfall
patternn on storm water
w
generatiion. It is to be
inntegrated withh site specificc geological and metrological
f
factors.
There is
i a need of pllanning of storrm water drainnage
n
network
with environmental
e
consideration and use of grreen
technology. Preevention at ressource, reductiion and controol at
s followed by
site
b control at reegion will reduuce the impactt of
p
pollution,
peakk flow and gusshing water inn the storm waater
d
drain.
The rain water harvestiing, retention pond
p
and wetlaand
d
development
arre to be incorporated in plannning. The wetlaand
w reduce the pollution, peaak load impact and will increease
will
p
percolation
of water. The water
w
in the tank can be used
u
d
during
non rainny season and
d will also attrract the wild life.
l
P
Public
involvem
ment and participation is must
m
to protect the
n
natural
drainagge and avoid th
he encroachmeent or dumpingg of
s
solids.
Specificcations and gu
uidelines are too be prepared for
s
sustainable
storrm water drain
nage system. It
I will reduce the
c
cost
of water pollution con
ntrol and abateement, associaated
h
health
hazardss and urban flood. It will increase grreen
c
cover
and aestthetic values of
o the city. Essential
E
plannning

6
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a innovationns in storm
considerrations, technoology options and
water Management
M
aree required for “Smart
“
City” concept.
c
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Innoovative Solution
S
ns for Deevelopm
ment of Water
W
R
Resource
es:
How
w to Utiilize Und
dergrou
und Aqu
uifer as a
Natu
ural Lak
ke-cum-Reservooir
M.K.. Ghosh Royy1

Abstract: India is besett with some reaal water probllems with frequuent floods in some
s
states annd recurrent drrought
a
some seriious problems in the
in some otther States arissing out of unppredictability of the monsooon. There are also
distributionn of river wa
ater between neighbouring
n
S
States,
as exeemplified by thhe Cauvery River Water diisputes
between Karnataka
K
and Tamil Nadu, and
a also Mahannadi River watter dispute betw
ween Odissa and
a Chhattisgaarh. To
remove thee maldistritribu
ution of water resources over the States, thhere are some proposals
p
of innterlinking of rivers,
r
which soluutions are hugeely costly and time
t
consumingg. The paper reecommends sysstematic use off groundwater which
is generallly available in
n all States. To
T build a resservoir or otheer surface infr
frastructure, huuge investmennts are
required too be made. Sim
milarly to creaate a network of
o canals to disstribute irrigattion water callls for using upp large
areas of laand and heavyy investment too create the associated
a
infraastructure. Onn the other hand the undergground
aquifer maay be made to serve
s
as naturral reservoir orr lake which already exists. No
N new water infrastructure needs
to be builtt, other than reecharging. An agriculturist shall
s
be allow
wed to draw all reasonable water
w
by pumpping to
maximize agricultural
a
prroduction. But there will be a condition thaat all excess water
w
that remaains after wettiing the
soil shall be
b returned to the undergrouund to help reccharging the aquifer.
a
The exxcess water muust not be allow
wed to
remain on the soil surfacce getting evapporated or runnning off to the waterway, witthout creating any economic value.
During thee rainy season, the same millions of rechargging facility wiill recharge the aquifer to the full, making up the
actual conssumption for irrrigation.
Keywordss: UNESCO, Siklomanov,
S
M
McKinsey.

I
Introduction

I

ndia has a large numbeer of rivers. India also gets
g
g
amount of
o rainfall of 1100 mm on the
reasonably good
n
national
averagge. The probllem arises beecause of unevven
s
space
and timee distribution of
o the water reesources. In soome
r
river
basin Braahmaputra-Baraak, there is coonsiderable exccess
o water unutiliized and flowing out to the sea.
of
s In south Inndia
thhe rivers are generally
g
rain-ffed and there iss enough water in
thhe rivers onlyy during four months of monsoon.
m
In soome
p
parts
of Rajasthhan in western
n India, the annnual rain fall iss as
loow as 100 to 300
3 mm. Furth
her, the major rainfall
r
occurs for
o
only
three to foour months in a year leading to low utilizattion
o the availablee water. To maake the matter worse, the Inddian
of
p
population
is steadily
s
increassing from about 400 millionn in
1
1950
to 1200 million
m
in 2012.

really seerving the natuure. The develoopment, conserrvation and
sustainaability of waterr resources aree of strategic importance
i
for Indiaa and the worldd.

PART–I: Pressent Water Resource
R
Stattus

Global Stock of Wateer—Static Stoock
and Ren
newable Stockk
To fullyy understand the problem of
o water resouurces, it is
advisablle that we exxamine water resource withh a global
perspecttive. For wateer is a globally shared resoource with
local vaariations of avvailability. Baased on waterr exchange
characteeristics, two cooncepts of watter are used in hydrology
and watter managemeent to assess the
t water resoources in a
region: static storagge componentt and renewaable water
o water is 14400 million
componnent. The total globe stock of
km3 (Taable 1), of whicch total fresh water
w
is 37.8 million
m
km3,
most off which is frozzen in icecaps and glaciers. Hence the
maximuum available freshwater
fr
is only
o
0.14 milliion km3 or
3
14,000 km
k .

Water is vital for
W
f life, to grow
w food, to run industries,
i
to save
thhe environment, to sustain biodiversity. Saving waterr is

The stoock of water undergoes reecirculation thhrough the
annual hydrological
h
c
cycle
of evapooration, and prrecipitation
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(Table 2 and Figure
F
1). Tablle 2 shows exxcess precipitattion
o 42,700 km3 on land, whhich is called the
(i.e. rainfall) of
r
renewable
stockk of water.
Tab
ble 1: Global Sto
ock of Water Ressources
Souurces
Ocean Water
Fresh Water
Total Water

Quantity,
Million km
m3
1362.2
37.8
1400.0

Percentagge,
%
97.3
2.7
100.0

29.18
8.46
0.13
0.02
0.01
37.80

77.2
22.4
00.3
00.05
00.03
100.00

0.13
0.01
0.14

00.3
00.03
00.33

Breakup of Tottal Fresh Waterr
Icecaps and Glaaciers
Groundwater annd Soil Moisturee
Lakes and Swamp
Atmosphere
Streams and Riivers
Total Fresh Waater
Available Fresh
h Water
Lakes and Swamps
Streams and Riivers
Total Availablee Fresh Water
S
Sources:
UN Waters.

Precipitation
458 TCM

Evaporation
503 TCM

Run-off
45 TCM

Evapora
ation
74 TCM
M

Precipitation
119 TCM

A smalll part of the exxcess water at 2100 km3 infiltrates into
the underground aquifer, leaving ann available surrface water
of 42,7000 km3 annuallyy for human usse.

UNESC
CO Report: Su
upply and Dem
mand
As alreeady stated, the UNESCO
O estimates thhe annual
renewabble freshwaterr at 42,700 km3 from the
t
global
hydrological cycle (seee Table 2 annd Figure 1). The
T global
a per UN Waaters is about 3750 km3.
average withdrawal as
s
at
This sceenario does noot therefore higghlight water scarcity,
least at the
t global leveel.

McKinssey Report: Su
upply and Dem
mand
Howeveer, the McKinssey Report highhlights the relaative global
scarcity more realisticcally from morre detailed connsideration
m3 in 2000
of demaand and supplyy. It shows a deeficit of 400 km
3
rising likkely to 2800 km
k .
The MccKinsey data show that thhe water withhdrawal at
present is 4500 km3, which is higgher than the UNESCO
manov) estimatee of 3750 km3. However, we
w may use
(Siklom
the highher figure of McKinsey
M
to play
p
safe. In any
a case it
does noot affect our hypotheses reegarding the innovative
solutionns of water probblems.

Summaarizing the Waater Resourcee Problem
Fig. 1: Cyccles of Evapo-Trranspiration andd Precipitation
(Siklomano
ov, UNESCO)
Table 2: Renew
wable Fresh Watter – Evaporationn and Precipitatiion
Areas
Sea
Land (Surface
Water)
Groundwater
(recharge)
Balancing Totaal

Evaporation,
km3
–502,800
0
–74,200
0

Precipitattion,
km3
+458,0000
+119,0000

–

–

–577,000
0

Differencce,
km3
–44,8000
+42,7000
+2,1000

+577,0000

SSource: UNESCO Water
W
Report (Prof. Siklomanov), 19998, State Hydrologgical
Innstitute, St. Petersburg.

Summarrizing the releevant parts of the reports off UNESCO
Report and
a McKinseyy Consortium,
Global Stock
S
of Fresh Water : 140,000 bcm
Renewaable Fresh Watter at : 42,700 bcm
Annual Withdrawal
: 3,750 bcm (UN)
4,200 bcm (McKinnsey)

Why theen is the big water
w
crisis?
Though the actual avvailable globall stock of fressh water is
fairly laarge at 140,000 km3, it consstitutes only 0..3% of the
total gloobal fresh wateer stock of 37.8 million km3; it may be
noted thhat the total stock
s
of freshh water is 2.5 times the
annuallyy renewable 422,700 km3 and 28.5 times thee estimated
withdraw
wal of water att 3750 km3.

Tablee 3: Demand Suppply Position (Buusiness as Usuall)
Water User Seectors
Domestic
Industry
Agriculture
Total

Wateer User Demand 2000
Km
m3
%
60
00
1
14
80
00
1
16
310
00
7
70
450
00
1000

Water User Demandd 2030 (Projecteed)
Km3
%
900
12
*1500
22
66
**4300
100
6900

* Increase in conssumption is driven by Chinese consppicuous consumptiion of 365 km3 for Electricity generaation.
*** Increase is driveen by conspicuous Indian consumptiion of 1195 km3 foor higher food prodduction.

7
70

C
Current
Supply 20000
Water Sources
S
Km3
%
Surface Water
W
85000
83
Ground Water
W
7000
17
Surplus Water
W
–1000
–
Total
41000
100

S
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But the probleem of water sccarcity arises as we have been
B
e
emphasizing,
f water is veery unevenly distributed in the
for
w
world
and worrse still, the disstribution is tootally unrelatedd to
thhe areas of huuman habitation
n. This utter mal-distribution
m
n of
w
water
has givenn rise to high scarcity of waater, especiallyy in
m
major
part of the
t developing
g world. In paarticular, waterr is
inndeed very sccarce in arid zones
z
of Nortth Africa and the
M
Middle
East Arrab Peninsula. Worsening thhe scarce situattion
o water there is
of
i wasteful use of water in aggriculture, indusstry
a
and
municipalities, lack of sanitation annd unprecedennted
p
pollution
of water.
w
All in all, it appearrs that the waater
r
resource
position is unsusttainable and calls for radiical
r
reform
and devvelopment.

IIndian Scenarrio of Water Resources
R
W
Without
displaaying statisticcs and data, we are able to
d
describe
Indiann water resourcce scenario as grim
g
as under:
1. Extensive floods in man
ny parts of thhe country durring
monsoon;
2. Severe droought in many parts of the country
c
leadingg to
suicides off many farmerss in the summeer.
3. River Waater distributio
on problems, exemplified by
Cauvery River
R
Water diisputes betweeen Karnataka and
Tamil Naddu.
4. Regional Water
W
Distributtion problem, calling
c
for huggely
expensive Inter-linking of
o rivers projeccts Innovationss in
Water Mannagement are thus highly neecessary for Inndia
as to storaage, conservattion, scientificc distribution and
modern ecoonomic irrigatiion.

Part–II: Innoovative Soluttions
P
o Water Ressources
of
Treat Undergrround Aquiferr as a Naturall
T
L
Lake-cum-Res
servoir
Taking cognizaance of difficu
T
ult water situattion in India, it
i is
f that for Inddia some innov
felt
vative thinking in water resouurce
is called for. Inn any case, we
w venture heree to submit soome
innnovative soluution proposalss, which are appplicable globaally
a
and
is basicallly low-cost. The basic phhilosophy of the
r
recommendatio
ons is to treat underground aquifer a natuural
laake-cum-reservvoir.

Groundwater as an Effectivve Source
G
o Water Resoource
of
G
Groundwater
is available in most areas of
o the world. But
B
thhere are genuuine concerns about the oveer-exploitationn of
g
groundwater.
However, wee recommendd more use of
g
groundwater
too produce mo
ore crop and food. How this
t
s
should
be posssible? Firstly,, treat the grooundwater as the

r
riverr or canal. In building a
natural underground reservoir,
reservoiir or other surface wateer infrastructuure, huge
investm
ments are required to be madde. Similarly, to
t create a
networkk of canals to distribute
d
irrigaation water alsso calls for
using up
u huge areas of land and investing
i
largee funds to
create thhe necessary innfrastructure. The
T undergrouund aquifer
serves as
a natural reservoir or lake which
w
already exists. No
new water infrastruccture needs to
t be built, other
o
than
rechargiing. An agricuulturist shall be allowed too draw all
reasonabble water byy pumping too maximize agricultural
a
productiion. But there will
w be a condiition that all exxcess water
that rem
mains after weetting the soil shall be returrned to the
undergrround to help reecharging the aquifer.
a
The exxcess water
must noot be allowed to remain on the soil surfaace getting
evaporaated or runningg off to the waaterway, without creating
any ecoonomic value. During the rainy season, the same
millionss of rechargingg facility will reecharge the aquuifer to the
full, making up the acttual consumptiion for irrigatioon.

Implem
mentation of “Underground
“
d Natural Lakke”
Projectt
How suuch a system could
c
be impleemented? All agriculture
pumpingg systems willl be required to be licensed. License
will be granted only when
w
the rechharging networrks of field
channels are providedd for and recharrging pit is buiilt. Perhaps
several farmers in thhe neighbourhhood are needded to be
o
a largger pump andd a large
organiseed together owing
rechargiing pit. And eaach farmer neeeds to excavatee their own
shallow channels. Thhe design of such
s
a schemee of water
management is displaayed in Figure 2. In Figure 2 is shown
o a network of
o field channells watering
the scheematic design of
scheme which providdes most econoomic but comp
mprehensive
w
with veery high agricuultural producttivity. The
use of water
water iss sourced from
m ground waterr serviced by a pumping
well at the left of the field. The exccess water flow
ws through
the channnels to a grouundwater recharging well onn the right.
The authhor has seen siimilar scheme working in Chhina during
his induustrial-cum-business tour some years ago. The lush
green fiields in China were found so
s well watereed with the
Pumping
Well

Crop
Line
Water
Line

Rechargingg
Well

Fig. 2: Agriccultural Field Waatering Channelss
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D

aabove scheme,, naturally ach
hieving high productivity.
p
T
The
a
above
scheme can be enlargeed to cover upp an entire villlage
o several villaages by using piped supply water and pipped
or
r
return
water instead
i
of dig
gging canals as schematicaally
illlustrated in Fiigure 3.
The above systtem commendss itself for anoother vital reasson.
T
T water scheeme does not depend
This
d
on the monsoon or otther
r
rain
on the imm
mediate basis. Even if the raainy season is bad
b
inn one year, thhe natural reserrvoir of underrground aquifeer is
c
capable
of suppply vital agro-w
water, necessaary recharging can
b implementedd as and when good rain arrivves.
be
UG WATER WELL

FARM
M- 1

FARM - 2

FARM -33
RECHARGE PIT
T

Fig. 3: Ennlarged Multi-Faarm Irrigation wiith UG Water

Continuous an
C
nd Intensive Recharging
R
T
Two
proposals have been maade above to save
s
water on the
a
agro-fields
andd use that to recharge
r
undeerground aquiffers.
N
Now
it has beeen mention thaat there are maany projects at the
n
national
and sub-national levels of reccharging aquiffers
s
sponsored
by thhe governmentts and civil soccieties. We woould
liike to augmennt the above reecharge system
ms by methodss of
c
continuous
rechharges by drillling recharge wells
w
inside lakkes,
r
rivers,
canals and
a ponds, to th
he extent practticable. While the
r
recharge
wells inside the riveer may be kept active throughhout
thhe year, diverrting part of th
he run-off to underground, the
o
other
recharge wells inside laakes, reservoir canals and ponds
s
shall
be kept acctive at least du
uring the rainy seasons.
E
Extra
Storagee Reservoir off Water
Now, on the exxpenditure sidee of water buddget, there are two
N
t
loosses-Evaporaation and riv
ver Run-off (less minim
mum
e
environmental
flow). On the receipt side we
w have renewaable
w
water
from preecipitation, wh
hich is variablee and active. The
T
r
role
and causee of storage iss not that mucch highlightedd or
g
given
importannce. The und
derground aquuifers are natuural
s
storage
spacess of unlimited
d capacities. By augmentiing,
a
activating
and popularizing
p
th
he undergroundd storage systems,
w
water
supply and use equaation can be truly
t
transform
med
s
solving
water scarcity
s
to a very substantial extent.
e
Today, we
h
have
a high ratio of evap
poration, nearrly equal to the
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precipitaation. By increeasing storage, the usage facttor goes up
and thee evaporation ratio comes down.
d
High sttorage also
brings down
d
the run-ooff.

Minimiizing Evaporaation of Waterr
by Solaar Panel Coverrage
Here is another innnovating prooposal in futture water
management, which thhe author firstt heard from a lecture of
t then Chieff Minister of Gujarat
G
and
Shri Naarendra Modi, the
presentlly the Prime Minister
M
of Inndia. Evaporation causes
heavy loosses of water,, much more thhan the losses by way of
run-off. If evaporationn can be reduuced, more water will be
availablle for agricultuure and domesttic water. Therre are large
networkks of canals all over the couuntry. If the caanals could
be coveered by solar panels,
p
protectiing the canal water
w
from
direct solar
s
radiationn, the evaporration will coome down
substanttially and att the same time large amount
a
of
photovooltaic electricityy will be availlable to augmeent national
productiivity of servicces and goodss, ushering in economic
prosperiity.
Other Water-Saving
W
Proposals
There iss several low--water irrigatioon technologiees like drip
water irrrigation, whichh is widely praacticed in Israeel. The use
of this technology leadds to large saviing of water foor the same
or moree crops per dropp. It is well knnown that rice cultivation
is highlyy water-intensive. But newer method of riice cultivation likee “Systems off Rice Intensifiication (SRI)”,, promoted
by UN--FAO and used in Japan, which
w
requires much less
water thhan the flooding method off paddy culturee followed
still todaay in India.
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Severe Contamination of Large Quantity of Groundwater
by Bleaching and Dyeing Effluents at Maheshtala Textile Cluster,
West Bengal: Seasonal Assessment by Multivariate Approach
Biman Gati Gupta1, Jayanta K. Biswas*1 and Kamalesh M. Agrawal2

Abstract: The study was conducted for four years (2012–2016) to assess the contamination of groundwater due to
the discharge of huge quantity of hazardous effluent (2000 MLD) from small scale (SSI) textile bleaching, dyeing
units (800 No.) located at Kalikapur and Mahispota under Maheshtala textile cluster (22.290N, 88.110E), 24Parganas, West Bengal. The large quantity of water required for textile processing is drawn from groundwater by
pumps. An enormous quantity of effluent is directly discharged to the nearby open land (60%), nallah (10%) and
canal (30%). Apart from effluent, groundwater aquifers also receive sewage and other household wastewater left
unattended by treatment infrastructure lacking in the area. The physicochemical analysis of groundwater drawn
from 30 m depth and measured as per APHA (2001) reflected pH (8), carbonate (804 mg/l), nitrate (22.2 mg/l), total
dissolved solids (4769 mg/l), sodium (1117.6 mg/l), fluoride (0.49 mg/l), iron (0.68 mg/l), lead (0.058 mg/l), SAR
(22.5) and EC at 250C (7.9 µS/cm), all exceeding the maximum permissible limits as laid down by both EPA (2016)
and WHO (2003). The multivariate approach of physico-chemical parameters and statistical analyses was used in
this study to find out the seasonal groundwater quality variation. Study indicated that quality of groundwater is very
poor for domestic, industrial and agriculture uses. Thus, this study reflects the usefulness of the analysis of quality
assessment. From the study it also appears that contaminated groundwater requires total treatment to arrest the
production of degraded agricultural crops, fruits, vegetable and drinking water required for human consumption to
save from epidemic gastrointestinal (GI) disorder, hepatitis, skin allergy, renal disorder etc. in a populated area
near Calcutta. The findings of the study will help formulating water treatment processes to generate safe water for
domestic, agriculture and industrial uses.
Keywords: Bleaching and Dyeing Effluents; Groundwater; Contamination; Assessment of Seasonal Quality.

Introduction

A

bout 74% of the wells in West Bengal has witnessed
decline in water level during 2006 to 2016 as per the
study conducted by CGWB (2016). With the continuing
business as usual scenario of water uses, it will undoubtedly
become more intense and about half of the global population
will be affected with severe water crisis by 2030 (UNICEF
and WHO, 2010). Among different industries, textile
industries draw large quantity of water from different surface
and underground sources for process requirement. The
wastewater generated from textile industries contains large
quantities of dyes and chemicals that create major
environmental challenges by degrading surface water, soil,
1

agricultural land and underground water due to lack of
proper infrastructure. Majority of tiny and small scale
bleaching and dying units discharge textile wastewater to
open drains, canals and even lands. Continuous discharge of
wastewater over decades impose loads of Biochemical
Oxygen Demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD),
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), Total Suspended Solids
(TSS), dyes, nitrate (NO3), sulphate (SO4), carbonate
(CaCO3), fluoride (Fl), sodium (Na), iron (Fe), heavy metals
like lead (Pb), Chromium (Cr) that contaminate of surface
and ground water resources, soil and air (Vega et al., 1998).
The effect of this long time discharge created major
environmental risk in the form of loss of agricultural and

Department of Ecological Studies & International Centre for Ecological Engineering, University of Kalyani, Kalyani, West Bengal, India.
*biswajoy2000@yahoo.com
2
Department of Environment Management, Indian Institute of Social Welfare & Business Management, College Square West, Kolkata, India.
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aqua cultural production, accumulation of heavy metals in
fruits and vegetable, non-availability of drinking water
(Simenonov et al., 2003) in the study area. The yearly consumption of groundwater has been estimated at 600,000 ML
(@2000MLD and 300 working days) at Maheshtala Textile
cluster. Decrease in annual rainfall and lack of treatment
facilities for reusing of wastewater will create water shortage
in the cluster area in near future. Several positive interventions have been adopted in Tirupur Textile cluster in
Tamilnadu, India to mitigate the ecological risk in the region.
Only oxidation process as operational in the common
effluent treatment plant at Tirupur if replicated in the present
study area will not be sufficient to get potable and reusable
water for bleaching and dying industries. Common effluent
treatment plant with zero discharge facilities will help purification of ground and underground water (Tchobanoglous
and Burton, 1995). Treatment of effluent will save further
degradation of water quality, soil, air, agricultural produces
and human health through food chain. Considering these
facts, the present assessment of untreated ground water and
underground water and their effects on the environment will
help selection of treatment process to get quality and
reusable water for textile industries and to protect the area

Fig. 1: Map of West Bengal
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from degradation of agriculture produces, soil quality, and
change in characteristic of canal, depleting water table and
human health risk.

Study Area
Maheshtola (44.77 km2) is an urban area having administrative headquarter at Alipore of South 24-Parganas district of
West Bengal lies between 10.450 N latitude to 75.90°E
longitudes. Chatta canal running through Chatta and
Kalikapur (1.85 km2) is selected for the study. Open land
receives maximum effluent from bleaching and dyeing units
from these area. Existing canal, nallah and pond also receive
sewage and household wastewater and effluent from
bleaching and dying units from different interconnecting
drains of the neighborhood and waste water percolates to the
underground water aquifer. The water carrying capacity of
Chatta canal is reducing over the years due to improper
cleaning and siltation. Collection of underground water
samples at station A and B have been set up and collected in
summer, rainy and winter seasons. The map of West Bengal
and map of South 24-Parganas along with location of
Maheshtala are given in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.

Fig. 2: Map of South 24-Parganas & Mahestala
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Materials and Method
Collection of Samples
Total 36 underground water samples were collected at two
monitoring stations (A & B) in the canal stretch at 500 m
apart during summer, rainy and winter seasons every year
during 2012–2016. April, May and June are considered as
summer season. Similarly, July, August and September have
been considered as rainy season and November, December
and January months form the winter season. The collection
station A was the point of direct collection of raw
underground water used in textile industries and near a
populated area whereas the station B was the point near the
normal flowing stretch of canal at 30 m depth, also being
utilized in bleaching and dying units.

Methodology
Samples were regularly brought to the laboratory and
analyzed using the standard methods as per American Public
Health Association (APHA, 2001). Temperature and pH
were measured on site by a mercury thermometer having
range from 0°C–100°C and with digital portable pH meter
respectively. TDS was determined by filtering a measured
amount of sample through a standard glass filter. The filtrate
(i.e., filtered liquid) was then added to a pre-weighed
ceramic dish that was placed in a drying oven at a
temperature of 103°C. After the sample dried, the
temperature was increased to 180°C to remove occluded
water, i.e., water molecules trapped in mineral matrix. TDS,
dissolved oxygen, salinity, turbidity were determined by
water analyzer (Systronic-371). Alkalinity was measured by
titrametric method. Sodium, potassium and calcium were
measured by Flame-photometric method. Nitrate was
measured by UV spectra photometric screening method with
the help of Zuconyl indicator. Heavy metal samples were
acidified and were digested with concentrated HNO3 (0.1%)
acid on a hot plate and analyzed after filtration by Whitman
filter–paper No. 42. For determination of metal ions atomic

absorption spectrophotometer (OMA 300 process analyzer)
was used. For analysis of COD, samples were stabilized by
acidifying with H2SO4 below 2 and it was measured by
dichromate titration method (APHA, 2001).

Results and Discussion
The discharge of effluent from bleaching and dying units of
the cluster contained very high quantities of chemicals, dyes
and heavy metals. The raw effluent was discharged to open
land, existing canal, nullah and water bodies due to lack of
infrastructure in the cluster. This effluent percolates through
the different strata and contaminated the underground
aquifer.

Physico-Chemical Analysis
The study shows heavy contamination of underground water
as reflected by the physicochemical parameters which
exceeded Secondary Maximum Concentration Level
(SMCL) specified by United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA, 2016). EPA sets a Maximum Contaminant
Level Goal (MCLG) based on human health effects. The
MCLG is the maximum level of a contaminant in drinking
water allowing an adequate margin of safety. The pH of
underground water is found to vary between 7.5–7.9. High
alkalinity of underground water is due to excessive use of
salt and acids like sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate,
sodium hydroxide, sodium silicate, sodium peroxide, sodium
bi-sulphate, bleaching powder, sulphuric acid, acetic acid,
and tannic acid, detergents in various preparatory and dyeing
processes of grey clothes. The maximum TDS (4769 mg/l),
carbonate (815 mg/l), Fe (0.68 mg/l), Fl (22.2 mg/l) and
sodium (1117 mg/l) ions formed the bulk quantity of the
dissolved solids. The seasonal results of underground water
are presented in Table 1. The assessment of quality of
underground water against SMCL of different chemicals and
metals are taken from US-EPA for drinking water and are
given in Table 2.

Table 1: Physicochemical Parameters of Underground Water Collected from 30 m Depth at Station A and B
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Table 2: Seasonal Contamination Level vis-à-vis Condition of Physicochemical Parameters of Underground Water

* Mean/SMCL indicates the mean value of parameter studied/SMCL. Mean values are given in Table 3.
a. Allowable limit of mean/SMCL = 1.
b. NA indicates not acceptable.

From the seasonal assessment it is evident that the
contamination level of carbonate, nitrate, iron, fluoride and
sodium are not acceptable during all summer, rainy and
winter seasons. Total dissolved solids are also not acceptable
in all seasons excepting the winter. As per ground water
information booklet, South 24–Parganas issued by Central
Ground Water Board, Govt. of India, the iron content of
groundwater at Maheshtala varies from 0.44 mg/l to 2.91
mg/l, chlorine level varies from 99 mg/l to 110 mg/l and no
significant levels of fluoride, nitrate and sodium are found.
But the present study shows that very recently due to heavy
industrialization through textile industries the underground
aquifer of the study area has been heavily contaminated with
higher levels of Fe, Fl, NO3 and Na content coming from the
textile bleaching and dyeing units of that area.

Statistical Analysis
All the data of physiochemical parameters of underground
water samples were presented as mean values and were
analyzed using descriptive analysis. We used Standard
Deviation (SD) for describing the spatiotemporal degree of
variations of the observed water quality parameters during
different seasons. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed that for all water quality variables the samples
reflected significant differences among the sites (p < 0.05).
Figure 3 shows the underground water condition during
summer, rainy and winter season while the descriptive
statistical analysis is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistical Analysis of Underground Water for Summer, Rainy and Winter Season
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has been specified as part of the Secondary Drinking Water
Standards (EPA). Nitrate poisoning includes increased heart
rate and respiration.

Effect of Higher Level of Iron and
Fluoride Content in Water

Fig. 3: Underground Water Quality during Summer,
Rainy and Winter Season

Seasonal Analysis
Table 3 shows that almost five parameters comprising of
TDS (4754.33 ± 17.32 mg/l), CaCO3 (809 ±4.49 mg/l), NO3
(21.03±0.85 mg/l), Fe (0.32±0.51 mg/l) and Fl (10.66±1.52
mg/l) of underground water during summer season exceeded
SMCL limits for drinking water quality as per EPA (2016).
Similarly, in rainy season concentration of TDS (1894±
2480), CaCO3 (360±), NO3 (12± 0.88), Fe (0.33±0.08) and
Fl (19.6 ± 2.66) also exceeded beyond their standard limits
of EPA for drinking water. Further, in winter season the
concentration of TDS (375.66 ± 1.95) NO3 (10 ± 10.5)
CaCO3 (786 ± 6.11 mg/l), Fe (0.51 ± 0.035 mg/l) and Fl
(10.66 ± 1.52 mg/l) also exceeded their limits for drinking
water as per EPA standards.

Effect of High Total Dissolved Solids
and Nitrate in Water
The high values of pH, TDS, CaCO3, NO3, Fe and Fl
indicate that water quality of underground water is very poor
and therefore, adversely affect the domestic uses and
agricultural production (Balchandra et al., 2010). Higher
concentration of TDS is not suitable for irrigation purpose
(Kannan and Thavamani, 1993). High level of hardness
creates leaching of calcium and magnesium and other
polyvalent cations from soil by natural process. Hardness in
water may cause heart diseases (Mason Alma and Ahmed,
2002). High nitrate concentrations in water indicate organic
pollution in the water due to heavy industrialization
particularly discharging chemicals (Satyr et al., 2003). High
total dissolved solids may affect the aesthetic quality of the
water, interfere with washing clothes and corroding
plumbing fixtures. For aesthetic reasons, a limit of 500 mg/l

High level of Fe and Fl in water causes gastro-intestinal
disorder, neurological problems, paralysis and carcinogenic
affect to human health. Irrigation with poor quality
underground water influences reduced germination, root
growth, absorption of water and nutrients (Solaimalai and
Saravanakumar, 2004). The results of the physico-chemical
parameters of underground water from Chatta and Kalikapur
area show that six parameters out of 8 parameters analysed
crossed the permissible limit of water required for domestic
and irrigation purpose. It indicates 75% of the parameter
failed to meet the secondary concentration limit specified for
domestic purpose. Hence, the underground water is not safe
for domestic and agriculture production (Balchandra et al.,
2010). The findings and approach adopted in assessing the
water quality in the present study can be corroborated with
several other studies of textile hubs at Vapid, Gujarat, India
(Joshi and Santani, 2012), at Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India
(Balachandran et al., 2010) and at Karur District, India
(Kannan et al., 2005).

Conclusion
Both the results obtained from physico-chemical parameters
and statistical analysis indicate that the underground water at
Chatta, Kalikapur and Mahispota of Maheshtala textile
cluster are very poor in summer and poor in rainy and winter
season. The underground water is not suitable for drinking,
domestic, and agriculture purpose. The time is long overdue
to take a hard look at this undesirable and unplanned growth
of these bleaching and dyeing units. Further, it requires to
take corrective measures through recyclable zero discharge
treatment process to prevent environmental risks and
depletion of water level around the cluster.
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Abstract: India has 18%
% of the world’’s population and
a 4% of the water
w
resourcees. Due to this uneven distribbution,
b the most water-stressed am
mong G-20 nattions by 2025. Consequently, water
it has beenn predicted that India might be
scarcity annd water qualiity are predicteed to be one off the largest economic conceerns in the com
ming decade. This
T is
going to bee significant ch
hallenge for Inndian Industriaal sector in geeneral and steeel sector in parrticular becausse it is
estimated that
t
with curreent growth ratte, Indian indusstrial sector iss poised to douuble its producction in next deecade.
The challenge originatess from the fact that continuing economic grrowth will resuult in steady risse of both per capita
ultural requireements of waater necessitateed by increassed demand for
fo food. Undeer the
consumptioon and agricu
circumstannces, neither seectoral share of
o water consuumption by induustry nor patteern of use can change signifi
ficantly
in future. Doubling of industrial
i
prodduction withouut any significcant increase in
i fresh waterr intake will require
significantt improvement in “Water Prooductivity” of almost
a
all unitt operations annd unit processses across induustrial
sector. Ouut of various ways
w
of increaasing water prooductivity, asppects of reducttion in industrrial water disccharge
(commonlyy referred as zeero discharge)) is widely ackn
knowledged andd is often addrressed through adoption of vaarious
technologies for recycling
g, which generrally is achieveed at high capiital cost and siignificant recurrring cost. How
wever,
other aspeects of increasiing water prodductivity attracct less attention. Some of theese aspects vizz. ensuring minnimum
possible water
w
consumpttion per unit of
o production, maximizing Cycles
C
of conceentration, settiing benchmarkks and
applicationn of cascaded recycling etc. have the potenntial to ensuree both reductioon in fresh watter consumptioon and
volume of discharge. A number
n
of SMA
ART tools and techniques cann be adopted to
t address thesse in-process aspects
a
hese include, conductivity
c
baased approach of water manaagement, indexx based approach of
of water productivity. Th
k parameter based decisionn making, appllication of surrrogate
water use, application off physical simuulation tools, key
m
of cycle of conncentration. Thhis work suggeests an
monitoringg techniques and tool based approach to management
integrated INTELLIGEN
NT TOOLBOX
X approach toowards increassing water prroductivity throough application of
minimalistt SMART tools and techniquess in industrial sector with speecial referencee to Indian steeel plants.
uctivity, Conduuctivity, Cycle of Concentration, Recycling..
Keywordss: Water Produ
l
level of developmentt; this may indicate a
mean low
multitudde of situationss- either water is undervaluedd, or water
is usedd for low vallue applicatioons or simplyy water is
abundannt in a partiicular countryy or region. Although
calculattion of industriial water produuctivity in stricct sense of
the term
m remains in the domain of
o economistss, from an
industriaal perspective the factors thhat directly contribute to
improveement in industtrial water prodductivity are:
• imp
provement in inndustrial technnology
• ado
option of waterr saving measurres
• high
h level of wateer circulation
• reuse and minimizzation of waterr withdrawal.

INTROD
DUCTION
C
Concept
of In
ndustrial Wa
ater Productiivity

W

ater, esppecially fresh water
w
in a partiicular region, is a
finite reesource, unless reused. Prooductivity of any
r
resource
is deffined by the effficiency of ressource use. In the
c
context
of wateer, the producttivity of waterr used in indusstry
c be definedd in terms of the economicc value added by
can
inndustrial produuction based upon
u
the waterr withdrawn; i.e.,
i
p
productivity
off water can be
b defined as economic vaalue
a
added
in monnetary terms per
p unit of water
w
withdraw
wn.
H
However,
conncept is also socio-technological in natture
b
because
low leevel of industrrial water prodductivity may not
1
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Need for Imp
N
proving Wateer Productivvity
in Indian Ind
dustrial Secto
or
Indian economyy is expected to
t grow at an average
a
rate of 7%
inn foreseeable future. Thereefore, industriial sector is also
a
e
expected
to groow at a similar or higher ratte. Water requuirem
ment
for industtrial sector is a small percenttage of total waater
r
requirements
by various sectors
s
but due
d
to negattive
e
environmental
consequencess of dischargee, the impactt is
w
widely
discusssed. Economicc growth will entail that whhile
w
water
availabillity decreases continuously (Figure 1) dirrect
a indirect reqquirement of water
and
w
will increease for all secttors
inncluding indusstry sector. Ho
owever, considdering primacyy of
a
agricultural
reqquirement it will
w be significcantly difficultt to
g additional allocation
get
a
for industrial
i
sectoor in future. Siince
inndustrial wateer productivity
y is significanntly low in Inndia
(Table 1) industtrial sector in India has to signnificantly increease
itts water producctivity before additional
a
alloccation is soughht.

h
than
general water withdraawal by indusstry is much higher
actual consumption/neeed of water foor industrial appplications.
Variouss types of indusstrial water usaages are given in
i Table 2.
Table 2: Vaarious Large Scaale Applications
of Waater in Industriall Context
Water for
Energyy

e.gg., Large hydro projects
p

Coolinng Water

Coooling in thermall power generation is the
largest single use of
o water for induustrial
purrposes

Processs Water

e.gg., Use of water to
t make steam, use
u in
varrious process or chemical reactioons

Water for
Produccts

Maany industrial sectors, mostly thee food,
phaarmaceutical andd beverage, wheere water
is an
a ingredient of the end productss for
hum
man consumptioon

Water as a
Mediuum for
Waste Disposal

n used in
Waater removes anyy raw material not
thee manufacturing process as wastee and is
com
mmonly known as wastewater

Aspectts of Water Usage
U
and Reeduction in th
he
Contexxt of Steel Ind
dustry

Fig. 1: Peer Capita Water Availability, M3/capita/year
(Source: Bullletin of Indian Society of Soil Sciencce, No. 29, 2014)

Table 1: Industrial Waater Use and Prooductivity
in some Select Countries
Country

IVA
2001

Ind. Water.
use, km3/yr

Ind. Water.
Productivity,
P
US $ IVA/m

Japan

1890

16

119.62

Korea

286

3

93.66

UK

340

7

47.28

Netherlands

120

5

25.17

Germany

748

32

23.43

USA

2148

221
2

9.73

China

594

162
1

3.67

India

120

35

3.42

IV
VA: Industrial Vaalue Added, in 1995 constant US $

It is esstimated that with
w
current growth
g
rate Inndian steel
sector has
h to doublee its produce without any significant
increasee in fresh wateer intake. Thiss will require significant
improveement in “Waater Productivvity “of almosst all unit
operatioons and unit processes acrross steel secctor. Since
“water use efficiency”” indicates thee amount of prroduce per
unit am
essentially
mount of waater, “water productivity”
p
becomess related to reciprocal
r
of “water use efficiency”.
e
Althouggh water produuctivity of a proocess or operattion cannot
be bencchmarked unleess the “theoreetical minimum
m” requirement off an operation or
o a process iss known, improovement in
water prroductivity cann be tracked thrrough:
• Min
nimum possiblle water consum
mption per unit of goods
or services
s
• Min
nimum possiblle withdrawal of
o fresh water
• Maaximizing cyclees of Internal and
a external reecycling of
watter
• Min
nimum possibble discharge of water too external
envvironment
• Bey
yond norms off discharge, meeet standards of recycling
andd reuse.

S
Source:
Bulletin off Indian Society off Soil Science, No.. 29, 2014.

Generiic Tools and Techniques of Increasingg
Water Productivityy

Industry is thee second largest user of fressh water. But the
a
actual
demand largely depend
ds on the type of industries and
a
thhe purpose of water withdraw
wal. The needd for improvem
ment
inn industrial water
w
productiv
vity arises from
m the fact thatt in

Collaboorative Cascadding
Cascadeed use of waterr is an importaant tool for achhieving the
goal of minimal waterr discharge. However, a struuctured and

8
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inntegrated apprroach for casccading of watter has not been
r
reported
in avvailable literatture in the context of Inddian
inndustry in genneral and steel industry
i
in parrticular. The efffort
toowards cascadding need to cover “maximuum possible arrea”
inn the vicinityy of an industtrial unit wherre cascading will
w
innvolve both use
u of incomin
ng water and discharge waater.
E
Exhibit
elucidaates sequential steps of cascadded water use.
Table 3:
3 Sequential Steeps of Cascaded Water Use
Sl.
No.

Steps of Water Usagee

I

Assumee unavailability of
o potable waterr

II

Consideer replacement of all potable water use poinnts
with reccyclable water

III

Recyclee water on-site. Match the quallity of water with
the quallity required by the use.

IV

Use treated municipal and
a industrial wastewater
w
insteaad
of potabble supplies for landscape irrigaation, dust controol,
coolingg etc

V

Reuse water
w
sequentiallly

VI

Treat annd reclaim used water

Developmentt and Use of Water
D
W
Foot Printing
P
as a
K Tool for Benchmark
Key
king and Deciision Makingg
Conventional concept of “F
C
Foot Print” consists
c
of thhree
c
components,
naamely, green, blue and grayy water footprinnts.
T green water footprint reefers to the coonsumption of the
The
r
rain
water. The
T
blue waater footprint relates to the
c
consumption
o surface and ground waterr. The grey waater
of
f
footprint
is thee polluted waater released by
b the producttion
s
system
and deescribed as th
he volume of fresh water that
t
w
would
be requiired to assimilate the load off pollutants baased
o existing water
on
w
quality standards. However,
H
in the
p
particular
conteext of variouss units and shoops of steel pllant
“
“water
footprinnt” implies the pattern of usee and dischargee of
p
particular
proccesses. Therefo
ore there is a need to deveelop
“f
“footprint”
of different processes for ideentifying proccess
innefficiencies and facilitate decision makking and bennchm
marking.

D
Development
t and use of Index
I
based Techniques
T
Water Quality Index (WQI)) can be an im
W
mportant tool for
im
mproving wateer productivity
y through optim
mization of waater
u recycle andd discharge. Frrom industry perspective
use,
p
onee of
thhe most effecttive ways to ex
xploit this tool is to use suitaable
s
simple
indices.. Indices are based
b
on the values
v
of variious
p
physico-chemic
cal and biolo
ogical parameeters in a waater
s
sample.
These indices either can be used for
f quick decission
ation dissemin
m
making/inform
nation regardingg quality of waater
(Table 4) or forr direct implem
mentation in a control
c
system for
r
recycling
and discharge
d
(Tablle 5).

Taable 4: Relative Weight of Wateer Quality Param
meters
Waterr Quality
Standdard

Param
meter
pH

Asssigned
W
Weight
(A
AW)

6
6.5–8.5

Reelative
Weeight
(RW)

2.1

0.1109375

DO (m
mg/l)

5

4.0

0.2208333

Turbiddity
(NTU))

5

2.4

0.1125

Conduuctivity
(us/cm
m)

2
250

2.7

0.1140625

Hardnness
(mg/l)

100

1.1

0.0057292

Alkalinity
(mg/l)

100

1.7

0.0088542

3

3.0

0.115625

50

2.2

0.1114583

BOD (mg/l)
(
No3
Total

19.2

1

Highest Weight
W
assignedd to parameter thhat has major im
mportance in
water quuality assessmentt, while the smalllest weight assiigned to that
parameteer that may not be harmful. Weeight values cann be decided
based onn ecological impaact.
T
Table
5: Water Behaviour
B
Accoording to LSI andd RI
LSI

Water Behaviour

RI

–2/–33

Very stronng aggressivenesss

>0

1/–22

Strong Agggressiveness

8/9

0/–1

Moderate Aggressiveness

7/8

Stable Waater

6/7

0/+1

0

Lightly sccaling water

6/5

+1/+22

Moderatelly Scaling waterr

5/4

+2/+33

Strongly scaling
s
water

4/3

Severe scaaling

<3

>3

The twoo most importtant indexes foor measuring the
t
scaling/
aggressivve tendency of cooling water are Ryznar Stabbility Index
(RI) andd Langelier Satturation index (LSI),
(
calculated based on
standard numerical relationship
r
beetween select monitored
parameteers.

Use of Simulation Tools
T
for Optimization off
Water Treatment, Use and Reccycling
Althouggh individual effect
e
of many water quality parameters
p
are avaiilable in literatture, very littlee technical infoormation is
availablle in public domain
d
about the combinedd effect of
various ionic, surface and particulatte properties and
a quality
parametters of water, on
o water system
ms. Moreover, since most
of the chemicals
c
used for water trreatment are proprietary
p
chemicaals, scientific data
d on their real effect on waater quality
parametters is also nott available in public
p
domain.. However,
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thhis informatioon is extremeely important and crucial for
o
optimization
of water treeatment, use and recycliing.
S
Simulators,
of simulation too
ols, bridge the gap. Applicattion
o these simulaation tools can help in signifficantly increassing
of
w
water
productivvity.

“
“Intelligent”
Water Grid Managemen
nt
Technologies such as smart metering, SCADA, GIS,
T
G
telecommunicaation sensors allow
a
for the provision
p
of reealtiime reliable daata which can significantly help
h
in improvving
w
water
management while reducing
r
wateer losses in the
d
distribution
sysstem. To begin
n with four paarameters needd to
b made part of water griid managemennt system acrross
be
inndustries in a particular
p
regio
on. These are:
• Flow
• pH
• Conductiviity
• Turbidity.

A
Application
o Expert/Deecision Suppoort Systems
of
Expert/Decisionn Support Tecchnology can be an extrem
E
mely
e
effective
tool for water man
nagement for decision makking
b
based
on own data
d as well as learning from data generatedd by
o
others.
For thiis, all industriies need to deevelop their own
o
s
structure
of water managem
ment database. The data shoould
f
form
the backk-end of an op
pen architectuure expert systtem
f
framework
thaat would be easy
e
to accesss and update the
learning at anyy time by respo
onsible industryy personnel. With
W
p
proper
securityy, it must be ensured
e
that data,
d
analysis and
a
d
decision
pointss are is availaable in a reall-time basis. The
T
s
system
should provide a fllexible structuure that user can
d
define
and custtomize to suit individual requuirements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pH = f (Hardness))
pH = f (Alkalinityy)
Scaale formation = f (pH 7+)
Corrrosion = f (pH
H 7–)
Scaale formation = f (TDS)
Coaagulation = f (A
Alkalinity, pH))
Coaagulant dose rate = f (Turbidity, Alkalinity,
Tem
mperature)
Alkkalinity = f (pH
H, Carbonate Hardness,
H
Nonn carbonate
Harrdness)
Scaale formation = f (Alkalinity)
Scaale formation = f (CoC)
Connductivity =f (ppH, temp, Flow
w)
Metal solubility = f (Solution Accidity)
Turrbidity = f (Tem
mp, pH, Alkaliinity).

Adoptiion of Electroo-Kinetic Ch
harge Analyssis for
Targetted Reduction
n of Suspend
ded Solids
As per conventional practice, off-lline jar test iss used for
determinnation of chem
mical dosing requirement
r
foor coagulation/floccculation aimed at reduction in Suspended solids. For
examplee, this test is critical
c
in clarrifier water cirrcuit where
suspendded solids froom gas cleanning is requirred to be
removedd before the water
w
is recyclled. However, often this
water iss required to be
b either blow
wed down or need
n
to be
mixed with
w
additionaal make up water
w
to achievve level of
recyclabbility of suspeended solids since treatmennt process
does noot meet the objective. As per current advanncement, in
order too identify the optimal dosingg point, this can
c lead to
optimal coagulation--flocculation, electro-kinetiic charge
analysiss (Figure 2) (oon-line/off-linee) can be more effective
than vissual observationn based convenntional jar test..

An Integrated “Smart To
A
oolbox” for Improving
W
Water
Produ
uctivity in Steeel Sector
In steel industrry there are a large number of water circuuits
h
having
significcantly varied water quality need. The thhree
m
major
ways off increasing waater productiviity in steel secctor
a like in anyy other sector i.e., reductionn in dischargee of
are
w
wastewater,
treeatment and reecycle of wastewater whereever
f
feasible
based on applicatio
on/use need and
a
reductionn in
m
makeup
waterr consumptio
on. However,, steel indusstry
p
probably
differrs from many other industriees because of the
f
fact
that theree exists large number of opportunities for
p
potential
appliccation within th
he plant premiises. The need for
S
SMART
Toolbbox arises from
m the fact that there exists need
n
f both decission making and
for
a
treatment optimization for
inncreasing wateer productivity
y. The complexxity of arises frrom
thhe complex fuunctional relattionship betweeen various waater
q
quality
parametters, impact paarameters and functional
f
aspeects
o treatment proocess:
of
8
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In one such cirrcuit while Suspended Solidds level even after
a
c
conventional
jar test based optimization was consistenntly
m
more
than 3000 mg/l, whereeas after electtro-kinetic chaarge
a
analysis
based optimization itt came down consistently
c
bellow
1 mg/l. (Figuure 3).
100

normally has little coorrosive effectt. In contrast, when the
water is heated, the oxygen can cause serious corrosion
problem
ms. A combinaation of chem
micals is used to remove
oxygen from circuit water. Improvvement in effficiency as
well ass monitoring of consistenccy of this treeatment is
possiblee through on-liine monitoringg of dissolved oxygen (a
sample designed circcuit is given in photograpph) in the
cooling water circuit. Such treatmennt consistency is
i essential
for improving water productivity.
p
F
Figure
4b show
ws the DO
level inn cooling wateer circuit withhout (left side)) and with
(right siide) treatment.

Fig. 3: Optimally Treaated Water for Recycling
R

IImproved Coontrol over Closed
C
Loop Water
W
T
Treatment
th
hrough On-liine Monitorin
ng of Key
W
Water
Qualitty Parameterrs like, Dissoolved Oxygen
n
Water is the coooling media in
W
n all closed looop circuits of stteel
p
plants.
In manyy circuits, partiicularly in ironn and steel makking
p
processes,
wateer is used at veery high pressuure. For exampple,
d
during
BOF steeelmaking betw
ween hood inleet and hood outtlet,
thhe gas temperaature has to bee brought downn from 1000°C
C to
a
about
75°C, whhere the heat, by radiation and
a convectionn, is
a
absorbed
by thhe hood coolin
ng water. Evapporation and otther
loosses of water takes place for which make up water is addded
too the system.

Fig. 4a: Closed
d Circuit of Watter

Make up wateer adds dissolv
M
ve oxygen in the circuit. This
T
c
closed
circuit water
w
is maintaained at very high
h
pressure and
temperature. Under
U
high pressure relativelyy large quantiities
o oxygen getss dissolved in
of
n water. In cold water, oxyggen

Fig. 4b: DO Level in Coolinng Water Circuitt
withhout and with Treeatment

Dynam
mic Monitorin
ng of Water Quality Imp
pact
Param
meters for Moonitoring of Effectiveness
E
s of
Closed
d Loop Waterr Treatment
High prressure closedd loop water systems in stteel plants
require continuous chhemical treatm
ment to keep corrosion,
scaling and bio-foulling under check. There exists no
integrateed facility to monitor (on--line and in-ssitu) water
quality parameters in such circuits in steel Plantts which is
requiredd for improvedd control actionn. The system is generally
maintainned through a third partyy “system maintenance”
approacch where prroprietary cheemicals are used for
maintainning system water qualityy with periodiic off-line
monitorring of water quality
q
parameeters (e.g. pH) and target
impact parameters (e.g.
(
corrosioon). This enttailed that
Coolingg Water System
m “owner” (i.ee. plant) had little
l
or no
control over Cooling Water
W
System “Management” in terms
of treatm
ment cost as well
w as water consumption.
c
I order to
In
address this gap, a staate-of-the-art composite
c
on-liine and insitu system was concceptualised, designed and im
mplemented
for direcct and surrogatte monitoring of
o requisite coooling water
quality and impact paarameters aimeed at preventioon of water
quality related problems like, biiocide formattion, scale
formatioon, corrosion etc
e in this closeed loop water circuit.
c
The
System uses relationship between various wateer qualities
parametters measured through on liine analyzers to
t monitor
effectiveeness of waterr treatment. This shifting off paradigm
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ffrom third parrty based “systtem maintenannce” approachh to
“
“parametric
appproach” hass, over a period of time has
r
resulted
in impproved controll over water syystem, as welll as
r
reduction
is discharge
d
and make up waater consumpttion
thhrough graduaal increase in Cycle of Conncentration (CooC)
w
without
negativvely affecting
g the system in
i terms of sccale
f
formation,
corrrosion or bio-fo
ouling. Figure 6 shows a sam
mple
“
“control"
dataa generated online,
o
i.e. thhat of maxim
mum
c
corrosion
potenntial of cooling
g water.

water coonsumption annd discharge waater volume is dependent
largely on efficiency of water treattment. The chaallenges of
closed loop circuit water managgement is thhus multidimensiional that reqquires taking care of varioous system
stresses arising out off dynamic natuure of the proccesses. The
challengges are furtherr increasing beecause of the increasing
need of recycling wastewater
w
intternally. Moreover, the
problem
m gets accentuaated since withh reduction in availability
a
of makeeup water.

Fig. 7: Closed Loop Circuit Water
W
Management

Fig. 5: Seection of Installattion of Closed Water
W
System

Althouggh, individual effect
e
of many water quality parameters
p
are avaiilable in literatture, very littlee technical infoormation is
availablle in public domain
d
about the combinedd effect of
various ionic, surface and particulatte properties and
a quality
parametters of water on
o flow loop annd system. Sinnce most of
the chem
micals used arre proprietary chemicals,
c
scieentific data
on real effect on wateer quality param
meters is not available
a
in
public domain.
d
The effectiveness
e
o proprietary chemicals
of
vis-a-vis generic cheemicals is alsso not well established.
e
There exists no toool for compaarison betweeen various
chemicaals for their treeatment effectivveness. The reecirculation
water trreatment simulator has been conceptualisedd, designed
and devveloped to bridgge this gap (Phhotograph). Figgures 8 and
9 show the data geneerated in suchh system whicch helps in
decisionn making.

Fig. 6: Maaximum Corrosio
on Potential of Cooling
C
Water

A
Application
o Physical Water
of
W
Treatm
ment Simulattor
Since iron and steel making involves very high temperatture
S
p
processes,
steeel industry reliies on water as
a a very critiical
r
resource.
Whilee contact wateer is recycled and/or
a
dischargged
too a water bodyy after a seriess of physico-chhemico-biological
trreatment, clossed loop water is continuouusly recycled, by
d
design,
with only
o
a very percentage
p
discharged as bllow
d
down
and repleenished throug
gh make up waater. The makeup
8
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F 8: Closed Loop Conductivitty against Corrosion
Fig.
Rate without
w
pH/DO Adjustment
A
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On-linee Conductiviity Analysis based
b
Blow Down
D
for
Maintaaining Optim
mal Cycle of Concentratio
C
on

Fig. 9: Closed Loop Corrosion Rate against
H > 8 and DO < 4 mg/l
Conductivity with pH

Developmentt of Applicatiion-Specific Algorithm
D
A
foor
S
Scaling/Corr
rosion Contro
ol in Water System
S
for
M
Maximizing
C
Cycle
of Con
ncentration and
a Reducingg
b
both
Blow Doown and Make-up Waterr Intake
Effectiveness of dosing for
E
fo reducing deposit form
ming
tendency is dependent on reaching an optimal point of
d
dosing
(equivaalent to pointt of zero chaarge for particcles
s
settling)
when level of wateer hardness becomes minim
mal.
H
However,
theree exists no deffined relationship since optim
mal
d
dosing
rate is non-linearly dependent
d
on many parametters
o of which turbidity, co
out
onductivity, pH
H and alkalinnity
p
predominates
( per techniccal literature). This entails that
(as
t
thhe dosing systtem can be efffective if a larrge number off ins tests and monitoring
situ
m
are carried
c
out at a periodic interrval
(preferably eveery hour) using
g jar test methood and dosing rate
r
is manually addjusted based on results. Since the samee is
p
practically
imppossible, theree is a requireement of on line
l
d
determination
of optimal dosing
d
based on some inntrap
parametric
relaationships bassed algorithm and system for
d
dosing.
An effoort has been maade to develop an algorithm that
t
u
uses
generic annd empirical reelationships avaailable along with
w
o
on-site
relationnship data so th
hat an integrateed control strategy
c
can
be develloped. This algorithm
a
aloong with prooper
m
maintenance
o CoC can bee used as a starting
of
s
point for
c
controlled
dosinng of any chem
mical.

As wateer gets evaporrated or contam
minants get addded to the
recirculaation of water stream, a part of water is reqquired to be
blowed down to mainntain optimal cycle
c
of conceentration of
contamiinants so that system
s
does noot get affectedd. The term
Cycle of
o Concentrattion (CoC) geenerally referss level of
concenttration of conttaminants in recirculation
r
o water to
of
that in fresh
f
make up water. Blowinng down is the process of
removinng a portion off this concentrrated water andd replacing
the sam
me with fresh make
m
up wateer. Higher leveel of water
productiivity demands higher level of Cycle of Conncentration
(CoC). This blow dow
wn is generallyy set at a preddetermined
safe levvel so that system
s
impactt like, scale formation,
corrosioon, fouling etcc are minimizeed. However, this limits
the Cyccle of Concenntration. Besides, effect off cycle of
concenttration also deppends on a paarticular system
m. i.e., one
system may
m not get afffected with a cycle
c
of conceentration of
4, whilee some other syystem may gett affected withh a cycle of
concenttration of 4. Thhis offers the opportunity
o
off increasing
cycle of
o concentratioon based on on-line monnitoring of
conducttivity and conttrolling of bleeed based on same.
s
This
will reqquire setting off a relationshiip between waater quality
parametter like hardnness (to be monitored
m
offf-line) and
conducttivity of water. A samplee of such reelationship
generateed is shown inn Figure 7 Onnce system dooes not get
affectedd based on bleeed set at a partticular conducttivity level,
conducttivity level cann be gradually set
s upwards.

Figg. 11: Inlet Totall Hardness againnst Outlet Conduuctivity

Off-lin
ne Multi-Paraametric Optiimization of
Open Circuit
C
Wateer Treatmentt

Figg. 10: Snapshot of Standard Relaations

Water trreatment is a key
k requiremennt of open recirrculation of
water circuit.
c
The treeatment prograam comprises dosing of
various chemicals for
f
achieving end user needs. The
chemicaal treatment program variess depending onn input as
well as output water quality
q
and chaaracteristics. Often,
O
there
are com
mpeting needs. While jar testt does help in optimizing
the systeem in terms off suspended sollids/turbidity, in
i practical
situationns there is an optimal
o
qualityy requirement in
i terms of
multiplee parameters. Since
S
no such apparatus
a
existts an effort
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was made to develop an apparatus
w
a
whicch could helpp in
o
optimizing
opeen circuit wateer treatment. It was establishhed
thhat using the dosage pattern determinned off-line for
m
maintaining
tarrget parameterss using the appparatus, the tarrget
p
parameters
in actual
a
circuit could
c
be maintaained within 10%
r
range
of off-linne optimized vaalue.

Conclu
usion
The sett of tools suuggested and experimented with can
significaantly contribuute to increeasing industrrial water
productiivity in not onnly steel sectorr but industriaal sector in
general..
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Tackling Corrosion and Bio-Film Formation in Water
Distribution Systems for Sustainable Supply of Water
D. Bhaskar1 and G. Singh*1

Abstract: While the recent internal tussle over sharing water resources on national and international level
exemplifies the severity of the water woes in India, the jaundice outbreak earlier this year in Shimla highlighted the
urgency to ensure safety of water. Hence, there is an urgent need to balance the efforts for intelligent and fair
utilization of water as is the case with the outline for the SMART cities with the efforts to assure potability of the
supplied water. Preventing corrosion and biofilms from forming within the water network are the two avenues for
effective utilization and safe reuse of water, which have so far been largely over-looked. The role of a healthy water
distribution network in assuring the quality and quantity of water supplied to the public is emphasized here with the
objectives of preventing wastage of water, ensuring effective utilization of water, and safety of recycled water. This
paper highlights that operational factors such as type and dosage of the disinfectant, flow regimes, and pipe
material influence the corrosion and biofilm development within the water distribution network. Together they
impact the efficacy of water distribution infrastructure adversely by permitting water loss, metal contamination, and
pathogen intrusion, re-growth and persistence. Further, a roadmap is laid for research to establish an efficient
water model for safely supplying and reusing water to meet the ever-increasing demands.
Keywords: Water Distribution Network, SMART Cities, Sustainable Water, Biofilms, Corrosion.

Introduction

W

ater is a scarce resource in India and its long term
availability cannot be ensured in the urban and periurban under the current setup. Additionally, the mismatch
between the demand and supply of water is continually
aggravated [1]. The ever increasing strain on water in urban
and peri-urban region necessitates prevention of water
wastage and contamination; the key intervention being
proper management of water and water network. Leakages in
the water network and subsequent intrusion of nutrients and
microbes fail the efforts of disinfection to keep the drinking
water clean. The intermittent water supply and subsequent
water stagnation, and low hydraulic pipeline pressure further
drive the deterioration of water quality. A comprehensive
management approach, which encompasses all the stages of
the water cycle and is scientifically informed, is urgently
needed to ensure adequate quantity and quality of water. In
order to successfully conserve water, leak-proof water
networks with intelligent distribution and use of water are
needed [2, 3]. The serious concern regarding the quality of
water also needs to be taken into account. It has been
reported that 70-80% of water consumed across the globe
does not meet the WHO standards [4]. The current strategies
to prevent deterioration of water resources emphasize
1

development of watersheds, protection, management, and
increment of water utilization capacity, and improvement of
physical, chemical and biological characteristics of water [2, 5].
In this context the safe reuse of water requires addressing the
accumulation of persistent contaminants with every cycle of
use [6–8]. The paucity of water and explosion of the
population, whose lifestyle is trending towards increasing
consumption of resources has thinned out the current
interventions of privatization and making conservation of the
available water resources imperative [1].
As of now, the integrity of water networks in India (Figure 1)
is challenged by: (a) leaky joints in fractured and corroded
pipes resulting in the entry of microbes and nutrients within
the water network [3]; (b) leaching of heavy metals such as
Lead, Copper, Cadmium in water from water supply pipes;
often due to corrosion [9]; (c) deterioration in the water
quality due to decay of disinfectant in pipelines [3]; and
(d) disintegration of pipe due to inappropriate or inefficient
water supply regimes that result in sudden changes in water
demand, main breaks, or pump outages [3, 10]. These four
challenges can be traced back primarily to two phenomenon
of corrosion and formation of biofilms. Corrosion literally
“opens the doors” for entry of microbes and nutrients into
the water distribution network. These microbes along with
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those that survive disinfection often contribute to formation
of biofilms. The biofilms trap nutrients and efficiently utilize
the additional surface made available by corrosion and
permit proliferation of a rich community of heterotrophs
[9, 11–13].
Often the ageing and mismanaged water infrastructure of the
developing countries allows for intrusion of pathogens in
water distribution systems and accelerates the ageing process.
To ensure sustainable maintenance of water supply in cities,
it is crucial to control contamination via effective monitoring
and technical interventions that account for both the
chemistry and the microbial ecology of the water in the
water network [14]. In this context the establishment of
SMART cities with “intelligent” water distribution network
presents a unique opportunity to lay down water networks
that besides being conducive to monitoring and proportioning of water resources, also incorporates the design
and operation elements, which would safeguard against leaks
and contamination of water at source, treatment plant, water
distribution network, or the point of use [3, 15]. While, the
“intelligent” aspect of the water networks of the SMART
cities is informed by advancements in public policy,
information technology, and related fields, the “sustainability” aspect suffers in want of knowledge about the biochemical factors that enhance or attenuate corrosion and
biofilm formation [5, 12]. Any approach proposed for
ameliorating the water woes of India need to incorporate
interventions for limiting both of them. Thus, the two major
scientific challenges facing the water networks in India today
are the scientific understanding of various factors that
together result in corrosion and biofilm formation.

Biofilms and Corrosion
Biofilms develop within the water networks owing to
colonization of microbes that survive the disinfection or
intrusion of the microbes that manage to disrupt the integrity
of water distribution network. Biofilms can results in
numerous problems ranging from Microbial Induced
Corrosion (MIC) of water pipelines, to persistence of
pathogens in drinking water [12, 16]. Under certain
conditions such as slow and interrupted flow regimes [13], at
some temperature ranges [13, 17, 18], and when the water
networks are comprised biofilms are known to proliferate
heterotrophs including pathogens. As a result the traditional
water treatment efforts have failed to limit the number of
microbes including Coliforms in drinking water [19]. Many
urban areas have interrupted supply of water and resulting
stagnation that gives increases the water age and encourages
growth of microorganisms in drinking water system [20].
The generation of negative hydraulic pressure in case of hilly
towns that have elevation difference between pipe ends
sucks in the microbes and nutrients through the leaky pipes
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from the contaminated vicinity and further encourages
biofilm formation. This in turn accelerates the corrosion rate
of metallic pipes due to metabolic activity of microorganisms [15, 21, 22]. Though corrosion is largely
dependent upon the metal properties, electrochemistry, and
bulk water chemistry, the attachment of biofilm to metal
surface and colonization of microbial consortium is
identified as the foremost source of MIC. Further, the spatial
distribution of biofilms affects the microbial corrosion
processes and distribution of corrosion events within the
water distribution network [23]. Corroded pipes aggravate
both the microbiological and chemical quality of water and
potentially pose serious health burden in developing
countries. The community and functional profile of the
microbes residing within the biofilms, availability of
nutrients such as assimilable Carbon and dissolved oxygen,
type and dosage of the disinfectant, and the flow regime are
known to influence the extent and type of corrosion event
and biofilm formation [13, 17], [24–29]. Therefore, it can be
concluded that both corrosion, an abiotic event and biofilms,
a biotic phenomenon persist and proliferate with an unusual
symbiotic relationship and are aggravated by a common set
of triggers. It is speculated that limiting either of the
corrosion or biofilm formation will have a desirable impact
on the status of both the corrosion events and heterotrophs
population in the drinking water and will improve the health
of water distribution network and water quality. Since both
of these phenomena share triggers, effective management of
the common contributing factors is hypothesized to reduce
both frequency of corrosion events and biofilm formation.
While disinfection and maintenance of certain level of
residual disinfectant has been widely used and promoted as
an effective strategy for ensuring the microbiological quality
of drinking water, this approach too is neither entirely
reliable nor without any repercussions.

Biofilms and Resistance to Disinfection
Disinfection by chlorine has had served as a reliable and
effective method to ensure safety of drinking water for many
decades [30]. At the same time, chlorination is not without
the inherent risk of damaging public and environmental
health due to formation of organic halides, and when overdosed directly impacting human health, leading to corrosion,
and perhaps even proliferating microbial resistance to chlorinetion [31–33]. The organic halides, which are disinfection
by-products have adverse long term side effects on both the
environment and humans [34–37]. Biofilms provide microbes with an enclosure of extracellular polymeric substances
that protects them from direct onslaught of disinfectants,
traps nutrients in an otherwise oligotrophic environment, and
provides a reservoirs for the development of microbial
consortia including heterotrophs and potential pathogens
[38, 42, 43] Long-term chlorination can encourage resistance
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to disinfection within the water microbiome. Subsequently
the resistance-conferring genetic elements may be transferred
to pathogens [38–41]. Thus, the harsh environment of a
water distribution network is quickly transformed into a
nutrient rich refuge that is suitable for growth and sustenance
of heterotrophs and other microbes. Despite wide-spread use
of Chlorine based disinfectants such as bleaching powder,
hypochlorous acid, and chloramine in water treatment plant,
pathogens are still detected in the drinking water. Apparently
mere disinfection cannot ensure safety of drinking water [38,
39, 44, 45]. Probably the biofilms-refuge of the microbes is
the source for pathogens and heterotrophs in the drinking
water in absence of microbial intrusion. Tachikawa et al.
showed that the biofilm formation lowered the biocidal
efficacy of disinfectant [44]. The potency of HOCl was most
markedly affected by biofilm formation among the biocides
tested in that study [9]. Dan Li et al. (2013) revealed that
contrary to the prevalent belief that chlorine reduces the
growth and reactivation of bacteria, there was sustained
prevalence and re-growth of bacteria including Coliforms
and Enterococcus after disinfection despite high chlorine
dosage i.e. 69 (mg·min)/L in reclaimed water [31].
Disinfection may be efficient for reduction of free floating
bacteria but have none or little effect on microbes within the
biofilm because of the shielding effect of the biofilm.
Codony et al., chlorination permitted growth of biofilms and
observed increased resistance of bacteria within the biofilm
to Chlorine [46]. The factors which promote the growth and
proliferation of microbes within the water distribution
networks include the type of pipe material, temperature,
water source and age, disinfectant type, storage retention
time [9, 12, 13, 18, 26].

Technical Challenges Associated with Urban and
Peri-Urban Regions in India
Urban and peri-urban regions in India face nearly all of the
multiple challenges enumerated in this paper: 1) The
intermittent water supply leads to water stagnation providing
more time for the microbes to re-grow inside the distribution
system; 2) The cracks and leakage in the often deteriorated
water distribution network provide a potential portal for
intrusion of contaminants including pathogens and nutrient
into the treated drinking water; 3) Often water supply
pipelines are laid in proximity with the sewage pipelines.
When both the pipelines are compromised the risk of
pathogen intrusion into drinking water is very high. It is
notable that the fecal pathogens and culturable human
viruses have been observed in the soil and water outside the
water distribution pipelines; 4) The subsequent intrusion of
nutrients and microbes encourages development of biofilm
within the water distribution network providing a safe haven
for opportunistic pathogens to grow and promote the
corrosion of pipe materials; and 5) The shedding of cells
after maturation of biofilms causes the dissemination of

microbes within water network providing “seed” for newer
biofilms and populate the drinking water. Depending upon
the water age and the cycle of water supply, public can be
exposed to these microbes, which are released from biofilms.
Notably, these microbes might include pathogens.
Substandard information on the magnitude of health burden
of water-borne diseases does not allow adequate portrayal of
the shortcomings of the current water distribution infrastructure. Little research has been devoted to the disease
outbreaks in India in context of the water network in the
country. An example of a failing water network is the recent
jaundice outbreak in Shimla, which was coincident with the
mismanaged and ill-maintained water treatment plants and
water distribution network [47]. Hepatitis E Virus (HEV),
a fecal-orally transmitted viral infection was discovered in
water networks and was suspected to be the major fomite for
this outbreak [48]. Ageing infrastructure and inefficient
running of sewage treatment plants in Shimla and discharge
of improperly treated wastewater into the raw drinking water
might have contributed to the intrusion of HEV in the water
distribution network [49]. The current strategy of over
chlorination of water is expected to clear pathogens off the
Shimla’s water network but might have severe repercussions
in the long run [50, 51]. Heavy chlorination as currently
practiced here is commendable in context of protecting
public from exposure to HEV. However, a sustainable
solution would require analysis of possible contamination
hotspots, the role of various factors that contribute to
corrosion and biofilm formation, and the long term impact
on environmental and public health of any proposed
intervention. Our knowledge of the mechanisms of microbial
growth and colonizing behavior within the water distribution
network in the presence of disinfectants is superficial, and
studying the microbial ecology and metabolism in
distribution systems will provide deep insights to resolve the
current public health concerns associated with microbial
growth in these engineered systems [15].
The current research at the home institute of the authors aims
to investigate the factors responsible for corrosion within the
water network to prevent deterioration of water distribution
network and the water quality. Further, efforts are underway
to limit the extent of microbial intrusion, re-growth, and
potential for resistance to chlorine disinfection. This study
incorporates the contribution of physico-chemical factors
such as pipe material, stagnation time, disinfection type,
dosage and temperature ranges. Further, the biofilms will be
monitored for the prevalence and persistence of pathogens
and microbes in general within the water supply systems.
The recent outbreak in Shimla serves as a source of
inspiration for the experimental design of this project and is
intended to assist delineating the factors associated with the
water quality in Shimla. A lab scale simulation of water
distribution network would establish the proof of concept
prior to the field study.
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Fig. 1: The Water Network of Shimla

There are four points of chlorination: a) pre-treatment of raw
drinking water b) post-treatment of drinking water, c) after
storage in water tank, and d) before discharge to stream. The
point of pathogen intrusion and re-growth of have been
denoted here.

Conclusion
Deficiencies in water distribution systems such as corrosion,
intermittent water supply, and poor residual disinfectant,
biological and chemical contamination have adversely
impacted both the quality and quantity of water in most
developing countries. The fast urbanization is a crisis
situation given the lack of adequate water infrastructure and
as a result the problems associated with the upkeep of the
water distribution systems have increased. Poorly operated
and maintained engineered systems designed to treat and
transport drinking water now serve as the transmission
vehicles of pathogens and cause serious disease outbreaks.
The primary reason behind the failure of distribution
networks may be linked to corrosion and biofilm formation.
To ensure effectiveness of any intervention it is quintessential to study the various factors that accelerate deterioration of water networks in context of developing countries. A
study such as the one currently being conducted by the
authors can provide insights for setting truly sustainable and
long-lasting water networks in the proposed SMART cities
and elsewhere. The repercussions of such a feat would
translate into improved public health and lesser economic
and resources losses.
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is rooutinely used to
nt and severity of the myocarddial
detect, asssess the exten
d
damage.
One day stress, resst protocol is followed in this
t
s
study
with an intravenous
i
injection of a raddiopharmaceutiical
9 m Techneetium labelled
99
d Methoxy IssoButyl Isonittrile
(99 mTc MIBII). Images are acquired in vaarious projections
mission Compuuted
inn the gamma camera. Single Photon Em
T
Tomographic
(SPECT) imagees are reconstrructed that is used
u
f
for
making thhe interpretatiion. 99 mTc MIBI binds to
m
mitochondria
of the cardiaaccells, and the gamma ray
e
emission
from 99 mTc is useed for imaging. 99 mTc MIB
BI is
a
also
cleared byy the liver and excreted by thhe biliary systeem.
A
Abdominal
acttivity after reest injection may
m
be elevaated
b
because
there is no exercisse effect to reeduce splanchhnic
a
activity.
Whenn one uses fiiltered back projection
p
(FB
BP),
im
mage artifacts can be caused
d by so-called halo
h and spill over
o
e
effects
[1]. Thee halo effect iss a reconstructiion artifact thaat is
a
associated
withh the implemeentation of FB
BP on attenuaated
p
projection
images, with focaally increased activity in otther
w
wise
low-countt surroundingss. This may reesult in an unddere
estimation
of the inferopostteroseptal wallls. Spill overr of
a
activity
into thhe myocardium
m, resulting froom photon scaatter
inn the patient associated with activity in thee liver, bowel, and
s
stomach,
may result in an ov
verestimation of
o this area. Both
B
1

Department of Nuuclear Medicine, Tata
T
Main Hospitaal, Jamshedpur, Inddia.

Fig. 1: Short Axxis SPECT Imagges of Myocardiuum
with Highh Sub-Infero Laateral Uptake

This stuudy was underrtaken to quanntify the reduction in the
uptake of
o 99 mTc MIB
BI in the sub-innfra septal andd sub infero
lateral regions,
r
in ressponse to the intake
i
of wateer between
injectionn and image accquisition.
*
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M
Materials
and
d Method
This study was
T
w
done on 117 patients who underw
went
m
myocardial
perrfusion scan during
d
January 2016–July 20016.
T
There
were 455 patients in Group-1
G
with no
n administrattion
w
water
in between injection and the scan acquisition, and
thhere were 72 patients
p
in Gro
oup-2 who have had at least 450
4
m of water 100 min after the injection in booth stress and rest
mL
r
s
studies
(Table 1). There were 22 males wiith a mean agee of
5
58.7
± 13.7 yeaars and 23 fem
males with a mean age of 60.7 ±
1
10.8
years in Group-1.
G
There were 40 maless with a mean age
o 60.0 ± 5.4 yeears and 32 fem
of
males with a mean
m
age of 60..8 ±
1
11.4
years in Group-2.
G
All thee 45 patients inn Group-1 did not
d
drink
water afteer the injection
n in both stresss and rest studdies.
A the 72 patieents in Group--2 were advisedd to drink at leeast
All
4 ml of wateer 10 minutes after
450
a
the injecttion in both strress
a rest studiess.
and

used in all the patiennts for measurring the radiattion counts
(Figure 2). The dailly and the peeriodic QA (uuniformity,
o Rotation (C
COR) as per thhe National
linearityy and Centre of
Electrical Manufactuurers Associattion (NEMA)) and the
Atomic Energy Reguulatory Board (AERB) reqquirements)
w
the accceptable levels. The QA
A for the
were within
radiocheemical purity of
o 99 mTc MIB
BI was done byy the paper
chromattographic methhod and was found
f
to be grreater than
98% in all the days thhese scans weere performed, where the
expectedd level of puritty was greater than 90%.

T
Table
1: Age and
d Sex of the Patiients
Group-1
Paatients without Water
W
Intake

Group-2
Pattients with Waterr
Intake

Maales

Males

Females

Femalees

N

222

23

322

40

Mean

588.7

60.7
7

600.0

60.8

SD

133.7

10.8
8

5
5.4

11.4

Fig. 2: Regiions of Interest: (a)
( Myocardial,
(b)) Sub Infero Septtal and (c) Sub-IInfero Lateral Reegions

One day stress--rest protocol was
O
w followed in
i the Myocarddial
P
Perfusion
Scinntigraphy [2]. Stress study was done inn a
b
bicycle
ergom
meter similar to
t Bruce prootocol and abbout
3
300–400
Megaa Becquerel (MBq)
(
of 99 mTc MIBI was
w
innjected intra venously
v
at the peak of the exercise. Imaages
w
were
acquired 30–40 minutees after the inj
njection, on a GE
M
Millennium
MG dual head gamma
g
cameraa (Model num
mber
H
H3000ZL,
seriial Number 51432, manufaacturing date 17th
O
October
2006) with a Genieeacq image accquisition systtem
a a Xeleris post
and
p processing
g workstation. Rest studies were
w
d
done
the injecttion for stress studies. Abouut 800–1000 MBq
M
o 99 mTc MIBI
of
M
was injeccted 3 hours after
a
for the rest
r
s
studies
and thee images weree acquired 30 minutes after the
innjection. SPEC
CT images weere reconstructted in the Em
mery
C
Cardiac
Toolboox in the Xelerris workstationn, without attennuatiion correction..

A circular region of interest
i
(ROI) was used for measuring
the myoocardial activityy (M) (Figure 2). Two more ROIs were
drawn in
i the sub infe
fero-septal (SIS
S) and sub inffero-lateral
(SIL) reegions. The RO
OIs in SIS and SIL regions were
w
drawn
with coonstant image area of 25 pixels
p
in all the image
datasetss, to measure the activity in the sub-diaaphramatic
region. Radiation counnts in the myocardial, sub innfero-septal
and subb infero-lateraal regions were measured. The ratio
betweenn the sub innfero-septal and
a
myocardiial uptake
(SIS/M)) and the ratio between the sub
s infero-laterral and the
myocarddial uptake (S
SIL/M) were calculated
c
andd analysed.
This annalysis was done
d
in both the groups of
o patients.
Student’s-t test was used
u
for statistiical significancce between
the twoo groups. p-vaalue less than 0.05 was connsidered as
statisticaally significantt.

Uptake of 99 mTc MIBI in
U
n the myocarddial and the subs
d
diaphramatic
reegion depend upon
u
many facctors including the
a
amount
of activvity injected, Body
B
Mass Indeex (BMI), and the
c
clinical
conditiion of the pattient. Hence the
t ratio betw
ween
u
uptake
of 99 mTc MIBI in the sub-ddiaphramatic and
m
myocardial
reggions was com
mputed in this study to comppare
thhe uptake in both
b
groups. Same projectionn image (imagge 1
o the detecctor-1 from the stress image
of
i
data set,
c
corresponding
t the Left Antterior Oblique (LAO) view) was
to
w

Result

9
96

There iss an improvem
ment in the quaality of the imaages in the
patients in Group-2, when
w
comparedd with that in the patients
T images of a patient
p
who
in Grouup-1. Figure 3aa is the SPECT
did not drink water beetween injectioon and image acquisition.
a
3 is the SPEC
CT images of annother patient who drank
Figure 3b
water between
b
injectiion and imagee acquisition. Images in
Figure 3b
3 make the innterpretation eaasier to make an
a accurate
diagnosis.

S
SMART
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M
is seen in
i the sub inffero septal
uptake of 99 mTc MIBI
d to the liver uptake thatt is not dilutedd with the
region due
intake of
o water.
(a) SPEC
CT Images in a Patient
P
with no Water
W
Intake

Discusssion

(b) SPE
ECT Images in a Patient with Waater Intake
Fig. 3: Recconstructed SPE
ECT Images withh (a) High and
(bb) Low Sub-Diaaphragmatic Actiivity

The ratio betw
T
ween the sub infero-septal and myocarddial
u
uptake
(SIS/M)) and the ratio
o between the sub infero-lateeral
a
and
the myoccardial uptakee (SIL/M) in both groups of
p
patients
are shoowing in Table 2.
Table 2: Uptake
U
Ratios
Grooup-1 Patients without
w
Water Intakee
N = 45
(SIIS/M)*

(S
SIL/M)

Group-2
Patients with
Water Intake
N = 72
(SIIS/M)

(SIL/M
M)

Mean

0.334

0.28
0

0
0.23

0.155

SD

0.007

0.05
0

0
0.06

0.044

*
*M–Myocardial,
SIS–Sub-Infero Sep
ptal, SIL–Sub-Infeero Lateral.

The ratio betw
T
ween the sub infero-septal and myocarddial
u
uptake
(SIS/M
M) has come down
d
form 0.334 in the patieents
w did not drrink water to 0.23 in the paatients who drank
who
w
water.
The ratio
r
between
n the sub innfero-lateral and
m
myocardial
upttake (SIS/M) has
h come downn form 0.28 in the
p
patients
who diid not drink water
w
to 0.15 inn the patients who
w
d
drank
water. There
T
is a statistically signifiicant reductionn of
3
32.3%
and 45..6% of the up
ptake values inn subinfero-sepptal
a
and
sub inferoo lateral regio
ons in the pattients who drank
w
water,
when coompared with the patients who
w did not drrink
w
water
(p < 0.0001) (Figure 4). Relatively redduced reductionn in

M–Myocarddial, SIS–Sub-Infeero septal, SIL–Subb-infero lateral

Fig. 4: Reduction
R
in Su
ub-Diaphramatic Uptake of
99 mT
Tc MIBI in Resp
ponse to Intake of
o Water

One of the patients haad to undergo a repeat study during the
period of
o this study duue to very highh uptake of 99 mTc MIBI
in the sub
s diaphramaatic region. Thhe first SPECT
T study on
this patiient without addministration of
o water show
wed 2 small
perfusioon defects withh a size of 35 pixels did nott show any
reversibbility and show
wed an Ejectionn Fraction of 48%.
4
When
repeatedd with adminisstration of wateer, the image quality
q
was
better and
a the same patient
p
showedd a perfusion defect 128
pixels, reversibility
r
off 56% and an Ejection
E
Fractioon of 48%.
Althouggh both halo and
a spill over are often meentioned in
articles on myocardial SPECT, veery little information is
T effects
availablle on avoidancce of these pheenomena [3]. The
of areass of high activvity close to thhe myocardium
m, as in the
liver, caan be eliminaated by the appplication of attenuation
a
correctioon [4]. Some authors
a
state thhat scatter effects may be
more serious
s
on atttenuation corrrected images because
the proocedure cannoot distinguish between scatttered and
unscatteered photons [5]. Both com
mponents are amplified
equally during attenuuation correctioon. In additionn, iterative
h
effects buut will not
reconstrruction will elliminate the halo
diminishh scatter. To date,
d
the probllems caused byy halo and
spill ovver effects caan only be partially
p
solvedd by new
imagingg techniques. It
I is necessary to estimate annd remove
the scattter componennt from the measured
m
signnal and to
incorporrate the depthh-dependent reesponse of thhe imaging
system in
i the reconstruuction algorithhms [6].
Several protocols incluude the use off a fatty meal or
o intravenous choolecystokinin too stimulate heppatobiliary clearance [7].
Others include
i
giving patients a drinnk of milk, a milk
m shake
and carbbonated lime or
o water [8–133]. But intake of milk or
carbonaated lime is reestricted in soome patients with
w
some
known ailments. Water is tried in this
t
study becaause water
intake iss not restrictedd in most of thee patients. Intakke of water
reduces activity in the
t
gastric fuundus and speeedsup the
b
[14].
migratioon of biliary seecreted activityy through the bowel
Activityy dispersed more
m
diffuselyy throughout the entire
abdomeen is less likeely to cause reconstructionn artifacts.
Howeveer some patientts showed highher liver uptakee. Milk can
be usedd in these patieents, if not conntra-indicated. Scan done
90 minuutes post injection also proovides good background
b
clearancce in some patiients.

Conclu
usion
Adminisstration of watter to the patieents at the speccified time
improvees the quality of
o myocardial perfusion
p
SPEC
CT images,
97
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thhus facilitatingg the better intterpretation off the infero-lateeral
m
myocardial
walll.
[8]

R
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A New Technique for Extraction Based Text Summarization
Goutam Sarker1

Abstract: Text summarization is the process of reducing a text document with a computer program in order to
create a summarized text that retains the most important information of the original text. Text summarization is an
area of data mining and in turn Artificial Intelligence. The present work is one new type of extrinsic technique of
summarization, which finds a representative subset of the original textual sentence set, and thereby contains the
precise and salient information of the original text.
Keywords: Text Summarization, Sentence Weight, Clustering, Redundant Sentence.

Introduction

A

summary [1] of a text is produced from one or more
texts that conveys important and salient information in
the original text(s), and is shorter in length than the original
text(s). The goal of automatic or machine generated text
summarization is to condense the source text(s) into a shorter
version, preserving its content information and overall
meaning. A summary can be effectively and efficiently
employed either in an indicative way as a pointer to some
parts of the original text, or in an informative way to cover
all salient and relevant information of the text. In both cases
the most important advantage of using a summary is its
reduced reading and/or post processing time.
Text summarization [2, 3] methods can be broadly classified
under two categories namely extrinsic or extractive summarization and NLP based or intrinsic summarization. An
extractive summarization method consists of selecting
important sentences, paragraphs etc. from the original text
and concatenating them into shorter form by eliminating less
important, redundant irrelevant and useless sentences.
Intrinsic summarization requires the understanding of the
inner meaning of sentences of the text and is thereby more
hard and complex. The importance of the sentences are
decided based on the weight of sentences. In this paper a
new novel technique of extractive text summarization
method is focused.
Automatic or machine generated text summarization [4, 5] is
the technique, where a computer system summarizes a text.
A text is entered in the system and a summarized text is
returned as output, which is a non-redundant extract from the
original text. A redundant set of sentences is a sentence set
having more or less identical meaning of all the sentences in
that set.
1

The technique was originated in the 60's and has been
developed through 60 years. Today, with the internet and the
worldwide web, the technique has become more important
and finds versatile applications.
Text document summarization can be used:
• To summarize news to SMS or WAP-format for mobile
phones.
• To let a computer synthetically read the summarized
text. Written text can be to long and boring to understand.
• In search engines to present compressed descriptions of
the search results (e.g. internet search engine Google).
• In keyword directed subscription of news which are
summarized and pushed to the user.
•

To search in foreign languages and obtain an automatically
translated summary of the automatically summarized text.

In the present novel approach, text document summarization
is based on weight of the sentences, where the summarization system calculates how often certain set of
keywords appears in the text file and/or a set of text files.
The keywords belong to the so called open class words. The
summarization system calculates the ‘intra’ and ‘inter’
frequency of the key words in the given text set, to
ultimately compute the weight of each sentence. Then it
arranges the sentences in descending order of weight after
eliminating the redundant sentences through clustering. The
representative sentences (with minimum sentence length) in
the cluster of same-meaning sentences are the most optimal
ones with the same meaning as the other sentences in the
group or cluster. This improves the quality of summary. A
certain percentage of sentences in weight-wise descending
order are selected, while others are deselected. Then, the
selected sentences are compared with the original text to find
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their right order and right position to form a meaningful
qualitative summary. After this, the machine generated
summarized texts are compared with human generated
summaries for those texts to evaluate the summary system in
terms of accuracy.

Basic Ideas and Theory of Operation
Text Mining
Text mining [6], also referred to as text data mining [7–10]
roughly equivalent to text analytics, refers to the process of
deriving high-quality information from text. High-quality
information is typically derived through the devising of
patterns and trends through means such as statistical pattern
learning. Text mining usually involves the process of
structuring the input text (usually parsing, along with the
addition of some derived linguistic features and the removal
of others, and subsequent insertion into a database), deriving
patterns within the structured data, and finally evaluation and
interpretation of the output. 'High quality’ in text mining
usually refers to some combination of relevance, novelty,
and interestingness.
Text Pre-Processing
Figure 1 presents the steps used for text pre-processing. The
first step in text pre-processing is to transform documents,
which typically are strings of characters, transformed into a
representation suitable for the learning algorithm and the
classification task. The text transformation usually is of the
following kind:
• Word separation, sentence splitting.
• Remove HTML or other tags.
• Remove stopwords, punctuations.
The stopwords are frequent words that carry no information
i.e. pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, etc.

Multi-Text Summarization
Multi-Text summarization is an automatic procedure aimed
at extraction of information from multiple texts written about
the same topic. The resulting summary report allows
individual users, such as professional information consumers,
to quickly familiarize themselves with information contained
in a large cluster of texts. In such a way, multi-text summarization systems are complementing the news aggregators
performing the next step down the road of coping with
information overload.

Overview of Current Approach
In this work, the Extractive method is used to get the
summary of the input texts. In order to extract the summary,
we use the following features are used:
1. Content Words or Keywords (wk): During preprocessing,
after removing the stop words the remaining words are
treated as keywords. The total number of keyword is
taken during assigning the weight to each term.
2. Term Frequency (tf): The frequency of the keyword
which are frequently occurring in the text.
3. Sentence Feature: Usually first sentence of first paragraph of a text document are more important and are
having greater chances to be included in summary. So in
the present system, the inclusion of first sentence and
counting the number of sentences in the text has been
made. Have been assigned Weights to the keywords to
find the weight of the sentence. Sentence weight is
calculated according to original text and then sorted in
descending order of sentence weight.
4. Normalized Term Frequent (tf): Normalized term
frequency of the ith keyword is given by,
fi
⎛
⎞
tf = ⎜
× wk
f
+
f
+
... + f n ⎟⎠
i
⎝ 1
2

,

Where fi = frequency of the keyword for ki for 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
and wk is the Total number of keywords.
5. Inter Document Frequency (IDF): Inter Document
frequency IDFi of the keyword ki is the ratio of the
number of text files in which that keyword ki is
occurring (ni) and the total number of text files (n),
Therefore, IDFi =

ni
n

6. Weight of the keywords ki in a sentence is assigned by
si = (t f + IDFi ) , so that weight of a sentence can be
i

expressed by the terms
Fig. 1: Schematic of Text Pre-Processing
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∑i =1t fi + IDFi
j

where there are

j different keywords in sentence si. Now the sentences
are arranged in descending order of their weights, after
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removal of redundant sentences through ‘sentence
clustering or grouping’.
Sentence Clustering or Grouping: Here each sentence
from the texts are compared with every other sentence in
that text file to form a group or cluster [11–14] of
similar sentences having same meaning. If a cluster is
having cardinality greater than one then normalized
weight of all sentences of the clusters are computed by
the formula,
weight of the sentence
ws =
lenght of the sentence
i
where, wsi is the weight of the sentence and si is the
cluster or group.
Then the sentence si in the cluster for which wsi is
maximum, is selected and all the others are deselected
and thus are regarded as redundant sentences.
7. Evaluation: Evaluation of the system in terms of accuracy is done by comparing the system generated
summary with the same benchmark or standard summary usually human generated summary.

Algorithm for Present Technique
The text summarization tasks can be classified into singledocument (like images, videos, audios, texts, etc.) and multidocument (like images, videos, audios, texts, etc.) summarization. In single-document summarization, the summary
of only one document is to be built, while in multi-document
summarization the summary of a whole collection of
documents is built. In the paper, different subject texts
collected from the internet as the documents to work on has
been used.

Algorithm for Single Text File
Input: Text file for summarization, stop words, file for
extracting keywords and threshold.
Output: Sorted sentences in descending order of the sentence
weight.

Steps:
1. Extract keywords ki in the text
2. Determine the keywords in the text greater than
threshold (th) i.e. ki > th
3. Determine weight of keyword ki,
wi =

tf
n

4. Determine the weighted sum of all the sentences
wt
wt = i i = 1 to n
n
1

Where, wts = effective weight of the sentence.
wt1, wt2, wt3, .... wtn are the weights of individual terms in
that sentence. n = total number of terms in that sentence.
5. Finally, arrange the sentences in descending order of
weighted sum.

Algorithm for Multiple Text file
Input: Text file for summarization, stop words file for
extracting keywords and threshold.
Output: Sorted sentences in descending order of the sentence
weight

Steps:
1. Extract keywords ki
2. Find occurrence of keywords ki in the text
3. Determine the keywords in the text
tf
wi =
n
Where tf is the term frequency of the keyword greater
than threshold (th) i.e. ki > th.
4. Determine weight of keyword ki,
5. Compute Inter Document frequency (IDF) as the ratio of
the number of text files in which that word is occurring
(ni) and total number of text files (n).
IDF = ni
n
6. Compute the weight of the sentence in that text file as,

∑i =1 t fi + IDFi
j

where, “j” is the total number of keywords in the given
sentence. This in performed in all the text files in the
folder.
7. Determine the weighted sum of all the sentences
wt
wt = 1
i = 1 to n
n
1
Where, wts = effective weight of the sentence.

wt1, wt2, wt3, ...., wtn are the weights of individual terms
in that sentence.
n = total number of terms in that sentence.
8. Cluster all the redundant sentences by comparing each
sentences from the text with every other sentence in that
text file to represent the sentence having the maximum
ratio of the cluster i.e.
w
max ( i )
li
Where, wi = weight of the keywords,
li = length of the sentences
101
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9. Step 1 to step 8 is repeated for all the text files in the
folder.
10. Finally, sequentially arrange the sentences in descending
order of weighted sum in all the text files of the folder
and select first 25% sentences and deselect the others.

Algorithm for Clustering Meaningful Sentences
Input: Text files for clustering, pre -defined threshold.
w
Output: A set of sentences with maximum ratio of ( i ).
li

Steps:
1. Extract weighted sentence, wts in a text file.
2. Grouping sentences based on commonality of keywords
between the sentences, given a pre-defined threshold
‘th’.
3. For 1≤i≤n wsi є Gi
4. Then, redundancy is removed by keeping the sentence
w
which has maximum ratio i.e. max( i ). Where wi =
li
weight of the key words (ki) and li = length of the
original sentences.
5. Finally, meaningful sentences obtained from text file.

Experimental Results
The system is evaluated using an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5645
@2.40 GHz having 8GB RAM and Windows 7 64-bit OS.
The English text file data of different subjects like Accounting, Geography, Biology, Economics, Artificial Intelligence
(AI) etc. is collected from internet (www.worldscienti
fic.com, en.wikipedia.org, scienceworld.scholastic.com
www.ncert.nic.in/ncerts/textbook/textbook
www.textbooksonline.tn.nic.in/books and many more).
Due to lack of benchmark texts with corresponding human
generated summaries in the internet, benchmark texts
(www.worldscientific.com, en.wikipedia.org, scienceworld.
scholastic.com, www.ncert.nic.in/ncerts/textbook/textbook
www.textbooksonline.tn.nic.in/books and many more using
textsummarization.net/text-summarizer) was used, and
human generated summaries for them all was utilized for the
purpose of system generated summary evaluation.
It is observed from Table 1 that the time for summarization
is affordable. To evaluate the system in terms of accuracy,
human generated summary was used, which is usually
intrinsic rather than extrinsic and is based on the conceptual
meaning of the text. With that also the accuracy of
summarization is adequate in most cases and is acceptable
for all practical purposes while enjoying the simplicity of
design.

Table 1: Performance Evaluation
Sl.
No.
1.

Input
Folder
ACC

Input Text
File
ACC1.TXT

No. of
Input
Texts

Time for
Summmarization
(seconds)

Accuracy of
Summarized Text

7

348.36

54.44

171.66

64.55

Average Accuracy
38.6

TXT
ACC2.TXT

2.

AI

ACC3.TXT

1135.5

36.67

ACC4.TXT

1054.27

37.78

ACC5.TXT

1371.41

28.18

ACC6.TXT

184.38

31.42

ACC7.TXT

816.52

17.14

628.88

54.44

AI2.TXT

1167.64

45.71

AI3.TXT

1287.47

29.05

AI4.TXT

1763.79

41.57

AI5.TXT

1358.62

37.27

AI6.TXT

1443.6

37.77

AI1.TXT

6

TXT

102

40.96
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Sl.
No.
3.

Input
Folder

Input Text
File

BIO

BIOLOGY1.

TXT

TXT

No. of
Input
Texts
5

BIOLOGY2.

Time for
Summmarization
(seconds)
501.36

Accuracy of
Summarized Text
75

293.76

75

100.84

32.22

386.33

35

Average Accuracy
48.9

TXT
BIOLOGY4.
TXT
BIOLOGY5.
TXT
BIOLOGY6.

1160.42

27.65

TXT
4.

ECO

ECO1.TXT

8

527.31

60

ECO2.TXT

931.48

55.45

ECO3.TXT

585.78

68.6

ECO4.TXT

299.69

26.67

ECO5.TXT

618.78

50

ECO6.TXT

507.99

35

ECO7.TXT

526.06

35

575.26

40

374.44

55.45

46.34

TXT

ECO8.TXT
5.

GEO

GEO1.TXT

6

53.68

TXT
GEO2.TXT

1791.71

50

GEO3.TXT

491.83

60

GEO4.TXT

365.29

55.45

GEO5.TXT

1445.95

38.57

GEO10.TXT

935.77

62.63

Conclusion
An Extrinsic Summarization System has been designed and
developed, which is able to summarize a set of texts based
on term frequency and inter document frequency of the
keywords of the text set. It is able to deselect the redundant
sentences by detecting the presence of same or almost same
set of keywords in the sentence set.
Since the summarization is extrinsic and not intrinsic
technique, it might happen that the meaning of two or more
sentences are same, but different set of keywords are used.
Although this situation is rare in a text, those conceptually
same or similar meaning redundant sentences remain undetected thereby slightly degrading the quality of summary.
Of course, this drawback is resolved in intrinsic summarization at the cost of complicacy of design.
The time for summarization is affordable. Also the accuracy
of the system is acceptable for all practical applications if the

simplicity of the design of the present novel system is
considered.
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An Intelligent Home Automation System
Using Internet of Things Framework
Arindrajit Pal1 and Amitava Nag2

Abstract: The advancement of automation technology, life is getting simpler and easier in all aspects. In today’s
world automatic systems are being preferred over manual system. The rapid increase of the number of users of
internet over the past decade has made internet as an essential part of the life, and the Internet of Things (IoT) is the
latest and emerging internet technology. In this paper, we develop a home automation system is developed by using
the Raspberry Pi, a microprocessor based on-board computer system. Raspberry Pi has ethernet port and some
general input-output pins that can connect different home gadgets through internet. Techniques are being developed
techniques to operate it by our smart phone and control the devices. In our work, web-cam is also used for
capturing the photos and live streaming and watch it through the smart phone.
Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT), Raspberry Pi, Home Automation.

Introduction

T

he Internet of Things (IoT), can be looked as an
intelligent network [1] which is equipped with a very
large number of smart objects. The ‘things’ in IoT are smart
objects such as home appliances, surveillance cameras,
monitoring sensors, displays, etc. that have the ability to
collect, store and transfer data over internet without manual
assistance [2]. It provides the intelligent services such as
locating, tracking, monitoring, and managing things [1], [3].
Nowadays, researchers from both industry and academia are
focusing on IoT to make the existing domestic appliances
more efficient with the help of local networking or by remote
control [4]. This paper aims to design a home automation
system based on IoT using Raspberry pi. Raspberry pi is a
credit card-sized microprocessor based single-board computer
with a Linux operating system [5], [6]. This minicomputer
can provide all the services of a normal desktop computer
[7]. It is now being widely used for various applications such
as home automation, robot, smart parking systems, etc. [8].
In this paper, a mechanism is proposed to develop a smart
home automation system that uses Raspberry Pi to enabling
easy access and interaction with home appliances.

Implementation of Home Automation Model
Working Principles
In this paper, the authors have developed a system which can
help user to operate home appliances from far away from
1
2

their home through internet with the help of the smartphones.
It also helps the physically challenged or elder persons to
live independently in their house. This is one of the
important applications of IoT. Because, the normal remote
control system can work within a room and bluetooth
enabled devices can operate within a few meter range. But,
the IoT technology can be used anywhere of the world if
Internet is available. The user can operate different home
appliances by a smart phone. Several applications can be
developed regarding this purpose. The sensors of the home
appliances should be connected through the Raspberry Pi kit.
In this way the physically challenged or elderly persons can
monitor their total house and operate on different devices
like fans, lights and several home appliances by sitting on a
room. Another objective of this application is to develop a
security system and a door sensor notification in our home
using webcam surveillance and Raspberry pi together. The
user can monitor his house through is smart phone or some
monitoring devices also from faraway of his home. In
absence of the owner of a house, this security system can
help to protect that house from intruder. If any unauthorized
person may try to enter his house, the proprietor can get an
automatic notification or alarm from his house and watch the
live stream pictures of his house in the monitor. To establish
this security system, the users has to apply the IoT
technology. The webcam surveillance and the door sensors
are connected with the Raspberry Pi which is an Internet
enable device. This Raspberry pi can transmit data to the
user’s smart phone and he can notify to the security or police.
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This technology also helps those persons who live alone in
their house. So, the objective of this work is to help the
different persons in the society to live better and secure life.

Hardware Components
Raspberry Pi It is a microprocessor based single board
computer interface with the android module to perform the
automation which is shown as Figure 1(a). It has been
developed by the Raspberry Pi Foundation, UK. It receives
signals from the smart phone and processes it to perform
several tasks. There are in two board configurations of
Raspberry Pi: a) Broadcom BCM2835 System on a chip
(SoC), which includes an ARM1176JZFS 700 MHz
processor, Video Core IV GPU and 256/ 512MB of RAM.
There is no built in HDD or solid state drive in it. It uses an
SD card for booting and storage purpose. Different switches,
door sensors and webcam control systems need to be
integrated with the Raspberry Pi. It is easy to install and low
cost.
Magnetic Door Sensors: This is a reed switch covered in an
ABS plastic shell. They are often used to detect when a door
is open or close as shown in Figure 1(b). This is connected
with Raspberry pi and notifies the status to the pi.
Wifi Router: This device is attached with the Raspberry pi
kit and transmits data to the user’s smart phone through
Internet as shown in Figure 1(c). It actually communicates
with the local server or Internet router.

PiCam/Surveillance Camera: It is a high resolution video
camera that streams the images in real time and transfer to
users monitoring device as shown in Figure 2(a). It is also
possible to save the images to the storage unit or clouds. This
device can attach with Raspberry Pi through the USB port.
HDMI Monitor This device is used for monitoring the live
stream from the surveillance camera as shown in Figure 2(b).
It can directly attach with Raspberry Pi through the HDMI
port and display the live stream from the surveillance
camera.

Fig. 2: (a) Surveillance Camera (b) HDMI Monitor

Software Requirements:
1. OS-Rasbian Jesse (version- 4.4)
2. PHP
3. Python 3.0
4. HTML/CSS/JavaScript
5. MJPEG Streamer
6. ngrok.io and pagekite.py for port tunneling.

Proposed System
After preparing the template, now all the development work
is integrated to make a complete interface. The user display
and the controls are managed by the python code. There are
different software packages which provide various views to
control. The lights and sensors are connected to the
Raspberry Pi. The server and client applications are written
in Python to the interface for Raspberry Pi. The application
software produces the built in functions as well as user
defined methods to the smart phone. An android application
can be developed using the Android Developer Tools to run
the programs on mobile devices that communicates between
pi and home appliances easily.

Fig. 1: (a) Raspberry Pi Model B (b) Magnetic Door Sensors
(c) WiFi Router
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The operational overview of the proposed work is in Figure
3. Here, the system is divided in two parts namely server side
and client side. Server side consists of ON/OFF switches and
live-feed button and user interface that allow us to turn
ON/OFF a device and to see the live feed also. This is
normally the devices used by the user like smart phone,
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Fig. 3: Operational View of the System

computer etc. It consists of PHP and HTML files and Python
modules. The client side has the Raspberry Pi module which
consists of relay circuit connected with GPIO pins. In the
client side, all the switches, home appliances and routers are
connected with the pi. The pi runs a python program for each
ON/OFF button. In case of live feed we use picam.
Whenever the live feed switch is ON, the Mjpg Streamer
performs the streaming. In Figure 4, the user interface (UI)
consists of four switches which are synchronized with each
other and a button which gives the live stream. This UI is
present in the user’s smart phone. User can control the
different switches which are connected to the lights or
gadgets of his home by this UI. ON/OFF states show the
current status of the switches. Figure 5 shows the security
system of the house, where the Surveillance camera and
sensors are attached to the Raspberry Pi. This security
system involves the notification to the smart phone through
the Internet and also the live stream to the users monitoring
devices.

Fig. 4: User Interface in Smart Phone

Fig. 5: Security Module Using Surveillance Camera and Sensors

Conclusion
IoT is an emerging technology in modern science. In present
days, internet can be accessed by the common people with a
reasonable cost. The people can also access internet through
different pocket devices which are not so costly. So, they are
trying to live a better comfortable and secure life using these
gadgets. So, day-to-day different technologies are invented
to serve the societies requirement. The IoT may enhance a
new potential by enabling communications between objects
and human, making a smarter and intelligent planet. This
proposed work can build up easily by using some small
devices like Raspberry Pi, few sensors, relays, modules etc.
This work can help the user to control the switches, gadgets
by his smart phone through the internet. It also helps the
disable or older persons to live independently. Our future
work is to develop a new technology where the home
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automation can be controlled by artificial intelligence system
and reduces the human activities.
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Statistical Relevance of Sweat on Bloodstain
Pattern Documented on Linen Surface
Nabanita Basu1

Abstract: Bloodstain patterns are considered as static evidence of dynamic consequences that had occured at a
crime scene. Stain patterns are used in coherence with other circumstantial evidence for reconstruction of crime
scene. As compared to non-absorbant, non-porous, smooth surface stains on fabric surfaces are difficult to
interpret. Sweat is a natural reaction to human fear and anxiety. The effect of sweat on fabric surface and it’s effect
on the stain pattern formed still remains undocumented within the scientific community. Again, experiments in
relation to sweat are difficult to re-create owing to the large variability in sweat composition of different individuals
owing to the varied food habits and environmental conditions in which individuals survive. In this work artificial
acidic sweat was simulated using industrial standard ISO 3160:2. Experiments show that linen fabric wetted with
sweat or hence dried statistically significantly (p < 0.001) affect stain patterns form on 100% linen fabric. For the
particular sweat composition regular stains almost resembling regular stains were obtained at different angle of
impact and fall height, when after being soaked in sweat the fabric was natural air dried before staining.
Keywords: Bloodstain Pattern, Linen, ISO 3160: 2, Sweat, Group Comparison.

Introduction

B

loodstain pattern analysis deals with reconstruction,
sequencing of events that had occurred at a crime scene
based on bloodstain patterns. Bloodstain patterns are static
consequences of dynamic events that had occurred at a crime
scene. Fluid mechanics provides the fundamental basis for
predictions made from bloodstain patterns [1]. Forces like
adhesion, cohesion, gravitation, surface tension and capillary
action control the characteristic flow of the pseudo-plastic
non-Newtonian fluid blood [1].
Unlike fingerprints, bloodstain patterns are reconstructive
evidence. While stain patterns formed on non-porous/nonabsorbent, plain, smooth target surface are easier to analyze
and interpret (eg. paper), such is not the case with stain
patterns formed on porous/absorbent, rough surfaces (e.g.
fabric). Stains formed on non-porous/non-absorbent, plain,
smooth target surface are mostly regular stains while stains
formed as a result of similar physical mechanism on porous/
absorbent, rough surface are irregular.
Research undertaken elucidates that sweat glands are stimulated in response to high temperature, exercise, hormone
secretion and emotional stress [2, 3]. Again, sweat and threat
perception have a complicated relationship [2]. When
threatened, intuitively an individual makes a choice of
1

‘flight’ or ‘fight’. Sweating helps an individual prepare and
hence sustain either of the two scenarios, ‘fight’ or ‘flight’ [2].
This research work is aimed to analyze how sweat affects the
formation of stain on cloth surface particularly in the case of
70 Lea and 100% Linen shirting fabric. Often it is considered
that experiments conducted with sweat in laboratory’s
pertaining to different geographical zones are difficult to recreate owing to the fact that sweat composition of different
individuals vary. Food habit and environmental conditions
that the person is exposed to largely affect the composition
of his/her sweat. This variance is also evident in the artificial
sweat composition used in the commercial/industrial sector.
The artificial sweat used for testing metal corrosion in Japan
varies in composition from the Deutsch, International
standard. To encompass this variation the experiment designed consists of artificial sweat simulation as per 12
industrial artificial sweat simulation standards.
This paper is only a brief excerpt of the research work
undertaken to analyze the effect of sweat on the bloodstains
recorded on fabric surface.

Literature Review
Crime scene reconstruction is particularly dependent on the
analysis and interpretation of reconstructive evidence in
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coherence with other circumstantial evidence. Bevel and
Gardener provide an extensive description of the science that
governs the study/interpretation of bloodstain patterns in the
reconstruction of crime scene [1]. Daniel Attinger elaborately reviewed the different theories of fluid mechanics
that govern blood flow dynamics [4].
In relation to the study of bloodstain patterns on fabric, of
particular relevance is the work of White [5] and Slemko [6].
White in his work highlighted that estimation of angle of
impact from fabric stain was particularly misleading [5]. The
fact that stains formed on new cloth were particularly
different from stains formed on worn out cloth was
emphasized by Slemko in his work [6]. By use of different
types of fabrics Slemko analyzed the effect of velocity,
relative distance and chemically treated fabric target surface
on the pattern of stains on fabric [6]. Miles et al. in their
work documented the effect of surface roughness and fall
height on the number of satellites formed for a stain recorded
on fabric surface [7]. Prior laundering of fabric, fiber content
and fabric structure particularly affect the formation of stain
pattern on fabric [7]. Castro TC et al. identified a significant
increase in the stain size on laundered blend fabric [8, 9].
Dicken et al. used a micro computed tomography scanner to
study bloodstain size and shape throughout fabrics [10]. The
study identified impact velocity and fabric structure as
important factors that affected bloodstain morphology on
fabric [10]. Castro TC et al. also identified the age of the
fabric as an important parameter that affected the stain
pattern on fabric [11].
Though substantial work has been undertaken in
understanding the effect of fabric texture, impact velocity,
fabric type, laundry wash on the morphology of bloodstain
pattern formed on fabric, the impact of human sweat on the
stain pattern formed stands particularly unexplored. This
work is intended to bridge this particular gap.

Experimental Design
In order to study the effect of sweat on stain patterns on
fabric, certain hypotheses were generated. The experiments
were designed to examine the validity of the hypotheses
based on statistical methods. The hypotheses are:
H1: Stain patterns recorded on paper surface are distinctly
different from the stain patterns developed on new
100% Linen shirting fabric under identical physical
mechanisms.
H2: Stains patterns recorded on new cloth, cloth soaked in
sweat and hence dried, cloth wetted with sweat vary
even when all the passive drops were formed by the
same mechanism and similar atmospheric conditions.
At the very onset, porcine blood was used to recreate stain
patterns. This is because porcine blood closely resembles
110

human blood rheology [12]. Table 1 provides a summary of
the properties of porcine blood that was used in the
experiments [13].
Table 1: Intra Variability in Porcine Blood
that was used in the Experiments [13]
Before the Experiment
[Blood at 37°C and 60%
Humidity]

Porcine Blood
Age since collection from a pig

1-day-old

PCV

0.39 ± 0.01

Density, ×103 kg/m3

1.069 ± 0.022

Surface tension, mN/m

62.47 ± 0.71
2

Whole blood viscosity, mN-s/m

4.001 ± 0.008

Plasma viscosity, mN-s/m2

1.482 ± 0.003

Blood being a non-Newtonian fluid, the environmental
conditions as also the temperature of blood at the time of
experiment are important parameters that need to be
controlled for the experimental setup. Table 2 represents the
environmental conditions as also the controlled experiment
conditions that were maintained across the lifetime of each
experiment.
Table 2: Record of the Atmospheric Conditions and Conditions
within the Laboratory at the Time of Experimentation [13]
Atmospheric Conditions
LABORATORY SETTING
Temperature

37° C

Humidity

60 %

Wind Condition

Not windy

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION (outside the Laboratory )
Dry Temperature

23°C (approx.)

Wet Temperature

26°C (approx.)

Relative Humidity

77–78% (approx.)

Wind Condition

Not windy

Blood Temperature

37° C

Passive drip stains in particular are bloodstains formed on a
target surface as a result of dripping of blood under the
action of gravity. As part of the experimental setup, blood
was allowed to drip under the action of gravity at varying
angle of impact and fall height from a 2.5 ml. subcutaneous
syringe without needle. A syringe was used for blood
dripping in order to maintain parity in volume of blood flow
out. The volume of each blood drop emanated from the
syringe was calculated. Table 3 records the different
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combinations of angle of impact and fall height used in the
study along with the volume of each blood drop from the
syringe that fell through under the action of gravity.

Fig. 1: Experimental setup for creating stain patterns at different
angles of impact and fall height. The dotted lines along 30o and 60o
reprensent the position of the target surface for an impact angle of
60o and 30o respectively [13].

Figure 1 represents the experimental setup for a paper target
surface. For fabric target surface, same tensile strength of the

target surface was ensured by fixing the target surface on an
embroidery frame. This was done to avoid bounce, crease on
the target surface and hence make the stain patterns on the
target surface comparable.
Linen Shirting cloth (100% Linen, 70 Lea) was cut out into
30.48 cm by 30.48 cm (1 ft by 1 ft) pieces for recording each
stain pattern. Three sets of target surface were created.
Group 1 consisted of new 100% Linen shirting fabric (70
Lea) cut out into 30.48 cm by 30.48 cm (1 ft by 1 ft) pieces.
The different combinations of angle of impact and fall height
(refer Table 3) were used to record stain patterns on new 70
Lea 100% Linen shirting fabric. Again the same array of
angle of impact and fall height combinations were used to
record stains on Group 2, 30.48 cm by 30.48 cm (1 ft by 1 ft)
pieces of cloth each of which was uniformly soaked in
100 ml. of artificial sweat simulated as per ISO-3160:2
standard for 20 min and hence air dried. Each 70 lea Linen
shirting cloth piece was dried in natural air condition. Group
3 consisted of 30.48 cm by 30.48 cm (1 ft by 1 ft) 100%
Linen shirting fabric each of which was uniformly soaked in
100 ml. of artificial sweat simulated as per ISO-3160: 2 for
20 min and dried to a point where the cloth doesn’t drip
unless twisted and turned. The pieces of fabric that were part
of Group 3 were stained as per the angle of impact and fall
height combinations in Table 3.

Table 3: Angle of Impact and Fall Height Combination for Dripping of Blood for Control, Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 Target Surface
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Bloodstain patterns can particularly classified into two
groups, namely, Regular and Irregular stains. Regular stains
abide by a geometric shape while Irregular stains do not. For
regular stains, the best fitting ellipse to a regular stain is
estimated and the major and minor axis values for the ellipse
are referred to as the length and breadth of a particular stain.
For a regular stain, the angle of impact is calculated as Sin-1
(Breadth/Length) (refer Figure 2). However, for an irregular
stain the angle of impact cannot be estimated (refer
Figure 3).

Statistical tests were performed to compare stains on paper to
the stains formed on fabrics in Group 1. Statistical tests were
performed to compare stains formed on fabrics in Group 1,
Group 2 and 3 respectively.

Results and Discussion
Given that the length and breadth value for the stains is not
normally distributed, Mann-Whitney U test was performed
to compare whether the stain patterns on paper and fabric are
similar or part of the same population or not. The p value for
the length and breadth parameter of the 18 stains (9 stains on
paper and 9 on fabric) being less that 0.001(< 0.001)
revealed that there is statistically significant difference
between the stains formed on paper and those formed on
100% Linen target surface and it is unlikely that such a
difference was merely by chance. While Figure 4a provides
the stains formed on paper at 90o angle of impact and 60 cm
fall height, Figure 4b provides the stains formed on 100%
new linen fabric at the same angle of impact and fall height
when emanated from a subcutaneous syringe without needle.

Fig. 2: Graphical Representation of the Accepted Methodology for
Calculating the Length, Breadth and Angle of Impact for a Regular
Passive Drip Stain. [13]

On similar lines, the length and breadth of the parent stain
formed on paper and new 100% Linen shirting fabric
(70 Lea) (Group 1) using the same physical mechanism (i.e.
environmental conditions, temperature of blood, syringe,
combinations of fall height and angle of impact) were
calculated. The length and breadth of stains formed on
Group 2 and Group 3 fabrics were measured manually and
with a computer based program.

(a)
Length
Satellites

Breadth

Fig. 3: An irregular stain (i.e. a stain in which an ellipse cannot be
fitted) formed on new 100% Linen shirting fabric at an angle of
impact 90o and a fall height of 20 cm due to passive dripping of
blood from a 2.5 ml. subcutaneous syringe without needle.
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(b)
Fig. 4: (a) Stain formed on paper at 90o angle of impact and 60 cm
fall height. Length of stain – 1.1 cm, Breadth of stain – 1.1 cm,
Number of satellites – 0, [13] (b) Stain formed on new 100% Linen
shirting fabric at 90o angle of impact and 60 cm fall height, Length
– 1.0 cm, Breadth-0.9 cm, No. of satellites – 2.
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Owing to the non-normal distribution of the length and
breadth values for the stains formed on Group 1, Group 2
and Group 3 fabrics [14], Kruskal Wallis test [15] was
performed to compare the stain patterns formed on fabrics
belonging to the 3 groups. The Kruskal Wallis Test [15]
revealed that there is a statistically significant difference
between stain patterns formed on fabrics in Group 1 and
those formed on Group 2 and 3 respectively in terms of stain
length (p < 0.001) and breadth (p < 0.001) parameters . The
outcome of the Kruskal Wallis test [15] revealed that a
statistically significant difference exists between the stains
formed on Group 1 fabrics, Group 2 fabrics and Group 3
fabrics in terms of stain length (p < 0.001) and breadth
(p < 0.001) parameters (refer Figure 5).

findings, this work statistically emphasizes the difference in
the stain patterns formed on new 100% Linen shirting fabric
against a paper control surface. Additionally, the effect of
sweat on stain pattern was analyzed in this work. Human
sweat was artificially simulated as per ISO 3160: 2 standard.
When uniformly soaked and air dried, the stains formed on
the same fabric under similar physical conditions were
significantly different from the stains formed on the new
fabric. Again, stain morphology on cloth soaked in sweat
significantly differed from stains formed on new fabric and
stains formed on air dried sweat wetted fabric. Only acidic
sweat was considered in this particular experiment.
As has been previously mentioned, the composition of sweat
varies widely. To overcome this drawback, different standard
for artificial sweat simulation shall be used in due course of
the research work to analyze the effect of human sweat on
bloodstain pattern in fabric. Sweat being a common involuntary reaction to anxiety/fear, this work is focused to
provide a deeper understanding on the role of human sweat
on bloodstain morphology within a real life scenario.
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Fig. 5: Bloodstains created at 90o angle of impact and 40 cm
fall/drop height (a) target surface- new 100% Linen shirting fabric
[part of Group 1] (Length- 1 cm, Breadth-0.9 cm) (b) target surface
– new 100% Linen shirting fabric soaked for 20 min in artificial
sweat simulated as per ISO 3160: 2 standard and air dried (Length0.9 cm, Breadth-0.9 cm, Regular stain) [part of Group 2], (c) target
surface – new 100% Linen shirting fabric soaked for 20 min in
artificial sweat simulated as per ISO 3160: 2 standard and left wet
at the time of staining (Length -3.5 cm, Breadth-3.4 cm) [Part of
Group 3].
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Color-Based Segmentation of Thin Blood Smear Image to
Detect Malaria Parasite using Unsupervised Clustering
Sanjay Nag*1 and Nabanita Basu1

Abstract: Malaria is a life-threatening vector-borne parasitic disease. Most often the disease is curable with early
detection and proper diagnosis but the disease management often fails and gets out of control with increased
number of reported cases within a short period of time resulting in mortality. The ‘gold standard’ for Malaria
diagnosis is the detection of the parasite with a conventional light microscope and blood smear slide stained with
giemsa stain. The accuracy is lower due to inter-operator/intra-operator variability as a major drawback. The
contemporary digital microscope and the ability to capture image led to the development of CAD software for
malaria detection and diagnosis. This research work has proposed a method for cellular segmentation and image
analysis using modern ‘machine learning based CAD systems’. Unsupervised K-Means clustering has been utilized
to perform image segmentation using Lab colour model to represent the image. The image dataset used for
experimentation is obtained from MaMic database. In total, a set of 300 images were used for the study. The images
were pre-processed prior to segmentation. Statistical analysis was performed on the segmented images to determine
the efficacy of the proposed method.
Keywords: Malaria, RBC, Clustering, Segmentation, Unsupervised Learning.

Introduction

M

alaria is a life-threatening vector-borne parasitic
disease, caused by the protozoan parasites of Genus
Plasmodium and is transmitted through the bite of female
Anopheles mosquito. Tropical countries in Africa and Asia
are mostly affected by the disease though it is also known to
cause disease in Mediterranean countries and temperate
regions of the world. Most of the known species of
Plasmodium that infect humans are relatively less harmful
causing extensive suffering to the infected patient but is
mostly curable with early detection and proper diagnosis.
Mortality is caused due to the infection of the virulent
species and/or late detection and to children below the age of
five years. Moreover, the disease management often fails and
gets out of control with increased number of reported cases
within a short period of time. Due to lack of adequate
healthcare infrastructure it often results in a serious medical
issue with increased mortality rate in underdeveloped
nations.This disease got its name ‘Malaria’ in 1740 meaning
‘bad air’ in Italian. During that time it was often referred to
as ‘Roman Fever’ and was a key cause of battlefield
mortality. The disease originated in Africa and then
propagated to Mediterranean Europe, South East Asia, and
India. Ancient Indian medical manuscripts of 800 BC by the
1

Indian sage Dhanvantari, Charaka Samhita written in 300 BC
and Susrut Samhita written in 100 BC mentioned about the
Malaria-like disease. In modern day medicine history, Sir
Ronald Ross (1902), working in India, received Nobel Prize
for demonstrating the lifecycle of Malaria parasite.
The malaria parasites belong to Genus Plasmodium and are
characterized by the presence of two hosts in the lifecycle
with Schizogony (asexual cycle) in humans and Sporogony
(sexual cycle) in female Anopheles mosquito gut. There are 5
different species that cause Malaria infection to Human
beings, namely, P. malariae, P. vivax, P. falciparum, P.
ovale and P. knowlesi. The parasite infects the human system
as Sporozoite which is a minute thread-like protozoon. It
then migrates to the liver cells where they multiply and are
released into the blood stream. Early infection to Red Blood
Cells (RBC) in the form of ring Trophozoites which mature
to form Schizonts, that ruptures to release Merozoites and
the cycle is repeated. Male and female Gametocyte
formation within RBC can also be observed from
microscopic images. Further sexual lifecycle is completed
within an infected mosquito after a blood sucking event from
an infected human host.
Malaria disease management is a global challenge. The
World Health Organization (WHO) have taken up this
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challenge of complete eradication of the disease by the year
2020. It has allocated funds for infrastructure development in
underdeveloped countries to effectively fight against the
disease. It has heavily invested on eradication of mosquito
breeding grounds and preventive measures against mosquito
bites in Asian and African continents. However, Malaria still
affects 40% of the world’s population in more than 100
countries. About 500 million gets malaria infections annually, causing 1–2 million deaths, mostly children in subSaharan Africa [1]. Malaria still remains the cause of death
and morbidity in tropical and sub-tropical regions with 1–2
million mortality per year [2]. The World Malaria report of
2015 [3] contains data taken from 95 countries that in total
reported an approximate 214 million infections worldwide in
2015. An approximate of 438,000 mortality was reported
worldwide.
The clinical diagnosis of malaria is performed by a medical
practitioner but for the confirmation of the disease laboratory
diagnosis of malaria includes the preparation of thick and
thin smear slides for the purpose of microscopic examination. Such laboratory tests require experienced technicians. A
major drawback of this popular methodology is the
identification of parasite at a low level of infection. This
methodology of using conventional light microscopy and
blood smear slide stained with Giemsa still remains the ‘gold
standard’ for Malaria diagnosis. The accuracy of detection is
heavily dependent on the pathologists with inter-operator/
intra-operator variability as a major drawback [4]. Several
contemporary methods have gained popularity like the use of
the rapid diagnostic test (RDT) kits for quickly detecting
malaria. They are based on identifying specific antigens
proteins produced during parasite and immunological
response interaction that happens during the parasitic invasion of the body. However, the reliability of such methods
are not always accurate and availability of kits is also a
major issue. Modern equipment based on polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) that can amplify trace amounts of parasitic
DNA, the use of Flow Cytometer device for cell sorting and
the use of Mass spectrometry to identify parasitic hemozoin
are highly accurate methods for diagnosis. However, they are
costly and often impractical for implementation in rural/
under-developed regions of the world.
Advanced microscopy technology combined with the use of
built-in LED lighting systems with an array of light filters
and fluorescent light has transformed the conventional
device. The combination of a digital camera fitted with the
microscope system and connecting them with a computer
system using firmware have led to recording of digital
images directly from slide. The images captured by an
untrained technician can be archived and remotely shared for
analysis by an expert pathologist for diagnosis. Furthermore,
image processing algorithms can be developed to create a
fully automated intelligent system that will be able to
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perform detection and identification of parasites. The
development of CAD software for malaria detection and
diagnosis is one of many such applications of digital
microscopy and contributing towards the era of Digital
Pathology. A CAD system will be able to assist pathologists
in identifying Malaria infections from slide images. The
system will be able to scan the slide and capture images at
regular interval. The algorithms will identify possible
problem areas as suspected regions for confirmation by
pathologists, thus saving valuable time and effort.
This research work intends to propose a method for cellular
segmentation and image analysis using ‘machine learning
based unsupervised learning systems’. A digitized slide
image is used as a source for performing image analysis
using image processing techniques to obtain image
segmentation. The outcome in the form of the segmented
image will be further processed by intelligent algorithms to
train the system so that the system will derive its own rules
to classify the image accordingly.

Literature Review
Advancement in computer technology and subsequent
development of new tools to assist medical practitioners,
diagnosis process, and disease management play an
important role in the fight against Malaria. While research in
medical and pharmaceutical domain approach the problem
by discovering new products and means to control the
disease, intelligent CAD tools will enhance medical
infrastructure and ease of diagnosis. A large amount of
research work has contributed towards the development of
CAD based systems to detect Malaria parasites from blood
smear slide image. There are substantial research work that
utilizes simple Image Processing algorithms for identifying
the malaria parasite from thin smear digitized slide image.
While other research work utilizes Machine Learning
Technique to segment the image into the cellular component
and classify them as normal or infected. Such literature has
utilized different feature set to achieve segmentation and
classification. The various feature set includes texture-based,
geometric and intensity-based features extracted from
different colour space like RGB, HSV, and lab colour model.
Some key contributions using simple image processing
algorithms are the authors Sio et al. [5] proposed ‘Malaria
Count’ an automated software for Parasitaemia estimation
using Adaptive Histogram equalization and edge extraction.
Edge contours were linked and cell clumping was removed.
The paper [6] by Frean used an open-source ImageJ software
[7] on images to estimate Parasitaemia over manual counting
as preliminary automation of manual counting. Another
notable work by Zheng [8] using a colour mask developed
with the ‘V’ component of HSV colour model and Otsu
binarization. The edges were obtained using Canny Edge
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detector and finally matching the cell contours with circular
rings to establish infected cells. The authors Somasekar et al.
[9] proposed an intensity based morphological operations to
identify infected cells. The citation performed morphological
erosion operation to isolate infected cells and achieved
sensitivity and specificity value of 94.87% and 97.3%. The
research citation by Ghosh et al. [10], enhanced the image
and used a Laplacian gradient operator to sharpen the edges.
Then the authors performed image binarization with
empirical thresholding value and morphological operations
to achieve an accuracy of 98.125%. Another cell segmentation method was proposed by Ruberto et al. [11], using
‘Morphological Area Granulometry’ on images in HSV
colour model to suppress White Blood Cells (WBC) and cell
clumping. The classification was done after the process of
‘skeletonization’ using erosion operation. Chakraborty et al.
[12] used thick smear slide images to detect the presence
of parasite infected RBC. Zack thresholding method was
applied to obtain a binary image using HSV model and
infected RBC was differentiated using porosity value given
by Euler number. A similar method used by Arco et al. in the
research citation [13] using CLAHE for contrast
enhancement, morphological operations for hole filling and
parasite enumeration with system achieving an accuracy of
96.46%.
The use of rule-based system showed that the accuracy fell
when the system was used with a different dataset as most of
them relied on thresholding values and intensity/ colour
based rule systems. Substantial research work has been
proposed using Machine Learning based techniques to
overcome the limitations of the rule-based systems. Some
notable works belong to Diaz et al. [14], proposed a
Parasitaemia estimation method using a luminance-corrected
image in RGB colour model and k-NN classifier that labeled
each pixel belonging to erythrocyte or background pixel. The
authors partitioned the image into blocks and extracted
texture, colour and statistical features. The authors then
performed a two-stage classification system to differentiate
healthy/ abnormal RBC. The infected cells were trained with
four learning models each for three different stages of
infection and another for the artifact. The authors implemented a Multilayered Perceptron Model (MLP) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) for classification. The SVM
classifier achieved a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of
99.7% in parasite detection.
Similarly, Tek et al. [15] proposed a new parasite detection
algorithm that modified K-nearest neighbor classifier and
validated the performance using a Bayesian method. The
authors further performed classification for detection, stage
of life cycle and type of infection using a single multi-class
classifier. The authors used image processing methods to
segment the image followed by Area Granulometry to

generate morphological features. A multi-class k-NN
classifier was used with 83 features set with city block
distance metrics for distance calculation was used by the
authors. The authors performed a 20-class (detection,
species, and stage), 16-class (species and stage) and 4-class
species and 4-class stage classification. Cross Validation was
performed using hold-out and leave-one-out cross-validation
methods. For evaluation of the method, Fisher linear
discriminant (FLD) and the back-propagation neural network
(BPNN) was implemented. The results of the proposed
model showed accuracy of 93.3%, sensitivity of 72.4% and
specificity of 97.6%.
The authors [16] calculated Parasitaemia using colour,
geometrical and statistical feature metrics for the training of
the classifier. For classification purpose, a linear SVM was
used and the system achieved a sensitivity of 93.12%, and
specificity is 93.17%.
There are research works that have utilized Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) for classification. The authors Ahirwar
et al. [17] pre-processed the image using SUSAN and
generated morphological, colour based and texture based
features and classification was performed using back
propagation feed forward (BFF) neural network. The authors
in [18] performed similar processing but used Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN) for training and classification. The
authors claimed that the system provided a sensitivity of
99%. Razzak in the research citation [19] used GLCM based
28 texture features and Back Propagation Artificial Neural
Networks for classification. The authors Bahendwar et al.
[20] used RGB and HSI features for training and testing
and classification using ANN. Similarly, Chayadevi [21]
extracted 80 features for training using colour and fractal
metrics. The authors compared the performance using four
different types of classifiers, namely, Adaptive Resonance
Theory (ART) based neural network, Neural Network based
Backpropagation Feed Forward (NN-BPFF), Support vector
machine (SVM) and k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN). The
authors performed comparative study based on the
performance of the different classifiers. The best results
obtained were the accuracy of 94.45%, precision 96.41%,
specificity 94.68% and sensitivity 94.32%. ROC curve
analysis was also performed with the area under the curve of
0.9847.

Methodology
Segmentation of red blood cells/erythrocytes from the white
blood cells and platelets in a thin blood smear image is
pivotal to Malaria parasite detection. This work is aimed to
develop an automatic method for segmentation of erythrocytes from non-RBC particles.
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The process of segmentation of erythrocytes from non-RBC
particles can particularly be classified into 5 basic steps,
namely, Data Acquisition, Image pre-processing, K-means
Clustering, De-clumping, and Artifact removal from Clusters.
The dataset for the study consisted of thin blood smear
images acquired from the public MaMic database [22]. The
images in the dataset developed were acquired at 40X
magnification and 25-watt illumination. As a pre-processing
step, salt and pepper noise from the images was removed
from the images using 2D median filtering with 3 by 3
window size. The window size was empirically calculated.
In total the dataset developed consisted of 300 images, 150
of which were thin blood smear images from individuals not
suffering from Malaria, while the remaining 150 were thin
blood smear images taken from individuals suffering from
malaria (refer Figure 1).

elliptical shape or absence of the same, presence/absence of
nucleus structure and color. Based on these factors unsupervised K-means clustering was performed. Four clusters
were developed as a result of K-means clustering. Cluster 4
consisted of background, cluster 2 consisted of red blood
cells and cluster 1 consisted only of WBC and cluster 3
consisted of platelets and Malaria parasite (if any). To avoid
being stuck at local minima, repeated seed selection, and 100
iterations were performed. However, the method still has
certain limitations. The presence of malarial parasite within a
clumped erythrocyte group often leads to the labeling of
the erythrocyte group as a White Blood Cell. Again,
erythrocytes are often connected to a white blood cell and
form a single connected component. This group is categorized as a white blood cell on the whole (refer Figure 2).
This hinders the enumeration process of red blood cells.

Fig. 1: Thin blood smear image from the MaMic database. The
blood smear image is taken from an individual affected with
malarial parasite.

Fig. 2: Each 4-connected component was classified as red blood
cell, white blood cell, platelet or background based on the size,
shape, presence of nucleus, color etc. When a White Blood cell
particle is connected with adjacent red blood cells , the algorithm
often treats the whole connected component as a white blood cell
particle.

There are certain characteristic morphological features that
distinctly differentiate an RBC from a non-RBC particle.
These morphological features are cell size, shape, absence of
nucleus and colour. These morphological features of all
connected component were taken into account. So each
connected component in a thin blood smear image was
defined in terms of the length and breadth value, regular

To overcome these limitations, colour based unsupervised
clustering technique was developed for segmentation of thin
blood smear images into RBC, WBC, Platelets and malarial
parasite (if any). The RGB image was converted into L*a*b
color space. The L, a and b components in the image were
used to cluster the different cells in the thin blood smear
image. Unsupervised K-means clustering was performed
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based on the L, a and b components. Three clusters were
generated with K-means clustering (i.e. K = 3). While cluster
3 only consisted of the background pixels, cluster 1 consisted
of red blood cells and cluster 2 consisted of white blood
cells, platelets and Malaria parasite (if any). The edges of the
red blood cells in cluster 1 were marked out with a Sobel
operator (refer Figure 3). The red blood cell cluster image
was eroded emulating a disc structure with a radius value of
3 and neighbourhood size of 4 in order to remove the White
Blood cell outline/artifacts from the red blood cell cluster.
The radius value and the neighbourhood size was empirically
decided based on the dataset at hand.
Next de-clumping of red blood cells was performed in
accordance with the methodology put forth by Tek et al.
[15]. De-clumping of red blood cells was performed to
facilitate enumeration of red blood cells.

particular MaMic database. Figure 4 represents the two
clusters (i.e. Cluster 1 and 2) formed for a thin blood smear
image from the MaMic dataset. However, in removing the
artifacts of the white blood cell/s from the RBC cluster,
certain RBC cells towards the periphery of the image were
often truncated out from the final RBC cluster as
demonstrated in Figure 5.
To estimate the performance of the segmentation algorithm,
sensitivity and specificity value for the algorithm was
calculated. The sensitivity value for an image was calculated
in terms of the number of red blood cells correctly identified
in the final RBC cluster against the total number RBC
particles present in a blood smear image. Any particle other
than the RBC particle (i.e. WBC, platelet and malarial
parasite) are clustered as one (namely, cluster 2) by the
unsupervised 3-means clustering algorithm.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: (a) The Sobel edges of red blood cell cluster formed as a
result of 3-means clustering. (b) The image represents the
magnified outline of WBC (i.e. WBC artifact) present in the RBC
cluster.

Results and Discussion
As opposed to morphology-based clustering, the color based
clustering was found to produce better results for the

Fig. 4: The Final Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 Extracted
from the Original thin Blood Smear Image

Specificity for an image was calculated as the non-RBC
particles correctly identified by the algorithm against the
total number of non-RBC particles present in the blood
smear image. Table 1 documents the Sensitivity and
Specificity value for blood corpuscle segmentation for the
given image, along with the sensitivity and specificity value
across all of the 300 images.
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analysis is good segmentation of cellular components of
blood. In this research paper, a five-step elaborate process is
proposed for segmentation using colour images and
unsupervised K- means Clustering. Quantitative analysis was
performed to test the accuracy of the segmentation results.
The algorithm proposed was tested on 300 images from
MaMic database where Sensitivity of 95.28% and Specificity
of 99.67% was achieved by the proposed method.

References

Missing RBC cells from
the final RBC cluster

Fig. 5: Disc based erosion is performed to remove artifacts from the
red blood cell cluster (Cluster 1). While such erosion helps remove
WBC artifacts from a RBC cluster it also removes certain
incomplete RBC cells from the thin blood smear image.
Table 1: Sensitivity and Specificity Values Obtained
for the k-Means Clustering Algorithm
Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

For the current image

0.9364

0.9352

1

Across all 300 images

0.9536

0.9528

0.9967

Conclusion
Malaria remains a significant health problem across the
world especially in poor under-developed countries that lack
proper medical infrastructure. Availability of trained/expert
pathologists in such regions as well remote areas requires the
intervention of cost-effective technology to provide an
adequate solution and prevent mortality. The advent of the
digital microscope and the possibility of capturing images
have opened new avenues of research in this medical domain
where automated software can assist decision making by a
pathologist regarding Malaria diagnosis, hence reducing the
workload considerably. The key to the development of an
effective CAD system for Malaria parasite detection and
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Cybernetics in Dynamic Data-Driven Identification of
the Interactions of Runoff-Rainfall Dependent State
Variables for Hourly Monitoring of Flows of Fast
Flowing River Systems for Hydro-Power Generation
A.S. Chaudhuri1

Abstract: The paper presents the identification of the interactions of the runoff dependent state variables for hourly
monitoring of flows of a fast flowing river system in the Himalayan mountain region in North Bengal in India with
the cybernetical process of multilayer group method of data handling algorithms (GMDH). The dynamic datadriven identification of the interactions of runoff-rainfall dependent state variables has been attempted to monitor
the hourly flows of the river with multilayer GMDH algorithms. The GMDH algorithms of applied cybernetics are
effective analytical tools for on-line operation and control of hydraulic structures of the river systems and the
algorithms exhibit identification robustness adhering to an optimal decision.
Keywords: River Systems, Runoff-Rainfall, State Variables, Monitoring, GMDH.

Introduction

C

ybernetics deals with the purposeful analysis of complex
systems with a view to ascertain control mechanism in
accordance with an optimally designed decision algorithms.
The investigation attracts interest in water resources systems.
The interactions of the runoff dependent state variables for
hourly monitoring of flows of a fast flowing river system in
the Himalayan mountain region in North Bengal in India has
been identified with multi-layer group method of data
handling algorithms (GMDH) [2]. The identification of the
interactions of runoff-rainfall dependent state variables has
been attempted to monitor the hourly flows of the river with
multilayer GMDH algorithms. It is evident from the results
that the GMDH is capable to give flood warning during
storm periods, ahead of the occurrence of the flood, on the
basis of flows hourly gauged at the upstream points. The
GMDH algorithms are effective analytical tools for on-line
operation and control of hydraulic structures of the river
systems and the algorithms exhibit identification robustness
adhering to an optimal decision.
The river Teesta rising from the Himalayan ranges in North
Sikkim and passing through the deep gorges for nearly
160 Kms falls upon the plain of North Bengal near Sevoke.
Its average velocity is 6.2 m/s. A brief description of the
river is given. The river Lohnak originates from the snow
1

line in North Sikkim at a height of 6401 metres. The river
Poki Chu originates from the Zemu glacier at a height of
4968 meters. These two rivers combine at Lachen, after
which it is known as Zemu Chu river. At Chungthang
Lachen Chu river joins the Zemu Chu from the north eastern
side. This combined flow is augmented by the river Lachung
Chu at down-stream of Chungthang to form the river Teesta.
At Sankalan the river Taluna Chu originating from the
Talung glacier in north western Sikkim at a height of 5873
metres joins the river Teesta. Upto Sankalan the length of the
river Teesta from the origin is 70 Kms. and the catchment
area is 4200 sq. Kms. From Sankalan the river Teesta flows
through the narrow gorges and comes to Singtam. About 15
Kms upstream of Singtam the river Dik Chu joins the Teesta.
At Singtam from the eastern side the river Rongni Chu joins
the Teesta. Upto Kantitar the length of the Teesta is 114
Kms. from the origin and the catchment area is 4874 sq Kms.
from the origin. At Rongpo the river Rongpo Chu from the
eastern catchment region joins the Teesta. The length of the
Teesta and its catchment area upto Rongpo are 116 Kms and
5405 sq. Kms respectively. At Singla Bazar the river Great
Rangit combines with the rivers Ramam and Little Rangit,
and flows as the river Great Rangit. This combination of
three rivers brings an additional 1956 sq. Kms. of catchment
area. At 3 Kms upstream of Teesta Bazar the Great Rangit
joins the Teesta. The length and the catchment of the Teesta
upto Teesta Bazar are 134 Kms and 7714 sq. Kms. Upto
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Coronation Bridge the length and the catchment of the
Teesta are respectively 158 Kms and 8147 sq. Kms. from the
origin. Upto Domohani Bridge the length of the Teesta is
206 Kms. the catchment area is 9432 sq. kms. The main
observation stations from which the data for this
investigation were collected are Sankalan Bridge, Kantitat,
Singla Bazar, Teesta Bazar, Coronation Bridge and
Domohani Bridge. The river distance and the travel time
from Coronation Bridge to Sankalan Bridge, Kantitar,
inglabazar and Teesta Bazar are 84 Kms: 10 hours, 44 Kms:
4 hours, 54 Kms: 4 hours and 22 Kms.: 2 hours respectively.
The formulation of the mathematical models of dependence
of the up-stream flows and the catchment rainfall on the
down-stream flow at a point of the river system can bring out
the inherent hydrological characteristics of a river. The
hydrologic processes for a short-term flow modelling during
a storm period are non-stationary in nature. In the mountain
region the hydrologic characteristics for short-term storm
period do not obey the principles of superposition. In this
situation the linear least square recursive algorithms of the
time series analysis will not be useful. The foregoing
discussion of the river system gives a brief description of the
complex nature of the hydrological characteristics of the
Teesta river.
The present investigation exposes the hydrological
characteristics of the river in the form of models of
polynomials. The past values of runoff and rainfall variables
at different catchment regions have been correlated with the
river flow at a point in the river system to provide a real-time
model which gives one step ahead prediction of river flows.
In Section 2 a mathematical model of optimum complexity
of hourly monitoring of river flows has been obtained by
multilayer group method of data handling algorithms
(GMDH). In Section 3 a rainfall-run off model of flows of
the river for the sixth hourly monitoring of flows has been
presented by multilayer GMDH.

Prediction of Hourly Flows with Interacting Flow
Dependent State Variables by Multilayer GMDH
It has been observed that multilayer GMDH algorithms are
capable of handling non-linearity, feed-backs and other
stochastic features that are encompassed within the hydraulic
process of a fast flowing river systems.

Multilayer Group Method of Data Handling Algorithm
Multilayer group method of data handling is a method of
self-organisation of different partial models (Ivakhnenko,
1971). This method involves the generation and comparison
of all possible combinations of input output and to select the
best possible ones according to an integral performance
index known as the criterion of integral squared error
(Chaudhuri, 1989).

Brief Description of Multilayer GMDH
In multilayer group method of data handling algorithms,
polynomials are used as the basic means of investigation of
complex dynamical systems. The polynomials of prediction
are regression equations which connect the current values of
output with the current and/or past values of input variables.
The regression analysis allows to evaluate the coefficients of
the polynomial by criterion of minimum integral squared
error. Then the polynomials are treated in the same manner
as are seeds in the selection process in agriculture, a unique
mathematical concept. The salient features of multilayer
GMDH as applicable in multilayer selection process which is
used in the present investigation are briefly described here.
Each output element implements a non-linear function of its
inputs. The function implemented is usually a second order
polynomial of its inputs. Since each element generally takes
two inputs, the implemented function by an element in one
of the layers is given by,
Y = A2(x) = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x1x2 + a4x12 + a5x22 ... (1)
Only those elements whose performance indices exceed the
thresh-hold at that layer are allowed to pass to the next
layer. Therefore, the process represents a feed forward
transformation whereby each succeeding layer increases by
two the degree of the multinomial fit to the input properties
of x. The selection hypothesis employed to select the
elements to be used in the succeeding layers involves two
basic conclusions; the composite character of a system must
be based on the use of the information which controls the
totality of the elements of the system, and the long history of
the art of selection as observed in the case of plants and
animals can be successfully extended to the science of
cybernetics. To get plants in the agricultural sense with
certain specific properties, a large number of plants are sown
which may have these properties, and the plants are crossed.
From the harvest of the first generation, the plants are chosen
which better the requirements (the first self selection) as
compared to others. The seeds of the selected plants are
again sown and crossed. From the second harvest certain
seeds are selected and the seeds are sown and so on. Rules
employed in the process of selection are as follows:
For each generation certain optimal number of seeds are
sown. The selection process cannot be completed in a single
generation (at least 3 to 4 generations are needed).
In accordance with the selection hypothesis, the simple
polynomials of second degree that are easiest are taken. The
combination of data are subjected to the first threshold
selection in accordance with the integral square error
criterion. Only some of the polynomials which fit best are
allowed to pass into the second layer where they form more
complex combination of polynomials of fourth degree. From
the second layer again the polynomials which fit best are
123
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singled out and are allowed to pass into the third layer and so
on. The process continues so long as minimum of a selection
criterion is obtained. This constitutes multilayer group
method of data handling algorithms. Ivakhnenko models the
input output relationships of complex process using multilayer network structure of Rosenblatt’s perception type, who
designed the model of brain’s perception. The GMDH-type
polynomial networks have been described where xi is a i-th
input variable, y is an output. The GMDH-type networks are
the multi-layered ones.
Since each element generally accepts two inputs, the
function (algorithm) implemented by an element in one of
the layers is,
y = A2 (X) = ao + a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a5 x12 + a4 x22 + a5 x1 x2
where the subscript in A2 denotes a second-order
transformation of the inputs.
The network is described by a set of the following
polynomials:
(3)

(2)

where, g1, …, g6 are the transfer function of the neurons.

Use of GMDH in Simulating Houry River Flows
Data were taken for a period commencing from 4.00 hours
on the 23rd July, 2006 to 15.00 hours on the 25th July, 2006
for the gauging stations at Coronation Bridge, Teesta Bazar,
Rongpo (Teesta), Great Rangit (Singlabazar) and Sankalan.
The data are rationalised as,
X(k) − X min
X max − X min

... (2)

here X(k) = observed data
Xmax = the maximum value of the relevant data set
Xmin = the minimum value of the relevant data set.

Formulation of the Process Equation
The hourly flow process at Coronation Bridge point can be
represented by
y k = f(yk–1, yk–2, ..., x1,k–1, ..., x7,k–1, ...)

... (3)

where yk denotes the transformed hourly flow at Coronation
Bridge, x1, the hourly flows at Teesta Bazar, x2, the hourly
flows at Rongpo, x3, the hourly flows at Great Rangit, x4, the
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The correlation function of hourly flow Coronation Bridge
with other gauging stations for different shift of instances of
time are shown in Table 1. After such selection of arguments
as having strong correlation with the hourly flows at
Coronation Bridge, the process equation becomes:
yk = f(yk–1, yk–2, x1,k–9, x2,k–3, x3,k–2, x4,k–4 )

... (4)

denoting the arguments as,
yk–1 = x1/, yk–2 = x2/, x1,k–9 = x3/, x2,k–3 = x4/, x3,k–2 = x5/, x4,k–4
= x6/ and the output yk = y, the process equation becomes.
y = f(x1/, x2/, x3/, x4/, x5/, x6/)

... (5)

(2)

y2 – g1 (y1 , y3 )
y1(2) – g2 (y2(1), y3(1))
y3(2) – g3 (y1(1), y2(1))
y1(1) – g4 (x1, x4)
y2(1) – g5 (x1, x2)
y3(1) – g6 (x2, x4)

x(k) =

hourly flows at Singla Bazar, x5, the hourly flow at Sankalan,
x6, the hourly flow at Kantitar and x7, the hourly flow at
Pedong. The subscripts k, k–1, k–2, refer respectively to the
current hour, one hour preceding the current hour, two hours
preceding the current hour and so on. All the data are in
rationalised unit. The arguments having a strong correlation
with yk are then selected in the process equation on the basis
of correlation functions.

First Layer Selection
There are 6C2 = 15 possible combinations of selections of
two arguments at a time out of 6. For every such combinations, the partial regression equation is written in the form,
ya= aoa + a1axb/ + a2axc/ + a3axb/ xc /+ a4axb/ 2 + a5axc/ 2 ... (6)
where a = 1, 2, ..... 15, while b and c are indices for all 15
combinations. And these, therefore lead to 15 systems of
normal Gaussian equations with matrices of order 6 x 6. The
coefficients α’s are then estimated by solving normal
equation systems constructed from the data set. For
estimating the coefficients, it is assumed that the equation
error is very small, being distributed with zero mean,
constant variance and also not-correlated with the inputs.
The second assumption is that for the construction of the
model the inputs and outputs are known exactly without any
measurement error.
The accuracy of every variable ya is calculated by using the
entire data set. From all variables, seventeen more accurate
ones are chosen which give low values of integral square
error criterion.

Selection of Other Layers
The intermediate variables of ya layer chosen from the first
layer give 15 combinations of two arguments of ya layer.
Again in second layer these become,
za = β0a + β1a yb + β2a yc + β3a yb yc + β4a yb2 + β5a y 2c
... (7)
where, a = 1, 2, ...., 15 while b and c are indices of all 15
combinations. The calculation of the coefficients β’s and
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estimation of the accuracy of za are repeated as in the case of
ya. Six za variables are then chosen for the next layer ua.
ua = ϒca + ϒ1a zb + ϒ2a zc + ϒ3a zb zc + ϒ4a zb2 + ϒ5a zc2 ... (8)
In this way each layer is tested for accuracy by using the
entire data set and on the basis of minimum integral square
error criterion explained earlier. For all the layers, the
variable on the left hand side of the equations is kept equal to
the value of the output variable. The minimum integral
square error is obtained in the z-layer for ISE = 7.065E-03
and afterwards the error starts increasing.

Illustration
The sixth hourly flow data were taken for a storm period
commencing from 02.30 hours on 30 July, 2006 to 20.30
hours on 31 July, 2006 for the flow measuring stations at
Coronation Bridge and Sankalan. The sixth hourly integrated
rainfall data were taken for the rainfall measuring stations at
Teesta Bazar, Singla Bazar, Pedong and Kantitar for the
period mentioned above.
The sixth hourly flows of the river Teesta at Coronation
Bridge for the storm period has been identified as a nonlinear polynomial.

Results

The minimum integral square error was obtained as 0.089.

The process of hourly river flows at Coronation Bridge has
been identified by the polynomials shown below:

Conclusion

y = z5
z5 = – 0.0083340 + 0.7145809 y1+ 0.2874315 y6 –
2.3779436 y1 y6 + 1.0833849y1 2 + 1. 2711237 y6 2
y1 = – 05568849 + 0.78741211 x4 / + 1.083384 x6 / –
0.7874361 x4 / x6 / – 0.10718708 x4 /2 + 0.0456246 x6 /2
y6 = 0.0495098 + 1.0707701 + 0.1782401 x3 / –
0.75572243 x3 / x4 / – 0.0494594 x3 /2 + 0.67454377 x4 /2
... (9)

Rainfall-Runoff Model of Hourly Flows
for a Storm Period
In the present work a dynamic model for sixth hourly
prediction of flows correlating the different upstream flows
and the rainfall at different gauging stations in the catchment
region of the river Teesta with multilayer GMDH has been
presented.

The multilayer GMDH has been successfully used for
modelling the river flows at Forecasting stations on the basis
of measurements at upstrem stations. The travel times from
Teesta Bazar, Rongpo, Singla Bazar and Sankalan to
Coronation Bridge are 2 hours, 4 hours, 4 hours and 10 hours
respectively. The highest correlation coefficients for the
respective stations however are obtained at lagged instants 1,
3, 2 and 4 hours. Thus, the identified flow process elucidates
the hydrologic response of the Teesta basin such as the
porosity of the soil, the base flow separation and the ground
water charging to the dynamics of river runoff.
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Abstract: The Indian power grids are not
n secure, relliable and up too the mark. Today’s electricaal grid suffers from
f
a
i old (the averrage age of poower plants is 35 years), dirtty (more than half
h of
number off problems, including that it is
ficiency of electtricity is only 35%,
3
and vulnerable
our electricity is generatted from coal), inefficient (thee delivered effi
t history whhich affected 620
6 million peeople, 9% of the total popuulation of the world
(the worstt blackout in the
occurred on
o 2012 July 30
3 th and 31st accross 22 statess of Northern, Eastern
E
and North-eastern
N
I
India).
About 32
3 GW
power wass taken offlinee from the griid. To reduce these deficienncies, the techhnology of “Sm
Smart Grid” (SSG) is
required. At this momeent in time, energy conserrvation and emission
e
reduuction, green energy, sustaainable
uction of loss and
a optimal utiilization of asssets have becom
me the main ceenter of attentioon. To
developmeent, safety, redu
obtain a flexible,
f
clean,, safe, econom
mical, and frieendly intelligeent grid, Diffeerent organizaations and couuntries
including India
I
have una
animously accep
epted SG. SG will
w facilitate thhe environmentt-friendly sustaainable developpment,
network pllanning, operation management, market traading and servvice enrichment, asset optimizzation and ressource
saving, etcc. Smart grid (SG) is the only
o
choice too overcome thhe power system instability in the 21st century
consideringg rapid develop
opment. SG hass been a common aim of the whole
w
world beecause of the inncreasing demand of
electrical power
p
grid, saffe, steady runnning, as well ass the requirement of high quaality and reliabble power suppply for
consumerss. In this paperr, the key driveers and featurees of smart SG
G are outlined. The effects off SG development on
different sectors are disscussed. A posssible framewoork for the SG
G architecture and SG technnologies is outlined,
onstraints. The recent initiatiives taken by the
t Governmennt of India (G
GoI) related to smart
consideringg practical co
grids are described. Co
onsidering the social, econoomical, politicaal and environnmental circum
mstances, the paper
suggests a strategy to imp
plement smart grids in India..
Keywordss: Smart Grid, Information Communication
C
n Technology, Demand Side Management, Advanced Meetering
Infrastructuure, Distributed Generation, Outage
O
Managgement System
m.

I
Introduction

What is
i Smart Grid
d?

E

A smarrt grid is a digitally enabbled electrical grid that
gathers, distributes, and acts on information about the
behavioour of all participants (supppliers and conssumers) in
order too improve the efficiency, relliability, econoomics, and
sustainaability of electrricity services [1].
[

lectricity is
i the major share of totaal global eneergy
requiremennt, which is expected to be exponentiaally
g
growing.
As thhe demand gro
ows steadily, not
n only will the
s
supply
becomee inadequate, itt’s transmissionn and distributtion
w become inefficient
will
i
and
d wasteful. The
T
existing grid
g
innfrastructure was
w not basicallly designed foor today’s pacee of
p
power
transferr. It has not been
b
updated and upgradedd in
a
accordance
to the
t pace of incrreases in poweer and its deliveery.
Considering thhe 21st century
C
y technologicall innovations and
trrends, smart grid is the cu
urrent developpment of worrld's
e
electric
power system [1]. To obtain a flexxible, clean, saafe,
e
economical,
annd friendly inttelligent grid, Different orgaaniz
zations
and coountries inclu
uding India haave unanimouusly
a
accepted
smart grid (SG).
1

A SG [1, 2] emplooys innovativee products and services
togetherr with intelligent monitoriing, control, communication, and
a self-healinng technologiess to:
1. Bettter facilitate the connecttion and opeeration of
gennerators of all sizes
s
and technnologies;
2. Allow consumerrs to play a part in optim
mizing the
opeeration of the syystem;
3. Proovide consumerrs with greaterr information and
a choice
of supply;
s
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4. Significanttly reduce thee environmenttal impact of the
whole elecctricity supply system;
s
5. Deliver ennhanced levelss of reliabilityy and securityy of
supply.

Key Drrivers: Key drrivers [3] of SG
S are given in
i pictorial
form:

Table 1 presennts the comparrison between present grid and
T
a
S
SG.
Table 1:: Comparison beetween Present Grid
G and SG
Present Status of
Electrical Grid

Target for
f SG

Very limited orr one
way communiccation

h(two way) com
mmunication
Both

Electromechaniical
devices

Dig
gital devices

Limited price
information, staatic tariff

Fulll price information, dynamic tariiff

Manual restorattion

Auttomated restoratiion, self healing

Limited controll over
power flow

Perv
vasive control-suubstation, feederr
and distribution auttomation

Carbon based
generation

Carb
bon limit and grreen power crediit
thro
ough significant renewable energgy
sourrces

Centralized genneration

Cen
ntralized as well as distributed
generation

Few customer choices
c

Man
ny customer chooices, value addeed
serv
vices

Limited or non
transparent opeeration,
few sensors

Sen
nsors throughout,, wide area
mon
nitoring

Sub optimal assset
utilization

Asset life extensionn through
condition monitorinng

S Frame Work
SG
W
General powerr system consists of generatiion, transmissiion,
G
d
distribution
andd consumers. markets/busine
m
ess values, inteellig
gent
operation and service prroviders are noot included in the
tyypical power systems.
s
The frame
f
work [1] of SG is shoown
inn Figure 1. Froom the shown frame work, it
i is observed that
t
a generation, transmission, distribution annd consumers are
all
c
correlated
and also
a inter-depeendent.

F 1: Smart Griid (SG) Frame Work
Fig.
W

Fig 2: Keyy Drivers of Smart Grid (SG)

Featurres
Key feaatures [1,4] of smart
s
grid are:
1. Flexxibility and Marketization
• Expandabilitty for future deevelopment
• Seamless compatibility
c
with variouus market
operation
• ‘Plug and play capabbility to acccommodate
upgraded tecchnologies
• Active particcipation of connsumer
• Market libeerty to increease transparrency and
competition
• Two way coommunication between consumer and
company usiing smart meteer.
2. Ressiliency
• Capable of self recovery from blackoutts, network
f
faults etc.
component failures,
• Capable of fast
f response, protection
p
and restoration
without hazaards
• Capable to deliver
d
electriciity securely and reliably
• Overall selff healing capabbility to mainttain power
system reliabbility.
3. Susstainability
• Significant penetration of renewablle energy
sources (winnd, solar etc)
• Reduce im
mpact on envvironment by reducing
emission
• Adoption of energy saviing and energgy storage
technologiess
• Mitigation of
o network conggestion.
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4. Improved Power
P
Quality
• A sm
mart grid will have
h
high quallity of power and
reducces the occurrrence of distoortions of pow
wer
supplly.
5. Supervisioon
• Fasterr, reliable op
peration and supervision
s
done
with the help of better computatioon, measuremeent,
munication, co
ontrol, protectiion, maintenannce,
comm
onitorring, etc.
6. Optimizatiion
• Optim
mize resource utilization; reeduce investm
ment
costs and operation and maintenannce costs.

B
Barriers
Several barrierrs or challeng
S
ges [5–9] tow
wards SG impplem
mentation
are:
• Political and
a Regulatoryy Issue: In maany cases, utilities
do not get as far as a bussiness case forr the smart gridd as
d policy barriiers in place that
t
there are regulatory and
either creatte reverse inceentives or fail too create sufficiient
positive incentives for prrivate sector invvestment.
• Technology
gy Maturity an
nd Delivery Riisk: Technologgies
have significant technolo
ogy risks assoociated with thhem
because aggreed standardss have not emerged.
• Business Case: Wherre policy-mak
kers and utiility
executives are aware off the role thatt smart grids can

•

•

•

•

playy, they are ofteen unable to make
m
the busineess case for
smaart grid investm
ments.
Lacck of Awareneess: There is laack of awarenness among
stakkeholders abouut the role of smart
s
grids in enabling a
low
w-carbon futuree.
Pooor Financial Health
H
of Utillities: In Indiaa, the debt
burrden utilities find
fi it difficultt to invest in Smart
S
grid
inittiatives.
Skilll and Knowleedge: In the loonger term, a shortfall
s
is
exppected in crittical skills that will be reequired to
archhitect and buildd smart grids.
Cybber Security: Digital comm
munication netw
works and
morre granular andd frequent Infoormation on coonsumption
pattterns raise cooncerns in soome quarters of cyberinseecurity and pottential for misuuse of private data.
d

Smart Grid Technoologies
Table 2 presents the brrief overview of
o SG technoloogies.
The maany smart gridd technology [3]
[ consisting of sets of
individuual technologiees associated with
w the entire grid, from
generatiion through traansmission annd distribution to various
types off electricity consumers. Som
me of the technoologies are
activelyy being deployyed and are coonsidered matuure in both
their deevelopment annd applicationn, while otheers require
further development
d
a demonstrattion. SG compponents are
and
presenteed in Figure 3.

Table 2: Brief Overview
w of Smart Grid (SG) Technologgies
Technoloogy
Information andd
communicationn
technology
Renewable and
distributed geneeration

Wide area moniitoring
protection and control
c
(WAMPAC)
Transmission
enhancement
Distribution grid
management

Hardw
ware
Comm
munication equippment (Power linee
carrieer, WIMAX, LTE
E, RF mesh
netwo
ork, cellular), rouuters, relays,
switches, gateway, com
mputers (servers))
Poweer conditioning eqquipment for bulkk
poweer and grid supporrt, communicationn
and control
c
hardware for
f generation annd
enablling storage technnology
PMU
U (Phasor measureement unit) and
other Sensors

Implementattion Area
Generation,
Transmission,
I
Distribution, Industrial,
Service, Residdential
Energy managgement system (E
EMS), distributionn Generation,
management system
s
(DMS), SCADA,
S
Transmission,
geographic Innformation system
m (GIS)
I
Distribution, Industrial,
Service, Residdential
SCADA,WAM
MS,WAAPCA ettc
Generation annd
Transmission

Network stabiility analysis, auttomatic recovery
Transmission
systems
Geographic innformation system
Distribution
Autom
mated re-closers, switches and
m (GIS),
capaccitors, remote conntrolled distributeed distribution management
m
systeem (DMS), outagee
generration and storagee, transformer
management system
s
(OMS), workforce
w
senso
ors, wire and cable sensors
management system
s
(WMS)
Smarrt meter, in-home displays, serverss, Meter data maanagement system
Advanced meteering
m (MDMS)
Distribution, Industrial,
I
infrastructure (A
AMI)
relayss
Service, Residdential
Energy dashbboards, energy maanagement
Smarrt appliances, routters, in-home
Demand side
Industrial, Serrvice,
DSM)
displaay, building autom
mation systems,
systems, energgy applications foor smart phones
Residential
management (D
therm
mal accumulators, smart thermostatt and tablets
Electric vehiclee charging Charg
ging infrastructurre, batteries,
Energy billingg, smart grid-to vehicle
v
charging
Distribution, Industrial,
I
infrastructure
invertters
(G2V) and disscharging vehiclee-to-grid (V2G)
Service, Residdential
methodology

1
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Superrconductors, FAC
CTS, HVDC

System and Softw
ware
Enterprise ressource planning software (ERP),
customer infoormation system (CIS)
(
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developpment of smartt grid technoloogies in the Inddian power
sector inn an efficient, cost-effective,, innovative annd scalable
manner.. The India Sm
mart Grid Forrum will coorrdinate and
cooperaate with relevannt global and Indian
I
bodies to
t leverage
global experience
e
andd standards [10] where ever available
a
or
helpful, and will highhlight any gapps in the sam
me from an
p
Indian perspective.

F 3: Smart Griid (SG) Componnents
Fig.

G Initiativves towards SG
GOI
S
S
Several
initiativves [3, 5, 6] tak
ken by GOI aree:

A. India SG Task
A
T
Force (IS
SGTF)
T Governmeent of India forrmed the Indiaa Smart Grid Task
The
T
F
Force
in 2010 and is primarily meant for understanding
u
and
a
advocating
poliicies in smart grid
g technologiies.
Major functions of the ISGTF
M
F are:
a. Ensure aw
wareness, coo
ordination, and integration of
diverse acttivities related to smart grid teechnologies
b. Promote prractices and services for R&D
D of smart gridds
c. Coordinatee and integrate other relevvant intergoveernmental actiivities
d. Collaborate on an interop
perability framework
e. Review annd validate reccommendationns from the Inndia
Smart Gridd Forum.
Five working groups
F
g
have been
b
constituteed to take up the
d
different
task reelated to SG acctivities. They are:
W
WG1
– Trials//Pilot on new technologies.
t
W
WG2
– Loss reduction and th
heft, data gatheering and analyssis.
W
WG3
– Powerr to rural areaas and reliabillity & qualityy of
powerr to urban areass.
W
WG4
– Distribbution Generattion & renewabble.
W
WG5
– Physiccal cyber securrity, standards and
a spectrum.

B. India Smarrt Grid Forum
B
m (ISGF)
T Governmeent of India allso formulatedd the India Sm
The
mart
G Forum in 2010 with the prime objectivve of acceleratting
Grid

C. Distrribution Reforrm, Upgradess, and Manageement
(DRUM
M)
The Minnistry of Poweer, Governmennt of India, annd the U.S.
Agency for Internationnal Developmeent (USAID)–Inndia jointly
designedd the Distribuution Reform, Upgrades andd Management (D
DRUM) Projecct with the puurpose of dem
monstrating
“the beest commercial and technnological pracctices that
improvee the quality and reliabilitty of 'last mile'
m
power
distributtion in selectedd urban and ruural distributionn circles in
the counntry.” The oveerall programm
matic goal of the
t DRUM
Project is to demonsstrate commerrcially viable electricity
distributtion systems thhat provide relliable power off sufficient
quality to
t consumers annd to establish a commercial frramework.
D. Re-S
Structured Acccelerated Pow
wer Developm
ment
andd Reforms Proogram (R-APD
DRP)
Ministryy of Power, Goovt. of India, ass a part of Refoorms in the
Power Sector,
S
has launnched the RAP
PDRP in the XI Five year
Plan. Thhe focus of thee program is onn the actual dem
monstrable
perform
mance in terms of AT&C loss reduction, estaablishment
of the reliable and automated sustainable
s
syystems for
collectioon of base line data, addoption of innformation
technoloogy in the areaas of electricitty accounting, Consumer
care annd strengtheninng of Distribbution networkk of State
Power Utilities.
U
Projeccts under the scheme
s
shall be
b taken up
in two parts.
p
Part-A shall
s
include thhe projects forr establishment off baseline data and
a IT applicaations for energgy accounting/audiiting & IT baased consumerr service centrres. Part-B
shall incclude regular distribution
d
streengthening proj
ojects.
Some otther initiatives taken by GOI [5] are:
• Lau
unch of the Inndia Smart Grrid Knowledgee Portal in
Jann. 2013.
• App
proval of 14 smart grid pillot projects byy the India
Sm
mart Grid Taskk Force in 14 States in June
J
2013
(CE
ESC, Mysore and UGVCL, Gujarat havve recently
releeased Smart Grrid Pilot Projecct).
• A committee
c
was constituted by Ministry of Poower, under
Chaairperson, CEA
A to review Functional
F
Speecifications
of Low
L
Cost Singgle Phase Smaart Meters andd its report
wass released on 12th June 2013.
• GoII had kept ` 200 crores for
fo 20 Smart Grid Pilot
Proojects in India,, for public distribution
d
utillities, with
mattching contribuution from the State utility.
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The following mentioned po
T
ower sector coompanies in Inndia
a
already
took iniitiatives:
1. NDPL Smaart Grid Initiattives.
2. BESCOM Smart Grid Prroject.
3. West Benggal State Electrricity Distributtion Company Ltd
(WBSEDC
CL) Smart Grid
d Project.
4. Smart Gridd Customer Deemo Center (CD
DC) by Mahinndra
Satyam in partnership wiith Schneider Electric.
E
5. Smart Minni-Grid System
m at The Enerrgy and resourrces
Institute (T
TERI).

R
Recommenda
ations
Regulators
R
• Create a reegulatory fram
mework which aligns incentiives
of each meember in the vaalue chain.
• Allocate riisk and reward efficiently.
• Consider both utilities and customeer while mak
king
policies.
• Adopt ou
utput based regulatory system
s
(Rewaard/
Penalties) which
w
stresses on utilities to perform betterr.
Utilities
U
• Adopt morre holistic apprroach about Sm
mart Grids, so that
t
they can coonvey its futuree benefits to thhe customers.
• Reduce thee risk of techn
nology obsolesscence by R & D
activities.
• Undertake large scale pilot
p
projects and analyze the
benefits.
• Transformation from utility-centric inv
vestment decission
to societal--level decisions.
Vendors
V
• Required to
o play importan
nt role in policyy making proceess.
• To help uttilities to adop
pt flexible design and comppatibility of Sm
mart Grid fast.
• To convince customerrs about thee acceptance of
o
changing trrend by producct and service offering.

Custom
mers
• Play
ys critical roole by demannding for morre flexible
servvice.
• To encourage mo
ore players to enter in this field
fi
and in
ordder to make the market compeetitive.
• To help utilities and regulatorss to set goals and make
connducive policiees.
• To increase the aw
wareness in socciety.
Some other
o
recommeendations [7] for implementting Smart
Grid in India include:
• A governing bo
ody (multi-discciplinary) connsisting of
various stakeholdder representatiives should be nominated
by Govt.
G
of India for the exploraation and impleementation
of Smart
S
Grid in developed
d
counntries.
• A central
c
Power Research Insstitute (CPRI) should be
estaablished whicch may coorddinate variouss regional
cenntres and agenccies in this regaard.
• Thee research and technical organ
nizations like IITs,
I
NITs,
shoould be incorpoorated in this mission.
m
• Con
nfirm target looss reduction curve for T & D losses
DIS
SCOM Energyy Conservationn awareness among
a
end
useers through thee use of energgy efficient deevices and
mecchanisms shouuld be propagatted.
CPR
RI may form subcommittee to implementt the tasks.
Reggulatory comm
mittee will faccilitate in coopperation in
Tabble 3 Strategyy undertaken foor implementation of SG
SG policy, SG sttandards, regulations and finnance. The
mmittee for Electric Vehicle (EV) or Plug in Hybrid
com
Electric Vehicle (PHEV) will help
h
to promoote the fuel
v
effiicient electric vehicles.

Strateggy to Implem
ment Smart Grid
G
Indian Government
G
h started impplementation of
has
o SG and
taken a lot of initiativves [3, 6]. Govvernment givees financial
minars and
support to promote smart grid. Coonferences, sem
S
[1, 3] to execute
workshoops are organizzed in India. Strategy
intelligeent grid is givenn in Table 3.

Table 3:
3 Strategy Unddertaken for Impllementation of SG
S
Upto
Up 2020
Action/Implemen
A
ntation
OMS,
O
DMS systeem
Micro
M
grid pilot
Smart meter instaallation
Many smart gridd components HAN,
H
energy maanagement
are initially deployed
PHEV
P
infrastructture pilot
Regulatory issuee
Proper
P
smart gridd standard and taskkforce
Flexible
F
policy
Dynamic
D
pricing
Case
Deploy base techhnology

1
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Case
Mature new
services
Energyy supply
and stoorage
Advancce grid
technollogy

2020–2030
Actionn/Implementationn
Expannded SCADA andd line services
Load control
c
with demaand response (DR
R)
PMU placement,
p
increaased PHEV adopttion
Signifi
ficant DER penetrration
Energyy storage throughh flywheel, advannced battery
FACT
TS, HTS (high tem
mperature super conductor)
c
HVDC
C, DLR (dynamicc line rating)
Self heealing grid in reallity
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Smart Grid: A Pathway towards
S
t
Susttainable
D
Development
t
Smart grid plays
S
p
a cruccial role tow
wards sustainaable
d
development
(F
Figure 4) in thee following waay:
1. Better conntrol of poweer flow througgh use of OM
MS,
FACTS deevices thus im
mproving reliaability, efficienncy,
less outagees, etc.
2. Decarbonissation by less dependency on
o pollution baased
technologies.

electric reliability, ecconomy, efficiency and susstainability
O
through a well structureed grid, efficient, reliable
goals. Only
and seccure communnication technnologies and integrated
intelligeent decision making
m
capabilities associated with the
structuree, a Smart Griid can evolve. Smart grid prooject needs
to be exxecuted in stagges [1, 7]. Aw
wareness about SG for all
Indians (i.e. common people and inndustrialists) iss necessary
requiredd to strengtheen the existinng grid using advanced
technoloogy instead off going for new
w constructionn whenever
possiblee. New technollogies should be
b adopted, buut it is also
requiredd to keep scoppe for future compatibility.
c
I
Increase
in
customeer active participation and awareness iss essential.
New innvestment optiions in poweer industry neeeds to be
providedd. Through thhe developmennt of renewabble energy
sectors, optimization of existing ressources, extenssive use of
g
modern SG technologgies, proper pllanning and government
c be evolvedd in reality
support,, a self healingg smart grid can
which inn turn extends the path of susstainable development.
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Abstract:: This manusccript is based on the experrience gained in the demonnstration of a polymer electtrolyte
membrane system develo
oped at Centre for Fuel Cell Technology, (CFCT),
(
Chennnaiand demonsstrated at NLC
C India
T is an entirrely new exerciise as the systeem was demonnstrated by Inteernational Advvanced
Ltd. (NLCIIL), Neyveli. This
Research Centre
C
for Pow
wder Metallurg
rgy and New Materials
M
(ARC
CI) at the induustrial site of NLCIL,
N
Neyvelli. The
resources required
r
for th
he said demonsstration were provided
p
by NLCIL
NL
in terms of hydrogen produced
p
throuugh an
electrolysiss process, coo
olant water andd the requiredd loads. A fullyy integrated fuuel cell system
m comprising of high
performance PEM fuel cell
c stack with the peak capaccity of 5 kW, fuel
fu cell controol system and thermal
t
managgement
system witth power converters develooped by CFCT
T, ARCI was tested in thee premises off NLCIL, Neyvveli to
demonstrate the PEMFC
C for stationaryy applications consisting
c
of acc and dc loads.

Keyword
ds: Fuel Cell, Sttack Demonstrration, Thermall Power Plant, Alternator,
A
Deccentralized, Inddustry, Environm
ment.
I
Introduction

F

uel cells are electroch
hemical devicces that convvert
fu into electriical energy whhere
chemical ennergy of the fuel
thhe charged ioons pass throu
ugh the electroolyte to creatte a
v
voltage
difference between the
t cathode annd the anode and
a
thhe electric currrent passes th
hrough the exteernal circuit. Fuel
F
c
cells
are of sevveral types deepending on thhe electrolyte and
a
thhe temperaturee of operation
n. They are onne of the cleannest
a efficient meethods of produ
and
uction of electriicity. The Polym
mer
e
electrolyte
mem
mbrane fuel ceells (PEMFC) are a type of fuel
f
c that uses a polymeric eleectrolyte and operates betw
cell
ween
a
ambient
to 1000°C. PEMFC offers many advantages, like
l
e
easy
start up, low levels off pollution andd greenhouse gas
e
emissions,
highh efficiency an
nd low noise. As a result thhese
d
devices
find appplication as power
p
source in the stationaary,
trransport and portable
p
sectorrs. PEMFC cann be applied in
i a
w
wide
range off stationary applications
a
likke power plannts,
c
combined
heat and power gen
nerating units for
f household and
inndustrial builldings, for off
o grid appllications and as
u
uninterrupted
p
power
sources in
i back up pow
wer sector.
Developing a fuel
D
fu cell system
m for commercial exploitationn in
v
various
applicaations has been
n a major challlenge both for the
d
developers
as well
w as for thee industries. Thhe solution to this
t
p
problem
will require the co
oordination annd interaction of
m
many
differentt disciplines. Although
A
the fuel cell stackk is
1
2

b
of
fundameentally an eleectrochemical device, the balance
system (BoS)
(
such as the air and watter managemennt modules
interactss significantly with the stackk design. Fluid dynamics,
mechanical engineeriing, and conntrol systems skills are
o
sysstem. Any
requiredd to develop a properly optimized
organizaation or set of organizaations with a goal of
successffully commerccializing fuel cells must reflect these
interactiions and manaage these compplex interfaces. Fuel cell,
owing to
t the attractivee characteristiccs displayed, is a subject
of intennse research annd developmennt throughout the world.
The lastt five years havve seen some major
m
developm
ments in all
types off fuel cell technnologies.
Due to the easy startt up, PEMFC has been the choice of
power source in trransport sectoors with manny vehicle
MFC system either
e
as a
developpers demonstraating the PEM
primaryy power sourcce or as a raange extender or as an
auxiliaryy power sourrce. Recently, there have been
b
some
demonstrations of PE
EMFC as a power source in stationary
applicattions. One of the demonstraations of residdential fuel
cell unitt is the Japan’ss ENE-FARM
M program where 120,000
residenttial fuel cell unnits have been installed to puush the new
technoloogy into market place. The
T
units caan operate
indepenndently when the power grid
g
fails. Whhile many
compannies participatted in the early
e
developpment and
deploym
ment, the mainn participants now are Panaasonic and

Centre for Appliedd Research and Devvelopment, Neyvelii Lignite Corporatiion India Ltd., Neyyveli–607803, Tamiil Nadu, India. couma_rane@yaho
c
oo.com
Centre for Fuel Cell
C Technology, International
I
Advaanced Research Centre
C
for Powder Metallurgy and New
N Material (ARCI), IIT Madras Research
R
Park, II Floor, 6, Kanagam Road, Taramani,
T
Chennaai–600113, India.
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Toshiba whichh offer PEM units,
T
u
and Aisiin Seiki, offerring
S
SOFC
units. PEMFC
P
units have shown 60,000
6
hrs whhile
c
cycling
on and off to home’s response for electricity
e
and hot
w
water
with moore than doublle the efficienccies comparedd to
thhat of grid efficiency.
e
Th
he ENE-FARM
M program thus
t
d
demonstrated
thhe fuel cell’s capability for power generattion
too pave a wayy for transition
n from petroleum economyy to
h
hydrogen
econnomy. Some residential
r
fuel cell units have
h
b
been
deployedd in South Korea
K
also with
w
governm
ment
s
subsidies.
Largge stationary PEMFC deplooyment referss to
m
multi-megawat
tt units providin
ng primary pow
wer to replace the
g or for areaas where theree is no grid inffrastructure or for
grid
e
expansion
off grid
g nodes. Kollon Hydrogenics, a joint ventture
b
between
Hydroogenics, Canad
da and Kolon Water
W
and enerrgy,
S
South
Korea haave installed a fuel cell pow
wer plant of 1M
MW
c
capacity
using the
t hydrogen produced
p
from the refinery.
PEM fuel cells are ideally suited for deccentralized pow
P
wer
g
generation,
proovided hydrog
gen is made available. In the
a
absence
of acccelerated meth
hods to test fuuel cells, the only
o
o
option
to asceertain the life of the fuel cell systems iss to
o
operate
them continuously.
c
This
T
is possible only when the
h
hydrogen
is available
a
contiinuously. The purpose of coo
operation
between Centre forr Fuel Cell Tecchnology (CFC
CT),
International Advanced Research
R
Centtre for Pow
wder
M
Metallurgy
andd New Materiaals (ARCI) andd NLC India Ltd.
L
(NLCIL), Neyvveli is to forw
ward fuel cell commercializat
c
tion
mentation of praactical applicattion
thhrough researcch and implem
o fuel cell tecchnology. Furrther, being a stationary pow
of
wer
p
project
the prroduct size neeed not be liimiting. The coo
operation
is to evaluate the product
p
that prrovides maxim
mum
p
possible
value in terms of thee product duraability. Hence, the
inndustrial site that can proviide hydrogen was identifiedd at
N
NLCIL,
Neyveeli.
CFCT, ARCII has develo
C
oped and deemonstrated grid
g
inndependent fuuel cell based
d power system
ms in the pow
wer
r
range
300–10000 watts. The fuel cell system
m has besides the
f
fuel
cell stackk, air moving devices, therm
mal managem
ment
s
systems,
humiddifier and inverters. Integration of these enntire
s units with high
sub
h
efficiency
y is quite challenging. The otther
c
challenges
are hydrogen infr
frastructure in the country. The
T
innteraction off the fuel ceell system with
w
the fuelling
innfrastructure adds
a
further to
o the overall complexity of this
t
technology. Att Neyveli Lign
nite Corporation India Limiited
(NLCIL), Neyyveli hydrogeen is being produced inn a
s
separatelyin
thheir thermal po
ower plant Hyydrogen plant for
u in the Altternators for cooling
use
c
purposse. It was hennce,
p
proposed
to dem
monstrate PEM
MFC system at NLCIL, Neyvveli.
For the demoonstration a PEM Fuel cell
F
c
system was
w
c
continuously
annd intermittenttly operated at their site and the
g
generated
pow
wer from the Fuel cell wass connected with
w
d
decentralized
a and dc load
ac
ds. The detailss of results of the

F
cell testeed in the inddustrial environment are
PEM Fuel
presenteed.

Experiimental
Fabricaation of PEM
M Fuel Cell Staack
The PE
EM fuel cell sttack developedd for this dem
monstration
program
m consists of 500 cells of active electrode areea 770 cm2.
The sollid polymer ellectrolyte mem
mbrane used iss Nafion®,
DuPont. Anode and cathode conttains a layer of carbon
supporteed platinum catalyst. Exffoliated graphhite plates
(430 × 330 mm) are used
u
as bipolaar plates. Coppper plate is
used as current collecctor. All the ceells are clampeed between
minum end plaates, using nuts and bolts. Thhe fuel cell
two alum
stack haas inlet and outtlet ports for H2 and air and for
f cooling
water. Stack
S
has positiive and negativve terminals too which the
load cann be connectedd.
Operatiion of PEM Fuel
F
Stack witth BoP Compoonents
For effeective operationn of the fuel ceell stack, H2 gaas has to be
humidiffied. A bottle bubbler
b
type gaas humidifier was
w used to
humidiffy H2 gas beforre it enters thee fuel cell stackk. This gas
humidiffication system
m has been exxternally attachhed to the
PEMFC
C stack. Mass flow
f
meter waas used for meaasuring the
H2 gas flow
f
to fuel ceell stack. Un-reeacted H2 gas escapes
e
out
of the stack via portt provided. Air
A blower wass used for
feeding air to the fuell cell stack. A controller waas provided
o blower for required
r
air
and usedd to control thee DC voltage of
flow. Un-reacted air and
a product waater escapes ouut from the
h
is also
stack viia the ports provided in the stack. Since heat
produceed during operration of fuel cell
c stack, coooling plates
are alsoo incorporated in the stack assembly
a
throuugh which
water caan be circulateed. A radiator--fan assembly is used to
cool thee stack and too maintain the stack temperaature at or
below 52°C.
5
To operaate the fuel ceell system, hyddrogen is a
major coommodity. Heence the hydroggen available at
a the plant
can be utilized
u
to geneerate power.
The actiivities for dem
monstration inclludes site prepparation for
gas mannifold and coolant cycle at NLCIL
N
site, deevelopment
of PEM
MFC stack at CF
FCT, ARCI, deevelopment of Balance of
systemss at CFCT, ARCI,
A
integrattion of stack with BoP
componnents and get the baseline performance at CFCT,
ARCI, transportation of the system
m to NLCIL, integration
LCIL site, dem
monstration
with hyydrogen supplyy system at NL
at the NLCIL
N
site usiing available hydrogen,
h
dataa collection
and anaalysis, documenntation and traaining NLCIL personnel.
It is undderstood that NLCIL
N
plant produces
p
arounnd 8.8 Nm3
of hydroogen, which iss convenient too generate pow
wer upto 8
kWh. The
T byproduct hydrogen avaiilable was founnd to be at
low preessure as welll contains moiisture and chllorine at a
particulaar level. Moissture may nott be an issue.. However
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cchlorine and loow pressure hy
ydrogen may be
b an issue, whhich
n
needs
to be adddressed. If theey are quantifi
fied, then one can
taake remedial measures.
m
The time frame seet is for 3 monnths
w
which
includess installation, integration, demonstration and
a
d collection..
data
CFCT, ARCI planned, desiigned the entiire power suppply
C
s
system
and faabricated the required com
mponents by prop
p
prietary
processes developed in house. CFC
CT, ARCI workked
w its identiffied collaborato
with
ors and develoop required pow
wer
c
controllers
andd system controllers. The power controoller
w
would
also innclude requireed safety feattures for smoooth
o
operation
of thhe fuel cell sttack. The systtem consists of
o 1
M
Module
of PEMFC
P
stack
k, Fuel mannagement systtem
(Rotometers/M
Mass flow con
ntrollers, H2 sensors,
s
presssure
A supply uniits (Blowers, controllers), Fuel
F
trransmitters), Air
c
cell
control syystem, and Power
P
conditioners (dc to ac
c
conversion,
sinngle phase) Con
ntrol Monitorinng system for safe
s
o
operation.
Thee site requirem
ment for systeem demonstrattion
inncludes a footpprint space of 1 m3 and 1 m space around the
s
system
on all thhe sides in a weell-ventilated room.
r

R
Results
and Discussion
D
T PEMFC syystem developeed is shown bellow.
The

CIL, the stackk was operateed for its
transporrting to NLC
perform
mance and fuel requirement and
a the data iss shown in
Figure 3.
3

F 3: Performaance of Stack beefore Transportattion
Fig.

The sysstem was demoonstrated usingg the hydrogenn provided
by NLC
CIL, at the saidd site and the data
d was loggeed continuously ussing a data loggger integratedd with laptop. Every day
the systtem was operatted for a said period dependding on the
amount of hydrogen provided
p
by NLCIL
N
and waas working
w delivering a power of
satisfacttorily. Initiallyy, the stack was
1.8 kW using the hyddrogen supplieed by NLCIL. Individual
cells weere monitoredd continuously throughout thhe demonstration period.
The currrent voltage chharacteristics of
o the PEMFC system are
shown in
i Figure 4.

Fig. 1: PE
EMFC System

A separate manifold
m
systeem was deveeloped that was
w
inntegrated withh the electroch
hlorination plannt and is givenn in
F
Figure
2.

Fig. 2: The Manifold
M
System
m

The power connditioners consisting of bothh dc-dc converter
T
a dc–ac inveerter are conneccted at the outtput level. Beffore
and
1
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Fig. 4: Voltage and Pow
wer against Currrent of the PEMF
FC System
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As one could see from Figuree 4, that the syystem deliveredd an
A
o
open
circuit potential of 43 vo
olts and deliveering current off 85
A
A@23
V. The operating tem
mperature was found to increease
f
from
RT to 50°C. Coolant water
w
was optim
mized to mainttain
thhe stack at a convenient
c
tem
mperature of 500–55°C. The vaaryinng dc voltage of 43 to 23 V was conditionned for a consttant
d voltage of 48
dc
4 V to operatee the dc loads and also inverrted
too ac of 230 V to
t use for ac ap
pplications.

temperaature was mainntained between 50–54°C witth the help
of a theermocouple. Duuring the periood, the system
m generated
power of
o 54 kWh (~11.8 kW for 300 hours) using hydrogen,
which iss supposed to deliver
d
60 kWhh. This may bee due to the
high stooichiometry off 1.1. During thhe power geneeration, the
generateed DC power was
w fed to a poower conditionner of both
DC-AC inverters as well
w DC-DC converter.
c
Thee following
d
unit, LED
L
panel,
loads liike 5 halogen lamps, AC display
Industrial fan and all CFlamps.
C

Conclu
usions
It has been
b
observedd that PEMFC
C system workked at the
industriaal site with a current/voltaage efficiencyy of 90%,
system efficiency of 45% using the hydrogen prrovided by
f street lightting in one
NLCIL.. This can be implemented for
sector inn the NLCIL campus, as sugggested by highher officials
of NLCIL.
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Thee Intelliigent Poower Griid with Internet
of Thing
T
(IIoT) Tecchnologyy
Debasish Mondaal1

Abstract: An intelligent power grid orr Smart Grid (SG)
(
is a poweer system network that can inntelligently integrate
ns of all elemeents connectedd in it; generaators, consumers and both inn order to efficciently
the behaviiour and action
deliver susstainable, econ
nomic and secuure electric suppply. The Interrnet of Things (IoT)
(
is an apppropriate technnology
which can be utilized in power system
m network to make
m
the poweer grid to be more
m
“smart”. The IoT technnology
nd informationn exchange am
mong all the inttegrated elemeents of a poweer system netwoork by
speeds up the sensing an
wer transmissioon grid, the staability and control of
which it is possible to monitor effectiveely the resiliennce of the pow
grid operaation, reduction
n of economic loss
l
and the prrevention of daamage due to natural
n
disasterr. This paper focuses
fo
on the patth towards thee application of IoT technoloogy in smart grid
g
architectuure, grid resiliience and the online
condition monitoring
m
and
d control of pow
wer transmissiion and grid opperation.
Keywordss: Flexible Alternating Currrent Transmiission System (FACTS), Innternet of Thhings (IoT), Phasor
P
Measurement Unit (PMU
U), Power Systeem Network, Smart
S
Grid (SG
G).

I
Introduction

T

he Internett of Things (IIoT) is a systeem of interrelaated
computingg devices; mecchanical, electrrical or electroonic
m
machines,
objeects, animals or people that are
a provided with
w
u
unique
identifieers, ‘IP addresss’ and the abiliity to transfer data
d
o
over
a networkk without requiiring direct huuman-to-humann or
h
human-to-comp
puter interactio
on.
The goal of thhe IoT is to enable things to be conneccted
T
a
anytime,
anypllace, with anytthing and anyone ideally ussing
a path/netwoork and any serrvice [1].
any
Almost every aspects
A
a
and strategies of Smaart Grid needs the
s
support
of IooT. An energ
gy-efficient soolution based on
c
concept
of Com
mmunicating Power
P
Supplies (CPS) has been
a
addressed
in [2] to facilitate the informaation transfer and
c
control
the infformation betw
ween the devvice and buildding
m
management
syystem. In [3] the applicationn of IoT is inttrod
duced
in onlinee monitoring of
o power system
m focusing on the
c
construction
annd developmen
nt of smart grrid. A “visionn of
IoT” with Chiina’s perspecttive has been depicted in [4],
w
which
describees the open an
nd general IoT
T architecture and
a
a
also
discusses the opportun
nity and prosppect of IoT. The
T
n
nature
and imppact of IoT an
nd how the IooT technologyy is
d
driving
energy innovation & solution in poower industry has
b
been
reported in
i [5]. This rep
port enables anny organizationn to
iddentify where the IoT can potentially
p
create value in thheir
inndustry and develop strattegies to cappture operatioonal
1

benefit. The concept of smart grid and the IoT technology
t
u
of
has also been preseented in [6], where the urgency
applicattions of IoT annd the IoT baseed constructionn of power
grid are pointed out.
The Intternet of Thinggs technologyy for smart griid forms a
high speed smart nettwork among all kinds of innformation
sensing equipments liike; RFID deviice, Infrared sensors, the
Global Positioning Syystem (GPS), laser scanningg, etc. [7].
ment Units (PM
MU’s) becomees now the
The Phaasor Measurem
“health meter” for thhe grid in IoT
T, where the amount of
Us on the staatus of the
informaation collectedd by the PMU
power grid
g is found too be around 100 times denserr than what
is colleccted by the connventional units. Different exxamples are
providedd in [8] on how Texas Instruments (TI) has developed full
f
system soolutions by coombining harddware and
softwaree to address some
s
of the challenges
c
in building a
smarter and more connnected power grid
g based on IoT.
This paaper is presentted the Smartt Grid (SG) architecture
a
based onn IoT based teechnology and also analyses the fact of
grid seccurity and reliaability throughh IoT. Finally, illustrated
the wayy of online condition monitorring and controol of power
transmisssion grid throuugh IoT.

Smart Grid Concep
pt
The Sm
mart Grid is a next-generaation electric and communicattion network that can inttelligently inteegrate the
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bbehaviour and actions
a
of all users
u
connectedd to it; generatoors,
c
consumers
annd both in order to effficiently deliiver
s
sustainable,
ecconomic and secure electricity supplies for
s
small
to large-sscale generatio
on, transmissioon, distributionn. It
inncludes softwaare and hardwaare applicationss for dynamic and
a
o
optimum
elecctric system operations, maintenance
m
a
and
c
controls
at the supplier and consumer
c
level. The concepttual
m
model
of a smaart grid is show
wn in Figure 1 [9]-[10].
[

IoT baased Architeccture of a Sm
mart Grid
The Arcchitecture of a Smart Grid based
b
on IoT is broadly
divided into three layers;
l
percepption or senssing layer,
networkk or communnication layer and applicaation layer
(Figure 2). These are relevant with information collections,
c
formation proccessing. In
informaation transmisssions and info
smart grrid, these technnologies can efffectively be em
mployed in
order to
t provide im
mportant techhnical supportts for the
generatiion, transmissiion and distribbution of elecctricity and
other coontrolling & moonitoring aspeccts [11].

Fig. 1:
1 A Conceptuall Model of a Sm
mart Grid

The concept off smart grid caan be “market oriented” and the
T
“
“grid
oriented””. The main ob
bjective in marrket oriented grid
g
c
concept
is to increase the level of inteeraction betw
ween
e
electricity
supppliers and the consumers.
c
Heere, the concept of
d
deregulation
off electricity maarket is the prim
me matter. In grid
g
o
oriented
smart grid concept the
t main conceern is the netw
work
o grid and thee operations an
or
nd control of grid.
g
Aims of this
t
c
concept
are redducing investm
ments costs in reinforcementt of
s
smart
transmission network in
i the existingg systems, conntrol
o outage, inttroduction of self-diagnosttics features and
of
c
condition
moniitoring of grid components.
c
Smart grid techhnologies usuaally refer to (i) the smart senssors
S
o transducerss that can saample power system dynam
or
mic
v
variables
at very
v
fast ratees and calcuulate their phhase
r
relationships
byy coordinating with a GPS tim
me signal, (ii) the
h
high
bandwidthh communicatiions that can move
m
voluminnous
m
measurement
d
data
to monito
oring and conttrol stations with
w
h
high
baud ratee, and (iii) faast controllers like high speed
c
circuit
breakerss and power ellectronic contrrols (FACTS) that
t
c
can
be operatted by remotee signals. Theese establish the
p
possibility
off many new integrated applications for
m
monitoring
andd automatic co
ontrol that cann help the systtem
o
operation
and maintenance
m
with intelligent way.
w
The present paper discussess the probablee applications of
T
thhese new techhnologies baseed on Internett of Things (IoT)
thhat make possible the mod
difications of existing
e
grid into
i
m
more
smarter trransmission griid system.

F 2: The IoT based Architectuure of a Smart Grid
Fig.
G

Differennt sensors; Current
C
Transformer (CT), Potential
Transformer (PT), Phaasor Measurem
ment Unit (PMU), Radioc
and
Frequenncy Identificatiion (RFID) sennsors, smart camera
others technical
t
indiccators which are
a directly couupled with
physicall parameters are
a mainly useed to perceivee data and
gather innformation at the
t perception layer. The acqquired data
from thee perception laayer, reaches thhe level of appplication in
smart grid
g
via short distance (Zig--Bee, Bluetootth etc.), or
wide areea communicaation technologgy like IP baseed Internet,
Fibre opptic, Power Line Carrier (PL
LC), 2G/3G moobile communicattion network or satellite & cloud comm
munication
networkk etc.
The Appplication layeer of IoT is the
t system’s application
a
centre or
o control cennter of a smarrt grid. In thiss layer the
applicattions of Internnet of Things technology iss involved
with griid oriented sm
mart grid infrastructure and all aspects
of prodduction and maanagement thrrough the use of intelligent coomputing, patteern recognitioon technology and other
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technologies. The
T applicatio
on layer contaains local dispplay
u
units,
final conntrolling elements, auto-contrractors and circcuit
b
breakers
and different
d
type of
o consumers; home appliannce,
m
medical
appliccations, agricu
ulture sectors,, industry usaage,
trraffic and traansportation control
c
and puublic safety and
a
s
security
measuures etc. In application laayer through the
inntegration of grid
g data analysis and processsing, it is possiible
too achieve intellligent decision
n-making, conttrol and servicees.

P
Power
Grid Resilience
R
through IoT Technology
T
The initial objjective of grid
T
d modernizatioon is to study its
r
resilience,
whiich ensures about
a
the gridd reliability and
d
durability.
Secuurity and resiliiency concernss have grown with
w
inncreased risk to
t energy infrastructure from extreme weathher,
a
asymmetric
phhysical threats and vulnerabbilities, and with
w
e
ever
increasingg cyber-sophisstication. An IoT based infras
structure
to achhieve resiliencee for a power grid
g is represennted
inn Figure 3. Thhe grid reliabiliity cannot be ascertained
a
merrely
b keeping operating
by
o
paraameters withinn stability lim
mit.
R
Rather,
resiliennce requires kn
nowledge of the state of the grid
g
thhat can come only from th
he ubiquitous deployment of
o a
w variety off networked sen
wide
nsors and contrrol devices acrross
thhe grid which can be commu
unicated via sttandard protocols.
G
Grid
owners and operatorss need to priioritize the riight
p
projects
that will protect critiical assets from
m severe weathher,
c
cyber
attacks, theft and terrrorism; preveent disruption of

Fig. 3: IoT
I Based Infrasstructure of Gridd Resilience
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service for customers; restore service swiftly after an outage;
and maiintain/prepare for compliancee with current and future
regulatoory standards.
In the quuestion of resilience, the disttribution grid will
w also be
needed the
t flexibility and
a agility to accommodate
a
a types of
all
Distribuuted Energy Resources
R
(DE
ER); Li-ion sttorage and
advanceed renewable generation
g
resoources such ass solar and
wind, etc.
e
However, solutions to this challengge may be
emerginng technology. Adding IoT technology
t
to an
a inverter
can enaable intelligent automated loccal actions andd standardbased monitoring
m
andd control of the
t device, making
m
it a
“smart inverter.” Sm
mart-inverter standards
s
limiit risk by
creatingg a reliable and
a
accurate data stream on which
personnnel working onn the transmisssion lines cann count to
reduce the
t safety hazaards and basedd on which opeerators can
rely to maintain
m
grid reeliability.

Condittion Monitorring of Powerr Transmissiion
Grid Applying
A
IoT
T
In orderr to implementt real-time onliine condition monitoring
m
and conntrol of poweer transmissionn, the IoT cann play inevitablee role (Figure 4). The monnitoring of poower transmission system can be
b achieved inn two ways. One
O part is
associatted with the coondition monitooring of the traansmission
lines whhich is particuularly related to the disasteer management. Inn overhead trannsmission liness, the IoT technnology can
be usedd not only to carry
c
out the fault
f
diagnosticc, but also
improvee the perceptiion of power transmission, including
meteoroological condittions, tower inclination
i
etc. The IoT
based seensors like connductor gallopiing and vibratiion sensor,
meteoroology sensor, icing and condductor temperatture sensor
are instaalled on the hiigh voltage trannsmission linees; 220 kV,
500 kV
V or on the traansmission tow
wer. The comm
munication
betweenn the IoT deviices on the traansmission lines and the
master station
s
is basedd on wireless networks,
n
opticcal fibre or
wirelesss broadband neetwork.
The othher part is relatted to the asseet managementt, measurement annd control of electrical
e
param
meters like volltage level,
power consumptionss and load conditions, phase
p
and
frequenccy to study the state and heealth of the griid. In asset
management scheme the IoT uses the
t RFID codinng system.
With thhe help of RFID tags on the electric equippment, it is
accurateely possible too locate and supervise the health of
electric equipments inn the grid whhich enhances the power
r
and guarantee thee stability of power
p
grid.
supply reliability
The IoT
T based ‘power monitor’ trransmits data for power
consump
mptions and load conditionns from diffeerent load
centres to a dedicatedd front end proocessor througgh wireless
communnication.
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Fig. 5: IoT bassed Control of Poower System Grrid

The FA
ACTS controllers are eitherr connected inn series or
shunt with
w
the trannsmission linee, depending on their
requirem
ment in the pow
wer system. Thhe FACTS conttrollers not
only baalance real annd reactive poower flow in the power
system but also they can
c be used foor solving variious power
p
like power
p
system steady state annd transient
system problems
stabilityy, sub-synchronous resonaance, dynamic voltage
instabiliity, congestionn management, thermal ratinggs, etc.

Fig. 4: Conddition Monitorin
ng of Power Trannsmission Line,
Fixed Assets an
nd Load Conditioon

The NXP LPC1768 microcon
T
ntroller may bee chosen for thhese
a
applications
[112] since it provides
p
periphheral support for
E
Ethernet
whichh helps in im
mplementing IoT part of the
s
system.
This em
mbedded conttroller has library files built for
X
Xively
(cloud platform)
p
whicch helps to monnitor the valuess of
s
sensors
throughh Internet. It is
i a low powerr low cost devvice
a it can fairlyy operate up to
and
o 100MHz opeerating frequenncy.
It facilitates thhe Ethernet and
d USB to run at the same tiime
w
without
affectinng the perform
mance.
Due to the adopption of very complex
D
c
system
m in smart gridd, a
h
high
speed coontrolling dev
vices like Flexxible Alternatting
C
Current
Transsmission System (FACTS
S) with variious
a
advance
controol technologies can be a prom
mising trait in IoT
I
(Figure 5). Thyristor
T
Co
ontrolled Series Compensaator
(TCSC), Staticc Synchronous Compensatorr (STACOM) and
U
Unified
Powerr Flow Contro
oller (UPFC) are
a the importtant
m
member
of the FACTS familly [13], whichh are proven too be
v
very
robust andd effective selection in solviing power systtem
p
problems.

The Phaasor Measurem
ment Units (PM
MU’s) [14] beccomes now
the “heaalth meter” forr the grid in IooT, where the amount of
informaation collectedd by the PMU
Us on the staatus of the
power grid
g is found too be around 100 times denserr than what
is colleccted by the coonventional uniits. The phasorr measurement unnits provide syynchronized poositive sequennce voltage
and currrent measurem
ments within a microsecondd. This has
been maade possible byy the availability of Global Positioning
P
System (GPS) and thhe sampled datta processing techniques
developped through miicroprocessor. The custom buuilt Digital
Signal Processors (D
DSP) can perrform this tassk through
FT) of all
computaation of Fast Fourier Transsformation (FF
harmoniics up to the Nyquist
N
limit. The computedd string of
phasors, one for eacch of the posiitive sequencee measurei assembled in
i a Phasor Data
D
Concentraator (PDC)
ments, is
and thiss data stream from PDC is then transmittted over a
dedicateed communicattion line througgh the modemss.
In addiition to meassure positive sequence volltages and
currentss these systemss also measure local frequenccy and rate
of change of frequenccy and may bee customized to
t measure
a zero sequeence quantities as well as
harmoniics, negative and
individuual phase voltaages and currennts.
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C
Conclusion
The developm
T
ment of IoT an
nd its applicaation in a Pow
wer
S
System
is a revvolution to the power industrry. This paper has
d
dealt
with the evolution and architecture of
o a Smart Pow
wer
G
Grid
System and its mulltiple aspects based on IoT
I
technology. Allthough the en
nabling technoologies describbed
a
above
make thee IoT concept feasible, a large research efffort
is still requireed. But innovation is alwayys a part of the
e
electric
utility heritage.
h
Thus,, focusing into this tradition it
i is
e
essential
to meeet today’s challenges in poower transmisssion
g
grid
and creatte a more inttelligent grid. The IoT off
ffers
e
exponential
tecchnologies that utility companny can deploy and
a
leverage to findd new ways to explore and exxtract incremenntal
v
value
from the intelligent grid
d. However, thhe path forwardd is
n always clear. The Inform
not
mation “value loop” providees a
s
structured
fram
mework to help
p and understaand how to creeate
a capture vaalue. Applying
and
g the realizatioon of value looop
f
from
IoT technnology to the electric
e
utilitiess, it is possiblee to
f
find
the road ahead
a
of intelliigrid system annd ultimately, the
IoT will be instrumental in building a moree connected, cooste
effective
and sm
marter smart grrid.
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Towarrds Sustainabiliity in Poower
A
Ashok
K. Jaiin1 and Ran
njit Sinha2

Abstract: This work is an
a endeavour to
t substantiallyy reduce the poower consumpttion in domestiic, entertainmeent and
office envirronment in gen
neral.
"If you caan cool the perrson rather thaan the buildingg where they work
w
or live, th
hat will save en
nergy," said Yi
Y Cui,
an Associaate Professor at
a Stanford Un
niversity in the US on Septem
mber 2, 2016.

The first idea presentedd is based on thhe observationn that whole boody achieves comfort
c
level evven with one part
p of
the body being at that levvel, such as a Table fan at Head
H
level or a Heater/Bloweer at foot levell. For hot weatther, a
c
air from a small
person neeeds to wear only a double waalled cap hostiing a small tubbular duct outllet, receiving cool
air conditiioner. The airr circulation through
t
it wouuld achieve thhe same comfo
fort level as frrom total room
m airconditioninng at far lowerr energy consumption and coosts. The secon
nd idea is simillar. One occuppies a small, peerhaps
less than 4.30
4
cu m of sp
pace while sleeeping. Assuminng a middle claass couples havve a bedroom to measure 400.50 cu
m, an air-cconditioner is used
u
to cater too 47.61 cu m off space.
If duct of mosquito net size
s enclosure of 4.30 cu m is used whilee sleeping, onlyy about 10% energy
e
will bee used,
ower. Experim
mental validatioons are also presented in the main work.
consequently saving in po
Keywordss: Power Consu
umption, Energgy, Carbon foootprints, Enviroonment.

I
Introduction

T

he surge in demand fo
or energy is an indication of
improving economy. As India grows innto a global giaant,
thhe urgent needd for clean, effficient and quuality energy that
t
d
does
not add too Carbon footprrints in production, transmisssion
a usage, and yet meets the demand of all sectors, industtrial
and
a non-industrrial, urban and
and
d rural, agricultture and domesstic,
o
office
and enttertainment, grrows. And to meet this evverg
growing
demannd, convention
nal wisdom dictates
d
that more
m
a
and
more elecctricity generattion plants bee planned by the
g
governments.
T means huge capital costt and use of otther
This
s
scarce
resourcees like coal an
nd water. Andd perhaps, use oil
a
and
gas, muchh of it imporrted, and strenngthen the traansm
mission
and distribution
d
secctors. Every step
s
means more
m
e
expenditure.
T
There
is no deenying that new power plaants
w
would
be requuired, the systeems must be strengthened,
s
and
e
energy
usage inncrease assisted so that devellopment goals are
m However, it will help, iff one endeavours to reduce this
met.
t
h
heavy
burden on our nation
nal resources and finances by
innnovating wayys and means for
f reducing thhe consumptionn of
p
power,
at least in non-ind
dustrial domaiin without coomp
promising
quaality or comfo
ort. The first meaningful stteps
1

have beeen taken. LED
D bulbs are avaailable, some thhrough the
governm
ment and more in the open market. The pricces are also
declininng and better and
a better LED
D bulbs are cooming into
the marrket. The issuues of availabbility, affordaability and
accessibbility are also being
b
tackled head-on.
h
Otherr initiatives
are alsoo being taken, some under im
mplementationn and some
on the drawing-board.
d
. This work maakes an endeavvour in the
directionn of an adage, “Energy Savedd is Energy Gaained” The
thrust off the authors iss to promote thhe idea of enerrgy savings
with sm
mart moves. Essentially it is a concept papeer identifying som
me ideas for further
f
developpment, trials and
a implementatioon.

Fundam
mental
It is a fact
fa that if one sits at a table with a fan bloowing onto
his facee, he achieves a comfort levvel that makess his entire
body coomfortable. It is
i a general prractice. One caan work on
this facct for air-connditioning tooo. Similarly, keeping a
heater/hhot air blower at
a one’s feet makes
m
one com
mfortable in
winter. Even a personn with high fevver gets relief by putting
h forehead onnly. Hence thee first idea
cold clooth strips on his
stands.

Former Professorr, Department of Electrical
E
Engineerring, Motilal Nehrru National Instituute of Technology Allahabad,
A
India.
akjferrocemennt@yahoo.com
2
Tilothu Mahila Mandal,
M
Bihar, Ind
dia.
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IIdea No. 1
T
These
observattions lead us to
o the conclusioon that blood flow
fl
inn the body plaays the role of the temperaturre equaliser in the
b
body.
If it is soo, why control the weather of
o the whole rooom
too make a few persons comfo
ortable in the room?
r
This ledd us
too the followingg contraption.
With the conttinuous flow of cool air from
W
fr
the air-ccond
ditioning
unit, the person would
w
remain comfortable with
w
juust 0.03 cum of
o cool air com
mpared to at leeast 30 cum off air
too be cooled forr the entire room
m. These Cool Caps (in Figuree 1)
c be an integral part of every chair in
can
i the room and
w
whoever
comees in and uses
u
the Cool Caps will be
c
comfortable.
Iff the investmeent in Cool Caaps appears too be
thhreatening, consider the sav
vings in capitall expenses on the
a
air-conditioning
g apparatus and the savings inn energy bills.
{{In this auditoorium, there are about 5000 people and so
m
maximum
15 cum
c
cool air is needed instead of 900 cum
c
(15 m × 12 m × 5 m)}
O can easily appreciate the saving in pow
One
wer.
Extending the idea little furtther, just for 0.03
E
0
cum air, one
o
c think of a solar powered
can
d air conditionning portable unit
u
w
which
can be coonveniently caarried on the baack.

Fig. 2: Bed wiith Enclosure and Air Conditioneer

c be used too cover the
Transpaarent or transluucent plastic can
pipe fraame with plastiic louvers on tw
wo sides for enntry or exit
to the beed. Louvers wiill also serve as air vents in thhe event of
power failure.
f
The tottal volume of air in this set up is only
4.30 cum
m as against rooom volume of about 40 cu m giving a
consequuent saving of power.
p
One caan either use a smaller air
conditiooner or use onee outdoor unit of a split air conditioner
c
to feed multiple beds.. In addition, the
t volume off heated air
i the atmossphere will also
a
get proportionately
going in
reducedd.

Fig. 1: Schematic Presentation of Coooling Cap

Idea Noo. 3
These days almost 50% urban and about 5% rural
w
purifier, which are
househoolds use somee kind of a water
electriciity driven. Thee power consuumption of theese units is
increasing day by dayy as new featuures are being added like
U
etc. The total averagge pure drinkking water
R/O, U/V
requirem
ment is not morre than 20 litrees per family peer day.

IIdea No. 2
W
While
sleepingg, all needed to
o weather conttrol a small sppace
a
around
the bed (like a mosquiito net) and noot the whole rooom.
A set up on theese lines is giveen in Figure 2.

The Naano-particle baased water puurifiers can bee used, as
given inn Figure 3. Thhey are now available in thhe country
which can
c give up to about
a
30 l puree water per dayy. These do
not use any power, aree cheaper, andd have a life off about five
years.
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A two storied buildingg made in Luckknow, Uttar Praadesh for a
c
gave them
t
an aboutt 50% saving in weather
doctor couple,
control units whether hot or cold. A floor added in a three
storied school buildiing at Tilothuu, Biharshoweed a three
d
in temperature inside thee building withh sandwich
degree drop
construcction as com
mpared to lower conventiional constructionns with one briick walls.
These advantages
a
aree in addition to
t about 40% saving in
overall embedded energy in materrials and 25% saving in
labour component ass compared too the conventtional cont be noted thhat overall looad of this
structionn. It is also to
system of constructioon is very low
w and the fourrth floor at
Tilothu was not posssible at all beecause of the excessive
loading on the foundattion.

Fig. 3: Nano-Particle based Water Purrification

IIdea No. 4
W
While
construccting a buildin
ng, if one adoopts the sandw
wich
w
walls
and rooff system with two 25 mm thick
t
ferrocem
ment
w 50-60 mm
with
m thick Expan
nded Poly-styreene (Thermocoole)
inn between, thhe insulating properties off thermocole do
p
provide
a buiilding with ex
xcellent therm
mal and acouustic
p
properties.
A sandwich
s
consttruction in proogress is givenn in
F
Figure
4.

Fig. 4: Sanddwich Constructtion in Progress

Conclu
usion
Using thhese ideas, ouur power requirrements in thee domestic,
office and
a entertainmeent domain caan be reduced to a major
extent.
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Su
ubstatioon Autom
mation: A Casee Study
D.J.. Patowary1

Abstract: The electrica
al power systeem has seen simultaneous development of few of its basic componnents–
Intelligent Electronic Deevice (IEDs) likke numerical relays
r
(NR), inntelligent meterrs, vacuum cirrcuit breakers (VCB)
EDs has helpedd simplifying im
mplementation of the substatiion automationn (SA) system by
b way
etc. The addvent of the IED
of offeringg an intelligen
nt and interacctive platform beyond the conventional
c
S
SCADA
system
ms. Some impportant
capabilitiees of substation
n automation arre:
• Increa
ased performan
nce and reliabiility of electrical protection.
• Capab
bility to record
d alarms, events
ts and disturbance which faciilitates in poweer system fault analysis.
• Displa
ay of real time substation datta.
• Remotte monitoring and
a control.
• Increa
ased integrity and
a safety of thhe electrical poower network inncluding advannced interlockiing features.
• Advan
nced automatio
on functions likke intelligent looad-shedding, tap
t changer, ettc.
• Time synchronisatio
s
on.
Keywordss: Substation Automation
A
System, IEC61850 Communnication Protoccol, Intelligentt Electronic Device,
D
Retrofittingg of Numerical Relay.

I
Introduction

T

ill the yearr 2000, comm
munication prottocol of the IE
EDs
were differrent depending
g on manufactuurers and protoocol
c
converters
weree used to comm
municate two different makee of
IEDs to integraate with substaation automatioon system. Usee of
p
protocol
conveerters resulted
d difficulty inn communicattion
w
which
requiress additional tim
me, loss of daata and also tiime
s
synchronisation
n was difficult.. In 2001, IEC 61850 commuunic
cation
protocoll was introducced as an Interrnational standdard
w release off ten different standards.
with
s
The new protocol has
g acceptance from the Indu
got
ustry. This wass considered too be
o of the greaat things to haappen in the field
one
fi
of IED coomm
munication
whhich had the potential to be a game changger.
T introductioon of the Subsstation Configuuration Languuage
The
(SCL) of the IEC 61850 pro
otocol has facilitated the inteerop
perability
betw
ween IEDs of different
d
manuufactures bringging
g
great
relief to thhe end users aspiring to impllement Substattion
A
Automation
Syystem. The GOOSE
G
functiionality (Geneeric
O
Object
Orienteed Substation Event) has made horizonntal
c
communication
n possible betw
ween the IEDs thereby reduccing
thhe control cabbling. The clieent/server com
mmunication moode
w 100 Mbpss Fibre Optic (F
with
FO) communiccation has madde it
m
more
efficient and
a faster.
1

In spite of acceptancee of the new standard
s
by the industry,
the prooprietary protoocols were noot discarded. The IED
manufaccturers were not
n ready to give up the proprietary
p
protocoll. In India, thee IEC 61850 protocol
p
was mostly
m
used
in the poower distributiion sectors whiile it was not marketed
m
in
the otheer industry secttor in the initiall stage.
It is durring that time,, an opportuniity came to im
mplement a
substatioon automationn system as parrt of a new prooject in one
of the Indian
I
Oil Reffineries and it was decided to
t take the
benefit of the IEC611850 communiication protocol. In this
menting an
article itt is aimed to shhare the experiience of implem
SA Systtem using the new
n communiccation protocoll.
The saliient features off the project weere:
• A new
n 11 kV disttribution switchhgear.
• Rettrofitting of Numerical
N
relayy in old 6.6 kV
k switchgeaar.
• Creeating facility
y for havingg a single substation
autoomation system
m where all suubstations of thhe refinery
willl be integrated in future.
• Imp
plementing an intelligent loadd shedding schheme.
• A substation
s
autoomation system
m for control, monitoring
m
andd measurementt functions.

Power and Utilitiees Department, Ha
aldia Refinery, Inddian Oil Corporatiion Limited, Haldiia–721605, West Bengal,
B
India.

dj
djp792@gmail.com
m
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The first thing to be finalised
T
d in the new project
p
was to use
thhe IEC61850 communicatio
on protocol forr all the hardw
ware
d
devices
such as numerical reelays, Ethernett switches, RT
TUs,
e so that thhe interoperabiility benefit can be utilisedd in
etc.
f
future.
The deccision to go for
f the new prrotocol was takken
a
after
detail prooduct evaluatio
on by ensurinng interoperabiility
test between thhe IED of diffferent manufaacturers- Siemeens,
A
ABB
and Areva. In orderr to utilise the
t
objective as
m
mentioned
abovve, detail plann
ning was madee as follows:
1. The new 11
1 kV switchb
board to have numerical rellays
complyingg to IEC61850
0 communicatiion protocol with
w
dual redunndant FO portt. The relays to
t be utilised for
providing feeder status (breaker, trannsformer), conntrol
O
and measurement
m
functions (Am
mps,
(breaker ON/OFF)
volt, MW, MVAR, MVA
A).
w
IEC 618850
2. Installationn of RTUs complying with
protocol inn all substatiions of the refinery (total 14
substationss) provision forr future integraation.
3. Retrofittingg an old 6.6 KV
K switchboarrd with numeriical
relays com
mplying with IE
EC 61850 protoocol.
4. All numeerical relays to have duaal redundant FO
communication port.
5. Interconneecting all substaation RTUs wiith dual redunddant
fibre optic network.
mme
6. Implementting a customiised load sheddding program
having conntingency baseed load sheddinng with frequenncy
based loadd shedding as back up.
7. Use of num
merical relays and RTUs ass part of the load
shedding scheme
s
by uttilising the beenefit of GOO
OSE
messaging; hard wired tripping from
m the RTUs in
substationss having old relays.
8. A substattion automatiion system to integrate all
functionaliities – breaker control, feederr status, meteriing,
and transfoormer tap chan
nger and load shhedding.
9. GPS baseed time synchronisation for
fo the compllete
system.
1 To providde an intelligeent and user friendly
10.
f
HMI for
operator coontrol.
1 To generatte shift wise rep
11.
port.
The project waas successfully commissionedd in the year 20008
T
w
with
full functtionality of co
ontrol, meterinng and protecttion
f
functions
and power load shedding
s
scheeme. It has gone
s
several
expanssions with add
dition of moree substations and
a
also
with num
merical relays of other maake. Few of the
b
building
blockss of the projectt are discussed as follows:

System Archittecture
S
T vision of the
The
t project was to build a neew substation and
a
a integrate old
also
o substations under a new SA
S system. Hence
thhe architecturee was built wiith a combinattion of numeriical
r
relays
and RT
TUs. The num
merical relays to be used for

facilitatiing status, coontrol and meeasurement fuunctionality
includinng alarm, eventt and disturbannce recording for
f the new
substatioon and other suubstation withh retrofitting off numerical
relays. The
T RTUs willl be used to collect
c
data andd send trip
commannd as potentiall free contact from
f
the DO innterface. A
dedicateed FO networrk to interconnnect all the RTUs
R
and
numericcal relays usinng industry grade
g
Ethernett switches.
Ethernet switches werre installed in the new switcchboard to
connectt the numericaal relays. A paart of the archhitecture is
shown in
i Figure 1.

Fig. 1:
1 Network Archhitecture

Networrk Monitoringg
The GO
OOSE feature of
o the IEC 618850 protocol was
w utilised
for horizzontal communnication for prrotection interloocks in the
new sw
witchboard and also to send Load shedding trip
commannd. All operattional (SCAD
DA) and non-ooperational
(alarm, event) data from the new
w switchboardd and the
retrofitteed switchboarrd was availlable to the substation
automattion system thhrough a ruggged FO comm
munication
networkk. The most critical trip comm
mand for load shedding
s
is
also sennt through the same commuunication netwoork. These
data aree time critical and
a used for control and monitoring of
the pow
wer system likke breaker ON
N/OFF, transfformer tap
changinng etc.
It was thherefore criticaal to have a system of close monitoring
m
of the communicatioon network. Itt was achieveed through
t status of coommunicadedicateed software whhich indicates the
tion in form of channge of status in a dedicateed network
monitorring window and alarm. The completee network
connectting the serverrs, RTUs, relays, LIUs andd Ethernet
switches were monitorred (Figure 2).
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Based on above, twoo levels of loaad shedding sccheme was
defined::
• Fasst load shedding (contingency
y/power based)) and
• Und
der frequency based
b
load sheedding
The Bassis of Power baased Load Sheddding Logic was
w built as:
• Thee ON/OFF & Service
S
positionn status (DI) off Generator
andd Grid breaker.
• Gen
nerator is conssidered to be inn service whenn breaker is
ON
N and breaker is in SERVIC
CE and the load is >1.5
MW
W
• Tottal Load is calcculated from in
ndividual Geneerators and
Griid (MW valuees). For this CT/PT input cards are
provided in the LC
CSs for the gennerators.
• MW
W rating of geenerators is prredefined and Maximum
dem
mand from Gridd was considerred.

Fig. 2: Com
mplete Network

Load Sheddingg
L
A intelligent and
An
a fast load shedding
s
schem
me is essential for
a process induustry like refinery. The basicc component of
o a
looad shedding scheme
s
are:
• A predefin
ned load shed
dding priority table where non
n
critical loaads are identiffied under diffferent priority for
allowing to
t trip during contingency. The loads of the
identified feeders
f
are kno
own.
• Pre defined
d steps of frequ
uency to generaate trip commannd.
• Ability to monitor the ga
ap between deeclared generatting
d.
capacity annd system load

The harrdware utilisedd for the load shhedding schem
me are:
• Ded
dicated Load Shedding
S
Contrroller (LCS)
• Rem
mote Terminal Units (RTU)
• Num
merical Protection Relays onn IEC61850
• Hum
man Machine Interface
I
(HMII)
• Com
mmunication link/interfacee between LCS
L
and
RTU
Us/Numerical relays.
Limitedd flexibility to define generatting capacity, changes in
priority table and conttrol of the proggram was made available
to the deesignated operrator. A relevannt screenshot is shown in
Figure 3.
3

Fig.. 3: Screenshot
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HMI
H
H
Human
Machinne Interface (HMI)
(
is the link between the
o
operator
and thhe machine. Th
he HMI should therefore be very
v
inntuitively designed to ensuree effective usee of the intelliggent
h
hardware/devic
ces for conven
nient and safe use of the pow
wer
s
system.
Considderable effort was
w put duringg the engineerring
s
stage
to build thhe interface sh
hould be simplee to understandd &
o
operated
by thee operator.
T
The
single linne diagram fu
unctions as thhe foundationn to
p
provide
all releevant informattion to the opperator. Real tiime
d
data
with regarrd to the statuss of the breakeer or the statuss of
v
various
interloccks was made available
a
as poop up screens. The
T
r
real
time staatus enables the operator to inform the
m
maintenance
e
engineer
in caase of any trrouble. Sufficiient
c
checks
and inteerlocks were prrovided to ensuure safe operattion
o breaker or changes in th
of
he load shedding program. The
T
r
real-time
analoogue values, breaker and interlock status,
c
communication
n status and allarm/ event ennable the operaator
too monitor the power system very efficientlly and effectiveely.
A glimpse of thhe HMI is show
wn in Figure 4..

I
Interoperabil
lity
After successfful implemen
A
ntation of thee initial project,
o
opportunity
cam
me to realise th
he intended beenefit in the iniitial

p
when a new substatioon was to be integrated.
design phase
The num
merical relays were
w procuredd with IEC618550 protocol
with duue test certifiication from recognised innternational
testing institutions
i
for IEC61850 com
mpliance. How
wever, after
connectting into the existing
e
substaation automatioon system,
there weere communicaation error andd the new relayys were not
respondding to commands and there was no status coming to
the HM
MI. Prolonged consultation with
w
the R&D
D group of
both thhe vendor’s annd interoperabbility test at the
t
manufacturerrs’ R&D, the prroblem was noot getting resollved. There
were reservations to share
s
the SCL
L files of the new
n
relays.
b the substatioon automaUltimateely, with firm ware update by
tion venndor, the new
w relays couldd be interfacedd with the
existingg system. The whole processs took approxx. one and
half yeaars. This experiience generatedd questions:
•

Whhether compliannce certificate by verificationn institutes
guaarantees interooperability betw
ween differennt make of
IED
Ds?

It will be
b therefore neecessary to ennsure interoperrability test
before procurement
p
a
action
and alsso asking to submit
s
the
Substatiion Configurattion Languagee (SCL) files along
a
with
the IED as part of purcchase order conndition.

Fig. 4: A Glimpse
G
of the HMI
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W List
Wish
Considering thhe immense po
C
otential of the present day IE
EDs
w
which
is becom
ming more inteelligent day byy day and addding
m
more
and morre functionality
y due to contiinuous R&D, the
c
capability
of the
t substation automation syystem must have
h
inncreased mannifold. Some requirements
r
which can brring
m
more
value to power system
m automation and
a problems are
d
discussed
here.

IIntegration off Vacuum Inteerrupter Operrating
C
Cycle
Diagram
m in NR
T operating cycle diagram
The
m as per IEC 62271-100 of
o a
S
Siemens
makee VCB is sho
own in Figuree 5 which shoows
r
relation
betweeen breaking cu
urrent and inteerrupter life. The
T
S
Siemens
makee numerical reelays can recoord the breakking
c
current
as seenn by the relay. Relays of otheer make may also
a
h
have
this featuure. By incorp
porating the vaacuum interruppter
c
curve
of differrent manufactu
urers in the relay
r
library as
a a
s
standard
featurre and making
g provision too record the fault
fa
c
current
phase wise, an alaarm or trip interlock
i
can be
g
generated
to prrevent the VC
CB to put into service once the
innterrupter reacches end of liffe. This can acct as an importtant
s
safety
interlockk to prevent dam
mage to installlations.

Ds demands
various functionalitiess offered by thhe modern IED
m hour duringg the design sttage. Some maanufacturer
lot of man
may havve tendency too complete thee HMI design as soon as
possiblee to save man hour. A comm
mon standard adopted
a
by
the induustry for an intuuitive HMI willl benefit the ennd user.

Flash Memory
M
Some manufacturers
m
(
(e.g.
GE) proviide Flash mem
mory which
is very helpful for field
f
upgradess. This can be
b made a
standardd relay configuuration in preseent day scenarrio to make
the task of the field enngineer safer annd easier.
Externaal Communiccation for Crittical Alarm
The num
merical relay continuously
c
m
monitors
the current
c
and
voltage profile and generates alaarm/ events for minor
i the system parameter.
changess (e.g. O/c starrt, E/F start) in
These information
i
caan be very useful to the maintenance
m
engineers if it is know
wn at the righht time. This can prevent
fa
by doiing preventivee measures. Thhis can be
many failures
made possible by esttablishing mobbile connectiviity to send
d
persons. Considerring use of
SMS baased alarm to designated
mobile connectivity inn many facetss of day to daay life, this
can be made as a staandard feature by maintaininng required
securityy level.

Reportt Generation
n
Generattion of shift wise energy report is an important
activity.. With installaation of an inttelligent substaation automation system, the shift wise repoort generation should be
A
the SA
A provides
easily available from the servers. Although
generatiion of daily repports, the qualiity of the reporrts is not in
the expeected line. Havving third partty software caan generate
customiised report; buut it should com
me as a standaard tool as
part of the SA systeem. The venddors’ should give
g
equal
importaance to this aspect.

Conclu
usion

Fig. 5: Opeerating Cycle Diiagram as per IE
EC 62271–100
of a Siemen
ns make VCB

The IEC
C61850 based substation
s
autoomation system
m can bring
many more
m
benefit to the end user frrom the single reason
r
that
it endss dependency on proprietaary protocol. However
industryy should com
me forward to make this open
o
communicattion protocol realise its inntended goal and bring
benefit to
t the end userr.
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A Novel Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring
Technique for Domestic Applications
Soumyajit Ghosh,*1 Arunava Chatterjee1 and Debashis Chatterjee1

Abstract: The awareness of energy conservation has rapidly increased in recent years due to modern living
standard of people and decrease in the use of fossil fuels. In this context, load monitoring is very effective for the
end users to determine energy consumption and usage. Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) is comparatively
new technique to identify the power consumption of individual appliances from the aggregated household data in a
single point of measurement. While many researchers have addressed the load identification using data driven
steady state and transient state features, most of them focus on techniques using event based supervised learning
method and some on optimization based methods. In this paper, a new simple idea of model based technique is
demonstrated that can be easily implemented in domestic households with prior knowledge of current patterns.
Keywords: Appliance Identification, Smart Metering, NILM, Smart Grid, Home Energy Management.

Introduction

S

mart metering is the technologies provide exact solution
for the implementation of energy management systems
for residential purpose. The Government of India has already
declared to install smart meter in several states for
appropriate consumption of electric power [1]. Identification
of loads is the major challenges in smart metering system
and also it fulfills the various tasks in the control smart grid
technology. Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) is the
latest technique for the purpose of load disaggregation. In
this paper a new technique of a smart system (smart meter)
can capable to disaggregate the whole energy consumption
into individual consumers is presented. This way, the user
will have a better understanding on how the energy is used
and will be able to reduce his consumption Energy
management for residential homes and/or offices requires
both identification and prediction of the future usages or
service requests of different appliances present in the
buildings.
The issue of energy conservation has increased in recent
years owing to decrease in conventional fuel reserves and
increase in overall development. Overall devotion has been
given to improve the energy efficiency, reliability, and
functionality of household electric loads. Electricity is
typically sold on a per-unit consumption basis. Concerns on
climate change and global warming and reduction of
greenhouse gas emission are the chief interest in the
measures of energy efficiency. Today, most of the generated
1

electricity is consumed in commercial and domestic
household appliances. Available literatures indicate that
household electricity consumption can be reduced using
better energy management systems. Smart grid accompanied
with household automation network has the enough potential
to become a significant way of managing energy for
reducing residential energy consumption. To implement this,
home appliances have to be modified. Traditional load
monitoring method uses electricity meters at different point
of the electrical installation to measure all possible load
related variables. Various drawbacks are associated when
applying this method such as the division of the load circuit,
the cost of the electricity meters, the cost of installation, the
space for installation the hardware. Traditional electrical and
gas meters only measure total consumption and they provide
no information regarding when the energy was consumed at
each metered site. NILM has been major technique for
monitoring the energy consumptions. In NILM technology
smart meter play critical role for energy monitoring and
transmit the information to the utilities. Smart meters provide
a way of measuring this site-specific information, allowing
price-setting company to announce different charges for
consumption based on the time of uses and the season. Smart
meters also give information about the measurements of
surge voltages and harmonic distortion, allowing diagnosis
of power quality problems. Electricity pricing usually peaks
at certain predictable times of the day and the season. In
particular, if generation is constrained, prices can rise if
power from other jurisdictions or more costly generation is
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brought online. The power companies will encourage
consumers to adjust their consumption habits to be more
responsive to market prices. The chief resources used in
electricity generation are becoming fewer day by day, while
the impact of renewable resources is still quite small. Now
the time to implement the renewable energy technology and
increases the energy efficiency is much more essential. In
this concern the smart grid concept was implemented. The
consumer must be able to understand how the energy is used
so that they could find possibilities to increase the efficiency
of energy.
The pioneer work was started by Hart [2] in MIT laboratory
and this method is applicable for ON/OFF appliances and
multi state appliances. In the same time, French researcher
Sultanem [3] was also proposed almost same type of NILM
technique but this method included the duration of the
transient signal and harmonics. Lee et al., proposed a
technique that shows a correlation between the 5th and 7th
harmonics and the real/reactive power being consumed by
variable load appliances [4]. Recently emphasis has been put
on research of the smart metering techniques because the
smart meter has potential to implement NILM technique for
betterment of home energy management system.
Comprehensive NILM signature extraction for residential
loads using the edge detection, event filtration and event
clustering technique was developed by Dong et al. [5, 6].
The switching function based variable power estimating
technique has significant improvement in NILM research
[6, 7]. The waveform based estimator is used for the NILM
technique for variable power loads [7]. The load identification technique is basically three types steady state
features extraction [8, 9], transient state technique [9, 10]
and other recent optimization based technique [11–14]. The
basic NILM method was significantly improved by
incorporation of harmonics to save the computational
resources and improved performance. This method is
applicable for ON/OFF load, multistate load and some
extend to variable load appliances [11]. Neural network base
signature extraction for appliances is based on continuous
calculation of signal harmonics; basic idea is set of
harmonics for all combination of appliances [12]. Current
measurement is the one of major topic of NILM research.
Instead of normal current transformers (CTs), coreless Hall
Effect CTs have significant improvement in NILM accuracy
[13]. A wavelet based NILM technique was recently
developed in [15]. Event based clustering method was useful
for residential load identification technique [16]. He et al.
proposed a featured extraction technique using front end
electronics topology. Appliances identification was done by
knowledge based model driven network in [17]. A voltagecurrent (V-I) trajectory based method was also developed for
load identification [18]. Today the most of focused loads are
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variable power loads because tracking of these kind loads is
very difficult. Also, load which consumes less power and
same type of load identification when used simultaneously is
harder to segregate.
In this paper, a novel non-intrusive load monitoring
methodology is presented that can be effectively used for
household load monitoring. The technique is based on
determining the current signatures and simultaneously
observing the transient waveforms of the system current and
comparison between them to identify the load.

The System Studied and Proposed Technique
The system mainly considered is a household system with
loads consisting of resistive appliances, motor-driven loads
and electronic appliances. The resistive appliances can be
further classified as mostly heating loads, toasters,
incandescent lamps, etc. The motor driven loads are fans,
food mixers, blenders, etc. Some of them can also be
classified into predominantly inductive loads. Electronic
appliances include chargers, personal computers, scanners,
Fax equipments, etc. A typical system of household load
with proposed sensing technique is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Typical Household System Considered for Study

The measuring technique involves individually determining
the current signatures of the different household loads
installed and simultaneously observing the transient
waveforms of the system current and comparing between the
two to identify the load. Figure 2 gives the brief outline of
the technique.
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It is observed from Figure 3 that different domestic loads
have different current signatures and thus the current
waveforms can be taken as effectively the criteria to
distinguish between different loads. When all these loads are
working together, the complex current waveform is different
and during such operation, load segregation/identification
becomes difficult.
Considering different loads considered in this paper to be
operating at a time from the household supply, the complex
waveform for the current and voltage is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 2: Outline of the Proposed NILM Technique

Advantages of NILM
NILM helps in accurately identifying the load behavior in a
particular power system and their condition monitoring. The
load monitoring can also help determine the demand
response in a household. Moreover, load forecasting and
usage can be predicted other than identification and
segregation of loads.

System Simulation and Results
A simulation study is carried out for the proposed technique
using MATLAB/Simulink R2014b. The study involves
separately studying the different loads and determining the
effect on the individual source current signatures. Figure 3
below shows the individual load current signatures obtained.

Fig. 3: Voltage and Current Waveforms
for Different Household Load Types

Fig. 4: Voltage and Current Waveform during Steady
State for all the Loads Considered

The summation of different current harmonics leads to a
complex current waveform as observed from Figure 4.
During switching on and off of the different loads, the load
waveforms are observed and noted. As observed in Figure 5,
the different loads are switched on at time t = 1 s in order to
distinguish between the transient current waveforms. The
same is shown in the transient study in figure below.

Fig. 5: Voltage and Current Waveforms during Load
Switching Transients for Different Loads
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As observed from Figure 5 during ‘switching on’ of the CFL
load, the load current is increased with increase in peak
current. Similarly, when a charging load is ‘switched on’, the
positive peak is increased as shown in Figure 5. Thus in both
these cases, the load can be clearly distinguished from the
load current transient.
When motoring load with a speed control circuitry is
‘switched on’, the load current waveform is shown to be
increased with a switched pattern as shown in Figure 5 last
trace.
From the above patterns, thus it can be seen that with
transient waveforms considered, the loads can be easily
analyzed. Also when the resistive load is ‘switched on’ only
the magnitude of the waveform is increased which is not
shown here. These data can be fed to a personal computer
(PC) for further analysis.

The proposed technique uses simple observation based
feature study and prior knowledge based approach to
determine the domestic loads. However, it is emphasized
here that for accurate determination, an optimization based
approach can be adapted. Moreover, the determination is
based on isolated household loads and is difficult to be
applied with industrial loads or large scale loads.

Harmonic Analysis
A harmonic analysis of the waveforms have been performed
to determine the underlying harmonic frequency currents for
the waveforms shown. The results are tabulated below in
Table 1.
Table 1: Harmonic Analysis of the Load Current Waveforms
For all loads considered in parallel
13.98

3rd (%)
6.8

5th (%)

7th (%)

2.22

0.17

With Charger switched on
13.96

6.8

2.22

0.17

With Motoring load switched on
15.92

8.4

2.82

1.03

With CFL load switched on
14.17

7.4

2.13

0.32

From the Table, it can be seen that there is not much
difference in terms of the Total Harmonic Distortion
(current) (THDi). Although the 3rd harmonics can be taken as
a criteria for identification of the loads switched on, the
152

Conclusion
A simple NILM based load identification technique is
presented in which the load is identified based on load
current transient behavior. The detection is based on
observation and analysis of the current waveform behavior.
The detection technique is simple and robust. The effectiveness of the detection technique can be further increased using
a proper algorithm with training capability. The training may
be provided with the prior knowledge obtained from the
proposed technique. A simulation study is presented which
validates the proposed study.
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THDi (%)

margin is very nominal. The proposed analysis technique
thus can act as a criterion for study of the load behavior.
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Econ
nomic An
nalysis and
a Tecchnical Feasibil
F
ity
of Right
R
to Electricity Actt (REA) in Indiaa
Sreenath Sukumaaran*1 and K.
K Sudhakaar1

Abstract: The energy co
onsumption andd usage of a soociety reflects the
t standard off living conditioon in a countryy. This
holds true with the develloped countriees such as USA
A (1843 W perr capita), Japann (941), Germ
many (1160), Canada
C
w 152 W per capita can bee considered inn the group of developed
d
countries,
(2185). Inddia, an emerging economy with
only if acccess to reliablee electricity is provided to itts entire popullation irrespecctive of rural and
a urban variation.
Though it is
i considered that
t
the heart of
o India lies in villages, most of the rural poopulation is still dreaming off better
living condditions. Accord
ding to census 2011, nearly 75
7 million housseholds have no
n access to eleectricity. Abouut 90%
of them livve in rural area
as and are locaated out of natiional electricity
ty grid becausee of its long disstance from thee grid,
sparse poppulation, remo
ote location and geographiccal constraintss. Out of the currently elecctrified villagees, the
reliability of electricity iss to be improveed by reducingg the duration of blackouts. About
A
42% of rural
r
househollds use
fo lighting wh
hile 93% of urbban house holld use electriciity for the sam
me. In order to achieve sustaainable
kerosene for
growth acrross the countrry, income geneeration opporttunities are to be
b created alonng with better lighting.
l
goverrnment
schemes suuch as Bharat Nirman, RGG
GVY and Panchhayati Raj Am
mendment (11th schedule of thhe 73rd Amenddment)
did not suucceed in ach
hieving the am
mbitious 100%
% electrification. Rural loaad is characteerized by disppersed
populationn and low dema
and (resulting in
i low load dennsities).
This in turrn causes high
h capital costss of grid electrification. So national gridd connection too all villages is not
sustainablee and there is a need to lookk for alternativees. At this poinnt of time, d deecentralized poower system seeems to
be more viiable from tech
hnical and finaancial point off view. The access to reliablee electricity shoould be a rightt to all
Indian houusehold. It can
n be implemented on the linees of Right to Information (R
RTI) and Guarranteed Emplooyment
Act. This paper
p
tries to formulate
f
the Right
R
of Electrricity Act and showcase
s
a meethodology thrrough which Riight of
Electricity Act can be imp
plemented acrooss the countryy along with itss economic burrden to government.
Keywordss: Per Capita Power Consumpption, House Hold,
H
National Grid,
G
Decentraalized Power System.

I
Introduction

T

he world was very dy
ynamic in thee past 50 years.
g
have begun to influeence
Electronic and electric gadgets
d to day life. This in turn led
day
l to increasee in the per cappita
e
energy.
So the parameter for develop
S
pment of a coountry can be the
a
amount
of ennergy consum
med by its population. The
T
d
developed
couuntries like USA,
U
Canada, France, UK are
h
having
high peer capita consu
umption. Indiaa is having a low
l
p capita enerrgy consumptiion of 1010 unnits per year [1].
per
H dream to become a world
Her
d leader can bee achieved onlyy by
p
providing
moree energy to all its people. Thee waves of diggital
r
revolution
are lashing Indian
n shores. Indiaan population can
n longer stayy from the co
no
omfort and safety provided by
d
digital
equipm
ments. Indian government
g
iss itself tryingg to
d
digitalise
its population. Ministry
M
of power
p
has been
1
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undertakking many schhemes to providde electricity too all Indian
villages. Rural Electrification Corpooration was estaablished in
1969 too assist and financially suupport State Electricity
Boards, State Governnment Departm
ments and Rurral Electric
S
of
Cooperaatives for rurall electrificationn projects. A Subsidy
90% tow
wards capital expenditure
e
is being provideed, through
Rural Electrification
E
C). Under
Corporation Limited (REC
Rajiv Gandhi
G
Grameeen Vidyutikaaran Yojana (RGGVY),
(
electriciity distributionn infrastructure is given a thruust so as to
establishh Rural Electrricity Distribuution Backbonne (REDB)
with at least a 33/111KV sub-statioon, a distribution transi a village. But
B at least 90000 villages are located in
former in
those pllaces where grid
g
extension can lead to ATC
A
losses
there by
b financial burden.
b
Rurall electrificatioon scheme
started with
w Kutir Jyooti Program (L
Launched in 19988–89) by
providinng single poinnt connection to
t BPL Households with
100% grants.
g
Later onn few schemess were formulaated which

S
SMART
Technoloogies for Natura
al Resource Consservation and Suustainable Devellopment

aare either disscontinued or merged withh new schem
mes.
R
RGGVY
(launcched on Mar., 2005) aims inn electrificationn of
a Villages annd Habitationss by providinng access to free
all
f
e
electricity
connnection to BPL families.
Later on Deenndayal Upadh
L
hyaya Gram Jyyoti Yojana was
w
laaunched in Deecember 2014 by separatingg agricultural and
n agriculturaal feeders, streengthening of sub-transmisssion
non
a distributionn system and by giving thruust on Renewaable
and
E
Energy
(RE) sources
s
and micro
m
grid concept [2]. Thouugh
thhese schemes made a chan
nge in the lifee of some Inddian
p
people,
still maany villages arre left of the naational grid. Most
M
o these un-eleectrified villages are identifiied by sparse and
of
inntermittent poopulation, rem
motely locationn and commuunal
p
problems.
According to Census
A
C
of Indiaa, a village meaans a revenue area
a
w
with
a clear demarcated
d
bo
oundary and having
h
an unique
6
6-digit
census code (Censu
us 2011). Witthin the revennue
b
boundary
of a village, a viillage may coonsist of multiiple
h
habitations
(maajra/tola). Habitations are paarts of the villaage,
e
each
being a collection of households. Out of 6,40,9930
v
villages,
6,22,4478 villages (97.12%) have been
b
electrifiedd as
o 02/10/2016.. The remainin
on
ng 18,452 villaages were locaated
inn highly remoote and inaccesssible areas or areas plaguedd by
innsurgency annd Left-wing extremism. The househoolds
r
residing
in som
me of the electrrified villages are
a suffering frrom
b
black
outs eveen for 12 hourrs a day. Therre can be a mism
c
conception
thaat an electrified village meaans that all off its
h
households
are having accesssibility to electtricity. But as per
thhe new definiition given by
y Ministry of power, a villlage
w
would
be declaared as electrifiied [3], if:
• Basic infraastructure such as Distribution
n.
• Transformer and Distrib
bution lines aree provided in the
l
inhabited locality.
• Electricity is provided to public placces like Schools,
Panchayat Office, Health Centers, Dispensarries,
Communitty centers, etc.
• The numbeer of househollds electrified should be at leeast
10% of thee total number of households in the village.
According to reecent statisticss by Indian govvernment, elecctriA
f
fication
of all villages
v
will bee completed byy March 2017. But
B
thhe bitter truth is that only 87
73 Indian villaages are providding
e
electricity
to alll of its house hold
h
[4]. So eleectrification off all
h
households
shoould be madee the target raather than villlage
e
electrification.
The total nu
umber of housseholds livingg in
India is roughlly 24,66,92,66
67. Out of whhich 16,78,26,7730
h
house
hold liives in rurall areas whilee the remainning
7
7,88,65,937
hoouseholds live in urban areeas. Accordingg to
c
census
of India, 2011, the number of households
h
ussing
e
electricity
as a source of ligh
hting are 16,57,77,472 (67.22%)
[5]. This indireectly reveals th
hat these househholds have acccess
S the remainiing 32.8% houuseholds are too be
too electricity. So
e
electrified
as sooon as possiblee.

h
It’s timee to focus on providing elecctricity to all households
rather than
t
village leevel. India, beeing the worldd’s largest
democraacy, have beeen admired forr the implemeentation of
Right too Information Act (RTI) annd Right to Em
mployment
Act. Thhousands of people
p
are benneficiaries of this mass
approacching scheme. Similarly, on the
t lines of theese acts, an
Right too Electricity acct can be succcessfully impleemented in
India. A simple definnition of REA
A is providing calculated
units off electricity to all
a households so as to meet their basic
f
a
lighting needs. The obbjective of thiss paper is to formulate
a
its
definitioon for Right to Electricityy Act and analyse
technicaal feasibility annd economic buurden.

Method
dology
The corre objective off Right to elecctricity act is too meet the
necessarry electrical ennergy need of the people in India. The
basic neeed of electriciity in any Indiian household will be for
lighting after sunshinne hours, cooling during hot
h climate
(fan), haandheld devicee charging excclusively mobiile phones.
On thiis regard, thhe average daily
d
electrical energy
consump
mption of an Inndian househoold is found out.
o
BLDC
fans aree chosen because of its low ennergy consumpption and it
can worrk directly in DC power souurce. So the power
p
consumed in a typical household
h
mayy concluded as
a lighting
points, BLDC fans and sockets for mobile/laaptop/tablet
chargingg.
All of these
t
loads caan function prooperly from a Solar PV
power is
i the best optiion to meet thhe energy requuirement of
these hoomes because of its easy setuup, rapid instaallation and
versatilee use. Since soolar panel produuces direct currrent, it has
to be coonverted to AC
A for versatility. The AC current
c
are
again reectified and filttered to DC in house hold loaads such as
CFL, LED,
L
mobile charger,
c
TV. These converrsion steps
involve power loss and
a decrease in
i power quallity. Along
V systems havee to incorporatte charging
with theese losses, PV
and disccharging lossess in battery andd resistive heatting loss in
conductting wires. So it
i is better to directly
d
use the DC power
produceed by solar pannel by connecting DC loads. It will not
only redduces loss but also
a reduce cost of the system
m [6]. This
is the exxtra advantage of using DC looads in these households.
h
The solaar system is deesigned accordiing to the connnected load
and sollar irradiation.. This perform
mance of the system is
validateed using PVgiss software [7].. Indian goverrnment can
provide DC solar systeem to all uneleectrified household either
at full suubsidy or at intterest free loanns.

Resultss
Understtanding the bennefits of DC solar system, thhe loads in
the household run in DC.
D Lights unnder the Act, government
g
is supposed to meet the very bassic load requiirement of
househoold. This willl be a better stand so as to reduce
financiaal burden. So the connected load of thee house is
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mainly for lighhting and charg
m
ging i.e. three 7 w LEDs and one
4 w chargingg socket. The cumulative daaily load of suuch
40
h
household
is coming around
d 276 wh [8].T
The DC solar PV
s
system
designeed for this load consists of:
• 80 watt polycrystalline so
olar panel
• 28 AH, 48 Vdc VRLA ba
attery
• OGH con
ntroller for adequate proteection for unnder
voltage, ovver voltage.
The total costt of the systeem comes aroound 8,200 IN
T
NR,
thhough it is neggotiable. Here 48
4 V dc is chosen for safety and
loow cable lossses. These systtems can be distributed
d
to une
electrified
houusehold with full
f
subsidy or
o partial subssidy
f
from
governmeent. Considerin
ng giving full subsidy to 8.1 Cr
u
un-electrified
h
homes,
the eco
onomic burden is around 66,4420
C The governnment can raisee fund throughh sovereign bonds
Cr.
a UN supporrt. The perform
and
mance of the abbove system inn an
u
un-electrified
h
household
in Orissa is as show
wn in Figure 1..

Fig. 1:
1 Average Daily Electricity Prooduction
of the Given
n System (kwh)

l
IIT madras alonng with Cyngii has come up with inverter less
s
solar
DC system for homes with powerr consumptionn of
5
500wh
and aboove. This systtem can poweer minimum thhree
L
LED
bulbs (eqquivalent to 11w
1
CFL), tw
wo T5 tube liight
(4” LED), twoo BLDC fans,m
mobile chargee and socket. The
T
b
brain
of the sysstem is OGH controller,
c
a paatented device that
t
c
connects
to PV
V panel, batteery, and suppplies 48V DC
C to
a
appliances
and provides adeq
quate protectionn for over volttage
a over currennt. Losses in so
and
olar-DC system
m is as low as 7%
(without batterry loss) when compared to 25-45%
2
lossess in
o
other
solar systtems [9]. As reesult of this, sollar panel size also
a
c
comes
down (nnearly a factorr of 2) and batttery size reduuces
b 20%. The following outtput lines are provided in the
by
s
system
are : Main
M
DC Lin
ne – supplies 48V DC to DC
a
appliances
succh as Fans, LED lights, Laptop/Mobbile
c
chargers,
DC powered LCD
D/LED TVs, Emergency
E
Linne–
s
supplies
powerr to essential appliances off up to 100W
W in
thhe event of ‘bbattery low’ co
onditions, Opttional AC Pow
wer:
1
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A supply is available.
Additionnal augmentaation when AC
System can be upgradded to accomm
modate more liights, fans,
V. Off Grid Hoome (OGH) solar DC system
m consisting
LCD TV
of 1 ceiiling fan, a tubbe light, a bulbb, a charger, 1225wp solar
panel, 1kWh
1
battery costs 20,000IN
NR. DC solar system of
panel size 250 wp, 3755 wp, 500 wp and
a up to 5 houurs backup
are alsoo available. Peeople in un-ellectrified houssehold can
choose from these systems accordinng to their loaad demand.
ment can prom
mote them by giving
g
interestt free loans
Governm
through public owned banks. Awareeness creation about
a
these
products is also imporrtant.

Conclu
usion
The lifeestyle of a society changes dramatically
d
iff they have
access to
t electricity. In the present era
e of electronic gadgets,
the life of people maay not reach fuullest without electricity.
This meeans that timee has come upp to consider electricity
among the basic neeed of life. Thhe importance of implementingg Right to Electtricity Act lies here. All peopple of India
should have access to
t electricity at least for lighting.
l
If
guaranteeed amount off electricity is not provided within 15
days, thhe applicant hoousehold are entitled
e
to an un-electrification allowance [10]. This is ann initial draft of the act
c be put forrward for disccussion and clarification.
which can
Inverterr less Solar DC
C system is beest suitable opttion before
governm
ment to fulfill the responssibility entitled by act.
Though economic burrden on governnment is high, the socio–
cultural impact of thiss scheme shoulld not be avoidded. It will
improvee the health of people andd reduce environmental
pollution along withh prolonged productivity
p
per person.
b
will indirectly help thhe government to reduce
These benefits
expendiiture in other areas
a
like healthh, power, urbaan planning
etc.

Futuree Scope
The impplementation of
o Right to Elecctricity Act is formulated
f
by conssidering houseeholds individuually. It is suuggested to
provide a standalone DC system to
t all househoold. Rather
than thiis approach, a micro/mini grrid can be devveloped for
each villlage or hamlett. The power supply based onn grid give
more flexibility in ellectricity usagee to its consuumers [11].
wer source thhat fed the grrid should be renewable
The pow
energy source. The characteristics
c
of village succh as wind
o biomass
speed, solar irradiation, sunny daays, amount of
o type of
availablle can be connsidered for thhe selection of
renewabble energy soource [12]. Foor example, Rice
R
husk
power plants
p
are morre suitable in villages of Chhhattisgarh
while sm
mall hydro pow
wer plants are profitable in Jammu
J
and
Kashmir. The grid syystem also promotes cottage and small
scale inndustries in thhose regions. These in turnn generate
employm
ment in villagees and will leaad to reduction in rural to
urban migration.
m

S
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Increase Digital Data Transmission Speed and Storage
Place on Reducing Total Bit Count of a Set of
Binary Data Using Interlaced Binary Search
Aloke Sarkar1,2

Abstract: The invention is defining an Encryption and Decryption Method (EDM) having a micro-architecture
micro-programmed with Adaptive Delta Modulation (ADM) procedure that modulates the locus of the search path
to search all quantized bytes with the Interlaced Binary Search (IBS) algorithm to store and transmit an equivalent
binary code using lesser number of stream of serial bits than that of the source binary file. A binary file composed of
‘nk’ bytes (8nk bits) is grouped into ‘n’ groups of ‘8k’ bits each. Each of these ‘n’ groups is termed as quantized
bytes (Qb). The numbers corresponding to these n groups occupy into the binary search tree formed by the first 28k
natural numbers ranging from 0 to (28k–1). IBS algorithm searches this ‘n’ Qb in this binary search tree. The locus
of the search path so generated is adaptive delta modulated to store and transmit. The IBS algorithm removes the
limitations of binary search algorithm – inability to search simultaneously multiple items and the limit of the search
efficiency by log2n.
Keywords: Interlaced Binary Search, Data Encoder, Adaptive Delta Modulation, Quantizer, Successive analog
Approximation.

Introduction

T

his paper is defining an Encryption and Decryption of
binary data, using Interlaced Binary Search (IBS)
algorithm that has two applications defined for till date – (1)
Interlaced Analog to Digital Converter (IADC) [1–4] –
parallel Input/Output (I/O) Analog to Digital Converter
(A/D) (Figure 1) using one digital-to-analog converter, and
(2) this compression of binary data (not published earlier).
IBS removes deficiencies of Binary Search (BS). In one scan
through a sorted list of 2q items BS searches only one item
using q trials. A scan (run) is the process of looking through
all 2q items of the list. BS searches n items in n scans. IBS
search n items in one scan with combined efficiency of
search being better than that of BS. Other than improvement
over BS, IBS does not claim any improvement over any
other search procedures.

AD = (LB+UB)/2. MP sets three flags low (L), high (H) and
finished (F) on comparing AK with AD (L = 1, H = 0 and
F = 0 if AK–ε> AD; L = 0, H = 1 and F = 0 if AK+ε< AD;
L = 0, H = 0 and F = 1 if AK+ε≥AD≥AK–ε

Preliminary
A list of 2q items are formed associated with key numbers
ranging from 0 to (2q–1) to form a binary search tree T. To
search input item k (AK) out of n input items from ‘to be
Searched Items List’ (SIL), the key associated with that item
is to be searched for. BS sets ‘LOWER BOUND’ = LB = 0
‘UPPER BOUND’ = UB = (2q–1) and ‘MID POINT' = MP =
1
2

Fig. 1: IADC Schematic

where ε is input noise margin for an A/D, else ε = 0). For L = 1
set LB: = MP or for H = 1 set UB: = MP and continue setting
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and compare operation till F = 1 to complete search, output
RK: = AD. The ‘span’ from UB to LB is a search scope
(parent). Resetting of LB/UB as per MP is narrowing down
search scope that is generation of a child scope. For n items
there is input time division multiplexing. To implement BS
in hardware using q bit binary register (X and AD). MP =
(LB+UB)/2 is implemented on shifting right X by 1 bit and
setting AD = (AD XOR X). BS starts search on setting bit
(q–1) of X and shifts right till bit ‘0’ is reached and again
starts from bit (q–1) of X to search another input. Initially
AD is reset to ‘0’. At a test point for H = 1, reset current bit
of AD with AD = (AD XOR X). IBS instead of restarting on
reaching bit 0 starts shift-left (multiply by 2) and also shiftright if required. At any point IBS compares simultaneously
all inputs with AD so generated.
IBS uses some Boolean operations that are Shift-Left by 1
bit (SL1) to multiply by 2, Shift-Right by 1 bit (SR1) to
divide by 2 (forms groups), XOR (exclusive-or), && (logical
AND) and ++ (logical OR).

Interlaced Binary Search (IBS)
There are three phases. Phase-1 (P1) runs first independently
to other two phases P2 and P3. At each test point the value
of the node (AD) is compared with the values of items
(Ak: k = 1, 2, …, n) and correspondingly a set of four binary
flags are set/reset to value 1/0:
Lk: sets for Ak > AD–ε (limit ε → 0)
Pk: sets at COP for Ak≤AD–ε or for Ak<AD, if ε = 0.
Hk: sets for Ak > AD +ε, for ε = 0, Hk = Lk.
Fk: sets for AD+ε≥Ak≥AD–ε (k’s search is completed,)

21: If XA[b] = 0, Then
1. Set AD: = AD + X, XA[b]: = 1; [AD: = (AD ++ X)]
2. Check AD; else jump to step-25.1
22: If ((ADC≥AD) && (all Pk = 0)), Then Set X: = XC, AD:
= ADC, b: = bc, XA: = XAC [Return to COP.]
22.1: Check AD; [Executes on return to COP in step -22.]
23: If ((any Lk = 0) && (all Pk = 0)), Then
1. Set XC: = 2*X, ADC: = AD, bc: = b+1, XAC: = XA;
[XC: = (SL1 X).]
2. If (XC[bc] = 0) Then Set ADC: = ADC+XC, XAC[bc]: =
1; [(ADC: = ADC XOR XC)]
[Recording and generation of COP.]
24: If (any Lk = 0), Then jump to phase III.
25: If (all Hk≠1), Then go to step 26.
25.1: Else Set X: = 2*X, b: = b+1. [(X = SL1 X).
26: go to step 21 [End of phase-2.]
Phase III (P3): [Only during entry to P3, Pk flag(s) can be
set if no other Pk is set.]
31.1: if (all Pk = 0), jump to step-22;
31.2: if (b≠ 0), Then Set X: = X/2, b: = b-1; [X: = (SR1 X)]
else jump to step-21; [P2, P3 looping inside COP]
32: set AD: = AD–X, XA[b]: = 0. [AD: = (AD XOR X).]
32.1: check AD;
33: If((all Lk = 1) && (any Pk = 1)), Then Set AD: = AD +
X, XA[b]: = 1. [(AD: = AD XOR X).]
34: go to step 31. [End of phase-3.]
Theorem I: IBS consumes [5.2(q–2)–2.q+2] trials to search
out simultaneously all 2(q–1) leaves of a complete binary
search tree of depth q formed from first (2q – 1) natural
numbers ranging from 1 to (2q–1).

Phase I (P1): [X is a temporary variable. XA [] is a vector of
0 to (q–1) elements. In comment section X and AD are 16bit binary registers at start holds 000016.]
11: Set X: = 2q–1, b: = (q–1), AD: = 0, XA[] = 0; [X: = (X
XOR 800016)].
12: Set AD: = AD + X and XA[b]: = 1; [AD: = (AD XOR
X).]
12.1: Check AD; [compare test node with SIL, set L, H, F]
13: If (any Lk = 0), Then Set AD: = AD–X and XA[b]: = 0;
[reset bit of AD as pointed by b, as if AD were a binary
register (AD: = AD XOR X).]
13.1: If ((any Lk = 0) && (X = 1)), Then Check AD; [This
step is not trial point to calculate complexity.]
14: If X≠1, Then Set X: = X / 2, b: = b–1 and go to step 12;
[P1 Ends for X = 1. X: = (SR1 X).] [End of phase-1].

Total run time to search 2q–1 leaves of complete binary
search tree T of 2q nodes with BS = q.2q–1 = LBS (say);

Phase II (P2): [A Change Over Point (COP) is generated if
there is a jump from P2 to P3 and no P flag is set. ADC, XC,
bc and XAC record AD, X, b, and XA respectively at COP.]

Worst Case of IBS comes when there is requirement of
simultaneous searching of 2 nodes with values 1 and (2(q–1)+
2(q–2)). Worst case run time is (3q–2).

5.2(q–2) – 2.q + 2 = LIBS (say);
Average run time per leaf = 5/2 – (q/2(q–2)) + 2(2–q) = O(5/2)
for limit q → ∞;

LBS – LIBS = q.2q–1 –5.2q–2 + 2.q – 2 = (2(q–2) + 1) (2.q – 5) + 3
= O(2(q–1));
The efficiency (number of trials in comparison to binary
search) of IBS goes up as number of inputs goes up and also
the deviation from mean of all items is low i.e. items are
closely spaced in the binary search tree.
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Best Case of IBS O(1). That is one trial per item search. Out
of several possible best cases two possible best cases:
1. n = 2.q–1. Each trial point of P1 and P2 will correspond to
an item and there will be no generation of COP. This n items
are: 2q–1, 2q–2, 2q–3, …, 20, (20 + 21), (20 + 21 + 22), (20 + 21 +
22 + 23), …, (20 + 21 + …+ 2q–1).
2. n = (2q–1) + (q2–3q+2)/2 = (q2 +q)/2. Let us associate
generation of COP in above best case. We will take
maximum possible COP generation. Each COP, CZ will
search for z items with values – (2z+1 + 2z–1 + 2z–2 + 2z–3 +
…+ 20), (2z+1 + 2z–2 + 2z–3 + 2z–4 + …+ 20), (2z+1 + 2z–3 + 2z–4
+ 2z–5 + …+ 20), …, (2z+1 + 20). There will be (q–2) COP
ranging from C1 to Cq–2.

Binary Data Encryption Using IBS
This is an algorithm for data encryption on convergence in
analog and digital computations. It (recursion is possible)
may be incorporated directly either in hardware or in
software. The nk bytes of a binary file are grouped into
sequentially numbered n groups of k bytes each (POS –
position numbering) with the first n natural numbers starting
from 0 to (n–1). For storage or transmission, the positions’
information in the binary search tree formed by the first 28k
natural numbers starting from 0 to (28k –1) along with POS is
passed using fewer bits. This asynchronous communication
may be looked as a modulation scheme for processing
discrete and quanta of analog signals – termed as quanta
bytes (neither continuous nor defined by two states 1 or 0) –
similar to adaptive delta modulation of analog signal.
Each byte {B7, B6, B5, B4, B3, B2, B1, B0} (Figure 2) is
converted into analog signal equivalent Vxy (x = 0,1, 2, (n–1)
and y = 0,1, 2, …, (k–1)) using (1). This Vxy analog signal
equivalent is used to form Vq (q = 0, 1, 2, …, (n–1)) analog
quanta – termed as Qb (Quantized byte) in the number
system of base 28 as per (2). α and β are arbitrary conversion
constants and may be adjusted to any values.
Vxy = α [B7 × 27 + B6 × 26 + B5 × 25 + B4 × 24 + B3 × 23 +
B2 × 22 + B1 × 21 + B0 × 20] ... (1)
Vq = β[Vq(k–1) × 28(k–1) + Vq(k–2) × 28(k–2) +….+ Vq0] ... (2)
These n Qbs match with some nodes of the binary search tree
formed with the first 28k natural numbers starting from 0 to
(28k –1). The IBS algorithm converts these Qbs into equivalent

Fig. 2: Encryption of Binary Data Using IBS
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serial bit stream. This resembles to adaptive delta modulation
[5, 6] for digital signal processing. The serial bit stream can
be used for storage and serial asynchronous transmission. A
proxy interlaced binary search algorithm at the receiver
accepts the serial bit stream for mimicking sender’s IBS to
generate Qbs. A process termed as dequantization (DQZ) degroups 8k bits of a recovered Qb into sequential k bytes. For
this a Qb is a group defined by the set: Qb = {Bi: i = 0, 1, …,
(k–1)} where Bi stands for a byte.
Adaptive Delta Modulation Using IBS: Adaptive Delta
Modulation (ADM) is a scheme of Differential Pulse Code
Modulation (DPCM).
Adaptive Delta modulation of n Qbs’:
1. Each of n Qbs is assigned with a number in the range 0
to (n–1) to track the group sequence of nk bytes into n
Qbs each of k bytes, e.g. 1st group is assigned with 0,
2nd group is assigned with 1 and so on. Call these
numbers as POS and a POS needs log2n bits to represent
a number.
2. In the process of IBS (through binary search tree of 28k
nodes) when there is a match (i.e. for which flag Fk is
set) the corresponding POS is to be transmitted instead
of 8k bits.
3. During any phase of IBS, if value of AD matches with
any one or more Qbs, transmitted bit sequence will be:
M1 = 0: 1 Qb match and is followed with bits of
corresponding POS.
M1 = 1: more than 1 Qb match and is followed with bit
M2.
M2 = 0: less than 16 Qbs match and followed by a
nibble – number of Qbs ; and the POSs of Qbs of
successful match.
M2 = 1: more than 15 Qbs match; a group of log2n bits
to mark the number and the POSs of Qbs of successful
match.
4. During phase-1 of IBS for no match case 2 bits are to be
transmitted corresponding to one sequencing from step
12 through step 14 that are:
P10 = 0 if step 13 sets XA[b] = 0.
P10 = 1 if step 13 leaves XA[b] = 1.
P11 = 0 for no successful match
P11 = 1 for successful match and will be followed with
the match as indicated above in paragraph #3.
5. During phase-2 of IBS for no match case 3 bits are to be
transmitted corresponding to the sequencing from step21
through step 26:
P20 = 0 if step 24 does not allow jump.
P20 = 1 if step 24 allows jump.
P21 = 0 for no successful match

SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development

P21 = 1 for successful match and will be followed with
the match as indicated above in paragraph #3.
P22 = 1 if step 23 records COP and P20 = 1 [generation
of COP must be followed by jump to phase-3].
P22 = 1 if step 22 returns to COP [once a COP is
generated, till its return another COP cannot be
generated]. If preceded by P20 = 1, it will be implied
that there is generation of another COP just after return
from one COP.
P22 = 0 before return to COP as in step 22.
P22 = invalid after return from COP till generation of
another COP. Validity starts after P20 = 1 followed by
P22 = 1.
6. During phase-3 of IBS for no match case 2 bits are to be
transmitted corresponding to one sequencing from step
31 through step34 that are:
P30 = 0 if step 32 sets XA[b] = 0.
P30 = 1 if step 33 leaves XA[b] = 1.
P31 = 0 for no successful match [there will be Pk = 1]
P31 = 1 for successful match and will be followed with
the match as indicated above in paragraph #3.
P32 [for returning from phase-3] = invalid if P31 = 0
[return from phase-3 is possible on either of two causes
– (i) X = 1 i.e. b = 0, (ii) no Pk = 1 (no more phase-3
sequencing is required and return to COP)].
P32 = 0 if P31 = 1 and all Pk = 0 [return to phase-2].
P32 = 1 if P31 = 1 and any Pk = 1 [no return to phase-2].
7. To read the asynchronously transmitted serial bits the
receiver will do:
a. Running of an IBS through a binary search tree of
28k nodes.
b. Sequencing through the binary search tree is to be
done as per information available through bits P10,
P20, P22, P30, P31 and P32.
c. Identification of matching nodes through P11, P21,
P31 and match bits defined in paragraph 3 above.
Receiver on identification of Qbs will extract
constituting bytes through dequantization.

Compression Ratio (CR) = (n/k).2–3 + (3.p/k).2–3 where p is
trials per Qb.
In IBS p is not fixed but variable. Proper choice of k is a
factor to keep p low on keeping deviation among the values
of Qb low. To keep the deviation low there may be inclusion
of error correcting bytes in the Qb.

Conclusion
IBS is invented with the curiosity for the possibility of left
shifting of the binary registers X and AD in the context of
successive approximation A/D with input time division
multiplexing. IADC will find application in real time analog
process control. The data compression algorithm needs
further standardization for use in practical data storage and
transmission applications.
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Abstract: Indian militaryy is one of the largest and strrongest in the world. It is a very
v
important cog in the wheeel for
p
are ablle to live at peeace in
maintaininng the welfare and prosperityy in the nationn. It is becausee of them that people
their lush condos
c
while th
hey stand guarrd at our bordeer 24 × 7. Techhnology has beeen a great aidd in their functiioning.
But inspitee of so many ad
dvances in the science and reesearch, everyday they have to face a myriiad of problemss. And
a lot of these relate to remote
r
commuunication faciliities used by them.
t
So in thiis paper, focuss has been givven on
n
communicaation issues confronted by the army due to the enemiies beyond thee border line and during natural
calamities.. The threats due
d to both of thhese matters and the most innovative methoods related to mobile computting to
tackle them
m are listed herre. Also at the end a new moodel is proposeed which wouldd be robust enoough to handlee these
difficulties.
Keywordss: Indian Militaary, Technologgy, Enemies, Natural
N
Calamitties, Security, Communication
C
n.

I
Introduction

I

ndia is a verry vast and div
verse country with
w people off all
creeds, sectss and castes liv
ving here. It iss very difficultt to
m
maintain
harmoony and peacee between so many
m
people who
w
c
could
get inciteed by raising of
o a single sennsitive issue. Also
A
thhe country is surrounded by
b so many neighbours
n
on all
s
sides.
Some off them have veery cordial rellations with Inndia
w
while
some on the other hand
d are quite coldd towards it.
Most of the naations look to
M
o increase theiir foothold in the
s
subcontinent
b acquiring more
by
m
area of land
l
from others.
T is also donne to support their
This
t
increasinng population. But
B
thhe Indian miliitary force pro
oves to be a deeterrent for theem.
T
They
guard thee borders at alm
most all times of
o the year evenn in
v
very
harsh connditions are th
here. Also a major
m
part of the
c
credit
goes to them for queelling any inteernal disturbannces
w
within
the natioon which may be during riots, terrorist attaacks
o in areas wheere curfew is nature
or
n
at their own base as well
w
a also the ennemy becomin
and
ng more intelligent day by day
d
thhe army needds to up its game.
g
But thee technology for
loogistics and coommunication used by the arm
my proves to be
b a
h
hindrance.
Mucch of the equiipment used foor these purpooses
h
have
now reachhed a stage of obsolescence.
o
T
There
is a needd to
u
upgrade
the rem
mote technolog
gies used by thhem so as to give
g
thhem an edge over
o
the difficulties in their paath.
So in this papper, the comm
S
munication probblems have been
d
discussed
that have been faced
f
by the military due to
e
enemies
beyonnd the line an
nd natural disaasters. This paaper
1

tried to provide possibble solutions reelated to fieldss of mobile
computiing, wireless networks andd sensor techhnology to
mitigatee them. In adddition to it wee provide a neew holistic
proposaal which takes into consideraation every scennario so as
to tacklee the issue.

Related
d Work
A lot off work has beeen done regarrding the comm
munication
based security concerrns, their soluttions, networkk problems
a their mitiggations. A few
w of these
caused by disasters and
elucidatted here.
S. Alam
m [1] workeed on wirelesss sensor nettwork and
explaineed the security threats relatedd to the use of it.
i In 2004,
Perrig et
e al. [2] displaayed how majoor security stepps could be
implemeented in wirelless sensor nettworks and whhat are the
researchh challenges asssociated withh it. A survey on various
aspects connected to ad hoc wireeless networkss has been
perform
med in [3]. Inn [4] and [5] all the vulnnerabilities,
challengges, recent addvances and fuuture trends of
o wireless
networkks have been elicited.
e
Groveer et al. [6] haave done a
case stuudy on jamm
ming and anti--jamming techhniques in
communnication system
ms. In this paaper, jammingg has been
explaineed properly annd method hass been shown that when
used efffectively couldd tackle it. In [7]
[ the disasterr life cycle
has beeen discussed and
a
how operration researchh could be
applied to it to gain usseful insights. Kovács
K
et al. identify
i
the
h
logisticcs, mainly
differennt challenges related to human
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nnetwork system
ms, in [8] an
nd disaster rellief operationss to
m
mitigate
it in [9]. Various disaster relieef operations and
r
resilience
systeems have been
n illustrated inn [10] and [11]] to
p
provide
suppoort for a num
mber of disasster organisations
w
working
to tacckle the calamiity problems. In 2015, Praddeep
e al. [12] haave explained the communnication netwoorks
et
w
which
could be put to grreat effect duuring emergenncy
s
situations.
In [13] a survey on
o wireless mesh
m
networks has
b
been
done. Ranniwala [14] haave talked abouut the architectture
o multi-channnel wireless mesh
of
m
networks and also have
h
e
evaluated
the performance
p
off various distributed algorithhms
o the same.
on

New Proposaal for Securitty against En
N
nemy
B
Beyond
the Line
L
Wirelesss Mesh Netw
works (WMNs)
I
Integrated
with New Secu
urity Systems
Here a new wireless
H
w
mesh network
n
system
m [13] with new
n
m
management
seecured protoco
ols is discussedd that will proove
v
very
much benneficial for the army. This iss because it coould
b deployed in highly sensitiv
be
ve areas and prove to be a goood
s
substitute
in pllace of wireless sensor netw
works and ad hoc
h
w
wireless
networrks which are normally
n
used in military areas.

Architecture
A
A conventional architecture of a typical WMNS
W
for whhich
w propose a security and priivacy protocol. The architectture
we
is a very speciffic for the army
y that represennts the majorityy of
d
scenarios for WM
MNs [13,14]. The
T
thhe real-world deployment
s
structure
of a hierarchical
h
WMN
W
consists of
o three layerss as
s
shown
in Figuure 1. At the top layers are the Interrnet
G
Gateways
(IGW
Ws) that are connected to thhe wired Internnet.
T entities att the second level
The
l
are calleed wireless Mesh
M
R
Routers
(MRs) that eliminate the need for wired
w
infrastructture

at everyy MR and forw
ward their trafffic in a multi-hhop fashion
towardss the IGW. At the lowest leevel are the mesh
m
clients
(MCs) which
w
are the wireless devicces of the userrs. Internet
connecttivity and peeer-to-peer com
mmunications inside the
mesh arre two critical applications
a
foor a WMN. Therefore the
design of an efficiennt and low-ooverhead comm
munication
protocoll which ensuree security and privacy
p
of the users is an
essentiaal requirementt which posses significantt research
challengges.
The prooposed securityy protocol serrves the dual purpose
p
of
providinng security in the access neetwork (i.e., beetween the
MCs annd the MRs) annd the backbonne network (i.ee., between
the MR
Rs and the IG
GWs). Hencee they could be
b utilized
properlyy by the army.. The dual prooperties are desscribed the
followinng sub-sectionss.

Access Network Secu
urity
The acccess mechanism
m to this new WMN is assuumed to be
the samee as that of a Local
L
Area Netw
work (LAN). This
T allows
the userrs to access thhe services of the
t WMN expploiting the
authentiication and authorization mechanismss without
installinng any additioonal software. It is evident that such
securityy solution provvides protectioon to the wireeless links
betweenn the MCs andd the MRs. A separate secuurity infrastructuree is needed forr the links in thhe backbone neetworks.

Fig. 2: Secure Information Excchange among thhe
MCs A annd B through the MRs 1 and 2

Figure 2 illustrates a scenario whhere users A and
a
B are
communnicating in a seecure way to MRs
M 1 and 2 reespectively.
If the wireless
w
links are
a not protecteed, an intruder M will be
able too eavesdrop on and poossibly manippulate the
informaation being exchanged
e
ovver the netw
work. This
situationn is prevented in the proposeed security scheeme which
encryptss all the trafficc transmitted on
o the wireless link using
a stream
m cipher in the data link layerr of the protocool stack.

Fig. 1: The Three-Tier Architecture of a Wireless
work (WMN)
Mesh Netw

Backboone Network Security
S
For prooviding securiity for the traffic in the backbone
networkk, a two-step approach
a
is addopted. When a new MR
[13] joinns the networkk, it first preseents itself as an
a MC and
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ccompletes thee association formalities. It subsequenntly
u
upgrades
its asssociation by su
uccessfully autthenticating to the
A To make such
AS.
s
authenticaation process efficient
e
in a high
h
m
mobility
scenaario, the key management and distributtion
p
processes
have been designed
d in a way so as
a to minimize the
e
effect
of the authenticatio
on overhead on the netw
work
p
performance.
T
The
overview of the protoocol is shownn in
F
Figure
3.

p
protoocol, each WM
MN node requeests the AS
In the proposed
for the key
k list that will be used in thhe next sessionn before the
expiry of
o the currentt session. Thiss is feature esssential for
nodes which
w
are locaated multiple hops
h
away from the AS,
since, responses from
m the AS takee a longer tim
me to reach
these noodes. So the army personnel stationed at the peak
could innteract with thee base commannders.
In the proposed
p
protoocol, the correection factor iss estimated
based onn the time to receive
r
the respponse from thee AS using
(3), wheere ts is the tim
me instance when
w
the first key
k request
was sennt, tr is the tim
me instance whhen the key ressponse was
receivedd from the AS
S, and timeout is the validityy period of
the key.. Therefore, iff a node fails too receive a respponse (i.e.,
the key list) from the AS
A [14] duringg the timeout, and
a takes a
time tlaast, it must sennd the next reequest to the AS before
setting the
t last key.

⎡ t − timeoout ⎤
c = ⎢ last
t
⎥ if tlast ≥ timeout
⎢ timeout ⎥
=0
if tlast < tiimeout

... (3)

tlast = tr − ts
Fig. 3: Steps Performed
d by a New MR (N) Using
Backbbone Encrypted Traffic
T
to Join thhe WMN

The Key Distriibution Protocol
T
In this section,, the details of the proposedd key distributtion
a
and
managemeent protocol are
a presented. The protocoll is
e
essentially
a serrver-initiated protocol
p
and prrovides the clieents
(MRs and MC
Cs), ie. the arrmy, flexibilitty and autonoomy
d
during
the key generation.
SServer Initiated Key Manageement Protocool
In the proposedd key managem
ment protocol delivers the keys
k
f
the AS in
n a reactive maanner.
too all the MRs from
A newly joineed MR, after its successfull mutual authhentiication with a central server,, sends its firstt request for a key
k
liist (and its tim
me of generation
n) currently beeing used by otther
e
existing
MRs inn the wireless backbone.
b
Let us denote the key
k
liist timestamp as TSKL. Let
L us define a session as the
m
maximum
timee interval for a validity of thee key list currenntly
b
being
used by each
e
node MR and MC). An MR, based on the
tiime instance at
a which it joins the backbonee, can find out the
k (from the current list) beeing used by its peers (key ids)
key
i
a the intervaal of validity of the key (Ti) using (1) and (2)
and
a follows:
as

⎢ tn − TS KL ⎥
keyidx = ⎢ now
⎥ +1
⎣ timeout ⎦

... (1)
(

Ti = keyidx × timeout − (tnoww − TS KL )

... (2)
(

1
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The firsst request of thhe key list sentt by the new node
n
to the
AS is foorwarded by thhe peer to which it is conneected as an
MC thrrough the wirreless access network. How
wever, the
subsequuent requests are sent direectly over thee wireless
backbonne.

For Miitigating Disaasters
Many methods
m
have been
b
explainedd below whichh could be
used forr proper managgement and rellief work durinng calamity
situationns faced by Inddian army.

Wide Area
A
Disseminator (WAD) Alarm
A
Device
It will be based entirely
e
on widely
w
availabble mobile
communnications technnologies such as Short Messsages and
CBM, aimed
a
at rendeering a cost efffective and relliable mass
alert sysstem.
The system is comppliant with CAP, which ennables the
authorizzed entity to distribute
d
the saame warning m
message to
multiplee media in one operation.
The bloock diagram off WAD Devicee is shown in Figure
F
4. It
comprisses of two bassic elements – the Server annd Clients.
The servver will reside in a secure faccility and will be
b used by
authorizzed persons to generate warniing messages via
v SMS or
CBM. The
T clients aree the intendedd recipients off the above
mentionned messages. Upon receptiion of the meessages the
clients will
w take necessary measures to inform thhe users. A
responsiible authority from the relieef works woulld generate
an alarm
m message from
m which woulld be received by mobile
phones as well as alarm
m devices.
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Once a warninng message is received, thhe (WAD) alaarm
O
d
device
respondds by either emitting
e
an audible
a
alarm, by
f
flashing
a lightt, or by turnin
ng on a radio as
a directed by the
m
message.
The device
d
will alsso include a caall back functiion,
w
which
will alloow users to calll a dynamic hotline, in orderr to
g more inform
get
mation. SMS-b
based alerting is
i used to activvate
s
selected
alarm
ms/individuals, while the CBM
C
is used to
a
activate
all alarrms.
The message types
T
t
employeed in the systtem are two-foold:
w
warning
messaages, which caarry the actual alerts, can eitther
b sent as SMS or CBM. Th
be
his allows the Alarm to bennefit
f
from
the advanntages of both type of messaaging systems for
e
each
purpose.

Features of thee Device
F
T overall cappabilities of thiis Alarm Devicce are as follow
The
ws:
1. It may be triggered
t
by eitther SMS or a CBM.
2. Once trigg
gered, the deviice will displayy the messagee on
an LCD, em
mit an audible alarm, flash a light and/ or turn
t
on an in-buuilt radio in ressponse to the trrigger.
3. Responds only to warnin
ng message inn a predeterminned
s
format andd generated by a recognized source.
4. A hotline number
n
can bee sent with meessage, which the
device cann dial that num
mber and make a call for more
m
informationn/instructions.
5. The device is powered from the maains supply un
nder
normal opeeration, includes a backup foor operation in the
absence off mains power failure
f
and is portable.
p

Once inn operation, thee GSM modulee listens for anyy incoming
SMS messages
m
or CBMs.
C
CBM-bbased warningg messages
will bee broadcast onn a predeterm
mined dedicatted logical
broadcaast channel. Uppon the receptioon of a CBM or
o an SMS,
a notifiication will be
b sent by thhe GSM moduule to the
microcoontroller. The microcontrolleer in turn willl read and
process the message. If the messagge is from an authorized
s
as from military
m
or goveernment organiisations (in
source such
case off SMS) and coonforms to a given
g
format, the WAD
d
to
alarm deevice will be trriggered he alaarm device is designed
power up
u from the maain supply. Thee device is equuipped with
a back-uup battery as a secondary poower source. This
T battery
is capabble of powerinng the device for approximaately seven
hours. A battery was
w
selected for this purppose after
c
durability and maintenannce.
considerring the size, cost,
The alaarm device is designed to power
p
up from
m the main
supply. The device is equipped witth a back-up battery
b
as a
secondaary power sourrce. This batterry is capable off powering
the devvice for approxximately seven hours. A battery was
selectedd for this purppose after connsidering the size, cost,
durability and maintennance.
The funnctions of the five push buutton switches,, call, ack,
LCD, teest and radio arre given in Tabble 1.
Table 1: Functtions of Push Buuttons on the WA
AD
Buttonn Name

Fuunction

Radio

To turrn ON/OFF Radiio

Test

To staart the test sequennce

LCD

To turrn ON LCD backklight

Ack

To seend acknowledggement (This turns off
Alarm
m and Light)

Call

To calll for more inforrmation in the evvent of an
emerggency (This turnss off Alarm and Light)

d
could prove
p
to be verry beneficial inn aiding the
So this device
humonggous amount off rescue work undertaken
u
by the army.

Conclu
usion

Fig. 4: Block Diagram of the WAD Alaarm Device

The microconttroller and the GSM modulee [8] are the key
T
k
c
components
o the WAD
of
D alarm devvice. A suitaable
m
microcontroller
r was selected after taking vaarious factors suuch
a reliability, ruggedness,, and ease of use. The
as
T
m
microcontroller
r also houses a multitude of peripheral
p
deviices
s
such
as internnal program flash memoryy, data memoory,
g
general
purposee I/O, and USA
ARTS.

The Inddian Army shooulders the ressponsibility of protecting
the citizzens from varioous outer and innternal encroacchments. It
goes about its task in a very concisse manner. In the
t face of
great addversities as weell they displayy stoicism. Butt at the end
of the day,
d
they are also humans and they cannnot always
cover thheir backs. Foor accomplishhing this thingg, efficient
technoloogy should alw
ways be at theirr disposal. So to
t give our
support to this, two problems, i.e., Security
S
conceerns due to
r
to comm
munication
enemiess and calamitiees, in specific related
which forms
f
an impeerative part off the technologgy used by
the Indiian military weere discussed in
i this paper. How
H
these
two issuues could be very much thhreatening andd the ways
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which exist to mitigate
w
m
them are mentionedd elaborately heere.
A
Also,
many neew methods are
a proposed which
w
are higghly
e
efficient
and coost-effective for
fo mass deployment for usee by
thhe army. If thhese systems are
a properly im
mplemented, thhen
thhey can prove to be very adv
vantageous for the military annd a
d
deterrent
in thee path of the en
nemies of the coountry.
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Study on 2.45 GHz Microwave Propagation in an
ECR Plasma Enhanced Film Deposition System
Soumik Kumar Kundu1, Samit Karmakar1, Mili Sarkar1 and G.S. Taki*1

Abstract: In lower nanometer CMOS VLSI technology, high-K dielectrics are preferred to SiO2 as a suitable gate
insulator to substantially reduce tunneling current. The synthesis of nano-dimensional film of a suitable high-K
dielectric material over the substrate involves highly sophisticated deposition processes. An Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) high density plasma enhances the deposition rate at low temperature without causing damage to
the substrate. An ECR plasma drastically improves the quality of deposited film working under very high vacuum
environment. Such a deposition system has been designed and presently under development to synthesize high purity
atomic dimensional films of metallic and non-metallic elements and compounds e.g., HfO2, ZrO2, Al2O3, Si3N4. A
large amount of storedenergy in a plasma enhances the CVD process providing better surface integration without
altering the crystal structure of the substrate and synthesized film. The high density, low temperature plasma in ECR
PE-CVD system breaks the precursor molecules to create desired more reactive radicals. A 2.45 GHz, 500W
microwave system delivers power to a microwave cavity cum deposition chamber. A solenoid magnet assembly
generates an iso-gauss surface of 875 Gauss over which the resonance of plasma electrons takes place. Besides
other parameters, the efficient injection of microwave power plays a vital role in the deposition process. Here, an
efficient simplified microwave injection system has been designed and presently under construction.
A magnetron injects microwave power through a rectangular waveguide WR340 with the help of a co-axial antenna.
As the deposition takes place under vacuum, the microwave has to travel through a vacuum/air interface. So the
design of the window is also a vital consideration including the material properties. We have planned to use 3 mm
thick quartz window at the interface of chamber and wave guide. The microwave propagation and multiple-mode
generations in the cylindrical cavity resonator have been studied with the help of COMSOL Multi-physics software.
The interesting results achieved, have been presented in this paper in details.
Keywords: Electron Cyclotron Resonance, Multi-Mode, Coaxial Antenna, High-K Dielectric, Precursor.

Introduction

A

dvancement in device fabrication technology offers a
large increment in the number of transistors per unit
area in a Complementary MOS VLSI device. According to
Moore’s law “the complexity of a circuit normalized to cost
increases by a factor of two every year” [1] Millions of
transistors are now accommodated in a single chip with the
help of the nano-fabrication technology. As the dimensions
of the transistors decreases, several problems arise like short
channel effect and tunneling effect. To overcome this
problem, various dielectrics having higher dielectric constant
are studied in place of SiO2. To prepare nano-dimensional
film of these dielectric materials needs a highly efficient
deposition system. Thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD), Atomic Layer Deposition, Plasma Enhanced CVD
1

are usually used for these purposes. It has been planned to
develop such a kind of efficient ECR plasma enhanced film
deposition system [2, 3]. ECR Plasma Enhanced film
deposition system is capable to develop uniform layer of
High-K material [4, 5]. Here, we will use a 2.45 GHz, 500 W
microwave system for creating confined high density
plasma. The energetic electrons crack the precursor
molecules to produce electrons, positively charged ions and
radicals. A gradient mirror magnetic assembly generates a
magnetic field of 875 Gauss over which resonance of plasma
electrons take place. A SS 304 stainless steel vacuum
chamber acts as the multimode cavity to generate ECR
plasma and the film deposition takes place at the downstream of this chamber. To design a microwave injection
system and the efficient propagation study of the microwave
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inside the plasma chamber are the important aspects of our
present work. For this study, we have used COMSOL MultiPhysics simulation software to study the electro-magnetic
field propagation inside the ECR plasma chamber. The
results of the study have been presented in this paper.

section. The mode transfer takes place at the transition of
rectangular waveguide to cylindrical cavity interface. TE10
(dominant) mode becomes TE11 mode only if the diameter of
the cavity is less than the wavelength  at 2.45 GHz,
otherwise it becomes multimode. In this study, we have
designed a model accordingly.

Microwave Propagation in ECR Plasma
Plasma is a charge neutral co-existence of electron, positive
ions and neutral molecules. ECR Plasma is non-isotropic
magnetically confined plasma. Due to the non-uniformity of
the confined magnetic field complete charge neutrality
cannot be achieved. So, a quasi-neutrality condition [6]
always exists in ECR Plasma. But such plasma contains high
density electrons, usually energized up to a very high level
for producing high charge state ions. But in our present
application, high energy electrons are not needed. The
present need demands higher electron density with energy
less than the ionization energy. It will basically produce
neutral radicals and electrons. For generating high density
electrons, microwave power density should be desirably
high. Hence, an efficient injection of microwave power and
its successful propagation inside the plasma is essential.
In ECR Plasma, electrons pick up energy from injected
microwave power under cyclotron resonance condition.
Ideally the particle frequency is equal to wave frequency.
Microwave may be written as:
E  E 0 cos (0t)E  E0 cos (0t)

0 is the microwave frequency. In presence of a magnetic
field ( B ), electrons experience a force perpendicular to their
direction of motion, which will make them rotate around the
magnetic field lines with Cyclotron frequency (c).

c  e
me
Where B is the intensity of magnetic field, 𝑒 and 𝑚𝑒 are the
charge and mass of electronrespectively. If, 0 = c the
electron will rotate in phase with the electric field and a
global heating of electrons take place. The gain in electron
energy is the net result of the Electron Cyclotron Resonance
phenomenon.
Lorentz Force [6] is generated by suitable microwave
injection and static magnetic assembly. Due to injected
microwave, the orthogonal electric and magnetic field
vectors propagate together inside the resonant cavity.
Microwave is injected to the rectangular waveguide through
a coaxial antenna feed. The wave excitation at coaxial
antenna introduces Transverse Electromagnetic Mode (TEM)
at the input and changes to Transverse Electric (TE) mode
while it propagates through the rectangular waveguide
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Fig. 1: Schematic Setup of Deposition System

Our system consists of four parts as mentioned:
1. Plasma cavity cum deposition chamber
2. Microwave power injection system
3. Magnetic assembly
4. High vacuum system.
150 mm diameter, 500 mm long stainless steel (SS 304)
cylindrical cavity will be used for plasma generation and
film deposition. High vacuum ~5 × 10–3 Torr will be
achieved with the help of rotary vane pump. A 2.45 GHz 500
W magnetron is used to deliver power for plasma generation
[7–9]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the PECVD
system. The co-axial antenna of magnetron microwave
generator injects power to the chamber through WR340
rectangular waveguide. The placement of the coaxial feed
on the waveguide is the most critical part to match the
impedance. Depending upon the wavelength (λ) at 2.45 GHz
frequency the position of the coaxial antenna is extremely
important to impart inductive or reactive impedance on the
path of power injection. The placement of coaxial antenna at
λ/2 eliminates the impedance mismatch and the majority of
microwave power is injected successfully with a nominal
amount of reflected power. A quartz microwave window has
been designed to place at the interface between the cavity
and waveguide. A 3 mm thick quartz window plate has been
chosen due to its good microwave and also appreciably low
out gassing rate in vacuum. A substrate holder is attached to
the bottom flange with an O-ring rotary seal enabling us to
easily adjust its vertical position.
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Simulation of Microwave Injection
COMSOL Multi-Physics is a finite element analysis software
which generates small meshes to cover whole surface or
volume to which it calculates the field values at numerous
number of points. This software allows us to simulate
microwave propagation through the coaxial antenna to the
waveguide and finally into the generated plasma in a cavity.
Figure 2 shows the design of microwave injection line and
resonant cavity over which simulation has been carried out.

Fig. 2: Design of Microwave Injection Line and Resonant Cavity

A coaxial antenna is connected to a copper rectangular
waveguide (WR340) at λ/2=61.22 mm from the shorter end
as shown in Figure 2. The other end of the rectangular wave
guide is connected to the plasma generation chamber through
a 3-mm thick rectangular quartz window. Figure 3 shows the
microwave propagation along with the electric and magnetic
field directions on x-y plane. The direction of propagation is
along x-axis. The diameter of the cylindrical chamber is
taken as 120 mm for this design. The figure clearly shows
that, propagation mode changes from TEM to TE11mode.
Figure 4 shows the multimode propagation for a higher
cavity diameter of 150 mm. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) show the
field contour inside waveguide and deposition chamber
respectively illustrating efficient multimode generation and
propagation.
Fig. 4: (a) Distribution of Field Vectors at 2.45 GHz Cavity
Diameter = 150 mm, (b) E-field Contour at X–Y Plane,
(c) E-Field Contour at z-y Plane

Conclusion

Fig. 3: Wave Propagation at 2.45 GHz in a
120 mm Diameter Chamber

A2.45 GHz microwave injection and its efficient propagation
through ECR Plasma have been studied here. The present
study on the electro-magnetic field propagation over
orthogonal plane surfaces provides substantial information
about the ECR resonance zone. This study also describes the
generation of various modes of Transverse Electric Field
with varying chamber diameters. If the chamber diameter is
less than λ, electric field propagated through the microwave
window, transforms from TE10 (rectangular) to TE11
(circular) mode. But if the chamber diameter is greater than λ
as shown in Figure 4, the simulation clearly shows
multimode transmission instead of TE11 mode inside the
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ECR Plasma. Our aim is to distribute the electric field evenly
inside the cavity chamber for desirable plasma generation,
which is satisfied by multimode propagation. The present
simulation result helps to visualize and understand the most
successful microwave injection and propagation inside ECR
Plasma enhanced film deposition system.
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Design and Development of Multi-Junction Solar Cell on Silicon
Anindya Ghosh*1, Suchandra Mukherjee1 and Payel Das2

Abstract: Unlike silicon, the III-V compound semiconductor materials provide the flexibility to realize multiple
solar cells stacked on top of each other following same crystal lattice. The flexibility in band-gap selection provides
an unprecedented degree of freedom in solar cell design through metamorphic or lattice-matched configurations
based on III-V materials. The multiple solar cells stacked on top of one another in III-V multi-junction solar cells
allow a much broader absorption of the incident solar spectrum compared to the conventional single-junction (1J)
Si solar cells. The multiple III-V solar cells when connected in series and designed in such a way that they generate
the same photo-current, allows linear addition of the voltages from the individual subcell resulting in higher
conversion efficiencies. The four most readily available semiconductor substrates include Si, Ge, GaAs and InP. The
ideal band-gap combination (1.85-1.90eV/1.42eV/1.0eV) for realizing high-efficiency triple-junction (3J) solar cell
on GaAs substrate. The highest efficiency achieved from lattice-matched thin film 1J GaAs and 2J InGaP/GaAs
solar cells are 28.8% and 30.8%, respectively at 1-sun. A record efficiency of 32.6% at 1000 suns has been
demonstrated for the 2J InGaP/GaAs cell on GaAs substrate. Utilizing Ge (band-gap = 0.67eV) as the bottom
subcell in a lattice-matched 3J solar cell configuration, cell efficiency in excess of 40% was demonstrated for the
first time. To gain additional performance benefits, the InGaAs cell was grown the last in an inverted configuration
and this approach is commonly known as inverted metamorphic or IMM approach. This IMM approach lead to an
efficiency of 40.8% which utilized two metamorphic InGaAs subcells with band-gaps of 1.34 eV and 0.89 eV.
Although all-Si structures have been proposed using amorphous silicon and silicon-based meta-materials to
fabricate multi-junction cells, the most attractive and most flexible option remains growth of high quality III-V
materials on Si.
Keywords: III–V Group Semiconductor, Si Solar Cell, Multi-Junction, CMOS, Photo Current.

Brief Summary

U

nlike silicon, the III-V compound semiconductor
materials provide the flexibility to realize multiple solar
cells stacked on top of each other following same crystal
lattice. The flexibility in band-gap selection provides an
unprecedented degree of freedom in solar cell design through
metamorphic or lattice-matched configurations based on IIIV materials. The multiple solar cells stacked on top of one
another in III-V multi-junction solar cells allow a much
broader absorption of the incident solar spectrum compared
to the conventional single-junction (1J) Si solar cells. The
multiple III-V solar cells when connected in series and
designed in such a way that they generate the same photocurrent, allows linear addition of the voltages from the
individual subcell resulting in higher conversion efficiencies.
The four most readily available semiconductor substrates
include Si, Ge, GaAs and InP. This places a constraint on the
1

band-gap and lattice-constant selection for optimal device
design, wherein lattice-match structure are desired. The ideal
band-gap combination (1.85–1.90 eV/1.42 eV/1.0 eV) for
realizing high-efficiency triple-junction (3J) solar cell on
GaAs substrate [1, 2]. The highest efficiency achieved from
lattice-matched thin film 1J GaAs and 2J InGaP/GaAs solar
cells are 28.8% and 30.8%, respectively at 1-sun [3]. A
record efficiency of 32.6% at 1000 suns has been
demonstrated for the 2J InGaP/GaAs cell on GaAs substrate
[4]. However, experimental realization of high quality
epitaxial 3J solar cells comprising of subcells with the ideal
band-gap combinations has been quite challenging. Utilizing
Ge (band-gap = 0.67eV) as the bottom subcell in a latticematched 3J solar cell configuration, cell efficiency in excess
of 40% was demonstrated for the first time by King et al. [5].
In search for 1eV bottom subcell, the most commonly
followed path initially was the integration of 1 eV
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metamorphic InGaAs solar cell in the 3J solar cell
configuration with lattice-matched InGaP and GaAs as the
top two subcells [6]. To gain additional performance
benefits, the InGaAs cell was grown the last in an inverted
configuration and this approach is commonly known as
inverted metamorphic or IMM approach [6]. This IMM
approach lead to an efficiency of 40.8% which utilized two
metamorphic InGaAs subcells with band-gaps of 1.34 eV
and 0.89 eV as the bottom two subcells in the 3J solar cell
configuration.
Multi-junction cells remain the most successful high
efficiency design concept, and the only one successfully
commercialised. Nevertheless, these structures are still
restricted to applications in space and under concentration,
although generic terrestrial applications are tantalisingly
close. The materials most suitable for multi-junction designs
are the III-V materials families, that given their range of
optical and material properties where incompatibilities,
especially due to lattice constants, may be managed or even
eliminated. The classic example is the growth of GaInP and
GaInAs top and middle gap junctions on Ge substrates as
bottom cell. This triple junction has achieved efficiencies [7]
under concentration greater than 40% with both lattice
matched and lattice mismatched approaches. The main
disadvantages to widespread use of multi-junctions in
renewable energy supply are materials and fabrication issues.
The materials cost is partly due to the scarcity of some
essential III-V materials such as In and Ga, but more
importantly, it is due to the use of expensive substrates, since
even Ge remains relatively costly in the competitive
photovoltaic market.
However, Si suffers from a lack of semiconductors lattice
matched to it, and from an indirect bandgap and low
absorption coefficient. This is a disadvantage for most optoelectronic applications including multi-junction solar cell
design. Although all-Si structures have been proposed, using
amorphous silicon and silicon-based meta-materials to
fabricate multi-junction cells [8], the most attractive and
most flexible option remains growth of high quality III-V
materials on Si.

Literature Survey
An early attempt to address this issue by Yang [9] simply
grew a thick AlGaAs buffer layer on an active Si substrate,
with a simple three-terminal design. This approach did not
exceed efficiencies of 20%, and has not to date been
developed further. Some years later, Taguchi et al. [10]
adopted a not dissimilar structure with a high quality GaAs
cell grown on a GaAs substrate and transferred to a Si
substrate by liftoff. They chose a four-terminal design but
again failed to demonstrate more than 19% efficiency. Geisz
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and co-workers have since reported results on two-terminal
designs. They have investigated both lattice matched
attempts using nitrides [11] and lattice mismatched
approaches using graded buffer techniques for strain
relaxation minimising bulk defect densities [12]. The work
of Lueck et al. [13] in the same year demonstrated similar
techniques and achieved an efficiency of 17%. Work in this
field continues with Putyato et al. [14] developing graded
buffer approaches. While these methods have made progress,
the efficiencies achieved remain subject to materials quality
limitations due to the fundamental problem of high defect
densities, despite the use of buffers to reduce them to
acceptable levels.
This paper presents a quantitative study of silicon-based
multi-junction solar cells for terrestrial applications
developed by the Multispectral Solar Cells on Silicon
(MULTISOLSI) project [15]. The study assumes a spectrum
which corresponds to photovoltaic systems with no solar
concentration. This is suitable for strategies prioritising a low
system cost over cell efficiency and peak power. However,
we are also aiming at relatively low cell cost with our
silicon-based design, while nevertheless reaching high
efficiencies.
The viability of III-V InGaP/GaAs solar cells on Si relies on
the ability to grow high quality GaAs on Si with careful
lattice engineering and substrate treatment. The polar on
non-polar epitaxy, the thermal mismatch and the 4% latticemismatch makes the growth of GaAs on Si very challenging,
rendering the metamorphic solar cell sensitive to defects
including dislocation. These dislocations generated due to
mismatch between GaAs and Si can propagate into the
photoactive cell region and significantly impede the minority
carrier lifetime and hence the overall cell performance [16–
19].
The highest efficiency reported for single-junction (1J) GaAs
on Si is 21.3% at 200 suns under AM 1.5D spectrum. While,
the highest efficiency achieved for monolithic dual-junction
2J InGaP/GaAs solar cell on Si substrate is 18.6% at 1-sun
under AM1.5G spectrum [20]. The corresponding highest
efficiency achieved from lattice-matched thin film 2J
InGaP/GaAs cells is 30.8% at 1-sun [3]. This record efficient
lattice-matched thin film 2J solar cell was grown on GaAs
substrate, which was then epitaxially released from the GaAs
substrate using a wet-etching process. The lower efficiency
of the 2J InGaP/GaAs solar cell on Si substrate [20] could be
attributed to thick SiXGe1-X buffer layer, insufficient
optimization of anti-reflective layers and most likely
inadequate realization of the current-matching condition
between the subcells, taking into account the impact of
threading dislocations [20].
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Proposed Plan of Work with Necessary Diagram
A detailed growth investigation has to be checked the
development of III-V growth on Si using novel low cost
three dimensional growth techniques. It involves Epitaxial
Lateral Overgrowth (ELO) of lattice mismatched polar
semiconductors on Si via growth of nano-seeds in apertures
opened in thin SiO2 layers.
We first examine the suitability of silicon for multi-junction
cells from the commonly used ideal theoretical viewpoint of
the radiative limit, but amended to maximise the radiative
efficiency of multi-junction cells with non-ideal bandgaps
and layer thicknesses. We then describe a quantitative
analytical model capable of accurately modelling record
multi-junction cells.
In order to design test structures for the novel growth
method, we use an analytical model, which we sketch the
main aspects here firstly for a single junction. With material
parameters for the majority of semiconductors in the III-V
family, including Si(Ge), it evaluates the External Quantum
Efficiency (EQE) and photocurrent JPH as a function of bias
by standard analytical solutions of transport and continuity
equations in the depletion approximation for onedimensional structures with abrupt interfaces. The point of
interest in this model is the detailed accounting of loss
mechanisms by explicit solution of non-radiative and
radiative recombination losses in the different regions of the
cell, and the inclusion of series and shunt resistances for each
subcell.
The main focus is to investigate and optimize the
performance of III-V InGaP/GaAs based dual-junction solar
cells on Si substrate by taking into account the threading
dislocations generated due to mismatch between GaAs and
Si. The highest efficiency achieved till date utilizing the
lattice-matched 2J InGaP/GaAs solar cells on GaAs substrate
is 30.8% at 1-sun under AM1.5G spectrum. My goal is to
investigate if one can theoretically model and optimize the
performance of 2J InGaP/GaAs solar cell on Si substrate in
close agreement with the performance of lattice-matched 2J
InGaP/GaAs solar cells on GaAs substrate.
The modeling process for optimizing our III-V multijunction solar cell designs was performed using a simulator,
a general-purpose 2D/3D finite element analysis and
modeling software for semiconductor devices.

Future Scope of Research
Investigating the use of Si for multi-junction cells, we have
looked at non-ideal designs in the ideal radiative limit which
include a Si subcell. These designs show that high
efficiencies are achievable by balancing competing
compromises of material restrictions and non-ideal optical
properties.

In order to design real cells, we have developed a
quantitative analytical model. We have validated this model
by quantitatively reproducing state of the art light and dark
current characteristics of record tandem and triple junction
solar cells.
This leads to dark current fitting in terms of a single free
parameter, which is the Shockley-Read-Hall non radiative
lifetime in the space-charge region. With the exception of the
reflectivity calculations which assume loss-free dual layer
MgF/ZnS AR coats, the approach to modelling has been to
use published experimental values for transport parameters,
in order to maximise agreement with experimental data. The
quantitative modelling of the record tandem and triple
junction solar cells, together with the compatibility of
transport parameters used with values in the literature give a
high degree of confidence in this analytical modelling
methodology. The minority carrier properties and SRH
lifetimes used in the modelling are therefore reliable
benchmarks for the material to be grown on Si by the growth
methods developed within the MULTISOLSI project.
Applying this quantitative model to realistic solar cell
designs combining Si and III-V materials, we first find that
an appropriate tandem design of thinned GaAs on Si can
deliver an efficiency of 29%, close to the 30% world record
achieved with a GaAs substrate under a terrestrial spectrum
with no concentration.
Furthermore, we find that more challenging growth of
ternary materials deliver tandem efficiencies greater than
32%, and triple junction efficiencies greater than 36%.
These high efficiencies are remarkable in that they are
achieved without solar concentration. They nevertheless
reach efficiencies just a few percent below the maximum
efficiencies achieved to date, at concentrations of 500 suns
and above. This lack of concentrating optics invites the clear
advantage of simple photovoltaic systems. More importantly,
from the cell design point of view, it significantly relaxes the
design criteria for tunnel junctions between subcells, due to
the significantly reduced and less demanding current flow
achievable with a terrestrial global spectrum.

Conclusion
This work has been carried out within the MULTISOLSI
project, which has demonstrated the growth of GaAs on Si
without the formation of anti-phase domains, and without the
generation of bulk defects. Work continues to develop a finer
theoretical understanding of the three dimensional nature of
the structures involved, of the corresponding tunnel
junctions, and to optimize the growth and processing
techniques required to fabricate these potentially groundbreaking designs.
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Improving Competitiveness of Indian Shipbuilding:
Intelligent Applications of Systems, Technologies and Economics
M.K. Ghosh Roy1

Abstract: Indian Ship building industry stagnated for several decades after independence, while several emerging
Asian countries like China, South Korea, Vietnam and even Philippines have developed internationally competitive
shipbuilding industry. But the trend in the 21st century is positive as many shipyards in the private sectors are
showing new vigour and exporting ships to international customers, while the public sector shipyards have
delivered large and advanced naval ships to international class technology. The paper explores the possibility of
improving the productivity of Indian shipbuilding to international standards through intelligent applications of
advanced systems, modern technologies and favourable economic environment. It first reviews the current state of
Indian shipyards and shipbuilding with its advantage of low labour cost. Next it recommends use of advanced
systems for integrating steel fabrication with machinery fittings into simultaneous operation thereby compressing
shipbuilding time drastically. Thereafter it prescribes introduction of high technology and appropriate machineries
to further raise productivity. Finally, it emphasizes that the Government should bring in favourable economic
incentives to help the economics of Indian shipbuilding industries in line with what other nations are assisting their
ship buildings.
Keywords: Indus Valley, Congruent Shipbuilding, Batchline Shipbuilding.

Introduction

I

ndia, being virtually bounded on three sides by the Indian
Ocean, seafaring came naturally to Indians. Indian
seafaring dates back to the Indus Valley civilization about
3000 BC. A potsherd discovered at Mohenjo-Daro depicts a
ship with masts (Figure 1). In the historical period, there
were much maritime activities in the South-East Asia
covering Cambodia, Sumatra, Java, Thailand, and Myanmar.
Similarly seaborne trade prospered on the west coast
carrying merchandise to East Africa, Red Sea and even
continental Europe on Mediterranean Sea. After independence, India has naturally embarked upon developing
shipbuilding, but the venture has apparently not yet
succeeded. While newly emerging Asian countries like
China, Vietnam, South Korea and even Philippines have
developed internationally competitive shipbuilding industry,
India has not reached the scale, sophistication and
competitiveness of world stature. The reasons are manifold.
But the trend in the 21st century is positive as many
shipyards in the private sectors are showing new vigour and
exporting ships to international customers, while the public
sector shipyards have delivered large and advanced naval
ships to international class technology. This paper presents
an overview on Indian shipbuilding and how to improve its

1

competitiveness through induction of modern systems,
technology and government-initiated favourable economic
environment.

Fig. 1: A Sailing Ship-Mohenjo-Daro Potsherd

Current Status of Indian Shipbuilding
Industry Today
The world seaborne trade is generally growing steadily at
about 4% annually. Supporting the growing trade, the global
shipbuilding deliveries are also growing (Figure 2). Hence it
may be assumed that there will be demand for shipbuilding
orders domestically and globally.
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risen to become the third largest shipbuilding nation after
South Korea and Japan. India also enjoys low labour cost
advantage as China (see Figure 3), which has helped India to
grow shipbuilding in small and specialist offshore tugs and
supply vessels, in which India has considerable skill
advantage. But unlike China, India also generally suffers
from low shipbuilding productivity.
Fig. 2: Global Shipbuilding Production

The Indian shipbuilding industry which represented only
about 0.1% of the global ship production in 2002 grew 10
folds accounting for 1%, amounting to a gross annual
production value of USD 1.3 billion today (KPMG 2008). In
physical output, India is believed to have 257 vessels on
order in 2010 and occupying 6th rank in global shipbuilding
capacity. In fact, India has emerged as an important
destination for the construction of offshore vessels for the oil
industry, which are highly specialized ships demanding high
skill and is highly labour intensive to build. Presently India
has a total of 32 shipyards (DI-IBD), prominent among them
are:

Public Sector Shipyards
Garden Reach Shipbuilding, Cochin Shipyard, Hindustan
Shi[yard, Mazagon Docks, Goa Shipyard, Hooghly Dock.
Private Sector Shipyards
ABG Shipyard, Bharati Shipyard, Pipav Shipyard, Chowgule
Shipyard, L & T Shipyard, Tembe Shipyard.
Labour Cost Advantage and
New Shipbuilding Industries
Countries like China and to some extent Vietnam,
Philippines and Taiwan have leveraged their inherent adventage of low cost manufacturing to enter into international
Shipbuilding. In particular China’s rise in shipbuilding is
rather remarkable. Within a period of 5 years, China has

Fig. 3: Daily Cost of Shipbuilding Labour
in Four Different Countries
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Fig. 4: Share of Shipbuilding Costs for Different Heads (USD/day)
Source: KPMG 2008, Data from Chinese sources.

Figure 4 shows the average constituent costs in building a
ship from a Shanghai shipyard. It shows human capital costs
consisting of direct labour and overhead of professional
manpower and amounting to about 23%. This percentage
cost is influenced by the labour cost advantage.

System Approach in Shipbuilding
Modern System Approach to Improve Indian
Shipbuilding Productivity
India decidedly has a labour cost advantage, say vis-a-vis
South Korea. In fact the Indian labour cost may only be onefifth of Korean labour (see Figure 5). How it is then South
Korea is a world leader in shipbuilding, with 70% of all
ships built in South Korea being for export. This is possible
because South Korea has quite high shipbuilding
productivity so that the South Korean ships are cheaper,
delivered faster with probably higher quality. To improve
productivity of Indian shipbuilding, we need to study the
break-up of shipbuilding processes in great depth. However,
we are presenting here an outline discussion. Shipbuilding is
an assembly industry consisting of two major streams.

Fig. 5: Pie Diagram Shipbuilding Labour Distribution and Study
Source: MKGR.
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1. A large steel fabrication work of the ship Hull, consisting about or more than 50% of the total labour cost;
2. An equally large and diversified fitting-out work of
bought-out machineries and piping and other fitting-out
constituting about or less than 50%.
About the steel work productivity we will deal separately in
the next section. Then, let us see what the fitting out work
comprise of:
1. Accommodation fitting out work
2. Machinery Fitting out
3. Piping Fitting out
4. Electrical Fitting out
5. Electronic Fitting out
6. Deck Machinery and Cargo Handling Fitting out
7. Painting, it being a large volume of work.
If the Hull steel work and the various other fitting work are
represented in a Pie diagram, the comparative labour work
ratios can be calculated of various sectors in Figure 5.

Congruent Shipbuilding
The different sectors of above shipbuilding operations
occupy different time frames. To increase the productivity
the operations should synchronize i.e. being carried out side
by side at the same time, so that by the time the steel hull is
ready, the fitting out work is also complete and a new ship is
born. This process may also be named as Congruent
Shipbuilding. By following these principles, the shipbuilding
time might be brought down from 1 to 2 years to only a few
months of the order of 4 to 6 months. Time compressed is
cost or over-cost compressed, and the productivity increase
by two folds or more. However, in India, a standard ship still
takes 1 to 2 years to build and deliver.

Batch Line Shipbuilding
The principle of congruent shipbuilding of Figure 5 is
implemented in the batch-line shipbuilding scheme in Figure
6. This batch line ship production scheme has been further
compressed under cover ship factory kind of modern
production technique.

Fig. 6: Batch Line System of Ship Production

Technology for Shipbuilding
Induction of Technology to improve Indian Shipbuilding
Steel Productivity.
Some of these technologies are directed to raise the quality
and the productivity of steel fabrication.

Plate Preparation Shop
The first step in this direction is the establishment of steel
plate preparation shop, where the steel plate is first shotblasted and cleaned, and is immediately followed by spray
painting. This ensures long life of the steel plate. In welded
ship construction, plate edges need to be bevel-machined
prior to V-groove welding. This edge preparation of plate is
accomplished with an edge preparation milling machine.
Fast Fabrication
1. Even today the technical infrastructure including shop
cranage and fabrication work flow and layout are not
always adequately upgraded and advanced, approaching
the global standards of Japanese or South Korean
shipyards.
2. There is need of high capacity digitized hydraulic Press
for shaping plates quickly and accurately.
3. There shall be provided mechanically powered Jig and
Fixtures which can move and rotate a large prefabricated
steel unit so as to enable it to be welded in the downward position for all welding.
4. Additionally, it will help raise ship productivity, if oneside welding machines are provided so that large blocks
of prefabricated steel blocks are not needed to be turned
upside down to get it welded from both sides.

Machinery Fitting out Technologies:
Application of 3D Printing Technologies
Conventionally, till the ship hull is fabricated, there is no
platform on which the fittings can be built up. In the latest
shipbuilding the problem is solved in two ways:
1. Even before the hull was completed, ship block (large
ship part) was prefabricated on which the concerned
fitting out parts which belonged to that part was erected.
Thus fittings were progressed simultaneously with the
progress of hull construction.
2. To assist the above progress, full scale mock up was
built up from the two dimensional ship machinery fitting
out drawings. This mock up technique was mostly
adopted for the naval ships.
3. In more recent time, ship piping drawings were digitized
in three dimensions and digitized data were fed as input
to universal hydraulic pipe bending machine. The
machine could give shape to full pipe with multiple
bends from a single set of digital input.
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Time has come to develop and employ 3D Printing technology to start the machinery fitting out much in advance; even
before the ship hull construction has started. 3D Printing
machine can build the machine unit and then all the piping
models one by one. Individually each of them is a continuous
unit and be replicated on the 3D Printer.

Design and Standardization for
High Shipbuilding Productivity
Indian Techies are known all over the world for their design
proficiency. Hence, design facilitating high production
efficiency, a well-known strategy, should be pursued by the
Indian shipyards with commendable benefits. Productionoriented design is effectively facilitated by practice of
standardization of both Hull and Fitting out. Both efficient
Production design and standardization can bring down cost
and time of production substantially.

Economic Driver for Productivity
Favourable Economic Environment
If the economic environment is not favourable for the
promotion of shipbuilding, it is apprehended that the
competitive advantage of well-designed systems and modern
technology will be neutralised. It is reported in the KPMGFICCI study that the cost disadvantage of the current
statutory burden and other old-fashioned trade practices may
amount to as high as 30 per cent of the total manufacturing
cost of ships. This is alarming and must not be allowed to
ruin the nascent shipbuilding industry. It is known to all that
the present statutory burden consists of multiple levies of
Octoroi, CST, VAT and excise duty on shipyard and high
corporate taxes compared to those of China and Vietnam.
Added to the above overburden, the provision of various
kinds of Bank guaranties and high Bank interests on sizable
working capital requirements have been seriously weakening
the competitiveness of Indian shipbuilding. Hopefully, the
coming Goods and Service taxes (GST) will improve the
situation considerably. The above FICCI Report recommends a comprehensive series of financial benefits, which
are listed below:
• Direct subsidy against contract prices
• Provision of refund guarantees
• State funded or subsidized innovation, R&D to develop
ship design, shipbuilding technology, or shipyard
production expertise Project working capital finance on
subsidized interest or interest-free loans, underwriting
debt to reduce the commercial risk.
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•
•
•

Preferential tax schemes for shipowners or for
shipyards.
Exchange rate control for shipyards–this reduces one of
the key risk factors.
Incentives to ancillaries e.g. steel producers, main
engine builders or equipment suppliers.

It is felt that at least some of these measures should be
considered by the Government till the shipbuilding industry
gains scale and volume compared to the international
standard.

Modern Shipyards need High Investment
Encouraged by the recent growth momentum and improving
national economic environment, Port Business companies,
notably Adani Group and SKIL are believed to be in
differing stages of developing shipyards. Shipping Lines
too are eying at shipyards as lateral expansion. Apeejay
Shipping, Mercator and Garware Offshore have entered
market in alliance with leading players. Finally the heavy
industry giant L & T and steel industry pioneer Tata Steel and
also the other Steel Industry stalwart JSW exploring investments in shipbuilding. The overall investment prospects
might exceed ` 20,000 crores within this decade or so.

Conclusion
High productivity is both a movement and engineering. It is
both a technology and a culture. It requires as much of
management input as technical application. Otherwise it is
difficult to explain how the western shipbuilding nations like
West Germany and England floundered in shipbuilding
despite possessing technology, experience and long shipbuilding tradition in abundance, while high cost Japan still
leads the world shipbuilding.
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Perfformancce Analyysis of a Solar Hydroge
H
en
Suppoorted Hyybrid Coold Storrage
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Abstract: In this paper, a scheme of a multi–commoodity cold storaage based on Lithium
L
Bromidde–water absoorption
system hass been proposeed. The cold stoorage is designned for storagee of two commoodities namely potato and oliive for
different months
m
of a yea
ar for optimum utilization of the
t cold storagge. A thermal model
m
of the prroposed cold sttorage
system hass been discusssed and a com
mputer program
m in MATLAB
B 8.0 has beenn developed baased on the thhermal
model. Thee performancee of the system has been anaalysed for repreesentative dayys of different months
m
of a cllimatic
cycle for thhe storage of commodities
c
unnder consideraation. To make the system opeerational in rurral areas wherre grid
electricity may not be avvailable on relliable basis rouund the clock, an outline forr the power syystem based onn solar
r
photovoltaaic thermal inteegrated with soolar hydrogen hybrid system as backup hass been proposeed. The study reveals
that the vaariation in the hourly daylonng cooling load is found to be
b maximum during
d
the monnth of March (about
(
29%) and minimum in the
t month of July
J
(about 9%
%). Also, the cooling
c
load of
o the cold stoorage is minim
mum in
mber and maxim
mum around October
O
due to the
t significant effect of the prroduct load.
between Juuly and Septem
Keywordss: Cold Storagee, Multi-Comm
modity,!1hotovoltaic, LiBr-W
Water Absorptioon.

I
Introduction

T

g
threatss to
he loss off food grains is one of the greatest
de, especially in the poor and
food securrity worldwid
d
developing
nattions. Howeveer; this is a global
g
concernn as
r
roughly
one–thhird of the ed
dible parts off worldwide food
fo
p
production
getss wasted, whicch amounts to about 1.3 billlion
toons of food wastage ann
nually [1]. The
T
post–harvvest
d
deterioration
coontributes towaards a significaant fraction of the
tootal loss in foood grains owing
g to poor storagge facilities.
The issue of post
T
p
harvest lo
osses of food products is more
m
s
significant
in the developin
ng countries like India, whhere
a
agriculture
reppresents a majjor part of thhe economy. The
T
c
country
has thee distinction of
o producing almost all–tropical
a exotic fruiits and vegetab
and
bles. However; due to the shhort
s
shelf
life of thhese crops and insufficient sttorage facility,, as
m
much
as 30–355% of fruits an
nd vegetables perish every year
y
[2]. Over the paast few years, the annual dem
mand of a num
mber
o seasonal frruits, vegetablles and floweers has increaased
of
r
rapidly.
This em
mphasises upo
on the need forr establishmentt of
m
more
number of
o cold storagees in the natioon. At present the
c
country
has 61156 number of
o cold storagees [3] which are
innsufficient. Thhe majority off them are dediicated for storrage
o a single com
of
mmodity. This leads to insuffficient utilizattion
o the cold stoorage and thuss there is losss in economy. So
of
1
2

developpment of largge number off multi-commoodity cold
storage is the need off the hour as thhis sector is exxpected to
wth rate of 16.09% by
grow att a compoundd annual grow
2020 [33]. However, one of the major
m
constraiints in the
establishment of colld storages inn the rural areas is the
A present
availabiility of electricity on reliiable basis. At
almost all
a the cold stoorages are pow
wered through fossil fuel
based energy sourrces which are responnsible for
mental degraddation. It mayy also be noteed that the
environm
refrigeraation devices alone consume about 155% of the
worldwiide electricity production [4]]. So in this coontext, use
of solar energy is a verry promising option.
o
In the recent
r
years, some
s
research and developm
ment works
have beeen reported inn the field off cold storagess, however
cold stoorage systemss supported by
b solar poweer are not
commonnly available [5]. In a very recent work, a conceptual
design of a grid–innteractive SPV
V/thermal–pow
wered cold
t storage
storage based on H2O––LiBr absorption system for the
[
However,, the cold
of potaatoes has beenn presented [1].
storage was idle for about five months
m
in a year
y
which
emphasiises upon thhe need for development of multicommoddity cold storagges.
A numbber of works have
h
been repoorted on grid––interactive
cold stoorage system supported wiith flat plate collectors.
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Some works arre also found on
S
n combined SP
PV–PEM fuel cell
s
systems
for suppplying electriccity. However; no work is fouund
a least in the open
at
o
literature that proposes a standalone soolar
h
hydrogen
systeem supported multi-commoddity cold storaage.
T is the motiivation behind the present woork.
This
In this paper, a scheme of a multi–commoodity cold storrage
b
based
on LiBr––water absorpttion system haas been propossed.
T cold storagge is designed for storage off potato and ollive
The
f different months of a yeaar for optimum
for
m utilization of the
c
cold
storage. In
I India, potattoes are typiccally stored foor a
m
maximum
spann of seven mon
nths after the end of harvestting
s
season
in Febrruary [1] whille; olives are stored for alm
most
tw
wo months aftter the end of harvesting
h
seaason in Septem
mber
[6]. The storaage temperatu
ure of potatoo and olive are

4°C–12°°C and 5°C–100°C [7] respecctively. So in the
t present
work, the
t
cold storrage temperatture is assum
med to be
maintainned at 8°C. It may
m be noted that, Potato is one of the
most widely
w
grown root–crops annd consumed round the
world, while;
w
olive oiil is widely ussed as cookingg and salad
oil. So both the prodducts have connsiderable dem
mand in the
m
global market.

Scheme of the Prop
posed System
m
The schhematic of the proposed systeem is shown inn Figure 1.
In the proposed
p
systeem, water has been used as refrigerant
while a solution of lithhium bromide in
i water has beeen used as
absorbent.

Fig.
F 1: Scheme of
o the Proposed Stand
S
alone Mullti-Commodity Cold
C
Storage
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The low presssure water vap
T
pour leaving the
t evaporatorr at
s
state
point 10 is
i readily absorrbed in the abssorber as it com
mes
inn contact with the weak solu
ution of LiBr–H
H2O. The absorrber
is cooled by using
u
a cooling
g fan which releases the lattent
h
heat
and maiintain a consstant temperatture. The stroong
s
solution
leavingg the absorber at state point 1 is pumped to the
g
generator
wherre heat is sup
pplied from ann external sourrce.
T water vapoour fraction go
The
oes off from thhe solution at high
h
p
pressure
at statte point 7, whiile the remainiing weak soluttion
leaves the geneerator at state point 4 and reeturns back to the
a
absorber
througgh a pressure reducing
r
valve. The water vaapor
a high pressurre gets conden
at
nsed to water in the condennser
r
releasing
the laatent heat of co
ondensation annd a cooling fann is
u
used.
Thereafteer, high presssure water exppands through an
e
expansion
deviice from state point 8–9 to very
v
low presssure
a finally evaaporates in thee evaporator during
and
d
the proccess
9
9–10
by takingg the latent heaat of evaporatiion from the cold
c
s
storage
unit. Thhe mass flow rate
r of the refriigerant is adjussted
s
such
that the deesired cold sto
orage temperatuure is maintainned.
It is assumed thhat a small porttion of the refrrigerant leaves the
e
evaporator
as liiquid spill–oveer at state pointt 11. An auxiliiary
h
heat
exchangerr has been provided
p
to prreheat the stroong
s
solution
and to pre–cool the weak
w
solution.
A parabolic troough collector based heatingg system has been
u
used
to track thhe solar energy
y for heating thhe water. The hot
w
water,
thus prooduced, is storred in an insullated storage taank
a
and
the same is re–circulaated using a pump
p
across the
g
generator
conttinuously to maintain
m
a coonstant generaator
temperature off 90°C. An aux
xiliary electricaal heating systtem
h also been included for supplying heaat to the workking
has
f
fluid
in the generator if the hot water fails
f
to meet the
r
required
tempperature alon
ne in the adverse
a
weatther
c
conditions.
Forr operating th
he electrical heating system an
e
electronic
contrrol system con
nsists of a Proggrammable Loogic
C
Controller
(PLC
C), two temperature sensors and a controllling
s
switch
has beenn proposed (as shown in Figuure 1).
To operate the cold storage in
T
n a stand–alonne fashion, a soolar
p
photovoltaic
arrray along with
h solar hydroggen based backkup
s
system
has beeen used. An in
nverter has been used to convvert
thhe DC powerr generated by
y the solar photovoltaic arrray
d
during
the sunsshine hours to AC
A power to meet
m the in–hoouse
r
requirements.
A
After
meeting the
t demand, thhe excess poweer is
u
utilized
to gennerate hydrogen
n gas in the electrolyser
e
baank.
T
The
H2 gas thus
t
produced
d is compresssed using a gas
c
compressor
whhich is supplied
d to the PEM fuel cell stackk to
p
produce
electricity during the
t
energy deeficit hours onn a
s
sustainable
basis.

Therm
mal Modeling
The theermal modelinng of the colld storage inccludes the
followinng:
Load Estimation
E
of the
t Cold Storaage
Total coooling load of
o the cold stoorage consist of several
componnents such as: structural, venntilation, produuct, human
occupanncy and lightinng load and cann be given by:
Q
= Q + Q
+ Q
+ Q
+ Q
... (1)
totaal

str

veent

prod

man

lightingg

The struuctural load ( Q str ) can be esstimated from the rate of
heat gaain through thhe building envelope
e
whicch can be
expresseed as [1]:
Q str = Q wall + Q rooof + Q floor + Q door
... (2)
The ratee of heat gain through
t
the expposed walls caan be given
by [1]:

Q walll = ΔT
Rwall

... (3)

Where, ΔT is the effeective temperatture differencee across the
walls annd Rwall repressents combinedd thermal resistance and
can be presented
p
as [8]:

Rwalll = 1 + 1 +
fo
fi

n

∑ Δkx
j =1

... (4)

The vallues heat transsfer coefficientts for outside and inside
wall surrfaces (fo and fi) and thermal conductivity of
o different
materialls (k) have beeen taken from liiterature [9].
The ratee of heat gain through
t
the rooof and floor aree estimated
in a sim
milar fashion.
The veentilation loadd due to infiiltration of air can be
expresseed as:

Q vent = Vair ρair C p (Tambient − Tstorage )

... (5)

Where Vair represents the volume fllow rate of air which can
be givenn by:

[ L × B × H ]× N
Vair =
24

... (6)

Here, L B H are the dimension
d
of thhe cold storagee, while; N
h
The
represennts the numbeer of air changes over 24 hours.
values are
a obtained froom literature [11].
The prooduct load com
mprises of loadd to bring the product to
the storaage temperaturre and load duue to respirationn (Hresp). It
can be expressed
e
as:

Q prood = m p c p (Tinitial − Tstore) + H resp

… (7)
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W
Where
m p dennotes the time rate of loadinng of the prodduct

Absorber

w
which
can be given by:

The masss balance acrooss the absorbeer can be givenn by [10]:
m 1 = m 10 + m 11 + m 6
... (16)
and
x1 m 1 = x 6 m 6
... (17)
Where, x1 and x6 are the
t mass fractions of the soluutions. The
enthalpyy of solution at
a state point 6 can be estim
mated from
throttlinng model:
h6 = h5
... (18)

m p =

Veff ρb
Loadding Period

... (8)

Here ρb is the bulk
H
b
density off the product and
a Veff represeents
thhe effective sttorage volume.. It is assumedd that the potattoes
a olives are stored at a uniiform rate overr the period off 50
and
d
days
and 15 days
d
respectiveely. The respirration load is the
h
heat
released by the produ
uct during brreathing and the
c
corresponding
values are 0.0
018 mW/kg annd 0.0645 mW
W/kg
[7] for potato annd olive respecctively.
The human occcupancy load due
T
d to metaboliism may be givven
b [1]:
by

Q man = N p Q avg ⎡⎢ t ⎤⎥
⎣ 24 ⎦

... (9)

The eneergy balance on
o the solutionn heat exchangger can be
given byy [10]:
m 2 h2 + m 4 h4 = m 3 h3 + m 5 h5

... (19)

The ennthalpy at staate point 2 is
i determinedd from an
isentroppic pump modeel and can be giiven by:
P

Here ‘Np’ reprresents the num
H
mber of persoons present in the
c
cold
storage forr t hours in a day.
The heat addedd to the cold storage space by the electriical
T
a
appliances
xpressed as [9]:
(Q ligghting ) can be ex
... (10) Where Wtotal reppresents the tootal
Q lighting = 1.25Wtotal
t

m 2
W P = 1 ∫ vdp = m 1 (h2 − h1 )

ηP

P1

... (20)

Where, η P denotes thhe efficiency of
o the pump. Finally,
F
the
energy balance
b
across the absorber can
c be represennted as:


Q A = m 10 h10 + m 11 h11
1 + m 6 h6 − m1 h1

... (21)

w
wattage
of the electrical
e
appliiances.
A safety factorr of 10% is co
onsidered on the
t final valuee to
e
encounter
for the
t unpredicted
d leakages andd inaccuracies [9].
H
Hence,
the nett cooling load or the evaporrator load cann be
r
represented
as:
Q E = 1.1Q totaal

... (11)
(

Modeling of LiBr-Water
M
L
Absorption
R
Refrigeration
n System
T mass balannce across the evaporator
The
e
cann be given by:
... (12)
(

T mass flow rate at state po
The
oint 11 can be expressed
e
as [110]:
m 11 = 0.025m 10

... (13)
(

The energy ballance across th
T
he evaporator can
c be represennted
a
as:
Q E = m 10 h10 + m 11 h11 − m 9 h9

... (14)
(
T enthalpy of refrigerant att state point 9 can
The
c be obtainedd as
[10]:
h9 = h8

1
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Q G = m 4 h4 + m 7 h7 − m 3 h3

... (15)
(

... (22)

Conden
nser
The heaat transfer in the condenser caan be expressedd as:
Q C = m 7 (h7 − h8 )

E
Evaporator
m 9 = m 10 + m 11

Generaator
The gennerator load cann be obtained from
f
the energyy balance:

... (23)

Enthalpy at all the sttate points off absorption reefrigeration
system are
a estimated from
f
curve fit [10].
[

Fan Poower Estimatioon
The pow
wer consumed by the coolingg fan can be esstimated as
[11]:
Vair ΔPfan
W F =

η fan

... (24)

In Eq. (224), Vair repressents the volum
me flow rate off air across
the fan and ΔPfan dennotes the pressure drop acrooss the fan
which can
c be expresseed as [11]:
.6312
ΔPfann = 1.760 u 1max
n

... (25)
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The maximum cooling air velocity
T
v
(umax) is assumed too be
2 m/s [11] whhile; n represen
2.5
nts the number of rows.
F
Finally,
the CO
OP of the system
m can be givenn by [1]:

QE
COP = 
Q + W + W
G

P

(
... (26)

F

R
Results
and Discussions
D
A computer prrogram in MA
ATLAB 8.0 has been developped
b
based
on the thermal mod
del discussed in the previious
s
section.
The prrogram takes hourly
h
values of
o climate data for
thhe chosen loccation (Kolkataa) [12] along with some otther
d
data
related too the product to be stored and some dessign
p
parameters
of the proposed refrigeration system as inpputs
a estimates the cooling loaad, generator looad, absorber looad
and
a
and
the load on the condeenser on an hourly
h
basis. The
T
p
program
also calculates
c
the hourly
h
power consumed by the
s
solution
pumpp, cooling fan
n and the syystem COP. The
T
p
performance
off the proposed
d system has been
b
analyzed for
r
representative
days in differrent months for
fo the storagee of
p
potato
and olive.
Figures 2 and 3 represents hourly
F
h
variationn of cooling load
f potato and olive
for
o
respectiv
vely for differennt months of thheir
g
growing
seasonn. It is observeed that the cooling load for both
b
thhe products follows
f
a tren
nd similar to that of ambiient
temperature wiith time of the day. This is duue to the fact that
t
thhe product loaad, structural load
l
and ventiilation load beeing
m
major
contributtors of the total cooling load vary directly with
w
thhe ambient teemperature an
nd thus the tootal cooling load
f
follows
a simiilar trend. Thee cooling loadd is found to be
m
minimum
arouund 5:00 hourss for all the months
m
while; it
i is
m
maximum
in between
b
12:00
0 to 14:00 deppending upon the
r
respective
monnths. The variiation in the hourly valuess of
c
cooling
load (bbetween maxim
mum to minimuum) is found too be
a
about
9% (Juuly) to 29% (March)
(
owinng to the higgher
f
fluctuation
in ambient
a
temperrature in Marchh.

F 3: Hourly Variation
Fig.
V
of Coooling Load for Ollive

Figure 4 represents the daily aveerage variation of cold
storage loads for diffferent months.. It is observeed that the
daily avverage cooling load is minimuum in betweenn the month
of July and Septembber and it reacches at its peeak around
Octoberr with an incrrease of 120%
% owing to muuch higher
product load for olive compared to potato.
p
From thhe figure, it
can alsoo be noted thatt the generatorr and condenseer load are
followinng a trend sim
milar to that off cooling load due to the
proportiional variation of them with cooling
c
load.

Fig. 4: Daiily Average Varriation of Cold
Storage Loads
L
for Differrent Months

Fig. 2: Hourly
H
Variation of Cooling Load for Potato

Figure 5 represents thhe daily averaage variation of
o COP for
differennt months of the
t proposed cold storage. It can be
noted frrom the figure that the valuee of COP is minimum
m
in
betweenn the month of July and September while;
w
it is
maximuum around thee month of October.
O
The percentage
change in the value off COP is very less throughoutt, however;
this varriation is quitee satisfactory with the resullt obtained
from litterature [1]. Thhe possible reaason for this trrend is due
to the fact
f
that variaation of COP is a strong function
f
of
cooling load and it follows a similar trend with thatt.
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D
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C
Conclusion
In this work, a scheme of a standalone, grid independdent
s
solar
hydrogenn system sup
pported multi––commodity cold
c
s
storage
based on LiBr–wateer absorption system has been
p
proposed
for the
t storage off potato and olive
o
for differrent
m
months
of a year
y
and the performance of the propoosed
s
system
has beenn analysed.
The following points have been
T
b
revealed from the pressent
s
study:
• The coolin
ng load of the proposed coldd storage is fouund
to be minim
mum in between July and Seeptember whilee; it
is maximum
m around Octo
ober due to thee significant eff
ffect
of product load.
• The variatiion in hourly cooling
c
load for
f a day is fouund
to be maxximum in the month of Maarch (about 299%)
while; the same is minim
mum in July (abbout 9%).
• It is found that any change in the cooliing load resultss in
a proportioonal variation in generator load
l
and the looad
on condensser.
• The study
y presents an outline of a solar hydroggen
supported standalone mu
ulti–commodityy cold storage for
operation in
i rural areas.
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Trimmiing Com
mbustion
n by CO
O/CO2 Measure
M
ment
Shaaji Jose1 and
d P. Satheess Chandra2

Abstract: The importancce of proper combustion
c
in the
t boiler is a topic that hass been under discussion
d
everr since
o burning is a high
the introduuction of proceess control forr the safe and efficient contrrol of furnace. Combustion or
temperaturre exothermic chemical reacction between a fuel and ann oxidant. Usuually atmosphheric oxygen acts
a
as
oxidant thaat reacts with various types of
o fuels to form
m a mixture off gaseous prodducts termed ass flue gas. The flame
and heat produced in the process make
m
the com
mbustion self sustaining. Prroviding excesss air is the usual
e
complette combustion and to minimizze the harm that can
methodologgy adopted by the operating engineers to ensure
come by way
w of incompleete combustionn i.e., productioon of harmful//toxic gases in the in the flue mixture and sudden
s
combustionn in some loca
alized area in the
t boiler andd the consequennt explosion thhat it can lead to. Though thhis is a
safer method this cannott be adopted ass a thumb rule as this reducees the boiler eff
fficiency. Meassurement of O2 in the
flue gases is done to havve an eye on thhis. But recent researches havve revealed thaat knowing thee amount of CO
O/CO2
h
a better iddea of the burrning of the fuel in the furnaace. Measurem
ment of
present in the flue gasess helps us to have
mentum since these gases can
c be present in the flue gas
g only due to combustionn. The
CO/CO2 iss gaining mom
developmeents in the field
d of analytical instrumentatioon have made it
i possible for us
u to measure the amount off CO &
CO2 presennt in the flue gases
g
more acccurately. Our work
w
is aimed to
t throw more light in this arrea of optimiziing the
boiler com
mbustion by the measurement of CO & CO2 present in the flue
f gases andd utilizing it to fine
f tune the control
c
of excess air.
a
Keywordss: Process Conttrol, Boiler Effficiency, Optim
mization, Contrrol of Excess Air.
A

C
Combustion
Chemistry of Combustion
C
C
imple combbustion involvees the reactionn of oxygen in the
air with carrbon and hydro
ogen in the fueel, to form carbbon
d
dioxide
and waater and producce heat. Underr ideal conditioons,
thhe only gases in the exhaust flue are CO2, water vapour and
n
nitrogen
from the combustio
on air. When O2 appears in the
f
flue
exhaust, it usually meanss that more airr (20.9% of whhich
is O2) was sup
upplied than was
w needed foor complete coomb
bustion
to occuur. Some O2 is left over. In other words, the
m
measurement
o O2 gas in the flue inddicates that exxtra
of
c
combustion
aiir, or Excesss Air, was supplied to the
c
combustion
reaaction. When too little air is
i supplied to the
b
burner,
there iss not enough oxygen
o
to com
mpletely form CO
C 2
w
with
all the carbon
c
in thee fuel. Insteaad, some oxyggen
c
combines
with carbon to form
m carbon monooxide (CO). CO
O is
a highly toxic gas associateed with incom
mplete combusttion
a efforts muust be made to
and
o minimize itss formation. This
T
e
effort
goes hannd-in-hand with
h improving fuuel efficiency and
a
r
reducing
soot generation.
g

S

As a rule, the most efficientt and cost-effeective use of fuel
A
f
taakes place whhen the CO2 concentration
c
in the exhaust is
1
1

maximizzed. Theoreticcally, this occcurs when theere is just
enough O2 in the suppplied air to reaact with all thee carbon in
o supplied aiir is often
the fuell supplied. Thhis quantity of
referredd to as the theorretical air.

Fig. 1: Fluue Gas Concentrrations against
Theoreetical Combustioon Air, %

The theeoretical air required
r
for the
t
combustion reaction
dependss on fuel compposition and thee rate at whichh the fuel is
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uused (e.g. tonss/hr, m3/sec ettc.). In real-w
world combustiion,
f
factors
such ass the condition
n of the burneer and the burrner
d
design
also inffluence the am
mount of air that is needed. The
T
thheoretical air is
i rarely enough
h.
The general reelationship bettween the O2 supplied and the
T
c
concentration
o CO2 and CO
of
O in the exhauust is illustratedd in
F
Figure
1. As thhe air level is increased
i
and approaches 1000%
o the theoretiical air, the concentration
of
c
o CO molecuules
of
d
decreases
rapiddly as they picck up additionnal oxygen atooms
a form CO2. Still more com
and
mbustion air and
a CO2 reachees a
m
maximum
valuue. After that, air begins to dilute
d
the exhaaust
g
gases,
causing the CO2 conceentration to droop. The maxim
mum
v
value
of CO2 iss dependent on the type of fueel used.

Combustion Analysis
C
A
C
Combustion
annalysis is part of
o a process inttended to improve
f
fuel
economy, reduce undeesirable exhausst emissions and
a
im
mprove the saafety of fuel burning
b
equipm
ment. Combusttion
a
analysis
beginns with the measurement
m
o flue gas conof
c
c
centrations
annd gas temperature, and may
m
include the
m
measurement
o draft pressu
of
ure and soot leevel. To meassure
g concentratiion, a probe iss inserted intoo the exhaust flue
gas
f
a
and
a gas sam
mple drawn ou
ut. Exhaust gaas temperaturee is
m
measured
usingg a thermocou
uple positionedd to measure the
h
highest
exhausst gas temperaature. Soot is measured from
m a
g
gas
sample drawn
d
off thee exhaust fluue. Draft is the
d
differential
preessure between
n the inside annd outside of the
e
exhaust
flue. Once
O
these meaasurements are made, the datta is
innterpreted usinng calculated combustion paarameters suchh as
c
combustion
effficiency and ex
xcess air.
Combustion Efficiency
C
E
Callculation
C
Combustion
e
efficiency
is expressed as a percent and
a
d
determined
by subtracting in
ndividual stacck heat losses,, as
p
percents
of thee fuel’s heating value, from the total heatting
v
value
of the fuuel (100%). Drry gas loss annd latent heat loss
l
d to H2 in thee fuel are typiccally the largesst sources of sttack
due
looss. Others cann be included, such as heat looss from moistture
inn the air and fuuel and losses from
f
the formaation of CO ratther
thhan CO2. This basic form
m for calculatiing efficiencyy is
d
described
in thee ASME Poweer test code 4.1 and is applicaable
f losses otheer than flue losses when determining
for
d
tootal
s
system
efficienncy by the Heatt-Loss method..
% Net Com
mbustion Efficieency
Flue heat lossses/kg fuel
= 100 –
× 100
Fuel heating value/kg
v
fuel

(

)

F heat lossess = Lg + Lh + Lm
Flue
L + Lco
where,
w
L = heat loss due to dry gas
Lg
L = heat loss due
Lh
d to moisturee from burningg hydrogen
1
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Lm = heeat loss due to moisture
m
in fueel
Lco = heat loss from thhe formation of
o CO.

Heat Looss Due from the Formatioon
of Carbbon Monoxidee (Lco)
Carbon in the fuel reaacts with oxygeen to form CO
O first, then
o 33,800 KJ of
o heat per Kg of carbon.
CO2, geenerate a total of
If the reeaction stops att CO because of
o insufficient O2 or poor
mixing of fuel and airr only 10,100 KJ
K is released and
a 23,700
e
is lost, which is quitee a big loss annd is to be
KJ of energy
minimissed.
⎛
⎞
% CO
LCO
=⎜
⎟ × 23,7700 × Cb
O
%
CO
+
%
CO
⎝
⎠
2
where Cb = fractional carbon
c
contentt.

Excess Air
Insufficient combustiion air causees a reductioon in fuel
efficienccy, creates highly toxic carrbon monoxidde gas and
producees soot. To ensure there is enough oxygen
o
to
complettely react witth the fuel, extra
e
combusttion air is
usually supplied. This extra air, called “Excesss Air”, is
expresseed as the percent air above the amount thheoretically
needed for complete combustion.
c
Inn real-world coombustion,
the exceess air requireed for gaseouss fuels is typiccally about
15%. Siignificantly moore may be needed for liquidd and solid
fuels. A good estimatee of excess air can be determ
mined using
the folllowing formulla. This calcuulation uses thhe oxygen
concenttration measurred in the exxhaust. If the CO concentratioon is very highh, it may also be
b included in the excess
air calcuulation,
% O2 measuured
⎞
⎛
% Exxcess Air = ⎜
⎟ × 1000
2
20.9
–
%
O
m
measured
⎠
⎝
2
Althouggh required, higher excess aiir comes with a price—it
wastes fuel.
f
There aree a number of reasons why this
t
occurs
but, statted simply, suppply air cools thhe combustionn system by
absorbinng heat and traansporting it out
o the exhaustt flue. The
more air, the more thee cooling. Connsider, too, thaat nitrogen,
m
up aboutt eighty percennt of the air, plaays no role
which makes
chemicaally to producce heat. It does, however, add significantly to the weight of
o gas that absoorbs heat energgy. Figure 2
c
illustratees how incrreasing excesss reduces combustion
efficienccy.
Using tooo much excess air is one of
o the principall causes of
poor fuuel economy. For
F this reasonn, optimizing excess air
usage caan be one of thhe simplest waays to achieve significant
fuel savvings. Adding additional exccess air is ofteen done to
reduce the CO conccentration. Tooo much excesss air can
o increasing CO. This
actuallyy have the reeverse effect of
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rresults when fuel
f
and air no
n longer mixx properly in the
b
burner,
reducinng the time of contact betw
ween oxygen and
a
f and inhibitting a completee reaction.
fuel

% CO 2 by Volumee

⎛ 20.9 – O 2 measured ⎞
= CO 2 (maximuum) × ⎜
⎟
20.9
⎠
⎝

Analysiis & Tuning-u
up
Gas anaalysers are essential tools to
t monitor thee emission
gases annd to maintain high efficienccy. The total effficiency is
an ideaal combinationn of combustioon efficiency, minimum
environm
mental pollutioon and a safe working
w
atmospphere.

Fig. 2: Combuustion Efficiency
y against Excesss Air (fuel oil), %

S
Study
of Fluee Gas
Emission Ratee Calculationss using Dry Gas
E
G Factors
T emission rate
The
r
calculation
n presented beelow uses the dry
g factor Fd. Dry
gas
D factors are incorporated into
i
the values are
s
shown
in Tabble 1. The taable values (E
( r), convert the
m
measured
conccentrations of emission gasees CO, NOx, and
a
S 2 from ppm to kg/KJ of fueel.
SO

Combusstion analyzerss can determinne the amountt of excess
air in coombustion by measuring
m
the contents of fluue gases. It
is recom
mmended that such an investment for boiller systems
with annnual fuel costs above ` 30 Lakhs is wortthy & cost
effectivee. Equipment that measures oxygen is moore precise
than carbon dioxide measuring devvices. The othher crucial
m
in ppm
m (parts per miillion).
measureement is CO measured
Informaation from the combustion annalysis equipm
ment is used
to calibrrate the settinggs on the air and fuel supply systems
s
for
the com
mbustion processs. In modern boilers,
b
excesss air should
achieve approximatelyy 10% (2.2% oxygen). Thiss will vary
from booiler/burner to boiler/burner and from appplication to
applicattion.

Using an
a Electronicc Combustioon Analyzer

⎞
⎛
20
0.9
E = Eg × Err × ⎜
⎟
measured
20.9
–
O
⎠
⎝
2
w
where,
E = Emission
E
rate, kg/ KJ of fuel
Cg = Gas
G concentrattion, ppm
Er = Emission
E
rate conversion
c
from
m the table beloow
O2 measured = Oxygen
O
concen
ntration in the flue gas.

•
•
•

C
Calculating
t Carbon Dioxide
the
D
Conccentration
Carbon dioxidde (CO2) form
C
ms when carrbon in the fuel
f
c
combines
with O2 in the com
mbustion air. When
W
there is just
j
e
enough
O2 supplied to react with the carboon in the fuel, the
C 2 concentrattion in the stacck exhaust is att its highest levvel.
CO
T
This
is generallly at or close to the ideal opperating condittion
f the heat gennerating equipm
for
ment.
The maximum possible CO2 exhaust conceentration depends
T
u
ultimately
on the
t carbon con
ntent of the fuuel being burnned.
T
This
number, the CO2 max
ximum, appearrs often in coomb
bustion
calculaations, such as the one below
w for determinning
thhe percent of CO
C 2 in the exhaaust.

•
•

•

Aftter the checkinng the combusttion analyzer calibration,
c
connnect the gas saampling probe to the instrumeent.
Inseert the gas sam
mpling probe innto the flue.
Be sure the gas sampling pum
mp is ON and all temperature probes are
a attached. The
T electronic analyzer
a
is
w ready for usse to tune the system
s
to optimize comnow
busstion efficiencyy and to monitoor any emissionn gases for
whiich the approprriate sensor is installed.
i
Com
mbustion analyysis should be performed onn a warmed
up unit
u at firing raates typical of normal
n
operatiion.
Thee burner controol system to bee put in manuall mode and
testt several firingg rates for com
mbustion efficciency and
emiission gas conccentrations.
Obsserve the valuues on the com
mbustion analyyzer. If the
percentage of O2 in the stack iss at the lower end of the
exppected minimuum values (as specified by equipment
mannufacturer) annd the CO em
missions are low
w with no
smooke being generated, the burrner is probablly tuned at
or near
n optimum efficiency
e
at thhis firing rate.

Table 1: Emissiion Rate Converrsion Table
Er
SO2
Nox
CO

Nat.ga
as
0.00324
42
0.00232
25
0.00140
09

Propane
0.003242
0.002325
0.001409

Oil #1
0.003421
0.002460
0.001498

O #2
Oil
0.003421
0.002460
0.001498

Coaal
0.0033667
0.0022638
0.0011610

Wood
0.0034211
0.0024600
0.0014988

Bagasse
0.003578
0.002236
0.001498

Coke
0.003734
0.002638
0.001610
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•

•
•

•

It is good to
t have a CO reading
r
of lesss than 250 ppm
m in
the flue gaas (although so
ome analysts say
s that a readding
less than 400 ppm is suffficient).
Observe thhe O2 level on
o the combuustion analyzerr at
these settinngs.
Compare the
t measured value of oxyggen at this burrner
setting to the
t minimum value of excesss oxygen recoommended byy the local auth
hority.
When an adjustment
a
has been completeed, verify the new
n
adjustmentt has not had an adverse efffect on the otther
firing ratess that have alreeady been adjussted.

Fuel Master
M
This proovides the fuel flow input to the
t boiler by (i)) Summing
up the feeder
f
speed signals
s
and byy multiplying it
i with the
bed thicckness of the fuel
f
and also its
i bulk densitty index to
form thhe total coal flow signals or by (ii) Gravimetric
G
measureement system which
w
lets us know
k
the actual weight of
the coall/fuel flow intoo the boiler.
Air Master
This deecides the tootal airflow for
f
the boilerr (sum of
Secondaary air, Tertiaryy air or Hot airr, Hopper air, Oil
O airflow
etc.) as a function off the total Fuell flow. For anny required
change in load, firstlly the changee is implemennted in the
w and only afterr getting the feeedback for thee altered in
Airflow
airflow, the change iss applied to the fuel flow. This is very
significaant especially when, we haave to increasse the fuel
flow. Ann Air Master Controller
C
is shhown in Figure 3.

C
Controls
in Thermal
T
Pow
wer Plants
Boiler Master
B
T
This
is basicallly a pressure controller whhich regulates the
T
Throttle
pressuure to a fixed set point and
a
provides the
d
demand
signal to the Fuel Maaster.

r Flow measurem
ment from all the Mills
Air

Combustion
n air
To Oil burners

Sum of Airflo
ow to the Mills (1)
(

+
Hopper airflow

Feed Water
r Temp
Sum of all the Airflow to the
t
Boiler (2)

SP

PV

(Proportiona
al Controller) (3)

Air Mastter

P

Figure.3
Excess air (95% to 105%))

Mu
ultiplier

ad index (Steam
m flow)
Boiler Loa

PV

SP

AIR FLOW MASTER (5)
(Prop + Integ Co
ontroller)

PII

Airflow
Command
to the
Damper
controls
(6)

Fig. 3: Air
A Master Controoller
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Air Flow measurem
ment from all th
he Mills

Ho
opper airflow

Combustion air
b
To Oil burners

Sum of Airflow
w to the Mills

(1)

emp
Feed Water Te
Sum off all the Airflow
w to the Boiler (2)

PV

SP

(Proportion
nal Controller
r)

Aiir Master
Figure. 4

+

(3)

P

M
Modifications
s air 95% to 10
05%
Excess

Mu
ultiplier

Boiler Load In
ndex(Steam flo
ow)
M‐1

(4)

X

O,CO2,O2 Analy
yser
From CO

M‐2

Fu
unction genera
ator+(Prop+Int
teg+Deriv
Co
ontroller)

AIR FLOW
F
MASTER
R

(5)

F(x
x)+PID

(7)
Airflow
Command
to the
Damper
controls(6)

PI

(Prop + Integ Controller)

Fig. 4: Air Master Controller (Modified)

The total air floow is calculateed as the sum of
T
o Secondary air
a ,
H air or Terttiary air, Hopp
Hot
per air by the Summation bloock
( and the Coombustion air of oil burnerrs (if they aree in
(1)
s
service)
by the Summation bllock (2). It is given
g
a correcttion
b the Feed waater temperaturre at the Propoortional Controoller
by
( This valuee is multiplied
(3).
d by a factor between
b
95% and
a
1
105%
(set mannually) in the Multiplier
M
blocck (4) by which it
c decide the amount of exccess air that caan be admittedd to
can
thhe boiler. Thiss is then compaared with the Boiler
B
Load inddex
(live Steam floow) before it goes as the Set point for the
A
Airflow
Masterr–Proportional Integral Contrroller (5).
The output of this
T
t Controllerr goes as the coommand signaal to
thhe Air damperr controls (6) which
w
controls all the Seconddary
a Hot air or Tertiary air an
air,
nd the Hopperr air dampers-and

t the boiler. This
T is the norm
mal circuit.
regulatees the air flow to
The moodification in the Master Controller is inndicated in
Figure 4 by M-1 and M-2.
M
Here,
M-1: Steam
S
flow is
i taken into considerationn. A new
“Functioon generator + PID Controlleer” (7) is introoduced into
the circuuit. The amounnt of excess aiir needed is a function
f
of
Boiler looad and this is built in the Fuunction generattor.
M-2: The output of the
t Flue gas analyser
a
(amouunt of CO,
CO2 & O2 present) gooes to Controlleer (7) and whicch is a PID
Controlller (7) now. The output of Controller
C
(7) goes
g
to Air
Master Controller
C
(5).
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Salient
Points
•

•

•

•
•
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The amounnt of excess aiir needed is a function
f
of Booiler
load (%exxcess air is low
wer @ higher loads and higgher
@lower loads) is taken care of by the Function
F
generaator
F(x)-(M-1))
Variation in
i the flue gass chemistry is given immediiate
attention, as
a it is an inpu
ut going directtly to the Airfl
flow
Master andd Derivative (D
D) is also addded to the norm
mal
Proportionnal Integral (PI)) Controller (7)) for quick actiion.
Its weightage to be deccided during the
t tuning of the
Controller--(M-2)
Combustioon analysers which
w
can meaasure CO, CO2 &
O2 with a single
s
probe arre available in the market. Thhey
are availabble at various temperature
t
raatings from 2000°C
to 1000°C..
Up to 4 proobes can be co
onnected to as single
s
processiing/
computingg unit and this proves
p
to be ecconomical.
Two/four probes
p
kept @ the Economiiser outlet shoould
give more accurate readiing because; thhe exit gases will
w
nd homogeneoous here. A feeedbe thorougghly mixed an

bacck from here directly
d
to Air Master (refer 3.3.2
3
M-2)
willl lessen the tim
me required to get
g close to thee minimum
“exxcess-air flow”.

Conclu
usion
These measures
m
shoulld greatly helpp to reduce the excess air
by arounnd 0.5% to 1.550%. It may taake much timee and many
attemptss to tune the Controllers to get the requiired Boiler
perform
mance. But it is worth it.
Bigger the
t Boiler, greaater will be thee savings.
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Experimental Investigation on a 660 MW
Supercritical Boiler with MOIS Technology
Anuj Tomar*1 and Vinod Kumar1

Abstract: Experimental studies were carried out on a 660 MW supercritical boiler that was ignited by the
technology of mini-oil ignition. The variation of steam temperature and pressure, wall temperature of heat
exchange surfaces and combustion status were monitored. Test results demonstrated that the pulverized coal is able
to be combusted fully and stably in the less-oil ignition combustor, and the wall temperature of the combustor
remains less than 300oC. It was also shown that the wall temperature of heat exchange surfaces is also not
overheated, which expands uniformly, and the rising rate of the steam temperature and pressure satisfies the
requirement of operation design. In addition, compared to the cases using conventional ignition techniques, the
economical benefit by employing the technology of mini-oil ignition is pronounced.
Keywords: Supercritical Boilers, Micro Oil Gun Ignition Technology, Economic Feasibility.

Introduction

O

il-saving ignition technology has been extensively
studied due to the large consumption of oil during
boiler start-up and pulverized coal combustion stabilization
with the conventional coal burning method. In a
conventional pulverized coal combustion boiler, oil which is
delivered by the Oil-Gun (OG) is primarily used to pre-heat
the furnace. When the radiation from the flame and heat
exchange surfaces can give the coal particle sufficient
energy, then coal is fed by primary air and burned with
secondary air, so stable combustion is sustained in the boiler.
Meanwhile, during burning of low-quality coal or at the
reduction of boilers capacity, it is also necessary to introduce
additional thermal energy such as oil into the system to
support stable combustion. Therefore, many of the liquid
fuel are consumed in these above processes.
In order to achieve certain savings of liquid fuel, a great
number of efforts have been made to investigate and develop
the technology of oil-saving ignition, i.e. plasma-aided
ignition technology, high-temperature air ignition
technology, laser-heated ignition technology and inductionheating ignition technology. Note that all the four abovementioned technologies are free from utilization of oil in
assisting the ignition. However, some shortcomings for oilfree technologies, when facing the engineering applications,
are found, such as too high operating costs, frequent
1
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maintenance during operation and lack of system stability.
Recently, a Mini-Oil Ignition Technology (MOIS) has been
proposed, which have the advantages of low operating costs,
high oil-saving rates, maintenance-free and good performance in stability.

Present Scenario
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

India depends on Gulf countries for 70% of its oil needs.
At 23% of total energy supply, Petroleum is India’s
second largest source, half the market share of coal.
Boosted by fallen crude prices, India is expected to
overtake Japan to become the world’s 3rd largest oil
consumer, at about 4.1 million b/d. India is now where
China was a decade ago, and oil consumption is strongly
linked to economic growth.
Stringent environment norms.
Weakening of INR vis-à-vis foreign currencies.
Tariff-based bidding in Indian power sector.
High cost involved for secondary fuel.
Pollution issues and other disadvantages (like fire prone
etc.) of using the oil.

Supercritical Boilers
“Supercritical” is a thermodynamic expression describing the
state of a substance where there is no clear distinction

*anuj.tomar@relianceada.com
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between the liquid and the gaseous phase (i.e. they are a
homogenous fluid). Water reaches this state at a pressure
above 225 Kg/cm2. The comparative statement between
supercritical and sub critical boilers are shown in Figure 1.
The critical pressure and temperature for water are
• Pressure = 225.56 Kg/cm2
• Temperature = 374.15°C

Ignition technology is the application of Enhanced Oil Firing
Technology which uses small quantity of fuel oil, high
compressed air for atomization and gasification of oil
releasing sufficient high heat flame (1600~1800 deg C). The
pulverized coal passes through specially designed coal
burner, the high heat oil flame and absorbs the heat (staged
Combustion), releases volatile matter and quickly burns. The
wall temperature of the oil combustor will increased rapidly
and due to its heat absorbing and storing property of the
material, rapid gasification of oil takes place and accelerates
oil firing and produce high temperature oil flame.

Fig. 2: Schematic Diagram of the LOB

Fig. 1: Sub-Critical and Super Critical Boiler Comparison

Micro Oil Ignition Technology
Mini oil ignition system is the perfect combination of micro
oil ignition and combustion technology at very low load
operation, it can greatly reduce the combustion support oil in
a thermal power plant, it also reduce the cost of power
generation. MOIS have the advantages of low operating
costs, high oil-saving rates, maintenance-free and good
performance in stability. Schematic diagram of firing system
is shown in Figure 2.
Mini oil ignition system is set up pulverized coal
concentrating device in a specially designed micro oil
burner. The system uses ring concentration technology to
increase the coal concentration of pulverized coal, and form
dense or dilute coal. With pulverized coal air flow
conveying, dense coal is heated in the first combustion
chamber by micro oil gun (because it use trace amounts of
fuel combustion to produce a high temp flame). The
pulverized coal breaks out volatile matter and quickly flame.
The burning coal mix and ignite dense phase pulverized coal
in the secondary combustion chamber. In this way the micro
oil ignition system works to burn all coal. The Mini-oil
194

Fig. 3: Oil Burner Internal View

When the ignition state is normal, the micro oil burners can
be used as the main original burner. With film cooling
technology, micro oil ignition system could prevent primary
air pipe and burner (Figure 3) to burn out.
Micro oil gun is installed at each corner coal layer of Mill-A.
When PA temp reaches around 100–150 deg C mill can be
taken in service.

SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development

Fig. 4: MOIS Graphics

At present said technology is implemented by APL in India.
Normal Oil gun capacity is 2-4 KL /hrs where micro oil gun
capacity is only 0.3 KL to 0.4 KL/hrs.

Fig. 5: MOIS Flame

This technology can be used with following options:
1. Micro oil gun with normal oil guns:
2. We can use the micro oil gun in
Coal burners at one elevation or we may go for two coal
elevations.
DE
C
BC
B
AB
A

Normal Oil guns
Normal coal burners
Normal Oil guns
Normal coal burners
Normal oil guns
Micro oil gun burner

Fig. 6: Boiler Wind Box and Elevations
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Mini Oil Ignition System Components
MOIS (Figures 4 and 5)) is made up of oil burning chamber,
pulverized coal concentration device, first level coal
combustion chamber and second level coal combustion
chamber.
• Replacement of existing coal burner to newly designed
coal burner. (at selected location)
• Replacement of existing coal burner elbow with newly
designed elbow with arrangement to install the Mini Oil
Gun.
• Combustion Support air from cold PA header for mini
oil guns.
• Flame fan for cooling of flame cameras installed inside
wind box. (Figure 6)
• PA Heating Guns (3 Nos) installed in Hot PA Header.
• Booster fans for combustion support air from cold PA
header for PA heating guns.
• Service Air for LDO Atomization.
• LDO supply and return line.
• Instruments and control supply.
• Cables, cabinet and DCS.
• Software (Logics and alarms).

micro oil gun—Start first mill—Start coal feeder—Ensure
combustion inside furnace—Start second mill—Start third
mill—Minimum stable load without oil support—Stop Micro
oil gun—Start other mills—Full Load
• Open the SADC of the Mill-A coal burner to ensure
coal burner cooling and control the temperature < 500°C
• Start PA Heating system by starting the PA duct mini oil
guns one by one.
• Mill-A outlet temperature @ 60 to 70°C start Mill-A,
start coal feeder—A and observe the coal flame
appearance from the flame camera. (Coal flame should
be established within 180 sec).
• Control the PA inlet temperature to Mill-A with coal air
damper and number of guns in service.
• Estimation of initial coal feed rate:
2500 × 10500 × 4 = 25 tph
4200 × 1000

The actual flame inside the boiler is shown in Figure 9 and a
MOIS local panel is shown in Figure 10.

The burner nozzle is shown in Figure 7 and coal pipe bend
with mini oil gun pipe in Figure 8.

Fig. 9: Actual Flame Photo (inside boiler)

Fig. 7: Burner Nozzle

Fig. 8: Coal Pipe Bend with Mini Oil Gun Pipe

Typical Startup Procedure
Here take a 660 MW unit as an example:
Prepare for unit startup—Start PA fan—Warm the mill air
by using Micro oil gun/steam heater in PA duct—Start boiler
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Fig. 10: MOIS Local Panel
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Economic Benefits
Installing Micro oil gun ignition system, the following
saving can be achieved based on APL experience:

No

Description

With Normal
Oil Gun
Ignition

After Micro Oil
Gun System
Implementation

1.

Unit cold startup

120 Kl

25–30 Kl

2.

Warm startup

85 KL

18–21 Kl

3.

Hot start up

65 KL

15–16 Kl

*As per above table we can save approx 95 KL HSD in Cold
start up, 67 KL in warm start up and 50–60 KL in Hot start
up:

•
•

Venders
•
•
•

•
•
•

Cost of 67 KL HSD @ ` 56000/Kl = 67 × 56000
= ` 3752000/-

•

Cost of installation of MOIS is approx- ` 4 crore in one unit,
So we can pay back of installation cost of micro oil gun
system after 8 cold start up or 10–11 warm start up or 14–15
hot start up’s.
Estimated Value for installation of Micro oil gun system in
three Units.

Application Feasibility
•

The Yantai Longyuan Power Technology Co. CHINA.
SEC China.
XCC China.

Conclusion

Cost of 95 KL HSD @ ` 56000/Kl = 95 × 56000
= ` 5320000/-

Cost of 50 KL HSD @ ` 56000/Kl = 50 × 56000
= ` 2800000.

Case Study Implemented at 2 locations in India.
Our Oil gun capacity is 2 KL /hrs. where micro oil gun
capacity is only 0.3 KL to 0.4 KL/hrs.

Minimum 5–6 month required for manufacturing,
supply, shipment process and erection at site.
Present cost of installation of MOIS is approx - Rs. 4 Cr
in one unit.
In present scenario, MOIS installation can be done in
any unit during overhaul.
MOIS is already implemented at various large size
boilers in China and other foreign countries. It has a
good future in Indian power industry.

References
[1] Experimental investigation on a 600 MWe supercritical
boiler with the technology of less-oil ignition by Mr. Sun,
Chi, Zhu and Wang.
[2] Nie, X., Zhou, Z.J., Lu, M., et al. “Experimental study on
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Implementation and application need shutdown of unit
and modification and replacement in coal pipe and
bends.
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Design and Kinematic Simulations of 3-PRS
Spatial Parallel Mechanism
R. Sai Kiran Kumar*1 and J. Srinivas1

Abstract: The present work focuses on kinematics studies and design of a 3-PRS parallel mechanism and its
control. Towards the development of a hybrid milling machine with 5-axis where the spindle is fixed to a portal
frame, while the work piece is manipulated by x–y platform, a 3–PRS mechanism is designed. Forward and inverse
kinematics and dynamics are studied and workspace, Jacobian analysis are conducted to know the workable
operating region of the mechanism. In this mechanism each prismatic joint is driven by a separate stepper motor as
per the requirements for the trajectory tracking. The virtual simulations are carried out in multibody simulations
tool ADAMS and the control programs are developed in MATLAB/Simulink. For achieving greater precision, the
revolute joints are replaced by compliant links with narrow sections and the force control requirements at the
moving platform are achieved by a suitable control means.
Keywords: Parallel Manipulator, Constrained Motion, Kinematic Characteristics, Trajectory Tracking.

Introduction

Literature Review

P

The 3-PRS parallel manipulator has different methods on
arrangement of actuators with adjustable angle layout. The
variation of kinematics in terms of workspace and dexterity
with different actuator arrangements along with forward,
inverse and velocity kinematics problems are often problems
of interest here [1]. Parasitic motion occurring in the
constrained DOF of a 3-PRS parallel mechanism is key
issues affecting its applications. The 3-PRS is classified into
seven subcategories based on geometrical arrangements of
limbs. Then parasitic motion of each subcategory is
discussed in detail in [2]. Under the assumption of small
displacements, the solid body kinematics of the 3-PRS has
been studied. Analysis of forward and inverse kinematics
and calculating the rotations that the revolute and spherical
flexure joints must perform were discussed. After defining
some design requirements, the necessary displacements to
fulfill, a design process based on calculations has been
established in [3]. The change in the reachable workspace of
a 3-PRS parallel manipulator with variable actuator layout
angle was studied. Workspace of a parallel manipulator is
the important aspect to reflect its working capacity and it is
necessary to analyze the shape and volume of the workspace
for enhancing the applications of parallel manipulator [4].

arallel mechanisms are studied widely over the past one
decade due to their several advantages such as high
speed and large payload capacity. In their architecture, the
moving platform is actuated by a set of legs connected to the
base platform.
Parallel mechanisms have become popular in several
mechatronics and automation applications due to their high
stiffness, large payload ability and good precision. Parallel
mechanisms have two platforms connected by expandable
legs. Metrological, medical and communication fields
require new mechanisms capable of achieving ultra-precision
accuracy.
Mechatronics applications in such parallel mechanisms could
lead to more realistic products such as welding and
machining platforms. Several parallel mechanisms have been
studied extensively by numerous scientists. The basic
parallel mechanism is a 6 DOF Stewart and Gough platform.
Due to its complexity in kinematics and dynamics solutions
various configurations have been proposed in literature.
There are other types of parallel mechanisms having only 3
DOF and can be used effectively in several applications. One
of the famous 3 DOF mechanism is 3-PRS which has been
studied for a long time since the year 2000. The axissymmetric arrangement of 3-PRS causes a kind of precision
solutions during its operation.
1
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making tool that has been applied to solve different
manufacturing problems. The AHP has functioned to
calculate the weight criteria to find work volume of parallel
manipulator [5]. Commonly used stiffness performance
indices, the minimum and maximum Eigen values of the
stiffness matrix are used to evaluate the stiffness of the 3PRS mechanism in [6]. The 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
parallel mechanism with combined mobility is an important
category of the lower-mobility parallel mechanism. In 3PRS, P denotes prismatic pair, R as revolute and S as
spherical joint. It has one translational and two rotational
DOFs as described in [7]. The direct kinematics solution for
a novel 3-PRS parallel mechanism using a geometric method
based on three coupled trigonometric equations was
proposed. Using Bezout’s elimination method, solution to
direct kinematics problem was obtained as shown in Ref [8].
The mobility analysis of the 3-PRS parallel manipulator can
be implemented successfully by adopting a recent theory of
DOF for complex spatial mechanisms [9]. In general, from
the kinematic analysis, the workspace orientation of the 3PRS parallel manipulator is analyzed and the 3D view of the
workspace is drawn from inverse solution. The design and
the practical applications of the parallel manipulator was
studied by Chena et al.[10]. Optimizing the geometrical
parameters for specific workspace is another important area
of research. Zhang and Fang [11] carried-out the constrained
optimization analysis of 3-PRS manipulator to find the
geometrical parameter of manipulator. Abbasnejad et al.[12]
presented forward kinematic problem of the 3-PRS parallel
manipulator using Homotopy Continuation Method (HCM).
Shi et al. [13] employed 3-PRS parallel mechanism as a
welding tool head to form a five axis welding machine tool
to perform friction stir welding. For orientation capability,
the kinematic features have to be analyzed. Here also, they
obtained a set of optimized geometrical parameters to
develop a prototype machine for friction stir welding.

Kinematics of Manipulator
Figure 1 shows the 3-PRS mechanism with 3 prismatic
actuators moving in the horizontal base plane. The base
platform is described by equilateral triangle A1A2A3 with
circumcircle of radius equal to a and mobile platform is
another equilateral triangle B1B2B3 of circum circle radius of
b. Both the platforms are connected by revolute (R)-spherical
(S) legs.

Fig. 1: Structure of 3-PRS Mechanism
(a = OA1 = OA2 = OA3 and b = PB1 = PB2 = PB3)

Kinematic Equations
The position of the moving platform center is described by 3
translations px, py, pz and 3 rotations,  and  respectively
about X, Y and Z axis of fixed mobile frame. From geometry
therefore,
On the other hand the initial positions of the prismatic
actuators are described by OA1, OA2 and OA3 which can be
expressed in terms of the base platform of size a. likewise,
the position of the points B1, B2 and B3 with respective
mobile platform P are expressed as PB1, PB2 and PB3 which
can be written in terms of mobile platform of side b. finally
the position of the points B with respective of fixed platform
center O is given by,
… (2)

OBi = OP + [R]PBi, i = 1, 2, 3

Here, [R] is rotation matrix transforming the vector from
moving frame to fixed frame and is expressed in terms of
platform rotations ,  and . The resulting expressions for
the position vectors OB1, OB2 and OB3 are given as follows,
… (3)

OB1 = {px + uxb, py + uyb, pz + uzb}
𝑢𝑥𝑏

OB2 = {px–
√3𝑣𝑧𝑏

The revolute joints in each leg are mounted on prismatic
actuators. The input motion is given by the translations (si) of
the prismatic actuators, while the output of the mechanism is
given as translation and rotations of the mobile platform
center. There are certain constrains which lead to the
mobility of the mechanism equal to 3 instead of 6. Thus, the
linkage is fully actuated special mechanism.

… (1)

OP = {px py pz}T

2

2

+

√3𝑣𝑥𝑏
2

𝑢𝑦𝑏

, py–

2

+

√3𝑣𝑦𝑏
2

, pz–

𝑢𝑧𝑏
2

+
… (4)

}
𝑢𝑥𝑏

OB3 = {px–

2

−

√3𝑣𝑥𝑏
2

𝑢𝑦𝑏

, py–

2

−

√3𝑣𝑦𝑏
2

, pz–

𝑢𝑧𝑏
2

−

√3𝑣𝑧𝑏

}
… (5)

2

As the leg length CiBi is constant (= l), and the revolute
joints set the spherical joints to move in a fixed plane, the
following constrains are imposed on the mechanism.
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OB1 y = 0;

… (6)

OB2 y = –√3 OB2x;

… (7)

OB3 y = √3 OB3x;

… (8)

Substitute in OBi expressions following conditions are
obtained,
py = –bcossin;

… (9)

𝑏

px = 2 (coscos–coscos + sinsinsin)
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛

 = atan(𝑐𝑜𝑠+𝑐𝑜𝑠);

… (10)
… (11)

Inverse kinematics of 3-PRS linkage obtains the actuated
joint variables s1, s2 and s3 from a given position and
orientation of the mobile platform center P. From Fig.1, it is
possible to write,
… (12)

AiBi = si(OAi) + L(CiBi)

Where CiBi refers to the unit vector along each of the 3 legs.
Rearranging and squaring the components a quadratic
equation is obtained, whose roots are given by,
si = AiBi.(OAi)√(𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑖. 𝑂𝐴𝑖)2 − 𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑖. 𝐴𝑖𝐵𝑖 + 𝐿2 … (13)

The following equations can be derived as forward
kinematics,
[qi–qi + 1]T[qi–qi + 1]–3b2 = 0, i = 1,2,3.

… (21)

Workspace
The reachable workspace of the manipulator is the space
generated by the point P with at least one orientation. For a
given pose of the point P if smin  si  smax, then the pose
belongs to reachable workspace. In order to analyze the
workspace with respect to independent motions the parasitic
motions Px, Py and  are important. In the present work the
platform orientation is first computed using given p x py and
pz by constraint equations. Then the coordinates of point B1,
B2 and B3 are obtained. Further the unit vectors AiBi are
estimated with the knowledge of leg angles 1, 2 and 3.
Finally inverse kinematic equations with negative root are
selected find s1, s2 and s3. The process is repeated for a
combination of px, py and pz. The set of px, py and pz
satisfying smin  si  smax are stored as array of workspace
points. This procedure is slightly different from that of a
standard 6 DOF manipulator.

The first unit vector OAi is expressed as follows,
OA1 = {–cos 0 –sin}T
1

OA2 = {2 𝑐os –
1

OA3 = {2 𝑐os

√3

√3
2

2

… (14)

The vector loop for the ith link can be written as,
cos –sin}

T

… (15)

cos –sin}

T

q1 = [a–s1cos–Lcos1 0 –s1sin–Lsin1]T

… (16)

… (17)

q2 = [–(a–s2cos–Lcos2)/2 √3(a–s2cos–Lcos2)/2
–s2sin–Lsin2]T
… (18)
q3 = [–(a–s3cos–Lcos3)/2 –√3(a–s3cos–Lcos3)/2
–s3sin–Lsin3]T
… (19)

Forward Kinematics
The forward position kinematics obtains position and
orientation of the moving platform by a given set of actuated
inputs. So, the input for forward kinematics is the vector of 3
actuated joint variables S1, S2 and S3 and the output is the
vector of Cartesian variables which describe position and
orientation of moving platform.
Considering the geometric distance between two S joints Bi
and Bj is equal to a constant, it can be written as,
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  = √3b,(ij)
𝐵𝑖𝐵𝑗

𝑂𝐴𝑖

OP + OBi = OAi + si𝑂𝐴𝑖 + LIi

The vectors q1, q2, and q3 are represented along A1B1, A2B2
and A3B3 as,
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… (20)

… (22)

where Ii is the unit vector along CiBi, si represents the linear
𝑂𝐴𝑖
displacement of the ith actuator, and 𝑂𝐴𝑖 is the
corresponding unit vector along OAi, i = 1, 2, 3.
On differentiating both sides with respect to time,
vp + p × OBi = vi

𝑂𝐴𝑖

𝑂𝐴𝑖

+ Li × Ii

… (23)

where “×” represents the cross product between vectors, vp
and p denotes the three-dimensional linear and angular
velocity of the moving platform respectively, vi is the
velocity of the ith linear actuator, and i represents the threedimensional angular velocity of link CiBi.
Let 𝑋̇ = {vp p}T and 𝑑̇ = {𝑠1̇ 𝑠2̇ 𝑠3̇}T be the vectors of the
moving platform velocities and the actuated joint rates,
respectively. Matrix form can be represent as,
Jx𝑋̇ = Jq𝑑̇
𝐼1𝑇
Where Jx = [𝐼2𝑇
𝐼3𝑇

… (24)
(𝑂𝐵1 × 𝐼1 ) 𝑇
(𝑂𝐵2 × 𝐼2 ) 𝑇 ]
(𝑂𝐵3 × 𝐼3 ) 𝑇

… (25)
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𝐼1 .

𝑂𝐴1

0

Jq =
[

0

𝑂𝐴1 

𝐼2 .

0

𝑂𝐴2

0

𝑂𝐴2 

0

0

𝐼3 .

… (26)

𝑂𝐴3

𝑂𝐴3 ]

Therefore,
𝑑̇ = Jq–1.Jx𝑋̇ = [J] 𝑋̇

… (27)

So, this represents a inverse velocity solution of the
manipulator. The 𝑋̇ has 6 elements of which only 3 are
independent and hence a constrained Jacobian matrix has to
𝑝̇𝑧
̇
be formulated so that 𝑑 = [J]( ̇ ).
𝜃̇

Results and Discussions

Fig. 3: 2D Workspace at  = 00

In order to illustrate the kinematic characteristics following
dimensions of the linkage are considered:
Base platform radius a = 400mm, mobile platform radius b =
200 mm, leg lengths L = 550 mm, included angle  = 30
degrees. Also the mobile platform independent variables pz
 [400, 700] mm,   [–90, 90] degrees, θ  [–90, 90]
degrees are considered. The inverse kinematic analysis is
conducted to find actuator variables s1, s2 and s3. The 3
dimensional workspace of the proposed 3-PRS parallel
manipulator is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 4: 2D Workspace at  = 300

Fig. 2: 3D Workspace

The 2 dimensional workspace of the 3-PRS parallel
manipulator is shown in the Figures 3–8 on changing the
included angle  from 0 to 105°.

Fig. 5: 2D Workspace at  = 45°
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The center of this work region moves towards right as the
included angle  increases. The proposed model is drawn in
solid works as 3D assembly model and is shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 6: 2D Workspace at  = 60°
Fig. 9: Solid Model

Conclusion
The inverse kinematic equations were solved in MATLAB.
The optimized set of solutions is used to draw the workspace
of the 3-PRS parallel manipulator. On using the geometrical
parameters a solid model is drawn in solidworks. As a next
step analysis of the solid model as to be carried out in
ADAMS software. The work is under progress.
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Relation between SIF and Crack Geometry
Prerna Rai1 and Shalendra Kumar2

Abstract: Engineering materials inherently contain flaws or discontinuities of various categories (geometries) at
different locations which, depending upon the loading pattern or fatigue cycles, may lead to failure of the
component due to formation and propagation of cracks. The driving force for a crack to expand is not the strain or
stress but the Stress Intensity Factor (SIF), universally represented as K. The stress intensity factor embodies both
the stress and the crack size and uniquely describes the crack tip stress field independent of global geometry. This
study deals with parametric study on Stress Intensity Factor, which are functions of crack geometry and stress. SIF
gives the stress field at the tip of the flaw/crack independent of the global geometry. It is computed using
Displacement Co-relation Technique. 2-D and 3-D models for different conditions have been created and have been
analyzed using the program ANSYS. The SIF was computed for different crack front angle and results thus found in
the process has been plotted to predict relation between various parameters like crack location, cylinder’s radius to
thickness ratio(R/t), crack minor axis to cylinderthickness ratio(a/t) and the crack geometry ratio (a/c). The study
carried out in this investigation lead to significant knowledge, which has resulted in establishing relations between
SIF and various parameters of crack geometry.
Keywords: Fracture Mechanics, Stress Intensity Factor, Crack Modeling, ANSYS.

Introduction

T

he driving force for a crack to expand is not the strain or
stress but the stress intensity factor, universally known
as K. This is not as the stress concentration factor, Kt or as
the strain hardening exponents k or k'. The stress intensity
factor embodies both the stress and the crack size and
uniquely describes the crack tip stress field independent of
global geometry.
The SIF is a measure of the strength of the stress singularity
at a crack tip, and is useful from a mechanics perspective as
it characterizes the displacement, stress and strain in and
around the crack tip. Additionally, the stress intensity
concept is important in terms of crack extension as critical
values of the SIF govern crack initiation.
It is important that the stress-intensity factor is not dependent
on the coordinates, r and θ, hence they control the intensity
of the stress fields but not the distribution for each mode. It
has been observed that the stress-intensity factors must
contain the magnitude of loading forces linearly for linearelastic bodies and must also depend upon the configuration
of the body including the crack size [1]. Consequently,
stress-intensity factors may be physically interpreted as
parameters which reflect the re-distribution of stress in a
body due to the introduction of a crack, and in particular they
indicate the type (mode) and magnitude of force
1,2
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transmission through the crack tip region. The relationship
between K, applied stress (σ) and crack size (a) is:
𝐾𝐼 = σ √π𝑎β

… (1)

The compliance function, β describes the geometry of the
structure, component or specimen in which the crack exists.
It takes a very complex mathematical description in some
cases [2–3].
The parameter (K) gives the possibility to analyze the
possible crack growth or the possible catastrophic failure if a
given load is applied to the structure. The stress intensity
factor can be computed using stress and strain analysis or
parameters that measure the energy released by crack growth
[4–5]. The estimation of stress intensity factors can be done
either by analytical or numerical techniques. Normally, the
analytical ones are more complex to compute; however they
have some advantages, because an analytical solution can be
applied for a range of crack lengths. The numerical
techniques require the computation of stress or strain field
for each crack length and therefore for each value of SIF.

FEM Using ANSYS
For complex structures, it is difficult to perform an analysis
taking into account all boundary effects near the crack tip, so
the numerical calculation of SIF has some advantages for
these structures [6]. The evolution of computers (hardware
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and software) permits the use of more complex numerical
techniques and to obtain solutions with smaller computation
time. Hence, the numerical techniques for estimating stress
intensity factors are nowadays more popular than the
analytical techniques. If a relation between some of its
factors can be established or implied, then the complex
solutions can be avoided in most of the situations.
The finite element method has been used extensively in
solving problems involving homogeneous materials. The
finite element method has been largely used to analyze
various mechanical problems. It has been widely employed
for the solution of problems in linear elastic fracture
problems. Modeling and simulation of the different geometry
with the help of commercially available structural analysis
software ANSYS was done for SIF calculation.
Stresses and displacements at the vicinity of the crack tip
reveals that the cracked structure possess a singular stress
field i.e. the stress gradient at the vicinity of crack tip is
extremely high. Thus to accurately simulate the stress
singularity a very fine mesh is required in the region near to
the crack tip.
The finite element program for three-dimensional problems
has been used to perform the computations [7]. The
recommended element type for the three-dimensional model
is SOLID 95. The first row of elements around the crack
front should be singular elements.

Modeling of Crack in ANSYS
Top down modeling and bottom up both methods is used to
create a 3D cracked structure. MESH200 and SOLID95 are
used as element types for meshing. A semi-circular area is
created at a key point perpendicular to the plane on which
keypoints are created. This area is created to form the tubular
volume around crack front. Area created at the first key point
is dragged along the lines to form a tubular volume around
crack front. Model has two symmetry planes. Planes
along longitudinal and circumferential directions are
symmetry planes as shown in Figure 1.

Cylinder is generated including the crack. Cylinder is
divided into sub volumes. This volume is meshed by
different element sizes. The smallest volume around crack
is the finest mesh. The volume around this small volume is
less fine. Finally, rest of the cylinder has coarse mesh.
Meshed area is swept along the crack front to form a tubular
volume. For different a/c, a/t and R/t values, geometry of the
crack and cylinder change. In some cases volumes need
special effort for meshing. Different element sizes are needed
with these cases.
Internal pressure is applied to the inner, outer and embedded
axial cracks. Internal pressure is applied as 10 MPa in all
cases. Edges of the cylinder are stress free. While axial
tension loading is applied to the inner, outer and embedded
circumferential cracks. Axial stress applied is 10 MPa in all
circumferential cases. Crack is located in the symmetry plane.
Then stress intensity factors are calculated by using
displacement correlation technique.
3

𝐾𝐼 =

3

𝑅3 2𝑢𝑏2 −𝑅2 2𝑢𝑏3
√2𝜋×𝐸
.
[
]
2
4(1−𝑣 ) √𝑅2 √𝑅3 .(𝑅3 −𝑅2 )

… (2)

Cylinders
Crack front angle (φ) at 0 is the deepest point and angle 90 is
the surface point. Inner pressure of 10MPa is applied to the
structure. Results are obtained for cylindrical structures
having different R/t, a/t & a/c values. R is 50 mm for all
cases but a, c and t changes. Results are obtained for the
following values;

Fig. 2: Crack Front Angle (φ) Depiction

Fig. 1: Symmetry Areas around the Crack and Cylinder

The models under consideration are: (1) finite axial internal
surface cracked cylinder (2) finite axial external surface
cracked cylinder (3) finite axial embedded cracked cylinder
(4) Inner circumferential cracked cylinder (5) Outer circumferential cracked cylinder (6) embedded circumferential
cracked cylinder. The crack front angle is depicted in Figure
2 and the circumferential cracks are depicted in Figure 3.
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Table 1: SIF Data for Circumferential Embedded Elliptical Crack in a Cylinder
R/t

a/t

a/c

a

φ=0

φ =22.5

φ = 45

φ = 67.5

5

0.2

0.2

2

1.01

0.96

0.84

0.64

5

0.2

0.4

2

0.91

0.87

0.78

0.65

5

0.2

0.8

2

0.72

0.71

0.68

5

0.3

0.4

3

0.97

0.92

0.82

φ = 90

φ = 112.5

φ = 135

φ = 157.5

φ = 180

0.44

0.64

0.84

0.97

1.02

0.56

0.65

0.78

0.87

0.91

0.65

0.64

0.65

0.68

0.71

0.72

0.68

0.59

0.68

0.83

0.94

0.99

5

0.4

0.2

4

1.39

1.23

1.06

0.83

0.59

0.93

1.11

1.35

1.56

10

0.2

0.2

1

1.01

0.96

0.84

0.64

0.44

0.64

0.84

0.96

1.02

10

0.3

0.2

1.5

1.12

1.05

0.89

0.67

0.46

0.67

0.91

1.07

1.14

20

0.2

0.2

0.5

1.01

0.96

0.84

0.64

0.44

0.64

0.84

0.96

1.02

20

0.3

0.2

0.8

1.12

1.05

0.89

0.66

0.45

0.67

0.9

1.06

1.13

R/t = 5, 10 and 20
a/t = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6
a/c = 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8

In finite axial external crack, SIF is maximum at the crack
tip (crack front angle 0) and increase in a/c ratio decreases
the SIF value i.e. SIF is inversely proportional to a/c value.

Fig. 3: Circumferential Cracks

Plates
Pressure of 20 MPa is applied for 3 plate cases of uniform
thickness 10 mm. Results are obtained at crack tip for
following values of a/t and a/c ratio in semi elliptical surface
crack.
a/t = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8
a/c = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 1
Since in infinite crack, the crack runs throughout the breadth
of plate only variation in a/t is possible. Following value of
a/t are considered: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9.
For embedded crack following value of a/t, a/c and e are
considered:
a/t = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3
a/c = 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25
e = 0, 1.5 and 3.

Results and Discussion
The data generated as stated were tabulated and interpreted
on the underlying principle of solid mechanics.
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The value and variation (range for diff a/c) in SIF increases
with increase in a/t ratio. Also, as R/t ratio increases the
value of SIF increases proportionately. The value of SIF
under same condition of load and geometry is slightly greater
for internal surface crack as compared to External surface
crack but this difference does not exist when value of R/t
increases. Other findings are same as that in Internal Surface
crack.
In finite axial embedded crack the variation in SIF along the
crack decreses with increase in a/c ratio and there exists a
symmetry along the crack such that though magnitude varies
with parameters but distribution of SIF remains constant.
The SIF values for finite axial internal surface crack and
external surface crack in a cylinder are shown in Table 2 and
Table 3 respectively.
The value of SIF for circumferential cracks is far less than
SIF for axial cracks (Figure 4). Also the variation in SIF at
different crack front angles is small as compared to axial
cracks. The variation between SIF and Crack angle reveals
that there is negligible difference in SIF for inner and outer
circumferential cracks. The predominant effect which is
shown by R/t in axial cracks does not exist in circumferential
cracks. The values obtained for circumferential embedded
elliptical crack shows that as a/c increases, the variation in
SIF decreases. Comparing the data from circumferential
embedded crack complements our earlier conclusion that
variation in R/t has less effect in circumferential cracks. The
value of SIF in embedded for axial cracks is less as
compared to other cracks but the same relation does not hold
good for circumferential cracks.
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Table 2: SIF Values for Finite Axial Internal Surface Crack in a Cylinder
R/t

a/t

a/c

a

φ=0

φ = 11.25

φ =22.5

5

0.2

0.2

2

6.41

6.3

6.25

5.99

5.59

5.07

4.41

3.67

3.44

5

0.2

0.4

2

5.58

5.5

5.49

5.3

5.03

4.7

4.35

4.1

4.11

5

0.2

0.8

2

4.34

4.3

4.35

4.31

4.27

4.24

4.25

4.36

4.31

5

0.4

0.2

4

7.25

7.16

7.11

6.79

6.32

5.73

5.02

4.24

3.96

7.53

8.78

φ = 33.75

8.59

8.26

φ = 45

φ = 56.25

φ =67.5

φ = 78.75

φ =90

5

0.6

0.2

6

8.82

6.77

5.95

5.12

4.95

10

0.2

0.2

1

11.92

11.8

11.7

11.16

10.4

9.4

8.15

6.76

6.21

10

0.4

0.2

2

13.89

13.61

13.46

12.8

11.9

10.75

9.36

7.79

7.38

20

0.2

0.2

0.5

22.9

22.71

22.46

21.41

19.89

17.92

15.48

12.88

11.72

20

0.4

0.2

1

26.87

26.59

26.28

24.96

23.14

20.83

18.06

15.04

13.94

φ = 78.75

φ =90

Table 3: SIF Values for Finite Axial External Surface Crack in a Cylinder
R/t

a/t

a/c

a

φ=0

5

0.2

0.2

2

4.76

φ = 11.25
4.67

φ =22.5
4.61

φ = 33.75
4.37

φ = 45
4.03

φ = 56.25
3.61

φ =67.5
3.09

2.53

2.35

5

0.2

0.4

2

4.12

4.06

4.03

3.87

3.64

3.37

3.09

2.88

2.86

5

0.2

0.8

2

3.16

3.13

3.15

3.11

3.07

3.03

3.02

3.00

3.03

5

0.4

0.4

4

4.78

4.69

4.65

4.46

4.19

3.88

3.56

3.34

3.21

5

0.6

0.2

6

8.18

8.05

7.82

7.19

6.38

5.52

4.59

3.72

3.38

10

0.2

0.2

1

10.32

10.20

10.08

9.58

8.87

7.96

6.84

5.63

5.15

10

0.4

0.2

2

12.88

12.69

12.39

11.64

10.66

9.49

8.09

6.65

6.21

20

0.2

0.2

0.5

21.36

21.17

20.86

19.82

18.29

16.18

12.83

10.55

7.96

20

0.4

0.2

1

26.25

25.90

25.51

24.07

22.14

19.76

16.98

14.02

12.93

there is in general, an increase in SIF value with increase in
a/t ratio except for circular crack. The value of SIF increases
tremendously once a threshold value or certain thickness in
plate is covered by the crack. The value of SIF for embedded
cracks is low compared to others cracks in plates with same
value of pressure applied to it. The eccentricity of crack has
little effect on value of SIF. Further, the circular cracks show
a deviation in SIF patterns as shown by elliptical cracks
(Figure 5).

Fig. 4: Variation of SIF for Crack Geometry
of Finite Axial Embedded Crack in Cylinder

In plates, SIF is maximum at certain value of a/c i.e. for a
definite elliptical crack the value of SIF has found as
maximum. Also, when plotted against a/t ratio shows that,

Fig. 5: Variation of SIF with a/c at Diff a/t Ratio
in Semi Elliptical Surface Crack of a Plate
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Conclusion
The SIF value that was obtained for different geometry at
various points of the crack emerges with some conclusive
findings which are listed as:
 Stress intensity factor increases linearly as load
increases at constant length/width ratio.
 Stress intensity factor is independent of Length/width
ratio.
 Stress intensity factor decreases with increase in angle φ
as well as a/c ratio.
 SIF increases with increase in R/t ratio.
 The difference in KI for varying a/c increases with
increase in R/t except for circumferential cracks in
cylinder.
 Difference in KI for varying a/c increases with increase
in a/t ratio.
 Embedded crack has lower SIF value than that of
surface cracks except for circumferential cracks in
cylinder where there is hardly any change.
 Value of SIF for circumferential cracks is less than that
of axial cracks in cylinder.
 Distribution pattern of SIF is same in embedded cracks
though the parameters effecting its value changes.
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Design and Fabrication of Industrial Robot
for the Automotive Industry
E. Bhaskaran1

Abstract: The Industrial Robot named “MECHRO” designed to pick and place objects of maximum one kg and
used in the Automotive and Electronics Industry. Its main function is to pick the objects, lift it, move to a distance,
orient it and then place the objects. This robot is provided with four degrees of freedom out of which one is the
linear movement of the gripper and remaining three are rotary motions. The type of configuration used is the
“SCARA CONFIGURATION” which is a combination of cylindrical configuration and revolute configuration
operating in horizontal plane. The drive system incorporated is “The electrical drive system”. This is accomplished
by making use of stepper motors one for each axis. The distinct parts of “Mechro” are the upper arm, lower arm,
the gripper and base. The arms are made of Aluminum and its houses the drive system consisting of motors,
sprockets, chains and gears. The gripper is also made of Aluminum. Mild steel screw shaft at the end of the lower
arm provides the linear movement of the gripper. The Base of ‘Robot’ is made of a heavy material whose main
function is to support whole unit in stable condition during operation. Stepper motors have been chosen to avoid
feedback, reduce cost, and make the control system less complicated. The stepper motors were controlled through a
computer. This facilities the programmer to write the control programme in any convenient language. On
completion of Fabrication the experimental robot was assembled and tested for working. The motors were run and
tested for the specified speed. The Gripper assembly was tested and the following results were inferred. The Gripper
opening and closing was found to be 0–35 mm. The roll of the Gripper was 360°. For every revolution of the gripper
the M-12 screw advanced by 1.7 mm (pitch) giving the vertical linear movement of the gripper. Next the rotations at
the axes were examined and the rotation of the elbow axis was found to be equal to 255° and at the shoulder axis
360° rotation was obtained. The gripper was found to grip a load of 1 kg. The robot is command to move 20 inches
and the actual move is measured and found to be 19.99 inches. The error is ± 0.01 inch and can be represented as
an accuracy error of 0.05% less than the commanded distance.
Keywords: Automotive Industrial Robot; SCARA Configuration; Four Degree of Freedom.

Introduction

SCARA Coordinated Robots

R

The term SCARA robot (Selective Compliance Assembly
Robot Arm) also has two revolute joints and one prismatic
joint to position the wrist. However a SCARA robot the axes
of all three joints are vertical. The first revolute joint swings
the arm back and forth about a base axis that can also be
thought of as a vertical shoulder axis. The second revolute
joint swings the forearm back and forth about a vertical
elbow axis. Thus the two revolute joints control motion in a
horizontal plane. The vertical component of the motion is
provided by the third joint, a prismatic joint which slides the
wrist up and down. The shape of a horizontal cross section of
the work envelope of SCARA robot can be quite complex,
depending upon the limits on the ranges of travel for the first
two axes [3]. In SCARA manipulator, a jointed arm and

obot may be defined as a computer-controlled reprogrammable mechanical manipulator with several
degrees of freedom capable of being programmed to carry
out one or more industrial tasks [1].

Technical Survey
Chronology of development related to robotics technology,
including significant robot applications are available from
1700 onwards till today [2].
It is for all the above said reasons;Researcher has selected
this topic “INDUSTRIAL ROBOT” for research work to
focus towards the Design, Fabrication and control of the
Experimental Robot.
1
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cylindrical configurations are combined resulting in revolute
motions confined to horizontal plane. This configuration
provides substantial rigidity for the robot in the vertical
direction, but has compliance in the horizontal plane. This
makes it ideal for many assembly tasks [4]. Advantages are
extremely good manoeuvrability and access within its
programmable area. SCARA robot is fast operation; high
accuracy; relatively high payload capacity.
Classification based on power system employed is Robot
Power Systems; Electric Motors; Hydraulic Systems and
Pneumatic Systems. Classification based on application on
which the robots are employed is welding robots; Spray
Painting Robot; Assembly Robot and Handling Robots. A
SCARA robot is very suitable for assembly operations and is
therefore extensively used in several industries for this
purpose [5].

Objective of the Study
The objective of the study is to do the Experimental Robot
which was designed for the SCARA configuration for the
following reasons like it is a combination of revolute and
cylindrical configuration; it provides a larger work volume
and this is more suitable for assembly type operations.
Assembly tasks predominantly require movement in the
horizontal plane coupled with simple vertical movement for
picking, placing and insertion operations.

Description of “Mechro”
This Robot is experimental Robot named ‘MECHRO”
designed to pick and place objects within its reach. Its main
function is to pick the objects, lift it, move to a distance,
orient it and then place the objects. This robot is provided
with four degrees of freedom out of which one is the linear
movement of the gripper and remaining three are rotary
motions. The type of configuration used is the “SCARA
CONFIGURATION” which is a combination of cylindrical
configuration and revolute configuration operating in
horizontal plane. The drive system incorporated is “The
electrical drive system”. This is accomplished by making use
of stepper motors one for each axis. The distinct parts of
“Mechro” are the upper arm, lower arm, the gripper and
base. The arms are made of Aluminium and its houses the
drive system consisting of motors, sprockets, chains and
gears. The gripper is also made of Aluminium. Mild steel
screw shaft at the end of the lower arm provides the linear
movement of the gripper. The Base of ‘Robot’ is made of a
heavy material whose main function is to support whole unit
in stable condition during operation. Stepper motors
have been chosen to avoid feedback, reduce cost, and
make the control system less complicated. The stepper
motors were controlled through a computer. This facilities
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the programmer to write the control programme in any
convenient language.

Design of ‘Mechro’
The Experimental Robot “Mechro” was provided with four
degrees of freedom. 1. Rotation of the upper arm about the
shoulder axis, 2. Rotation of the fore arm about the elbow
axis. 3. Vertical linear movement of the gripper. 4. Roll of
the gripper about a vertical axis is the four degrees of
freedom.
The upper and lower arms are made of a pair of parallel
Aluminium plates connected with support rods as it was
decided to design an open construction, so that all the
mechanisms will be clearly visible. This will enable future
students to study them and make further improvements to
increase the efficiency. The various elements to be designed
are: 1) The Gripper, 2) Fore arm, 3) Upper arm and 4) Base.

The Gripper
In almost all the robots, a major proportion of the load
carrying capacity of the robot arm is taken by the gripper’s
self-weight. In the present design, care is taken to minimize
the weight of the gripper and hence a kinematic system was
designed. Gripper was designed for a capacity of 1 kg and
for an opening range of 0–25 mm.
To grip this load each jaw should generate a force ‘F’ equal
to 1/4µ kgf.
= Coefficient of friction of gripping face. Lining the gripping
face with rubber = 0.3
F = 0.833 kgf.

Gripper Link
Using basic kinematic principles of the Links were dimensioned to achieve a maximum opening of 25 mm as shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Force required at the draw link of the finger = 1 × 7.4/3
= 2.46 kg.
Force required along the draw link ‘x’ = 2.46/cos 50°
= 3.83 kg.
Axial force required at the nut ‘L’ = 3.83/cos 40° = 4.99 kg.
Load on the nut for two fingers = 2 × 4.99 = 10 kg.

Gripper Actuation
An M-bolt with brass nut was used to actuate the gripper.
The torque required to turn the gripper actuation screw,
T = W.r. [tan (α + φ)]
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Wr αφ-

load on the nut = 10 kg.
radius at which the force is acting = 4 mm.
helix angle = 3.08° for M-8
Friction angle for a combination of mild steel and brass
= 29.68°

Torque required for actuating the gripper T = w.r [tan (α +
φ)] = 2.57 kg.cm.
Taking into consideration the torque required to overcome
inertia and other losses due to friction, the net torque required
for this actuation = 3 kg cm.

Maximum Bending moment of each plate ‘M’ = 41.5 kg cm.
The required minimum thickness of the plate was found
using the relation.
M/Z = fs
fs - Allowable shear stress for Al = 525 kg/cm2
A factor of safety of 1.6 was taken.
𝑀
fs =
𝑍
Z = bd2/6 b = 60 mm
41.5/6/6 × d2 = 525/1.6, d = 3.5 mm

Gripper Linear Movement
The linear vertical movement of the gripper to lift the objects
was obtained by using a M-12 screw with a brass nut.
Total load on the vertical screw shaft ‘W’ = Weight of gripper
assembly + weight of motor for gripper actuation = 2.5 kg.
Torque required to rotate the nut for raising or lowering the
gripper assembly,
T = W.r. [tan (α + φ)] = 1.08 kg cm.
r - radius of the screw = 6 mm
α - helix angle of M-12 = 6.2
φ - Friction angle for a combination of mild steel and brass
= 29.68°
Torque required to rotate the nut = W.r. [tan (α + φ)]
= 1.08 kg cm.
Torque to be overcome due to collar friction = µW (R + r)/2
µ - coefficient of friction = 0.3
w - load on the nut = 2.5 kg
R - Outer radius of the collar = 24/2 mm
r - Internal radius of the collar = 12/2 mm
Torque to be overcome = 0.3 × 2.5 (24 + 12)/2
= 1.35 kg.cm.
Total torque required for the gripper movement vertically
= 1.08 + 1.35 = 2.43 kg cm.
To provide a roll to the gripper we are providing a key way
in the Screw Shaft and corresponding key in a brass collar.

Design of Arm Plates
The arm was assumed to be a cantilever with two parallel
plates.

Lower Arm
Load at the end of the lower arm = weight of the gripper
assembly + weight of motor + self-weight of M-12 Screw +
weight of sprockets, collars = 3.5 kg.

Since this Robot is an experimental open structured robot in
order to accommodate the bearings, gears and chain sprockets
a plate width of 60 mm was selected.

Upper Arm
Considering the loads on the upper arm, the maximum
Bending moment on each plate of the arm ‘M’ = 82 kg cm.
The Thickness of plate was taken as, 4 mm. Available
standard sizes in the market are 5 mm and so 5 mm thick
plates were used.

Shaft Design
Shoulder Shaft
Loads acting on the shaft are:
Maximum moment = 7 × 20 + 1.3 × 10 + 6.5 × 20
= 283 kg cm.
The shaft diameter was obtained using the relation,
𝜋
𝜋 520
× 𝑓 × 𝑑3 = 𝑀 ×
× 𝑑3 = √12 + 982
16 𝑠
16
2
d = 1.3
The diameter of the shaft = 1.3 cm.

Elbow Shaft
Maximum moment ‘M’ = 104 kg.cm
The torque on the shaft ‘T’ = 2 kg cm.
The shaft diameter was found using the relation,
𝜋
× 𝑓 × 𝑑3 = √𝑀2 + 𝑇 2
16 𝑠
𝜋
× 525 × 𝑑3 = √1042 + 22
16
The diameter’s’ = 1 cm.
Since there is radial as well as axial load on the bearings, it
should be of a deep groove type. But, as the smallest deep
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groove ball bearing available is 15 mm inner diameter, both
the shafts are designed to suit the bearings.

3. Display
4. Keyboard
5. Other peripherals.

Table 1: Torque and Gear Reduction of Axes
Axes

Torque (kg cm)

Gear Reduction

Gripper rolling

4

1:2

Gripper linear movement

4

1:2.9

Elbow

4

1:2

Shoulder

4

1:8

System Unit
This is the Heart and Brain of the PC as shown in Figure 1.

Source: Experimental Data.

Fig. 1: Representation of PC System Unit

Gears: Gear Specifications are given in Table 1.
The microprocessor 8088 can be efficiently used to give a
sequence of pulses to rotate the stepper motors either clockwise or counter clockwise direction. So, the micro-processor
generates two inputs (i) the pulses which cause phase excitation (ii) a direction signal which determines the sequence of
excited phases and therefore the direction of rotation of
stepper motor. By mechanical design, we made these
rotations to move the various parts of the robot to pick and
place the object. However to get proper speed we have to
introduce delay between any two pulses. During this delay
the microprocessor simply wastes time doing no useful work.

Gear I
Module ‘m’ = 1.25 mm
Centre distance ‘a’ = 70 mm
Total number of teeth ‘z’ = 112
Face Width = 10 mm.

Gear II
Module = 1.25 mm
Face Width = 10 mm
Centre distance = 90 mm
Total number of teeth = 144.

Micro Computer Interfacing
Checking Face Width for Load
σb =

Any microprocessor based system design involves
interfacing of the processor with one or more peripheral
devices for the purpose of communication with the
environment one such single device is PPI 8255.

𝑖+1 [𝑀𝑡]
𝑎.𝑚.𝑏.𝑦

i - reduction ratio = 2
y - Lewis Form Factor
σb = 71 kg/cm which is less than 360 kg/cm for Nylon.
2

2

Base: The researcher has designed a trapezoidal base
weighing 12 kg to counter balance the whole unit and to give
stability.

Control Systems
Computers play an important role in control systems. The
main objective of using computer in control is to replace as
much of the conventional hardware with software and to
simply existing hardware.

Micro Computer
The microcomputer used is PC.
Hardware Details
1. System unit
2. Disk drives
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In this system, IBMPC/XT AT are used. Compatible
digital/output add on card. This has 4 numbers of 8255
residing on it. 8255 is a flexible interface chip for parallel
input/output devices such as displays and other equipment.
Each 8255 IC consists of three parts of 8 bit PA, PB and PC
port. The PC port may also be used as two half ports of 4
bits, PC upper (PC 4–7) and PC lower (PC 0–3). Each of
these ports and half ports can be configured as an input as an
output port by a software control.
Data is transferred between Micro processor and PPI on
(D0–D1) data lines. RD and WR signals are used for
indicating to the 8255 whether a read or write operation is
being performed. Before doing this the 8255 chip must be
selected using CS (Chip Select) input.
Power amplification is necessary to excite the motor coils
from the digital logic level signals. So, an interface circuit is
needed between the motor and ½ microcomputer port. This
can be provided by a Darlington pair which has high current
gain.
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A, B, C, D 4 line of output port of 8255 (PAo-PA3)
Red, Orange, Blue, Green Leads of Stepper Motor for Phase
1 and Phase 2 winding.
White Supply (from the power supply circuit).

Power Supply
This unit needs a voltage +12V dc to actuate the stepper
motor. Therefore the 240 ac supply is first stepped down to
(0–15V) by a transformer and then passed through a bridge
rectifier, where we get rectified D.C. voltage. Furthermore it
is filtered and +12 dc is obtained which is now fed to the
stepper motor. Since this is an open loop system, there is
always a possibility of error in it. This can be improved by
having feedback. Improvisation can be done by having
vision, and tactile sensors.

Fig. 2: Front View of the Mechro

Further Developments that can be Made
in the Robot
This experimental robot which is of SCARA configuration is
mainly intended for assembly operations. Especially in
Automotive and Electronics Industries were the parts to be
handled are minute and delicate handling becomes easier.
For any future developments our robot is flexible to take up
the modifications. Welding: By inserting a welding head it
can perform operations like spot welding, fusion welding. By
replacing the welding head by a cutting torchy it is also
possible to achieve flame cutting under robot control path
control is required for the purpose. The gripper can also be
replaced by a magnetic gripper. The single gripper can be
replaced by multi grippers and it is used where the task is
short in relation to the end effector change time. This design
incorporates a number of grippers, tools or sensors within a
single end effector. They are provided on a rotatable turret
which can be indexed to bring any individual element into
position.

Fig. 3: Top View of the Mechro

Testing
On completion of Fabrication the experimental robot was
assembled and tested for working. The motors were run and
tested for the specified speed. The Gripper assembly was
tested and the following results were inferred. The Gripper
opening and closing was found to be 0–35 mm.
The roll of the Gripper was 360°. For every revolution of the
gripper the M-12 screw advanced by 1.7 mm (pitch) giving
the vertical linear movement of the gripper. Next the
rotations at the axes were examined and the rotation of the
elbow axis was found to be equal to 255° and at the shoulder
axis 360° rotation was obtained. The gripper was found to
grip a load of 1 kg as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 where the
robot is carrying a calculator.

Fig. 4: Mechro Holding a Calculator

Conclusion
Accuracy is the difference between the measured value and
the command value of a specified position in the robot’s
work space. Position accuracy is measurable by making a
series of measurements of the difference between the actual
position and desired position of the manipulator. Assume the
robot is command to move 20 inches and the actual move is
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measured and found to be 19.99 inches. The error is ± 0.01
inch and can be represented as an accuracy error of 0.05%
less than the commanded distance. Repeatability is a
measure of the spread of positions in a series of attempts to
position the manipulator at a fixed location. Good
repeatability is the ability to repeat the same position several
times within a specified tolerance. Repeatability is a more
important consideration than accuracy. Both short-term and
long-term repeatability exist. Long-term repeatability is of
concern for robot applications requiring is of concern for
robot applications requiring the same identical task to be
performed over several months. Over a long time period, the
effect of component wear and aging on repeatability must be
considered. For many applications where the robot is
frequently reprogrammed for new tasks, only short-term
repeatability is important. To conclude the designed and
fabricated robot was tested and found that the payload
capacity is maximum of 1 kg for example as per Fig. 14 the
MECHRO is carrying a calculator. Hence this robot will
carry a payload of maximum 1 kg for the light automotive
components up to maximum of 1 kg and for electronic
component assembly industry up to 1kg unless like the
commercially SCARA robot available in the market e.g.,
KUKA, EPSON, DENSO, TOSHIBA, MTAB INDIA etc.
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The novelty of this robot is low cost where the stepper motor
is used for the applications of high accuracy and repeatability
with slower speed. The robot is designed with a trapezoidal
base weighing 12 kg to counter balance the whole unit and to
give stability. The payload to weight ratio and power to
payload ratio is high like other robots. This robot withstands
vibration ensuring structural buckling and payload stability is
also high. The motion of two jaws is only linear and will
open upto 35 mm.
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Abstract: Existing solarr power generration systemss, especially of the photovoltaic type, havve limited efficiency
t
stationaryy implementatiion. A simple observation off the most efficcient natural solar
s
harvesterrs, i.e.
owing to their
plants andd trees, indicates a more opptimized structtural layout foor capture of photon
p
packets
ts. They also exhibit
e
heliotropissm/ phototropissm (solar-trackking). An amallgamation of thhese features innto a solar-arrray support strructure
have been pursued
p
to varrious degrees in
i the past to obtain
o
varying degrees of succcess. A novel structural
s
desiggn has
been propposed in this study to maxiimize solar poower generatiion while optiimizing efficieency and reliaability.
Simplicity of structural errection and cost effectivenesss are other impportant parameeters of this stuudy.
Keywordss: Solar Energy
y, Photovoltaicc, Solar Thermaal Energy (STE
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C
Solar Power (CS
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I
Introduction

H

uman beinngs have been
n using solar energy since the
dawn of civilization.
c
Allmost all the different
d
formss of
e
energy
availablle on earth ranging from geothermal energyy to
f
fossil
fuels cann be attributed
d to being convverted from soolar
e
energy.
Rapiddly deterioratin
ng global cliimatic conditiions
n
necessitate
the use of cleaner energy sourcees. Unprecedennted
d
development
i human trad
in
de and comm
merce resultedd in
s
several
uneconomical practices in the past century.
c
Althouugh
m
mechanization
on has broughtt much comforrt to
and automatio
o lives, it haas come at thee cost of sociaal irresponsibillity.
our
T
This
has conssequently resulted in a greaat economic and
a
s
social
rift, bothh of which caan be traced to widely varyying
s
standards
of livving and energy
y usage.
Renewed reseaarch interest in
R
n various applications of soolar
e
energy
towardss the beginnin
ng of the twenntieth century has
e
expanded
the horizons of use
u of solar ennergy [1]. New
wer
a
approaches
to harvesting so
olar energy innclude the usee of
s
silicon
based electronics
e
(ph
hotovoltaic), cooncentrating soolar
h
heat
and therm
mal absorption
n systems. Altternatively, vaapor
a
absorption
typee refrigeration systems have been
b
designed [2]
w
wherein
solar heat
h is used as the heat sourcce for evaporattive
m
media
at the abbsorption side. Sufficient technology has been
a
available
sincee the middle of the twenntieth century to
e
energize
resideential homes entirely throuugh solar enerrgy,
c
complete
with heating, coolin
ng and electriccity [3]. Yet, coosts
h
have
remainedd prohibitively
y high and thhis has been the
1

primaryy deterrent for implementatioon of alternatiive locally
generateed energy unnto the preseent day. Integgration of
alternatiive energy soources for appplication in residential
complexx also requuires considerrable forethoought and
advanceed (sometimes uncommon) methods
m
of coonstruction.
This aggain comes at added expensses. Besides, the
t limited
availabiility of alternative energy (varying by climate or
geograpphy) and low conversion faactors result inn minimal
amountss of available energy which is suitable onlly for very
small families witth moderate energy reqquirements.
Notwithhstanding these limitations, however, most governments have
h
recently opted to provvide reward prrograms to
citizens who choose to
t become energy independeent through
w help offsett the initial
local geeneration. Thesse programs will
high invvestments and may become profitable if the
t reward
program
ms are extendded over longg periods. Thuus a clear
motivatiion can be established inn the develoopment of
alternatiive energy syystems that have
h
higher conversion
c
factors and demand less initial investments peer unit of
energy.

Design
n and Constru
uction
Among the systems that have alreeady been com
mmercially
adoptedd, photovoltaiic energy prroduction is the most
prevalennt commerciaal form [4] and therefoore added
concenttration should be laid on the
t
enhancemeent of the
design and
a deploymennt of solar cellls. Three reseearch areas
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ccan be earmarkked for primaary focus in thhis field, the first
f
b
being
the recepptivity of the solar cells, in other words, the
e
efficiency
of coonversion of ph
hotons to electrricity. The secoond
o
objective
is to ensure
e
optimall incidence of the
t solar radiattion
o solar cells at
on
a all times of the day, whichh can be achievved
thhrough trackinng. The third objective, whhich is importtant
f
from
the persppective of the economy, is the reductionn in
d
deployment
arrea since solaar photovoltaicc farms needd to
o
occupy
very large spaces, more so where
w
the eneergy
p
potential
is low
w (which decreeases with proxximity of locattion
too the poles). Keeping
K
these important
i
desiign consideratiions
inn mind, a novel design apprroach was conssidered insteadd of
p
pursuing
a line of investigaation based onn existing dessign
s
standards.
The integration of existing comm
mercially availaable
e
elements
into the design wo
ould be considdered an obviious
b
benefit
as it would negatee the requirem
ment for special
m
manufacturing
techniques. In this articlle, the propoosed
p
prototype
obtaained after sev
veral iterationss of design stuudy
h the followinng key compon
has
nents:
1. A central trunk (Figure1
1) that acts as the backbonee of
the multi-llevel system and provides single degreee of
freedom (Figure1)
(
in the
t
vertical (zz) rotary axis to
facilitate azimuthal
a
track
king (followingg sun from easst to
west).
d branches (Fiigure1) from the
2. Rigid exteensions called
central truunk of varyin
ng lengths plaaced at strateegic
angles in thhe horizontal plane
p
to eliminnate shadows frrom
upper levells.
3. Support staands above thee branches (Figgure 1) to hold the
photovoltaaic panels (Figu
ure 1) and provvide single deggree
of freedom
m in the horizon
ntal (x) rotary axis
a for individdual
zenith traccking (since incidence
i
anggles vary slighhtly
from lowerr to upper mem
mbers of the treee).
4. Guided traanslation along the branchees (Figure 2) for
individual stand supportts to eliminate shadows creaated
by externall objects.

Fig. 1: Sidee View Showing Components off the Solar Tree
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Fig. 2: Diagraam for Translatiion along Branchh

A morre detailed diiscussion of the design should be
undertakken at this point to eluciddate finer poinnts of the
design. The central load
l
supportinng vertical struucture, the
i capable of rotating from
m east to wesst, thereby
trunk, is
providinng the capabillity of azimutthal solar traccking. The
base of the trunk is a thrust
t
bearing which carries the load of
the treee structure as well as provide rotary mottion to the
trunk viia a gear/belt drive. The coontrolling drive motor is
supervissed by the central
c
controol network. In
I a farm
deploym
ment with mulltiple installatioons, all trunkss are to be
rotated by
b equal anglees from their innitial position depending
on the shift of solar poosition.
The braanches are exteended memberrs that pan ouut from the
central trunk and are distributed at equal radial intervals to
t
cover
form ciircular symmeetry in such a way that they
minimall area when viiewed from thee top plane. Thhis ensures
that morre tree structurres can be deplloyed when lannd space is
limited. Branches are further
f
dividedd into layers. A four layer
structuree is chosen foor optimal weiight to power generation
ratio. Eaach layer consiists of three braanches spaced 120o apart.
The layyers themselvess are radially shifted
s
from thhe adjacent
layer byy 30o, so the total
t
angular displacement
d
frrom top to
bottom layers is 120o and this desiggn ensures com
mplete nonoverlap and thereby guuarantees zero shadow formaation for an
a
haas the added addvantage of
individuual tree. This arrangement
being dynamically
d
baalanced due too equally dispplaced end
loads. Inn case of multiiple number off trees being deeployed on
a single large farm, thhe trees have too be spaced in a diamond
pattern to eliminate thhe formation of
o shadows andd structural
w augment land
l
usage
interfereence. Such an arrangement will
and minnimize (verticaal) space wastaage. Additionaally, if this
installattion is deployeed in city streeets near buildiings where
they maay be overshaadowed by exxternal factorss, a linear
motion guide motor arrangement
a
is to be providedd on a perbranch basis so that the
t panel suppport structure (the stem)
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may translate to
m
t a brightly illuminated
i
poosition away frrom
thhe shadows. Each
E
branch holds
h
a panel bracket assem
mbly
s
supported
by a stand called th
he stem. Each panel
p
bracket may
m
h
hold
multiple solar
s
panels, th
he number of panels restrictedd to
thhe total weightt supported by
y each branch. The
T panel braccket
a
assembly
has a hinge at its back
b
and is hiinged to the sttem
(Figure 3). Thee hinge allows rotary motion via gears (Figgure
3 which makees zenith trackiing possible. Since
3)
S
each brannch
is at a differentt height, the tiltt angles on zennith trackers at the
u
upper
levels of
o the structuree are compensated marginaally,
thhus making it possible to traack the verticaal shift of the sun
w
with
all the panels
p
correctly
y. Viewed froom the reference
p
point
of the suun, the entire tree
t
structure would
w
look likke a
f surface at all
flat
a times durin
ng the solar daay (Figure 4), and
thhis is the reasoon for maximum generation output.
o
Due to the
innherent tendenncy of the sy
ystem towards phototropism
m, it
m
may
also bee effectively deployed for
f
solar-therm
mal
a
applications.
H
However,
due to
o the flat nature of the incideence
s
surface,
it cannnot be applied to
t concentratorr systems.

The primary control unit may be programmed
p
t
temporally,
since thhe rotation speeed of the eartth is uniform. Analyzing
historicaal weather datta, it is possiblle to surmise the
t correct
azimuthh and zenith anngles of the suun. Nevertheleess, a more
optimal method for trracking the sunn during partiaally cloudy
weatherr could be achhieved with a bank of photto resistive
sensors to provide reaal-time feedbaack for actual brightness.
b
t separate
Instead of deploying separate conntrol leaders to
t
whereinn, a central
trees, a unified approach could be taken,
control supervisor wouuld provide neecessary actuattion data to
s
therreby enhancing reliability byy reducing
all the structures,
elementts of failure, and
a subsequenntly reduce thhe costs of
deploym
ment.

Fig. 5:
5 Conceptual Trree Layout Show
wing Critical Dim
mensions

Fig. 3:
3 Detailed Diag
gram Showing Layout of
Components fo
or Zenith Trackinng

The signnificant variabbles to be conssidered for the design are
illustrateed (Figure 5) along with the conceptual diagram
d
of
the struucture. Proporttionate scalingg of these variables will
result cuustomized dim
mensioning for individual
i
appllications.

Econom
mic Ramificaations

Fig. 4: The Complete Mullti-Level Solar Tree
T Structure
(Note the
t single actuator for azimuthall tracking)

Althouggh a thorough study on the cost-effectivenness of the
design needs to be done
d
from a commercial perspective,
d
review has
h ensued in very
v
encouragiing results.
initial design
Indepenndent studies have found thatt implementatioon of solar
trackingg enhances the efficiency of each
e
panel by about 25%
to 40% depending onn geographicall location [5]. One must
bear inn mind that each panel needs
n
to be separately
controlled in conventiional trackers, thereby consum
ming more
energy for the entire tracking-equippped power sttation. The
ms into one struucture will
aggregaation of multiplle panel system
result in higher efficiencies duue to reduced power
mption by the system.
s
In thee proposed dessign study,
consump
the totaal space utilizzed compared to an equivaalent fixed
structuree was 41.67% only, effectively meaning thhat the use
of the proposed
p
structture would resuult in 58.33% better land
utilizatioon and cut thhe cost of land required byy the same
amount.. Alternativelyy, deployment of such supeerstructures
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would result inn progressively
w
y better econom
mic performannces
w the magnittude of the scaale of deploymeent.
with

F
Future
Scopee
Implementationn of flexible photovoltaic material
m
(orgaanic
a lightweighht) to the bran
and
nches and trunnk (stems rem
main
u
under
the perm
manent shadow
w of panel braacket assembliies)
c add considderably to the total
can
t
output off the system whhile
s
successfully
m
mimicking
pho
otosynthesis off green stems of
p
plants.
Prohibiitive costs off these system
ms has rendeered
testing and exxperimentation
n of such advvanced photonnics
b
beyond
the sccope of this project. At present, flexiible
p
photovoltaic
arrrays recuperatte far less eneergy per unit area
a
c
compared
to rigid arrays, nev
vertheless steaady improvemeents
inn electrical deesign means th
hat once they match or surppass
thhe generation capabilities of
o rigid arrayss, the entire tree
t
s
structure
can be
b deployed with
w
these innoovative receptoors.
D
Doing
so will come with the
t added bennefit of a greaater
d
degree
of flexibbility by positioning individuual receptors more
m
e
easily
to repliccate the behavior of phototroopic leaves whhile
c
consuming
signnificantly less energy
e
per mottion actuation.

C
Conclusion
In this study, ann enhanced strructural design was proposed for
mplementationn on photovolttaic power genneration system
ms.
im

2
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The priimary benefitss obtained by the application of this
design is
i reduction off space per unitt of generated power and
enhanceed generation capabilities
c
perr panel. Additioonally, due
to the compactness and high ouutput capabilitties, these
structurees can now be deployed individually for local
generatiion, i.e. insidde traffic cirrcles or by roadsides.
Implementation of suuch structures is a way off achieving
energy independence in remote arreas near the equatorial
w
these syystems will be most
m effective..
region, where
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Surface Roughness and Tool Wear Optimization in Hard
Turning Using Taguchi Based Utility Concept during
Comparative Assessment of Inserts
K. Venkata Subbaiah1, Ch. Suresh1 and Ch. Raju2

Abstract: The present experimental analysis aims to compare the conventional cutting inserts with wiper cutting
inserts during the hard turning of AISI 4340 steel and estimating the optimum machining parameters using Taguchi
based utility concept. Type of insert, hardness, cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut are taken as process
parameters. Taguchi's L18 orthogonal array was used to conduct the experimental tests. Parametric analysis
carried in order to know the influence of each process parameter on the three important Surface Roughness and tool
wear. Taguchi based utility concept used to optimize the process parameters for individual response and multiresponse outputs. Finally ANOVA concept is employed on multi SN ratio to find out the relative significance of
machining parameter in terms of their percentage contribution.
Keywords: Hard Turning, AISI 4340 Steel, Surface Roughness, Too Wear, Wiper Ceramic Insert, Utility Concept.

Introduction

P

resent manufacturing industries ultimate aim is to
produce high quality products at low cost to stand in
highly competitive manufacturing industries. Hard turning is
becoming the prime option for steels to turn at hard state (4565) as it has several benefits over conventional turning
methods of machining and grinding. It reduces the
machining time about 60% of conventional hard turning
time, even at a lower depth of cuts and feed rates [1].
Surface roughness characteristics are important to the
functionality of machined components; hence due to the
understanding the surface generation mechanisms the
manufacturing industries are able to improve the durability
of their machined components. Tool wear is also prime
machining parameter as it directly related to manufacturing
cost and surface to be generated. As a result, a large number
of investigations have been conducted to determine the effect
of parameters such as feed rate, tool nose radius, cutting
speed, and depth of cut on machining parameter. Kopac et al.
[2] state that, an increase in cutting speed results smoother
surface with ceramic inserts. Noordin et al. [3] find the feed
was the most significant factor for surface roughness, while
hard turning of AISI 1045 steel bars with coated carbide.
Thamizhmanii et al. [4] confirm that the depth of cut is the
important parameter and cutting speed had less influence on

1
2

surface roughness. Boucha et al. [5] conduct an experimental
study with the CBN tool in the view of tool wear and cutting
forces at various levels work piece hardness and cutting
speeds. Ohtani and Yokagawa [6] stated that the main wear
mechanism of CBN and ceramic tools is due to abrasion.
Optimization of process parameters is an essential criterion
during the manufacturing to acquire high quality. Generally,
the Taguchi method is the best option for optimize process
parameters to achieve high quality [7, 8]. However, an
application of Taguchi is limited to the optimization of a
single performance characteristic [9]. In the present
investigation, a multi characteristics optimization model
based on Taguchi based utility concept has been used for
multi response optimisation.

Experimental Setup
Work Piece Material
The work piece material was AISI 4340 steel as round bars
of 30 mm diameter and an axial length of 150 mm. The
synthesis of material is 0.38% C, 0.228% Si, 0.609% Mn,
0.95% Cr, 1.5% Ni, 0.22% S, 0.226% Mo and 0.026% P.
AISI 4340 harden steel has numerous applications in
automobile industry such as parts like axles, gears,
camshafts, driving pinion, link parts, etc. The work piece
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shown in Figure 1 of AISI 4340 steel was firstly hardened
took after by oil quenched to attain a hardness of 50 HRC
[10, 11]. A rough turning pass was directed at first to
eliminate the run out of the work piece, after that diameter
obtained for experimentation is roughly 25 mm.

Fig. 1: Workpiecies at Different Hardness

Experimental and Measurement Apparatus
The hard turning of the work piece in dry turning conditions
was directed on A high-speed precision CNC Lathe (shown
in fig 2), Jobber XL Make, Model NH 22 having following
specifications: Maximum Power: 7.5 HP, Spindle speed:
5000 RPM. The cutting insert used is wiper ceramic inserts
mixed ceramic designation of GC6050 WH. The nose radius
is constant 0.8 mm supplied by the manufacturer. The cutting
inserts were clamped on the tool holder (make: Sandvik
coromat, model: PCLN L 2525 M12). The surface roughness
of the turned examples was measured with Mitutoyo make
surface roughness analyzer shown in figure 3, with a cut-off
length of 0.8 mm over three sampling lengths. The average
value of surface roughness was utilized to measure the
roughness accomplished on machined surfaces. The width of
tool flank wear (Vb) was measured by using a Nikon optical
microscope which is connected to a digital camera and
computer.

Fig. 3: Mitutoyo Surface Tester

Methodology
Taguchi Method
The Taguchi method is a commonly adopted approach for
optimizing design parameters by the application of statistical
and engineering concepts. An OA is a small set from all
possibilities which helps to determine least no. of experiments. To obtain optimum process parameters setting,
Taguchi proposed a statistical measure of performance called
signal to noise ratio. In addition to S/N ratio, ANOVA is
used to indicate the influence of process parameters on
performance measures. Taguchi’s L18 Orthogonal Array
(OA) is chosen as the experimental design in the present
research as mixed levels were presented in the selected
process parameters. Table 1 presents the selected levels of
cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut levels were preferred
within the intervals prescribed by cutting tool’s manufacturer. Table 2 presents the L18 OA corresponding
responses of Ra and Vb.
Table 1: Process Parameters and Ranges
Levels
Parameter
Insert (I)
Hardness (H)
Cutting Speed (Vc)

Fig. 2: CNC Jobber XL Lathe

220

1

2

3

con

wiper

-

45

50

55

140

180

220

Feed (f)

0.1

0.2

0.3

Depth of cut (Ap)

0.1

0.2

0.3
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Table 2: Experimental Results
Sl.
No.

I

H
Vc,
(HRC) m/min

F,
mm/rev

Ap,
mm

Ra,
µm

Vb,
µm

… (3)

1

CON

45

140

0.1

0.1

1.06

35

2

CON

45

180

0.2

0.2

1.07

55

3

CON

45

220

0.3

0.3

1.38

85

4

CON

50

140

0.1

0.2

1.26

40

5

CON

50

180

0.2

0.3

1.44

70

6

CON

50

220

0.3

0.1

1.59

60

7

CON

55

140

0.2

0.1

1.43

65

8

CON

55

180

0.3

0.2

1.58

58

Results and Discussion

9

CON

55

220

0.1

0.3

1.38

90

10 WIPER

45

140

0.3

0.3

0.54

50

11 WIPER

45

180

0.1

0.1

0.54

34

12 WIPER

45

220

0.2

0.2

0.51

60

13 WIPER

50

140

0.2

0.3

0.57

50

14 WIPER

50

180

0.3

0.1

0.61

44

15 WIPER

50

220

0.1

0.2

0.30

40

Analysis of Variance for Single Responses
ANOVA results from Tables 3 & 4 used to establishing the
significance of the process parameters on response
parameters. Statistical significance of any process parameter
on the response is considered only when its P-value is lower
than 0.05 [21]. All this analysis is carried at 95% confidence
level (α = 0.05).

16 WIPER

55

140

0.3

0.2

0.67

50

17 WIPER

55

180

0.1

0.3

0.62

70

18 WIPER

55

220

0.2

0.1

0.69

75

Utility Concept
Quality is the important attribute, which is used to evaluate
product by customers. This quality is controlled and
improved for their products more acceptable by customers.
In other view based on number of dissimilar objective
customers evaluated a product performance. A composite
index is achieved by combination of various evaluated
attributes for improving the rational decision making. This
composite index is known as utility of a product. The
summation of utilities of each objective indicates the overall
utility of a product.
According to the utility theory Xi is the measure of
effectiveness of an attribute (or quality characteristics) i and
there are n attributes evaluating the outcome space, then the
joint utility function can be expressed as:

where,

i 1Wi  1
n

and Wi is the weight assigned to the

attribute i. The sum of the weights for all attributes must be
equal to 1. The overall utility function is of the “larger-thebest” type characteristics. When utility function is
maximized, the objective functions are considered to be
optimized.

It is seen in Table 3 that the process parameters Insert, H,
and F are significant sources on average Ra, as their P-value
is less than 0.05. Type of insert is the most significant factor
on Ra as its F-value is 210. From Figure 2, Main effects plot
of data means reveals that wiper insert produces fine surface
finish compared to the conventional inserts. It is also
confirmed from the Table 3 and Figure 4, both H and F
shows only moderate influence on Ra. However, cutting
speed and depth of cut does not show any statistical
significance on Ra as their F-values are 0.44 and 1.16, the
same is also confirmed from the Figure 6 as they produce
almost horizontal lines on main effect plots of Ra.
Table 3: Analysis of Variance for Ra
Source

DF

Seq SS

F

P

%C

INSERT

1

2.82665

210.59

0

87.40

H

2

0.13582

5.06

0.038

4.20

Vc

2

0.01173

0.44

0.661

0.36

F

2

0.1218

4.54

0.048

3.77

Ap

2

0.03121

1.16

0.36

0.97

… (1)

Error

8

0.10738

Here, Ui (Xi) is the utility of the ith attribute. The overall
utility function is the sum of individual utilities if the
attributes are independent, and is given as follows:

Total

17

3.23458

… (2)

The overall utility function after assigning weights to the
attributes can be expressed as:

3.32

ANOVA results for the Vb presented in Table 4 shows H, Vc
and Ap are the most significant factors on Vb, as their P-value
is less than 0.05 and their F-values are 22, 26 and 37
respectively. Figure 5 shows main effects plot of data means
for Vb, it is observed that wiper insert shows good
performance over conventional ones and higher feed rates
reported with higher levels of H, Vc and Ap. However, feed
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Table 5: Utility Data Based on Response Characteristics
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

USR
2.19
2.14
0.76
1.24
0.55
0.00
0.58
0.02
0.75
5.83
5.79
6.10
5.50
5.20
9.06
4.63
5.05
4.48

UTW
8.73
4.55
0.53
7.49
2.32
3.75
3.01
4.06
0.00
5.43
9.00
3.75
5.43
6.61
7.49
5.43
2.32
1.68

U overall
2.73
1.67
0.32
2.18
0.72
0.94
0.90
1.02
0.19
2.81
3.70
2.46
2.73
2.95
4.14
2.52
1.84
1.54









Table 6: Analysis of Variance for Utility
DF
1
2
2
2
2
8
17

Seq SS
10.9329
3.5743
1.5355
2.2596
2.6381
1.0271
21.9675

F
85.16
13.92
5.98
8.8
10.27

P
0
0.002
0.026
0.01
0.006

%C
49.77
16.27
6.99
10.29
12.01
4.68

Main Effects Plot for SN ratios
Data Means

INSERT

H

Vc

8
6

Mean of SN ratios

4
2
0
CON

WIPER

45

50
Ap

55

0.1

0.2

0.3

f

140

180

220

8
6
4
2
0
0.1

0.2

0.3

Signal-to-noise: Larger is better

Fig. 6: Main Effects Plot of SN Ratios for Utility

Conclusion


Depth of cut is the most significant factor on tool wear
(Vb) and hardness and feed show moderate influence
only.
ANOVA results of overall utility, for multi-response
optimization, Type of insert, is most significant
controlled factor followed by Hardness.
Hard turning with wiper inserts provides lower values
surface roughness which is comparable with the
grinding, i.e. Ra = 0.30 µm.
Main effect plots confirms that wiper inserts shows their
overall superiority over conventional one in both surface
roughness and tool wear.
The present work may be extended to study the
influence of wiper inserts and hardness on other
responses like tool wear, tool life and cutting forces, etc.
under different cutting environments.
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Multi Response Optimization of the Performance Characteristics
in Stir Casting Process for Fabrication of Red Mud Based
Aluminium Metal Matrix Composite
Amit Sharma*1, R.M. Belokar2 and Sanjeev Kumar3

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to experimentally investigate the stir casting process parameters for producing
good quality casting. Taguchi’s orthogonal array is used for experimental design. Stir casting process is used for
fabricating the MMC under the influence of inert gas. Three process parameters i.e. reinforcement percentage,
grain size and blade angle are varied to study their effect on the response variable i.e. tensile strength and micro
hardness. The experimental results are evaluated by using the hybrid GRA coupled PCA methodology and the
optimum conditions are found by using the Taguchi method. ANOVA is applied to evaluate the contribution of
design factors on the response variables and the results reveal that the tensile strength and micro hardness are
strongly influenced by the reinforcement percentage followed by the grain size and blade angle. Micro structural
characterization of the MMC is carried out to verify the effect of the process parameters on the quality
characteristics of the developed MMC. EDS, XRD test results confirms the presence of red mud particles in the
developed MMC. Optimal settings provided by the hybrid optimization methodology resulted in improving the
quality of the MMC.
Keywords: GRA, PCA, Taguchi, Al2024, Red Mud.

Introduction

A

luminium metal matrix composites are extensively used
in defence, aerospace and automotive industry owing to
their enhanced properties in terms of high strength to weight
ratio, hardness, stiffness and ductility [1]. The properties of
the composite can be tailored made depending on the
reinforcement used [2]. The most commonly used reinforcement materials are SiC, Al2O3, and B4C [3–5]. Several
researchers have investigated the effect of different type of
reinforcements on the mechanical properties of the
composite and it has been observed that the mechanical
properties of the composite increases with the increase in
reinforcement percentage [6–8]. There are several techniques
available for the production of aluminium MMC out of
which stir casting is the most economical one [9–10].
Taguchi method is vastly used by researcher all around the
world for optimization problems. Ficici et al. used Taguchi
method to optimize the weight loss of brake pad in
automotive brake system. Author reported that volume
fraction and pressure were the two main controlling
1, 2
3

parameters that have a very strong effect on the wear of
brake pad. The optimal condition was found to be volume
fraction (20%), pressure (0.5 bar), sliding distance (2 km)
and sliding speed (7 m/s). Confirmatory test was conducted
using the optimal settings and a good agreement was found
between the predicted and actual weight loss [11]. Vankanti
et al. used Taguchi method to optimize the process
parameters in drilling of glass fiber reinforced polymer
(GFRP) composite. The optimum condition for thrust was
found to be speed (500 rpm), feed rate (0.04 mm/rev),
point angle (90O) and chisel edge width (0.8 mm) whereas
for torque it was found to be speed (500 rpm), feed rate
(0.06 mm/rev), point angle (95o) and chisel edge width
(1.6 mm) [12]. Geetha et al. carried out optimization of
tensile characteristics of Al356 alloy reinforced with red
mud composite. Temperature was found to be the most
significant factor followed by weight percentage and ageing
time. Validation of the optimal condition was carried out
with confirmatory test [13]. Lin et al. used Taguchi method
for optimization of the machining parameters in magnetic
force assisted EDM. Author concluded that S/N ratios
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correlated with MRR and SR for the optimal combination
levels are 9.76 and 12.48 dB higher than the initial
experimental conditions and emphasized that the method was
successful in optimizing the machining parameters for both
MRR and SR [14].
Taguchi method is helpful in optimizing single response but
there are several cases in which more than one response are
to be optimized simultaneously. Grey theory has been
effectively used in optimizing multiple responses. Several
researchers have used this powerful theory for the analysis of
multi response optimization problem. Nooral et al. used grey
relational analysis for simultaneously optimizing the
machining parameter of drilling Al/SiC MMC. Author
concluded that the use of grey relational analysis improved
the performance of the responses in drilling process [15].
Ramesh et al. used grey relational analysis for the
optimization of surface roughness and tool wear in turning of
magnesium alloy AZ91D. Author concluded that the analysis
was found effective in minimizing the surface roughness and
tool flank wear [16]. Narender et al. carried out optimization
of EDM parameters on machining Al/10%SiCp composite
using grey relational analysis. Author concluded that the
analysis resulted in improving the performance of the
process and was successful in optimizing the multiple
responses [17]. Varun et al. carried out simultaneous
optimization of WEDM responses using grey relational
analysis while machining EN 353. Author concluded that
GRA was helpful in optimizing the multiple responses and
the optimal parameter combination were found to be Ton
(110 µs), Toff (55 µs), IP (11 A), SV (10 V) [18]. Jangra
et al. used GRA for optimization of multi machining
characteristics in WEDM of WC/5.3%Co composite and the
analysis was useful in predicting the optimal conditions. The
computed grey grade value corresponding to the optimal
setting was found to be 0.6561 which was greater than the
highest grade value among the total experiments performed
which ultimately resulted in better machining characteristics
[19].
The main drawback of GRA is the establishment of weighing
values of the different quality characteristics. This problem
can be rectified by using principal component analysis
(PCA). By using this process we can evaluate the weighing
values of multiple quality characteristics in a systematic way
and the same can be used to find the respective grey
relational grades. Adalarasan et al. used PCA to find the
optimal process parameters in friction welding of
Al/SiC/Al2O3 composite. Author concluded that the analysis
significantly improved the S/N ratio and the quality
characteristics. The joint formed with the optimal settings
predicted by the methodology showed symmetric flash, good
matrix reinforcement bonding and minimal voids in fractured
surface with improved mechanical properties [20]. Puhan

et al. used PCA with fuzzy inference system for determining
the optimal settings in non-conventional machining of
AlSiCp MMC. Author concluded that the optimal settings
were found out to be discharge current (1 A), pulse-on-time
(200 µs), duty cycle (85%), flushing pressure (3.92 bar), SiC
(15%) and mesh size (300) which resulted in optimizing the
responses MRR, TWR, surface roughness and circularity
[21]. Rao et al. used PCA for simultaneous optimization of
correlated multiple responses of wire electric discharge
machining process for machining SiCp reinforced ZC63
metal matrix composite. Author concluded that the optimum
process parameters were found to be particulate size
(25 µm), SiCp (10%), pulse-on-time (6 µs), pulse-off-time
(25 µs) and wire tension (1 gm) and the methodology was
effective in producing the best results [22].
In this study Al2024/red mud MMC has been fabricated
using stir casting process and the results are analysed using
the hybrid GRA coupled PCA methodology for simultaneously optimizing the stir casting process parameters. Taguchi
S/N ratio is used to evaluate the S/N ratio of the response
values using “larger the better’ criterion. Data is normalised
using the grey analysis which is further processed and grey
relational coefficients for the individual responses are
calculated. PCA is used to find the weighing component of
individual response and using these weights grey relational
grades are calculated. Taguchi method is applied on the grey
relational grades which act as a single response to the multi
response optimization problem and the optimal values levels
of the process parameters are determined. ANOVA is
applied on the grey relational grade to find the effect of
individual process parameter on the response values. In the
end, confirmatory experiments are performed to validate the
effectiveness of the GRA coupled PCA methodology.

Experimental Work
Fabrication of Al/2024 MMC using Stir Casting Setup
The MMC was manufactured using two-step stir casting
technique. Al-2024 aluminium alloy is used as the matrix
and red mud is used as the reinforcement. The density of
red mud (3.2 gm/cm3) is closer to that of aluminium
(2.78 gm/cm3). The reinforcement used for the investigation
has Fe2O3, TiO2, SiO2 and other elements in small quantity.
The aluminium alloy was fed into the specially designed and
developed muffle furnace and was melted at 700ºC. An
interrupted flow of inert gas (argon) was used from the side
arm of the muffle furnace to prevent the melt from coming in
direct contact with atmospheric gases, thereby avoiding
oxidation at high temperature. The temperature of the
furnace was lowered to 640 ± 5oC to bring the melt into semi
solid state and then the preheated red mud particles were
added into the melt. Stirring was done at 700 rpm with
particular stirrer blades constantly with an electric stirrer.
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Small amount of magnesium was added to enhance the
wettability. Temperature of the melt was again raised to
700oC and stirring was further continued for five minutes.
The mixture was then poured to a cylindrical mould and the
melt was allowed to solidify for half an hour. The same
procedure was followed to prepare other samples of different
wt % of red mud ranging from 5% to 15% with grain sizes
ranging from 90 µ to 250 µ respectively along with different
type of stirrer blades. Tables 1 and 2 represent the composition of Al2024 and red mud respectively.

Optimization Steps
Step 1: Find S/N Ratio
Taguchi method is one of the most widely used statistical
tools in the design and analysis of the experiment. It is used
to optimize the design parameters in a very effective manner
so as to produce low cost and high quality product [23]. In
the present investigation, larger the better criterion is
considered for deriving the S/N ratios. The S/N ratios are
calculated for the considered response using the formulas
given below:

Table 1: Aluminium Alloy 2024 Composition
Conc.
%

Cu

Mg

Si

Fe

Mn

Zn

Ti

Cr

Al

4.29 1.29 0.07 0.2 0.54 0.03 0.06 0.01 Rem.
Table 2: Red Mud Composition

Conc.

Al2O3

Fe2O3

SiO2

TiO2

%

17–19

35–36

7–9

14–16

Na2O

CaO

LOI

5–6

3–5

10–12

(a) Larger the better
1

𝑆𝑁𝐿𝐵 = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

1
𝑦𝑖2

(b) Smaller the better
1

The processing parameters considered for this study are
given in Table 3. Experimental trials are conducted using
Orthogonal Array (OA) having three design factors which
are varied at three levels. Degrees of Freedom (DOF) needed
for designing the experiment is six. So, L9 OA is selected
according to the degree of freedom and is used for designing
the experiment. The experiments are performed according to
the L9 OA shown in Table 4 and the response values of the
individual trial are displayed in Table 5.
Table 3: Process Parameters and Their Corresponding Levels
Factors

Designation

Reinforcement (%)
Grain Size (Microns)
Blade Angle (Degree)

A
B
C

Levels (coded)
0
5
10
90
150
90
120

–1

1
15
250
180

Table 4: L9 Orthogonal Array
Reinforcement
(%)

Grain Size
(Microns)

Blade Angle
(Degree)

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
1
0
0

0
1
–1
1
–1

1
–1
0
0
1

6
7

–1
–1

0
1

0
1

8
9

0
–1

0
–1

–1
–1
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... (1)

Where n is the number of replications & 𝑦𝑖 is the observed
response value (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3,....., n)

𝑆𝑁𝑆𝐵 = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖2 )

Plan of Investigation

Run

)

... (2)

(c) Nominal the better
𝑦̅2

𝑆𝑁𝑁𝐵 = −10𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( 𝑆 2 )

... (3)

1

Where,𝑦̅ = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖,
𝑆 = √∑𝑛𝑖=1

(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦̅) 2
𝑛−1

Step 2: Calculate the Normalized Values of the
Respective Responses from the S/N Ratio
Grey relational analysis (GRA) is a technique that measures
the correlation degree between the factors and is
characterized by small data requirements and multifactor
analysis [24]. It involves data pre-processing depending
upon the criterion to be used. Normalization is a process of
transforming the input data to acceptable values for further
processing. It is very important to normalize the original data
before performing any further analysis of the using the GRA
process. The normalization is done using the equations given
below:
(a) Larger the better
𝑦0 (𝑘)−𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑦0 (𝑘)

𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘) = max𝑖 𝑦0 (𝑘)−min𝑖 𝑦0(𝑘)
𝑖

... (4)

𝑖

(b) Smaller the better
𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘) =

max 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)− 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)
max 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)−min 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)

... (5)
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(c) Nominal the better
𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘) = 1 −

|𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)− 𝑦0 |
max 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘)−𝑦0

... (6)

Where 𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘) is the normalized values found using the larger
the better criterion, max 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘) is the highest value of 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘),
min 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘) is the lowest value of 𝑦𝑖0 (𝑘) and 𝑦 0 is the desired
value.

Step 3: Derive the Grey Relational Co-efficient
Further, a grey relational coefficient is derived from the
normalized values of tensile strength and hardness using the
equation given below:
𝜉𝑖 (𝑘) =

∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 +𝜁∆𝑚𝑎𝑥
∆0𝑖 (𝑘)+𝜁∆𝑚𝑎𝑥

… (7)

Where, 𝜉𝑖 (𝑘) is the grey relational coefficient, i = 1, 2, 3, 4,
5...., n & k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ...., m, n and m are the number of
trials and responses respectively.
∆0𝑖 (𝑘)= is the deviation sequence,
∆0𝑖 (𝑘) = ‖𝑥0∗ (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘)‖
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗
∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
‖𝑥 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑗∗ (𝑘)‖
∀𝑗𝜖𝑖 ∀𝑘 0
𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗
∆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∀𝑗𝜖𝑖
‖𝑥 (𝑘) − 𝑥𝑗∗ (𝑘) ‖
∀𝑘 0
𝑥0∗ (𝑘)

... (8)
... (9)
𝑥𝑖∗ (𝑘)

represents the reference sequence and
represents the comparability sequence. 𝜁 represent the
identification coefficient, where 𝜁𝜖[0, 1].

Step 4: Find the Weighing Component of the Quality
Characteristics Using PCA
PCA is a multivariate statistical approach introduced by
Pearson and further developed by Hotelling [25]. PCA can
convert the multiple correlated responses data into several
uncorrelated quality indices [26]. In order to make all the
responses with different dimensions at diverse ranges of the
system unique, PCA is usually used in the data preprocessing. The steps of calculating the weighing component
are given below.
(a) Array the measured multiple responses during the
process,
𝑦11 𝑦12𝑦13 ⋯𝑦1𝑘
𝑦21𝑦22𝑦23⋯𝑦2𝑘
𝐴 = 𝑦31𝑦32𝑦33⋯𝑦3𝑘
... (10)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
[ 𝑦𝑖1 𝑦𝑖2 𝑦𝑖3 ⋯ 𝑦𝑖𝑘 ]
Where, i and k represents the number of experimental
runs and number of response respectively.
(b) Calculate the variance-covariance matrix M from the
normalized data.

𝑁11 𝑁12𝑁13⋯𝑁1𝑘
𝑁21𝑁22𝑁23⋯𝑁2𝑘
𝑀 = 𝑁31𝑁32𝑁33⋯𝑁3𝑘
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
[ 𝑁𝑖1 𝑁𝑖2 𝑁𝑖3 ⋯ 𝑁𝑖𝑘 ]
𝑁𝑘,𝑙 =

... (11)

𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑥𝑖 (𝑘),𝑥𝑖(𝑙)]

.... (12)

√𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑥𝑖 (𝑘)]×𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝑥𝑖 (𝑙)]

Where l = 1, 2, 3,..., k and 𝐶𝑜𝑣[𝑥𝑖 (𝑘), 𝑥𝑖 (𝑙)] is the
covariance of sequence 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝑖 (𝑙).
(c) Calculate the eigen values and eigen vectors from the
correlation coefficient array and denoted by 𝜆𝑗 and 𝑉𝑗
respectively
(𝑅 − 𝜆𝑗 𝐼𝑚 )𝑉𝑖𝑗 = 0

.... (13)

Where 𝜆𝑗 eigenvalues,
𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑛

∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗

= 𝑛,

𝑇

𝑉𝑖𝑗 = [𝑎𝑗1 𝑎𝑗2 … 𝑎𝑗𝑛 ] eigenvectors
corresponding to 𝑡ℎ𝑒 eigen value 𝜆𝑗 ,
The eigen vector Vj represents the weighting factor of k
number of quality characteristics of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ principal
component and is used for calculating the grey relational
grade value.

Step 5: Generate the Grey Relational Grade (GRG)
GRG value is found by using the equation given below
where 𝛾 is the grey relational grade value of the respective
trial. Considering the weights the GRG can be found as,
𝛾𝑖 = ∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘𝜉𝑖(𝑘)

... (14)

∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑤𝑘

Where,
= 1, the total sum of the weights should
always be equal to 1. In this 𝑤𝑘 represents the weight value
of individual factor which was evaluated using the principal
component analysis.

Results and Discussion
Microstructure Characterization
The developed MMC was characterized using SEM, EDS
and XRD. Figure 1(a) shows SEM micrograph of the
composite in BET mode. From the figure it is clear that the
uniform distribution and good wettability of the red mud
particles is achieved in the matrix material. This might have
happened due to the formation of vortex at high speed of the
stirrer [27]. From the analysis of the response values which
are given in Table 5 it is observed that with the increase in
reinforcement the tensile strength and microhardness of the
MMC increases which also indicate good bonding between
the matrix and the reinforcement particles [28]. From the
figure it is also observed that the MMC is having minimal
227
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porosity which shows that the process can be effectively
used for the fabrication of the composite. EDS (Figure 1–b)
and XRD (Figure 2) results reveal the presence of the
elements like Fe, Ti, TiO2, Si, SiO2 in the developed MMC
which confirms the presence of red mud particles in the
MMC.

optimized simultaneously and the process parameters
considered for the fabrication of Al2024/red mud MMC are
reinforcement percentage, grain size and stirrer blade angle.
Taguchi’s S/N ratio employing “larger-the-better” (Eq. 1)
criterion is used for finding out the values of the respective
responses. Table 5 represents the average values and S/N
ratio of tensile strength and micro hardness respectively.
Table 5: Average Values and S/N Ratio of Each Run
Average Values

(a)

S/N Ratio

Run

Tensile
Strength
(MPa)

Microhardness
(VHN)

Tensile
Microhardness
Strength
(VHN)
(MPa)

1

163.47

75.4

44.27

37.55

2

166.09

75.7

44.41

37.58

3

165.33

82.9

44.37

38.37

4

135.73

70.6

42.65

36.98

5

162.1

72.4

44.2

37.19

6

141.39

74.1

43.01

37.4

7

124.73

73.8

41.92

37.36

8

157.7

66.9

43.96

36.51

9

152.51

72.4

43.67

37.19

After finding out the S/N ratio of the respective responses
the next step is to calculate the normalised values for further
processing of the data. Normalised values are calculated
using the eq. (4) and the results are tabulated in Table 6.
Table 6: Normalised Values after Data Pre-processing
(b)
Fig. 1: (a) SEM Micrograph and (b) EDS Analysis of the
Developed Al2024/red Mud MMC

Fig. 2: XRD Results of the Al2024/red Mud MMC

Optimization Procedure
In this paper, tensile strength and micro hardness are
considered as the quality characteristics that are to be
228

Run

Normalised Values
Tensile Strength

Microhardness

1

0.744

0.559

2

1.000

0.575

3

0.775

1.000

4

0.231

0.253

5

0.722

0.366

6

0.345

0.478

7

0.000

0.457

8

0.646

0.000

9

0.554

0.366

Further the grey relational coefficient values of the
respective responses are calculated using eq. (7). Prior to
finding the grey relational coefficient we have to find the
deviation sequence of the individual quality characteristics
which is given below:
∆01 (1) = |𝑥0∗ (1) − 𝑥1∗ (1)| = |1.00 − 0.744| = 0.2563
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∆01 (2) = |𝑥0∗ (2) − 𝑥1∗ (2)| = |1.00 − 0.559| = 0.4409
Table 7 represents the deviation sequence values of the
individual quality characteristics. From Table 7 the values of
∆𝑚𝑖𝑛 and ∆𝑚𝑎𝑥 are expressed as below,
∆min = ∆02 (1) = ∆03 (2) = 0.00
∆max = ∆07 (1) = ∆08 (2) = 1.00
The value of the identification coefficient (𝜁) is taken as 0.5
representing equal weightage to both the quality
characteristics. By substituting all the values in eq. (7), grey
relational coefficient values are calculated and the results are
shown in Table 8.
Table 7: Deviation Sequence of Quality Characteristics
Run

Deviation Sequence
Tensile Strength

used for finding out the correlation coefficient matrix along
with the corresponding eigen values. Table 9 represent the
eigen analysis of the correlation matrix along with the eigen
vectors corresponding to each eigen values. The square of
the primary principal component (PC1) represent the
contribution of the respective quality characteristics and is
shown in Table 10.
Table 9: Eigen Analysis of the Correlation Matrix
Eigen Value

1.3176

0.6824

Variable

PC1

PC2

Tensile Strength

0.707

–0.707

Microhardness

0.707

0.707

Proportion

0.659

0.341

Cumulative

0.659

1

Micro Hardness
Table 10: Contribution of Each Quality Characteristics

1

0.2563

0.4409

2

0.0000

0.4247

3

0.2247

0.0000

Tensile Strength

0.499849

4

0.7690

0.7473

Microhardness

0.499849

5

0.2785

0.6344

6

0.6551

0.5215

7

1.0000

0.5430

8

0.3544

1.0000

9

0.4462

0.6344

Table 8: Grey Relational Coefficient Values of Quality
Characteristics
Run

Grey Relational Coefficient
Tensile Strength

Micro Hardness

1

0.6611

0.5314

2

1.0000

0.5407

3

0.6900

1.0000

4

0.3940

0.4009

5

0.6423

0.4408

6

0.4329

0.4895

7

0.3333

0.4794

8

0.5852

0.3333

9

0.5284

0.4408

Next step is to calculate the grey relational grade, but for
calculating the GRG values we have to calculate the
weighing values of each quality characteristics with
respective to their importance relative to the analysis.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is employed for finding
the individual weightage of the quality characteristics. Table
8 represent the grey relational coefficient values which are

Quality Characteristics

Contribution

Moreover the proportion variance explained by PC1 is 65%
and is used for the calculation of grey relational grade. The
results of the grey relational grade are shown in table along
with the individual ranking.
Higher grey relational grade value represents higher
performance of the multiple quality characteristics. Thus
from Table 11 we can observe that the process parameter
combination represented in experimental run 3 has the
highest GRG value (0.8447) and is the best combination out
of the nine experimental runs.
Table 11: Grey Relational Grade along with Individual Ranking
Run

Grey Relational Grade

Ranking

1

0.5961

3

2

0.7701

2

3

0.8447

1

4

0.3973

9

5

0.5414

4

6

0.4610

6

7

0.4062

8

8

0.4591

7

9

0.4844

5

Next step is to find the optimal settings of the process
parameters for getting the highest grey relational grade.
Taguchi method is employed to find the optimal process
parameter setting and ANOVA is employed to study the
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effect of each process parameter on the multiple quality
characteristics. GRG values are used as the response for
carrying out the analysis using the Taguchi method. Average
GRG values of the individual process parameters are shown
in Table 12. Figure 3 represents the main effect plot of the
SN ratio and from figure we can see that the best parameter
setting for obtaining the highest GRG is found out to be A3,
B1 and C1.

contribution and evaluate what effect the parameter has on
the considered response. The effect of the process parameters
i.e. reinforcement percentage, grain size and blade angle on
the response variable i.e tensile strength and microhardness,
are evaluated at 95% confidence interval. The analysis of
variance test results with respective degree of freedom
(DOF), sum of square (S), Variance (V) and percentage
contribution (P) are shown in Table 13.

Table 12: Response Table for Grey Relational Grade

Table 13: ANOVA Table for the Grey Relational Grade

Level

Reinforcement

1

0.4506

0.6235

0.5712

2

0.4659

0.5054

0.5677

3

0.737

0.5246

0.5146

Delta

0.2864

0.1181

0.0567

1

2

3

Rank

Grain Size

Blade Angle

Analysis of Variance for Means
Source

DOF

S

V

P

Reinforcement

2

0.1557

0.0779

77.11

Grain Size

2

0.0241

0.0121

11.94

Blade Angle

2

0.0060

0.0030

2.99

Residual Error

2

0.0161

0.0080

7.96

Total

8

0.2019

From the table we can see that reinforcement percentage has
the major influence on the multiple quality characteristics
and is clearly seen with the highest percentage contribution
of 77.11%. The analysis further reveals that reinforcement
percentage was followed by grain size which was having an
effect of 11.94% on the multiple performance characteristics
followed by blade angle which was having minor effect on
the multiple responses with a value of 2.99%.

Confirmation Experiments
Fig. 3: Effect of Individual Process Parameters
on the Quality Characteristics

The plots for mean S/N ratio of grey grade are presented in
Figure 3. In the plot, if the point is near the mean line
(represented as dotted line) it shows that it has little effect on
the considered response whereas the point which has the
highest inclination from the average line corresponds to the
most significant effect on the quality characteristics. From
Figure 3 it can be derived that reinforcement percentage has
the highest inclination from the mean which represent that
the reinforcement percentage has the maximum influence on
the multiple quality characteristics and the best results are
obtained at level 3 of the reinforcement percentage.
Optimum level for grain size and blade angle was found to
be level 1.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a very powerful method
that is used to predict the effect of the design factors on the
considered performance variable. With ANOVA we can
analyse the effect of each factor in terms of percentage
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The confirmatory experiments are conducted using the
optimum levels of each processing parameters to verify the
improvement in the multiple performance characteristics for
the fabrication of Al2024/Red Mud MMC recommended by
the hybrid methodology. The values obtained by the
confirmatory experiments are shown in table 14 which
shows that the hybrid methodology can be successfully used
for optimizing the multi response problems.
Table 14: Verification Test Results
Optimal Settings
Predicted

Actual

Level of factors

A3, B1, C1

A3, B1, C1

Difference/Gain

Tensile Strength

189.24

191.85

2.61

Microhardness

80.32

80.7

0.38

Conclusion
In this paper a hybrid optimization technique along with
Taguchi method is proposed to find out the optimal settings
of stir casting process parameters in order to simultaneously
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optimize multiple quality characteristics. Taguchi’s orthogonal
array is used to design the experiment and from the analysis
of the results it is concluded that tensile strength and micro
hardness increases with the increase in reinforcement
percentage whereas it decreases with the increasing values of
grain size and blade angle. From the statistical analysis it is
observed that the process parameters such as reinforcement
percentage and grain size had a major effect on the
mechanical properties whereas blade angle was having minor
effect on the grey relational grade. Treating GRG as a single
response it was analyzed using Taguchi’s method. Optimal
settings were established from the response graph and the
optimal settings were found to be A3, B1 and C1 i.e.
reinforcement percentage (15%), grain size (90 microns) and
blade angle (90o). Confirmatory experiments were conducted
at optimal settings and the values of tensile strength and
microhardness were found to be 191.85 MPa and 80.7 VHN
respectively. Microstructural analysis was carried out which
confirms the presence of red mud particles in the MMC. This
study exhibit that the hybrid optimization technique can be
successfully used to optimize multiple quality characteristics.
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Reduction in GHG Emission in Iron Ore Sintering Process
Subhra Dhara*1, S.K. Jha1 and A. Arora1

Abstract: Sintering is the most prevalent process for agglomerating iron ore fines. The process starts with
homogeneously mixing various ore fines along with flux and other metallurgical waste fines. Then the mixture is
added with 8–10% of water and subjected to controlled rotation in a rotating drum, so as to form granules (mean
size > 3 mm). Water is added as binder in this granulation process. Afterwards, granules are ignited (at
temperature > 1300°C), so that fines are incipiently fused to form a lumpy porous mass (sinter) suitable to be
charged in Blast Furnaces. Coke breeze is conventionally being used as heat source for this fusion reaction,
however it’s role is much broader. It supplies the heat required for evaporation of granulation water and acts as
reducing agent for partial reduction of Fe2O3 to FeO. Generally, 70–75 kg of coke breeze is consumed to produce
1 ton of good quality sinter in industrial practices; which in turn emits 215 kg of CO2 (GHG) to environment.
Granulation is the single most critical step in raw mix preparation; amount and properties of granulation water
effects granulation index and subsequently sintering process and final product. So, any effort that can reduce
specific balling water consumed without sacrificing its binding properties can effectively reduce coke required for
water evaporation and overall coke breeze consumption and subsequently GHG emission. Hence for sustainability
of industrial sintering operation, it is strongly envisaged to minimize specific coke breeze consumption. Water
surface tension is a unique property, which exerts a strong cohesive force on adjacent fine particles, acts positively
to form capillary bridges in between granulated fines and increases granulation efficiency. On the contrary, it is the
same water surface tension that restricts water to disperse well among layers of fines, as quickly as required during
granulation. A water molecule is typically dipolar, with dipole moment as high as 1.85 D. Literature study reveals
that, water molecules get preferentially oriented when subjected to external magnetic field, which causes reduction
in Hydrogen bond angle from 104.45o and subsequent reduction in surface tension. RDCIS has developed a novel
method to optimally reduce surface tension of granulation water by 16.92%, by passing it through a controlled
magnetic field. This reduction is optimal, to achieve uniform dispersion of granulation water even upto the
bottommost fines layer within the short granulation time without any adverse effect on strength of capillary bridges
and granulation efficiency. This system was successfully implemented in an industrial sintering plant of SAIL. As a
result, granulation water could evenly be dispersed within the fines layer and 8% reduction in specific granulation
water could be recorded; along with 9% increase in granulation index. Reduction in specific granulation water
effectively reduced the coke breeze required for water evaporation and hence a reduction in specific coke breeze
consumption by 2.24 kg per ton of sinter produced could be achieved. This lead to reduction in CO2 emission by
6.93 kg per ton of sinter produced, which is equal to reduced GHG emission by 33000 ton/annum from a single
sinter plant.
Keywords: Granulation, Coke Breeze Consumption, Magnetic Treatment, Water Surface Tension, Capillary Force.

Introduction

S

intering is a process of agglomerating iron ore fines.
These fines are generated during iron mining operation,
which can’t be charged directly into BFs due to size
constraint. Hence, they are mixed with lime stone and
dolomite fines, coke breeze, various metallurgical wastes e.g.
mill scale, flue dust, BOF slag etc. and fused incipiently to
form lumpy porous iron bearing mass called sinter. Due to
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environmental restrictions and significant technological
advantages over iron ore lumps, sinter plants have become
very common in every modern Integrated Steel Plants.
Sintering is a four step process namely dry mixing, balling,
ignition and cooling. Firstly, iron ore fines (< 10 mm), coke
breeze (< 3 mm), flux fines (< 3 mm) and other fine
metallurgical wastes (e.g. mill scale, flue dust, lime dust)
are blended as per pre-calculated ratio and mixed
*subhra@sail-rdcis.com
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homogeneously in primary mixing drums. Then the mixture
is subjected to rotation in wet condition (Granulation
Process), inside balling drums. Here raw mix is converted
into green sinter granules of size preferably more than 3 mm.
The green mix is then fed on moving sinter pallets through
gravity segregation principle. Pallet top layer is subjected to
direct flame heating inside an ignition furnace. The coke
breeze present in top layer is ignited, supplying thermal
energy for partial melting of ore and flux decomposition.
Simultaneously, bottom-ward suction (Dwight-Lyod type) is
created through the moving pallet. This suction causes hot
waste gases of combustion to pass through green mix layers
beneath the igniting top layer. Convective heat transfer
causes drying of these layers followed by coke breeze
ignition and incipient fusion (sintering). Speed of pallet
movement is so adjusted with under-grate suction, that the
whole bed of green mix is sintered till the end of sinter
machine length. Then the sintered bed is crushed to form
sinter pieces. Afterwards the products (still in hot condition)
are screened in hot screen for separating out undersize
fractions (< 8 mm). Oversize sinter is cooled on coolers
(straight line or circular) through air up-draft method. Cooler
speed is adjusted according to the air draft rate, so that sinter
products are cooled to temperature less than 80OC. Cooled
sinter product is again screened in cold screen for separating
out undersize (< 5 mm generally) while the oversize is
consumed in Blast Furnaces as iron bearing burden. Under
size sinter is recycled as return sinter in sintering process
cycle.

Overview of the Granulation Process
Granulation is the process in which primary fine particles
enlarge their size by forming granules. Whereas the raw feed
is characterized by widely different chemical composition
and size distribution (from 10 to < 0.063 mm), granules have
several favourable mechanical features e.g.:
1. Uniform sizes
2. Determined shapes
3. Better strength
4. Homogenized composition and properties.
The optimal size distribution of granules after granulation is
summarized as about: 50% particles with > 10 mm, about
30% particles with 5–8 mm, about 10% particles with 8–10
mm and 10% other particles [1]. As a result, void space in
sinter mix bed and the pre-ignition permeability is greatly
increased. Resultant to this, air-filtration velocity through
bed increases manifold with subsequent increase in sinter
machine productivity. Moreover, the fines in the granules,
which react and melt readily at lower temperatures, are
situated at outer layers, while coarser particles, which are
more reducible and resistant to hot degradation, form the
core [2]. Thus thermo-chemical stages during sintering e.g.
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decomposing and partial fusion, reduction and crystal reorientation can occur at faster rates.

Granulation Mechanism
Granule structure is quite composite comprising core seed
and primary layer of fines which cements larger particles
present in the secondary layer. Venkatramana et al. [3]
divides feed to the balling drums into three components:
coarse (seeds or nuclei), intermediates and fines (layering
material). Though the size range, precise roll or even the
existence of an intermediate size fraction with distinct
agglomeration behaviour have not been clearly established,
some postulate that intermediates in the size range of 0.2–0.7
mm, 0.5–2 mm or 0.5–1 mm play essentially no role in
granulation. In contradiction, it is assumed that, there is an
intermediate 0.5–1 mm class of particles that can switch
roles as either seeds or adhering fines, depending on
moisture and material properties. Lister et al. [4] considers
there is no existence of intermediate particle range. There is
smooth transition from completely adhering to completely
nuclei particles as particle size increases. In the intermediate
size ranges, for one particular size fraction, some particles
act as nuclei while other particles of same size are adhering.
Distribution of particles between adhering and nuclei is a
function of moisture content.
Granule growth regime is broadly classified into (i) wetting
and nucleation (ii) consolidation and growth (iii) breakage
and attrition [2]. The auto-layering mechanism [4] i.e.
coating of fines present in the feed onto the coarse size
fractions which act as seeds or nuclei, act as reason for
granule growth. The auto-layering process is explained by
many postulates. In the k-postulate, the rate of pickup of fine
particles is proportional to surface area of rolling granule and
a layer is formed whose thickness is the same irrespective of
the nuclei size. Whereas in the more general p-postulate, the
rate of layering is proportional to volume of rolling granule,
and consequently, the granule size is proportional to the seed
size. Mixed postulate explains as layering occurs initially
by a coating of fixed thickness, which is followed by
proportionate growth of granules.

Effect of Granulation Water on
Granulation Process
For ore particle to be associated with one another in the
course of granulation, a certain amount of moisture must be
present on the surface of the particles to function as bridge.
More the water content added into the mixture, better is the
granulation (till the optimum amount). The total layer
thickness increases with water content of the granulating
charge, with subsequent increase in mean granule size [2].
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The packed bed permeability increases when the moisture
content is increased and exhibited a maximum value at a
certain moisture level. Xuewei et al. [5–7] indicated that
permeability of sintering bed increases with increasing water
content added during granulation; first a maximum permeability reaches at suitable water content, then the permeability decrease with increasing water content; i.e. the
relationship between permeability of burden and the water
content added in the mixture is similar to a parabolic curve.
However this maximum value was different for each raw
material samples.
Moreover, when a certain amount of moisture has been
added to the ore particles, the moisture on the surface of the
ore is thought to be affected by the moisture absorption
capacity (water saturation volume) of the ore [8]. Also water
dispersion rate i.e. rate at which water penetrates through bed
of fine raw mix is an important factor. With typical layers of
mixed fines and minimum void space, it needs longer
residence time of whole granulating charge to get sufficient
water bridge for granulation. But as in the case in industrial
operation, feed materials at bottom layers are poorly bonded
by week water bridges, due to low water dispersion and high
feed rate.

Water: An Introduction
According to Hawley’s condensed chemical dictionary,
water is defined as a colourless, odourless, tasteless liquid,
with different allotropic forms e.g. ice (solid) and steam
(vapour). Molecular arrangement reveals that (Figure 1) each
Hydrogen nucleus is bound to the central Oxygen atom by
covalent bond [9]; however structurally a tetrahedral geometry
in which the angle between electron pairs (and therefore the
H-O-H bond angle) is 109.5°. But because the two nonbonding pairs remain closer to the oxygen atom, these exert a
stronger repulsion against the two covalent bonding pairs,
effectively pushing the two hydrogen atoms closer together.
This results in a distorted tetrahedral arrangement in which
the H-O-H angle is 104.5°.

charge is concentrated at the Oxygen end, which constitutes
an electric dipole of considerably high dipole moment as
1.85 D. This partially positive Hydrogen atom in one water
molecule is electrostatically attracted to the partially negative
Oxygen of a neighbouring molecule which is called
Hydrogen bond, a weak but unique bond existing in water.

Effect of Magnetic Field on Water Surface Tension
Studies [10, 11] reveal that, randomly arranged water
molecules are arranged in uniform direction when subjected
to magnetic field. This mode of arrangement causes decrease
in covalent bond angle to less than 104.5o, leading to
subsequent decrease in consolidation degree between water
molecules. Concept diagram of this effect can be seen from
Figure 2. This change in water molecular structure reduces
surface tension of water.

Fig. 2: Effect of Magnetic Treatment
on Water Molecular Arrangement

Magnetic Treatment on Water Surface Tension:
Lab Experiment
Lab scale trials were conducted to measure effect of
magnetic treatment on water surface tension. Magnetic water
conditioners were installed on water supply lines, and
samples have been collected before and after magnetic water
conditioners. The surface tension of respective water
samples were measured using capillary method. The
reduction in surface tension in percentage terms is reported
in Figure 3.

Application of Magnetic Treated Water in
Industrial Sintering Process

Fig. 1: Water Molecule Structure

The water molecule is electrically neutral, but the positive
and negative charges are not distributed uniformly. Negative

The activation of water treatment using magnetic field
depends on three following conditions(7):
• Magnetic flux density
• Duration of exposing water to magnetized field (velocity
of water current)
• Amount of exposing water to the magnetic field
• Temperature of water
• Purity of water.
Accordingly, six nos. of magnetic water conditioners of
calculated magnetic strength were installed around water
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Fig. 3: Surface Tension Reduction after Magnetic Treatment

Results and Discussion
Series of trials, data collection and analysis were conducted
to compare performance of sintering plant performance with
and without magnetic treated water.

Improvement in Granulation Degree
Granulation degree is the ratio of +3 mm in sinter raw mix
after and before balling drums. Samples from conveyor belt
before each drum has been collected and granulometry
analysis with 3 mm screen carried out. Similarly samples
have been collected from discharge end of same drum and
analyzed for granulometry. Care has been taken to collect the
sample from outlet just 3 min after input sample collection to
match with normal traverse time from charging to discharge
end of baling drum. Absolute weight and percentage of +3
mm calculated and recorded which is compared for normal
water and that with magnetic treated water (Figure 4).

Reduction in surface tension increases dispersion of water
among fine raw mix inside balling drum. Hence each layer
has sufficient water to form strong water bridges around;
without compromising on fed rate or residence time. So
granules formed are stronger in terms of compression, with
subsequent reduction in breakage due to abrasion. 9%
increase in granulation degree could thus be realized.

Reduction in Specific Coke Breeze Consumption
Better dispersion of balling water among fine charge actually
increased efficiency of water to act as binder. Hence specific
water content required for balling could be reduced by 8%.
(Figure 5).

Fig. 5: Percentage Water Content in Raw Sinter Feed

Fig. 4: Effect on Balling Index after Magnetic
Treated Water Addition
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This reduced water content subsequently decreased the water
load on sintering process, specifically on drying and recondensation stages. This means lower content of water to be
vaporized in drying zone and reduced specific water in
moisture re-condensation zone. This has saved coke breeze,
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consumed for sintering process. Figure 6 shows trend of trial
data on specific coke breeze consumption, 2.24 kg/ton on
average.

•
•
•
•

Granulation degree improved by 9%
Water content in sinter feed could be reduced by 8%
Reduction in specific coke breeze consumption by 2.24
kg per ton of sinter produced achieved.
This led to reduction in CO2 emission by 6.93 kg per ton
of sinter produced, which is equal to reduced GHG
emission by 33000 ton/annum from a single sinter plant.
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Fig. 6: Specific Coke Breeze Consumption in Sintering
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Investigation of Tribological Performance of
Hybrid Aluminium Metal Matrix Composites
R.S.S. Raju*1, M.K. Panigrahi2, R.I. Ganguly2 and G.S. Rao3

Abstract: The present investigation is carried out to develop new generation hybrid aluminum metal matrix
composites with Coconut Shell Ash (CSA), Al2O3, graphite mixture as reinforcement for analyzing the tribological
effects of different parameters such as load, sliding distance and sliding velocity. Al-CSA, Al-Al2O3, Al-CSA-Gr, and
Al-Al2O3-Gr composites are prepared with percentage of volume of 15% and graphite with 3% by stir casting route.
XRD analysis of shell material has revealed the presence of hard phases of SiC, Al2O3, and Fe2O3. The worn out
surfaces are examined under Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and elemental analysis is carried out by EDS
analysis. The works predominantly deal with physical, mechanical, and wear properties of as-prepared hybrid
MMCs. The conducted mechanical test of the entire hybrid MMCs indicated better strength and wear resistance
than the base material i.e., Aluminium alloy. Al-CSA composite has revealed better mechanical properties like
tensile, hardness than others composites. Moreover, Al-CSA-Gr exhibits better tribological performance than the
other composites.

Keywords: AMC, CSA, Wear Rate, COF.
Introduction

M

etal Matrix Composites (MMCs) bring significant
profit since attainable properties are prominent for the
components concerned and employed to meet diversified
demands of many industries. Moreover, aluminium alloy has
been finding wide application in various industries due to its
high strength – weight ratio, high specific stiffness, and high
thermal conductivity with a low coefficient of thermal
expansion and high wear resistance. Precisely, Aluminium
Metal Matrix Composites (AMC) are effectively implemented
in few industrial applications like aerospace, automotive,
defence, and electronic packing [1,2]. From literature, it can
be observed that physical, mechanical and tribological
properties were improved by the addition of hard ceramic
intermetallic compound into the Al matrix. Moreover, the
materials like hard and soft reinforcements such as SiC,
Al2O3, TiC, SiC- Al2O3, B4C-Gr, Al2O3-Gr, SiC-Gr, and
Graphite (Gr) have been used as artificial reinforcement for
preparation of composite. However, various agro wastes like
fly ash [3,4], red mud [5] and colliery shale [6], rice husk
[7], shell char [8,9], and bagasse [10] are used as
reinforcements in Al-Si, Al-Cu, Al-Mg and Al-Zn are used
as matrix in the fabrication of AMCs. However, there is a
1

critical issue in preparation of the composite with respect to
fabrication and processing [11]. Generally, AMC is
fabricated by liquid metallurgy (i.e., stir or compo casting
and infiltration), squeeze casting and powder metallurgy
route. For the mass and low cast production, liquid
metallurgy route is most preferred than the other one.
Aku et al.[8]evaluated microstructure, hardness and density
of coconut shell ash composites having 3-15% weight
volume. They found that by increasing the vol. % of
reinforcement, density decreases and hardness values
increases. Shen et al. [12] reported on the correlation
between hardness and tensile strength of composite, based on
the effect of particle size, volume fraction and aging
behaviour of prepared with Al-Cu-Mg alloy reinforced with
SiC. Seo and Kang[13] prepared a composite with SiC as
reinforcement with various volume fraction (0.05 to 0.20 of
size 13-22 µm) which injected into an Al6061 molten alloy
by stir casting route. Afterward, the composites are extruded
at 500°C at a constant velocity of 2mm/min. The extruded
composites are examined with extrusion force, particle
distribution, microstructure, and mechanical behavior, which
compared with monolithic alloy. Mahendra et al. [14]
Prepared aluminum (2024) composites reinforced with SiC,
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fly ash and hybrid of SiC-fly ash at various volume fractions
(0, 5, and 10%) by stir casting route. Moreover, the authors
reported on mechanical properties i.e. density, tensile
strength, hardness, % of elongation and yield strength of all
the composites. Certainly, hybrid composite exhibits better
mechanical properties than the other. Aibodion and Hassan
[15] studied the effect of mechanical and microstructural
properties on Al-Si-Fe reinforced with Silicon carbide of 5–
25% of volume. The authors concluded that increase of
reinforcement increases hardness, tensile strength, and
porosity whereas decrease density and impact strength. The
composite has improved mechanical properties due to the
addition and uniform distribution of reinforcement (SiC) in
the ductile matrix. Kumar et al. [16] prepared two
composites i.e. aluminum 6061 and 7075 as base matrix
along with reinforcement by SiC and Al2O3 respectively via
liquid metallurgy technique. The composites were examined
of mechanical, physical, metallography and tribological
performance. They revealed that density, hardness and
tensile strength of composite enhanced with reinforcements.
Kok and Ozdin [17] investigated the wear mechanisms of the
2024 aluminum alloy composites reinforced with Al2O3.
They reported that wear resistance of the composites was
greater than the base alloy, and increased with increasing
reinforced particles size, also decreased with increase of
sliding distance, load and the abrasive particle size.
In the present work, Coconut Shell Ash (CSA), alumina and
graphite particles are used as reinforcement materials for the
preparation of aluminum metal matrix composite i.e., Al15% CSA, Al-15% Al2O3, Al-15% CSA-3% Gr, and Al-15%
Al2O3-3% Gr by stir-casting route. The present work aims
study structure by XRD, EDS, density, and mechanical
properties such as tensile, hardness (Brinell), abrasion
resistance at a variable parameter i.e. load, and sliding
distance and sliding speed remain constant. Moreover,
coefficient of friction and wear rate are response for asprepared composites.

Materials and Methods
Materials
In the present work, Al 1100 grade aluminum (HINDALCO,
BBSR) is used as the matrix, whereas CSA (procured from
the local market), Al2O3, Gr is used as reinforcement for the
preparation of composites. Al2O3 and graphite are supplied
by National Aluminium Company limited (NALCO).
Preparation of Al-based Composite
The composites i.e., Al-CSA, Al-Al2O3, Al-CSA-Gr, and
Al-Al2O3-Gr are prepared by using stir casting technique at a
constant volume percentage CSA (15%), Al2O3 (15%) and
graphite (3%).
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For the preparation of Al-CSA composite, CSA is used as
reinforcement. Initially, coconut shells are crushed in a jaw
crusher in order to get small flakes followed by grounding in
a hammer mill to produce a coarser form of CSA powder.
The obtained powder is packed in a graphite crucible and
fired in an electric resistance furnace at the temperature of
1100ºC and cooled at furnace temperature to form microsized CSA powder. Finally, the CSA powder is sieved in a
rotary sieve shaker with the size of ≤ 240 BSS mesh
(63 microns). Similarly, the collected Al2O3 and graphite are
sieved to ≤ 240 BSS mesh and are used as reinforcement.
The stir casting technique is employed for the preparation of
Al-MMCs. In this process, the aluminium matrix is preheated at 450ºC and melting temperature is raised up to
670ºC to keep the matrix alloy in a semi-solid state. Also, the
as-prepared particles are pre-heated in an electric arc furnace
up to 3 hours for 1100ºC (CSA), 500°C (Al2O3) respecttively. The pre-heated-particles are dispersed in a hybrid.
Thereafter, the molten metal along with reinforcements is
stirred with the help of a motor driven stirrer in the presence
of argon gas at a speed of 600 rpm up to 9 minutes. Then, the
molten metal is superheated above the liquid temperature at
690°C and poured into a preheated (300ºC) cast iron mold of
the size of 100 × 20 × 40 mm3. Finally, the composites such
as Al-15% CSA, Al-15% Al2O3, Al-15% CSA-3% Gr, and
Al-15% Al2O3- 3% Gr are obtained.

Characterization Techniques
The as-prepared Al-alloys were characterized for their
structural, morphological and mechanical properties. X-ray
diffraction pattern for the Al-alloys was recorded using an
X-ray diffractometer (Phillips PW-1729) using CuKα
radiation of wavelength λ = 0.1541 nm in the scan range 2θ
= 10–60°. Morphology of the sample was investigated using
scanning electron microscope (SEM with EDXA, JEOL
JSM-5600LV) which also has been used for compositional
analysis of the prepared Al-alloys. Microstructural examinations (ASTM E-7-95) of samples have been carried out using
standard metallography technique (ASTM E-7). The entire
composite is performed with Brinell hardness tester with a
load of 250 kg and 5 mm ball indenter. The tensile properties
of the composites have been tested with Hounsfield
tensometer (model: ETM-ER3/ 772/12) at a velocity of
1 mm/sec with a maximum load of 20 KN following the
ASTM standard E8. Pin on the disc wear testing machine
(Model: TR-201 LE-PHM 400) is used for conducting the
wear test (ASTM-G99) experiments on composites.

Results and Discussion
Characterization of CSA
XRD Spectrum of coconut shell ash, Al-Al2O3, Al-CSA,
Al-Al2O3-Gr, and Al-CSA-Gr is shown in Figure 1a.
Broaden peak is observed from XRD pattern of aluminium
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composites at (2 theta), whereas two prominent peaks are
observed. The composites are also indicated two peaks with
a variation of intensity along with small broaden. This
signifies that crystalline phases have existed. Figure 1b,
presence of chemical components SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3 is
major constituents in CSA whereas MgO, CaO and K2O are
minor. The EDS peaks indicate the presence of carbon,
apparently in the form of graphite. The formation of in-situ
mixing of components such as SiO2, Al2O3, and graphite
which results improves physical-mechanical properties by
thermal treatment. Al2O3 and SiO2 are well-known
reinforcing additives for improving wear resistance and
strength for Al-MMCs. CaO is reacting with alumina and
silica to form aluminates and calcium silicates, which have
good adhesive properties and improves load bearing
capability [18]. Manganisa (MgO) is a refractory material,
which possesses to withstand high temperature, low thermal
conductivity, and better thermal shocking resistance [19].

Mechanical Properties of Al-MMCs
The mechanical and physical properties of composites are
shown in Figure 2. The hardness of composites i.e. Al-CSA,

Al-Al2O3, Al-CSA –Gr, Al-Al2O3 – Gr increased due to the
hardness of reinforced particle such as CSA, Al2O3 in
addition to the uniform distribution of reinforcement in
composite. Similarly, graphite is less dense substance than
aluminum and alumina. Moreover, the graphite percentage
increases with increase of porosity and decrease of density
shown in Figure 2. The tensile strength increases with
intending to volume fraction of CSA, Al2O3 particles, even
as the elongation decreases with increase in the addition of
reinforcement particles. Hardness and % of elongation are
inversely proportional character, with an increase in
reinforcement as observed in Figure 2, which is due to strain
hardening of the composite. The strength of composite has
been increasing due to the addition of hard ceramic
reinforced particulates. The interfacial among matrix with
reinforcement strengthens mechanism of grain size.
Reinforcement particles are harder due to the presence of
reinforced CSA, Al2O3, which increases load bearing
capability, and constraints dislocation movement of the
matrix reduces interspacing, particle movement has been
critical [20–21].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: XRD of Al-Composites with EDS of Coconut Shell

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2: Properties of Composites
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Tribological Study of Composites
Figures 3 & 4 represent the effect of load on condition of
a constant sliding distance 2000m and sliding velocity
1.5 m/s). Figure 3, the coefficient of friction is directly
proportional to load for all the materials. Pure matrix exhibit
least coefficient of friction followed Al-CSA-Gr and AlAl2O3-Gr composites. The coefficient of friction is lower in
base matrix due to soft nature. The composite exhibits higher
value than the base matrix. Due to the addition of
reinforcement, the frictional force has been increased. It
conversely increases due to the contact of harder face
particles (CSA, Al2O3) to counter surface. Moreover, the
aluminum (matrix) debris is transferred into the counter
surface, resulting in increase in coefficient of friction with
respect to load. This can be attributed to the plastic
deformation in composite, which increases with increase in
applied load. Moreover, due to adhesion, at an early period,
the movement between the pin and counter face is difficult.
This leads to utilization of more energy to overcome friction
between pin and disc, which increases coefficient of friction
and plastic deformation.

Fig. 3: Coefficient of Friction of Al-composites

Figure 4 represent wear rate of composites at a constant
condition of speed and sliding distance with varying load. It
clear that the load increases with increase of wear rate in
composites due to thermal softening and high frictional
forces. In wear mechanism, the major role in composite as a
uniform distribution of particles and interfacial bonding with
the matrix. It clearly shows that, the composites with
graphite exhibits better wear rate than others since graphite
acts as a self-lubricant, foremost to reduction of wear rate.
Similarly, the hard phase reinforced particle (CSA, Al2O3)
are distributed properly and strongly bound with matrix.
Finally, Al-CSA-Gr exhibited better wear rate than the other,
because of reinforcement (CSA) constitute of various
elements and those having own advantages. Al2O3, SiO2, and
MgO are capable of bearing of temperature. CaO is a good
binder. Similarly, Gr and Fe2O3 are forming an oxide layer at
the counter face in higher load and sliding distance, which
prevent the matrix from plastic deformation.

Conclusions
The AMC composites are successfully prepared by stir
casting route using Al1100 as matrix whereas, CSA, Al2O3,
and Gr are reinforcements. Various elements presents in
CSA are examined by EDS, whereas, different phases are
observed in XRD pattern. Mechanical and physical
properties of all composites are resolute and compared with
base alloy. The results exhibit Al-CSA performed better
mechanical properties than the other. Moreover, the density
of composite are reduced with increase of reinforcements i.e.
CSA and Gr. Similarly, the density of composite is increased
with addition of Al2O3. Al-CSA revealed better hardness and
tensile strength than the others. Due to the supplementary of
Gr, density and hardness are decreased with improving
elongation of composite. Al-CSA-Gr displayed better
elongation and low density with better wear resistance than
the other. All composite wear resistance has been tested
under uniform conditions (i.e. track diameter, sliding
velocity and sliding distance) of varying loads from 10 to
50N. All the composites enhanced wear resistance than the
base alloy. Graphite composites have superior wear
resistance than the other, and also act as a self-lubricant. AlCSA-Gr composite is exhibiting less wear and weight loss
than the others since graphite form a thin film and reinforced
particles are harder in nature.
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Abstract: High strength steel (yield strrength >350 MPa),
M
though popular
p
in devveloped countriies, is comparaatively
M
reasons arre the loss of elongation andd weldability of
o high strengtth steel compaared to
new produuct in India. Main
normal mild steel. When combined witth appropriate manufacturingg techniques, advanced
a
high--strength steelss offer
d product weigght, enhanced crash perform
mance, manufaacturing processs consolidatioon and
opportunitties for reduced
cost reducttion.
The paper analyzes the reeasons for not using high streength steel for structural purp
rposes widely. The
T aim of the paper
t design and fabricate
f
struccture with higgh strength steeel. The properrties that needd to be
is to proviide guidance to
consideredd by designers when specifyinng steel construuction productts are Strength, Toughness, Ductility,
D
Welddability
and Durabbility. The use of
o high tensile steel can reduuce the volume of steel neededd but the steel needs to be tough at
operating temperatures and it should also exhibit suufficient ductillity to withstannd any ductilee crack propaggation.
gth steels requiire improved toughness
t
andd ductility, which can be achhieved only witth low
Therefore, higher streng
ment. The impplementation of the Thermo--Mechanical Rolling
R
carbon cleean steel and by maximizingg grain refinem
process (TM
TMR) is an efficcient way to acchieve this. Thee paper analyzzes the variouss ways by whicch high strengthh steel
will help inn sustainable development
d
off structure withh economy.
Keywords: High Strength Low Allooy Steel, Theemo-Mechanicaal Controlled Processes (T
TMCP), Weldaability,
Durability.

I
Introduction

S

teel is extennsively used fo
or structural puurpose becausee of
its high streength to weigh
ht ratio in com
mparison with any
o
other
materials such as concrete. In fact, in many cases, stteel
is the only matterial that can be used such as
a rail. Steel used
u
f general puurpose has beeen specified in IS: 2062–20011.
for
C
Chemical
compposition and mechanical
m
propperties of the stteel
s
specified
in giiven in Table 1 and Table 2. High Strenngth
S
Steel,
as indicaated by name, offers higher level of strenggth,
n
normally
moree than 350 MP
Pa yield stresss. Higher levell of
s
strength
is deesirable becau
use it make structure lighhter.
H
However,
theree is some hindrrances. The strructures are made
m
thhrough weldinng as an impo
ortant joining method. Carbbon
e
equivalent
of thhe steel having
g more that 3500 MPa yield strress
is 0.50% or aboove which mak
kes the weldingg of steel difficcult.
T
That
is why strructural steel having
h
less thaan 350 MPa yiield
s
stress
is generaally available and
a is used inn India. Fatiguee is
a
another
criterioon. The hindran
nces have beenn removed by the
p
production
of high
h
strength lo
ow alloy (HSLA
A) steel.
HSLA steels diiffer from otheer steels in the way that they are
H
n made to meeet a specific chemical
not
c
compposition but ratther

1
2

to speciific mechanicall properties. Thhe carbon conttent ranges
betweenn 0.05–0.25% to retain forrmability and weldability.
w
These stteels are weldaable. In some cases,
c
MIG, TIIG, FCAW
or similar advanced welding proccesses may bee required.
Their yield
y
strengthss can be anyw
where betweenn 250–800
MPa [11] or more. Because
B
of thheir higher strrength and
toughneess, HSLA steels usually reqquire 25% to 30% more
power too form, as com
mpared to carboon steels. Coppper, silicon,
nickel, chromium annd phosphoruss are added to increase
corrosioon resistance. Zirconium, calcium,
c
and rare earth
elementts are added for sulfide-inclusion shape conntrol which
increasees formability. These are neeeded because most
m HSLA
steels haave directionallly sensitive prooperties.
Formability and impacct strength cann vary significaantly when
tested loongitudinally and
a transverselyy to the grain. Bends that
are paraallel to the longgitudinal grainn are more likely to crack
around the outer edgee because it experiences tennsile loads.
This directional charracteristic is substantially
s
r
reduced
in
HSLA steels
s
that havee been treated for sulfide shaape control.
Propertiies of few HSL
LA steel are givven in Table 3.
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Table 1: Cheemical Composition of Structuraal Steel (IS: 20622–2011)
Grade/
Designationn
E 250

E 275

E 300
E 350
E 410
E 450
E 550
E 600
E 650

Qualiity

Ladle Annalysis, % Max
Mn
S
P
1.50
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.040
0.0400
1.50
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.040
0.0400
1.50
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.040
0.0400
1.55
0
0.045
0.0455
1.50
0
0.040
0.0400
1.60
0
0.045
0.0455
1.60
0
0.040
0.0400
1.65
0
0.045
0.0455
1.65
0
0.020
0.0255
1.70
0
0.020
0.0255
1.70
0
0.015
0.0255

C
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22

A
BR/BO
C
A
BR/BO
C
A/BR/BO
O
C
A/BR/BO
O
C
A/BR/BO
O
C
A/BR
A/
BR
A/BR

CE,
% Max
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.43
0.42
0.41
0.44
0.44
0.47
0.45
0.50
0.50
0.52
0.54
0.54
0.55

Si
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.40
0.45
0.40
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.45
0.50
0.50
0.50

Mode off
Deoxidatioon
Seemi Killed/Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
K
Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
K
Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
K
Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
K
Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
K
Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed
Seemi Killed/Killed

Table 2: Properties off Structural Steell (IS: 2062–20111)
Grade/
Designation
E 250

E 275

E 300

E 350

E 410

E 450
E 550
E 600
E 650

Quality
A
BR
BO
C
A
BR
BO
C
A
BR
BO
C
A
BR
BO
C
A
BR
BO
C
A
BR
A
BR
A
BR
A
BR

UTS,
Min,
MPa
410
410
410
410
430
430
430
430
440
440
440
440
490
490
490
490
540
540
540
540
570
570
650
650
730
730
780
780

Y
Yield
Stress Minn MPa
<220
2550
2550
2550
2550
2775
2775
2775
2775
3000
3000
3000
3000
3550
3550
3550
3550
4110
4110
4110
4110
4550
4550
5550
5550
6000
6000
6550
6550

20–40
240
240
240
240
265
265
265
265
290
290
290
290
330
330
330
330
390
390
390
390
430
430
530
530
580
580
630
630

>40
230
230
230
230
255
255
255
255
280
280
280
280
320
320
320
320
380
380
380
380
420
420
520
520
570
570
620
620

Ellongation
% Min.
23
23
23
23
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
20
20
20
20
20
20
12
12
12
12
12
12

Bend
Diameter
< 25
>25
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
3t
2t
–
2t
–
2t
–
2t
–
2t
–
2t
2t
2t
2t
–
2t
–
2t
–
2t
–
2
2.5t
–
2
2.5t
–
3t
–
3t
–
3
3.5t
–
3
3.5t
–
4t
–
4t
–

Charpy Im
mpact
Test
Temp, oC
Min, J
–
–
RT
27
0
27
–20
27
–
–
RT
27
0
27
–20
27
–
–
RT
27
0
27
–20
27
–
–
RT
27
0
27
–20
27
–
25
RT
25
0
25
–20
25
–
–
RT
20
–
–
RT
15
–
–
RT
15
–
–
RT
15
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D
Table 3: Prooperties of HSLA
A Steels
Mn

S

P

S
Si

UTS, Min,
MP
Pa

Y S,
S Min,
MPa

B

0
0.21

1.00

0.035

0.035

0.35

7660

690

H

0
0.21

1.00

0.035

0.035

0.35

7660

690

F

0
0.20

1.00

0.035

0.035

0.35

7660

690

Grade
G

ASTM A 514

Laddle Analysis, % Max
C

Standardd

Q

0
0.21

1.30

0.035

0.035

0.35

6990

621

ASTM A 656

80

0
0.18

1.65

0.035

0.025

0.60

6220

550

ASTM A 572

50

0
0.23

1.35

0.050

0.040

0.40

4550

345

EN 10149

S 460 MC

0
0.12

1.60

0.020

0.025

0.50

5220

460

EN 10149

S 700 MC

0
0.12

2.10

0.015

0.025

0.60

7550

700

M
Manufacturin
ng of High Strength
S
Steeel
Many of the well
M
w understood
d metallurgical principles cann be
u
utilised
to satisfy the overalll mechanical property requuirem
ments
for high strength structtural steels, nam
mely [2]:
• reduced carbon
c
contentt to improve weldability and
a
toughness.
• decreased grain size (fferrite and/or bainite) to give
g
s
and in
ncreased toughnness.
increased strength
• decreased impurity
i
conten
nt (S, P, O) to increase
i
toughnness
in particulaar and through thickness hom
mogeneity.
• increased alloying
a
with Ni,
N Cr, Mo to give
g solid soluttion
and transfformation streengthening, especially
e
at the
higher strength levels.
Hot metal, after pretreatmen
H
nt [3] is refinned in an oxyggen
b
blowing
converter. Then the molten steel is treated usinng a
v
vacuum
degassser to achiev
ve lower carbbon content. The
T
d
decarburising
s
step
is followeed by addition of microalloyying
e
elements,
with the aim of fo
ormation of caarbides of miccroa
alloying
elemennts for precipittation hardeninng [4].
Molten steel that
M
t
has had its chemical composition
c
t
thus
a
adjusted
is conttinuously cast into slabs, whiich in turn, passses
thhrough subseqquent processses such as hot
h rolling, cold
c
r
rolling
and turrned into finall products. Thhe vertical moould
c
continuous
castter, in which the
t mould andd support rolls are
a
arranged
verticcally, is used
d for better quuality becausee it
p
promotes
the separation (b
by flotation) of non-metaallic
innclusions pourred into the mo
ould.

p
is to
t produce
The maain purpose off HSLA steel processing
fine andd homogenouss ferrite grains as well as higgh volume
fraction of carbide/nitrride precipitate during or afterr austeniteferrite trransformation.
Thermoo-Mechanical Controlled Processing
P
(T
TMCP) is
adoptedd during rollinng [5]. In conttrolled rolling operation,
specific amount of deformation
d
iss given at speecific temperaturee range. The baasic essence off controlled rolling opera
tion is grain refinem
ment through repeated crysstallisation,
during which approopriate microsstructure and mechanimparted. The steels are reeheated to
cal prooperties are im
1050–12250°C and soaaked enough for
f sufficient dissolution
d
of carboonitride precippitates. Rollingg passes in thee roughing
stand haas to be designned to reduce thhe austenite grrain size by
successiive recrystallissation. Thereaffter, further reeduction is
achievedd in finishing stands at suittable temperatture (about
800–5000°C).
To com
mpensate for thee loss of carboon and to increease tensile
strengthh, small addittions of alloyying elementss such as
niobium
m (<0.10%), titanium (<00.030%) and vanadium
(<0.15%
%) are made, perhaps also with small amounts
a
of
molybddenum, chrom
mium, copperr and nitrogeen. These
elementts are strong caarbide and nitrride formers, producing a
fine disppersion of stabble precipitates that inhibit grrain growth
during hot
h rolling andd assist in nucleeating fine graiined ferrite
during cooling.
c
Thesee elements alsoo provide som
me increase
in strenggth by precipittation hardeninng. The effect of
o alloying
elementt is given in Taable 4.

Table 4: Effect of Alloyiing Elements on High Strength Steel
S
Element

Percentage addded

Efffect on Propertiees

Copper

0.2–1.5

Improves attmospheric corroosion resistance

Nickel

At least half of
o the copper coontent

Benefits surrface quality

Niobium

0.02

Increased teensile strength annd yield point

Nitrogen

0.003–0.012

Contributes to strength and can improve weeldability

Vanadium

Up to 0.12

Increases strrength without reducing weldabiility
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W
Welding
of HSLA
H
Steels
IS: 2062–2011 specifies steell up to 650 MP
Pa Yield Stresss. If
h
high
strength steel is produceed by increasinng of carbon thhen
c
carbon
equivallent becomes more
m
(>0.50%)) which turns the
s
steel
to be moore difficult fo
or welding andd less resistantt to
f
fatigue.
But HSLA steeels show generrally improved weldability coomB
p
pared
to conveentional structu
ural steels. Foor example, S4460
g
grade
steel has CE of 0.40 which
w
is lower than that of S3355
g
grade
steel [6]. Despite the improved
i
welddability, there are
s
some
fabricatioon problems. Firstly, hydroggen induced cold
c
c
cracking.
The low carbbon content, hence
T
h
low caarbon equivaleent,
s
sometimes
lesss than 0.30 CE
E, means that thhese steels havve a
loow sensitivity to hydrogen co
old cracking buut it may be nooted
thhat the standarrd carbon equ
uivalent formulla is not valid for
a of these steeels and canno
all
ot always be relied
r
upon whhen
c
calculating
prehheat temperatu
ures.
The HSLA steeels can be weelded with low
T
wer preheats thhan
w
would
be perrmitted for co
onventional carbon-mangan
c
nese
s
steels,
despite their
t
higher strrength. The highest risk of cold
c
c
cracking
in theese types of steels
s
is thereefore in the weld
w
m
metal,
rather thhan in HAZ. Th
here are several reasons for thhis.
( The high strength of th
(a)
he parent mettal means higgher
w
residual strresses during welding.
( To match the tensile strength
(b)
s
and toughness
t
of the
parent steeel, the filler metals
m
need too be more higghly
alloyed andd therefore willl have a higherr CE.
( The weld metal
(c)
m
transform
ms from austennite to ferrite at
a a
lower tempperature than the parent steeel (it is generaally
the other way round in
n a conventioonal carbon-m
manhat any hydroggen in the HAZ
Z is
ganese steeel) meaning th
rejected innto the still ausstenitic weld metal
m
which haas a
high solubiility for hydrog
gen.
A preheat baseed on the weld
d metal composition is thereffore
a
advisable
and low hydrogen techniques
t
musst be used.
Secondly, evenn though steelss generally havve very low levvels
S
o sulphur, thee steels contaaining less thaan 0.05% C may
of
m
s
suffer
from solidification craacking in the root pass of butt
b
joints, particularly if the roo
ot bead is depposited at a high
h
w
welding
speed. The reason fo
or this is that hiigh dilution off the
f
filler
metal prooduces a weld metal low in carbon. This low
l
c
carbon
content in its turn leaads to excessive grain growthh of
thhe austenite duuring welding and these largge grains increease
thhe risk of centrre line solidificcation crackingg in the root beead.
T problem appears
This
a
to be most
m prevalent in pipe butt joiints
w
welded
using cellulosic
c
electtrodes, probablly due to it beeing
p
possible
to use a fast, vertical-down weldingg technique.

Thirdly,, toughness and strength in thhe HAZ can be
b an issue.
The steeel manufacturrer takes greatt care to conttrol rolling
temperaatures and coooling rates to
t provide thhe desired
propertiies. The compoonent is then welded,
w
produccing a heat
affectedd zone that hass experienced an uncontrolleed cycle of
heat treaatment. The microstructure inn the HAZ will vary with
respect to the compoosition of thee steel and thhe welding
process heat input. A high heat innput will prom
mote grain
h
an adversse effect on both strength
growth and this will have
mb, heat input should be
and touughness. As a rule of thum
restricteed to around 2.5
2 kJ/mm maxximum and thee interpass
temperaature maintaineed at 250°C maximum,
m
althoough some
of the steels containinng titanium andd boron can toolerate heat
a high as 4.5 kJ/mm withouut undue loss of
o strength.
inputs as
For a deefinitive statem
ment on heat innput control thee advice of
the steell manufacturerr should be souught.
These steels
s
must undder no circumsstances be norrmalised or
tempereed although posst weld heat treeatment (PWH
HT) is often
a requirrement when thhe component thickness is greater than
30 mm. Care needs too be taken, if PWHT
P
is applieed, that the
soak teemperature doees not exceedd 600°C; a teemperature
range of 550°C to 6000°C is often specified.
s
The reason for
this is thhat many of thhe TMCP steels are acceleraated cooled
to a tem
mperature of aroound 620°C; heat
h treating at or close to
this tem
mperature willl result in a substantial reduction in
tensile strength
s
due too over-temperiing. The same restriction
applies to any hot working
w
activityy-plate must not
n be hot
a the temperature of local heating for coorrection of
rolled and
distortioon must not bee allowed to exxceed 600°C. Itt should be
noted thhat PWHT is not recommendded in case of Q & T high
strengthh steels.
HSLA steel
s
(especiallly AST A656 Grade 80) cann be easily
welded using suitable shop or field practices
p
by alll the usual
low-hyddrogen welding processess; Shielded Metal-Arc
(SMAW
W) with AW
WS-E9018 eleectrode, Subm
merged-Arc
(SAW) with flux/wirre combinationn of matchingg strength,
AW) with ER990 wire, and Flux
F
Cored
Gas Meetal Arc (GMA
(FCAW
W) with E90T wire.
w
In all the cases, except submerged
arc weldding [7], a preccautionary preheat of 250°F (120°C) is
recomm
mended to rem
move any surfface moisture for thicknesses up
u to 20 mm.

Use of High Strenggth Steel
The devvelopment annd use of Higgh Strength Low
L
Alloy
(HSLA)) steels has been driven by the
t need to redduce costs,
the higher strength compared witth conventionaal carbonmangannese steel enablling thinner annd lighter strucctures to be
erected. The majorityy of these steeels are to bee found in
structuraal applicationss, offshore strructures, buildiings, ship249
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bbuilding etc. Tensile
T
streng
gths of up too 690 MPa are
a
achievable
whilst still maintaining good weeldability and high
h
n
notch
toughnesss. In practicall design, howeever, other facttors
a
also
have to be
b considered for a successfful applicationn of
thhese steels, e.gg., formability, weldability, sttiffness, buckliing,
s
safety,
crash resistance and faatigue.
In addition to the
t above, HSL
LA steels havee been found too be
u
used
in variouss industries wh
hich include oill and gas pipelline
(with lower imppact transition temperature vaalue, also suitaable
inn arctic regionn), heavy-duty highway and off-road vehiccles
(having increassed load bearin
ng capacities annd better envirronm
mental
friendlliness), constrruction and farm machineery,
inndustrial equippment, storagee tanks, mine and
a railroad cars,
b
barges
and dreedges, lawn mowers etc. Higgh strength steeels
c
can
increase static
s
strength,, crash resistaance, and eneergy
a
absorption.
Cold-rolled and hot-dip
h
galvannized steel graades
a today usedd successfully in the automootive industry for
are
inncreased safetty and weightt reduction in applications like
l
d
door
impact beams, bumperr reinforcemennts and seat conc
s
struction
[8].
An interestingg advantage of
A
o HSLA steells is seen in the
c
construction
off tall televisio
on transmitter masts. The exxtra
s
strength
of the steel has help
ped the sectionns making up the
m can be thinner and morre stable becauuse they offer less
mast
l
r
resistance
to thhe wind. HSL
LA steel makess it more duraable
a gives it a longer
and
l
useful life span. It is therefore
t
seleccted
f use in streeet lighting polles, oil storagee tanks and eaarth
for
m
moving
equipm
ments.

U of High Strength
Use
S
Steeel in Constru
uction
The general prrinciples of deesign of structtures on the liimit
T
s
state
at which they would become
b
unfit for
f their intended
u
use.
Previouslyy, an acceptab
ble margin of strength was ens
sured
by limitinng the calculatted stresses unnder working looad
too some proporrtion of the matterial strength,, say 2/3rd of yiield
s
stress.
It is noow appreciated
d that in manyy parts of a stteel
s
structure,
yield stress is reach
hed locally withhout distress. Due
D
too the reserves of ductility in the steel, the member
m
possessses
m
margins
of strrength much greater
g
than that
t
supposed by
‘elastic’ designn.
Failure due to inadequate strrength is only one of a relevvant
F
u
ultimate
limit states for strructural steelw
work. Others are
innstability due to sway, overtturning or buckkling, fatigue and
b
brittle
fracture.. Serviceability
y checks are also
a
carried outt in
r
relation
to exceessive deflectio
on, vibration annd corrosion.
The selection of
T
o the grade off steel to be used
u
in a structture
d
depends
not onnly on economiics but also onn the stress systtem
im
mposed on thee member. The effect of tennsile, compresssive
a bending sttresses on thee load carryingg capacity of hot
and
r
rolled
sections is discussed beelow.
2
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Tension Members!
The tennsion member transmitting a direct pull beetween two
points in
i a structuree is the simplest and mostt effective
structuraal element. Inn theory, it maay be thin andd of small
cross seection but in practice
p
its effiiciency may be impaired
by the end
e connectionns required to join
j
it to other members
in the frame.
f
Some of
o the main uses are as tension chords
and intternal ties in trusses and lattice girderrs, bracing
memberrs and hangerrs in suspendeed buildings. Open and
closed single
s
rolled seections such as
a angles or chhannels are
typical of light trussees or are usedd as compounnd sections
h
Largerr H sections are
a used to
when thhe loads are heavier.
support heavy loads such as in a truss
t
bridge orr as heavy
g
in induustrial buildinggs. Splices are needed to
lattice girders
join long tension mem
mbers that havee been broken into
i
shorter
e
sectionss for ease of fabbrication and erection.
The moost economical and efficient use
u of HSLA steels is in
memberrs stressed in tension and where dead looad is the
predomiinant load.

Beams
The maain function off beams is to transfer
t
load by
b bending
action. In a typicall multi-storeyy building thhey would
comprisse the horizoontal memberss which spann between
adjacentt columns. Secondary beam
ms might also be
b used to
transmitt the floor loaading to the main
m
beam. For the most
usual foorms of structuural framing, itt is normally suufficient to
considerr only bendingg effects. In succh cases the appplied load
will inccrease until thee full plastic moment
m
is reacched at the
most higghly stressed cross
c
section resulting in thee formation
of a plaastic hinge. Itt is assumed that
t
this can take place
without premature buuckling of the compression flange
f
toes
w
or the web.
Using hybrid steel girders (i.e. welded girrders with
g
usuallyy HSS in the flanges
f
and
combinaation of steel grades,
ordinaryy steel grades in the web) instead
i
of hom
mogeneous
steel giirders offers a more econoomical solutionn in compressionn.

Colum
mns
The priincipal functioon of the coluumn is to trannsfer compressivee loads but it may
m also be reequired to carrry bending
momentts depending upon
u
its locatioon in the structture. Under
a nominnally axial loadd, the responsee of the member depends
on a nuumber of factorrs, the most im
mportant beingg its length
and crooss sectional area,
a
the stresss/strain charactteristics of
the steeel, the conditioons of its suppport and the method of
manufaccture. Ideally, stocky colum
mns deform by squashing
under looad when the yield
y
stress is reeached.
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If the material experiences strain
s
hardeninng at high strains,
o first yield is
i not affectedd but the collaapse
thhe condition of
looad may be inncreased. This will be more significant at low
l
s
slenderness
raatios for whicch the deform
mation is preedom
minantly
plastiic. A numberr of the higheer strength steeels
s
show
no yield point but exhiibit work hardening; this woould
a have a benneficial effect at
also
a low slendernness ratios. Thhese
s
suggest
that the benefits of using
u
higher sttrength steel arrise
f slenderness ratios below approximately
for
a
60.
An example off higher strengtth for column is given here. For
A
a four storey offfice building, the column is initially designned
w
with
HEA 2400 steel with a minimum yieeld stress of 240
2
2
N
N/mm
. The coolumn distancce was 7.2 m in each directtion
w
with
an impossed floor loadiing of 2 kN/m
m2. The bucklling
length was takken to be 70
0% of the column height. By
s
substituting
steels with yield stresses of 3555 and 460 N/m
mm2,
itt was possible to reduce the basic sectiion size to HEA
H
2 and HEA 180 respectiv
200
vely. The correesponding weiight
s
savings
were 26%
2
and 38%. A maximum reduction of 40%
4
inn the space occcupied by thee columns wass calculated ussing
thhe steel with a yield stress of 460 N/mm
m2. An increasee in
2
f
floor
loading too 3.5 kN/m simulated the design
d
of a muultis
storey
car park using the same column sizess and distancess. In
thhis case replaccing mild steel with the 460 grade
g
resulted in
i a
w
weight
saving of up to 40%
% and a reduction in the sppace
o
occupied
by eacch column of up
u to 33%.
In compressionn, High Streng
gth Steel are most effectivee in
h
heavily
loaded,, stocky colum
mns or in stiffeened compresssion
e
elements
wheree buckling is no
ot the controlliing criterion [99].

F
Fatigue
When fatigue is
W
i the decisive factor in the design,
d
the higgher
y
yield
strength does not seem
m to offer addditional econom
mic
a
advantages,
beecause the staatic design stresses are limiited
a
and
the higherr grade canno
ot be effectiveely utilized [110].
H
However,
in caase, fatigue problems are onlyy localized (e.gg. in
a number of joints/connecti
j
ions), improveements at fatiggue
s
sensitive
locatiions can be ach
hieved by alterring the designn at
thhe specific location (e.g. use cast joints instead of dirrect
w
welded
connecctions in truss, use locally thhicker steel plaates
e
etc.)
and/or byy post weld trreatments. Theerefore, econom
mic
b
benefits
from the
t hybrid con
nstruction (com
mbination of high
h
s
strength
and mild
m steel gradees) can still bee gained from the
o
overall
structurre steel dead weight reductionn.

Conclu
usion
Applicaation of high strength
s
steels offer great pootential for
the use of high strengtth steels when strength is the governing
H are generaally a result
criterionn. The advantaages of using HSS
of reducced weight annd dimensions.. Design stressses can be
increaseed and section thickness mayy be reduced, resulting
r
in
significaant weight savvings. Reduceed section thicckness can
also savve on welding costs
c
as well as
a on fabricatioon, erection
and trannsportation coosts. Simplifiedd structural coomponents
and connstruction techhniques are oftten possible, particularly
p
for largee structures andd foundation costs may also be
b reduced
due to loower dead weight.
Moreovver, using high strength steel (HSS) not onlyy enhances
econom
my in the first place but alsso contributes in saving
resourcees.
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Effect of
o Ceriaa (CeO2) and Ytttria (Y2O3) Coaating
on High
H
Tem
mperatu
ure Corrrosion Resistan
R
nce
of 2.25 Cr-1 Mo
M Steeel in SO2 + O2 Atmosph
A
here
D. Ghosh1, S. Das2 and S.K. Mitra3

Abstract: This work is primarily
p
aimeed to study the effect of Ceriaa (CeO2) and Yttria
Y
(Y2O3) suuperficial coatting on
the high teemperature corrrosion behavioor of 2.25 Cr-11 Mo steel in SO
S 2 + O2 (ratioo 2:1) environm
ment. The isothhermal
corrosion study
s
of uncoa
ated as well as Ceria and Ytttria coated speecimens are carrried out in SO
O2 + O2 enviroonment
at 973 K for
fo 150 hours. The post corrooded specimenns are characteerized in SEM
M, EDS and XR
RD. The resultss show
significantt improvement of corrosion resistance of coated specim
men in comparrison to the unncoated one. All
A the
specimens show parabollic rate growthh kinetics whicch indicates thaat corrosion iss governed by outward catioon and
c
of the uncoated
u
and coated
c
specimeens are
inward aniion migration. The thermal cyycling behavioor (upto three cycles)
also examiined in the sa
ame environmeent for 100 hoours. The resullts show that Ceria
C
and Yttrria coated speecimen
shows signnificant improvvement of the corrosion
c
resisstance comparred to uncoatedd specimens unnder thermal cycles.
c
The parabolic rate consttant (kp) of Ceeria and Yttria coated specim
men decreases as thermal cyycling increasees. The
detail mechhanism of corrrosion is explaiined in this papper.
Keywordss: 2.25 Cr-1 Mo
o Steel, Corrossion, Ceria, Ytttria, Thermal Cycling.
C

I
Introduction

L

ow alloy Cr-Mo
C
steel su
uch as 2.25 Cr-1
C
Mo steel are
widely useed for constru
uction of supeer-heater and reh
heater
tubes off thermal pow
wer plant boileers, petrochemiical
a refinery inndustries. High
and
h temperature corrosion
c
is a key
k
issue for diffferent engineeering componeents in differrent
a
aggressive
enviironments. Thee drastic materrial degradationn of
thhe componentt leads to prem
mature failure of
o the componnent
a
and
affect thee reliability, availability
a
annd safety of the
c
component
[1––4]. These com
mponents are operated at high
h
temperature annd are subjecteed to thermal fluctuations
f
unnder
n
normal
operatinng conditions and
a hence, neeed protection frrom
h
high-temperatu
ure corrosion resistance.
r
Num
merous investiigatiion regarding the beneficial effect of rare--earth elementss or
thheir oxides either in the form of alloy additions or oxxide
d
dispersions
in the alloys hav
ve received speecial attention for
m
more
than two decades forr improving high
h
temperatture
o
oxidation
resisstance as welll as exhibitingg improved sccale
a
adherence
to thhe metal/alloy
y substrates [5––12]. The aim
m of
m
most
of thesee studies is to
o judge the high
h
temperatture
c
corrosion
behavvior under isotthermal and cyyclic environmeent.
H
However,
manyy metallic com
mponents in diifferent industrries
a invariably subjected to sulfidizing
are
s
envvironments unnder
1

the actuual service connditions whichh frequently lead to the
failures of protectivee Cr2O3 layers and thus alllow more
mponents.
aggressiive attack of thhe metallic com
High teemperature corrosion of strructural alloyss in sulfur
bearing environmentss is many ordeers of magnituude higher
than in oxidizing envvironments. Thhe corrosion iss drastic at
mperature in sulfur
s
bearing environments and often
high tem
lead to the severe meetal loss from the external surface and
r
in prem
mature retirem
ment of the coomponents.
finally results
The adddition of reacctive elementss, such as Cerium and
Yttrium
m, is of interestt because of thheir beneficial effects on
oxide scale
s
propertiees, including resistance to spallation
[8–17]. Addition of these elementts is possible either by
alloyingg or by incorpooration into a suurface layer (foor instance,
by ion im
mplantation orr by coating).
The preesent study iss an attempt to investigatee the high
temperaature corrosionn behaviour off uncoated andd CeO2 and
Y2O3 cooated low alloyy steel (2.25 Crr-1 Mo) under isothermal
conditioons. The estimaation of the corrrosion rate andd the study
of reacctions kineticss are necessarry supplemennts in this
investiggation along wiith post corrodeed scale characcterization.
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M
Materials
and
d Methods
The initial maaterial is norm
T
malized (12233 K/30 m inn/air
c
cooled)
and tem
mpered (1003 K/60 min/air cooled)
c
2.25 Cr-1
C
M steel plaate of 6.0 mm
Mo
m
thicknesss. The chemiical
c
compositions
o the steel is
of
i estimated and
a
is shown In
T
Table
1. The specimen cou
upons of dimennsions 30 mm
m ×
2 mm × 2 mm
20
m are prepared from the initiaal material for the
e
experimental
s
studies.
The sp
pecimen couppons were furtther
s
subjected
to mechanical
m
polishing upto 10000 grit Sic em
mery
p
paper.
The speecimen was subsequently
s
r
rinsed
in distillled
w
water
followed by drying in acetone.
a
T
Table
1: Chemiccal Analysis (Weeight Percent) off 2.25 Cr-1 Mo Steel
C

Mn

Si

S

P

Cr

Mo

Fe

0.11

0.51

0.19

0.008

0.012

2.07

0.95

Balancee

equilibrrium with SO2 was estimatedd and found too be PO2 =
–111
1.5 × 100–11 atm and PS2
atm respectivvely.
S = 0.75 × 10
Since, the
t equilibrium
m of the reactiion SO 2 + 1 O 2 = SO3 is
2
slowly established, a Platinum (Pt) catalyst waas used to
t rapid equillibration. The catalyst was made
m
from
ensure the
the Pt–m
mesh in the form
f
of a smaall bucket, in which the
specimeen was placed inside
i
the horizzontal tube furnnace.
Post corrroded specimeens were charaacterized usingg Scanning
Electronn microscopy (SEM), Eneergy dispersive spectroscopy (M
Model–Thermoo EDS, Make Thermonoran, USA) and
X-ray diffraction
d
system (XRD) [Model–TestP
Pro makePANalyytical, Netherlaands).

The CeO2 (3 µm
T
m) and Y2O3 (5
5 µm) powderss are taken for the
s
superficial
coatting. The CeO
O2 and Y2O3 poowder are sepaarately mixed thooroughly with ethanol to preepare a slurry for
s
superficial
coatting. The polisshed samples are dipped in the
s
slurry
for 10 minutes
m
to hav
ve a uniform coating over the
s
substrate.
The deposited
d
substrate are furtheer dried in ovenn at
4 K for 120 minutes
473
m
to obtain good adherrent coatings. The
T
s
slurry
is prepaared for the different
d
conccentrations of the
p
powder
to acchieve different depositions rate over the
s
substrate.
Finallly, three depo
osition rate (0.15 mg/cm2, 0.30
0
2
2
m
mg/cm
and 0.550 mg/cm ) by
y changing thee concentrationn of
C 2 powder are obtained the slurry. Inn the same way,
CeO
w
s
superficial
coatting of two diff
fferent deposit (0.15 mg/cm2 and
a
0
0.25
mg/cm2) of
o Y2O3 were also
a prepared.
The coated sam
T
mples are mou
unted in crosss section and the
s
samples
are fuurther examineed in Scanningg Electron Miccros
scope
(Model––Hitachi S-30
000 N, Makee-Hitachi limitted,
J
Japan).
The crross-sectional view of the Ceria
C
(CeO2) and
Y
Yttria
(Y2O3) coated sample is
i shown in Figgure 1.

E
Experimenta
al Procedure
Isothermal corrrosion study was carried out
o in mixed gas
S 2/O2 (2:1) environment at
SO
a 973 K for 150 hours inn a
V
Vertical
tubulaar furnace atttached with digital weighhing
b
balance.
The SO
S 2 and O2 cylinders withh calibrated flow
fl
m
meter
were connnected with th
he furnace for preparation
p
off the
c
corrosive
envirronment. The calibrated
c
flow
w meter was used
u
f controlling the gas flow of SO2 and O2. All the gaases
for
w
were
supplied by M/S British Oxygen Lim
mited (BOC) with
w
9
99.99%
purity. The SO2 and O2 mixture (2:11 ratio by volum
me)
w prepared by
was
b controlling the
t desired flow
w through the gas
f
flow
meter. Thhe mixed gasees were dried with P2O5 beffore
e
entering
into high
h
temperatu
ure furnace. Thhe total flow rate
r
m
maintained
wass approximatelly 80 ml/minutte in all the casses.
T partial prressure of oxy
The
ygen (PO2) and sulfur (PS2) in

Fig. 1:
1 Cross Sectionaal View of (a) CeO
C 2 Coated (50 mg/cm2)
and (b) Y2O3 Coated (0.25 mgg/cm2) Specimenn
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R
Results
and Discussion
D
SEM Study off the Coated Specimen
S
Sp
F
Figure
2 shows the SEM miicrograph of thhe top surfacee of
C 2 coated (00.30 mg/cm2) and
CeO
a Y2O3 coatted (0.15 mg/ccm2
d
deposit)specim
mens. The fig
gure shows globular
g
type of
d
deposit
in case of CeO2 coateed specimen Figure
F
(2a), whhich
is adherent ovver the substrate while, Figgure (2b) shoows,
posits over the substrate.
irrregular shapedd adherent dep

m
of the coated
c
and
The figgure also sugggests that most
uncoated specimen follows
f
approoximately paraabolic rate
kinetics as per the following equationns,

( ΔAW ) = K t
2

… (1)

p

where, ΔW/A
Δ
= weight gain per unit area (mg/cm2);
)
– –1
Kp = parrabolic rate connstant (mg2cm–4
s ) t = time in
i seconds.

(∆W/A)/mg cm-2

(a)

Fig. 2: SEM Micrograph of Top
T Surface of (a)
( CeO2 Coated
(0.30 mg/cm2) and (b) Y2O3 Coated
C
(0.15 mgg/cm2) Specimenn

Kinetic Behavvior
K
T kinetic datta of the mass gain per unit area
The
a
as a functtion
o time for thee uncoated CeeO2 and Y2O3 coated steel are
of
p
presented
in Figure
F
3. Thee CeO2 coatinng (0.30 mg/ccm2
d
depositions
ratee) gives a sign
nificant improvvement in corrrosioon resistance in
i SO2 + O2 env
vironments in comparison
c
to the
u
uncoated
speciimen as suggested in Figuree 3(a). The figgure
a reveals thaat the highest corrosion
also
c
resisstance is achievved
inn case of CeO
O2 coating of optimum
o
depoositions rate (00.30
2
m
mg/cm
). Neithher too low (0
0.15 mg/cm2) or
o too high (00.50
2
m
mg/cm
) coatinng depositions rate, shows thhe best corrossion
r
resistance.
The kinetic behavior of th
T
he uncoated and
a
Y2O3 coaated
s
specimens
is shown in Fig
gure 3(b). Thhe figure reveeals
s
significant
impprovement of the corrosionn rate in casee of
c
coated
specimeen. The figure also suggests the
t best corrossion
r
resistance
at opptimum deposittions rate (i.e. 0.15
0
mg/cm2).
2
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(b)
Fig. 3: Weight
W
Gain vs Time
T
Plot of (a) Uncoated and CeO
C 2 Coated
andd (b) Uncoated annd Y2O3 Coatedd 2.25 Cr-1 Mo Steel
S
in
S 2 + O2 (2:1) Environment
SO
E
at 973
9 K for 150 Hoours

Characcterizations of
o Post Corroded Specim
mens
Figure 4 reveals the SEM
S
morpholoogy of the outeer surfaces
of the post corrodedd CeO2 coatedd (0.30 mg/cm
m2), Yttria
2
T figure
coated (0.15 mg/cm ) and uncoateed specimen. The
t segregation of cerium oxide
o
particle along the
shows the
grain booundaries Figuure 4(a). Thesse particles att the grain
boundarries during corrosion form the complex compound,
c
which innhibit the migrrations of outw
ward diffusionss of cations
and impprove the corrrosion resistannce. On the other
o
hand
Figure 4(b)
4
suggests also the segregations of yttrrium oxide
particless along certainn directions. The
T scale morpphology of
the outer scale of thhe post corrooded uncoated specimen
t extensive scale crackingg and spallatioons of the
shows the
scale froom the substraate Figure 4(c)). This indicattes that the
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sscales formed of the uncoaated specimenn is unprotectiive,
w
which
is subjeected to scalee cracking andd spallation. The
T
X
XRD
analysis of the outer surface of thhe post corrodded
s
specimen
CeO2 and Y2O3 arre shown in Fiigure 5. The post
p
c
corroded
CeO2 coated speccimen detects the presence of
F 2O3, CeO2, (Fe,
Fe
(
Cr)2O3 an
nd CeFeO3 as shown in Figgure
5
5(a),
while the presence of Fe
F 2O3,FeY2O4, Y2O3, FeS phaases
a confirmed Figure
are
F
5(b) in case
c
of Y2O3 coated specimenn.
The Ceria (CeeO2) and Yttriia (Y2O3) coatting on the allloy
T
s
surface,
results in an improveement in the coorrosion resistaance
w
which
can be attributed to the
t presence of
o particles of the
C 2 and Y2O3 over the subsstrate. These oxxide particles may
CeO
m
a as the nucleeation sites forr oxide growthh and have form
act
med
c
complex
comppound like CeF
FeO3 and FeY
Y2O4. These coomp
pounds
act as pegs
p
at the inittial grain bounndaries, as a result
o which the sccale is being keyed
of
k
down to the alloy surfface
a thereby im
and
mproves the scale adhesion. These will creeate
e
effective
barrier for the ou
utward cationnic transport and
im
mprove the coorrosion resistaance to a greaat extent. Furthher,
thhe reduction in corrosion rate
r
arising frrom the changged
m
mechanism
of scale growth (from outwardd scale growthh to
innward scale growth)
g
definitely cut down the possibilityy of
v
vacancy
coalescence at thee inner surfacce and there by
f
facilitating
bettter scale adhesiion.

(a)

(b)
Figg. 5: XRD Analyysis of Outer Surrface of Post Corrroded
(a) CeO
O2 and (b) Y2O3 Specimen

Behaviior of the Coated and Uncoated Speciimen
under Thermal Cycling Condittions

Fig. 4: SEM Micrograph of Post
P Corroded (aa) CeO2 Coated,
(b) Y2O3 Coated and (c) Uncoated Sppecimen

The sam
me coated and uncoated speccimens were exposed for
thermal cycling studiees in mixed gaas SO2 + O2 ennvironment
mens were expoosed in the
at 973 K for 100 hourrs. The specim
furnace and then re exposed afteer cooling to study the
behavioor in thermal cyyclic conditions. The test wass continued
up to thrree cycles. Thee parabolic ratee constants aree calculated
from thhe kinetic dataa in different thermal cyclees and are
represennted in Table 2 and Figure 6. The resultss show the
higher parabolic
p
rate constant of uncoated
u
speciimen compared too CeO2 and Y2O3 coated specimen in 1st cycle. The
post corrroded scale of
o uncoated speecimen is founnd cracked
and spaalled complettely after 1st cycle, while parabolic
constantt of CeO2 andd Y2O3 specimeen is lowered as thermal
cycle prroceeds up to 3rd cycle (Figuure 6). The im
mprovement
of the coorrosion resistaance of CeO2 annd Y2O3 coatedd specimen
during thermal
t
cycle can be attribuuted to the forrmation of
complexx compound CeFeO
C
eY2O4, which acts as act
3 and Fe
as gradeed seal to accommodate thee thermal stressses during
thermal cycling.
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Table 2: Parabolic
P
Rate Constant (Kp) of Uncoated
U
and
Coatedd Specimen for Different
D
Therm
mal Cycles
Identification

Kp
(mg2cm–4s–1)
First Cycle

Kp
(mg2cm–4s–11)
Second Cyclle

Kp
–
(mg2cm–4s–1
)
Third Cyclle

Uncoated
specimen

11.10 × 10–4

Scale
spallation

–

CeO2 coated
(0.30 mg/cm2)

0.36 × 10–4

0.30 × 10–4

0.25 × 10–4

Y2O3 coated
(0.15 mg/cm2)

0.42 × 10–4

0.3 × 10–4

0.28 × 10–4

to the
t thermal cyyclic conditionns in SO2 + O2 environmennt. The compllex compoundd like CeFeO3 and Y2O3
form
mation during coating, act as
a graded seal to accommoddate the therm
mal stresses. Soo the corrosionn resistance
of the
t coated speccimen is signifficantly improvved during
various thermal cycling due to the excelllent scale
adhherence of thee coating witth the substraate. These
com
mpounds also act as peggs at the iniitial grain
bouundaries, as a result of which scale is beeing keyed
dow
wn to the alloy surface andd improves thee corrosion
resiistance.
5. Finnally, applicatioon of CeO2 annd Y2O3 superfficial coating can be used foor effective corrrosion protecttion at high
mperature in diifferent criticall components of thermal
tem
pow
wer plant boiiler and petroochemical and refinery
induustries in SO2 + O2 environm
ment.
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F 6: Parabolicc Rate Constant (K
Fig.
( p) of Uncoatedd, CeO2 Coated and
Y2O3 Coated Specimen in
i Different Therrmal Cycles

C
Conclusion
The following conclusions can
T
c be drawnn on the basiss of
r
results
and disccussion:
1. The appliccation of CeO
O2 and Y2O3 suuperficial coatting
over the substrate of 2.2
25 Cr-1 Mo steel, significanntly
t corrosion reesistance in SO
O2 + O2 (ratio 2:1)
2
improves the
gaseous ennvironment at 973
9 K.
2. The kinettic behavior of
o both uncooated and coaated
specimen in isothermaal corrosion studies folloows
olic growth ratee, which indicaates
approximaately the parabo
that corrossion process is
i governed by
b the diffusioonal
growth likee outward catio
on and inward anion migratioon.
3. The improovement of thee corrosion ressistance for CeeO2
and Y2O3 coating in isothermal corrossion study cann be
t CeO2 and Y2O3 particles, which may act as
attributed to
the nucleattion sites, prefeerably over thee grain boundarries
for oxide growth. Thesse reactive oxides also form
med
c
CeF
FeO3 and FeY
Y2O4 which actt as
complex compound
barrier forr the outward transport of cation
c
and inw
ward
transport of
o anion and im
mprove the corrosion resistaance
to a signifiicant extent.
4. The corroosion resistancce of CeO2 and
a
Y2O3 coaated
specimen is
i also significcantly improveed in compariison
2
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Enggineering
g Practiices for Failure Analysiis of Boiiler Tub
be
Fa
ailures in
n Powerr Plants: A Case Study
Pranab Raay1, Debashiis Sarkar2 and
a B. Chau
udhuri3

Abstract: Failure of boiiler water/steaam wall tubes in a thermal power
p
station is a very comm
mon phenomennon. A
systematic study of the failures
fa
may leaad to minimizaation of the faiilure occurrencces preventing disruption of power
p
generationn and associatted monetary losses.
l
In this context, it maay be mentionned that a systtematic approaach to
failure anaalysis requiress the use of vaarious tools off analysis avaiilable in the hands
h
of an annalyst. Based on
o the
preliminary
ry observation which also incclude comprehhensive plant data
d
collection,, an analyst haas to decide typ
ypes of
test that will
w be of releva
ance. Other thhan conventionnal NDT techniques, oxide sccale thickness gauging, sometimes
even radioography, chem
mical analysis,, mechanical properties asssessment, mettallographic evaluations, etc. are
resorted too. With the ava
ailability of staate of art testinng equipment such
s
as scanninng electron meetallography, jobs
j
of
analysts haave become sim
mpler. Howeveer, as finding the
t root cause of failure is veery critical, annalyst’s capabiility in
understandding in diverse fields is of parramount imporrtance.
As a case study,
s
in the prresent paper exxample of failuure analysis off a medium reheeater (MRH) leeakage in a 3000 MW
fluidized bed boiler has been
b
considereed. During the working life off less than 2 yeears, the unit has
h faced this type
t
of
MRH tubee rupture severral times. All failures had occurred
o
in saame coil at saame branch off tubes and att same
location. As
A mentioned above,
a
after colllection of plannt data and preeliminary visuaal observation,, the analyst deecided
the tests too be conducted
d and after connducting these tests, inferencees have been drawn
d
subsequently. Wall thiinning,
due to exccessive coal-ash corrosion, and overheatting, due to scale buildup on the tube were
w
measuredd, and
estimationss of the averag
ge corrosion annd scale growthh rates were made.
m
Finally itt was concludeed that the roott cause
of the failuure is very high
h rate of localizzed fire side errosion of the Medium
M
Reheateer Tubes.

Keyword
ds: Failure Anaalysis, Reheateer Tubes, Leakaage, Corrosionn, Overheating.
I
Introduction

I

n power plants
p
boiler tube failuress are inevitabble.
Whatever thee fuel being firred, all high prressure boilers are
b
bound
to have tube failures at some pointt or other. Booiler
tuube failure has a very adverrse effect on the
t functioningg of
thhe power plannts both in terrms of availabbility of powerr as
w as cost. There
well
T
are many
y different typpes of boiler tuube
f
failure
mechannisms, which can
c be sorted into six geneeral
c
categories:
• Stress ruptture (short-term
m overheating, high temperatture
creep, dissimilar metal welds).
w
• Water-sidee corrosion (ca
austic corrosionn, hydrogen daamage, pittingg, stress corrosion cracking).
• Fire-side corrosion (low temperature,
t
w
water
wall, ash)).
1
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I
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•
•
•

Eroosion (fly ash, falling
f
slag, soot blower, coal particle).
Fatiigue (vibrationn, thermal expaansion).
Lacck of quality control (damage during chem
mical cleaning, poor water chemistry coontrol, materiaal defects,
wellding defects).

These six
s groups cann further be sub-divided in to twenty
primaryy type defects. They
T
are as folllows:
1. Shoort term overheeating failure
2. Lonng term overheeating failure also known as creep
c
3. Disssimilar metal weld
w failure
4. Fatiigue caused byy vibration
5. Theermal fatigue due
d to temperatture fluctuationn
6. Corrrosion fatigue
7. Cauustic corrosion inside the tubees
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8.
9.
1
10.
1
11.
1
12.
1
13.
1
14.
1
15.
1
16.
1
17.
1
18.

Hydrogen damage in watter wall internaal surface
Tube internnal pitting
Fly ash eroosion
Falling slagg erosion
Soot bloweer erosion
Coal particcle erosion
Low tempeerature flue gass corrosion
Fireside water wall corro
osion
Coal ash coorrosion
Oil ash corrrosion
Damage duuring maintenaance cleaning

19. Cheemical excursioon damage
20. Maaterial defects and
a welding deefects.
The tubbe failures duuring initial period
p
of opeeration are
differennt from the ones which occur during normall operation.
During initial period of
o operation tyypes of tube faailures seen
b
in fluuid path by
are shorrt term overheeating due to blockage
some fooreign materiaal, weld failurre, material deefects, and
sometim
mes fatigue faailures. In the case of failuures during
normal operation any of the twenty different
d
types of failures
w photos of
mentionned above mayy occur. Figure 1 shows a few
various types of tube failures.
f

Short Term Overheating
ube. Causes of
Leads to stress rupture of the tu
short term overhheating are formaation of debris
and scale on thhe steam/water tu
ube, high heat
transfer rate or
o improper firing and low
water/steam leveel due to poor circu
ulation.

Long Term Overrheating
Long term overhheating failure occurs due
to selection of incorrect materiall, scale
formation insidee the tube, wateer side
deposits.

Fatigue Failure
Thermaal Fatigue failurre arises due too improper
flexibillity, attachment weld
w
corrosion, cold bend
restriction to the thermaal expansion, impproper heat
treatmeent and contouringg of welds.

High Temperature Creep
It leads to stress rupture of boiler tubes.
t
Causes
for such failures are partial chockin
ng of tube,
general blockagee, incorrect materiaal, material
transition and higgher stress due to weld
w
attachment.

Caustic Corrosioon
It arises due feed water system corrrosion
deposits, condensser tube leakage, higher
h
concentration of NaOH
N
in boiler waater
and temperature increase
i
due to internal
deposits.

Failuree Due to Hydrogeen Corrosion
This tyype of damage resuults from low pH corrosion
c
reactionn which results in the production of atomic
hydroggen which in turn results
r
in formationn of cracks
at the grain
g
boundaries loongitudinal bars occcurs with
thick tiip.

Failed Tube Du
ue to Stress Corro
osion
Such cracks are generally
g
observed
d in superheater, re-heater region having con
ncentration of
chlorides, sulphaates or hydroxide and
a stresses in
fabrication servicce etc. like bends, attachment
weld.

Failures Due to Dissimilar
D
Metal Welds
It causes rupture of boiler tubes as shown.
s
d to
This type of failuure mainly occurs due
use of dissimilar metal
m
rods for wellding
the tube. The prim
me location of disssimilar
metal weld failurees are super-heaterr, reheater dissimilar weld joints.

h Erosion
Failurees Due to Fly Ash
Ash haaving abrasive actiion erodes the outeer surface
of tubees in Economizer, LTSH,
L
Re-heater regions.
r
The maajor causes of fly ash
a erosions are tem
mperature
of flue gas, high ash conttent in coal high fllue gas
velocityy and high impinggement angle of ashh particle.

Fig. 1: Boiler Tube Failures
F
and Theeir Patterns Due to Various Reassons of Failures
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Primary factorss influencing reepeat tube failuures are:
P
• not follow
wing state-of-th
he-art operationn maintenancee or
engineering practices
• lack of pro
oper boiler tubee failure root caause analysis
• wrong choice of correctiv
ve/preventive action
a
• lack of definitive
d
boileer tube failurre reporting and
monitoringg.

b provided witth the tube
The folllowing information should be
sample((s):
• Boiiler operating pressure, tem
mperature, steaaming rate,
andd unit MW;
• Draawing of boileer showing th
he location of each tube
sam
mple;
• Speecified tube maaterial, dimensiions, etc.;
• Opeerating hours since
s
commercial operation date
d or tube
replacement;
• Tub
be failure histoory of the boiler;
• Boiiler maintenance records (i.ee., replacementts or modificaations) for the boiler
b
section of
o concern;
• Boiiler water chem
mistry (typical chemistry and frequency,
exteent, and duratioon of excursionns);
• Lay
yup proceduress (short-term, long-term);
• Any
y additional peertinent information on the unnit.

C
Capabilities
o Analysts
of

Activitties to be Und
dertaken

F
Failure
Mech
hanisms
The service ennvironment off fossil-fired boilers along with
T
w
h
human
errors during
d
engineeering, fabricatiion, constructiion,
o
operation,
and maintenance will
w always result in occasioonal
B
Boiler
Tube Faailures (BTF). The frequencyy of these failuures
d
depends
on thee corrective acttions taken to prevent or redduce
b
boiler
tube dam
mage. Repeated
d BTF result in
i frequent forrced
o
outages,
and ulltimately in costly extended outages
o
for maajor
tuubing replacem
ment.

However, as finnding the root cause of failurre is very critical,
H
a
analyst’s
capabbility in underrstanding in diiverse fields iss of
p
paramount
im
mportance. These capabilitiies may incluude
e
expertise
in many
m
diverse disciplines,
d
suuch as Analytiical
M
Metallurgy,
Chhemical cleaniing and preserrvation, Chemiical
E
Engineering,
C
Chemistry,
Com
mbustion, Corrrosion, Dynam
mics
a
and
flow-induuced vibration
n, Fluid Mechhanics and Heat
H
trransfer, Fuels and fuels analy
ysis, Materialss performance and
m
mechanical
teesting, Measu
urements, Meechanical desiign,
N
Nondestructive
e methods of diagnostics, Pollution
P
conttrol,
Q
Quality
controol, Stress anaalysis, finite element
e
analyysis,
w
water
chemistrry, Welding or
o other manuufacturing techhnoloogies, etc.

S
Sampling
and
d Sample Preparation
Prior to removving a failed tube, the tube is marked and
P
p
photo-documen
nted (gas flow direction, fluiid flow directiion,
r
row
number, elevation, boiiler section, etc.).
e
The vissual
c
condition
of neearby tubes and
d the proximitty of the damagged
tuubing to attacchments, soott-blowers, etc.. should also be
d
documented.
Samples shouldd be of reason
S
nable length annd cuts shouldd be
m
made
well awaay of any visib
ble damage. Dry cuts shouldd be
m
made
with an electric or airr powered reciiprocating saw
w or
g
grinder
with a thin cut-off wheel to obttain high quaality
u
uts.
Tube endds should be sealed with tape to prevvent
c
contamination
osits or scale. The tube sampples
or loss of depo
s
should
be carrefully packed
d to prevent damage durring
s
shipment.
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vissual inspection
Dettermination of chemical compposition and morphology
m
of deposits
d
Depposit Weight Density
D
(DWD)) determinationn
Scaale thickness measurement
m
Pit depth measureements
Waall loss determiination
Metallurgical analysis
Maaterial composition and microostructure
Dettermination of failure mechannism
Rooot cause analyssis
Reccommend correective actions
Dettermination of time for tube replacement.
r

Case Study
During the working life of less thaan 2 years in a 300 MW
fluidizedd bed boiler inn a thermal power plant, thhe unit had
faced Medium
M
Recharrge Heater (MR
RH) tube ruptuure several
times. All
A failures hadd occurred in same coil, at saame branch
of tubess and at same loocation (app. 9 M below the roof,
r
facing
LHS waater wall tubes). The present failure investiigation had
to be unndertaken becaause the tube portion failed again and
was repplaced after sim
milar rupture faailure on anothher tube of
the same coil. On eachh failure, nearbby MRH tubes and facing
w tubes got affected
a
and neeeded localized insertion
water wall
of new tube piece. Basic
B
importannt data of thee plant are
furnisheed in Table 1.
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Tablle 1: Plant Desig
gn and Operationnal Data
Sl. No.

Description

Remarks

1.

Typee of boiler

Fluiddised bed

2.

Date of Commissioniing

20.007.2008

3.

Installled Capacity

300 MW

4.

Failuure occurred on

26.004.2010

5.

Desiggn Steam Inlet Temp.
T
of
MRH
H coil

329.6°C

6.

Desiggn Steam Outlet Temp.
of MR
RH coil

540°°C

7.

Desiggn Flue Temp.

972°°C

8.

MRH
H tube design dim
mension

60 mm
m OD × 4 mm
thickk

9.

Wateer wall tube desig
gn
dimennsion

63.5 mm OD × 7.5
mm thick

10.

MRH
H tube material spec.
s
(ruptuured portion)

12 Cr1
C Mo VG

11.

Wateer wall tube mateerial
spec.

SA 210,
2
Grade-C

S
Samples
Receeived
Portion of thee tube no. 10, MRH coil no. 1 containning
P
r
rupture
point, iddentified as MRH 10 in this paper.
p

Portion of the tube no. 12, 14 & 16, MRH coil
c
no. 1
containiing affected poortion, identifieed as MRH 122, MRH 14
& MRH
H16 respectivelly in this paperr.
Portion of two affectted LHS wateer wall tubes containing
affectedd portion, identtified as WWT in this paper.
Portion of LHS water wall tube no. 5 affected durring failure
containiing affected poortion, identifieed as WW 5 in this paper.

Sequen
nce of Activitties for Cond
ducting Failu
ure
Analyssis
To carryy out the inveestigation, folloowing test schhedule was
followedd:
• Vissual Inspection
• Ultrrasonic Thickn
ness Gauging
• Oxiide Scale Gaug
ging
• Ten
nsile Testing
• Cheemical Analysiis
• Harrdness Testing
• Scaanning Electron
n Microscopy
• Metallographic Ev
valuation.

Visual Inspection
I
In the Figure 2 glimpsees of the visuall observations on
o samples
e
receivedd in the preseent case studyy have been elaborated.

Sample No. MRH—10
M
- Outeer & inner surfaace shows unifoorm scale deposit, mixture of black and brownn colour. The neeighboring
surface of leakkage shows inverrse bulging effecct. Thinning obseerved on the leakkage spot.

Sample No. MRH—12
M
- Both
B
the outer & inner surfacce shows unifoorm scale depoosit, mixture off black & brow
wn color.
The neighborinng surface of leaakage shows minnor bulging effecct. Thinning obseerved on the leakkage spot.

Sample No. MRH—14
M
- Bo
oth the outer and
a
inner surfacce shows unifoorm scale depossit, mixture of black and brow
wn color.
The neighborinng surface of leaakage shows minnor bulging effecct.
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Sample No. MRH—16
M
- Bo
oth the outer and
a
inner surfacce shows unifoorm scale depossit, mixture of black and brow
wn color.
The neighborinng surface showss a step. No leakkage spot observved.

Sample No. WWT
W
- Both the outer
o
and inner surface
s
shows unniform scale depposit, mixture off black and brow
wn color. The neeighboring
surface shows inverse bulging effect. Thinningg observed on leaakage spot. Leakkage near circum
mferential joint.

Sample No. WW
W 5 - Both thee outer and innerr surface shows uniform scale deposit,
d
mixture of black and brrown colour. Thhe leakage
spot shows a tyypical pattern off fish mouth openning failure.
Fig. 2: Glim
mpses of the Visuual Observationss on Samples Reeceived

U
Ultrasonic
Th
hickness Mea
asurement Teest
Ultrasonic Thiickness Meassurement was carried out on
U
s
several
locatioons along thee length of the
t
samples and
a
c
circumferential
lly on four spo
ots at each lonngitudinal locattion

assuminng leakage spoot at 6’o clock position. Outeer diameter
was alsso measured at
a possible loocations. In Table
T
2(a),
results of Ultrasonicc thickness measurement
m
h
have
been
compileed.

Table 2(a):
2
Results of Ultrasonic
U
Thickkness Measurement
Sample No.

Design Data

MRH 10

Thickness
4 mm
Diameter
60 mm

MRH 12

MRH 14

2
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Thickness
4 mm
Diameter
60 mm

Thickness
4 mm
Diameter
60 mm

Spot No

Obserrved Thickness (m
mm)
6”O
O clock

9”O clock
c

12”O cllock

3”O clocck

1

3.9

4.1

3.9

4.8

2

4.0

4.1

3.8

4.8

3

3.8

4.55

3.1

4.7

Observedd
OD (mm)

Remaarks

60.00
59.5

Beside leakkage spot

4

–

–

3.8

–

Along leakaage spot

5

3.9

4.77

3.9

4.8

Beside leakkage spot

6

3.9

4.88

3.9

4.3

60.0

1

4.8

3.99

4.0

4.0

60.0

2

3.9

4.55

4.0

3.1

3

4.0

3.77

3.5

3.4

60.0

Beside leakkage spot

4

3.8

4.44

3.9

3.8

58.9

Beside leakkage spot

5

4.1

3.99

4.6

4.0

60.0

1

4.1

4.22

4.0

4.1

60.00

2

4.7

4.1

4.0

4.2

3

–

3.99

3.8

3.6

4

4.7

–

3.5

–

Beside leakkage spot

S
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Sample No.

MRH 16

Design Data

Thickness
4 mm
Diameter
60 mm

WWT

Thickness
7.5 mm
Diameter
63.5 mm

WW 5

Thickness
7.5 mm
Diameter
63.5 mm

Spot No

Obserrved Thickness (m
mm)

Observedd
OD (mm)

Remaarks

6”O
O clock

9”O clock
c

12”O cllock

3”O clocck

5

–

4.77

3.7

4.1

6

4.6

–

4.2

–

7

4.7

4.77

4.2

4.2

60.0

1

4.0

4.66

4.2

4.5

60.0

2

4.1

4.66

4.2

4.5

3

4.1

4.00

3.7

4.0

60.0

Beside stepp marking

4

4.1

4.00

4.2

4.2

59.0

Beside stepp marking

5

4.3

4.1

4.4

4.2

60.0

59.15

Along leakaage spot
Beside leakkage spot

Minimum – 6.88 mm
Maximum – 8.22 mm

62.0 to 63.00

1

6.8

7.7

2

6.9

7.7

Beside leakkage spot

3

5.3

7.6

Along leakaage spot

4

5.4

7.8

Beside leakkage spot

5

7.7

7.7
Table 2(b): Oxxide Scale Thickkness Measuremeent

O
Oxide
Scale Thickness
T
Meeasurement
Steam side oxxide scale thickness was meeasured on MRH
S
tuube samples. The results are tabulatedd in Table 2(b).
C
Considering
thhe damage of oxide
o
layers during
d
failure, the
m
maximum
values observed are taken into coonsideration.

Sample
No.

Maximum Oxide
de Scale Thicknesss
Measurred (mm)

MRH 10

0.11

MRH 12

0.09

O
Other
Test Reesults

MRH 14

0.10

Results of tennsile tests, ch
R
hemical analysses and hardnness
m
measurement
h
have
been show
wn in Table 2(cc), 2(d), and 2(ee).

MRH 16

0.12

Table 2(c)): Tensile Test Report
R
Yield Strength
S
(M
Mpa)

Ultim
mate Tensile Streength
(Mpa)

% Elonggation

MRH10

374

523

21.2

MRH12

402

542

22.3

MRH14

361

535

20.6

MRH16

472

584

17.20

M VG
As specified inn code 12 Cr-1 Mo

255 (m
min)

470––640

21 (min))

WW5

358

511

28.8

As specified inn code SA 210 Gr.C
G

275 (m
min)

485 (min)
(

30 (min))

Location
Medium Reheater
R
Tubes

Water Walll Tubes

Saample No.
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T
Table
2(d): Cheemical Analysis Test
T Report
Wt. %

Samplee No.

C

Mn

Si

S

P

Cr

Mo

V

M
MRH
10

0.14

0.46

0.25

0.0227

0.0299

0.93

0.30

0.25

M
MRH
12

0.16

0.54

0.26

0.0228

0.0311

0.97

0.31

0.20

M
MRH
14

0.14

0.51

0.25

0.0227

0.0288

1.10

0.26

0.33

O Medium Rehheater Tubes
On

M
MRH
16
Specified in codde
S
1 Cr-1 Mo VG
12

0.13

0.50

0.25

0.0229

0.0299

1.10

0.26

0.29

0.08–0.15

0..40–0.70

0.177–0.37

0.0330
(maxx)

0.0300
(max))

0.9–1.2

0.25–0.35

0.15–0.30

On Water
W
wall Tubess
W
WW5
Specified in codde
S
S 210 Gr.C
SA

0.22

0.62

0.26

0.0227

0.0299

0.27
(max)

0.93
(max)

0.10
min)
(m

0.0335
(maxx)

0.0355
(max))

Table 2(e): Harrdness Test Repoort
Sam
mple No.

Obsserved Hardnesss (RB)
A

B

C

D

MR
RH 10

84

82

844

85

MR
RH 12

82

84

855

85

MR
RH 14

78

80

833

82

MR
RH 16

85

84

800

82

WW
W5

82

84

855

82

WW
WT

80

81

788

82

S
Scanning
Eleectron Microg
graphy
One sample frrom tube no. MRH–10 wass observed unnder
O
s
scanning
electrron microscopee at Departmennt of Metallurgiical
a Material Enngineering, Jad
and
davpur Universsity, Kolkata. The
T
m
microstructure
shows a health
hy ferritic matrrix. No significcant
c
creep
damage has
h been noticced. No significant differencee in
m
microstructure
along the crross section of
o the samplee is
o
observed.
Repreesentative micrro-photographss are given beloow.

Opticall Microscopy
Metallographs of variious samples from
f
optical microscopy
m
wn in Figure 3.
3
are show

Summaary of Findin
ngs
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

2
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Som
me tubes show
w inverse bulgging at failed spot,
s
some
tubes show bulginng also.
Siggn of fish moutth opening hass been observedd on MRH
12 & 14.
Typpical fish mouthh opening has been
b
observed on WW 5.
Siggnificant localised thinning has
h been obserrved on all
the tubes.
Tenndency on low
wering of diam
meter (about 1mm) has
beeen observed onn all the tubes, even at the loccations just
beside the bulged portion.
Minnor oxide scaliing is observedd on all the MR
RH tubes.
Cheemical analysiis confirms thhat MRH tubbe material
beloongs to 12 Cr-1 Mo VG and Water wall tubbe material
beloongs to SA 2100 Gr.C.

S
SMART
Technoloogies for Natura
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Sampple No. MRH 100
Micrrostructure show
ws predominantlyy ferritic matrix with pearlite. No
N significant creeep decay
is observed.
o
Pearllite decomposiition has just initiated. No significant chhange in
micrrostructure along the cross secction is observed. No significannt effect of corrrosion is
obseerved on internall as well as exterrnal surface.

M
Mag–450
X
Samplle No. – MRH 122
Micrrostructure show
ws predominantlly ferritic matrixx with thick peaarlite regions in between.
No significant
s
creepp decay is obserrved. No signifiicant change in microstructure along the
cross section is obseerved. No signifiicant effect of coorrosion is obserrved on internal as
a well as
exterrnal.

M
Mag–450
X
Samplle No. – MRH 144
Micrrostructure show
ws predominantlyy ferritic matrix with pearlite. No
N significant creeep decay
is observed.
o
Pearllite decomposiition has just initiated. No significant chhange in
micrrostructure along the cross secction is observed. No significannt effect of corrrosion is
obseerved on internall as well as exterrnal surface.
M
Mag–450
X
Samplle No. – MRH 166
Micrrostructure show
ws predominantlyy ferritic matrix with pearlite. No
N significant creeep decay
is observed.
o
Pearllite decomposiition has just initiated. No significant chhange in
micrrostructure along the cross secction is observed. No significannt effect of corrrosion is
obseerved on internall as well as exterrnal surface.

M
Mag–450
X
Sampple No. – WWT
Micrrostructure show
ws predominantlly ferritic matrixx with thick peaarlite regions in between.
No significant
s
creepp decay is obserrved. No signifiicant change in microstructure along the
cross section is obseerved. No signifiicant effect of coorrosion is obserrved on internal as
a well as
exterrnal surface.

M
Mag–450
X
Sampple No. – WW 5
ws predominantlly ferritic matrixx with thick peaarlite regions in between.
Micrrostructure show
No significant
s
creepp decay is obserrved. No signifiicant change in microstructure along the
cross section is obseerved. No signifiicant effect of coorrosion is obserrved on internal as
a well as
exterrnal surface.
M
Mag–450
X
Fig. 3:
3 Metallographss
•

Physical teest results confform to the sppecification of the
respective tubes. Elongattion of tube noo. MRH 10, 122 &
a
the min
nimum values mentioned in the
14 is just around
specificatioon. Elongation
n of tube no. MRH
M
16 & WW
W5
falls below
w the specified limit.

•

Harrdness values of
o MRH tubess lie in betweeen 78 to 85
HR
RB. No speciific values on hardness have
h
been
menntioned in gradde 12 Cr-1 Mo VG. ASTM reecommends
maxximum 85 HRB
H
for standdard ferritic alloy
a
steel
seam
mless tubes for
f high tempperature use. The result
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•

•

shows thatt the hardnesss values of alll the MRH tuubes
reach the upper
u
line of th
he specified vallue.
Hardness values
v
of Wateer Wall tubes lie in betweenn 82
to 85 HRB
B. SA 210 Gr.C suggests maaximum 89 HR
RB.
The hardness values of the
t failed wateer wall tubes also
a
ne of specified limit.
l
approach too the upper lin
No significcant creep dam
mage has beenn observed on the
MRH and water wall tub
bes. Presence of
o bainite has been
m
alsso, no significcant
observed. In electron microscopy
h
been obseerved.
deviation have

D
Discussions
a Conclusiions
and
The failure in tube number MRH 10 has occurred from
T
m a
p
portion
which was
w replaced just before lesss than one monnth.
T history of such failures indicates
The
i
that the
t failure is very
v
m
much
localisedd i.e. confined
d in a particulaar location of the
f
furnace.
It is also confirmed by the plant
p
personnell that initially the
H tube followeed by damagee of
leakage occurrred in a MRH
n
nearby
MRH and
a waterwall tubes by highh pressure steaam/
w
water
jetting frrom leakage po
oint. Among thhe samples unnder
innvestigation, only
o
MRH 10
0 contains thee source leakkage
p
point
on failuure, others aree the affectedd tubes on saame
o
occurrence,
except tube no. WW 5. WW 5 is the affeccted
tuube of such sim
milar failure occcurred..
Test results, inn summary, co
T
ould not reveaal any significcant
d
deviation
exceept some hard
dening effect i.e.
i decrementt of
d
ductility,
increm
ment of hardn
ness, etc. This minor hardenning
e
effect
may also occur as a result of quennching by steaam/
w
water
jetting affter leakage. Th
he presence of bainites in miccros
structure
also may
m come as a result of such quenching.
q
This type of jettting after failu
T
ure washes outt the tube surfaaces
f
faced.
This ressult localized thinning,
t
inverrse bulging, stteps
o outer surfacce, leakage with
on
h or without minor
m
bulging, etc.
b
based
on direction, temperature, pressure, etc. of the steeam
jet leakage. Thhis is very com
mmon after boiler tube leakaage.
B for obviouus reason, thesse indications are not foundd on
But,
tuube containingg source leakag
ge.
In this investiggation, the tub
be containing original leakkage
p
point,
tube Num
mber MRH 10
0, also shows similar
s
indicatiions
liike localized thhinning, inversse bulging etc, a typical effecct of
e
external
erosioon. It indicatees that some external erossion
m
mechanisms
weere also on acttion on outer suurface of tube no.
M
MRH
10 beforee failure. This portion
p
of the tube
t
was replaaced
w at least 4.88 mm thicknesss (the thicknesss observed on the
with
h
healthier
portion of the sam
me tube piecce). The exterrnal
e
erosion
mechannisms are seen
n to be very sevvere which briings
d
down
the thicknness of the tub
be piece from 4.8
4 mm to 3.1 mm
m
w
within
a time span
s
of about one month onnly. These mecchan
nisms
are also found very much
m
localized. Fire side erossion
o the furnace tuubes occurred due
on
d to followingg reasons:
2
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•
•
•
•
•

Flyy ash erosion
Fallling slag erosioon
Coaal particle erossion
Sooot blower erosiion
Cooolant erosion from nozzles fitted with anny control
insttruments for coooling of sensoors.

Among the above mecchanisms, the first
f
three cannnot be very
t
place
much loocalized. Locallised faster firee side erosion takes
normally due to last tw
wo reasons. Fuurnace design, positioning
p
s cooled sennsors should bee reviewed
of soot blowers and self
for propper identificattion of reason of such highher rate of
externall erosion.
Fish moouth opening during
d
failure is a typical example
e
of
long term overheatinng failure preedominantly assisted
a
by
A
all thhe failed sam
mples of earliier similar
creep. Among
failures,, the sample WW
W 5 was seleccted for investiigation due
to the unlikely
u
presennce of a typiccal fish mouthh opening.
Investiggation could noot reveal any crreep decay. Thhe tube was
not under operation foor long time beecause it failedd only after
m
of fish mouth
20 montths of commisssioning. The mechanisms
failure occurrence
o
folllows steps likke softening duue to creep
decay, bulging undeer internal preessure, thinninng due to
bulging and finally rupture
r
along the longitudinnal axis of
bulged portion.
p
The similar
s
situation may occur if
i a ductile
tube is brought underr operation witth thickness leess than its
minimum designed caalculated thicknness. The failuure in water
w
fish moutth opening caan thus be
wall tubbe WW 5 with
concludded that locallized thinning occurred in this tube
during failure occurreed previously,, the tube couuld not be
noticed and brought innto operation, bulging occurrred in this
tube piiece before the day undeer consideratioon, failure
occurredd on MRH tubbe on the day under consideeration, the
steam/w
water jet hit thee bulged locatiion of WW 5 and
a finally
failed with
w fish mouthh opening undeer dual effect of
o external
jetting and
a internal preessure.
Finally, it was concluded that the rooot cause of the failure is
r
of localizzed fire side erosion of the Medium
higher rate
Reheateer Tubes.

Recom
mmendations
•

•
•

•

Revviewing of furnace
f
designn, positioningg of soot
blow
wers and self cooled
c
sensorss for proper ideentification
of reason
r
of such higher rate of external erosioon.
Aftter identificatioon, complete removal
r
of anyy option of
such further exterrnal erosion.
Thoorough Ultrasonic Thickness measurement of
o Medium
reheater tubes annd waterwall tuubes, replacem
ment of the
thinnned tube portiions.
Aftter taking abovve steps, compprehensive visuual inspectionn and thicknesss measuremennt after 16,0000 hours of
runnning.

st
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Synthesis and Characterization of Perovskite
BaSnO3 by Variable Methods: A Comparative Study
Asima Adak (Maity)1, Soumya Mukherjee*2,3,
Mahua Ghosh Chaudhuri2 and Siddhartha Mukherjee2

Abstract: Perovskite Barium Stannate (BaSnO3) has shown many interesting properties like electrical, catalytic,
semiconducting, capacitive and thus have been the most versatile ceramic oxides. Transitional metal doping at B
site, leads to modification of semiconducting, electrical, catalytic, piezoelectric properties. Such versatile materials
are observed to be synthesized by different techniques such as solid state ceramic method, ball milling,
hydrothermal, planetary mill activation, Sol-gel and so on. Synthesized samples are mainly characterized by XRD
for phase identification and purity of the material, SEM images give morphological formation, TEM studies give
structural information, optical and bonding characterisrics identified by FTIR analysis. The piezoelectric, dielectric,
optical properties, electrical conductivity of the undoped and doped perovskite are reported in line of applications.
In the present article the authors tried to briefly describe the properties of the material in nanometer scale with
respect to morphological formation.
Keywords: Perovskite, XRD, SEM, TEM, Dielectric.

Introduction

T

ill now researchers have worked on various perovskite
grade materials to study their properties and possible
applications. Perovskite dielectric material BaSnO3 exhibits
various properties like electrical, thermal, photocatalytic,
photovoltaic, semiconducting type and so on. Lanthanum
doped perovskite Barium stannate also exhibit sensing and
thermoelectric properties at high temperature [1]. Perovskite
type oxide uses Al2O3 mainly as a tool to construct gas
sensor for detecting inflammable or toxic gases such as CO,
NO, C2H5OH [2]. Gas sensor fabricated by the material is
found to work mainly based on the comparison of electrical
resistance of semiconductor oxide in air and in the presence
of detected gas (CO, H2, etc.) [2]. Lanthanum doped BaSnO3
system is observed to be used for humidity sensor material
[3]. Humidity sensors are applied for quality control of
production processes and products as electronic devices,
precision instruments, textile and foodstuffs. It is also found
in domestic application such as smart control of living
environment in a building [3]. Some characteristics of
humidity sensor such as high sensitivity, chemical and
thermal stability, high reproducibility, no hysteresis, low cost
and long life are observed to make it fit for versatile
1

applications [2, 3]. In Non-linear dielectric material, dielectric
constant can be controlled by adjusting field strength. The
result of such observations leads to development of some
devices like dielectric amplifier, parametric device, microwave frequency multiplier, switching circuit snubber and the
microwave ferroelectric phase shifter used in phased array
antenna [4]. The ferroelectric barium stannate titanate shows
abnormal C-curve and clockwise reversible hysteresis loop
in temperature range 10–40°C [4]. Previous research articles
indicate Barium Stannate Titanate (BTS) as a binary solid
solution system that is combined with ferroelectric barium
titanate and non ferroelectric barium stannate [5]. Both the
material have perovskite type structure with ABO3 formula
where B sites of this structure is shifted by either titanium or
tin ions which leads to applications like capacitor, bolometer,
actuator and microwave phase shifter since the curie
temperature, dielectric maxima can be shifted by changing
the tin content and also it has high permittivity [5]. BTS is
calcined at high temperature around 1500 K, hence the
optimized technique to prepare BTS is either ball milling or
solid state reaction [5]. With increase in temperature from
room temperature, low frequency dielectric relaxation is
observed in BTS ceramics [6]. BTS has high dielectric
permittivity which is dependent on the tin content in a wide
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3
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temperature range [7]. Barium stannate titanates (BTS) is a
functionally graded materials (FGM) which should satisfy
the following requirement like presence of electrical (dielectric, ferroelectric, piezoelectric), magnetic multifunctional
properties, structural performance such as mechanical and
thermal expansion [7]. Barium stannate exhibits dielectric
property, electrical conduction behavior by doping with
nickel (Ni), niobium (Nb) [8, 9]. Also electrical resistivity
decreases with increasing the concentration of niobium [9].
BaSnO3 perovskite material behaves as a n type semiconductor with a band gap of 3.4 eV [8–10] while the porous
BaSnO3 hollow structure shows photovoltaic effect in visible
region [10]. In the present article authors discuss the
different process by which undoped and doped barium
stannate is easily prepared by solid state ceramic sintering,
ball milling process. Initially crystallization temperature and
thermal behavior are easily determined by TG/DTA analysis.
Phase identification, crystal structure are mainly characterized by XRD, while microscopic characterization evaluated
by SEM, FESEM and TEM reveals structural and surface
morphology of the perovskites. Properties like dielectric,
electrical, ferroelectric and piezoelectric are compared for
undoped and doped systems.

Experimental Process, Results and Discussion
Experimental Process
Undoped BaSnO3 and La, Cr, Ni, Ti, Y, Dy, Nb & Sr doped
BaSnO3 were prepared by solid state ceramic method, ball
milling and mechanically mixing by Agate mortar. A
required appropriate amount of stoichometric precursors
were added, calcinations were carried out for different
dopants in the same process. Knowledge based on the
previous works on the synthesis routes of nanocrystalline
BaSnO3 like solid state ceramic, ball milling, mechanically
mixing by Agate mortor, Modified auto-igniting combustion,
Chemical precipitation, Hydrothermal, Precursor, Reverse
micelle, Cold isostatic pressing and Sol–gel route aids in to
form the advantages or disadvantages of those processing
routes. Among all the solid state ceramic method, ball
milling is observed to be very simple method and cost
effective. Sol-gel method has some advantages like
homogeneity, purity, size control, low temperature and
others. A simple chemical route of BaSnO3 synthesis method
which claims at the same time the use of very few and low
cost chemical reagents, namely Ba(OH)2 and K2SnO3.3H2O,
accompanied by short calcination times, simplicity, massproduction and high level of repeatability. All these synthesis
characteristics are important for a successful industrialization
implementation of the method [11, 12]. The method
presented here, is a three-step method which can be
described in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the BaSnO3 Synthesis Method Presented.
Three Synthesis Steps can be Well Defined [11]

XRD Analysis
The crystallization behaviours of the samples are investigated with XRD and the results shows that doped and
undoped barium stannate has single phase perovskite
structure [13]. The crystalline size was calculated with full
width half maximum (FWHM) using the Scherrer formula
along the major planes of (011) reflection [14]. Based on the
Rietveld analysis the structural parameters of BaSnO3 are
found to be cubic perovskite structure and its corresponding
lattice parameters. The XRD of the sample annealed at
1200°C is shown in the Figure 2.

Fig. 2: XRD Patterns of (a) As-Prepared BaSnO3 (b) BaSnO3
Annealed at 1200°C and (c) Powder Pattern Obtained
from Rietveld Analysis [14]
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SEM Analysis
SEM micrographs of undoped and doped samples show
uniform fine grained microstructure. The average grain size
for doped and undoped lies in the range 2–4 µm with a few
finer grains [1, 8, 9]. It has been seen that grain size decreases with increasing dopant composition [1, 8]. Figure 3
shows the SEM micrograph of the perovskite-type BaSnO3
formed by the hydrothermal treatment at 573 K for 120 s
under saturated vapor pressure. It shows that the particles
have a well faceted cubic morphology having an average size
of approximately 7 µm [15].

Fig. 4: TEM Bright Field Micrograph of the BaSnO3 Quasi-Spherical Nanoparticles and SAED Pattern Obtained from a Wide
Region Containing both Spherical and Stick-Like Nanoparticles [12]

Fig. 3: The SEM Micrograph of Perovskite-Type BaSnO3
Prepared by Hydrothermal Treatment at 573 K for 120 s
under Saturated Vapor Pressure [15]

TEM Analysis
High resolution structural, morphological characterisations
of the powder calcined at 1100°C in static air have been
performed by using TEM and SAED techniques. BaSnO3
quasi-spherical nanoparticles of mean size of about 200 nm
noted are shown in Figure 4. However, among these quasispherical nanoparticles, researchers have also observed few
BaCO3 particles that adopt a stick-like morphology (Figure
4). Stick-like or needlelike particles are quite bigger than
spherical nanoparticles, having lengths up to 3 mm and
widths in the range 200–500 nm. SAED pattern indexation
has shown that the main part of diffracted spots information
belongs to the BaSnO3 crystalline structure (1–5 rings) while
the indexation of the spots (spots A–D) shows the presence
of BaCO3 in that samples. The presence in the SAED pattern
is shown in Figure 4 along with two diffuse spots dividing
the (002) interplanar distance as well as the diffuse line in
the (0 0 2) direction [12].

FTIR Analysis
Figure 5 shows a typical IR spectra of as-prepared nanocrystalline BaSnO3 powder. The IR active mode appears as a
very strong absorption band at 629 cm−1 in the spectrum. The
Raman active mode has become active in the IR spectrum
and is observed as a doublet at 568 and 579 cm−1. The
splitting of the degenerate modes and the appearance of
inactive modes in the spectra suggest a lowering of symmetry
due to distortion. The intense sharp peak at 1060 cm−1 in the
IR spectrum is due to the presence of BaCO3 in the
combustion method product. The IR spectrum also shows the
presence of BaCO3 in the sample. The absorption bands at
856, 1050 and 1450 cm−1 are the characteristic bands of
BaCO3 [14, 16].

Fig. 5: FTIR Spectra of BaSnO3 Nanoparticles
(a) As-Prepared (b) Heated at 1200°C [14, 16]
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Properties
Optical Property
The optical properties of ABO3 are improved when they are
doped with different rare earth ions such as Sm, Tm, Tb, Er,
Eu, Dy [17]. A strong room-temperature near-IR luminescence can be observed for the terbium (Tb) doped BaSnO3
material. Photoluminescence (PL) and radioluminescence
(RL) emissions in the near-IR region can also be observed.
Rare earth doped BaSnO3 play an important role as multifunctional candidates in the fabrication of optoelectronic
devices [18]. 5% Fe doped barium stannate thin films exhibit
maximum crystallinity and transparency over 85% in the
visible region [19].
Piezoelectric and Electrostrictive Properties
The effect of heavy dose gamma ray irradiation on the
ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of the synthesized
titanium doped BaSnO3 i.e. barium stannate titanate ceramics
has been observed. It has been found that on irradiation the
ferroelectric property decreases with decreasing values of
remanent polarization Pr and coercive electric field Ec in
hysteresis loop. The piezoelectric properties including
piezoelectric coefficient d33, electrostrictive strain and
electromechanical coupling coefficient (Kp) also decrease
following the same trend of Pr and Ec. Grain size also
decreases and grain patterns become irregular after
irradiation [20, 21]. Generally this clockwise reversible
hysteresis loop are observed in barium stannate titanate
ceramics in the temperature range 10–40°C [22].

Pyroelectric Property
Pyroelectric effects of ferroelectric materials i.e. doped
BaSnO3 are manifested in a change in polarization as a
function of temperature, which results in a reduction of the
bound charge required for compensation of the reduced
dipole moment on increasing temperature and vice versa on
decreasing temperature [21].

Electrical Conductivity Property
The maximum conductivity of nanocrystalline BaSnO3 is
found to be 3.63 × 10−3 S cm−1 at 650°C. The total conductivity is found to increase with increase in temperature [23].
The properties of substitutionally doped, BaSn1–xSbxO3
samples are investigated. The electrical conductivity increases
drastically for samples BaSn1–xSbxO3 with x ≤ 0.05, exhibits
a transition from an insulating to a metallic state. For higher
doping levels, 0.05 < x < 0.15, the conductivity saturates at
4 Scm–1 [22]. Besides yttrium doped BaSnO3 i.e. Ba2SnYO5.5
provides high protonic conductivity [24].
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The yttrium doped barium stannate, i.e. YBa2SnO5.5 also
finds applications as substrates for high temperature
superconducting materials, in microwave integrated circuits
and transmission lines because of their compatible dielectric
properties, lattice matching, thermal expansion coefficients
and chemical non-reactivity with the superconductors at the
processing temperature [25].
The silicon doped barium stannate i.e. BaSn1−xSixO3 samples
show NTCR (Negative Temperature Coefficient of
Resistance) behavior and a better electrical conduction at
elevated temperature than undoped BaSnO3 ceramic bodies
[26]. The conductivity of barium stannate increases sharply
(by four orders of magnitude) at a particular relative
humidity(RH), temperature and frequency (i.e. for RH 10%,
temperature 31 °C and frequency 1 kHz) if it is doped with
lanthanum and the dopant (La) concentration varies from 0
to 10 mol% [10].
It has been found that electrical resistivity for niobium doped
barium stannate BaSn1−xNbxO3 decreases with increasing x
for x ≤ 0.01. It again increases with Nb variations for x >
0.01 [12].

Magnetic Property
The undoped BaSnO3 is diamagnetic; upon doping Mn, the
diamagnetic character of BaSnO3 diminishes and the
ferromagnetic character evolves gradually with increasing
Mn-content [27]. These Fe-doped BaSnO3 systems exhibit
ferromagnetism at room temperature with an average
magnetic moment of 0.047, 0.038 and 0.025μB/Fe and Curie
temperature of 510, 462 and 446 K, respectively [28]. Room
temperature ferromagnetism is exhibited by 5 and 10% Fe
doped barium stannate powder and film [19].
Dielectric Property
Doped BaSnO3 are ferroelectric ceramics which are
characterized by (i) high dielectric constant (200–10,000)
compared to ordinary insulating materials (5–100),
(ii) relatively low dielectric loss tangent (0.1%–7%), (iii)
high DC resistivity, (iv) moderate dielectric breakdown
strength (100–120 kV/cm) and (v) nonlinear electrical, electromechanical and electro-optic behaviour. In BaTi1−xSnxO3
ceramics, it is possible to control the room temperature
values of dielectric, electromechanical and elastic
coefficients in a fairly wide range. With increasing Sn
content, the Curie temperature Tc of the paraelectric–
ferroelectric phase transition decreases considerably [29–31].
The reversible dielectric nonlinearities of several barium
stannate titanate ceramics are investigated both in ferroelectric and paraelectric phases [32]. It has been observed
that the value of peak dielectric constant (ɛmax), Curie
temperature is strongly dependent on frequency and dopant
concentration [29].
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Applications
Capacitive Application
BaSnO3 has been used to prepare capacitors owing to its
characteristic dielectric properties [3]. Since capacitance is
proportional to dielectric constant, capacitance increases
with the increase in dielectric property. It has been used to
prepare thermally stable capacitors and to fabricate ceramic
boundary layer capacitors when combined with BaTiO3
[4, 33].
In order to produce capacitor components based on BaSnO3,
dense (almost pore free) material bodies are required because
pores would act as sink to the electrical charge carriers and
would be the source of poor grain to grain connectivity and
significant dielectric loss. The addition of additive BaGeO3
can significantly reduce the sintering temperature obtaining
dense ceramic bodies due to an improvement of the
densification behavior [34]. Generally the single capacitive
sensor chip are fabricated with multiple capacitive sensors
[35].

Ethanol and Gas Sensing Applications
Ethanol-sensing and gas sensing characteristics of barium
stannate prepared by chemical precipitation synthesis route
are interesting. The concentration for all test gases is 1000
ppm. The response of the sensor to ethanol is reported in
journals. The material exhibits very low response to petrol,
LPG, H2 and CO. Among these gases, the maximum
response is 3.4 for petrol at 290°C. However, its response to
ethanol is very high. At 290°C, the response to 1000 ppm
ethanol is 31.7. It may be observed that the sensor exhibits
the highest response around 290. The responses decrease
with increasing temperature above 290°C [2]. For CO gas
sensor the mechanism of CO sensitivity is supposed to be a
surface reaction process. Thus to get a high gas sensitivity,
the CO elementary sensor is realized as a thin film. The
sensitivities of the BaSnO3 thin films to CO are measured as
a function of the temperature and the oxygen concentration
[36]. It is observed that the BaSnO3 thin films are insensitive
to CO2 and NH3 [37].
Humidity Sensing Application
Barium stannate has a sensing properties required to act as a
humidity sensing materials. This property was seen while
BaSnO3 was synthesized by cold isostatic pressing route [7].
The relative humidity inside a chamber was regulated by
mixing two streams of dry and wet nitrogen gas with BaSnO3
sample. Lanthanum doped barium stannate exhibits superior
response to the change in humidity [4]. Combination of
BaTiO3 with BaSnO3 (BTS), results in development of better
relative humidity sensor based material system [33]. The

influence of the Ni ions which partly substitute the Ba ions in
the barium stannate (Ba1−xNixSnO3, where x = 0; 0.1; 0.2;
0.5), on the sensitivity to humidity shows that the sensitivity
to humidity within 22% RH (Relative Humidity) and 75%
RH for the substitution with x = 0 and 0.1, and 22% RH–
98% RH for the substitution with x = 0.5. The response time
is two times shorter than that of the sample without nickel
substitution [38].

Conclusion
From the above studies we can now draw the following
major conclusion of nano-barium barium stannate materials:
Nanocrystalline BaSnO3 is a very important functional
material possessing many interesting properties. The finegrained BaSnO3 powders can be prepared at relatively low
temperatures. The results of XRD, DTA, TGA, FTIR
spectroscopy, High resolution microscopy analysis gives the
lot of informations about the characteristics of nanocrystalline BaSnO3. The materials noted to possess good
electrical, dielectric, piezoelectric, ferroelectric and optical
properties when BaSnO3 is doped with titanium, antimony,
yttrium, etc. Nanocrystalline BaSnO3 has been used to
prepare thermally stable capacitors and it can make better
capacitor when combined with BaTiO3. BaSnO3 sensors are
multifunctional because they can sense various gases,
ethanol, humidity, temperature. BaSnO3 sensors exhibit very
low response to petrol, LPG, H2 and CO. However, its
response to ethanol is very remarkable. Milling technique
can be used as one of the simple synthesis route because the
high-energy ball milling process is a promising method due
to its simple processing practice compared with the conventional solid-state reaction and wet-chemistry based
processes. Different metals can be used as doping material
which can enhance the properties of pure BaSnO3. Gas
sensing property can be improved based on reaction chemistry.
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Mechano-Chemical Synthesis of Nanocrystalline
Hydroxyapatite from Egg Shells and Phosphoric Acid
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Amit Roy Chowdhury4, Mitun Das5 and Arijit Sinha*1

Abstract: The aim of the present study is synthesis of hydroxyapatite from egg shell. Nano-crystalline
hydroxyapatite (HAp) ceramics were successfully fabricated by a mechanochemical method using egg shells and
phosphoric acid. The CaO and H3PO4 acid at different wt.% ratios i.e. 1:0.75, 1:1.1, 1:1.25, 1:1.5 and 1:1.75, were
ball milled and then heat treated at 1000°C for 3 hr to complete reactions. The synthesized powders were
characterized using X-ray diffraction, FTIR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscope and high resolution
transmission electron microscopy.
Keywords: Mechanochemical Synthesis, X-ray Diffraction, Egg Shell, Hydroxyapatite, Biocompatibity.

Introduction

H

ydroxyapatite (HAp), (Ca10) (PO4)6(OH)2 is the main
component of human bone and teeth. HAp is among the
few bioactive materials, which will support bone in-growth
and osseointegration when used in orthopaedic and dental
applications. HAp can be successfully synthesized from
various biogenic materials, viz., coral, seashell, eggshell,
body fluids by solid state reactions, chemical precipitation,
hydrothermal reactions, sol-gel methods and mechanochemical methods using different calcium and phosphoruscontaining starting materials. HAp can be successfully
produced from recycled eggshells along with phosphoric
acid. The phases so obtained depend on the ratio of calcined
eggshells to phosphoric acid, the calcinations temperature
and the mechanochemical activation method i.e., high energy
ball milling (HEBM) [1]. Research carried out so far
suggests that these natural resources can be a good source of
biological HAp or the promising alternative of Ca and P
precursor for the production of phase-pure and thermally
stable HAp. Furthermore, HAp synthesized from the natural
raw materials or natural waste can be more beneficial as it
often contains useful ions, which are useful for fast bone
regeneration process [2]. Among different biogenic
materials, sea shells were found to be an attractive material
1

as it contains 95–99% CaCO3 with trace amount of rear
oxides (SiO2, MgO, Al2O3, SrO, P2O5, Na2O, and SO3),
nanoscale arrangement of crystals and high compressive
strength than common mineral crystal [3–5, 7]. Vecchioa
et al. demonstrated conversion of different egg shells to
hydroxyapatite structure through hydrothermal reaction at
relatively low temperature [3]. The partially converted shell
with dense HAp layer on shell structure showed fracture
strength similar to the compact human bone [3, 4]. Lemos
et al. synthesized nano hydroxyapatite powder from egg
shells via hydrothermal transformation [5]. Several other
researchers also studied synthesis of HAp powder from egg
shell using ball milling and wet chemical synthesis route
[6–9]. The ball milling (mechanochemical) followed by heat
treatment route produces more complete conversion of initial
powder, resulting in the formation of HAp with trace amount
of β-TCP (β-Tricalcium phosphate) [6, 7]. However, none
of these mechanochemically synthesized powders were
evaluated for bioactivity study.
In present investigation, eggshells were collected and
washed properly with detergent followed by calcinations at
1000°C for 3 hours. The structural and morphological
analyses were done using X-Ray diffraction technique and
scanning electron microscope. During the first 30 minutes
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most of the organic materials were burnt out, and then the
eggshell were converted to CaO as visualize from the XRD.
The calcined shells were crushed and subjected to HEBM in
Fritsch Pulverisette P6 planetary mill with phosphoric acid in
different weight ratios for 20 hours at 300 rpm. The ball
milled powder were further heat treated at 1000°C for 3
hours. The ball milled and heat treated powders were further
subjected to structural and morphological analyses. The
presence of HAp was not observed after ball milling,
whereas HAp and other calcium phosphate phases appeared
after heat treatment of the ball milled powders.

Materials and Methods
Powder preparation In the present study, egg shell was
used as a source of calcium for mechanochemical synthesis
of HAp. The collected egg shell was washed with detergent,
dried and then crushed into small pieces which were further
calcined at 1000°C for 3 hours. Most of the organic materials
were burnt out during the first 30 minutes. The calcined egg
shell powders were mixed with H3PO4 acid in CaO:H3PO4
wt% ratio of 1:0.75, 1:1.0, 1:1.25, 1:1.5 and 1:1.75, respecttively. The mixtures were ball milled for 20 hours at a speed
of 300 rpm to achieve homogenous mixtures. The ball mill
(Fritsch Pulverisette P6 planetary mill) was equipped with
tungsten carbide balls and vial. After milling, powders were
dried and followed by heat treated at 1000°C for 3 hours.
Table 1 shows the nomenclature of the samples and processing conditions. The schematic of processing steps can be
seen in Figure 1.
The morphologies of the calcined egg shell, synthesized
powders, and heat treated powders were examined using
scanning electron microscope (HITACHI, S-3400 N). The
quantitative analysis of ball milled powder was examined by
HRTEM equipped with a Si detector operated at an
acceleration voltage of 20 kV using the associated software
of Energy-Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
Table 1: The Nomenclature of the Samples
Sample

Seashell
Powder:
H3PO4 acid

HAp1

1:0.75

HAp2

1:1.0

Hap3

1:1.25

Hap4

1:1.5

Processing Condition
Seashell and H3PO4 compositios ball
mill for 20 hrs, followed by sintering at
1000°C for 3 hrs.

Fig. 1: Process Flowchart of HAp Synthesized
by the Mechanochemical Method

Results and Discussion
Powder synthesis and XRD analysis In the present study,
egg shell was used as a source of calcium for mechanochemical synthesis of HAp. During calcination, the organic
materials of raw egg shell burnt out and completely
converted into CaO as per following reaction:
1000°C
CaCO3 
(Calcined)  CaO + CO2

… (1)

The trace amount of Ca(OH)2 in the calcined powder is may
be due to moisture absorption from the atmosphere (Figure
2). However, in the present study the calcined powder has
been considered as pure CaO and mixed H3PO4 acid at
CaO:H3PO4 wt% ratio of 1:0.75, 1:1.1, 1:1.25, 1:1.5 and
1:1.75, respectively. The XRD of ball milled powder
(CaO:H3PO4 wt% ratio 1:1.5). After milling, powders were
dried and followed by heat treatment at 1000˚C for 3 hours
in the air. The following reactions occurred and the reactant
phases were analyzed through XRD. The CaO:H3PO4 wt%
ratio in the precursor powder mixture influenced the reactant
phases.
2CaO + H3PO4  Ca(OH)2 + CaHPO4

… (2)

5Ca(OH)2 + 5CaHPO4 + H3PO4
Hap5

1:1.75

1000°C 

(Calcined)

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2
 8H2O
(HAp)

… (3)
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PO4–3 ioon were also found
f
at arounnd 466 cm–1 reespectively.
The bannds at 3418 and
a 1597cm–1 correspond too adsorbed
H2O. Crrystallized HA
Ap with some carbonate substitution is
formed only after heaat treatment att 1000°C. The stretching
vibrations, ascribed too CO3−2 at arouund 1412 and 1090 cm–1
o apatite is
were present. It has been reported thhat this kind of
milar to biologgical apatite annd could be moore suitable
more sim
for bonee replacement materials
m
[10].

F 2: XRD Pattterns of the Calccine Eggshell forr 3 Hours at 1000oC
Fig.

The XRD patteerns of heat trreated powderss are presentedd in
T
F
Figure
3. The XRD pattern shown in Figgure 3 reveals the
inntense peak (22θ = 25.92°, 31.22°,
3
32.62°°, 39.97°, 47.227°,
5
51.77°,
49.82°)) correspondin
ng to (002, 211, 300, 310, 222,
2
4
410,
320) refleection of HAp
p (JCPDS filee No: 076–06694)
a
along
with thhe adjacent peaks
p
correspoonding to (100)
r
reflections
of thhe β-TCP. Witth increase in CaO:
C
H3PO4 wt.%
w
r
ratio,
HAp phaase increase wh
hereas CaO annd β-TCP reduuced
inn the heat treatted powders.

Fig. 4: FTIR Spectraa of HAp Precurrsor and Powderss Milled
forr 1 hour and thenn Sintered in air at 1000oC for 3 hours

Powder Morphologgy
Figure 5 show the FE-SEM
F
imagges of the HA
Ap sample
synthesiized from phossphoric acid annd egg shell powders heat
treated for
f 3 hours at 1000°C.
1
The powder gets aggglomerated
becomes polygonal sttructure due to high temperrature heat
s
the ED
DX spectra off the HAp
treatmennt. Figure 6 shows
powder after heat treeatment at 10000˚C for 3 hours.
h
The
p
of
compositional analysiis from EDX showed the presence
m, phosphorus and
a oxygen andd Ca/P in the synthesized
s
calcium
powder were close to 1.6.

Fig. 3: XRD Patterns of 20 Hours
H
Ball Milledd Powders, Heatt
Treated at 1000°C for 3 Hours Synthesized
S
from
m the Mixing Raatio
of (a) 1:0.755, (b) 1:1.1, (c) 1:1.25,
1
(d) 1:1.5 and (e) 1:1.75

F
FTIR
Analyssis
Figure 4 show
F
w the FTIR sp
pectra of heaat treated pow
wder
(CaO:H3PO4 wt.%
w
ratio of 1:1.5). The FTIR
F
spectrum
m is
d
dominated
by vOH at 3568 cm–1, detecteed as a hydrooxyl
g
group.
The streetching (v3) an
nd bending (v44) modes of PO
O4–3
–1
ioon were detectted at around 1042,
1
602 and 570 cm resppectiively. The sym
mmetrical streetching modess (v1 and v2)) of
2
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Figg. 5: FE-SEM Im
mages of the Sam
mple Synthesizedd from
Phosphooric Acid and Eggg Shell Powderrs Heat Treated for
f 3 Hours
at 1000°C and Enlarge View
V
of the Sam
me at Higher Maagnification
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F 6: EDX of the
Fig.
t Sintered Pow
wder

C
Conclusions
Nano-sized HA
N
Ap powders have
h
been synnthesized succeessf
fully
from a recycled egg shell
s
and phossphoric acid by a
m
mechanochemi
cal method. Th
his process is cost-effective
c
and
r
relatively
simpple technique for
f converting waste egg shhells
innto valuable HAp.
H
HAp po
owder of high crystallinity was
w
d
developed
afterr ball milling and
a subsequentt heat treatmennt at
1
1000°C.
The innitial CaO: H3PO
P 4 ratio is im
mportant to obttain
thhe desire phhase with cry
ystallinity. Thee hydroxyapaatite
p
powder
syntheesized from CaO:H
C
3PO4 wtt. ratio of 1:1.5,
p
produced
HAp powder.
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Sustain
nable Ru
ural Devvelopmeent throough Ressponsiblle Minin
ng of
Natura
al Resou
urces off Kotah Stone in
n Rajastthan
S.C
C. Agarwal1

Abstract: Minerals resources normallyy occur in remote locations inn and around villages
v
in ruraal area. Exploiitation
of natural mineral resou
urces enhancess socio-econom
mic developmennt of rural areeas. Beside gennerating emplooyment
to rural maass, it also help
ps in sustainabble developmennt of the area by generating required
r
financcial resources shared
s
by Lessee with
w local goveernment. The state
s
of Rajasthhan has been blessed with vasst deposit of diimensional limestone
commerciaally marketed as
a Kotah Stonne. The vast deeposit of Kotahh Stone coverss over hundredd villages spreeading
over 55 sq km of Ramgan
njmandi and Chechat
C
tehsil inn Kota district. Another largee area in Jhalaawar district. Mining
M
industry is providing emp
ployment to ovver 2 lac workeers of which 800% are inhabittants from locaal villages, bothh male
and femalee. Mining for Kotah
K
Stone haas been going on since 19455 but all manuual till 1992. Manual
M
miningg faced
many challlenges such ass low productiivity, high geneeration of wasste, poor minerral conservatioon and poor eaarning
and createed economical, environmentall and social crises. It was on threshold of cllosure of mininng operations.
To addresss these challenges, an innovaative mining tecchnology was established by the author in 1992. The innoovated
technologyy improved pro
oductivity four times, waste generation
g
redduced to a thirdd, ensured highh standard of safety,
s
improved overall
o
econom
mics appreciabbly. The innovvative mining technique
t
provved to be a reesponsible andd good
mining prractice. Respo
onsible practicces are defined as practicces that are widely recognnised by inteerested
stakeholdeers as being th
he most effectivve way to achhieve agreed goals,
g
given the current statee of knowledgee. The
responsiblee innovative mining
m
technollogy of Kotah Stone has prooved to be bleessing for mine workers andd their
family by multiplying their earnings through
t
increaased productivity, improved working condditions. It resullted in
enhanced welfare,
w
prosperity of workers and their faamilies. Prospeerity keeps the worker and his family happy
py. The
state of Raajasthan, in pa
ast has witnesssed a numberr of draughts but fortunatelyy villagers em
mployed , direcctly or
indirectly with
w Kotah Sto
one mining havve escaped theese miseries. Kotah
K
Stone inddustry has prooved to be backk bone
for sustainable developm
ment of a numbeer of villages falling
fa
in lease area and are developing
d
as smart
s
village.
Keywordss: Sustainable, Responsible Practice,
P
Kotah Stone.

I
Introduction

N

early eveerything manu
ufactured or constructed–frrom
buildings, roads, computters and trains––contains mateerial
m
mined
from thhe Earth. Miniing is a compllex and intenssive
p
process
that can
c
have maj
ajor environmental and social
im
mpacts. Howeever, in most cases the mosst negative social
a
and
environmeental impacts can be avoidded if compannies
o
operate
accordiing to best and responsible prractice standardds.

Responsible Mining
R
M
Defin
ned by IRMA
A, Innovativee
R
Responsible
M
Mining
Assu
urance-Draft--16 as:
““The goal shoould be to maaximise the coontribution to the
S
Social
well-beiing of villages and their habiitants. In a waay it
e
ensures
an equuitable distribution of its costs and benefitss to
1

President, Associiated Stone Industrries (Kotah) Ltd. India.
I
scagarwal42@
@yahoo.com

all stakeeholders and without
w
reducinng the potentiaal of future
generatiion”. The overrall objective foor Responsiblee Mining is
that induustrial mining should:
• resp
pect the humaan rights and aspirations of
o affected
com
mmunities;
• provide safe, heallthy and respecctful workplacees;
• avo
oid or minimisee harm to the environment;
e
annd,
• leav
ve positive legacies.

Kotah Stone
Geology
gy and Miningg for Kotah Stoone
The staate of Rajasthhan has been gifted by naature with
abundannt reserves of Kotah Stone. Kotah Stone is
i basically
flaggy, naturally splitttable, low gradde limestone, confined
c
in

S
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a zone of 15M. It is overlaid by
b OB. It is exxtracted in form
m of
s
slabs/tiles
of reequired dimenssion. Over last six decades it has
b
been
used as an
a excellent flooring
fl
stone, yet most ecoonom
mical,
world ovver.

•

C
Conventional
l Mining

•

Mining for Kootah Stone has been going on
M
o in state of Raj
s
since
1945. It has
h been all manual including waste handliing.
It is all about peeling
p
the lay
yers of Kotah Stone one by one
b crowbar annd then splittiing along foliation and finaally
by
s
sizing
the irreggular piece into
o dimensional size
s by chisel and
a
h
hammer
to yielld a single and compact slab//tile ready for use.
u
F
Figure
1 showss typical conventional manual mining of Kootah
S
Stone.

•

Eduucation amongg children wass very low, livving conditionns were poor, one
o could harddly see a puccca dwelling
for mine workers..
Pooor health standdards, poor heealth care faciilities, bad
drinnking habits caausing lungs diiseases.
Lacck of appropriaate mining tecchnology had been
b
major
cauuse of poor safeety standards, large
l
number of
o accidents
inclluding fatal annd serious bodyy injury as welll excessive
hum
man suffering. Major part off human effortss had been
wassted in non-prooductive jobs causing
c
excesssive fatigue
andd mental stresss, inflicting exxcessive injuriies to eye,
leg,, foot, arm, finggers and spinal chord.

Best Prractice and Responsible
R
M
Mining
for Kottah Stone
To addrress economic and environm
mental issues arrising from
manual mining, an innnovative miningg technique waas evolved.
The conncept was to firrst cut the layeers in-situ to sizze required
before separating
s
the blocks. All siddes cut blocks were then
splitted by same technniques to yieldd all sides cut slabs/tiles.
To do so,
s portable diaamond cutter were
w
designed fitted with
steel blaades tipped wiith diamond cuutting bits. Thhe cutter is
electricaally operated on portable track.
t
Water is used at
pressuree to cool the cuutting tool and also flush out the cutting
slurry. The
T new techniique is shown in
i Figure 2.

Fig. 1: Conventional Man
nual Mining of Kotah
K
Stone

Some 220 splits in varying thickness of 12
S
1 mm to 50 mm
m
h
have
been mined. Any lay
yer with thickkness lower thhan
1 mm and more
12
m
than 50 mm
m in thickness have not been
m
mined
but throown as waste. Employment was
w large and the
o
overall
producttivity was abo
out 39 sq ft/peer man shift. The
T
m
mineral
recoverry was about 35–40%.

IImpact of Past Mining on
n Social, Econ
nomical, Saffety
a Environm
and
mental Statu
us:
•
•

•

In past Kootah Stone min
ning was all manual
m
and it was
w
more of a handicraft.
h
Though it provided a laarge employmeent to both maales
and femalees, even to thosse who migrateed from adjoinning
states, but it was very wasteful
w
both onn human effortt as
well on nattural resourcess.
Productivitty was very lo
ow, hence the poor earning in
i spite of booth husband an
nd wife workinng. To supplem
ment
income att times even children weree engaged. Each
E
family hadd to borrow money for discharging
d
social
responsibillities. Non-pay
yment of advaances/loan leadd to
many crim
minal activitiees and even lead to labbour
bonding.

Fig. 2: Innoovative Mining of
o Kotah Stone
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Social Impacct of Responssible Mining
S
w Best Praactice
with
The innovativee mining techn
T
nique proved to
t be responsiible
a the best miining practice till today. It iss always expeccted
and
thhat best miniing practice be
b responsiblee to society and
a
r
remove
their miseries,
m
upgrrade their liviing standard and
p
provide
a cleann, green, safe an
nd peaceful environment.
After implemenntation of best practice of Kootah Stone minning
A
p
productivity
inncreased four times
t
to 120 sqft/man shift and
m
mineral
recoveery doubled to
t 90% resultting in increaased
e
earning
of workkmen.

C
Community
a Stakeholders Engageement
and
The main stakkeholders inclu
T
ude local habitants, ownerss of
laand falling in lease
l
area, villaage panchayat,, local administratiion and state administration
a
responsible for village devellopm
ment,
providinng basic ameniities and minee operator. It was
w
v
very
essential to
t take all stakeholders intoo confidences and
m
meeting
their expectations
e
from
f
mineral excavation.
e
Thheir
innvolvement is equally impo
ortant for the success
s
of minning
p
project.
As farr as mine opeerators are concerned they are
d
drawing
benefiits of this revolutionary technnology to not just
j
im
mprove their profits but allso bring dow
wn costs, increease
e
efficiencies,
im
mprove safety
y standards att workplace and
r
reduce
waste.

Obtaining Coommunity Su
O
upport and
D
Delivering
Beenefits
Community suppport can only
C
y be obtained by delivering thhem
b
benefits
throuugh employm
ment, medicall care, childdren
e
education,
social security thro
ough PF, gratuuity, skill devellopm and rehabbilitation of tho
ment
ose displaced frrom mining areea.

They arre all in all categories,
c
unsskilled, semi-sskilled and
partly skilled
s
categorry. After the implementatioon of best
mining practice, morre skilled andd highly skilleed workers
were reequired. Continnuous and reggular training of
o existing
workerss in training ceentre as well onn job paid richh dividend.
There has
h been dramaatic change inn skill developpment as is
evident from followingg statistics:
Skill Deevelopment (Soocial benefit) from
f
Best Practtice:
US.

S
SS.

S

Manuall

56%

400%

4%

Innovattive

28%

544%

18%

With thhe changing social attitudee towards fem
male child
educatioon, women parrticipation in labour
l
force has reduced
to less than 20% froom 40% prior to adopting responsible
r
mining practices.
p

Impactt on Environ
nment and Reesponsibilityy
Regionaal environmentt in and aroundd mining area does
d
effect
the sociiety and its ressidents; may it be quality of water they
drink, quality
q
of air that they breath general hygienne that they
live in, green,
g
safe andd peaceful enviironment.

Water Quality
The Kootah Stone quuarries get fillled up with rain
r
water
(Figure 4). This wateer, on lab test found to be potable
p
and
safe forr drinking. How
wever, for the purpose of drinking, the
abandonned pits are fennced and securred from animaals to avoid
water poollution.
Active mining
m
pits gett polluted from
m cutting slurryy and water
is used for cooling cuutting tools. Heence there is no pumping
of such water for drinkking.

Kotah Stone mining
K
m
work fo
orce constitutes more than 80%
8
loocal habitants. An image sh
howing the local inhabitantss at
w
work
in Kotah Stone quarry iss shown in Figgure 3.

Fig. 4: Quarrries Filled Up with
w Rain Water

Water Quantity

Fig. 3: Em
mployment of Locals in Kotah Stone
S
Quarry

2
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This best practice in Kotah
K
Stone mining
m
has brought lot of
relief too availability off water by deff
ffering the de-w
watering of
quarriess from earlier 3 months to noow 9 months. Water
W
from
quarriess is now avvailable even in peak suummer for
agricultuure, washing, bathing
b
and cleeaning.

S
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A Quality
Air
In any open pit
p mining opeeration generaation of air paartic
culates
is unavvoidable but with
w
due precaautions it can be
r
regulated
to haarmless limits. Dust creates many respirattory
p
problems
speciially if it is sillicious. Silicossis is a dangerrous
r
respiratory
diseease, commonlly prevalent inn Indian sandstone
m
mines.
Althouugh Kotah Sttone contains high silica but
f
fortunately
it is
i intrinsically
y held and libberate only att-90
m
micrones.
No mining
m
processs in Kotah Stonne grinds stonee to
s
such
fine level.

After inntensive R & D work in CSIR Labs, technnology has
been esttablished to manufacture norrmal portland cement
c
out
of Kotaah Stone quarrry waste. The process invvolves first
enrichinng low grade waste,
w
throughh wet beneficiiation, to a
grade off CaO-44% annd SiO2-13%. The
T beneficiateed material
made a good raw-mix for clinkerisattion.
On grinnding the clinnker 53 grade OPC cementt has been
obtainedd. The schematic of an inttegrated cemennt plant is
shown in
i Figure 5.

After adopting best mining practice
A
p
in Kottah Stone miniing,
g
generation
of air
a particulates has been subsstantially reducced,
c
collected,
supppressed from being airbornne at the souurce
o generation. Wet cutting of
of
o Kotah Stonne at quarry flloor
h suppressedd dust totally. Dust during drilling has been
has
r
reduced
again due
d to wet drillling, proper care of equipmeent,
d
drilling
bits etcc. Regular wateer spray on hauul roads has takken
c of dust duee vehicular mo
care
ovement.
With increase in production, vehicular moovement has also
W
a
m
multiplied
bothh in waste haandling as weell in producttion
m
movement.
Maandatory mainttenance of vehhicles, out datting
1 yrs vehicle from circuitt, regulating carrying load to
10
p
permitted
capaacity and main
ntaining safe gradient
g
to avvoid
e
excessive
throottling have been
b
the meassures adoptedd to
m
minimise
air poollution.

G
Greenhouse
G Emission
Gas
ns
Initially, becauuse poor quallity and contiinuity of elecctric
p
power
from sttate grid at 440 Volt, the best practice for
e
extraction
of Kotah Stone started poweering the cuttting
m
machines
withh diesel generator. Beside of continuouusly
inncreasing fuell cost and theeft it had addeed to greenhoouse
e
emission.
To adddress these tw
wo major problems, environm
ment
a increasing cost, electric power
and
p
supply from state gridd at
3 V and steppped down at 440 V at place off use was plannned
33
a
and
found beest option. Th
his system elliminated all air
p
pollution
at sitee beside reduciing cost of pow
wer.

M
Mine
Waste Managemen
M
t
Kotah Stone mines
K
m
generated
d two types off waste, one soolid
w
waste
from OB
B and waste at
a quarry floorr during sizingg of
s
slabs
and tile and
a slurry wastte from in-situu cutting of Kootah
S
Stone
layers att quarry floor.. The generatiion of producttion
w
waste
at quarrry floor hass reduced to one sixth after
a
inntroducing besst practice of mining. But for
f natural dipp of
d
deposit,
the OB
B increased fro
om 0 at out croop in 1945, 12 mtr
inn 1988, to as much
m
as 60 mtrr as of now. Thhis waste conssists
o non-splittabble thick layeers of low-graade of limestoone
of
c
containing
34%
% CaO, 23% SiO
S 2 which couuld not be usedd in
c
cement
manufaacturing.

Fig. 5: Flow Diiagram of Integrrated Cement Plaant

It is estiimated that 2.55 MT of Kotahh Stone quarry waste will
be recyycled to produce 1 MTPA
A Clinker. Kootah Stone
deposit when compleetely exhausteed will providde regular
employm
ment to these mine
m workers. It is well recoggnised that
manufaccturing can make
m
dispropoortionate contrribution in
terms of
o job creationn, innovation, and social proosperity. It
will be true
t
initiative towards
t
“Makee in India”.
Such plaant based on reecycling wastee, will also reclaim waste
land too ground level, useful for either agriculture or
habitatioon. It is estim
mated that 1 MTPA
M
clinker plant over
40 yrs life,
l
will reclaaim some 240 hectare land to original
level.
As of now
n
such waste dump at few
w places are caapped with
black cootton soil availlable from top layer of OB foollowed by
dense pllantation [Figuures 6 & 7].

Fig. 6: Dumps with Soil Capping
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F 7: Dumps with Dense Plantaation
Fig.

I
Impact
on Heealth and Safety Standarrds
Occupational health
O
h
impacts related to thee mining indusstry
m
may
include physical
p
injuriies; musculoskkeletal disorders;
n
noise-induced
hearing loss; hand-arm vibbration syndrom
me;
s
skin
cancer; deermatitis; heatt exhaustion; hypothermia;
h
eye
d
disorders
respirratory disorderrs; decreased mental
m
health and
w
well-being.
Now responsible mining pracctice provided a clean, green and
N
c
cool
working environment. This has deffinitely long-teerm
e
effect
on the health of mine worker and hee rarely falls prey
p
too such dreadeed diseases. A healthy man is safe man, less
l
p
prone
to accideent and highly productive.
p
It is the responnsibility of em
mployers to enssure that workking
e
environment
is safe and heallthy, and the duty
d
of workerss to
taake care of theeir own safety as well as thee safety of anyone
w might be affected by their actions. Thhe most importtant
who
r
risk
related to Kotah Stone quarries
q
includde, fatal accideents
p
physical
injuriees requiring trreatment, workk related diseaases
liike hearing im
mpairment due to
t long-term exxposure to noisse.

H
HIV/AIDS,
T
Tuberculosis
(TB) and Malaria-57
In past, due to low productiv
vity, large emplloyment and poor
p
e
earning
had beeen the main causes of nonn hygienic livving
c
condition
in Kootah Stone min
ning area and diseases
d
like HIV
H
A
AIDS,
TB, Maalaria were no
ot uncommon.. Alcoholism and
a
m
malnutrition
haad been main cause of these diseases.
d
It is because off increased pro
oductivity, miggration of workkers
f
from
adjoiningg states has zeroed down. Regular heaalth
c
check-up
is noow organised by
b mine operaators. Malaria has
b
been
practicallyy eradicated. Regular
R
health awareness cam
mps
a
against
HIV annd AIDS are sp
ponsored by mine
m
operators and
o
organised
by Sttate Governmeent.

P
Pollution
from
m Noise
Like other minning project, extraction
L
e
of Kotah Stone and
a
p
processing
proocess generatees noise of varying level aand
2
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nature. The developm
ment of innovaated mechanised process
and usee of mechanicaal equipment have
h
increasedd the noise
problem
m both during extraction
e
as well
w inprocessinng. For last
few deccades, human concern
c
about protection against noise
environm
ment has grow
wn rapidly as it has been recoggnised that
the rise in noise levell beyond certaiin level can’t be
b allowed
indefinitely. Prolongeed exposure of
o human beinng beyond
acceptabble limits leadds to hearing loss and other adverse
changess in physiologgical, psychollogical and behavioural
b
consequuences. In a dettailed survey itt has been obseerved that:
• Aveerage level of noise level at and in surrou
unding of a
pit with 6 diamonnd Cutter = 76.22 dB(A)
• Aveerage level of noise at drilliing site varies from 92.4
dB to 79.5 dB(A) as per differennt activities.
• Aveerage level of noise
n
at loadinng level by 35 T dumpers
andd hydraulic exxcavator variess between 90.1 to 93.4
dB((A).
• Aveerage level off noise during
g operation off hydraulic
exccavator. Variess between 72.7 to 90.6 dB((A) as per
diffferent activitiess.
• Aveerage level of noise during dozer
d
operatioon is of the
ordder of 101 dB(A
A).
• Aveerage level off noise during
g operation off generator
varied from 97.99 dB in side and 78.4 dB outside of
gennerator room.
• At the processing
g level, averagee noise level varied
v
from
92.77 to 107.9 dB(A).
From thhe above obserrvations it is evvident that noiise level at
all levells is higher thhan permissiblee norms of 900 dB(A) at
work place both in minnes and the proocessing plantss.

Noise Control
C
Meaasures
Provisioon and use of earplugs
e
and eaar head sets byy workman
made mandatory
m
at workplace
w
bothh at mine and processing
plant leevel. Regularr check up of bearings and other
maintennance of machinery was madee regular featurre.

Safety
The ressponsible innoovated miningg technology proved to
be clean, much saferr, environmennt-friendly. Thhis process
has elim
minated manyy hazardous manual
m
processs resulting
sharp reeduction in acccidents, humaan fatigue andd stress, as
summarrised below:
• Thee frequency of
o accidents and
a
number of
o persons
injuured annually has
h reduced to one sixth.
• Maan days lost peer lac sq ft off production haas reduced
from
m 36.6 to as loow as 13 only.
• Maan days lost peer lac man day
ys employed has reduced
from
m 1150 to 900 by adopting apppropriate techhnology.
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Man days lost per accid
dent with connventional minning
varied from
m 15.8 to 20.5
5 but with mecchanised system
m it
has otherw
wise increased to 27.3 to 355.5. It is becaause
with use of
o machines, seeverity of injuury has increassed.
This calls for improvin
ng the skill of
o operators and
general traaining on mach
hines is organised regularly.

I
Improved
Welfare Condiition
The responsiblle innovated mining
T
m
technoloogy proved too be
b
blessing
for mine
m
workers and
a their family in multiplyying
thheir earnings because
b
of inccreased producctivity. Prosperity
k
keeps
the workker and his fam
mily happy. A happy
h
worker is a
s worker, unndoubtedly.
safe

C
Child
Labourr and Bonded Labour
With conventional manual mining emplooyment was very
W
v
laarge and earning was low. Worker
W
had to bargain
b
for heavy
a
advances
at em
mployment tim
me and during the employm
ment
a which manny a times he was
also
w unable to pay
p off. This lead
l
too processing bonding conditiions.
However afterr implementin
H
ng best practiice of quarryying
K
Kotah
Stone, the
t earnings multiplied
m
threee times whichh is
s
sufficient
to fulfil
f
his all personal/social
p
l needs. Yet for
a
additional
needd he draws advance from his PF a/c rather thhan
b
begging
from employer/contr
e
ractor.

C
Conclusion
Invariably minning adversely effect the soccial and envirronm
mental
issues that can be avoided if coompanies operrate
a
according
to beest and responssible practice sttandards.

The goaal of responsibble mining shoould be to maaximise the
contribuution to the Soocial well-beinng of the curreent generation in a way that ennsures an equuitable distribuution of its
costs annd benefits, wiithout reducingg the potentiall for future
generatiions to meet thheir own.
It is verry essential to involve and take
t
all stakeholders into
confidennces and meeeting their exppectations from
m mineral
excavatiion and obtainn community support
s
througgh employment, medical
m
care, chhildren educattion, social seccurity, skill
developpment and rehhabilitation off those displaaced from
mining area.
To addrress social econnomic and envvironmental issues arising
from manual mining of Kotah Stonne, an innovatiive mining
techniquue was evolveed which provved to be besst and responsiblee mining practtice till today to achieve agrreed goals,
given thhe current statee of knowledgee.
It was in true spirit what Guru Madhwan
M
saidd that responsiblee engineering in
i Kotah Stonee mining has drramatically
enhanceed living standdards, boosted economies off rural area
and servve the society”.
Kotah Stone
S
mine opperators are drawing
d
beneffits of this
revolutionary technoloogy to not just improve their profits but
also brinng down costss, increase effiiciencies, imprrove safety
standardds at workplacee and reduce waste.
w
What “W
Walter Isaacsonn” had said it was
w Engineeringg challenge
for turniing problems innto opportunitiies.
“Gordonn England”, foormer US Secrretary Navy annd Defence
rightly said:
s
It is underrstanding how and why the engineering
e
mindsett is supremely important for everything froom technology to human
h
progresss.
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Abstract: In national economy,
e
coal will remain the prime ennergy resourcce. It will conntinue to conttribute
significanttly towards fulffilling the needd of power requuired for growth of nation. Central
C
Coalfields Limited (C
CCL) is
committed to achieve thee production taargets. CCL is well aware off the effects of mining on the environment. Mines
m
coal, laand is the most important resoource. CCL is committed to ensure
e
restorattion of
are site speecific and for mining
environment and eco-sysstem, ecologicaal balance distturbed due to mining
m
activitiies. Mines are being monitorred for
mation by Rem
mote Sensing techniques.
t
Miine Closure Pllans are also important
i
featture in planninng and
land reclam
working off the mines.
Keywordss: CIL, CCL, Coal,
C
Mine, Recclamation.

I
Introduction

C

oal is the prime energy resource and has a key rolee in
the growinng economy off India. The ecconomic devellopm
ment
of any country
c
largelly depends uppon its industtrial
p
progress.
A sett of nation-buiilding initiativees has been takken
b the Governm
by
ment of India to transform Inndia into a gloobal
d
design
and manufacturing
m
hub and beecause of thhese
innitiatives, groowth rate of the
t nation has stabilized. The
T
W
World
Bank in June, 2016 rettained a growthh rate of 7.6% for
India in 2016––17, which it said could acceelerate to 7.7%
% in
2
2017–18
and 7..8% in 2018–19. To achieve this, there is huuge
d
demand
for poower in India. Power is esssential and most
m
im
mportant factoor for industriall and business set up.
The overall poower generatio
T
on in the counntry has increaased
d
during
2015–166 compared to
o 2014–15 at an
a overall grow
wth
r of 5.64% and
rate
a a growth rate
r of 7.46% has
h been recorded
inn thermal caategory. Coal is the backkbone of pow
wer
g
generation
in India. The current
c
per caapita commercial
p
primary
energyy consumption in India is aboout 535 kgoe/yeear,
w
which
is well below
b
that of developed couuntries. Drivenn by
thhe rising popuulation, expanding economyy and a quest for
im
mproved qualiity of life, enerrgy usage in Inndia is expectedd to
r
rise.
Demand for
f coal will go
o up every yeaar with the grow
wth
a developmeent of our indusstries.
and
Coal India Liimited (CIL) is the largestt coal produccing
C
c
company
in thee world and Ceentral Coalfieldds Limited (CC
CL)
is its fastest grrowing subsidiiary. India has set an ambitious
c
productioon by Coal Inndia
taarget of 1 billlion tonnes coal
1
2

Limitedd by FY 2020 and
a will need huge
h
investmeents in coal
mining and its alliedd sectors likee power, steeel, cement,
infrastruucture for logistics, and coall washeries forr achieving
this goaal. CCL has reecorded an inccrease of coal production
from 477.08 MT in FY
Y 2010 to 61.332 MT in FY 2016. The
ambitiouus target assiggned to CCL for
f extraction of coal in
FY 20200 is 133.5 MT.. The Coal Indiia Limited subsidiary has
commisssioned six Grreenfield Projects in last thhree years
(2013–114 to 2015–16)) with the com
mbined capacityy of 40 MT
which will
w be expandeed to 100 MT.
To ensuure that the groowth of nation does not suffeer for want
of availlability of coall, CCL has to grow from 61.32 MT to
133.5 MT
M in a shorrt span of fouur years. Undder present
leadershhip, CCL is confident to coope up with trremendous
pressuree successfully and
a achieve thee target.

Impactt of Coal Min
ning Upon Environment
In the coontext of the non-diminishin
n
ng influence off coal, CCL
is comm
mitted to save and preserve environment and
a also to
ensure restoration off environment and ecological balance
T mining inndustry has
disturbeed due to miniing activities. The
degradeed the environnmental param
meters during the
t mining
operatioons which som
metimes persist for several years
y
even
after thee stoppage of work
w
in the mines.
m
CCL is well
w aware
of the effects
e
of openncast mining onn environmentt. Hence, it
gives duue importancee to pollution control, reclaiiming land
and maiintaining ecoloogical balance. The companyy has given
this misssion high prioority. The visioon of Companny includes

Chief Manager (Mining),
(M
Contractt Management Celll, Central Coalfiellds Limited, Ranchhi, India. rsinghh4.mining@centraalcoalfields.in
Senior Manager (Mining), CMD Seecretariat, Centrall Coalfields Limiteed, Ranchi, India. aksingh007@ggmail.com
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aattaining enviroonmentally and
d socially sustainable growthh in
a eco-friendlyy manner. Env
an
vironmental sustainability prop
g
grammes
are im
mportant to co
ontrol and mitiigate the negattive
im
mpacts on envvironment.
Nowadays, envvironmental co
N
oncerns are adddressed before the
a
actual
mining starts at th
he planning stage itself. An
e
environmental
management plan is prepared for the mine
m
w
which
is approoved by Ministtry of Environnment, Forest and
C
Climate
Changge, Governmen
nt of India, if leease area of mine
m
is more than 1550 ha, otherwiise by State Leevel Environm
ment
Impact Assesssment Authoriity (SEIAA). The mine staarts
c
construction
annd operationaal activities only after gettting
e
environmental
clearance and
a
consent from regulattory
a
authorities.
Thee conditions sp
pecified in thee clearance aree to
b complied with and aree regularly monitored
be
m
by the
r
regulators.
Thee conditions are
a elaborate and
a specify maany
a
aspects
showing concern for environment.
e
In the letter of environmentall clearance of Ashoka Openccast
E
Expansion
Coaal Mine Projectt (6.5 MTPA to
t 10 MTPA), the
f
following
speciific conditions have been given:

Q
Quote
Clause A. (iii)) Topsoil sho
C
ould be stackeed properly with
w
p
proper
slope at
a earmarked site(s)
s
and shoould not be kept
k
a
active
and shalll be used for reclamation
r
annd development of
g
green
belt.
(iv) OB shouldd be stacked at earmarked one external OB
d
dump
site within ML area and shall be a maaximum heighht of
6
60m
only and consist
c
of threee benches of 200 m each.
(vii) Mineral trransportation from
fr
mine to CHP
C
from CHP
P to
r
railway
siding by road. Thee road shall be
b metal toppped.
G
Green
belt shalll be developed
d on both sides of the road.
(xi) The total arrea that shall be
b brought undder afforestationn at
thhe time of miine closure shaall not be lesss than 918.0766 ha
w
which
includess reclaimed external OB dum
mp and backfillled
a
area
(516.63 ha),
h
along with ML bounddary, safety zone
(5.043 ha) andd undisturbed area, along roads and infras
structure,
greenn belt (401.44 ha) and in tow
wnship outside the
lease by plantinng native speciies in consultattion with the loocal
D
DFO/Agricultur
ral Departmentt. The density of
o the trees shoould
b around 25000 plants per ha..
be

U
Unquote
In CCL, the mines
m
have inccreasingly beeen developed into
i
h
highly
mechannized, opencaast mines. Laand is the most
m
im
mportant natuural resource, which emboodies soil, waater,
f
flora,
fauna annd total eco sy
ystem. All hum
man activities are
b
based
on land. In view of the quantum of cooal to be produuced
b CCL, there is huge involv
by
vement of land.. Large patchess of

land aree being used by CCL withh efforts beingg made for
minimall degradation of environmeent. The purpoose of this
paper is
i to highlighht the work done by CCL
L to save
environm
ment and to reeclaim the landd degraded duriing mining
activitiees.

Reclam
mation of Lan
nd
In CCL
L, steps are being
b
taken too mitigate thee negative
impacts of coal mininng by land reclamation and biodiversity
b
mation of land is done in steps- backconservation. Reclam
filling, technical recllamation and biological reeclamation.
Purposee of reclamattion of land is to restore it to an
acceptabble form and to make it ussable and prodductive for
agricultuural or forestryy purposes, etc. In mines, overburden,
includinng top soil, is removed and dumped at prre-assigned
places, both Inpit as well as at external places. With
W mega
projectss coming up, thhe quantum of overburden is increasing.
CCL is particular
p
abouut management of overburden dumping.
Large quantities
q
of ash
a are generrated by therm
mal power
stations. Mines in B & K area and
a
Rajrappa Area
A
have
modated fly ash
a
generated by M/s DVC
C & M/s.
accomm
Hindalcco, Muri respeectively. Furthher, bottom ashh is being
utilized for the purpoose of hydrauulic stowing inn different
undergrround mines off Kathara area.
Techniccal reclamationn involves baack filling of excavated
area witth over burdenn in systematicc manner. In soome of the
mines the
t
overburdenn removed foor extraction of coal is
complettely backfilledd in the decooaled area annd suitably
reclaimeed. Top soil is spread over reclaimed land. The
technicaally reclaimedd ground is further reclaimed biologicallyy and the area converted intoo a mixed speccies forest.
In the area
a
under recllamation, imprrovement in thhe moisture
content,, pH and overrall nutrient coontents of soill has been
observed. The topsoil is an impoortant ingredieent of the
overburrden, as most of the biologgical activity takes place
here. Itt is given duee importance during its rem
moval and
during its
i conservatioon and reuse. Tree plantatioon helps in
preserviing the environnment and is very crucial in the
t process
of bioloogical reclamattion of land. The
T total planttation done
in CCL
L since 1992 is more than 75
7 lakhs, coveering about
4740 haa in all the miniing areas of CC
CL. Afforestatiion of 3.25
acres is done for everyy 1 acre of foreest land used foor mining.
The suuccess in landd reclamationn of mines spoils
s
and
afforestaation has beenn very significaant in mines liike Ashok,
Piparwaar, etc. The miined out areas or the de-coaaled area is
refilled with overburrden at placees where no mining is
requiredd in future. OB fills andd dumps are not very
conduciive to growthh of plants, siince these sittes do not
contain adequate plannt nutrients. Toop soil is kept separately
for spreading over bacckfilled area.
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Monitooring of Recllamation
The quaality and extennt of reclamatioon is corroboraated by the
satellite imagery of thhe area, monitoored by CMPD
DI through
s
on a reegular basis. Thhe large producing mines
remote sensing
are beinng monitored foor land reclamaation by Remoote Sensing
techniquues through CM
MPDI on annuual basis. Objecctive of the
land resstoration/reclam
mation monitorring is to assess the area
of backfilled, plantatioon, social foreestry, active mining
m
area,
water boodies and distrribution of wasteland, agricuultural land
and foreest in the leaseehold area of thhe project. Thiis will help
in assessing the progreessive status off mined land reeclamation
medial measurees, if any, required for
and to take up rem
mental protection.
environm
Land reeclamation moonitoring of all opencast cooal mining
projectss also comply the statutory requirements
r
o Ministry
of
of Envvironment andd Forest. Suchh monitoring not only
facilitatee in taking timely mitiggation neasurees against
environm
mental degraddation, but alsoo enable CCL
L to utilize
the recllaimed land foor larger socioo-economic benefits in a
plannedd way. Five laarge open cast projects of CCL-Ashok
C
OCP, Piparwar
P
OCP
P, KDH OCP
P, Parej East OCP and
Rajrapppa OCP are monnitored every year.
y

During last tenn years the pllantation done is more than 37
D
laakhs indicating improvemen
nt in bio-diverrsity and envirronm
ment.
It has also helped in
i sequestratioon of carbon in
terrestrial eco system. Bio-rreclamation off degraded minned
a
areas
has beenn done of moree than 4680 ha (since 1992)) of
d
different
types of land. An Eco
E park has been
b
developedd at
P
Piparwar
OCP
P over reclaim
med land. Succh parks will be
d
developed
graddually in other areas also.

Proojectwise Land Reclamation
R
Sttatus in Opencaast Projects of CCL
C
based on Satellite
S
Data off the year 2015
% Calculated in teerms of Total Exxcavated Area
(Arrea in Km2)

Project

Leasehold
d

Sl.
No.
N
Name
1.

Piparwar

2.

Rajrappa

3.

4.

5.

iii

Area underr
Active Mininng

iii

iv

Total Exccavated
Areaa

Total Area
A
under
Recclamation

ii+iii+
+iv

ii+iii

20
015

2014

2015

20014

2015

2014

2015

2014

2015

20144

2015

11.20

11
1.20

4.97

4.71

1.005

1.22

1.92

1.76

7.94

7.69

6.022

5.93

62.59

61.25

13.222

15.86

24.18

22.89

75.822

77.11

7.30

6.89

1.88

2.17

1.15

1.10

9.188

9.06

70.67

67.81

18.220

21.36

11.13

10.83

88.877

89.17

1.30

1.30

0.996

1.23

0.90

1.06

2.266

2.53

41.14

36.21

30.338

34.26

28.48

29.53

71.522

70.47

1.47

1.47

1.226

1.49

0.56

0.51

2.733

2.96

44.68

42.36

38.330

42.94

17.02

14.70

82.988

85.30

0.66

0.70

0.85

0.89

0.38

0.33

1.51

1.59

34.92

36.46

44.997

46.35

20.11

17.19

79.899

82.81

15.70

15.07

6.000

7.00

4.91

4.76

21.700

22.07

59.00

56.17

22.555

26.09

18.45

17.74

81.555

82.26

19
9.82

Ashok

6.75

6.75
6

KDH

4.50

4.50
4

Total

2
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i

Technical
Reclamation
R
(Under
B
Backfilling)

2014

19.82

Parej Easst

Biologgical
Reclam
mation
(Planttation)

6.20
48.47

6.20
6
48
8.47

10.33

10.16

3.16

3.59

3.29

3.47

1.89
26.61

1.92
26.83
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Migratory Birdds in the Reclaim
med Voids

Proojectwise Land Reclamation
R
Sttatus in Opencaast Projects of CCL
C
based on Satellite
S
Data off the year 2015
% Calculated in teerms of Total Exxcavated Area
(A
Area in ha)
Project

Leasehold
d

Sl.
No.
Name

Biologgical
Reclamation
(Plantaation)

i
2012

Technical
Reclaamation (Under
B
Backfilling)

ii
201
15

Area under Actiive
Mining

iii

2012

2015

iv

ii+iii+ivv

2012

20155

2012

2
2015

1.46

3.44

36.29

21.25

28.221

28.11

6
65.96

6.86

118.61

1339.41

91.87

0.00

3
37.32

0

20.35

0.00

54.53

0.00

1779.16

0

59.3

0.00

33.10

292.66

3111.77

209.44

228.94

71.56

73.43

132.06

1336.73

88.52

95.79

67.03

70.06

212.63

2117.58

139.12

173.81

65.43

79.88

252.80

9
90.51

219.42

65.21

86.80

72.05

461.76

5006.85

333.90

412.27

72.31

81.34

0.00

71.89

0.00

53.86

95.17

98.46

71.47

70.05

34.71

31.12

65.32

56.92

597.660 1684.94 2013.99 1219.01

1416.39

205
5.59

3.46
12.31

2.21

12.110

55.02

75.60

42.777

2.

Dakra

252
2.52

44.82

38.71

47.005

82.79

26.74

17.991

37.79

27.77

39.667

59.39

22.54

12.885

3.

Magadh*

1571

1704
4

4.

Amrapali** 1520

1300
0

0.00

0.00

5.

Giddi - A**

494

494
4.2

103.04

122.43

35.21

39.27

6.

Pundi*

852

1357
7.2

35.24

38.24

26.68

27.97

40.335

7.

Kedla*

901

1157
7.43

11.37

28.51

127.775

5.35

13.10

60.008

8.

Jarangdih**

494.52

179
9.05

184.57

27.19

34.885

73.01

30.04

13.779

9.

Kathara*

792.81

792
2.52

198.08

228.88

135.882

42.90

45.16

29.441

11. Karo*
12. Karma*
Total

308.69

729
9.40

1204.00 575
5.00
298.96

298
8.96

ii+
+iii

2015

Tetariakhaar 205

10. Konar*

Total Arrea under
Reclam
mation

20112

1.

252.52

Total Excavvated
Area

0

0

0

20.35

0

0.00

0.00

0.000

54.53

0.00

0

0

0

59.3

0

0.000

16.997

33.10

0.00

66.990

106.51

83.22

82.883

36.336

34.16

28.44

26.557

53.228

57.55

43.54

40.994

42.09

32.97

29.994

73.51

43.777

66.78

34.57

20.112

38.02

33.38

25.330

42.01

13.20

27.995

183.39

127.86

94.558

36.18

27.69

18.666

106.44

145.3

24.40
77.46

45.447
119.886

0.00

51.27

0.000

20.62

0.00

61.558

0.00

38.41

0.000

15.45

0.00

46.114

64.40

42.08

30.777

56.38

38.00

42.110

48.36

29.94

23.111

40.11

28.53

29.995

6.85

10.57

27.886

20.55

18.43

23.555

12.89

19.33

52.443

37.59

34.68

43.008

8894.50 9045
5.87 651.83

589.34

567.118

827.05

465.93

38.69

29.26

33.666

41.07

27.65

29.667

2012

0.00
133.17
53.14

1333.47
1440.56
5
54.67

72.35

2015
37.75
57.23
121.5
87.15

70.33

* Leasehold is moddified in 2015 w.r.t. 2012.
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In addition thee following prrojects were monitored
m
oncee in
e
every
three yeaars. New Gidi ‘C’
‘ OC, Religaara OC, Sirka OC,
O
G
Giddi-A
OC, Bhurkunda OC
C/Sangam OC
C, Urimari Exxpn.
O North Urim
OC,
mari OC, Konaar OC, Kargalii OC, Bokaro OC,
O
K
Khasmahal
OC
C, Karo OC, Selected
S
Dhorii OC, Tarmi OC,
O
A
Amlo
OC, Dhoori OC, Pichri OC, Jharkhannd OC, Tapin OC,
O
K
Kedla
OC, Govvindpur Ph-II OC,
O Jarangdih OC, Kathara OC,
O
T
Topa
RO OC, Karma OC, Ara
A OC, Pundii OC, Pindra OC,
O
S
Sarubera/Chain
npur OC, Magaadh OC, Amarrapali OC, Rohhini
O Purnadih OC,
OC,
O Dakra OC, Tetariakhar OC.
O
Out of the totall mine leaseho
O
old area of 48.447 km2 of the five
f
o
opencast
projeccts viz. Ashok, Piparwar, KD
D Hesalong, Paarej
E
East
and Rajraappa considereed for monitooring during year
y
2
2015–16;
total excavated area is only 26.833 km2 (55.35%
% of
lease area) of which 15.07 km2 area (566.17%) has been
p
planted,
7.00 km
k 2 area (26.09
9%) has come under backfillling
2
a 4.76 km area (17.74%) is
and
i under active mining. It is seen
f
from
the analyssis that 82.26%
% area of these opencast projeects
h
have
come unnder reclamatiion and balannce 17.74% area
a
is under activve mining. Area
A
of biologgical reclamattion
07 km2 as a reesult of measuures
(plantation) has reached 15.0
onmental proteection.
taaken by CCL, towards enviro
Eco-restoratioon at Sangam OCP of Barkaa Sayal Area: An
E
e
experimental
p
project
to scien
ntifically reclaiim old mined out
a
areas
using graass, bamboo an
nd other speciees has been unnder
taaken in assocciation with Dr
D C.R. Babuu, member EA
AV,
M
MoEF.

acceptabble level of loocal communitty and regulattory authority. Mining activitiees leave long lasting impaccts on the
landscappe, ecology annd on local inhhabitants. These activities
disturb the
t delicate envvironmental annd social equiliibrium that
exists inn its area of innfluence. Hencce, it becomes imperative
on part of the mine opperator to restoore the equilibrrium in the
mine afffected area thhat existed inn the pre-mining period.
Thus, anny mining vennture must havve adequate cloosure plan,
aimed at
a rehabilitatioon of disturbedd area, which should be
acceptabble to local com
mmunity as welll as regulatory authority.
Mine closure encompaasses rehabilitaation process designed
d
to
mical and biollogical qualityy disturbed
restore physical, chem
m
activitiies. Mine closuure is not just something
by the mining
that happpens at the endd of a mine’s life
l rather minee closure is
an ongooing series of decisions
d
and activities
a
beginning in the
pre-minning stage of mine
m
and endinng with a sustaainable site
that cann be returned too the communitty.
Thus, a Mine Closurre Plan needs to define thee responsebilities of the differennt agencies like the mine maanagement,
ments after
other regulatory bodiees, Central and State Governm
mine cloosure.
When the
t environmeental clearancee is granted, detail
d
deliberationn of mine clossure plan is made
m
therein. Itt mentions
both Proogressive Minee Closure Plann and Final Minne Closure
Plan. Prrogressive Minne Closure Plaan includes vaarious land
use acttivities to be done continuuously and seequentially
during the
t entire periood of the miniing operations. The Final
Mine Closure Plan woould start towaards the end of mine life
and maay continue evven after the reserves are exhausted
and/or mining
m
is discoontinued till thhe mining area is restored
to an accceptable level to create a selff sustained ecoosystem. In
all the areas
a
of CCL, steps are takeen to comply with
w all the
directivees given in thee environmentaal clearance.
In the letter dated 27.10.2008, vidde which environmental
clearancce was accordded to Magaddh Opencast Expansion
Project (12 MTPA to 20 MTPA), mention
m
has beeen made of
F
Mine Cloosure Plan.
Progressive Mine Clossure Plan and Final
The letter states,

Before

After

Quote
A Memorandum
m of Understaanding (MoU) has been recenntly
s
signed
betweenn Coal India Liimited (CIL) annd Indian Counncil
o Forestry Ressearch and Edu
of
ucation (ICFR
RE) for effectivvely
m
monitoring
of environment
e
reelated issues inn the coal minning
p
projects.

M
Mine
Closuree
Mine closure planning
M
p
is required to restore the disturbbed
a
area
after extrraction of plaanned quantityy of coal, to the
2
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“2. A. (xxii) A Progressive Mine Closure Plan shalll be implemented by reclamattion of 558 ha of quarryy area by
backfilliing and afforestation by plannting native plaant species
in consuultation with thhe local DFO/A
Agricultural Department.
D
The dennsity of the treees shall be aroound 2500 plaants per ha.
Quarry area of 268 haa which is too steep
s
for backffilling shall
p
usinng geotextile material
m
in
be bio-rreclaimed by plantation
critical patches.
p
Aboutt 320 ha of deccoaled area/voiid which is
being coonverted into a water reservooir shall be genntly sloped

S
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aand the upper benches
b
of thee reservoir shalll be terraced and
a
s
stabilized
with plantation.”
(xx) A Final Mine
M
Closure Plan
P
alongwith details of Corrpus
F
Fund
shall be submitted to the
t Ministry of Environmentt &
F
Forests
5 years in advance of final
f
mine closuure for approvaal.”

U
Unquote
The details aree self evident. The closure of mines evollves
T
e
environmental,
f
assuraance
technical, social aspect and financial
f implementinng the post clo
for
osure activitiess as per guideliines
o Ministry of Coal.
of
C
Accumulated water
A
w
in aband
doned mines is
i to be used for
s
supply
of drinnking water to
o neighbourinng villages. CCL
C
inntends to signn an MoU with
h State Goverrnment to achiieve
thhe common gooal of providin
ng water from suitable
s
mines for
u by villagerrs for their vaarious needs. About
use
A
25 Billlion
G
Gallon
of wateer is available in 88 number of mine voidss in
C
CCL.
Accumullated water in abandoned mines
m
is beneficial
too the nearby laand and recharrges water leveel. It also preveents
illlegal mining in the area. Th
he underlying coal seams in the
a can be taken in future aft
area
fter dewatering of the abandonned
m
mine.

Conclu
usion
Mine reeclamation andd restoration iss now an integgral part of
coal miining. All opencast must deploy
d
state of the art
technoloogy, like surfacce miners, tubee conveyors, siilo loading,
rail trannsport for redducing pollutioon. The railway sidings
should be within thee leasehold off the mines ass has been
plannedd in CCL.
CCL is going for “Greeen Energy Huub” comprisingg mine, was
a reject baseed power plannts. Eco-parks have been
heries, and
plannedd. Transfer of coal over larrge distances should be
discouraaged by settingg up Pit Head Power Plants. It is better
to transffer “Coal by Wire”
W
than by Rail.
R
The preesent work is expected
e
to siggnpost a way toward
t
the
efforts put
p in by CCL
L in the implem
mentation of sttate-of-theart mine reclamation strategy, usinng satellite im
magery and
other means.
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Tran
nsesteriffication of Mixture of Edible
E
an
nd
Non-Edible Veegetablee Oils ussing Hetterogeneeous
Ca
atalyst Develope
D
ed from Marblee Slurryy
Jharna Gu
upta1, Madh
hu Agarwal*1 and A.K.. Dalai2

Abstract: In the preseent study, prooduction of biiodiesel from mixture of edible
e
and noon-edible oils using
Hydroxyappatite (HAp) ca
atalyst derivedd from Marble Slurry
S
(MS) waas investigatedd. The combinaation of oils hass been
optimized to
t get suitable mixture for prroduction of bioodiesel. The deeveloped catalyysts were charaacterized with X-Ray
X
Diffractionn (XRD) and Fourier
F
Transfoorm Infrared Spectroscopy
Sp
(F
FTIR). Experim
mental result shhowed that bioodiesel
yield has been
b
increased
d from 91% to 94% with reaaction parametters such as reeaction temperaature 65ºC, reeaction
time 3 hr, methanol to oil
o molar ratio 12:1 and cataalyst concentraation 4wt%. Thhe solid base catalyst
c
from marble
m
H exhibits excellent
e
catalyytic activity annd stability for the transesterif
ification reactiion, which sugg
ggested
slurry i.e. HAp
that this caatalyst could be
b potentially used
u
as a solidd base catalystt for biodiesel production froom mixture of edible
and non-eddible oils.
Keywordss: Biodiesel, Mixture
M
of Oils, Marble Slurryy, Transesterificcation.

I
Introduction

R

enewable energy sourcees have becom
me more attracttive
recently due
d to its envirronmental beneefits, high eneergy
d
demands
and the
t high cost of
o crude oil [11]. In this regaard,
b
biodiesel
can be an altern
native fuel soource for eneergy
p
production.
Thhe main advanttages of biodieesel as an alterrnatiive fuel are its renewabiliity, biodegraddability, nontooxic
n
nature,
and bleending capacity
y with other ennergy sources [2].
B
Biodiesel
is alsso known as Faatty Acid Methhyl Ester (FAM
ME)
o
obtained
by thee transesterificcation reactionn of methanol and
a
v
vegetable
oil in
i the presencce of catalyst [3]. Transestterif
fication
reactioon can be caatalyzed by homogeneous
h
and
h
heterogeneous
catalyst. Co
ommonly useed homogeneeous
c
catalysts
are NaOH,
N
KOH and
a CH3ONa which have high
h
c
catalytic
activity, but it is also difficult too separate, purrify
a
and
reuse them
m after the reaction
r
[4]. Till
T now various
h
heterogeneous
alkali catalystts such as Zeoolite [5, 6], alkkali
e
earth
metal oxxides [7, 8], KF/ϒAl
K
2O3 [9, 10] and sodiium
a
aluminate
etc. [11] have been
b
developed for biodieesel
p
production.
H
However
at the
t
present time, only few
f
h
heterogeneous
catalysts are being
b
used in thhe industry duee to
h
high
cost associated with cataalyst synthesis.
The best way to
T
t reduce the cost
c of heterogeeneous atalyst for
b
biodiesel
produuction is to usse waste as caatalytic materiials.
V
Various
types of wastes hav
ve been investiigated as catallyst
1
2

such as Marble Slurryy [12] (MS), Dolomites
D
[13] and waste
shells suuch as waste egg shell [14, 15], oyster shelll [16], and
scallop shell [17], bivvalve clam sheells [18] and bones
b
[19].
Among them, CaO is one of widelyy-used catalystss due to its
a
in nature,
n
low cosst and high actiivity.
highly availability
From suurvey it is founnd that higher amount of cataalyst and a
longer reaction
r
time are
a necessary for
fo high biodiessel yield in
case of heterogeneouss catalyst. So to solve these problems,
a
basic soolid catalyst also has been innvestigated
highly active
from theese wastes succh as snail shelll [20] reportedd a yield of
87.28% after 5–8 hr reeaction time ussing 2wt% cataalyst, waste
dolomitte [21] reporteed 91.87% bioodiesel yield after 3 hr
reactionn time by usinng 3wt% catalyst and waste marble12
reportedd yield of 88% by 3wt% catallyst for 3 hr.
Among these wastes, MS is a naatural calcium carbonate
f
in severral areas of woorld such as Inndia USA,
source found
Belgium
m, France, Sppain, Sweden, Italy, Egypt,, Portugal,
Brazil and
a Greece. Inn marble proccessing plant, during the
cutting process 20–300% of the marbble block turnss into dust.
This typpe of waste iss often disposeed near residenntial areas.
Stockingg of these wasstes is impossibble; hence marrble wastes
constitutte an environm
mental Pollutantt [22]. In India, Rajasthan
State Poollution Controol Board (RSP
PCB) proposedd a project
of two plants at Uddaipur to recyccle synthesis. It is also
a catalyst
dependss on different reaction paraameters such as
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S
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looading, methaanol to oil ratio
o, temperature and time. So the
b
biodiesel
produuction by MS and its derivaative i.e. HApp as
c
catalyst
with different
d
reactiion parameters is of particuular
innterest in our study.
s
In the present research work
k, we have invvestigated the use
o Calcined Marble
of
M
Slurry (CMS) and its
i derivative i.e.
H
Hydroxyapatite
e (HAp) as heterogeneous base catalyst. This
T
d
developed
cataalyst was used
d for biodiesel production. Fuel
F
p
properties
of biodiesel
b
were compared with ASTM D67751
s
specifications.

The syynthesized bassic heterogeneeous catalyst form MS
powder i.e. HAp waas prepared by
b wet methodd. Twenty
o dried MS powder
p
was mixed
m
in 800 ml
m of 1 m
grams of
Potassiuum dihydrogeen orthophossphate [KH2PO
P 4]. The
solutionn in the Pyrexx glass was heeated by micrrowave for
20 minuutes. These prrocesses resultt in HAp pow
wder. HAp
powder was cleaned with distilled water and waas dried by
microwaave for 15 miinutes followeed by 5 h calccination at
850°C. Untreated
U
MS and resulted catalyst
c
into poowder form
as show
wn in Figure 1.

E
Experimenta
al Section
Materials
M
N
Natural
MS was
w obtained from Jaipur, Rajasthan, Inddia.
M
Mixture
of oiil was purch
hased from thhe local markket.
A
Anhydrous
meethanol of an
nalytical gradee, and Potassiium
d
dihydrogen
ortthophosphate [KH
[ 2PO4] from
m Merck limitted,
M
Mumbai
India was
w used in thiis study.
Characterizatiion of Oil
C
T
The
quality of oil is expressed in terms of the
p
physicochemic
al properties such as dennsity, acid vallue,
k
kinematic
viscoosity, saponificcation value annd flash point, fire
p
point
etc. Thesse properties off oil (without further treatmeent)
w
were
determineed as per AST
TM D6751 Staandard which has
s
shown
in Tablee 1.
Taable 1: Propertiees of Mixture off Oils
Properties
Color
Acid value (mgg of KOH/gm off oil)
FFA (%)
Density (gm/m
ml)
Kinematic visccosity at 40ºC (C
Cst)

Measured Valuue
Burnt brown
15.68
7.84
0.85
33.0

Saponification value (mg of KO
OH/gm of oil)

196.3

Molecular weigght (gm/mol)

931.6

Ester value (mgg of KOH/gm off oil)

180.7

% glycerin

9.9

Catalyst Prepaaration
C
T MS samplle was collecteed from marblle shop of Jaippur,
The
R
Rajasthan.
MS
S was washed with deionizeed water threee to
f
four
times for removing dustt and impuritiees, and then drried
a 120°C for 10
at
1 h. After dry
ying, MS was calcined at teemp
perature
of 8000°C for 3 hr in
n muffle furnaace. The Calcinned
m
material
was then
t
cooled do
own to room temperature inn a
d
desicator
and then
t
used as heterogeneous
h
base catalyst for
b
biodiesel
produuction.
2
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Fig. 1: (a) Marble Slurrry (MS) (b) Calccined Marble Sluurry (CMS)
(c) Hydroxyapatite (HAp)

Catalysst Characterizzation
In ordeer to determinne the crystallline nature of
o calcined
marble slurry and HA
AP, X-Ray Difffraction (XRD
D) patterns
RD (X-Pert
for eachh catalyst sampples were analyyzed using XR
pro pow
wder panalyticaal instrument).. The FTIR sppectra were
recordedd on FTIR speectrometer (Peerkin Elmer sppectra two)
in the raange of 400–44000 cm−1. Thee KBr pellet method
m
was
used forr the sample prreparation.
Transessterification Reaction
R
Proccedure
The trannsesterificationn reaction waas carried out using MS
derived heterogeneous catalyst. Thee 100 ml of oil
o mixture
was preeheated and addded into the fllask containingg methanol
to oil molar
m
ratio (11:12 mol) andd catalyst conncentration
(4wt%) under vigorrous stirring. The transestterification
o at constant temperature
t
off 65ºC with
reactionn was carried out
a reactiion time (3 hoours). After thhe reaction, thhe reaction
mixture was allowed to cool downn and transferrred to the
o phases as shown in
separating funnel forr separation of
Figure 2. The solid base catalyst was removedd from the
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rreaction mixturre via centrifug
gation at 50000 rpm for 20 min.
m
G
Glycerol
was then
t
separated using a separrating funnel, and
thhe excessive amount of meethanol from FAME was evae
p
porated
under reduced
r
pressu
ure in a rotary evaporator. Thhen
F
FAME
was storred for charactterization use.
T percentagee of biodiesel yield
The
y
was defined as follows:
Biodiesel yield (%) =

(vollume of biodiessel (ml))
× 1000
(v
volume of oil ( ml))
… (1)
(

R
Result
and Discussion
D
C
Catalyst
Charaacterization
XRD Analysis
X
T investigate the structure and
To
a crystallinitty of the catalyyst,
thhe X-Ray. Difffraction analyssis was done ass shown in Figgure
2 Figure 2 shows the XRD
2.
D result of MS
S, CMS and HAp
H
p
powder.
The crystalline of all
a the sampless were probedd by
X
XRD.
In Figuure 2(a), the parent
p
materiaal showed maajor
d
diffraction
peaaks at 29.38°,, 30.92° and 41.06° whichh is
c
characteristic
o CaCO3 MS and
of
a after calcinnation as shownn in
F
Figure
2(b), the
t
reflection arising from
m MS were lost,
c
coincident
withh the appearancce of new crysstalline phase that
t
c be assigneed to highly crystalline
can
c
Caoo (33.92°, 37.111°,
a 42.65°) as described in liiterature [23, 24].
and
2 In Figure 2(c)
2
X
XRD
patterns of
o HAp shows the two highest peaks at 31.02°
a 50.61° whhich is charactteristics of HA
and
Ap and closedd to
H standard compared
HAp
c
with
h literature [25,, 26]. These result
inndicated that the
t MS had beeen successfullyy synthesized into
i
H
HAp.
Analysiss of these peaks at XRD patterns of HAp
H
s
showed
level of purity reachees 100%.

FTIR Analysis
FTIR annalysis of MS
S (uncalcined and calcined) and HAp
powder was perform
med as shown in Figure 3. Two well
defined infrared bannds around 8778 and 1435 cm–1 are
C stretchingg and bendingg modes of
characteeristic of the C-O
CaCO3 as shown in Figure
F
3(a) [277]. The intensitty of these
bands decreases and alter during calccinations at 8000°C due to
o CaO and
thermal decompositionn of CaCO3 annd formation of
d to the
Ca(OH))2. One sharp band appearss 3642 cm–1 due
formatioon of basic OH
H groups attachhed to the calccium atoms
as show
wn in Figure 3(bb) [27]. Hydrooxyl stretch is observed
o
at
3643 cm
m–1 in the spectra of HAp as
a shown in Figure 3(c).
There were
w
also bandss at 103.04 cm
m–1 and 1420 cm
m–1, which
were asssigned to thee phosphate group
g
and the carbonate
group (C
CO32–) [25, 26]].

Fig. 3: FTIR
F
Curve for (a)
( Marble slurryy (MS) (b) Calciined Marble
Slurry (CMS) (c) Hydrroxyaptite (HApp) (Symbols:
= CaCO3,
= CaO,
C
= Ca(O
OH)2,
= PO43––, = CO32–, = OH–1)

Biodiessel Characterization
Propertiies of Biodiessel produced from
f
oil weree analyzed.
These properties
p
of biodiesel were compared as per
p ASTM
27
D6751 Standard
S
whiich has shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Properties off Biodiesel
Properties

Unit

Biodiesel
from HAp

ASTM
Standard

Density

(gm/ml)

0.878

0.889

0.860–0.900

Kinematic
viscosityy

Cst)
at 40°C (C

4.982

5.721

1.9–6.0

Acid value

(mg of KO
OH/
gm of oil)

0.43

0.49

0.50

6

9

–3 to 12

Cloud point °C
Fig. 2: XRD
D Curve for (a) Marble
M
Slurry (M
MS) (b) Calcined
Marblee Slurry (CMS) (c) Hydroxyaptiite (HAP)
(Sym
mbols:
=CaC
CO3, = CaO, =HAp)

Biodiesel
from CMS

Pour point

°C

–3

3

–15 to 10

Flash pooint °C

160

155

130–170
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C
Conclusion
The calcined marble
T
m
slurry and
a HAp usedd as a catalyst for
b
biodiesel
prodduction from transesterificaation reaction by
u
using
mixture of
o oil. The prepared basic soolid catalysts were
w
c
characterized
b XRD, FTIR,, SEM and TG
by
GA The charactteriz
zation
results show
s
that the HAp catalyst exhibits stronnger
b
basicity
than thhat of CMS. Am
mong both cataalysts tested, HAp
H
s
shows
high cattalytic activity
y with good biodiesel yield i.e.
a
above
94% in the
t biodiesel prroduction form
m mixture of oiil at
thhe reaction connditions such as
a reaction time of 3 h, methaanol
too oil molar rattion of 12:1, reeaction temperaature of 65°C and
a
c
catalyst
loadinng of 4wt%. The HAp caatalyst from MS
M
e
exhibits
excelllent catalytic activity and stability in the
trransesterificatiion reaction.
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Physsicochem
mical Stu
udies off TiO2/Fe2O3/Zn
nO
Hetero
ostructure Assem
mblies for
f Electtrochem
mical
Waterr Splitting/Dye Degrad
dation Applicatiions
Dilip Kumar
K
Beh
hara*1, M. Su
udha Maheswari1 and T. Jalajakshi1

Abstract: Growing enerrgy demands depends
d
considderably on reneewable and poollution-free ennergy sources, which
seems to be essential ing
gredients for loong-term socioeeconomic stability. Semicondductor materiaals play an impportant
ful energy from
m existing reneewable energyy forms. Conteemporary research focuses on
o the
role in exttracting needfu
developmeent of different semiconduuctor materialls and their combination in a coagennt manner such as
“heterostruucture assemb
blies” that utiliizes the synerggic interaction between mateerials combined. Since, the formed
f
“heterojunnction” betweeen material innterfaces will promote
p
the interfacial
i
chaarge carries seeparation, trannsport
events at molecular
m
levell, and thereby improve the kiinetics and reaaction rate com
mpared to indivvidual counter parts.
Herein, wee report hetero
ostructure asseembly of stablee, non-toxic sem
miconductor materials:
m
TiO2, Fe2O3 and ZnnO for
electrochem
mical water sp
plitting and dyee degradation applications. All
A the three materials
m
choseen from either Type-I
or Type-II heterostructurre assembly wiith each other and facilitate the
t charge carrrier movements from one maaterial
f
better utiilization of ellectric flux at
a the interfacces. Preliminaary studies suuggest that teernary
to other for
heterostruccture electrod
de TiO2/ZnO/F
Fe2O3@Ti show
ws better elecctrical activityy towards elecctrochemical crystal
c
violet dye degradation in
n comparison to binary heteerostructure (T
TiO2/ZnO, TiO
O2/Fe2O3) and individual materials
O, Fe2O3) substantiating the importance off synchronized charge transpoort across matterial interfacees. The
(TiO2, ZnO
same electtrode assemblyy is tested for electrochemica
e
al water splittinng reaction annd the work is under progresss. The
outcomes of
o present stud
dy will help to design more pronounced
p
heeterostructure assemblies forr better perform
mance
towards electrochemical water splittingg and other com
mplex dye degrradation studiees.
Keywordss: Heterostructu
ure, Water Splitting, Crystal Violet Dye, Syynchronized Chharge Transporrt.

I
Introduction

T

h aware abouut the undesiraable
he societyy is very much
impacts off various industrial effluentss on the envirronm
ment.
Since, a large quanttity of dyes was
w produced as
e
effluents
from various textille industries which
w
are higghly
tooxic and carrcinogenic to living organnisms on eaarth.
T
Therefore
it is necessary
n
to trreat the effluennts and make thhem
tooxic-free [1]. Textile effluen
nts typically haave strong collour
d to unfixed stature (dyes) and therefore it is inevitablee to
due
r
remove
these dyes
d
before theey let in to waater bodies. Thhere
a various waastewater treattment techniquues such as bioare
b
loogical, chemical and physiicochemical methods,
m
etc. All
thhese methods have
h
certain co
onstraints that cause insufficiient
e
effectiveness
w
when
applied in
ndividually. For example, (1) the
c
chemical
or physicochemic
p
cal methods will
w
often caause
s
secondary
polluution or requirre post-treatmeent, (2) biological
a
approaches
sufffer with micro
obialinhibitionn problem leadding
too very low treaatment efficien
ncies [2, 3].
1

Over thhe past 10 yearrs, electrochem
mical techniquees found to
be subsstantial interesst for wastewaater remediatiion due to
significaant characterisstics such as versatility,
v
environmental
compatiibility and poteential cost effeectiveness in comparison
c
to conveentional methoods. Further, ellectrochemical techniques
offer prromising approoaches for thee prevention of pollution
problem
ms in the proceess industry ass they does nott yield any
sludge [4]. Additionnally, electrochemical technniques are
e
o
owing
to speciial features
compatiible with the environment
such as simple equipm
ment, easy operaation, and loweer operating
temperaature. The appplied potenttial in electrrochemical
approacches induces redox reactioons upon the electrode
surface resulting in thhe transformatioon and destrucction of the
dye moolecules almosst completely into CO2 andd H2O [5].
Semiconnductor nanostructure matterials havingg superior
physicochemical propperties are beinng employed foor potential
applicattions in electtrochemical research probllems such
as dye degradation, water
w
splittingg, etc. Althouggh, several
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ssemiconductor materials have
h
significaant potential in
e
electrochemica
al applicationss but TiO2, ZnO
Z
are mostly
p
preferred
mosttly due to its nontoxicity, water
w
insolubillity,
h
hydrophilicity,
bility, and highhly stable towaards
cheap availab
c
corrosion
[6, 7]. Recently, Fe2O3 is chosenn as an alternattive
m
material
to TiO
O2 and ZnO for dye degradatioon studies becaause
itt possesses suuperior characteristics such as high physical
a chemical stability,
and
s
nonto
oxicity, environnmental comppatib
bility,
low cosst, oxidative power,
p
magnettic activity, resistaance to corroosion [8]. Theerefore, it is advantageous to
c
combine
Fe2O3 with TiO2, Zn
nO materials too extract the deesira
able
propertiess. The formed
d heterostructuure assembly will
w
e
enhance
the perrformance than
n individual coounter parts duee to
s
synergistic
inteeraction betweeen material inteerphases [9].

m
furnace for 3 h at
60°C foor 30 min and calcined in muffle
400°C to yield the anaatase TiO2 phasse [9, 11–13].

Herein, we repport synthesis and fabrication of TiO2/ZnnO/
H
F 2O3 composiite heterostructture to enhancee the performaance
Fe
o crystal violet dye degraadation upon external electtroof
c
chemical
potenntial applicatio
on. In order to capitalize the
s
support
interacction on catalyst assembly prrepared, Titaniium
(Ti) substrate is chosen for fabricatioon, which is of
r
reasonable
cost and high conductivity [100]. The fabricaated
teernary electrodde on Ti substraate (TiO2/ZnO//Fe2O3@Ti) shoows
e
enhanced
perfoormance over other
o
fabricatedd electrodes (TiiO2,
Z
ZnO,
TiO2/ZnO
O, TiO2/Fe2O3, and TiO2/Z
ZnO/Fe2O3) suubstaantiating the importance
i
off synchronizedd charge transpport
a
across
materiaal interfaces [11]. The experiments
e
w
with
f
fabricated
electtrode towards electrochemiccal water splittting
a under progrress. The outco
are
omes of presennt study will help
h
too design moree pronounced heterostructurre assemblies for
b
better
performaance towards electrochemical water splittting
a complex dyye degradation
and
n studies.

Synthessis of Fe2O3 Nanoparticles
N
Fe2O3 nanoparticles
n
w
were
prepared by
b sol-gel methhod. 4 g of
Fe (NO
O3)3.9H2O in 1000 ml deionizzed water was stirred for
30 min. Also, 1.5g of gelatin was stiirred in 100 mll deionized
w slowly
water foor 30 min at 60˚C. Now, gellatin solution was
added to
t iron nitrate solution and stirred for 1 h.
h The gel
formed was dried for 6 h in hot air oven
o
at 60˚C annd calcined
a 600˚C [15].
for 1 h at

E
Experimenta
al Section

Synthessis of TiO2/Zn
nO/Fe2O3 Nan
nocomposite

Materials andd Methods
M
Z
Zinc
acetate di-hydrate [Z
Zn(O2CCH3)2(H
( 2O)2], Ethaanol
(C2H5OH), Triethanolamine (C6H15NO3), Titanium
T
isoprropo
oxide
[Ti{OCH
H(CH3)2}4], Iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate (Fe
(NO3)3.9H2O), Ammonia (NH
H3), Sodium suulphate (Na2SO
O4),
a
and
Isopropyl alcohol (C3H8O) purchassed from Siggma
A
Aldrich
Chemicals (India) Lttd. Nafion (10%
%) liquid soluttion
is purchased Dupont
D
Chemiicals, USA. Crystal
C
violet dye
w purchased from Sigma-A
was
Aldrich is usedd as model dyee in
p
present
study. All the reageents were analytically pure and
u
used
as receiveed without furtther purificatioon. The deionized
w
water
was usedd throughout th
he experiments..

The synnthesis proceduure of the com
mposites was shhown schematicallly in the Figuure 1. 5.18 ml
m of TTIP, 1.52 g of
(Fe(NO3)3.9H2O) werre mixed withh 60 ml of etthanol and
f 2 h. 10 mg
m of ZnO naanoparticles were
w
added
stirred for
during stirring. Afterr that, 36 ml of deionized water was
a stirring iss continued foor another 24 h. During
added and
stirring, the solution iss maintained at
a a pH of 10 by
b adding 8
mmonia. Thenn resulting mixtture was kept in dark for
ml of am
overnighht. Then, centrrifugation wass done. Finallyy, resulting
particless were dried annd calcined forr 6 h at 400˚C [17].
[

Synthesis of TiO
S
T 2 Nanopartticles
9 ml of TTIP was added drop
d
wise intoo a homogeneous
m
mixture
of ethaanol (150 ml) and
a 3.75 ml off deionized waater.
T reaction mixture
The
m
was kep
pt under agitation for 4 h at 855˚C
u
under
magneticc stirring. Afteer that, the sam
mple was driedd at
2
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Synthessis of ZnO Naanoparticles
ZnO naanoparticles weere prepared by
b sol-gel methhod. 30 ml
of Triethanolamine (TEA),
(
20 mll deionized water
w
were
a 2 ml of ethhanol was addded drop wise and stirred
mixed and
for 2–3 h. Then, 5.39 g of Zinc acettate di-hydrate was taken
in 50 mll of deionized water and stirrred for 20 min and 0.5 ml
ethanol was added into the soolution duringg stirring.
wed by drying of particles was
w done at
Centrifuugation follow
95˚C inn hot air oven for 8h and finnally calcined for 3 h at
900˚C [14].

Synthessis of TiO2/Zn
nO Nanocompposite
TiO2/ZnnO nanocomposite was syntheesized by sol-ggel method.
TTIP was
w taken in 1:11 ratio of isoprropanol and water. Then,
Zinc aceetate was added in the ratio of
o Ti: Zn = 5:1 along with
0.5N off acetic acid. This
T
mixture was
w stirred for overnight.
Centrifuugation follow
wed by calcinaation at 400˚C
C for 4 h
yields composite nanooparticles [16].

Electroode Fabricatioon
40 mg of nanopartiicles (TiO2, ZnO,
Z
Fe2O3, TiO2/ZnO,
w
weighed and mixed
TiO2/Fee2O3, and TiO2/ZnO/Fe2O3) were
with 2 ml of isopropanol small am
mount of Nafioon (20 µl).
Then, itt was sonicatedd for 1 h. The slurry was appplied on Ti
plate (efffective electroode area ~1 cm
m2) and dried at
a 60˚C on
hot platee.

S
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Fig. 1: Syn
nthesis and Fabrrication of TiO2/Z
ZnO/Fe2O3 Nanoocomposite Elecctrode on Ti Subbstrate

Electrochemiical Measurem
E
ments
V
Voltammetric
measurementss were carrieed out at rooom
temperature usiing Potentiostaat (K-lyte 1.0). The cell used for
c
cyclic
voltamm
metric experim
ments was threee-electrode tyype.
B
Bare
Ti, Ti/TiO
O2, Ti/ZnO, Ti/Fe
T
O2/ZnO, Ti/TiiO2/
2O3, Ti/TiO
F 2O3 and Ti/TiiO2/ZnO/Fe2O3 were used as working electrrode
Fe
(effective electrrode area~ 1cm
m2), while Ag/A
AgCl and Pt mesh
m
w
were
used as reference
r
and counter
c
electroodes respectiveely.
0 M Na2SO4 solution was chosen
0.1
c
as supporting electrolyyte.
C
Cyclicvoltamm
metric studies were perform
med at differrent
a
applied
voltagees of 0.6V, 1.2
2V, 1.2V, 1.3V
V, 1.2V and 1.0V
f Bare Ti, Ti/TiO
for
T
2, Ti/ZnO, Ti/Fe2O3, Ti/TiO2/ZnO and
T
Ti/TiO
o 0.05 V/s. Dye
D
2/Fe2O3 respectively at a scan rate of
c
concentration
o 10 mg/L waas selected forr all experimennts.
of
U
UV-V
is spectrophotometer was used to measure the
d
decolourization
n efficiency at different intervals and is
c
calculated
by thhe following fo
ormula [5],
% decolouriization = (A0 – A)/A0 × 100

… (1)

where A0 andd A are the absorbance (aat the maxim
w
mum
w
wavelength,
λmax
a after electtrom ) of dye sollution before and
c
chemical
treatm
ment.

R
Results
and Discussions
D
Characterizatiion of Nanopa
C
articles
In order to undderstand the crrystalline natuure of synthesiized
m
materials,
X-R
Ray Diffractog
gram (XRD) pattern
p
has been
taaken (Figure 2). The difffractogram patttern taken were
w

a crystalline peaks
p
and com
mpared with
indexedd properly for all
JCPDS data file. Figuure 2(a) show
ws the major peaks at 2θ
o 25.5°, 40.0°, 48.0°, 54.2°, 62.4° correspoonds to the
values of
planes of
o (101), (0044), (102), (1100), and (211) tetragonal
anatase TiO2 (JCPDS Card
C
No. 21–1272) [18]. Thee crystallite
size of TiO2 nanoparrticles was esttimated to be 15.93 nm
f
from Deebye Scherrer formula.
The peaaks at (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), and
(112) coorresponds to the standard hexagonal
h
wuurtzite ZnO
(JCPDS
S card no. 36–11451) as shownn in Figure 2(b) [19]. The
crystalliite size of thesse ZnO nanopaarticles was esstimated as
19.84 nm.
n Furthermorre, major peakks at 2θ valuess of 26.1°,
32.5°, 35.4°,
3
49.2°, 62.2° could be
b assigned to
t α-Fe2O3
(012), (104),
(
(110), (0024) and (2144) crystal planees (JCPDS
card Noo. 03–0800) as shown in Figure 2(c) [18]. The
crystalliite size of these Fe2O3 nanopparticles was esstimated to
be 26.5777 nm. Thereffore, the diffracctogram patternn confirms
highly crystalline
c
natuure of synthesiized materials as anatase
TiO2, ZnO
Z
and α-Fe2O3 respectivelly. In order too study the
surface morphology and
a topographhy of synthesiized single
materialls (TiO2, ZnO,, Fe2O3) and heeterostructure assemblies
(TiO2/Z
ZnO/Fe2O3), Sccanning Electtron Microscopy (SEM)
studies were
w
done as shown
s
in Figurre 3. SEM imaage of TiO2
nanoparrticles is depictted in Figure 3(a) that clearlyy shows the
sphericaal shape of the TiO2 particles.
p
But, α-Fe2O3
nanoparrticles were formed
f
as agggregated parrticles and
aggregaates did not posssess any definnite shape as shhown in the
Figure 3(b).
3
The SEM
M image of ZnO
Z
has clearly revealed
hexagonnal shape as shhown in Figure 3(c). Figure 3(d) show
the SE
EM image of TiO2/ZnO
O/Fe2O3 nanoccomposite/
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hheterostructure. Coupling bettween the three nanoparticles is
o
observed
but,, aggregated surface of Fe2O3 particcles
s
surrounded
wiith TiO2 and ZnO particlees. However, the
s
shapes
of the TiO2 and ZnO
O nanoparticlees are formedd as
o
observed
in thee individual TiO
O2, ZnO particles.

broad band
b
observeed at 3279.811 cm–1 corresponds to
stretchinng vibrations of (-OH) andd peak at 15558.17 cm–1
attributeed to the C–O stretching vibbrations of α-F
Fe2O3 [21].
Similarlly, TiO2/Fe2O3 and TiO2/ZnnO nanocompoosites confirm thee presence of bonds of indiividual TiO2, Fe2O3 and
ZnO nannoparticles.

Fig. 2:
2 XRD Pattern of
o (a) TiO2, (b) ZnO
Z and
(c) α-Fe2O3 Nanoparticles

Figg. 4: FTIR Spectrra of TiO2, ZnO,, Fe2O3, TiO2/ZnnO and
TiO
O2/Fe2O3 Nanopaarticles

Electroochemical Measurements
M
s
In orderr to estimate thhe performancee of fabricated electrodes,
electrocchemical meassurements werre done. Durinng electrochemicaal treatment, the
t initial reacction corresponnds to the
oxidatioon of water molecules
m
leadding to the forrmation of
physisorrbed hydroxyl radical (M (*O
OH)) [5],
M + H2O → M (*O
OH) + H+ + e–
Fig. 3: FE-SEM
F
Imagess of (a) TiO2 Nannoparticles,
(b) Fe2O3 Nanoparticles, (c) ZnO Nanopaarticles, and
(d) TiO2/ZnO/Fee2O3 Nanocompoosite

In order to determine
d
funcctional groupss present in the
s
synthesized
maaterial, FTIR analysis was done (Figure 4).
T broad peaak at 3456.42
The
2 cm–1 correspponds to the OH
O
s
stretching
vibrration in puree ZnO, wherreas the peakk at
6
612.49
cm–1cleearly indicates Zn–O stretchiing and the peeaks
–
a 1557.95 cm–1
at
and 1071.4 cm
c –1 were attributed to the C–O
C
s
stretching
vibrration [19]. The
T
broad baand observed at
3
3421
cm–1 was assigned to thee asymmetrical and symmetrical
s
stretching
vibraations of hydrroxyl group (-O
OH) of TiO2, the
b
band
at 1636.35 cm–1 was corresponds to deformative
d
vibbratiion of Ti-OH stretching
s
mod
des and the bannd at 827.05 cm
m–1
c
corresponds
too the Ti-O ben
nding mode of TiO2 [20]. The
T
p
peak
at 583.54 cm–1 represen
nts to Fe-O streetching mode, the
3
300

… (2)

where, M is the electroo-catalyst.
Higher oxide or superroxide (MO) may
m be formedd if higher
m
oxide anoode,
oxidatioon states are avvailable for a metal
M (*OH) → MO + H+ + e–

… (3)

O/M acts as a mediator
m
in thee oxidation
The reddox couple MO
of organnics. It compeetes with the side reaction of oxygen
evolutioon via chemical decomposittion of the higgher oxide
species,
O
MO + R → M + RO

… (4)

MO → M + ½ O2

… (5)

A weakker oxidant likke ozone also can be generrated from
water diischarge at the anode,
3H2O → O3 + 6H++ 6e–

... (6)

S
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Reaction of direect oxidation of
R
o M (*OH) to O2 competes with
w
r
reaction
of its dimerization
d
to
o hydrogen perooxide by reactiion,
M (*OH) → M + ½ O2 + H++ e–

... (7)

2M (*OH) → 2M + H2O2

... (8)

The first comm
T
mon step durin
ng electrochem
mical treatmennt is
thhe discharge of water molecules to hyddroxyl radicalss as
s
shown
in the equation (2) [22]. The prroduced hydrooxyl
r
radicals
were responsible
r
forr the cleavagee of chromophhore
g
group
in the crystal
c
violet dye
d that is responsible for the
c
colour
of the dye.
d
During cy
yclic voltammetry, the voltaages
a
applied
for thee electro-cataly
ysts (bare Ti, Ti/TiO2, Ti/ZnnO,
T
Ti/Fe
TiO2/ZnO, Ti//TiO2/Fe2O3 annd Ti/TiO2/ZnnO/
2O3, Ti/T
F 2O3) are 0.66V, 1.2V, 1.2V
Fe
V, 1.3V, 1.2V
V, 1.0V and 1.2V
r
respectively.
T
These
are the potentials wheere the oxidattion
p
peak
hump beggins. As the ratte of degradatiion depend on the
*
*OH
radicals, the
t electrocataalyst is in a waay to promote the
*
*OH
radicals toowards instant involvement inn dye degradattion
r
reactions
due too the short lifettime of the *OH
H radicals [23]].
This suggests the fast elecctron transportt is essential for
T
e
effective
operattion of semiconductor materiial interfaces. The
T
p
present
study describes hetterostructure assemblies
a
whhich
e
either
form type-I or type-II heterojunction
h
thereby providding
e
effective
electrron path for transport of charged speccies.
F
Further,
the assembly
a
of heterostructurres provide high
h
a
accommodation
n for dye moleecules and oxiddizing agents due
d
too large surface area of th
he nanocompoosites. Therefoore,
ternary heteroostructure asssembly (TiO2/ZnO/Fe2O3@Ti)
@
p
performs
betterr than binary (T
TiO2/ZnO@Ti,, TiO2/Fe2O3@Ti)
@
o individual material phasees (bare Ti, Ti/TiO
or
T
nO,
2, Ti/Zn
T
Ti/Fe
egradation of crrystal violet dyye.
2O3) in de

D Degradaation Studies
Dye
According to UV-Vis
A
U
specttra, nearly com
mplete decolouuriz
zation
of the crrystal violet dy
ye (λmax = 578 nm)
n was achievved
f all electro-catalysts in prresent study. The
for
T percentagee of
d
decolourization
n observed forr composites Ti/TiO2/ZnO, Ti/
T 2/Fe2O3 andd Ti/TiO2/ZnO
TiO
O/Fe2O3 are 24.00, 35.1, 39 witthin
2 h respectivelyy (Figure 5b).

Fig. 5: (a) Time(h) v/s Eleectro-Catalyst,
(b) % Decolourization v/s
v Time (h)

Conclu
usions
Present study describbes the impoortance of synnchronized
O/Fe2O3 heterostructure
charge transport acrross TiO2/ZnO
assemblly fabricatedonn Ti substrate towards electrrochemical
crystal violet dye deggradation and water splittingg reaction.
Fe2O3@Ti)
The ternnary electrocattalyst assemblyy (TiO2/ZnO/F
has show
wn enhanced performance
p
o
over
binary (TiO2/ZnO@
Ti, TiO
O2/Fe2O3@Ti) and
a single maaterial (bare Ti, Ti/TiO2,
Ti/ZnO,, Ti/Fe2O3) subbstantiating the importance off synchronized chaarge transport. The outcomees of present study will
help to design more pronounced
p
heeterostructure assemblies
for bettter performaance towards electrochemiical water
splittingg and complex dye degradatioon studies.
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Thus, lower degradation rate
T
r
is obserrved in case of
inndividual matterials in com
mparison to binary
b
or ternnary
c
composites.
However, nearlly complete decolourization
d
n is
a
achieved
withh all electro-catalysts, buut with varyying
d
degradation
rattes as shown in
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Biodiesel Synthesis from Soybean Oil
in a Tubular Reactor: Numerical Study
D. Madhurima Reddy1 and Nanda Kishore*1

Abstract: Biodiesel is considered as a sustainable alternative to diesel fuel, as it can be utilized instead of
petroleum diesel. In the lieu of petroleum reserves getting diminished, biodiesel satisfies global energy requirement
and lessens the environmental impact. Biodiesel is synthesized from the transesterification reaction taking place
between, methanol and triglycerides under the presence of catalyst. Vegetable oils, waste cooking oils and animal
fats are the few sources of triglyceride. In this work, the transesterification reaction between waste vegetable oils
(soybean oil) and methanol is modeled and simulated in a tubular reactor of height 353 mm and width 21.8 mm. The
convection–diffusion–reaction species transport model present in computational fluid dynamics based software
ANSYS Fluent v.16.2 is used to model the reaction. The effects of molar ratio of methanol to triglyceride and
temperature on the biodiesel yield are studied in this work. The results show that as the molar ratio and temperature
increase, the biodiesel yield also increase. The data obtained from the literature, shows the model is in good
agreement with the literature counterparts.
Keywords: Biodiesel Synthesis, Transesterification Reaction, Waste Soybean Oil, Tubular Reactor, Molar Ratio,
Mass Transfer Controlled.

Introduction

E

conomic development of any country depends on the
energy. Energy is the basic requirement for any sector of
the economy. But a question arises here, that for how long
these energy producing fuels will last? Dependency of
humans on petroleum or diesel as transportation fuel or to
run every sector of the economy has increased so much over
time that, it has created many environmental concerns [1].
These fuels come at high cost and with a global impact. It is
well known to us, that global warming has become the most
potential threat to the earth nowadays. Concerns from both
political and environmental groups about the use of fossil
based energy carriers are driving our society in search of
new alternatives. Biomass is such source of energy which
can be used to give clean and green biofuels. It is highly
abundant and carbon–neutral renewable energy resource.
Biofuels can take the form of any state of matter. Bio-char in
solid state, ethanol and biodiesel in liquid state and biogas in
gaseous state are produced from biomass [2]. As a coin
has two sides to it, biodiesel also has its own advantages
and disadvantages. Biodiesel has an ability to reduce the
impact on climate change by reducing carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, sulfur and pollutant particulates [3]. Its
1
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renewability, non-toxicity, biodegradable nature, inherent
lubricity and superior flash point are some more advantages
biodiesel has. But some of its disadvantages include expensive
than petroleum diesel, high cost of feedstock, not suitable for
use in low temperature, low volumetric energy content,
increases NOx emissions, etc.
The literature contains hundreds of references of biodiesel
production from a wide variety of oilseeds. The dominant
feedstocks are soybean in the U.S. [4–7], rapeseed oil [8] in
Europe and palm oil [9, 10] in South-East Asia. Other
vegetable oils having potential interest as biodiesel feedstocks include corn, sunflower [11, 12], camelina, cottonseed,
mustard, safflower, coconut, jatropha [13] and castor beans.
Animal fats (mainly beef tallow) [14] and used cooking oil
have very good market for biodiesel production. Production
of biodiesel from algae [15, 16] is also of great interest.
Biodiesel is commonly produced by transesterification of
vegetable oil, waste vegetable oils and animal fats. Transesterification reaction is between an oil or fat and alcohol to
form esters and glycerol. This reaction can take place with or
without the catalyst. Vegetable oils and animal fats contain
triglycerides which is the main reactant for transesterification
reaction. The reaction involves Triglyceride (TG) reacting
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with Alcohol (A) in the presence of catalyst to form Fatty
Acid Alkyl Ester (FAAE) and Glycerol (G) [17]. Since most
used alcohol is methanol, the biodiesel then produce from
the reaction is called Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME).
Techniques employed for production of biodiesel depends on
type of catalysts and often used techniques are base catalysis,
acid catalysis, enzymatic conversion, solid catalyst, noncatalytic conversions, BIOX process and supercritical
processes. These conversions are often carried out in batch
reactor, semi-continuous flow reactors, continuous flow
reactors, ultrasonic reactors, supercritical reactors, microwave reactors, tubular reactors, etc.

different mixing intensities. Klofutar et al. [21] investigated
the batch transesterification reaction of rapeseed and waste
sunflower oils with methanol in the presence of potassium
hydroxide as a catalyst. They studied the effect of temperature
on the reaction rate while molar ratio was held constant.
They quantitatively monitored the transesterification reaction
with the help of size–exclusion chromatography and 1H
NMR spectroscopy. They reported the reaction rate constants
and activation energies for both waste sunflower oil and
rapeseed oil, by solving the set of differential equations
characterizing the stepwise reactions involved in trancesterification reaction using fourth order R–K method.

Further the chemical composition of biodiesel is dependent
upon the feedstock from which it is produced, as vegetable
oils and animal fats of differing origin have dissimilar fatty
acid compositions [18]. Vegetable oils are more viscous than
diesel fuel, therefore they reduce fuel atomization and
increase the penetration, which in turn cause engine choking
and thickening of oils. Therefore, to reduce the viscosity,
different methods like dilution, micro-emulsification, pyrolysis
and transesterification are used [1].

Recently, Wen and Petera [22] reported CFD numerical
simulation of biodiesel synthesis in a spinning disc reactor in
2015. CFD software ANSYS FLUENT v.13.0 was used to
simulate biodiesel synthesis from canola oil and methanol in
presence of NaOH in spinning double disc reactor. The
reactor consists of two flat discs of 50 mm, located coaxially
and parallel to each other with a gap of 0.2 mm between the
discs. The mass transfer formulation was used to accomplish
the simulation of this model. The research work included the
study of hydrodynamics of properties of spinning disc
reactor. The effect of rotational speed of upper disc on the
conversion of triglyceride is reported. Rotational speed
above 1000 rpm caused shorter residence time and on other
hand also improved production efficiency. Richard et al. [23]
made an attempt to model the reaction kinetics of transesterification reaction of sunflower oil with ethanol in microreactors at 65°C by inducing better control for heat and mass
transfer and were successful. The model was simulated at
different ethanol to oil molar ratios. A single set of kinetic
parameter was used to determine kinetic constants and mass
transfer coefficients. Chokchai et al. [24] used conventional
process for producing biodiesel. The research work focuses
on feasibility study of using reactive distillation to produce
biodiesel from palm oil. They assumed using reactive
distillation can reduce the amount of excess alcohol in the
feed stream bringing its stoichiometric ratio close to that of
oil. ASPEN plus 2006 has been used to simulate this process.
The results show that a 4:1 molar ratio of methanol to oil and
the reboiler temperature at 150°C produces 97.36 wt%
methyl ester in 5.6 minutes, that is 5 times fast than reaction
time taken in conventional process. The excess alcohol at the
input was reduced by 66%. But need of the hour is to
optimize the transesterification reaction to meet the growing
demand of biodiesel. Assessing the performance of innovative reactors is difficult due to the liquid–liquid reaction
mixture that is affected by mass transfer, reaction kinetics
and component solubility. Boer and Bahri [25] presented a
CFD model of a tubular reactor developed in ANSYS CFX
that can be used to predict onset of mixing via turbulent
flow. According to the authors, this advancement in the
modeling of two phase transesterification reaction makes

Finally, the transesterification reaction involving vegetable
oils to produce biodiesel has been given a lot of importance
by numerous researchers which received large amounts of
citations in the scientific and patent literature [5, 19, 20] on
the basis of experimental works; however, a limited literature
is available on the numerical simulation of the transesterification of triglycerides, due to the multi-physics involved in
such reactive flow. Therefore, this work is aimed numerically
investigate the modeling and simulations of biodiesel
synthesis process in tubular reactors under varying conditions
of the molar ratio of methanol to vegetable oils, temperature,
and different biomasses using a Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) based solver.

Literature Review
Since the literature on the production of biodiesel originating
different biomasses, different production techniques and
different types of reactors used for the production is voluminous, only experimental and numerical studies pertaining to
transesterification of vegetable oils under various conditions
are presented herein. For instance, Freedman et al. [5]
studied the transesterification kinetics of soybean oil and
reported the effects of molar ratio, time and temperature on
ester formation from butanol and soybean oil. Noureddini
and Zhu [7] also studied the kinetics of transesterification of
soybean oil. They reported the effect of mixing intensity and
temperature on the rate of reaction, while molar ratio and
concentration of catalyst were held constant. They proposed
a reaction mechanism consisting of an initial mass transfer–
controlled region followed by kinetically controlled region.
They also reported rate constants and activation energies at
304
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possible to accurately model any liquid–liquid flow in tubular
reactors or pipes. Hydrothermal liquefaction of biomass is
one of methods to produce biofuels, which include biodiesels
and bio–oils. Syed [26] performed hydrothermal liquefaction
of biomass in a continuous flow tubular reactor. The work
includes the CFD simulation of the process in ANSYS
FLUENT. The model geometry and mesh of micro reactor
are developed in ANSYS GAMBIT. The continuous media
is supercritical water which works as catalyst. The authors
examined the velocity and temperature distributions and
reaction kinetics and the reactions in ANSYS FLUENT are
not authentic because the solution did not converge. The
authors have proposed that more investigations have to be
done on reaction pathways involving supercritical water as
catalyst. In this paper, the numerical modeling of alkalicatalyzed Waste Cooking Oil (WCO) transesterification in a
stirred tank reactor is presented. Based on the Reynolds
Average Navier-Stokes equation, Nabeel et al. [27]
developed a 3-D model to simulate the transesterification of
WCO in a stirred tank reactor using a commercial numerical
solver. Two models were compared for the reaction. One of
the models included the rate constant (finite rate model) on
one hand and the other (eddy dissipation model) helped
account for turbulence. Thermodynamic properties of the
reaction components were incorporated as user defined
function for the mixing models in ANSYS FLUENT. FAME
yield were predicted in terms of species concentration and
compared fairly well with experimental condition for 1 and
2-L spinning tank reactor, where yield from the numerical
model varied by about 18 and 23% for 1 and 2-L spinning
tank reactor respectively. Highlighting the advantages of
small scale production, Boer and Bahri [28] proposed this
paper which developed CFD model in ANSYS CFX that
encapsulates the liquid-liquid flow phenomena observed in
the reaction medium. The paper includes an analysis of
the reaction mixture focusing on necessary simplifying
assumptions, experimental flow visualization results and an
investigation of different simulation settings. Many micro
devices have been tested in order to enhance the interaction
between vegetable oil and alcohol to raise the conversion
into biodiesel. Santana et al. [29] studied numerically the use
of a Spiral-micro mixer for mixing and reaction of Jatropha
curcasoil and ethanol for the production of biodiesel. The
simulated micro devices had 200 μm in height and width.
The mixing of the fluid was analyzed with Reynolds
numbers ranging from 0.67 to 100 and reaction studies were
carried out for the same Reynolds numbers and a residence
time ranging from 0.2 to 1000 s. The Spiral-micro mixer
showed the highest mixing between the oil and ethanol. The
highest conversion of vegetable oil in biodiesel was obtained
with the T-micro mixer (average of 51.8%) and for the
Spiral-micro mixer (average of 50%) for Reynolds number
studied. They proposed that an increment in residence time

increased conversion, and the maximum conversion achieved
was 98.48% and 99.99% for T-micro mixer and Spiral-micro
mixer, respectively. The efficiency of mixing and reaction
process can be increased and high conversion ratios obtained
using this type of micro mixer. Scott et al. [30] modeled
continuous reactor system using transesterification of soybean
or rapeseed oil with methanol in presence of homogeneous
catalyst. The authors studied the reactor performances in
terms of biodiesel yields for plug flow and continuous stirred
reactors and mixing behaviors of inter-stage phase separation
using ASPEN Plus. The results shows that reverse reactions
can prevail when inter-stage separation is not efficient
enough at removing the glycerin co-product. The authors
stated that methanol to oil ratio can improve any reacting
system performance. Janajreh and Al Shrah [31] numerically
simulated the multiple step transesterification of waste oil in
tubular reactor in three dimensional way. This work explains
the fact that transesterification reaction of triglyceride and
alcohol is mass transfer limited. They modeled the reaction
in tubular reactor to understand the distribution of species
and to use it as a design tool to develop the reactor design.
They reported that to avoid stratification and promote mass
transfer, reactants should be homogenized and they need to
be injected at a high velocity so that they get premixed. They
estimated the total residence time to be on the order of 20
seconds.
Hydrolysis of oils and fats into free fatty acids is a commercial
win for chemical industries. Sometimes the conventional
way of producing biodiesel can be expensive due to nonavailability of feedstock, or low free fatty acids in oils. An
alternative to that is hydrolysis of oils to fatty acids followed
by esterification to biodiesel [32]. W.-C. Wang et al. [33]
modeled 3D continuous counter current hydrolysis of canola
oil in transient state. They used ANSYS CFX v.11.0 to
model the kinetics of hydrolysis reactions. Distilled water
and canola oil were used as feedstock. A 316SS reactor of
150 cm and 8.9 cm ID was used to perform the hydrolysis
reactions. Both the feedstock are injected through tubes from
top the reactor. Canola oil was introduced from 120 cm
below the top of the reactor and distilled water was
introduced from 25 cm below the top of the reactor. This is
done to enhance the mixing of two liquids by considering the
density differences in water and oil. The geometry and mesh
are created using ANSYS Workbench v.12. The CFD
simulation was carried out for 600 time steps, where each
time step represented 30 s of the physical reaction time. The
total time of the reaction was 300 minutes. They monitored
the concentrations of TG, DG, MG, and FFA across the
simulation time. They concluded that the simulation results
were in good agreement with experimental data, as the flow
properties and reaction kinetics were accurate. Machado
et al. [34] also used the hydrolysis–esterification method to
produce biodiesel. In this work, two steps involving two
305
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reactors are included. The hydrolysis step is carried out in
packed bed reactor, and esterification step is carried out in
reactive distillation column. Reactive distillation combines
both physical separation and chemical reaction. They also
reported advantages of using reactive distillation column and
are increased productivity and selectivity, reduced energy
usage, no need of solvents, and most importantly addressing
the advantages of process intensification. Their work presents
computer simulation of continuous multi-stage process for
biodiesel production from soybean oil and ethanol using
hydro-esterification process. They calculated material flows,
analyzed energy balance and process economics. They
reported that at a molar feed ratio of water to soybean oil of
5.7:1 and a minimum input flow of soybean oil of 30 mol/
min leads to high conversions. The sensitivity analysis results
show the conversions can be reached above 99%, if the
operating conditions are optimized.

1 wt%, and the diffusivity value for the reacting mixture is
assumed to be constant and equal to 7 × 10–9 m2s–1 [22]. The
species physiochemical properties and molecular weights are
given Table 1. The kinetics required for the modeling and
simulation of this process are adopted from experimental work
due to Noureddini and Zhu [7] and are given in Table 2. The
governing equations for this process are as follows:

On the basis of aforementioned literature, the objective of
the present work is set as to numerically model and simulate
the biodiesel synthesis process in tubular reactors for varying
molar ratios of methanol to vegetable oils, biomass source
and temperature. For this purpose, CFD modeling and
simulation procedure is applied to biodiesel production
process so that to understand the chemical and physical
processes in a better way. ANSYS Fluent v.16.2 is adopted
to model the tubular reactor used for the transesterification
reaction for biodiesel production.

Problem Statement and Mathematical Formulation
Consider a tubular reactor of height and diameter 353 mm
and 21.8 mm, respectively, with sizes of inlet and outlet
tubes being 5 mm each as shown in Figure 1. In the present
work, the transesterification reaction takes place between
waste soybean oil (triglyceride) and methanol. The reactants
are premixed and pumped at a velocity of 1.6 m/s. The
reaction mixture is considered to be in single phase. The
reaction is assumed to proceed as soon as the reactant
components are introduced into the reactor with the help of a
pump. The concentration of base catalyst (NaOH solution) is

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic Representation of the Tubular Reactor
and (b) Corresponding Mesh View

Continuity equation:
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

… (1)

+ ∇. 𝜌𝑈 = 0

where 𝜌 is the density of the fluid phase and U is the mean
velocity vector of that phase. There are no source terms in
the continuity equation or interphase transfer terms as mass
is not created or transferred in the domain.

Table 1: Summary of Physiochemical Properties of Various Species involved in this Study
Species
Methanol
Triglyceride
Glycerol
Biodiesel

Chemical Formula
CH4O
C54H104O6
C3H8O3
C18H36O2

Molecular Weight
32
885
92
296

Density, kg/m3
791.8
883.3
1261
870

Specific Heat, Cp, J/kg-K
1470
2200
2386
1187

Viscosity, kg/m-s
3.96 × 10–4
1.61 × 10–2
1.412
1.12 × 10–3

Table 2: Chemical Kinetics for Each Reaction involved in the Present Process [7]
Parameter
Rate constant, ki (m3/mol-sec)
Activation energy, Ai (J/ kgmol)
Pre-exponential factor, ko
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TG → DG
8.333 × 10–7
5.5 × 107
3.925 × 107

DG → TG
1.833 × 10–6
4.16 × 107
5.78 × 105

DG → MG
3.583 × 10–6
8.31 × 107
5.91 × 1022

MG → DG
2.047 × 10–5
6.13 × 107
9.88 × 109

MG → GL
4.033 × 10–6
2.69 × 107
5355

GL → MG
1.167 × 10–7
4.013 × 107
21533
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Momentum equation:
𝜕𝜌𝑈
𝜕𝑡

Numerical Methodology
… (2)

+ (∇. 𝜌𝑈𝑈) = −∇𝑝 + ∇. 𝜏 + 𝜌𝑔

Energy equation:
𝐷𝑇

𝜌𝐶𝑝 𝐷𝑡 = ∇. 𝜆𝑒 ∇𝑇 − ∇. ∑𝑙 𝜌ℎ𝑙 (𝑇)𝐷𝑒 ∇𝑚𝑙 − 𝜌 ∑𝑙

𝐷𝑚𝑙
𝐷𝑡

ℎ𝑙 (𝑇)
… (3)

Species transport equation:
𝜕
𝜕
(𝜌𝑚𝑖 ) +
(𝜌𝑢𝑖 𝑚𝑖 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕
𝜇𝑖 𝜕𝑚𝑖
(𝜌𝐷𝑖,𝑚 +
)
=
+ 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝑆𝑐𝑡 𝜕𝑥𝑖
… (4)
where Di,m is the diffusion coefficient of the mi specie, and
Sci is the turbulent Schmidt number.

Species mass fraction:
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

(𝜌𝑌𝑖 ) + ∇. (𝜌𝑣𝑌𝑖 ) = −∇. 𝐽𝑖 + 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖

… (5)

∇. 𝐽𝑖 is the diffusion flux of species i, that arises due to
concentration gradients the diffusion flux of species is given
by,
… (6)

𝐽𝑖 = −𝜌𝐷𝑖,𝑚 ∇𝑌𝑖

where 𝑹𝒊 is the reaction source term account for species
reaction. The chemical reaction rate is given by the Finite
rate/Eddy dissipation model as below,
𝑁𝑅
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑀𝑤,𝑖 . ∑𝑟=1
𝑅′𝑖,𝑟
… (7)

k–𝜀 turbulence model:
It is a two equation model which gives the general description
of turbulence by means of two transport equations. The first
transported variable determines the energy in the turbulence
and is called turbulent kinetic energy (𝑘). The second transported variable is the turbulent dissipation (𝜖) which determines the rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy.
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝑘
(𝜌𝑘) +
(𝜌𝑘𝑢𝑖 ) =
[(𝜇 + )
]
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜎𝑘 𝜕𝑥𝑗
+ 𝐺𝑘 + 𝐺𝑏 − 𝜌𝜖 − 𝑌𝑀 + 𝑆𝑘

… (8)

𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝜖
(𝜌𝜖) +
(𝜌𝜖𝑢𝑖 ) =
[(𝜇 + )
]
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜎𝜖 𝜕𝑥𝑗
+𝐶1𝜖 (𝐺𝑘 + 𝐶3𝜖 𝐺𝑏 ) − 𝐶2𝜖𝑝

𝜖2
𝑘

+ 𝑆𝜖

… (9)

where, 𝐺𝑘, 𝐺𝑏 represents generation of turbulent kinetic
energy due to mean velocity gradients and buoyancy. 𝜇𝑡
represents the eddy/turbulent viscosity. 𝑌𝑀 is the fluctuation
dilation, and 𝑆𝑘, 𝑆𝜖 are the source terms.

Aforementioned governing conservation equations of mass,
momentum, energy, species transport and kinetics of biodiesel
synthesis along with appropriate boundary conditions are
simultaneously solved using a computational fluid dynamics
based solver, ANSYS 14.5 in conjunction with mesh
generating solver GAMBIT 2.4. In order to generate the
mesh in the entire tubular reactor, first individual faces such
as bottom face, top face, left wall face, right wall face, inlet
and outlet faces with specified dimensions as shown in
Figure 1(a) are designed. Then all these faces joined together
to form a complete reactor, subsequently number of mesh
intervals along each face are provided and then finally
quadrilateral mesh is generated in the entire reactor domain
as shown in Figure 1(b). The total numbers of cell, face and
node present in the mesh developed for the geometry shown
in Figure 1(a) are 310164, 628758 and 155457, respectively.
Further the type of boundary has also been assigned along
each face of the reactor and the default interior of the reactor
is fit as continuum fluid medium as all chemical components
involved in this process are in liquid form. Thus generated
mesh is exported to ANSYS Fluent 14.5 and the same has
been checked for mesh accuracy. Since all chemical
components involved in this study are in liquid form, the
multiphase model of the solver is not selected in this study.
The standard k-ε viscous model is chosen along with species
transport and turbulence-chemistry interaction models are
selected. After selection of models, the materials and their
properties are selected either from the dropdown menu of the
solver or provided according to property details of components given in Table 1. Since the reaction components are
premixed, the mixture properties of the species are specified
in the mixture category which includes specifying the
reaction kinetic data that is provided in Table 2. Then the
boundary conditions are supplied in accordance with the
combination of independent variables for a given simulation.
Finally, after supplying all aforementioned information in
the software, the final solutions procedure is initiated using
a Semi-Implicit Model for Pressure-Linked Equations
(SIMPLE) solver. The final converged solutions are saved
and proceed for post processing for evaluation of the results.

Validation
The transesterification of soybean vegetables oils in tubular
reactor has been simulated by Isa metal [31] using the
experimental kinetics reported by Noureddini and Zhu [7].
Thus in this work validation has been carried out with results
of Isam et al. [31] at 50˚C, methanol to TG molar ratio of
6:1, and inlet velocity of 1.6m/s; and presented in Table 3.
From this table it can be deduced that the mass fractions of
all species involved in the reaction are in good agreement
with the reported values of Isam et al. [31]. The present
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conversion is 61.05% whereas that of Isam et al. [31] is
62.9%. This validation sets up the reliability and accuracy of
the present solution methodology to extend for obtaining the
simulation results on biodiesel from soybean vegetable oil
under mass controlled conditions.
Table 3: Comparison of Mass Fractions of Reaction
Species of Present Work with those of Isam et al. [31]
Species
TG
Methanol
DG
MG
Glycerol
Biodiesel
Conversion

Inlet Mass
Fractions
0.143
0.857

Present
Work
0.0557
0.0932
0.0001
0.0453
0.0010
0.6105
61.05%

Isam
et al. [31]
0.053
0.0833
0.0002
0.06
0.00132
0.629
62.9%

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the effect of molar ratio on the yield of
biodiesel at different temperatures. It can be seen from this
figure that for all values of the temperature, the yield of
biodiesel increases with the increasing molar ratio. At small
temperature of T = 50˚C, the biodiesel versus molar ratio
attains a kind of stability after molar ratio of 8; however, for
other two values of the temperatures, the biodiesel versus
molar ratio curve almost linearly increases with the temperature.

Fig. 3: Temperature vs. Biodiesel Yield for Transesterification
Reaction for Waste Soybean Oil

Figure 4 shows the effect of molar ratio on the biodiesel
yield due to the mass transfer controlled transesterification of
waste soybean oil at different temperatures. From this figure
it can be observed that for all values of the temperature, the
biodiesel yield due to mass transfer controlled transesterification increase with molar ratio. Furthermore, unlike the
case of normal transesterification reaction, in the case of mass
controlled transesterification the biodiesel yield has increased
substantially and a kind of stability of curve is attained for
molar ratio > 8 regardless the values of the temperature.

Fig. 4: Molar Ratio vs. Biodiesel Yield for the Mass Transfer
Controlled Transesterification Reaction for Waste Soybean Oil
Fig. 2: Molar Ratio vs. Biodiesel Yield for
Transesterification Reaction for Waste Soybean Oil

Figure 3 shows the effect of the temperature on the biodiesel
yield for different molar ratios. It can be seen from this
figure that for all values of the molar ratio, the biodiesel
yield increases with increasing temperatures. At molar ratio
12:1, the biodiesel versus temperature curve tend to become
stable after T = 60˚C, but for other two values of molar ratio,
almost linearly increasing trend of biodiesel yield versus
temperature is found.
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Figure 5 shows the effect of temperature on the yield of
biodiesel due to mass transfer controlled transesterification
of waste soybean oil for different molar ratio values. From
this figure, it can be observed that regardless the values of the
molar ratio, the biodiesel yield due to mass transfer controlled
transesterification reaction increases with the temperature
and the corresponding curves attain a kind of stable behavior
when temperature goes beyond 60°C. Furthermore, compared
to normal transesterification, the yield of biodiesel due to
mass transfer controlled transesterification is substantially
large for all combinations of the molar ratio and temperature.

SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development

Fig. 5: Temperature vs Biodiesel Yield for Mass Transfer
Controlled Transesterification Reaction for Waste Soybean Oil

Conclusions
With the increase in global human population and environmental concerns, the need for renewable energy is also
increasing. Biodiesel has become more attractive recently
because of its environmental benefits. The synthesis of
biodiesel has therefore become more challenging. Transesterification reaction is currently the most appropriate and
convenient method. The same has been simulated as part of
this thesis work. The meshing software GAMBIT v.2.4 and
CFD software ANSYS Fluent v.16.2 was successfully used
for modelling and simulating the biodiesel synthesis process
in a tubular reactor:
• The transesterification reaction was modelled using
waste soybean oil and methanol. Kinetic data from the
literature has been used to study the chemical reaction.
• The results were validated with literature values which
showed that the conversion obtained from the simulation
is acceptable.
• Transesterification reaction can also be mass transfer
limited. To study the effect of mass transfer on the biodiesel yield, the diffusion coefficients were employed.
The results show that the yield of biodiesel has increased
when the reaction is mass transfer limited for all
combinations of the temperature and molar ratio.
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Synthesis, Characterization, Stability Evaluation and Release
Kinetics of Trehalose-Encapsulated Bioactive-Nanocapsules
Surashree Sen Gupta*1 and Mahua Ghosh1

Abstract: Nanocapsules containing Secoisolariciresinol Diglucoside (SDG) encapsulated with trehalose was
prepared by the water-in-oil-in-water emulsion technique. They had an encapsulation efficiency of (83.4 ± 2.82)%.
The size-reduction was achieved by high pressure homogenization and particle-size was (208.6 ± 2.68) nm. The
morphology of the dried nanocapsules was observed to be uniform and smooth in texture. Diffraction patterns
confirmed the purity of the trehalose encapsulant. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) studies detected
uniformity of the outer shell structure of nanocapsules. Release was sustained in nature and continued up to 10
hours. Shelf-life studies revealed that after 30 days on being exposed to a relative humidity of 97% SDG retention
was 98.2%.
Keywords: Nanocapsules, SDG, Trehalose, Emulsion, Sustained Release.

Introduction

B

ioactive products like flaxseed lignans show several
health promoting effects including anti-carcinogenic,
oestrogenic, antioxidative effects [1–3]. The most potent
flaxseed lignan is Secoisolariciresinol Diglucoside (SDG).
However due to its extended structure, efficient absorption
and utilization of the lignan poses a predicament. A feasible
solution to this problem is the nanoencapsulation of SDG
which will ensure the targeted delivery and appropriate
storage of the bioactive compound by suitable means as
nanoencapsulation entails the confinement of vital ingredients in
a minuscule level. A range of different encapsulating methods
and materials have been described [4–6]. By application of
various encapsulating materials and suitable methods, the
nanocapsules that are produced demonstrate specific
attributes in terms of particle size, stability, method of
core release and so on. Hence it is imperative that the
encapsulation method for every bioactive compound should
be designed specifically based on its functionality and the
surrounding matrix in which it will be released. Furthermore
the safety and biodegradability of the nanocarrier is also
essential as the final product is intended for consumption
purposes. Hence keeping all these facts in mind trehalose has
been chosen as the suitable encapsulant [7] while freezedrying method was selected as the process of encapsulation
[8]. As a coating material trehalose demonstrated certain
properties like temperature resistance and rheological
uniformity.
1

Hence in the present work nanocapsules have been prepared
for SDG using trehalose as the encapsulant. The prepared
nanocapsules were characterized from all aspects including
shelf-life and release behavior. The study showcased immense
prospect of these nanocapsules for application in the food
and beverage industries.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Flaxseeds were obtained from Directorate of Agriculture,
Govt. of West Bengal, India. SDG was isolated from
flaxseed by following the method of Al-Jumaily et al. [9].
Flaxseed oil was purchased from local market. D (+)
Trehalose was procured from Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis,
USA. All other reagents were of analytical grade and
procured from Merck India Ltd., Mumbai. India.
Encapsulation of SDG
A double emulsion was synthesized for encapsulating watersoluble SDG. About 1g of SDG was mixed with water which
will form the inner core phase. This was heated to 60ºC.
Double the amount of flaxseed oil, as the amount of water
taken, was mixed with span 60 and lecithin in the ratio of
70:30 and heated to 60ºC. Gradually the aqueous phase
containing SDG was dispersed into the oil phase under
agitation with a magnetic stirrer and then blended together
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using a high-speed blender at 60°C for 30 minutes at 5000
rpm. After complete addition of the aqueous phase, the
system was cooled to bring down to room temperature. The
prepared W/O emulsion was mixed with measured quantity
of lecithin. 20% (w/w) of the emulsion was homogenized
with 80% (w/w) of aqueous solution containing Tween 20
emulsifier and trehalose as the encapsulant. The encapsulant
was used in an equal proportion as the amount of W/O
emulsion (W/O emulsion: trehalose = 1:1). Tween 20 and
lecithin emulsifiers were used in the proportion of 70:30.
The outer aqueous layer consisted of an aqueous phosphate
buffer of pH 7, with 100 mM NaCl. The W/O phase was
blended with the aqueous solutions using homogenizer at
8000 rpm with 6 re-circulations using homogenizer to get
pre-emulsions. The resultant emulsions were further homogenized with high speed stirrer at 30,000 rpm for 15 minute.
Size-reduction was achieved by high pressure homogenization technique (NanoDebee [8799], B.E.E. International Inc., Easton, MA 02375, USA) with a hydraulic
pressure of 3000 psi and a homogenization pressure of
40,000 psi and 5 cycles at 5°C.

Encapsulation efficiency = [(actual loading of bioactive
product)/(theoretical loading of bioactive product)] × 100

Morphology
The surface morphology of the dried nanocapsules was
observed using scanning electron microscopy [Carl Zeiss
EVO18 (Special Edition) Germany]. Prior to observation,
samples were mounted on metal grids, using double-sided
adhesive tapes and coated by gold under vacuum.
Crystallinity
Nanocapsules were analyzed for crystallinity by X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) technique. Diffractometer (XPERT-PRO
from Panalytical Diffractometer) was used Cuα (λ = 1.5406)
as X-ray source. Kα1α2β radiation from copper was used at
40 kV and 30 mA. Kα2/Kα1 ratio was 0.50000. Scanning
velocity was 1°/minute from 2° to 80°. Experiments were
performed at 25°C.

Oxidative Stability
Particle-Size Determination and Powder Production
The particle size distribution and mean droplet diameter of
the emulsions were measured using dynamic light scattering
technique (Nano-ZS, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire,
UK). Mean particle diameters were reported as Z-average
diameters. Samples were diluted prior to the measurements
to avoid multiple scattering effects, using a dilution factor of
1:10 sample-to-deionised water. Data reported was a mean of
3 consecutive readings.
The emulsions were initially frozen with liquid nitrogen
(–196°C) and then stored overnight at –70°C. Next day the
frozen emulsions were lyophilized. An Eyela Freeze Dryer
(Type - FD-5N, Ser. No. 10160657, AC100V, and 50/60 Hz
500 W, Tokyo Rikakikai Co. Ltd., Japan) was used for
freeze drying which was operated at –20°C and a chamber
pressure of 13.3 Pa. The dried emulsions were crushed with
mortar and pestle to get uniform powder-like products.

Efficiency of Encapsulation
Content of SDG in nanocapsules were analyzed by hydrolyzing the capsules. Approximately 10 mg nanospheres were
hydrolyzed in 10 ml of 1(N) HCl solution and agitated in an
orbital shaker maintained at room temperature for 12 hour at
200 rpm. After 12 hour, the oil was extracted with hexane.
Hexane and ethanol were used to separate the other
components. SDG comes in the ethanol phase which
was then evaporated to dryness and the amount of SDG
collected was noted quantitatively and confirmed
spectrophotometrically. The processes were repeated three
times.
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Pressurized DSC experiments were carried out for the nanocapsules to assess their oxidative stability using a TGA/
DSC1 thermal analyzer from Mettler, Toledo, Switzerland,
e
using software STAR System. Typically, 1 mg of sample
was placed in an aluminum pan hermetically sealed with a
pinhole lid and oxidized in the presence of dry air (Gateway
Airgas, St. Louis, Mo, USA), which was pressurized in the
–1
module at a constant pressure of 200 psi. A 5ºC minute
heating rate from 20 to 120ºC was used during each
experiment. The oxidation onset was calculated from a plot
of heat flow (W/g) versus temperature for each experiment.
The sample was run in triplicate, and average values rounded
to the nearest whole degree are reported.

Release of SDG
The nanocapsules were placed in glass bottles containing 30
mL dissolution media consisting of Phosphate Buffered
Saline (PBS) with pH 7.4 which corresponds to the pH of
small intestine. It was incubated in a shaking bath at 37ºC
and 100 rpm. At time intervals of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10 hr 10 mL samples were withdrawn and filtered. 10
mL of fresh PBS was added to the mixture and the filtered
residues were also added back to the dissolution media. The
10 mL filtrate was thereby processed. The filtrate was taken
in a separating funnel and was extracted with hexane. The
hexane layer was discarded and the ethanol layer was taken
and absorbance was measured at 280 nm. The concentration
of SDG was calculated according to equation (1),
C = A/εL
… (1)
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Where C = concentration of SDG
A = absorbance of the SDG at maximum wave length
(λmax)
ε = molar extinction coefficient of SDG
–1
–1
(SDG = 3208 Lmol cm at 280 nm [10])
L = distance (1 cm)

stability of a nanocapsule. It is important that a high SDG
loading is achieved while retaining the basic nanocapsules
characteristics [14]. A loss of about 16% occurred probably
during the processing step. Modulating the core material
composition while adjusting the processing steps are
necessary to further enhance encapsulation efficiency.

Release Kinetics
The in vitro lipid release patterns were fitted to various
release kinetic models like Hixson–Crowell cube root law
[11] and Korsmeyer–Peppas model [12].

Morphology

Shelf-life of the Nanocapsules
Evacuated, sealed desiccators filled with calcium chloride at
30ºC and a beaker with saturated solution of potassium
sulphate (aw = 0.97) was kept overnight. 1 g of the nanocapsules was kept in a beaker inside the desiccators for 30
days. After 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 days samples were
removed and analyzed for moisture content and amount of
SDG retention.

The surface morphology of the nanocapsules is observed in
Figure 1. The surfaces of the nanocapsules were dry, opaque
and homogeneous in nature. A dense packing along with a
distinct boundary demarcation was observed for the
molecules.

Moisture content: Weighed amount of capsules on a watch
glass were placed in oven at 110ºC for 6 hr. Gravimetric
difference in weight before and after drying gives the
moisture content.
SDG retention: Weighed amount of capsules were hydrolyzed with 1(N) HCl (20 mL) for 12 hour at 300 rpm. After
12 hour the samples were treated in a similar manner as
above (for release study) and concentration were evaluated
according to equation (1).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using one-way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA). For statistical studies OriginLab
software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, UK) was
used. Values were expressed as Mean ± SEM.

Results and Discussion
Particle Size and Efficiency of Encapsulation
The particle-size of the SDG nanoemulsion was evaluated to
be (208.6 ± 2.68) nm. The generally accepted droplet-size for
nanoemulsions is between 20 to 500 nm [13]. Hence in the
present work an acceptable water-in-oil-in-water nanoemulsion was successfully prepared. The smaller the droplet
size of emulsions better is its stability and shelf-life [13].
Hence in this case as a droplet size of 208.6 nm was achieved
the nanoemulsion was free from any kind of coalescence or
agglomeration behavior of the emulsion droplets.
An encapsulation efficiency of (84.4 ± 2.82)% was achieved.
The core composition plays a vital role in determining the

Fig. 1: SEM Micrograph of SDG Nanocapsules

Crystallinity Study
The XRD crystallograph is shown in Figure 2. XRD diffracttion patterns help to understand the exact crystalline/
amorphous nature of an encapsulant [15]. It is essential in
this context as a clear idea regarding the purity of the shell
can be interpreted from the data. Large Bragg peaks are
observed in Figure 2, which is characteristic of trehalose.
Hence it is affirmed that there is no crack or leakage in the
nanocapsule structure as pure, unscathed trehalose structure
has been detected from the crystallographic analysis.
Oxidative Stability
From Figure 3 it is evident that there are no cracks on the
outermost shell of the nanocapsules. Hence the core
materials were not released [16]. This observation is in parity
with the XRD studies. The crystalline nature of the
encapsulant is the primary factor which controls the thermal
stability of the nanocapsules between 20 to 120°C. Trehalose
could also withstand the entire process of nanocapsule
synthesis involving the variable temperature processing,
without affecting the property of the nanocapsules leading to
their deterioration. Furthermore the formation of the
nanoemulsion, involving choice of emulsifiers and lipid, was
also quite efficient which imparted sufficient stability to the
entire nanostructure.
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Fig. 2: XRD Crystallograph of SDG Nanocapsules

Fig. 3: DSC Graph of SDG Nanocapsules
–3

Release of SDG

(1.05 ± 0.10) × 10
mol/L after 9 hour, and finally
–3
(1.04 ± 0.08) × 10 mol/L after 10 hour.

Figure 4 gives a clear picture of the release profile of SDG.
–3
After 1 hour about (0.53 ± 0.02) × 10 mol/L, after 2 hour
–3
–3
(1.03 ± 0.11) × 10 mol/L, after 3 hour (1.17 ± 0.08) × 10
–3
mol/L, after 4 hour (1.23 ± 0.07) × 10 mol/L SDG was
detected. However after 5 hour the amount of SDG detected
–3
was gradually found to lower to (1.22 ± 0.05) × 10 mol/L,
–3
–3
(1.17 ± 0.12) × 10 mol/L after 6 hour (1.12 ± 0.06) × 10
–3
mol/L after 7 hour, (1.07 ± 0.09) × 10 mol/L after 8 hour

The sustained release was due to trehalose forming a
compact structure and displaying slow decay. In addition, the
presence of an intermediate layer of flaxseed oil also
contributed towards insinuating the controlled release of
SDG. Beyond 5 hours, the proportion of SDG gradually
lowered because the amount of SDG released into the
medium was less than the amount withdrawn. The pHdependent release profile actually portrayed the behaviour of
the nanocapules in human small intestine.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Release Kinetics of SDG Nanocapsules
Fig. 4: Release of SDG from the Nanocapsules

Release Kinetics
The release profile of SDG from nanocapsules was plotted as
cube root of lipid (%) remaining in matrix against time
(Hixson-crowell cube root law) and the log cumulative lipid
release (%) against log time (Korsmeyer model) (Figure 5).
The release of SDG from nanocapsules was fitted in different
models. It was observed that the best fit was for KorsmeyerPeppas model, R2 = 0.426 (Figure 5b) and the worst fit was
for Hixson-Crowell cube root law, R2 = 0.147 (Figure 5a).
The value of the release exponent (n) is obtained from the
Korsmeyer-Peppas model which in this case was found to be
0.228 which is less than the standard value of 0.5 (When n =
0.5, lipid is released from the nanocapsules with Quasi–
Fickian diffusion mechanism; when n > 0.5, then nonFickian or zero order release exists; when n < 0.5, then
Fickian diffusion for spherical capsules) [12]. Here it is
observed that Fickian diffusional release occurs due to the
molecular diffusion process from spherical nanocapsules.

Shelf-Life Study
A high retention of SDG was observed for the nanocapsules
upto 30 days at a water activity of 0.97 (Table 1). Humidity
is a critical factor for the long time preservation of
nanocapsules containing bioactive component. It plays an
important role in hampering the physical and chemical
stability of any emulsion based encapsulation system.
Trehalose displayed an extremely moisture-resistant nature
which prevented any sort of deformation of the
nanocapsules. Hence much change in SDG retention was not
observed during the prolonged preservation of nanocapsules
upto 30 days.

Conclusion
Trehalose-encapsulated
SDG
nanocapsules,
were
successfully synthesized by multiple emulsion technique.
The emulsifier system selected for the manufacture of the
emulsion proved to be effective in the sustained release of
SDG from the nanocapsules. An excellent shelf-life was also
observed for the nanocapsules.

Table 1: Shelf-Life Study of SDG Nanocapsules
SDG (%)a
Time →

Moisture Content (%)b

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

99.2

99.2

98.9

98.8

98.5

98.2

98.2

18.5

15.6

12.5

8.40

1.43

0.49

0.3

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

1.22

1.98

2.46

3.78

1.96

2.67

2.92

1.39

1.33

1.33

1.31

0.32

0.37

0.18

(days)
SDG
nanocapsule

a,b

Values are expressed as mean ± S.E.M, n = 3.
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Bio--Nanotu
ube and Regenerative Medicine
M
e:
A New
w Look to Moleecular Engineer
E
ring Dessign
N.K
K. Brahma1

Abstract: Nanotechnolo
ogy and regenerative mediciine are to be considered ass smart approppriate technoloogy in
social and medical engin
neering for the welfare of hum
man well beingg in future. Thhe trends of enggineering desiggn are
o population explosion,
ex
polluution and bioddiversity. The classical engiineering conceepts of
rapidly changing due to
mer, Electricall, Electronics and
a Telecommuunication, Cheemical, Environment, Architeecture,
Civil, Mechanical, Polym
ure, with simillar importancee are moving towards smarrt (i.e., to reduuce time, spacce and
Computer and Agricultu
hifting from claassical design to
t molecular design.
de
Nanotecchnology, Geneetic Engineerinng and
energy) deesign, slowly sh
Imaging suupported to design/develop
d
new materiall (polymer), ussable to envirronment, mediccal and engineering
applicationns. Carbon Nanotube (CNT) is one examplee. However CN
NT has side efffect in case of medical
m
appliccations
and in druug delivery. To
o replace CNT
T immobilized with different drugs, antibacterial, anticancer target sppecific,
silver (Ag)), gold (Au), platinum
p
(Pt) nanomaterials
n
are used in chhemotherapy. To reduce sidee effects of hoost–vs–
graft activiities and immu
une suppressionn, Bio-Nanotubbe (BNT) is dessigned and is applied
a
in anim
mal model.
The authorr in this paper will discuss thhe application of BNT as for chemotherapyy and vaccine development
d
foor new
look of molecular design.
Keywordss: BNT, CNT, Regenerative
R
M
Medicine,
Vacccine, Totipotennt.

I
Introduction

A

Bio-Nanootube (BNT), was
w conceptuaalized in Figuree 1.
BNT wass isolated from
m Genetically Engineered (G
GE)
E
Escherichia
cooli K-12 Yaale strain andd was used for
a
antidiarrheal
vaaccine on Balb
b/C mice. Imm
mune response was
w
iddentified on BNT
B
(Fimbiraae/pili) of GE E. coli bacteeria,
w
without
observving any side effect of celllular damage on
m
mice,
when inoculated. Regenerative
R
m
medicine
is the
c
consideration
o regeneration of damaged annd amputed tisssue
of

and bonnes, applicablee in case of caancer and accident. BNT
involvedd in repairingg and immunee response off cells and
tissues in
i Balb/C, 8 weeks
w
old malee mice and waas designed
in GE bacteria
b
as shoown in Figuree 2 [1, 2] and to replace
Carbon Nanotube (C
CNT), Figuree 3, steps were
w
used.
g
has beeen similarly
Totipoteent tissue, scafffolding tissue growth
concepttualized, inocuulated in vivoo into mice. A double
mantel CNT
C
structure is reproduced in Figure 4.

Fig. 1: Clustering Scan
nning Electron Microscopy
M
(SEM
M) View of BNT
T (Fimbriae/pili)), Appeared as Dots
D on Membranne
1
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Fiig. 2: Steps for Vaccination
V
and Regeneration

Fig. 3: Syringe and Mem
mbrane based BN
NT Delivery Proccess
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Fig. 4: Douuble Chamberedd CNT

Steps Involveed in Designiing Moleculaar
S
E
Engineering
of BNT for Animal
A
Modeel
E. coli K-12 was
E
w collected from the sourrce HCL-Punee. It
w preserved in
was
i slant and in other appropriiate vials.
Cells were alsoo preserved in
C
n glycerin baseed eppendorf tuube
inn deep freeze of
o –45°C to –7
75°C and or as dry cell in seaaled
g
glass.
The straain was then in
noculated to nutrient
n
broth and
a
w grown in 2 lt culturess. In case of rapid Deoxyrribo
was
N
Nucleic
Acid (D
DNA) isolation
n, the culture of
o cell was keppt in
o eppendorff tube at 1 mll volume. Thee cells were thhen
one
c
centrifuged.
Peellets were th
hen washed byy sterile distillled
w
water
and thenn by Tris-HCL at pH 7.8. Thhe cells were thhen
lyysed by lytic buffer.
b
The lytiic buffer contaiins alkaline pH
H of
1
12.34,
containiing SDS (sodium Dodecyl Sulphate),
S
EDT
TA,
T
Tris
and lysozzyme pH was adjusted by NaOH and HCL
H
thhrough digital pH meter at room
r
temperatture of 25oC. The
T
r
risk
starts wheen the cell lyses and naked DNA comes out
f
from
the cell. Starting from isolation of DNA,
D
measuress to
p
prevent
contam
mination shou
uld be taken very
v
carefullyy in
m
microbiologica
al laboratory. In case of pathhogenic microbbes,
thhe risk of conttamination is high
h
in laboratoory. But in casee of
isolated DNA, the risk facto
or is increasedd thousand tim
mes
w
with
respect too cell engineering and manipulation and the
s
same
has the im
mpact to enviro
onment also, iff the methodoloogy
f
fails
to syntheesis DNA, Rib
bonucleic Acidd (RNA), proteein,
(i.e., the produucts applicablee to regeneratiive medicine and
a
e
environment)
[1–7].

propertiies of DNA, represented
r
byy plasmid, chrromosome,
which support
s
to carryy biological innformation. ME
E concepts
as developed by micrroanalysis, likee micropipettinng, cutting
A by restrictiion enzyme to
t design new
w plasmid
of DNA
moleculles, which mayy express the desired
d
proteinn in E. coli
K-12, Yale
Y
strain, after
a
giving proper
p
pH, teemperature,
nutrientt and selective media support to protect from
m infection
and maiintain sterility to
t isolate desirred target speciific protein
moleculles (i.e., not to
t allow hybriid DNA, trannsconjugant
proteinss to express prrototroph proteein). To hold constitutive
c
auxotropphic phenol-ggenotypes annd for desireed protein
expressiions, selectionn of transconjuugant for ME
E design is
importaant, which willl not allow anyy entry of foreeign DNA.
Chemical Engineers understand feermentation annd product
yield buut fail to realizee the potential power of micrrobes from
differennt sources, whiich can corruptt the system byy infecting
bioreacttors of capacitty 1000 lt, caausing damagee to billion
dollars project. To suupply the ferm
mented productt to Down
P), which invoolves the maxiimum cost
Stream Process (DSP
(75%) in pharmaceuutical industries and obey all basic
processees of chemicall mechanical unit
u operation, separation
technoloogies (i.e. centtrifugation, filttration, dryingg, etc.) and
preparattion of drugs (either in thee form of sollid powder
and/or as
a liquid/gel enncapsulated in the form of caapsule). Up
to the Up
U Stream Proccess (USP), all steps must be carried out
maintainning absolutee sterility to pure form of DNA
expressiing replicatioon, transcriptiion and trannslation to
generatee desired proteein like insulinn, growth horm
mones, antidiarrheaal vaccine.

A New Look of Molecularr Engineerin
ng
GE and Molecular Engineeriing (ME) needd proper measuureG
m
ment
like any classical
c
engin
neering design.. For example the
g
growth
of miicrobes requirred time-vs-poopulation grow
wth
m
measurement,
i
including
to lo
ook other bioloogical factors like
l

Bacterio-Genetical DNA Appliccation in Prooduction
of Diarrrhea Vaccin
ne
The enngineers and the scientists have to realize
r
the
importaance of the baacterio-geneticaal studies, to control all
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nnecessities of human well-b
being in futurre, starting frrom
m
medicine,
foodd and pollutiion control. The strength of
m
microbes
is noot to be undereestimated and has already been
m
mentioned
by Louise
L
Pasteurr about 100 years ago. It seems,
too day, that microbial po
opulation can grow like any
d
dimensions
of galaxy, if theey are being allowed grow
wing
c
continuously
and can cover the whole surrface of the eaarth
w
within
few months
m
and daays. The micrrobes ferment or
o
oxidize
any am
mount of substtrate in few minutes
m
or dayss, if
thhe environmennt supports theem to grow. Onne example is the
d
dead
animals get
g fouled, traansformed to a liquid masss or
s
skeleton,
spreaading obnoxious smells to the environmeent,
d to bacteriall contamination
due
n.
So the utility of
S
o microbes caan be divided in two parts. The
T
f
first
is for ussing microbes for the beneefits of mankiind,
a
aseptically
andd the second is to protecct mankind frrom
innfectious diseaases or pest derrived from miccrobes. The utiility
o microbial tools
of
t
actually remains undeer the controll of
s
scientists
and engineers,
e
to usse them as alteernative to nucllear
p
power.
The knnowledge to deal
d
microbes aseptically ussing
c
classical
micrrobiology to GE and ME
E applicable to
m
medicine,
envvironment and
d engineering design classical
b
bacteriogenetic
cs to molecularr DNA, DNA cloning and laarge
p
production
of industrially
i
im
mportant microbbes and finallyy to
s
study
GE and ME. Another important aspeect would be that
t
a
after
the classiffication of DNA, RNA and protein,
p
researccher
a engineer should
and
s
think fiirst how to usse these microobes
a
aseptically
for maximum ben
nefits. To describe this, autthor
h
has
chosen thhe basic diarrrhea infectionn of human and
d
domestic
anim
mals. A case study
s
has beeen chosen, whhich
w
would
be descrribed in followiing steps:
• Different pathogenic
p
baccterial strains were
w
collected and
their phenno-genotypical characters at
a the laborattory
scale weree studied at different cross over
o
E. coli K-12
K
nal ®, sm ® recipient (F--) strain studiess.
• The pathog
genic and toxiigenic activitiees of these patthogenic miccrobes were also studied occasionally on
Balb/C micce.
• The experriments were carried out to
o investigate and
isolate impportant bacteriaal strains possesssing Colonizattion
Factor Antiigen (CFA) and
d virulence prooperties.
• Plasmid DNA
D
was iso
olated in agarrose gel electtrophoresis method
m
and th
heir molecular weights proffiles
were studieed [3–5].
• For differeent bacterial pathogenic
p
annd toxigenic actia
vities, som
me specific diarrhea
d
causinng bacteria were
w
collected.
These bacteriaa caused severre diarrhea to domestic anim
T
mal
a human. Too prove, that fo
and
oreign specific DNA, as isolaated
f
from
E. coli or
o from distantt species of ennterobacteriaceeae,
m be plasmidds born, if they
may
y are confirminng pathogenic and
tooxigenic naturres. In addition to that it is also recognizzed,
3
320

mong these
that thee R-plasmids are frequentlyy observed am
pathogennic and toxigennic E. coli, beloonging to Enterrotoxigenic
E. coli (ETEC) and Enteropathoge
E
enic E. coli (E
EPEC) and
u
tract inffecting groups.
several other UTI or urinary
To carryy out such baccterio-geneticall assays, the neext attempt
was to study
s
the plasm
mid profiles of pathogenic E. coli or any
industriaally importantt microbes (baacteria). As soon as it is
completted, one has to study the transferable conjugative
c
natures of plasmids innto E. coli K--12 C600 Yalee strain by
c
i.ee., the transferrability of bacteerial donor
simple conjugation,
plasmidds in vivo into E.
E coli K-12 too study the plaasmid gene
expressiion. By this process
p
conjuggative (transfeerable) and
non-connjugative (non--transferable) plasmids
p
were separated.
Hybrid conjugants were
w
selected by means of counterselectivee assays. To veerify the processs, that a counteer-selective
E. coli K-12
K
carries doonor plasmid, auto
a
radiographhic analysis
was carrried out and DNA
D
plasmid profile
p
were annalyzed. In
case, auutoradiographyy tests are nott possible, theen plasmid
profile tests
t
by (RE) must
m be carriedd out.
Auxotroophic E. coli K-12
K
is a welll known bacteeria strain,
whose genetic
g
propertties are thorouughly studied all
a over the
world. It
I is used to stuudy bacteriogennetics, rDNA teechnology,
biochem
mistry, biotechnnology and bioochemical engineering. In
this studdy, plasmid transformations of two selecttive donors
of posittive MRHU (+
+) plasmid 08:: ETEC and 0226: EPEC,
were seelected. These strains causedd severe diarrhhea and are
born wiith MRHU (+) factor. The eaarlier studies of
o conjugation, shoowed that the recipients of E.
E coli K-12 occcasionally
receivedd donor MRH
HU (+) plasmidd, but were trransformed
to protootroph duringg transconjugaant MRHU (+
+) plasmid
expressiion. After couunter-selectionn, hybrid auxootrophic E.
coli K-112 were transfo
formed into phoototrophic recoombinants/
transconnjugants, whichh damaged thee genetic studyy of hybrid
transconnjugants/recom
mbinants The reason
r
to studdy MRHU
(+) diarrrhea causing activities
a
of doonor at selectiive genetic
markerss were impossibble.

Globall Chemotheraapeutic Dem
mands
Dependding upon the particular fieldds of chemothherapy, the
applicattion of GE andd BNT concepts are optimizeed and can
differ with
w respect to their
t
priorities. Usually these objectives
include a number of different
d
criteria. The general objectives
of bioprrocess optimizaation can be proocess stabilizatiion, quality
assurancce and cost maanagement [7, 8]. Special obbjectives of
bioproceess optimizatioon can be usedd for instance in product
biotechnnology for higgh product yielld, i.e. high prroductivity
low subbstrate consum
mption, high product
p
qualityy, efficient
control of metabolic activity and unit
u
operationss, efficient
p
scheduuling, low
downstrream processinng efficient process
overall costs of the entire
e
process, high process reliability
mental bioand repproducibility. For instance in environm
technoloogy, cost-effecctive pollutionn process reliaability and

S
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Fig. 5: Steps//Algorithm as Used
U
to Design Genetically
G
Enginneered and to Seelect BNT like Nanotube
N

rreproducibility.. For instancee in environm
mental biotechhnoloogy, cost-effecctive pollution
n control, comppliance with leegal
r
requirements,
minimization of energy costs, efficiient
b
biological,
chemical and phy
ysical unit opeerations are easier
too implement. An efficien
nt operation is
i depending on
c
changing
loadss, low overall costs
c
of the enntire process, high
h
p
process
reliabillity and reproducibility, for instance in food
fo
b
biotechnology,
q
producct safety, efficiient
high product quality,
c
control
of meetabolic activ
vity, efficient unit operatioons,
e
efficient
processs scheduling, low overall costs
c
of the enntire
p
process,
high process reliaability and reeproducibility are
e
essential
[8–111]. In medicin
ne, patient well-being; reliabble,
q
quick
and cosst-effective diaagnosis; reliabble, adequate and
e
efficient
diagnnosis and theerapy, individdual and patiient
f
friendly
diagnoosis and theraapy, minimizattion of treatm
ment
c
costs
are essenttial and the sam
me is possible through ME, GE
a paradigm shift
and
s
of engineeering design.

C
Conclusion
BNT ME conceptually descriibes its uses annd applicationss in
B
d
designing
ME and regenerative medicine. ME
M is represennted
b classical, thhermo dynamical mathematiical, experimenntal
by
s
search
methodss and obey the following stepps:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select a system,
Select variables,
Perrform experimeents and test prroduct,
Subbmit data for sttatistical and reegression analyysis,
Speecifications forr feasibility proogram,
Select constraints for grid searchh,
Evaaluate grid searrch, defined byy appropriate eqquations.

It does not require coontinuity or diffferentiable maathematical
maceutical prooduct optimizaation, two
functionn. For pharm
major steps
s
were used: (a) feasibbility search, as
a used to
locate seet of response constraints thaat are just withiin the limit
of posssibility and (bb) grid search.. Experimentaal range is
divided into grid of specific sizess. ME outcom
me can be
t quite differeent criteria, suuch as maximuum product
related to
yield inn pharmaceuttical industry, high qualityy in food
productiion, maximum
m remediation performance in
i environmental biotechnologyy, in a wider context, welll-being of
patient through mediccine. Many biooprocesses stilll have the
potentiaal to be improvved considerabbly with respeect to these
criteria. In order to acchieve substanttial improvemeents in ME
mization is
designs,, a systematic approach to biioprocess optim
requiredd. Using Bioccontrol's intellligent technollogies, the
321
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ssystematic appproach of biocontrol can be
b achieved. The
T
e
expertise
of biotechnology
b
and informaation technoloogy
p
provides
the right
r
combinaation to put this
t
optimizattion
p
potential
succeessfully into practice. Biocontrol approach
c
covers
theoretiical and experrimental aspeccts of bioproccess
a
analysis
and optimization in order to implement
i
noovel
o
optimization
strrategies.
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Bio-Engineering Approach to Control River Bank Erosion
T. Sanyal1

Abstract: River bank erosion is a natural hazard that manifests more commonly in regions with unstable soil
stratification. Causes behind river bank erosion are several, the most common being large water level fluctuation of
river. Fluvial drag and vortices at bank toe are other common causes. Design principle for bank protection against
erosion is based on i) prevention of migration of bank soil, ii) facilitating dissipation of pore water intruded into the
bank soil without disturbing the bank configuration and iii) inducing accretion of silt on the eroded bank. Besides
providing direct protection of the affected bank, sometimes structural interventions may be necessary in
conjunction. The conventional practice of placing granular inverted filter over eroded banks, apart from
environmental limitations, is fraught with constructional impreciseness leading to recurrence of failure. As a result
bio-engineering measures are now being increasingly favored even in developed countries to control river bank
erosion. Bio-engineering approach is engineered utilization of appropriate natural resources keeping in view sitespecific technical needs. Jute Geotextiles (JGT), a kind of technical textile, in conjunction with appropriate
vegetation can cater to the technical requirements as effectively as inverted granular filter. Vetiver grass in rivers
carrying sweet water and mangroves in brackish water zones are effective as soil-binder, silt-inducer and flowattenuator. JGT incidentally has been used successfully in more than fifty eroded river banks all over the country. It
is felt that given the environmental adversities looming large, bio-engineering approach for control of river bank
erosion strongly deserves encouragement by the Government and engineers.
Keywords: Bio-Engineering, Jute Geotextile, Transmissivity, Vetiver, Mangroves.

Introduction

Causes of River Bank Erosion

E

As indicated the most common cause of river bank erosion is
sharp water level fluctuation. Water above the ambient level
during the rains intrudes into the bank soil and the intruded
pore water tries to force its way back into the river when the
level goes down, toppling the bank soil in the process. Extent
of intrusion of water into bank soil depends principally on
hydraulic conductivity of bank soil while magnitude of
erosion of bank is a factor of its ‘erodibility’. At ambient
level of water in rivers banks seldom erode as pore water
pressure within bank soil is counter-balanced by water
pressure of river. River erosion takes place when hydraulic
gradient is formed due to recession of water level. The other
reason of bank erosion is the frictional drag exerted by the
flow hugging it. River bank may succumb to such fluvial
erosive forces (‘erosivity’) exerted on bank. The third
common cause is formation of eddies at the bank toe which
eat up bank soil progressively from bottom.

rosion of banks of rivers and waterways is a frequently
occurring phenomenon especially in regimes with
unsettled soil stratification. There are several reasons for
river bank erosion of which the combined effect of rise of
water level in rivers during the monsoon and drawdown
thereafter is the most common. Velocity of flow hugging a
bank, eddies at the bank toe, severe wind-induced waves are
other common causes of river bank erosion. The conventional
approach to control river bank erosion is to place inverted
granular filter over the affected bank after correcting the
bank slope to a stable profile. With development of
geotextiles the function of filter required to stabilize the
eroded bank can be far better managed. The current trend is
to adopt bio-engineering measures which utilize natural
resources to protect the eroded/erosion-prone river banks.
This is in essence utilization of engineered natural resources
to control soil-related distresses as in the case of river bank
erosion. The paper discusses in brief the basic technology
and the natural implements that can be engineered to control
river bank erosion.

1

Strong wind-induced waves may also cause bank erosion.
Waves generated by large vessels may also erode river banks
occasionally.
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Remedial Principle
The basic principle to control river bank erosion caused as a
result of water level fluctuation is i) to check migration of
soil particles from the affected bank and ii) to facilitate
dissipation of pore water pressure generated within bank soil.
Understandably what is needed is a filter over the affected
bank that can fulfill both the requirements concurrently.
Granular inverted filter is conventionally recommended for
the purpose. To control erosion caused by fluvial frictional
drag, usually repulsion of flow away from the bank by
construction of spurs etc is advocated. Eddies at bank toe
may be controlled by building submerged spurs. The conventional practice of placing granular inverted filter over eroded
banks, apart from environmental limitations and high cost, is
fraught with constructional impreciseness leading to
recurrence of failure. As a result bio-engineering measures are
now being increasingly favored even in developed countries
to control river bank erosion.

Bio-Engineering Technique
Simply expressed, bio-engineering approach is engineered
application of appropriate natural resources keeping in view
the remedial principle as indicated and site-conditions. The
two remedial functions are carried out by geotextiles,
preferably natural geotextiles while function of soil-binding
is done by appropriate vegetation. Each part of a plant
performs distinct functions. Roots increase hydraulic
conductivity of soil and reinforce them by performing
functions of anchorage, absorption, conduction and storage.
Stems help in interception of soil particles on move. Leaves
aid storage and enhances aesthetic appeal. Pour water
pressure in the underground is eased off due to transpiration
through roots. Vegetation with deep roots and high survivability rate should be chosen considering the climatic and
geotechnical conditions. Vegetation strengthens the top soil
improves integrity of the soil body.

Role of Geotextile in River Bank Erosion Control
Filtration, the critical requirement for designing a protective
cover over the eroded bank, as indicated implies two-fold
functions viz a) checking migration of bank soil particles and
b) easing of confined pore water within the bank soil. A filter
over the affected bank is needed till vegetation is sufficiently
mature to perform its expected functions. Filtration function
is best performed by specially made fabric known as
geotextile—a kind of technical textile having its pores so
designed as would not allow the most of bank soil particles
to pass through and. at the same time facilitate passage of
pore water across (‘permittivity’) and along (‘transmissivity’)
it. Understandably the functions are contrasting. Optimizing
the pore size of geotextiles holds the key as smaller the pore
size, the better will be particle-restraint and the lower will be
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its permeability. Prior judicious empirical compromise of
pore size is thus called for. Geotextile should be tailor-made
to cater to this requirement, besides possessing adequate
tensile strength to withstand installation and other imposed
stresses. Synthetic (polymeric) geotextiles are commonly
used in the overseas for its durability, dimensional uniformity
and affordable price. But it suffers from environmental
limitations as polyamides, polyethylene etc that go in its
making are not eco-concordant. It is for this reason natural
geotextiles, especially Jute Geotextiles (JGT) is being
increasingly favored for its eco-compatibility, spinnability
and high initial modulus as an integral component of bioengineering technique. JGT in addition supports growth of
vegetation and biodegrade after leaving nutrients as residue
hastening growth of vegetation for soil-binding.

Design Elements
Design of JGT should thus focus on two factors i.e. AOS
(Apparent Opening Size) of woven JGT and co-efficient of
permeability of JGT with relation to average grain size
distribution of bank soil and hydraulic conductivity of bank
soil respectively. Empirical relations have been developed
for man-made geotextiles, which have the advantage of yarn
uniformity and dimensional stability. Considering features of
jute fibers it is suggested that AOS of JGT should be allowed
sufficient tolerance (say 15%) considering its lack of
dimensional uniformity and for ‘hairiness’ of its yarns.
Tensile strength of 20 kN/m of woven JGT is usually adequate
for most river bank applications. Besides AOS of JGT, it is
necessary to design the granular armor layer over JGT laid
on the prepared bank slope to lend stability to the bank against
uplift forces. It requires to be ensured that displacement of
armor layer should be minimal and JGT should not turn into
a plane of sliding. Vegetation will sprout through the
interspaces of armor rock. It is important to point out that the
selected woven JGT must be durable enough to last till the
bank soil stabilizes to an acceptable degree. Bank erosion
caused due to complex hydraulic milieu may take longer
time for stabilization necessitating extended effective life of
JGT. Bank soil may stabilize sufficiently if filtration is
effective for at least two seasons usually. JGT remains
unaffected for six months without treatment usually.
Protective coating over it is therefore needed to enhance the
fabric durability for at least three years. Such eco-friendly
water-repellent protective coating is claimed to have been
developed by IIT, Kharagpur and also by Indian Jute
Industries’ Research Association, Kolkata. When bank soil
propelled by pore water pressure tries to ease out of pores of
the geotextile, larger particles form an arch-like configuretion over JGT pores and restrain smaller particles from
migrating. The process results in altered disposition of soil
particles in bank soil and lends a state of compactness and
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also effects of filter (‘filter cake’). In reversing flow
conditions, filter cake formation in bank soil is usually partial
when the cycle time is too short to form a graded soil filter.
In rapidly reversing flow conditions even partial filter cake
formation in bank soil may not be attainable. In such
conditions, granular filter is used in conjunction with JGT.
Light weight JGT is adequate for unidirectional flow
conditions, whereas thick GT should be suitable for rapidly
reversing flow conditions. Research institutes in the west
have developed separate empirical design criteria for
synthetic geotextiles for river bank protection against
erosion. On the basis of experience gained in more than fifty
field applications with JGT for control of river bank erosion
in India, the following empirical criteria are recommended
for ensuring soil retention.
• If d40 is ≤ 0.06 mm, then O90 should be less than d90,
10d50 and 300 μm separately
• If d40 is > 0.06 mm, then O90 should be less than 1.5 d10
U1/2, d50 and 500 μm separately (Sanyal 2016)
To fulfill permeability requirements the basis principle is
that as long as the permeability of the geotextile (kg) is
greater than the permeability of the soil (ks), the flow of
water will not be impeded at the soil/geotextile interface. For
practical applications, the following indicators may be
adopted for JGT as recommended in Geotextiles & Geomembranes Manual (Ingold: 1994).
• If d40 is ≤ 0.06 mm, then 300 μm < O90 < 1500 μm and
5mm < tJGT < 15 mm
• If d40 is > 0.06 mm, then 500 μm < O90 < 2000 μm and
5mm < tJGT < 20 mm.
JGT acts as a drain allowing transmission of water along its
plane (transmissivity). For JGT, if permittivity criteria are
satisfied, transmissivity criteria are usually fulfilled. For
survivability, JGT shall have the minimum average roll
values (MARV) for armor layer as shown in Table 1
considering weight of individual stone about 50 kg with drop
height of 1 m.

Sl.
No.
1.

prior to deciding on the fabric porometry (AOS). Indian
Standard IS: 14262:1995 (Planning & Design of RevetmentsGuidelines) recommends the following regarding criteria for
selection of geotextiles. For granular materials containing
50% or less fines by weight, the following relation is to be
satisfied.
85% passing size of bed material (mm)
≥ 1.0
Equivalent opening size of fabric (mm)

The said Standard also recommends that the minimum
allowable opening size of the geotextile shall be 0.149 mm.
When the bed material size is between 50% and 85% by
weight, maximum allowable opening size of the geotextile
should be 0.211 mm. If the bed material contains fines with
more than 85% by weight, it is advisable to use non-woven
geotextiles. However the recommendations require modification considering the fact that physical features of JGT
and man-made geotextiles have inherent physical dissimilarities.
Design of riprap involves determination of thickness of
pitching, weight and also diameter of individual boulders.
The Standard published by Bureau of Indian Standards
IS: 14262-1995 provides guidelines for determination of the
said parameters. The aforesaid Indian Standard also presents
a nomograph for calculation of the weight of stone.

Type of Jute Geotextile for Use in River Bank
Only woven treated JGT is to be used in river bank
applications. Typical specifications of untreated woven JGT
may be seen in Table 2 below. The grey JGT has to be
smeared with a suitable eco-friendly water-repellent additive
to enhance its durability.
Table 2: Typical Specification of Untreated/Grey Woven JGT
Nomenclature

Woven JGT 20 kN/m
(Untreated)

Construction

1/1 DW Plain Weave

Weight (gsm) at 20% MR ≥

627

Table 1: MARV for Survivability of JGT

Width (cm) ≥

100

Property

ASTM

Units

Values

Ends × Picks/dm ≥

85 × 32

Thickness (mm at 2 kPa)

1.7 ± 10%

Wide Width tensile
Strength

D 4595

kN/m

20

Tensile Strength (kN/m) MD × CD ≥

20 × 20
12 × 12

2.

Puncture Strength

D 4833

kN

400 (± 10%)

Elongation at break (%) MD × CD ≥

3.

Burst Strength

D 3786

kPa

3100 (± 10%)

Puncture Resistance (kN)

0.400 ± 10%

Burst Strength (KPa)

3100 ± 10%

Permittivity at 50 mm constant head
(/sec)

350 × 10 ± 10%

A O S ( micron ) O95

150–400

To obviate probability of clogging and blocking of JGT,
Gradient Ratio Test (GR Test) or Hydraulic Conductivity
Test (HCR Test) as per ASTM–D 5567 or GR (Gradient
Ratio) test as per ASTM–D5101–90 should be conducted

–3
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Fig. 1: Method of Installation of JGT on River bank

The specifications of woven JGT shown in Table 2 are
supposed to satisfy the hydraulic design principles on
permissible shear stress on the bank. Care should be taken to
decide on the pore size of the fabric. Water-repellent
treatment in all river-related applications is a must. For
unidirectional waterways woven JGT with the above features
may be adopted. In rivers with two-way flows (tidal rivers) it
is advisable to use a heavier type JGT—say of weight
760 gsm which proved effective in a field application in the
Hugli estuary. Overall stability of the bank with Jute
Geotextiles may be checked with the help of any suitable
software (say BSTEM Version 5.0) by inserting values of
several critical bank-related and hydraulic parameters to
determine the Factor of Safety.

grass if the soil type and climatic conditions suit (Figure 2).
The grass provides a cover on bank slope protecting it from
direct impact of flow and helps moderate the velocity of
flow. For tidal rivers the consideration should be on the
range of salt-tolerance of the species. The ideal vegetation is
mangroves which thrive in coastal regions. There are about
64 species of mangroves with varying limits of salttolerance. The range of salinity in the tidal river should
therefore be considered before deciding on the mangrove
species. Advice of agronomists/botanists will guide the
planner to select the right type of mangrove. One striking
feature of mangroves is that they have stilt roots which help
in silt accretion when silt-laden water passes through them
(Figure 3).

Types of Vegetation for Soil-Bind
Geotextile supplements action of appropriate species of
vegetation for binding bank-soil. Species of vegetation thus
warrants careful selection considering the type of bank soil
and salinity of river water which wets the bank. The critical
factor in the choice of vegetation is the volume of its roots,
the depth of its penetration in soil and its salt tolerance in the
case of tidal rivers. Vetiver is considered the best choice in
this regard for rivers with sweet water flow. Vetiver grass, a
type of perennial grass with deep root system and tall
densely tufted grass blades, could be the ideal species of
326

Fig. 2: Vetiver Grass
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Fig. 3: Mangroves with Stilt Roots

It has been the experience of the author in the Hugli estuary
that silt accretion could sometimes exceed the growth-rate of
some of the mangrove species. Therefore estimation of silt
accretion on the bank vis-à-vis growth-rate of a species of
mangrove has to be tested in simulated conditions before
deciding on the species of mangroves. Mangroves will also
help in attenuation of flow velocity. An intensive study on
this aspect is needed for objective evaluation.

Conclusion
In developed countries such as the USA, Japan effectiveness
of different types of vegetation in attenuation of fluvial
velocity is being studied. Instead of spending huge sums on
mining of rich mineral resources for river bank protection
with the attendant pollution hazards, bio-engineering interventions as indicated is certainly worth trying. For this
laboratory simulation studies should be taken up followed by
field trials to lend a strong convincing scientific footing to
the concept.
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Development of Eco-Friendly and Sustainable Feminine
Hygiene Products form Lignocellulosic Jute Fibre
S.N. Chattopadhyay*1, R.K. Ghosh1, S. Bhattacharyya2 and S. Bhowmick1

Abstract: Jute has multifarious uses in a variety of areas. However, the possibility of using jute as crucial
components for health and hygiene products, particularly sanitary hygiene products has not been explored in details
in India. Menstrual Hygiene is one of the prime health concerns at global levels at present. In India, the policy
makers at the central as well as state levels have included this agenda in the public health programmes. According
to a survey conducted by A.C. Nielson, only 12% of the Indian women use sanitary napkins. They mostly use cloth
which exposes them to a variety of infections. One of the main reasons of low usage of napkins is high price which
makes the beyond the affordable range. There are yet another group of manufacturers, the members of Self Help
Groups (SHG) which have started manufacturing sanitary napkins using low cost technology. The smaller
manufacturers also face some problems in procurement of raw materials, particularly the absorbent materials.
NIRJAFT is engaged in development of absorbent raw materials from Jute for use in production of sanitary
protection materials. The absorbent pulp which is mainly used for manufacturing sanitary napkins is wood pulp
which is becoming a scare commodity as deforestation is punishable. There have been a number of attempts in India
as well as outside to develop absorbent materials from various materials like banana fibre, water hyacinth etc.
However, none of the materials have been promoted or marketed widely. Jute pulp as an absorbent material was
developed keeping the above issues in mind. After development of the pulp, certain numbers of sanitary napkin
packets were manufactured in two manufacturing units and the products were field tested in two locations with the
objective of upgrade the quality of the jute pulp further. After preparation at the SHG manufacturing units, the
napkins were evaluated. The tests were carried out using the following parameters as per specifications of Bureau
of Indian Standards (BIS). With reference to the performance of the samples with respect to absorbance, retention of
fluid, disposability after use, pH of the product, sensitivity to skin and microbiological susceptibility, the product is
better than those available in the market. Moreover, the product prepared from virgin jute pulp is economic,
hygienic and sustainable in character.
Keywords: Sanitary Napkins, Jute Pulp, Super Absorbent Polymer, Hygiene, Woodgel.

Introduction

M

enstrual Hygiene is one of the prime health concerns
at global levels at present [1–5]. In India, the policy
makers at the central as well as at the state levels have
included this agenda in the public health programmes. This
has some reasons. According to a survey conducted by A.C.
Nielson, only 12% of the Indian women use sanitary napkins
[6]. They mostly use cloth which exposes them to a variety
of infections [7]. One of the main reasons of low usage of
napkins is high price which makes the beyond the affordable
range. Another reason may be lack of availability in the
remote and hard to reach areas. The napkins are mostly
1

manufactured by the big multinational Corporations like
Johnson and Johnson, Kimberly Clarke, etc. However, there
are some local companies which serve the niche market.
There are yet another group of manufacturers, the members
of Self Help Groups (SHG) which have started manufacturing sanitary napkins using low cost technology. The
smaller manufacturers also face some problems in procurement of raw materials, particularly the absorbent materials.
However, availability of quality raw materials, particularly
wood gel is a problem area especially for the small and SHG
manufacturers. First of all, since both production capacity
and market reach of the SHG manufacturers are limited, the

Department of Chemical and Biochemical Processing, ICAR-National Institute of Research on Jute and Allied Fibre Technology, 12 Regent Park,
Kolkata–700040, India. *sambhu_in@yahoo.com
2
Fulcrum Consortium, Kolkata–700010, India.
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procurement amount is not substantial. Therefore, the
procurement price is on the higher side. Second and more
importantly, most of the materials are ‘seconds’ or
production rejects of the reputed companies. Third, none of
suppliers of quality products are located in West Bengal.
Most of them are either in Maharashtra or in Gujarat. This
causes uncertainty in the supply schedule of raw materials.
Most of the wood pulp used for the purpose is imported, and
therefore expensive, increasing the overall cost of a sanitary
napkin. Cotton is seen as a major fiber poised to replace
wood pulp especially in the feminine hygiene products
where less bulky is preferred and thinner is better. The high
cost of cotton is the reason why it has not been able to
replace pulp. The absorbent pulp which is mainly used for
manufacturing sanitary napkins is wood. This is mixed with
a chemical popularly known as Super Absorbent Polymer
(SAP) which enhances the absorbency power of the pulp
considerably. This mixed material, when comes in the
contact of liquid (menstrual blood) takes a gel form and that
is the reason why this is called ‘wood gel’. There have been
attempts to use alternative materials in place of wood gel.
The materials include banana fibre, water hyacinth etc. in
various parts of the world, mainly in the African countries.
However, all these attempts have been carried out at a small
level. There has been little or no attempt to scale up of these
initiatives so that these materials can be used by a sizeable
number of manufacturers as alternatives to wood gel. In view
of scenario on availability of wood gel described in the
section above, availability of similar absorbent material on
the basis of locally available fibre materials would be
immensely helpful. First of all, the materials will be virgin
and will be free from impurities. Second, if production of
pulp is encouraged, the timely supply will be assured and
this will create another livelihood opportunity since jute is
abundantly available in some districts of the state. Third, the
price is expected to be lower than the wood gel. Jute being
lignocellulosic in nature, is a very good alternative raw
material for making pulp and several pulping methods have
been developed [8–11]. Jute fibre consists of 60% αcellulose which can be used to replace wood pulp and save
our forests. Taking these factors into consideration it was
thought that jute pulp cellulose can very well replace the
imported and costly wood pulp. A sanitary napkin basically
comprises of three layers; top layer, absorbent layer and
barrier sheet. The absorbent layer is the key component of
the napkin (cellulose pulp) and the extent to which this layer
is able to absorb and retain the fluid determines the
efficiency of the napkin. So, the pulps thus produced may be
utilised for use as absorbent material for making sanitary
napkins. In the present work some studies have been done
for production of pulps by different methods and their
utilisation as absorbent material. The process has been

optimized and evaluation of the final product was done with
respect to performance, comfort and hygiene parameters.
The quality of the developed product was compared using
specified parameters with two major brands of sanitary
napkins in the Indian markets. In order to conduct the survey,
a structured questionnaire was prepared. The samples, along
with a questionnaire were distributed in two locations. The
main objective was to get a comparative assessment of the
products used by them at present and the samples given to
them for feedback. A detailed analysis of the feedback
revealed that the samples prepared from jute pulp is equally
good and sometimes better than the products used by them at
present.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Jute fibre: Jute fibre of low quality was cut into 2–4 cm
pieces and used for pulping.
Chemicals: The following chemicals of analytical grade were
used in the experiment : sodium hydroxide, sodium silicate,
trisodium phosphate, hydrogen peroxide, acetic acid, nonionic detergent, super absorbent polymer (commercial
grade), sodium carbonate, sodium sulphite, anthraquinone
and methanol.

Methods
Pulping
1. High chemical, high temperature ASAM pulping-Jute
fibres were treated in a solution containing sodium
hydroxide (5%, owf), sodium sulphite (20%), anthraquinone (0.1%) and methanol (15%) using a liquor
ratio of 1:12 for 3 hours at 160°C. The pulps were washed
thoroughly after pulping.
2. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and anthraquinone at
160°C-Jute fibres were treated in a solution containing
sodium hydroxide (5%, owf), sodium sulphite (20%)
and anthraquinone (0.1%) using a liquor ratio of 1:12 for
3 hours at 160°C. The pulps were washed thoroughly
after pulping.
3. Pulping with caustic, sulphite at 160°C-Jute fibres were
treated in a solution containing sodium hydroxide (5%,
owf) and sodium sulphite (20%) using a liquor ratio of
1:12 for 3 hours at 160°C. The pulps were washed
thoroughly after pulping.
4. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and Methanol at 160°CJute fibres were treated in a solution containing sodium
hydroxide (5%, owf), sodium sulphite (20%) and
methanol (15%) using a liquor ratio of 1:12 for 3 hours
at 160°C. The pulps were washed thoroughly after
pulping.
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5. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and anthraquinone by
open cooking-Jute fibres were treated in a solution
containing sodium hydroxide (5%, owf), sodium
sulphite (20%) and anthraquinone (0.1%) using a liquor
ratio of 1:12 for 3 hours at boil. The pulps were washed
thoroughly after pulping.
6. Low chemical ASAM pulping at 115°C-Jute fibres were
treated in a solution containing sodium hydroxide
(1.2%, owf), sodium sulphite (5%), anthraquinone
(0.1%) and methanol (5%) using a liquor ratio of 1:12
for 3 hours at 115°C. The pulps were washed thoroughly
after pulping.

Bleaching of Pulp
All the pulps were bleached separately in a covered vessel
using H2O2 (20 ml/l), trisodium phosphate (5 g/l), NaOH
(1 g/l), sodium silicate (10 g/l) and nonionic detergent (2 g/l)
at 1: 20 material to liquor ratio for 1.5 h at 90–95°C. The pH
was maintained at around 10. The bleached pulp was washed
in normal water and neutralized with dilute acetic acid (2 g/l)
and was given a final wash for further processing.
Beating: All the pulps were subjected to beating separately in
laboratory scale valley type beater for different durations to
produce pulp of 40°SR freeness.

Preparation of Samples
The samples were manufactured using standard methods
adopted by the SHG. The manufacturing mode was semimanual with machines are used for grinding, pressing and
sealing. Jute pulps were mixed with SAP, 2% on the weight
of fibre and samples weighing 10gms were pressed under
pressure of 100 kg/cm2 to form mat of 20 cm × 7.5 cm ×
1.5 cm. The samples were finally treated under U.V light.

specimen is prepared by taking 2.0 ± 0.05 gms of sample in
100 ml of deionised water in to stoppered glass bottle. The
flask was then agitated mechanically using a mechanical
laboratory based agitator for 20 mins. Then pH was measured
using pH paper (Merck, India), online pH meter (Eutech
Instruments, Singapore), dipping electode based pH meter
(Mettler Toledo, USA).

Determination of Absorbency and Ability to withstand
Pressure after Absorption.
This test was conducted as per the IS: 5405–1981. The time
taken for the fluid to get completely absorbed by the napkin
and the area of the spread of the fluid was noted. The sides
and back of the napkin were observed for any fluid leaking
through after placing a one kg weight on it.

Disposability
The disposability of the napkins was tested as per IS: 5405–
1981. The napkin with the top and back covering removed
was immersed in 15 liters of water and time taken to
completely disperse in water was noted.

Results and Discussion
Jute being lignocellulosic in nature is an ideal raw material
for pulping. The chemical composition of fibres were
evaluated and tabulated in Table 1. The α-cellulose content
of the fibre is maximum whereas lignin content is minimum.
Table 1: Chemical Composition of Jute Fibres
Raw
Material
Jute
fibre

αCellulose

Hemicellulose

Holocellulose

Lignin

66.6

19.8

86.4

12.6

Evaluation of Samples

The diameters of the grey, pulped and pulped-bleached fires
were done using a light Microscope; the longitudinal view of
the fibres was viewed under the microscope. The chemical
composition of the jute fibre was done using standard
procedure. The Whiteness Index in HUNTER scale,
Yellowness Index in the ASTM D1925 scale and Brightness
Index in TAPPI 452 scale of different pulps produced were
determined by Spectrascan 5100 computerised colour
matching system using relevant software.

The pulping of the fibres were carried out by the following
methods:
1. High chemical, high temperature ASAM pulping
2. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and anthraquinone at
160°C
3. Pulping with caustic, sulphite at 160°C
4. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and methanol at 160°C
5. Pulping with caustic, sulphite and anthraquinone by
open cooking
6. Low chemical ASAM pulping at 115°C.

Determination of pH
Determination of pH of Jute based sanitary napkin
ingredients as per IS: 1390–1983 procedure. Each test

All these pulps were bleached by hydrogen peroxide
bleaching process. The yield of the pulps were evaluated at
every steps along with optical properties of bleached pulp
which are tabulated in Table 2.

Qualitative Fibre Analysis and Optical Properties
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Table 2: Effect of Different Pulping Methods
on Yield and Optical Properties
Sample

Yield
(%)

Whiteness
Index

• Sampriti Mahila Mahasangha. Amta, Howrah (NGO-1)
• Nari-O-Sishu Kalyan Kendra. Panchla, Howrah (NGO-2)

Yellowness
Index

Brightness
Index

K/S
Value

A

57.20

88.27

11.28

68.71

0.09

B

57.95

85.79

12.78

69.90

0.10

C

60.8

81.19

16.58

61.40

0.18

D

61.8

80.09

25.23

61.07

0.28

E

80.75

82.42

17.58

60.40

0.19

F

71.44

79.43

23.83

57.23

0.31

Yield and appearance of the pulp is very important.
Removals of non-cellulosic materials are maximum in case
of high temperature and high chemical pulping resulting in
lower yield. Whereas, in case of low chemical low temperature pulping and open cooking, weight loss is minimum
and yield is very high. In all the cases whiteness and
brightness obtained after bleaching is very good.
The diameters of the fibres were evaluated under microscope, they are as follows:
grey fibre
- 0.11 mm
pulped fibre
- 0.08 mm
bleached pulp fibre - 0.06 mm
As the diameter of the fibre decreases, surface area of the
bleached pulp fibre increases, this is needed for better
absorption and retention of fluid. The disintegration of pulp
was carried out in the laboratory which separates the
individual fibres in the pulp and volume increases. This
material is then mixed with super absorbent polymer (SAP)
in mass mixture. The super absorbent pulp produced in the
laboratory was taken to two NGO at Howrah, where sanitary
napkins were produced.

Sanitary napkins were prepared following the steps as
mentioned below:
1. Weighing of 10 gm samples
2. Preparation of mat of 20 cm × 7.5 cm × 1.5 cm.
3. Compacting the mass using 100 kg/cm2 pressure.
4. U.V. treatment of the sample.
All the samples produced from jute pulps (experimental
samples), regular samples produced by two NGO’s (NGO-1
and NGO-2) and two multinational product samples were
evaluated for its absorbance and fluid retention properties
and tabulated in Table 3.
From Table 3, it is clear that the all the samples produced
from the jute pulp performs well and better than that
obtained from commercial samples. All the commercial
napkins as well as the napkin developed from jute pulp
conformed to absorbency standards of BIS. 30 ml of test
fluid flowed @15 ml/minute onto the samples was fully
absorbed by all the napkins except one commercial sample.
The time taken for the fluid to get completely absorbed
ranged from 5 seconds to 30 seconds among the various
brands. Positioning of the napkin was found to be a critical
factor in observing leak–through property. With a slight shift
in position of the flow point, from the centre towards the
sides, some napkins tended to leak through the sides and the
fluid showed up at the back. The study of pH of the pulps
after mixing with SAP is important parameters. All the
samples have been evaluated and have been tabulated in
Table 4. It is found that the pH values of all the samples lie
between 7 to 7.5. So, pH of all the samples was found to be
within the range (6 to 8.5) suitable to the human skin.

Table 3: Comparative Study of Different Sanitary Napkins
Sample

Amount of SAP
Added (%)

Quantity of Testing
Liquid Added (ml)

Area Absorbed by
Sanitary Napkin (after 2
min)

Area Absorbed by Sanitary
Napkin (after putting 1 kg wt for
1 min)

Feeling of Upper
Surface by Hand

A

2

15

4.5 cm × 5 cm

5 cm × 5.5 cm

Very good

B

2

30

6 cm × 6.5 cm

6.5 cm × 8 cm

Good

C

2

30

6 cm × 6.5 cm

6.5 cm × 8.5 cm

D

2

30

6 cm × 7.5 cm

7 cm × 8.5 cm

Good

E

2

30

6.5 cm × 8 cm

7 cm × 10.5 cm

Good

F

2

30

7 cm × 10 cm

7 cm × 11 cm

Good

Moderate

NGO-1

Unknown

30

7 cm × 8 cm

7 cm × 11 cm

Moderate

NGO-2

Unknown

30

6 cm × 7 cm

6 cm × 7.5 cm

Good

Carefree

Unknown

30

6.5 cm × 8 cm

7 cm × 9 cm

Moderate

Stayfree

Unknown

30

–

–

Very bad
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Table 4: Determination of pH of Jute based Sanitary Napkin as per
IS: 1390–1983 Procedure
Sample
Code

pH Paper
(Merck,
India)

Online pH Meter
(Eutech
Instruments,
Singapore)
6.96

Dipping Electrode
Based pH Meter
(Mettler Toledo,
USA)

A

7

B

7

7.07

7.21

C

7.5

7.61

7.58

D

7

7.00

7.03

E

7.5

7.46

7.12

7.38

F

7.5

7.45

7.46

NGO-1

7

7.01

7.32

NGO-2

7

6.68

6.72

Carefree

7

7.08

7.01

Stayfree

7

7.21

7.58

Disposability in water was seen in less than 5 minutes for
almost all regular type napkins, with fluff pulp as the middle
layer. The middle layer of jute pulp napkin also dispersed in
water within 5 minutes.
In order to conduct the survey, a structured questionnaire
was prepared before the survey. The main objective was to
get a comparative assessment of the products used by them
at present and the samples given to them for feedback. The
samples, along with a questionnaire were distributed in two
locations. The girls were told to hand over the questionnaire
after duly filling up their opinion on the sample napkins after
use.
A number of samples has been prepared and distributed to
end users in two locations:
1. Howrah–semi urban area
2. Purulia–Tribal dominated areas
3. Questionnaire has also been prepared and distributed
with sanitary napkin sample pack.
One set of samples was distributed to 56 adolescent girls in
Bauria, Howrah. All the girls were school students.The
samples were distributed in a programme organized in the
Nari O Shishu Shiksha Kendra. Another set of samples were
given to 39 students in Bongabari, Purulia II Block, Purulia.
The napkins prepared in Amta I was distributed in Purulia.
The distribution took place in Sathi Production Centre, one
of the first production centres of sanitary napkins in West
Bengal.
Regarding performance of the sample napkins as compared
to the napkins used at present, the findings bring out almost
similar scenario for Howrah and Purulia. While 84% of
332

respondents in Howrah report that the sample napkins are
better, this percentage in Purulia is slightly lower. This is
clearly evident from Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Performance of the Sample Napkins vis-à-vis
Napkins used at Present (%)

The finding on the absorbency power is in tune with the
findings from earlier figure. While the majority of the
respondents feel the absorbency power of the sample napkins
is superior to the napkins used currently, the percentage is
marginally lower in Purulia than in Howrah as depicted in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2: Absorbency Power of the Sample Napkins (%)

Conclusion
• Pulps produced by Low Chemical ASAM process
produce very white pulp after bleaching. The yield of
the pulp and performance of the product is good.
• Pulping by open digestion following alkaline sulphiteanthraquinone process also produces good yield and
white pulp after bleaching. The performance of the
product produced from this pulp is also good.
• The performance of the product during field trial clearly
shows that the sample prepared from jute pulp is
preferred by most of the respondents.

SMART Technologies for Natural Resource Conservation and Sustainable Development
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